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ABSTRACT 
 
Recently, the adiabatic flow model, which is a computational fluid 
dynamics (CFD) model in an adiabatic state, has been applied to solve 
the actual flow problem. When using finite element method for the 
computational fluid dynamics, the advection and pressure-induced 
vibration causes numerical instability. Hence, it is very effective to 
apply stabilized methods to the flow model to reduce the instability. In 
this paper, we present the new stream-upwind/Petrov-Garelkin (SUPG) 
formulations of the adiabatic flow model, which include not only the 
effects of SUPG but also those of pressure-stabilizing/Petrov-Garelkin 
(PSPG) and least-square on incompressible constraint (LSIC). By 
employing these methods, we were able to considerably improve the 
stability and accuracy of computations for two dimensional cavity 
flows. Furthermore, we applied arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) 
methods to solitary wave propagation. Based on these case studies, we 
have verified the effectiveness of our present CFD model. 
 
KEY WORDS: Adiabatic flow model, Solitary wave propagation, 
Cavity flow, SUPG, PSPG, LSIC, ALE 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Numerical computations of fluid flows are usually carried out under the 
assumption of either incompressibility or compressibility. Formulation 
of an incompressibility model can be introduced when the acoustic 
velocity tends to infinity. However, the acoustic velocities of natural 
fluids are not infinite, although its values are very large in comparison 
with other variables. Thus, we adopted the adiabatic flow model, which 
is considered to have slight compressibility. In the adiabatic flow model, 
by assuming the adiabatic state of the fluid, the density can be 
expressed only as a function of the pressure. Furthermore, the 
assumptions of the adiabatic flows are categorized into two methods. In 
one method, velocity, pressure, and density are used as the working 
variables and density is explicitly related to pressure by using the 
equation of states (Terachi and Kawahara [2010], Okumura et al. 
[2013], Kawahara [2016], etc.).  In the other method, velocity and 
pressure are used as the working variables, by assuming the acoustic 
velocity to be constant (Kawahara and Hirano [1983], Kawahara and 
Miwa [1983], Uchiyama and Kawahara [2015], Kawahara [2016], etc.). 
The latter method is known  as the acoustic velocity method. 

Many techniques have been proposed for the stabilized methods. When 
the finite element method is used, in order to reduce the instability due 
to the advection or pressure-induced vibration, stabilized methods 
such as stream-upwind/Petrov-Garelkin (SUPG) method, pressure-
stabilizing/Petrov-Garelkin (PSPG) method or bubble function method 
are widely used. In this paper, we clarify the effectiveness of the 
acoustic velocity model by considering SUPG terms, PSPG terms and 
least-square on incompressible constraint (LSIC) terms. Furthermore, 
we applied arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) methods for moving 
meshes. In the test studies of two-dimensional cavity flows, two-
dimensional solitary wave propagation, and three-dimensional solitary 
wave propagation, the stability and accuracy of computations are 
considerably improved with the use of these stabilized methods. By 
carrying out these test studies, we can confirm the applicability of our 
CFD model to the fluid flow analysis in various problems and the 
applicability of structurally resistive design against wave action in 
coastal facilities. 
 
BASIC EQUATIONS OF THE ACOUSTIC VELOCITY 
MODELS 
 
The basic equations of mass and momentum are expressed as follows 
by considering the change in density. 
 
�̇�𝜌 + 𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖𝜌𝜌,𝑖𝑖 + 𝜌𝜌𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖,𝑖𝑖 = 0 (1) 
𝜌𝜌��̇�𝑣𝑖𝑖 + 𝑣𝑣𝑗𝑗𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗� + 𝑝𝑝,𝑖𝑖 − 𝜏𝜏𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗,𝑗𝑗 − 𝜌𝜌𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖 = 0 (2) 
 
where p, u, and v are the density, pressure and velocity, respectively, 
and 𝜏𝜏𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗  and 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖  denote the total stress and body force, respectively. 
Since the acoustic velocity c can be expressed as Eq. 3, Eq. 1 can be 
transformed into Eq. 4. 
 
𝑐𝑐2 = 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
 (3) 

�̇�𝑝 + 𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝,𝑖𝑖 + 𝜌𝜌𝑐𝑐2𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖,𝑖𝑖 = 0 (4) 
 
Finally, the following equations of mass and momentum can be derived. 
 
Α = 𝜙𝜙(�̇�𝑝 + 𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝,𝑖𝑖) + 𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖,𝑖𝑖 = 0 (5) 
𝛣𝛣𝑖𝑖 = 𝜌𝜌��̇�𝑣𝑖𝑖 + 𝑣𝑣𝑗𝑗𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗� + 𝑝𝑝,𝑖𝑖 − 𝜏𝜏𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗,𝑗𝑗 − 𝜌𝜌𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖 = 0 (6) 
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where 
 
𝜙𝜙 = 1

𝜌𝜌𝑐𝑐2� = 1/𝜅𝜅 (7) 
 
which is the inverse of the bulk modulus 𝜅𝜅. In many cases, the acoustic 
velocity c remains constant. If the acoustic velocity c tends to infinity 
in Eq. 5, it corresponds to the mass of incompressible flow. However, 
we would like to emphasize that the acoustic velocity is not infinite in  
natural fluids. 
 
FINITE ELEMENT EQUATIONS 
 
The weighted residual equation with SUPG is formulated as follows. 
 
∫ (𝑣𝑣 𝑝𝑝∗�𝐴𝐴 + 𝑣𝑣𝚤𝚤∗�𝛣𝛣𝑖𝑖) = 0 (8) 
 
where 𝑝𝑝∗�and  𝑣𝑣𝚤𝚤∗�  are the weighting functions in SUPG and could 
be expressed as follows. 
 

(𝑝𝑝∗� 𝑣𝑣𝚤𝚤∗� ) = (𝑝𝑝∗𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖∗) + 𝜏𝜏𝑀𝑀(𝑝𝑝∗𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖∗),𝑘𝑘 �
𝜙𝜙𝑣𝑣𝑘𝑘 𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘
𝛿𝛿𝑗𝑗𝑘𝑘 𝜌𝜌𝑣𝑣𝑘𝑘𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗

� �
𝜌𝜌‖𝑣𝑣‖2

1 𝜌𝜌�
� (9) 

 
On substituting Eq. 5 and Eq. 6 into Eq. 8, and by using weighting 
functions in Eq. 9, finite element equations could be derived as 
follows. 
 
𝜙𝜙∫ (𝑝𝑝∗�̇�𝑝𝑣𝑣 )𝑑𝑑𝑣𝑣 + 𝜙𝜙∫ (𝑝𝑝∗𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝,𝑖𝑖𝑣𝑣 )𝑑𝑑𝑣𝑣 + ∫ (𝑝𝑝∗𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖,𝑖𝑖𝑣𝑣 )𝑑𝑑𝑣𝑣 +

𝜈𝜈𝐴𝐴𝜙𝜙2 ∫ (𝑣𝑣 𝑝𝑝,𝑖𝑖
∗𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖�̇�𝑝)𝑑𝑑𝑣𝑣 + 𝜈𝜈𝐴𝐴𝜙𝜙2 ∫ (𝑣𝑣 𝑝𝑝,𝑖𝑖

∗𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖𝑣𝑣𝑗𝑗𝑝𝑝,𝑗𝑗)𝑑𝑑𝑣𝑣 +

𝜈𝜈𝐴𝐴𝜙𝜙 ∫ (𝑣𝑣 𝑝𝑝,𝑖𝑖
∗𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖𝑣𝑣𝑗𝑗,𝑗𝑗)𝑑𝑑𝑣𝑣 + 𝜏𝜏𝜕𝜕𝜌𝜌 ∫ (𝑣𝑣 𝑝𝑝,𝑖𝑖

∗�̇�𝑣𝑖𝑖)𝑑𝑑𝑣𝑣 +

𝜏𝜏𝜕𝜕𝜌𝜌 ∫ (𝑣𝑣 𝑝𝑝,𝑖𝑖
∗𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗)𝑑𝑑𝑣𝑣 + 𝜏𝜏𝜕𝜕 ∫ (𝑣𝑣 𝑝𝑝,𝑖𝑖

∗𝑝𝑝,𝑖𝑖)𝑑𝑑𝑣𝑣 = 0 (10) 
 

𝜌𝜌 ∫ (𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖∗�̇�𝑣𝑖𝑖𝑣𝑣 )𝑑𝑑𝑣𝑣 + 𝜌𝜌 ∫ (𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖∗𝑣𝑣𝑗𝑗𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗𝑣𝑣 )𝑑𝑑𝑣𝑣 − ∫ (𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖,𝑖𝑖∗ 𝑝𝑝𝑣𝑣 )𝑑𝑑𝑣𝑣 +

∫ (𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗∗𝑣𝑣 𝜏𝜏𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗)𝑑𝑑𝑣𝑣 + 𝜈𝜈𝑐𝑐𝜙𝜙 ∫ (𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖,𝑖𝑖∗ �̇�𝑝𝑣𝑣 )𝑑𝑑𝑣𝑣 + 𝜈𝜈𝑐𝑐𝜙𝜙 ∫ (𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖,𝑖𝑖∗𝑣𝑣 𝑣𝑣𝑗𝑗𝑝𝑝,𝑗𝑗)𝑑𝑑𝑣𝑣 +

𝜈𝜈𝑐𝑐𝜙𝜙 ∫ (𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖,𝑖𝑖∗𝑣𝑣 𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗)𝑑𝑑𝑣𝑣 + 𝜏𝜏𝑀𝑀𝜌𝜌 ∫ (𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗∗𝑣𝑣 𝑣𝑣𝑗𝑗�̇�𝑣𝑖𝑖)𝑑𝑑𝑣𝑣 +

𝜏𝜏𝑀𝑀𝜌𝜌 ∫ (𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗∗𝑣𝑣 𝑣𝑣𝑗𝑗𝑣𝑣𝑘𝑘𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖,𝑘𝑘)𝑑𝑑𝑣𝑣 + 𝜏𝜏𝑀𝑀 ∫ (𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗∗𝑣𝑣 𝑣𝑣𝑗𝑗𝑝𝑝,𝑗𝑗)𝑑𝑑𝑣𝑣 =

∫ (𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖∗𝑠𝑠 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖)𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 + 𝜌𝜌 ∫ (𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖∗𝑣𝑣 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖)𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 (11) 
 
Where 
 
𝜈𝜈𝐴𝐴 = 𝜌𝜌‖𝑣𝑣‖2𝜏𝜏𝑀𝑀 (12) 
𝜈𝜈𝐶𝐶 = 𝜌𝜌‖𝑣𝑣‖2𝜏𝜏𝑀𝑀 

𝜏𝜏𝜕𝜕 =
1
𝜌𝜌
𝜏𝜏𝑀𝑀 

 
On the left-hand side of Eq.10, the fourth, fifth, and sixth terms are 

LSIC terms, and the seventh, eighth, and ninth terms are PSPG terms. 
On the left-hand side of  Eq.11, the fifth, sixth, and seventh terms are 
LSIC terms, and the eighth, ninth, and tenth terms are SUPG terms. 
Although the LSIC method is usually applied to incompressible models, 
in order to stabilize the computation, we included the LSIC method in 
our CFD model because the fluid should be almost incompressible. In 
Eq.12, 𝜈𝜈𝐴𝐴, 𝜈𝜈𝐶𝐶, 𝜏𝜏𝜕𝜕, and 𝜏𝜏𝑀𝑀 are the coefficients defined by Tezduyar 
et al [2003]. 

CAVITY FLOWS 
 
In order to demonstrate the applicability of this CFD model, we have 
carried out the computation of the cavity flow problem. This 
computation is based on spatial domains that  are not required to move 
the nodes or deform the meshes. Fig. 1 shows the computational finite 
element mesh. The number of nodes and meshes are 6,561 and 128,000, 
respectively. The boundary conditions on the right, left, and down sides 
are non-slip conditions, and we set the velocity to 1m/s on the upper 
boundary. 
 

 
Fig. 1 Finite element meshes for the cavity flows 
 
Fig. 2 shows the computational results of the velocity along the central 
axis compared with Giha’s results [Ghia et al, 1982], and Fig. 3 shows 
the velocity distribution at the time step of 200s. In Fig. 2, each 
computational result corresponds with Giha’s results very well. 
According to these computational results, our CFD model is able to 
provide accurate results  with an incompressible flow model. 

 
Fig. 2 Velocity along the central axis compared with Giha’s results 
 

● Giha
Our CFD model
Imcompressible flow model
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Fig. 3 Velocity distribution (Re = 1,000, T = 200 s) 
 
TWO-DIMENSIONAL SOLITARY WAVE  
 
We then carried out the computation of the solitary wave propagation 
in order to demonstrate the applicability of this CFD model. In this 
problem, we have to cope with the free surface condition. The mesh 
needs to be updated as the flow evolves. Fig.4 shows the computational 
finite element mesh. The number of nodes and meshes were 5,511 and 
10,000, respectively. The boundary conditions on the left, right, and 
down sides are slip wall conditions. The initial conditions of the wave 
level and velocity were derived using Laitone’s formula. Furthermore, 
we set the wave height ratio at 0.1 by considering a non-breaking wave 
condition. 

 
Fig. 4 Finite element meshes for two-dimensional solitary wave 
propagation 

 

 
Fig. 5 Schematic expression of ALE method 
 
In this computation, we applied the ALE method to the flow to avoid 
having to collapse the meshes. Fig. 5 shows the schematic expression 

of  the ALE method. Nodes on the free surface move according to the 
interface-tracking techniques. In contrast, nodes in the fluid move 
according to the ALE approach. The x-coordinate of the nodes in the 
fluid invariably corresponds to those on the free surface. 
 
Fig. 6 shows the solitary wave propagation. The colors in the figure  
denote the pressure distribution. In these computational results, the 
solitary wave propagates and reflects from the wall accurately. 
 

 
(1)  T = 30 s 

 
(2) T = 45 s 

 
(3) T = 60s 
Fig. 6 Solitary wave propagation (Two-dimensional) 
 
THREE-DIMENSIONAL SOLITARY WAVE 
 
We then computed the three-dimensional solitary wave propagation in 
order to demonstrate the applicability of this CFD model. Fig.7 shows 
the schematic view and the computational condition. The number of 
nodes and elements are 30,371 and 125,000, respectively. We set the 
wave height ratio at 0.12 by considering a non-breaking wave condition. 
We set a slope of 1/20 in the middle of the channel. The depth on the 
downstream side was 0.5m from the surface to the reef topography. 

Slip wall
(v=0)

Slip wall
(u=0)

Slip wall
(u=0)

Free surface

n n+1 n nn+1 n+1

Free surface treatment
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Fig. 7 Schematic view of the three-dimensional solitary wave 
propagation 
 

 

 

 
Fig. 8 Solitary wave propagation (three-dimensional) 
 
Fig. 8 shows the solitary wave propagation. In these computational 
results, the solitary wave propagates on the reef and transforms itself. It 
reflects from the wall, while maintaining its shape. 
 
Fig. 9 shows the computational time history of the non-dimensional 
water level compared with Street’s results [Street et al, 1968] at 
x/h=41.6 on the reef topography. These computational results 
correspond with Street’s results very well. 
 

 
Fig. 9 Computational time history of the non-dimensional water level 
compared with Street’s results 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this study, the applicability of the acoustic velocity model in both air 
and water was confirmed. Therefore, it is clear that this CFD model can 
be applied to various flow problems. However, to stabilize the 
computation, stabilized methods such as SUPG, PSPG, LSIC, and ALE 
are necessary. In the near future, we intend to apply this CFD model to  
structurally resistive design against wave action in the coastal 
facilities or the shape optimization problem of coastal facilities. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
The non-Fickian dispersion model which was available both in the 
initial and Taylor periods was developed using the physical 
interpretation of shear dispersion theory and particle tracking method. 
The proposed model treated the diffusive mass flux term using the 
sequential calculations of shear advection and vertical diffusion instead 
of implementing the dispersion coefficients. The simulation results of 
the non-Fickian dispersion model show that the concentration curves 
have the skewed distribution in the initial period and gradually changed 
to the symmetric distribution likewise the Fickian dispersion model. 
Also, the skewness coefficients of concentration curves were similar 
with the theoretical formula.  
 
KEY WORDS: Non-Fickian dispersion model; Initial period; Taylor 
period; Skewed concentration curve; Shear dispersion 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Simulation of the pollutant mixing in shallow water flow has been 
conducted using the depth-averaged advection-dispersion equation. In 
the process of depth-averaging, the diffusive mass flux induced by the 
velocity deviations in vertical direction is treated using the Fick’s law 
in which the concentration flux is assumed to be proportional to the 
concentration gradient (Taylor, 1954). The model applying the Fick’s 
law is named as the Fickian dispersion model, and the proportional 
coefficient is called the dispersion coefficient. However, the 
proportionality is attained only after the Taylor period where the 
balance is achieved between the shear advection and vertical diffusion 
(Fischer et al., 1979). Also, the initial period is not short enough to be 
neglected, and the mixing properties have differences from the Taylor 
period (Chatwin, 1973). Therefore, the alternative model is necessary to 
analyze the pollutant mixing in the initial period. 
 
The aim of this study is to develop the non-Fickian dispersion model 
for analysis of the pollutant mixing both in the initial and Taylor 
periods, and the mixing properties were analyzed by using the 
simulation results. The new model was developed using the particle 
tracking method, and the step-by-step calculation method to calculate 
pollutant mixing in the initial period instead of using the Fick’s law. 
Also, the simulation results were compared with the Fickian dispersion 
model, and the solute mixing in the initial period was analyzed. 
 
MIXING PROPERTIES IN THE INITIAL PERIOD 
 

The shear dispersion is occurred by the interaction between the shear 
advection and vertical diffusion. Contaminants introduced in rivers are 
translated by the shear flow. The stretched pollutant cloud induced by 
the velocity deviations is well mixed in vertical by the turbulent 
fluctuations. In the Fickian dispersion model, the aforementioned shear 
dispersion is treated using Eq. 1 according to the Taylor’s analysis 
(Taylor, 1954). 
 

( ) ( )
0

1 h

i ij
j

cu z c z dz D
h x

∂′ ′− =
∂∫  (1) 

 
where h  is the water depth; iu′  is the velocity deviations which is 
defined as i iu u− ; iu  is the vertical velocity profile; iu  is the depth-
averaged velocity; c  is the depth-averaged concentration; c′  is the 
concentration deviation between c  and c ; ijD  is the dispersion 
coefficient. However, Eq. 1 can be applied after the initial period. 
Chatwin (1970) presented the initial period as Eq. 2. 
 

20.4
I

z

ht
ε

=  (2) 

 
where It  is the initial period; zε  is the vertical diffusion coefficient. It  
was calculated using the hydraulic properties summarized by Jeon et al. 
(2007), and the change of It  was plotted against h  and *u  in Fig. 1. 
From the calculation results, It  was maintained for 0.2 ~ 9.1 min 
which was increased in the deep water. Thus, the initial period would 
be expected to be increased in large rivers.  
 
The pollutant mixing in the initial period is also different with the 
mixing in Taylor period. Rutherford (1994) reported that the cloud of 
contaminants is negatively skewed due to the velocity distributions. 
Thus, the skewness coefficient is abruptly increased after the pollutant 
injection and then slowly decreased. The change of skewness 
coefficient was presented by Nordin and Troutman (1980) as follow.  
 

23 K
Ux

ξ =  (3) 

 
where ξ  is the skewness coefficient; K  is the longitudinal dispersion 
coefficient; U  is the section-averaged velocity. Accroding to Eq. 3, the 
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skewness coefficient converges to 0 at the far away. Furthermore, 
during the initial period, the variance of concentration curves is non-
linearly increased with time due to the imbalance between shear 
advection and vertical diffusion. After the initial period, the increase of 
variance has the linear relation with time. The Fickian dispersion model 
would not be reproduced the aforementioned mixing properties of 
contaminants in the initial period which maintained quite long period. 
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Fig. 1 Change of the initial period according to the hydraulic properties 
 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE 2-D NON-FICKIAN DISPERSION 
MODEL 
 
For the simulation of pollutant mixing in the initial period, the 2-D non-
Fickian dispersion model was developed using the sequential 
calculation of the shear dispersion process and the particle tracking 
method. In the particle tracking method, an individual particle can be 
traced using Eq. 4.  
 

i i ij jx A t B W∆ = ∆ + ∆  (4) 
 
where ix∆  is the displacements; iA  is the drift term; ijB  is the 

diffusion term; jW∆  is the Wiener process defined as R t∆ ; R  is the 
random number which follows the normal distribution. The particle 
position has the stochastic properties, and it has the conditional 
probability density, p  which follows the Fokker-Plank equation in Eq. 
5 (Gardiner, 1985).  
 

( ) ( )
21

2i ik jk
i i j

p A p B B p
t x x x

∂ ∂ ∂
+ =

∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
 (5) 

In the 2-D mixing, iA  and ijB  can be determined from the 
mathematical analogy with the depth-averaged advection-dispersion 
equation as follow.  
 
p ch=  (6a) 

0

1 h

i i iA u u c dz
hc

′ ′= + ∫  (6b) 

ij hB ε=  (6c) 
 
where hε  is the horizontal diffusion coefficient. Eq. 6 was substituted 
into Eq. 4, and the particle position was calculated using Eq. 7 without 
applying the Taylor’s analysis.  
 

0

1 h

i i h
cx u dz t R t

h c
ε ∆ = ∆ + ∆ 

 ∫  (7) 

 
Eq. 7 consists of the deterministic translation by shear flow and the 
random translation by the isotropic homogeneous turbulence. In the 
deterministic translation, the pollutant column is transported by the 
skewed vertical velocity profiles, and the translated pollutant cloud was 
well mixed in vertical. Also, in the random translation, the pollutant 
particles were displaced by the turbulent fluctuations in the horizontal 
plane. 
 
The non-Fickian dispersion model was developed using Eq. 7, and Eq. 
7 was calculated using the step-by-step calculations which calculates 
the continuous physical process using the discontinuous computation 
step (Fischer, 1968). The computation procedures were divided into the 
shear advection and vertical diffusion steps as shown in Fig. 2. In the 
shear advection step, displacements of pollutant particles by the vertical 
velocity profiles and the turbulent fluctuations were calculated using Eq. 
8. 
 
( ) ( ) ( ), , 2i k s i k i k hx z t x z t u z t R tε= + ∆ + ∆  (8) 

 
where st  is the time after the shear advection. In this study, the shear 
flows were reproduced using the vertical velocity formulas. The 
stream-wise velocity was assumed to have the logarithmic distribution 
in Eq. 9a (Rozovskii, 1959), and the span-wise velocity was generated 
using the linear profile in Eq. 9b (Odgaard, 1986).  

 
t =0 t =Δt

Shear advection Vertical diffusion

( )i ku z

( ),i k sx z t ( ),i kx z t t+ ∆

at t t+ ∆at t at st

 
Fig. 2 Computation procedures of the non-Fickian dispersion model 
 

( ) 11 1 ln k
s k s

zu z u
m h

  = + +    
 (9a) 

( ) 2

2 1 12
2 2

k
n k n s

c

m h zu z u u
m r hκ

 +  = + −  
  

 (9b) 
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where k
su , k

nu  is the vertical velocity profiles in stream-wise and span-
wise directions, respectively; su , nu  is the depth-averaged velocity in 
stream-wise and span-wise, respectively; kz  is the vertical position on 

k th layer; κ  is the von Karman constant; hm C gκ= ; hC  is the 
Chezy coefficient. In the vertical diffusion step, the translated particles 
were rearranged in vertical using Eq. 10. 
 
( ) ( ), ,i k i k sx z t t x z h L t+ ∆ = +  (10a) 

( ) ( ), 2 ,i k i k zx z t t x z R t tε+ ∆ = + ∆  (10b) 

 
where L  is the number of vertical layer. As shown in Fig. 2, pollutant 
particles were evenly distributed on each vertical layer using Eq. 10a. 
However, if t∆  is shorter than the time for vertical mixing completion 
( mt ), some part of pollutant particles would not be fully mixed. Thus, 
only %α of particles which was defined as mt tα = ∆  was fully mixed 
using Eq. 10a and the remained particles were randomly mixed in 
vertical using Eq. 10b. The developed model would be applied both in 
the initial and Taylor period since the model doesn’t implement the 
Taylor’s analysis.  
 
SIMULATION RESULTS 
 
The solute transport simulation was conducted in the straight channel 
using the 2-D non-Fickian dispersion model. Also, the simulation 
results were compared with the Fickian dispersion model. As shown in 
Table 1, the section-averaged velocity (U ) was 1 m/s and the water 
depth was 0.3 m. For the simulation of non-Fickian dispersion model, 
10,000 particles which has 1 kg total mass ( M ) were introduced at the 
center of channel and the number of vertical layers was set as 100. The 
Fickian dispersion model were calculated using Eq. 11. 
 

( ) ( ) ( )2 2
/, , exp

4 44 L TL T

x ut y vtM hc x y t
D t D tt D Dπ

 − −
= − − 

  
 (11) 

 
where LD , TD  is the longitudinal and transverse dispersion coefficient, 

respectively. In Eq. 12, *
LD hu  was 5.93 as presented by Elder (1959) 

in the assumption of logarithmic velocity profile, and *
LD hu was 0.15 

according to the study of Fischer et al. (1979). 
 

Table 1. Simulation conditions for the solute transport 
 

 U  
(m/s) 

h  
(m) 

W  
(m) *

LD
hu

 *
TD

hu
 n  

Fickian dispersion 
model 1.0 0.3 4.0 

5.93 0.15 - 

Non-Fickian 
dispersion model - - 10,000 

 
Simulation results of the non-Fickian dispersion model were plotted in 
Fig. 3. In the hydraulic conditions in Table 1, It  was maintained for 
18.6 sec, and the particle distribution at 12 sect =  shows the pollutant 
cloud in the initial period. In the initial period, the pollutant particles 
were accumulated at the front of the cloud of contaminant due to the 

imbalance between the shear advection and vertical diffusion. However, 
during the Taylor period, the peak value was moved to the center of 
pollutant cloud which shows the symmetric distribution. Fig. 4 shows 
the concentration-distance curves which were plotted with the Fickian 
dispersion model. The results of non-Fickian dispersion model has the 
asymmetric distribution in the initial period, whereas the Fickian 
dispersion model generates the symmetric concentration curve. After 
the initial period, the concentration curve of non-Fickian dispersion 
model changed to the Gaussian distribution and the results were similar 
with the Fickian dispersion model. 
 
The skewness coefficient of concentration curves were calculated from 
the simulation results of non-Fickian dispersion model. Table 2 shows 
the calculation results of the skewness coefficient using the simulation 
results and Eq. (3). After pollutant injection, the concentration curves 
have the asymmetric distribution and ξ  was increased to 0.71. Also, ξ  
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c

 
Fig. 3 Simulation results of the 2-D non-Fickian dispersion model 
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Fig. 4 Comparison of the concentration-distance curves 
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Table 2. Change of the skewness coefficient 
 

ξ  
t  (sec) 

6 18 30 42 54 
Nordin and Troutman 

(1980) 0.79 0.46 0.35 0.30 0.26 

Non-Fickian 
dispersion model 0.71 0.53 0.40 0.32 0.28 

 
was gradually decreased to 0.28 in which the concentration curves were 
approached to the Gaussian distribution. The change of ξ  with time 
show similar results with the theoretical value presented by Nordin and 
Troutman (1980). Thus, the non-Fickian dispersion model would be 
properly reproduced the interaction between the shear advection and 
vertical diffusion. 
 
From the simulation results of the non-Fickian dispersion model, the 
longitudinal dispersion coefficient was calculated using the moment 
method. Fig. 5 shows the time evolution of *

LD hu . In the initial 
period, the variance of concentration curve was abruptly increased and 
slowly converged to the value of 6.0 which was similar with the 
proposed value by Elder (1959). These results indicate that the Fickian 
dispersion model which use the invariant value of dispersion coefficient 
would not be appropriate to use in the initial period. Also, the 
simulation results using the non-Fickian dispersion model were 
provided similar results with the Fickian dispersion model during the 
Taylor period.   
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Fig. 5 Change of the longitudinal dispersion coefficient with time 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this study, the 2-D non-Fickian dispersion model was developed for 
the simulation of solute transport both in the initial and Taylor periods. 
The new model was adopted the particle tracking method and the step-
by-step calculation to reproduce the physical mixing process by shear 
dispersion. The computation procedures consist of the shear advection 
and vertical diffusion steps. In the shear advection step, the introduced 
particles were transported by the vertical velocity profiles in the stream-
wise and span-wise directions. After the horizontal translations, the 
particles were redistributed in vertical during the vertical diffusion step 
and the 2-D mixing was completed. The non-Fickian dispersion model 
can be applied in the initial period because the model avoided to use the 
Taylor’s analysis.  

The non-Fickian dispersion model was applied in the straight channel 
and compared the simulation results with the Fickian dispersion model. 
The concentration curves of the non-Fickian dispersion model show the 
asymmetric distribution in the initial period, whereas the Fickian 
dispersion model shows the symmetric distribution. In the Taylor 
period, the breakthrough curves of non-Fickian dispersion model were 
slowly changed to the symmetric distribution which produced similar 
results with the Fickian dispersion model. The calculation results of 
skewness coefficients were similar with the results of theoretical 
formula suggested by Nordin and Troutman (1980). Furthermore, the 
calculation results of dispersion coefficient during the Taylor period 
show the similar value with the Elder’s study. Thus, the non-Fickian 
dispersion model properly reproduced the solute transport in the initial 
and Taylor periods.  
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ABSTRACT 
 
Two primary concerns in performing watershed overland flow routing 
are the numerical instability and computational efficiency. The stability 
of an explicit scheme is usually restrained by selecting an adequate 
routing time increment to follow the Courant-Friedrich-Lewy condition 
and the Hunter condition. The Courant-Friedrich-Lewy condition is 
adopted to confirm that the numerical marching speed is larger than the 
wave celerity, and the Hunter condition is used to avoid back-and-forth 
refluxing between adjacent grids on flat regions, whereas selection of a 
small time increment following these two conditions has decreased the 
computational efficiency in performing overland flow routing. This 
study aims to create a robust algorithm to relax both restrictions 
simultaneously. The proposed algorithm was first implemented on a 1D 
overland plane to evaluate the accuracy of the numerical result by 
comparing it with an analytical solution. Then, the algorithm was 
further applied to a mountain watershed for 2D runoff simulations. The 
results show that the proposed integrated algorithm can provide an 
accurate runoff simulation and achieve satisfactory performance in 
terms of computational efficiency. 
 
KEY WORDS: overland flow, computational efficiency, Courant-
Friedrich-Lewy condition, Hunter condition, diffusion wave, digital 
elevation model. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
To capture the spatial and temporal variation of surface runoff, a 
variety of numerical algorithms have been proposed to solve the 
hydrodynamic equations and to continuously seek more robust 
performance with lower computational cost, concise scheme 
procedures, and stable routing processes with tolerable truncation and 
round-off errors. To achieve these purposes, watershed runoff 
simulations are usually performed using a diffusion-wave 
approximation instead of applying the full shallow water equations 
which involve more complex mathematical operations. Several 
previous studies have indicated that the simplified diffusion-wave 
equation, neglecting the local and convective acceleration terms in the 
momentum equation, can still provide appropriate simulations of 
overland flow on rugged landforms (Ponce et al., 1978; Wang and 
Hjelmfelt, 1988). Considering that an explicit numerical scheme is 
more convenient for grid-based routing and is more efficient to 
calculate than the implicit method (Wang and Hjelmfelt, 1988; Bates et 
al, 2010), different explicit schemes based on the diffusion-wave 
theorem have been developed to conduct 2D runoff simulations 

(Gonwa and Kavvas, 1986; Ogden and Julien, 1993; Wang and 
Hjelmfelt, 1998; Jain and Singh, 2005). 
 
The computational efficiency of the explicit scheme is subject to two 
types of conditions that restrict the computational time increment to 
conserve the accuracy of the numerical solutions. One is the Courant-
Friedrich-Lewy (CFL) condition (Courant et al., 1967) and the other is 
known as the Hunter condition (Bates and De Roo, 2000). The CFL 
criteria is utilized to ensure the numerical stability in employing any 
one of the available explicit schemes (Courant et al., 1967). The 
restriction of the computational time increment, depending on the grid 
size and wave celerity, can be expressed as follows: 
 

MC
xt

v gh
∆

∆ =
+

 (1) 

 
where 

MCt∆ is the time step subjected to CFL criterion, v  is the velocity 
of surface flow, and g  is the acceleration of gravity. The CFL 
condition is exploited to maintain the validity of the numerical scheme 
for flood wave transport. The other condition is known as the Hunter 
condition (Bates and De Roo, 2000), which is applied to avoid the 
solution over-shooting, namely the excessive flow volume leaving from 
a cell in a single time interval, causing flow refluxing at the next time 
step (Hunter et al., 2005; Bates et al., 2010). By conducting a von 
Neumann stability analysis for the diffusion-wave equation, Hunter et 
al. (2005) deduced an adaptive time increment as 
 

1/21/22

5/3 5/3

2 2min  ,
4MH
x n h n ht

h x h y

 ∆ ∂ ∂
∆ =  

 ∂ ∂ 

 (2) 

 
where h  is the water depth and n  is the Manning roughness coefficient. 
As shown in Eq. 2, the adaptive time increment 

MHt∆  is relevant to 
spatiotemporally geomorphologic and hydrological characteristics 
(Hunter et al., 2006). Hence, it can be inferred that the adaptive time 
step shown in Eq. 2 would diminish as the grid size or water surface 
gradient decreases. 
 
There have been several studies proposed to release either of the time 
increment restrictions shown in Eqs. 1 and 2 in order to increase 
computational efficiency. For the CFL condition, MacCormack (1982) 
applied a recursive formulation in the numerical scheme to modify the 
continuity equation, and the CFL criterion is relaxed to permit 
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expansion of the computational time increment. Subsequently, this 
concept was applied to a quasi-2D surface runoff simulation through a 
change in routing sequence (Huang and Lee, 2013). For the Hunter 
criterion, Bates et al. (2010) deduced a new discretized momentum 
equation, which considers one more force term to alleviate the 
constraint of the Hunter condition; however, the deduced numerical 
scheme is still subjected to the CFL criterion. This study aims to 
establish an efficient method for overland flow routing. To relieve the 
two aforementioned time-increment restrictions simultaneously, the 
proposed method integrates the quasi-2D recursive formulation (Huang 
and Lee, 2013) for the continuity equation with the flow limit 
formulation (Bates et al., 2010) for the momentum equation. In the 
following sections, the two latest approaches exploited in this study are 
first reviewed, and then the proposed method is illustrated in detail. All 
these algorithms are demonstrated by performing the overland flow 
routing on an overland plane, considering the availability of the 
analytical solution. To demonstrate the significance of this study, 
geomorphologic and hydrological data from the Goodwin Creek 
experimental watershed in the United States are collected to show the 
difficulty of the limited time increment subjected to both criteria, and to 
demonstrate the applicability and computational efficiency of the 
proposed integrated algorithm for watershed runoff routing. 
 
GOVERNING EQUATIONS FOR OVERLAND-FLOW 
ROUTING 
 
Simulating the hydrodynamic phenomena of overland flow is 
fundamentally based on the de Saint Venant equations. The continuity 
and momentum equations can be expressed as 
 

eix
q

t
h

=
∂
∂

+
∂
∂  (3) 

0
2

=+







∂
∂

−−







∂
∂

+
∂
∂

fo ghS
x
hSgh

h
q

xt
q  (4) 

 
in which h  is the water depth; q  is the discharge per unit width; 

ei  is 
the intensity of excess rainfall; oS  is the ground slope; 

fS  is the 

friction slope. By neglecting all the inertia terms in the momentum 
equation, the simplified diffusion-wave (or non-inertia wave) can be 
expressed as 
 

x
hSS of ∂
∂

−=  (5) 

 
Eq. 5 indicates that the gradient of the water surface drives the 
movement of flow. Hence, the discharge of overland flow at each cell 
in the DEM dataset can be estimated by using Manning’s equation as 
follows: 
 

2/13/51
fSh

n
q =  (6) 

 
where n  is the Manning roughness coefficient. As a result of the 
unavailable analytical solution for this set of governing equations, a 
numerical scheme is alternatively exploited to acquire the approximate 
solution. 
 
 

APPROACHES FOR RELIEVING THE TIME INCREMENT 
RESTRICTIONS 
 
According to the explicit scheme, the time-varying increment of water 
depth deduced by discretizing the continuity equation shown in Eq. 3 
can be expressed as 
 

[ ],( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2i i IN i e e

t th t t q t q t i t i t t
x
∆ ∆

∆ + ∆ = − + + + ∆  ∆
 (7) 

 
in which 

, ( )i INq t  represents the total inflow discharge per unit width at 

location i, namely the accumulated discharge collected from upstream 
adjacent cells. For example, as shown in Fig. 1, the inflow discharge of 
Grid 5 can be expressed as 
 

5, 1 2 4( ) ( ) ( ) ( )INq t q t q t q t= + +  (8) 

 
The water depth at t t+ ∆  is then obtained by 
 

( ) ( ) ( )i i ih t t h t h t t+ ∆ = + ∆ + ∆  (9) 
 
By substituting the water depth into Eq. 6, the discharge at t t+ ∆  can 
subsequently be derived. The aforementioned content illustrates the 
conventional procedure of diffusion-wave simulations. To enhance the 
computational efficiency of grid-based watershed routing, the quasi-2D 
recursive formulation (Huang and Lee, 2013) was adopted in this study 
to release the CFL condition, and the flow limit formulation proposed 
by Bates et al. (2010) was then used to alleviate the Hunter condition. 
Hence, the integrated algorithm proposed herein is anticipated to 
relieve both time increment conditions. 
 
Quasi-2D Recursive Formulation 
 
For the purpose of expanding the computational time increment, 
MacCormack (1982) deduced a 1D recursive formulation to ameliorate 
the numerical stability. The recursive formulation for the water depth at 
t t+ ∆  can be estimated by 
 

( ) ( ) ( )i i ih t t h t h t t′+ ∆ = + ∆ + ∆   (10) 
 
in which 
 

,( ) ( )
( )

1

i i IN

i

th t t h t t
xh t t t

x

λ

λ

∆ ′∆ + ∆ + ∆ + ∆
∆′∆ + ∆ =
∆+
∆

 (11) 

 
where ( )ih t t′∆ + ∆ represents the modification of ( )ih t t∆ + ∆ ; ( )ih t t∆ + ∆  
can be obtained from the discretized continuity equation shown in Eq. 7; 

, ( )i INh t t′∆ + ∆  denotes the modified time-varying increment of inflow 

depth at location i; λ  is a parameter defined as 
 

 0, xa Max c
t

λ ∆ = ⋅ − ∆ 
 (12) 

 
in which 
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c v gh= +  (13) 
 
where c  denotes the wave celerity of gradually varying shallow water 
flows, and a  is a coefficient. To accommodate the application of a 
quasi-2D routing system, in which every single cell in DEM datasets 
can be assigned with multiple upstream-inflow grids, the 

, ( )i INh t t′∆ + ∆ adopted in Eq. 11 was re-formulated by Huang and Lee 

(2013) as follows: 
 

, , ,( ) ( ) ( )i IN i IN i INh t t h t t h t′∆ + ∆ = + ∆ −  
3/5 3/5

, ,( ) ( )i IN i IN
f f

n nq t t q t
S S

   
   = + ∆ −
   
   

 (14) 

 
It should be noted that since the total inflow discharge 

, ( )i INq t t+ ∆  is 
involved in the recursive formulations in Eqs. 11 and 14, the discharges 
of upstream-inflow grids should be derived prior to calculating the 
discharge of downstream-receiving grids. Hence, Huang and Lee (2013) 
proposed a routing sequence following the water stage of each grid in a 
descending order for diffusion-wave routing on a 2D elevation dataset. 
 
Proposed Integrated Algorithm 
 
For the purpose of relieving the CFL condition as well as the Hunter 
condition in executing the explicit scheme, the quasi-2D recursive 
formulation was used to modify the water depth estimated in the 
continuity equation, and the flow limit formulation was adopted to 
assess the flux transport between grids. The procedure for this 
integrated algorithm can be described as follows: 
(1) Derive the time-varying increment of water depth using Eq. 7; 
(2) Calculate the related parameters provided for the recursive 

formulation according to Eqs. 12~14; 
(3) Calculate the modified water depth increment by adopting Eq. 11; 
(4) Calculate the water depth at t t+ ∆  following Eq. 10; 
(5) Calculate the outflow discharge by substituting the water depth 

( )ih t t+ ∆  into Eq. 16;  
(6) Assign the cell-by-cell routing sequence according to the water 

stage and repeat the procedure from Step (1) to Step (6) in the next 
time step. 

 
To clarify the necessity of the cell-by-cell routing sequence mentioned 
in Step (6) as suggested by Huang and Lee (2013), a series of schematic 
diagrams is provided for illustration. Fig 2(a) shows a sample DEM, in 
which the numerals represent the elevation of each cell. According to the 
elevation differences among the eight adjacent cells, the single-flow 
direction of each cell pointing to the cell with steepest descent can be 
determined as shown in Fig 2(b). By combing the information in Fig. 2(a) 
and Fig. 2(b), a drainage network, shown in Fig. 3(a), can be constructed. 
The numbers shown in Fig 3(b) denote the suggested routing sequence of 
the DEM dataset, which is assigned in according to the descending order 
of the elevation for an initial dry surface. The routing sequence is then 
assigned in according to the descending order of water stages after 
receiving rainfall in the next time step. 
 
VERIFICATION OF FLOW ROUTING ON OVERLAND 
PLANE 
 
In order to provide an analytical solution for model verification, flow 

routing on an impervious overland plane was implemented to examine 
the numerical accuracy and computational efficiency of the proposed 
algorithm. Continuous rainfall with a constant intensity of 70 mm/h 
was given on an 800 m overland plane with a uniform slope of 0.3. In 
performing the series tests, a fixed Manning’s roughness coefficient of 
0.1 was assigned and all the simulations were executed commencing at 
an initially dry surface. Fig. 4 shows the discharge hydrographs at the 
end of the plane by employing the four different algorithms and the 
analytical solution. In this figure, “conventional” denotes the diffusion-
wave simulation performed using the explicit scheme (HEC, 2000; 
Bedient et al., 2008). The “MacCormack” hydrograph was generated 
by adopting the MacCormack recursive formulation (Eq. 11) into the 
diffusion-wave routing. The “Bates et al.” hydrograph was produced by 
applying the flow limit formulation (Eq. 16) based on the inertial 
momentum equation (Eq. 15). The proposed integrated algorithm was 
performed by combing the MacCormack recursive formulation (Eq. 11) 
with the flow limit formulation (Eq. 16). Moreover, the analytical 
solution for the simplified kinematic-wave equation is provided for 
comparison. Several previous studies have indicated that the flow 
transport on steep terrains simulated by the kinematic wave equation 
was found to be analogous to that simulated by either the diffusion-
wave or dynamic-wave equations (Henderson, 1966; Stephenson and 
Meadows, 1986; Lee and Huang, 2012). 
 
Since the phenomenon of flow refluxing would not emerge in the case 
of a 1D overland plane, the CFL condition was the dominant criterion 
to restrain the time increment. In performing the numerical tests, the 
maximum allowable time increment was 2 s when the conventional 
algorithm and the flow limit formulation (Bates et al., 2010) were 
performed. While using the MacCormack recursive formulation and the 
integrated algorithm proposed in this study, the time increment can be 
enlarged to 30 s owing to the efficacy of releasing the CFL condition. 
As shown in Fig. 5, the hydrographs estimated by the four algorithms 
are close to the analytical solution of the kinematic-wave equation 
despite the slight delay of time to equilibrium, which is caused by more 
force terms being considered in the momentum equation. Moreover, 
this test also demonstrates the feasibility of using the MacCormack 
recursive formulation to permit a lager time increment (30 s in this case) 
for computation. 
 
VERIFICATION OF FLOW ROUTING IN MOUNTAIN 
WATERSHED 
 
To denote the difficulty of time increment selection, which is 
simultaneously restrained by the CFL condition and the Hunter 
condition in applying an explicit scheme, and to test the proposed 
algorithm applied in a topographically complex watershed, the 
geomorphologic and hydrological data collected from the Goodwin 
Creek experimental watershed were adopted for model simulations. 
Goodwin Creek is located in Panola County, Mississippi, USA. It is a 
tributary of the Yocona River, which eventually flows into the 
Mississippi River. The DEM dataset of Goodwin Creek watershed is 
currently available at a resolution of 10 m. The topography of Goodwin 
Creek watershed can be seen in Fig 5. This watershed drains a total 
area of 21.3 km2 with an average channel slope of 0.004 in Goodwin 
Creek. The land cover in this watershed is dominantly occupied by 
pasture and forest. In this study, discharge records of four storm events 
measured at the watershed outlet (Station No. 1) were collected for 
model verification. 
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Time Increment Restriction 
 
Prior to testing the performance of the proposed algorithm, the 
maximum allowable time increment used for model simulation in 
executing the conventional explicit scheme is worth realizing. A 
constant rainfall with an intensity of 50 mm/hr lasting for 1 hr was 
assigned for numerical tests in the Goodwin Creek watershed. Both the 
time increments restricted by the CFL and Hunter conditions are 
dependent on the location in the watershed as well as the temporal 
variation of rainfall; hence, the most limited allowable time increment 
restricted by the CFL condition during the whole rainfall process for a 
designated cell is denoted 

MCt ′∆ , and MHt ′∆  is used to denote the most 
limited time increment restricted by the Hunter condition. Fig. 6 shows 
the spatial distributions of the time increment subjected separately to 
the two criteria. As shown in Fig. 6(a), under the CFL condition, the 
cells of which the allowable time increments are limited to within 5 s 
(i.e., 

MCt′∆ < 5 s) are found mainly distributed on the stream network, 
and the total area of these cells is about 0.51 km2. Fig. 6(b) shows that 
the cells with MHt′∆ < 5 s according to the Hunter condition are also 
mainly distributed on the river course, and the total area is about 0.64 
km2. The reason for this distribution of more limited time increments is 
the fact that higher water depth with a larger celerity commonly occurs 
around the stream network of a watershed. The total area restrained to 
within 5 s by either of the two conditions is actually much smaller than 
the size of the watershed (=21.3 km2), but this situation would decline 
the computational efficiency because the selection of time increment 
( t∆ ) is subject to the cell having the most constrained condition 
according to Eqs. (1) and (2) in order to ensure numerical stability 
during the simulation. 
 
To clarify the limitation of the computational time increment due to the 
two conditions, a bar chart shown in Fig. 7 is further presented to 
indicate the cell areas with different ranges of allowable time 
increments. It can be informed that the Hunter condition causes 
considerable cells to be restricted within time increments smaller than 1 
s. Therefore, only if these two conditions are released simultaneously 
can the computational performance be enhanced. 
 
Proposed Algorithm Performance 
 
To detect the efficiency and accuracy of the proposed algorithm, 
hydrological records of six rainstorms at 10-min interval were collected 
to implement runoff simulations. The infiltration rate deducted from the 
observed precipitation data was based on the equation proposed by 
Green and Ampt (1911). In considering that pastures are the primary 
vegetation of land cover in the Goodwin Creek watershed, the 
Manning’s roughness for overland flow routing was set as 0.2 
according to the reference value provided by the Hydrologic 
Engineering Center (HEC, 2000), and following the customary 
procedure of model parameter calibration. 

To simultaneously consider the CFL and Hunter conditions to maintain 
the numerical stability in running the conventional algorithm, the most 
limited time increment of all the cells in the watershed should be 
sought at each routing round and selected as the computational time 
increment. For the six rainstorms shown in Fig. 8, the computational 
time increment t∆  was found to vary in the range of 0.005–5 s during 
the rainfall in order to meet the two restrictions when the conventional 
explicit scheme was adopted. A fixed time step of 30 s was assigned for 
running the proposed integrated algorithm, which is unrestricted by the 

CFL and Hunter conditions in the whole period of the rainstorm 
simulations. 

As shown in Fig. 8 (a)-(f), the simulated hydrographs of the six 
rainstorms using the conventional algorithm were compared with those 
using the proposed algorithm. It can be seen all the hydrographs 
generated by the proposed algorithm are essentially close to those 
obtained using the conventional algorithm in spite of the slight delay of 
time to peak, which is caused by the utilization of Eq. (15) including 
one more inertial force term. The root-mean-square error (RMSE) was 
adopted to measure the deviation between the two simulated 
hydrographs. As shown in Table 1, the relative RMSE values are less 
than 0.041 for all the rainstorm cases. Moreover, comparison between 
the simulated and recorded hydrographs (as shown in Fig. 9) also 
demonstrates the applicability of the proposed algorithm for rainfall-
runoff simulation. 

In terms of evaluating the computational efficiency of the proposed 
algorithm, the total computational costs (CPU time) required by 
conducting four different numerical algorithms for the six storm events 
are shown in Table 2. The computational time increment t∆  adopted in 
the proposed algorithm can be extended to 6-6000 times the values 
used in the conventional algorithm. The test results of the four 
rainstorms indicate that the computational speed of the proposed 
algorithm outperformed that of the conventional explicit algorithm by a 
maximum factor of 60 when the computational time step t∆  was 
enlarged to fixed 30 s without complying with either of the two time 
increment restrictions. Moreover, the efficiency of the proposed 
integrated algorithm also surpasses the two algorithms, separately 
applying the quasi-2D MacCormack recursive formulation 
(MacCormack, 1982; Huang and Lee, 2013) and the inertial 
momentum equation (Bates et al., 2010), by the factors of 22 and 15 
investigated in the six cases of storm events. 
 
Tables 
 
Table 1. Deviation of hydrographs between the conventional and 
proposed algorithms 
 

Date of storm event Relative RMSE 
Jan. 11, 1996 0.038 
Jun. 09, 1996 0.041 
Jan. 06, 1998 0.034 
Feb. 10, 1998 0.036 

* Relative RMSE = ( ) ( )
( )∑

=
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t t

tt
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QQ
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Table 2. Evaluation of computational efficiency for different numerical 
algorithms 
 

Date of 
storm event 

CPU time (min) using different numerical methods 
Conventional 

( 5005.0 −=∆t ) 
MacCormack 

( 5005.0 −=∆t ) 
Bates et al. 

( 51.0 −=∆t ) 
This study 
( 30=∆t ) 

Jan. 11, 1996 388.54 273.73 186.93 12.22 
Jun. 09, 1996 305.63 201.31 118.99 8.15 

Jan. 06, 1998 524.47 369.96 271.64 15.61 

Feb. 10, 1998 636.05 472.91 309.71 18.33 
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Figures  
 

 
Fig. 1 Flow direction assignation for a quasi-2D system. 
 

 
 

(a) elevation dataset (b) flow direction 
Fig. 2 Flow directions for the sample DEM following the steepest 
descent algorithm. 
 

  
(a) elevation value (b) routing sequence 

Fig. 3 Drainage network and routing sequence in a quasi-2D routing. 
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Fig. 4 Simulated hydrographs generated by using different algorithms. 
 

 
Fig. 5 Topography of Goodwin Creek watershed. 
 

 
(a) CFL condition (the cells with t∆ < 5 sec are marked gray) 

 
(b) Hunter condition (the cells with t∆ < 5 sec are marked gray) 

Fig. 6 Spatial distributions of the time increments restricted by different 
conditions in applying the conventional algorithm. 
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Fig. 7 Cumulative areas according to different ranges of allowable time 
increments restricted by different criteria in applying the conventional 
algorithm. 
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(c) Jan. 06, 1998 Storm (d) Feb. 10, 1998 Storm 

Fig. 8 Simulated hydrographs of four rainstorms in Goodwin Creek 
watershed. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this study, the flow limit formulation (inertial momentum equation) 
deduced by Bates et al. (2010) was integrated with the quasi-2D 
recursive formulation suggested by Huang and Lee (2013) to diminish 
the Hunter and CFL conditions simultaneously for the purpose of 
reducing computational cost in 2D runoff routing. The analysis results 
revealed that the most limited time increment was mainly restrained by 
the Hunter condition in flat areas as well as the stream cells. This 
indicates the importance of developing an integrated algorithm capable 
of dealing with both conditions simultaneously. Hydrological records 
of four rainstorms that measured in the Goodwin Creek watershed were 
adopted to test the efficiency and accuracy of the proposed algorithm. 
The test results show that the RMSE value of the simulated 
hydrographs between the conventional and proposed algorithms can be 
restricted to within 0.041, and the efficiency of the proposed algorithm 
outperforms that of the conventional method by a maximum factor of 
44 in terms of the CPU time. Moreover, the computational speed in 
executing the proposed algorithm was 22-fold and 15-fold faster 
compared to using the quasi-2D MacCormack recursive formulation 
(Huang and Lee, 2013) and the inertial momentum equation (Bates et 
al., 2010), respectively. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
While solving practical problems concerning thermal pollution 
spreading in rivers we usually deal with limited data. At the same time 
we are interested in evaluating the increase of water temperature 
accurately enough to assess the anticipated threats to the environment. 
We face the problem of what level of accuracy is acceptable and which 
processes influencing the change of water temperature in rivers need to 
be taken into account. This problem, with a special emphasis on heat 
exchange between water and atmosphere in practical applications in the 
mid-field zone, which is crucial for the environmental impact 
assessment, constitute the main subject of the present study. 
 
KEY WORDS: thermal pollution, heat exchange, heat budget, heat 
transport, water temperature, RivMix model. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Heat transport in rivers in general case should be described by three-
dimensional (3D) differential equation (see e.g. Szymkiewicz, 2010). 
But solution of such equation requires huge amount of data that are 
usually difficult to obtain. The computational costs of the solution of 
such 3D equation are also very high, so different simplifications are 
considered in practice. The most obvious simplifications pertain to the 
reduction of the problem to two (2D) or even one dimension (1D). In 
rivers we can distinguish three characteristic mixing zones (Kalinowska 
and Rowiński, 2015): a near field zone – starting at the discharge point 
and continuing to the point of complete vertical mixing; a mid field 
zone – stretching down the river until complete lateral mixing occurs 
and a far field zone – starting after the complete mixing along the depth 
and width of the channel. Mixing in each zone may be described, 
respectively in three-, two-, and one-dimension. While the mixing 
along the depth is relatively fast, the mixing along the width may take 
long distance, so the mid field zone is crucial from the environmental 
point of view in thermal pollution spreading modelling. The equation 
describing the process in the 2D case (in the mid field zone) is obtained 
by the averaging of the 3D equation along the depth (see e.g.: 
Kalinowska and Rowiński, 2008; Rutherford, 1994; Szymkiewicz, 
2010). Additional simplifications of heat transport equation are related 
to the particular terms of the equation that have to be estimated i.e.: the 
dispersion tensor components (see: Rowiński and Kalinowska, 2006) 
and the sources function describing additional heating or cooling 
processes. The decision which of processes should be included in the 
model to be accurate enough in particular case is not easy. One may 
obviously try to include all known processes (like e.g.: heat exchange 

with the atmosphere, bed, banks, sediment, groundwater and rainfall or 
heat production from biological and chemical processes, etc.) but it is 
feasible only if enough data are available and they are sufficiently 
accurate. In practical applications, however, such convenient situation 
does not occur too often. Contrary to scientific applications, when the 
data are measured and experiments are prepared specially for the 
particular case, in practical applications we usually have only historical 
and incomplete data at our disposal. At the same time the description of 
the heat exchange processes between river and surrounding is usually 
very complex and depend on many local and temporal factors. 
Therefore it is difficult to assess them reliably. While most of 
additional processes are usually neglected in the mid field zone, the 
inclusion of heat exchange between water and atmosphere, which is the 
most significant comparing to the others, is a subject of discussion. 
That process is included in some 2D models since usually users expect 
it. The role of heat exchange between water and atmosphere in models 
of thermal pollution spreading in rivers in the mid field zone will be 
then the subject of the presented study.  
 
HEAT EXCHANGE 
BETWEEN WATER AND ATMOSPHERE 
 
The heat exchange between water and atmosphere is the most 
significant compared to other processes concerning the heat exchange 
between the river and its environment (see e.g.: Evans et al. 1998; 
Webb and Zhang 1999). The net heat flux results from the energy 
balance at the water-air interface, and it includes several terms like: 
short-wave solar radiation, long-wave atmospheric radiation, long-wave 
water back radiation, evaporation and condensation, conduction and 
convection. These terms may be calculated based on water temperature 
and meteorological data such as: wind speed, air temperature, cloud 
cover, bathymetric pressure, solar radiation, humidity and emissivity of 
water. Different more or less complicated formulae that can be used to 
compute particular terms are available in literature. Fig. 1 presents the 
values of calculated heat flux terms for exemplary case. But choosing 
the type of formula is not simple. For example, long-wave atmospheric 
radiation is proportional to the fourth power of the air temperature and 
it depends on the atmospheric emissivity, for which many formulae: 
empirically (e.g. Brunt, 1932) or physically based (e.g. Brutsaert, 1975) 
have been obtained. All of them may give different values for the final 
long-wave atmospheric radiation heat flux (see Fig. 2). Additionally 
they may be corrected by the cloud cover factor (see e.g.: Flerchinger et 
al. 2009) which makes the calculation even harder. However the study 
performed by Abramowitz and Ajami (2012) shows that such factor 
may be redundant since it does not really improve the results. They also 
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proposed a new formula which clearly differs from the other (see Fig. 
2). Some authors also suggest to take into account additional 
information like e.g. elevation or greenhouse gases. The long-wave 
atmospheric radiation heat flux may also be measured directly, but 
while the measurements of short-wave solar radiation are easily 
accessible from many meteorological stations, the measurements of 
long-wave atmospheric radiation are rare. In case of experiment 
conducted in the Narew River, we have found the nearest weather 
station with long-wave atmospheric radiation measurements about 160 
km away from the case study area. Of course recalculation of heat flux 
terms with the meteorological data from this far away station gives 
different results comparing to those obtained with the data from the 
nearest meteorological station. Note the difference between Figs. 2a 
and 2b for long-wave atmospheric radiation for different atmospheric 
emissivity formulae and measured value of heat flux in Fig. 2b. 
 
In case of the long-wave water back radiation term, the only question is 
about the water emissivity coefficient. This coefficient depends on 
water surface smoothness and transparency. Usually it is set to 0.97 (e.g. 
Chapra, 2008), but in literature the values between 0.9-0.99 may be 
found.  
 
Although the long-wave water back radiation is easy to calculate we 
encounter the problem how to calculate the evaporation and 
condensation terms. It is especially not clear how the so-called wind 
speed function should look like. There are many formulae available in 
literature for lakes and reservoirs, but unfortunately it is difficult to find 
such formulae for rivers. Therefore in practical applications formulae 
designed for lakes are usually adopted to rivers. In Fig. 3 the 
evaporation heat flux term computed with use of a selected wind speed 
function is shown. Note that one of the presented formulae assume that 
evaporation does not occur in absence of wind. The difference in results 
are clearly visible and the highest difference that may be noticed is 
almost 100 W/m2. We will face the same problem with the wind speed 
function computing the conduction and convention term. 
 
Finally, the calculation of each heat flux term increases the uncertainty 
of the final outcome. Additionally it is necessary to note the serious 

input data problem occurring in practical applications. As mentioned 
before the data are often taken from the nearest meteorological and 
hydrological stations, eventually located far away from the study area, 
where the conditions may be totally different. But even the stations 
located closely to the study area do not guarantee accurate data. For 
example the wind velocity should be measured at a specific height 
above water surface (usually 2 meters) depending on the selected wind 
speed formula. Data obtained from the nearest weather station (the 
wind gauges are often located on the hill) may not represent the 
condition in the vicinity of the river. In addition, the conditions can 
vary along the river reach and this factor is practically not considered in 
calculations. For example Johnson (2004) preceded experiment and 
measured the heat fluxes in the full sun and under the shade at the same 
time in the same stream. The results show that final sum of heat fluxes 
was 580 W/m2 towards the stream in full sun and 149 W/m2 away from 
the stream under the shade. So the results differ significantly. There are 
some works that try to include such factor but then we require 
additional, hard to measure input parameters. So proper computation of 
the net heat flux is not easy, and one should bear in mind that 
inaccurate calculations of heat flux terms may introduce larger error in 
the final results than their omission. 

 
Fig. 1 Heat flux terms calculated for the Narew River case study on 16th 
of October 2013 (see details in Rajwa et al., 2014 and Rajwa-
Kuligiewicz et al., 2015). The meteorological data used for calculation 
have been obtained from the nearest meteorological station: Narew 
National Park Weather Station (http://meteo.npn.pl/). 

a) 

 
b) 

 
Fig. 2 Long-wave atmospheric radiation heat flux for case study on the 
Narew River on 16th of October 2013 with different formula for 
atmospheric emissivity. The meteorological data used for calculation 
have been obtained from a) Narew National Park Weather Station; b) 
IGF UW Meteorological observatory (http://metobs.igf.fuw.edu.pl/); 2 
and 160 km from the case study area respectively. 
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MODELING OF THERMAL POLLUTION  
 
As it was already mentioned the spread of thermal pollution in rivers in 
the mid-field zone should be modeled by means of 2D equations. The 
most convenient are the models in which the unknown variable is the 
temperature change (compared to the ambient water temperature) and 
not the temperature itself. Such approach (with the temperature change) 
simplifies determination of additional possible heat fluxes concerning 
the heat exchange between water and its surrounding environment. All 
non-water temperature related terms counterbalance one another in 
such models in which the water temperature difference is calculated 
and therefore may be omitted. In case of heat exchange between river 
water and atmosphere, the short-wave and long-wave atmospheric 
radiation terms may be disregarded. They are not related to water 
temperature and they do not influence the temperature change. This 
makes the situation much easier and one may avoid the problems of 
acquiring various meteorological input data and of computational 
difficulties to obtain e.g. long-wave atmospheric radiation. When it 
comes to other heat flux terms, if the temperature of introduced heated 
water is not very high compared to the natural water temperature, we 
may assume that those terms influence more or less in the same way 
both natural and the heated water. Therefore when the temperature 
difference is our unknown variable, those terms practically disappear. 
Due to legal restrictions the temperature of discharged heated water 
from industrial objects in the discharge point usually does not exceed 
the natural water temperature by more than 7°C. After short initial 
distance, in the mid-field zone, it is not higher than 3°C. For instance 
Fig. 4 shows the difference in temperature change caused by long-wave 
back water radiation (usually the largest term at the water-atmosphere 
interface). That difference computed for ambient water temperature, 
and for temperature 3°C higher than ambient water temperature is 
similar to the difference when we compute the long-wave back water 
radiation for ambient water temperature with emissivity coefficient 
equal to 0.93 (by default 0.97 value has been used). The difference, as 
may be expected, increases with the water temperature, but it is of the 
order of 0.001°C. For the extreme case when the ambient water is 
cooler than the heated water by 7°C the difference reaches only 0.01°C.  
Additionally, the results from real case study with heated water 
discharged from a designed gas-steam power plant located near 

Włocławek town on the Vistula River (Poland) have been analyzed (see 
Kalinowska et al., 2012). To predict the possible temperature increase 
River Mixing Model (RivMix), developed by authors, has been used 
(Kalinowska and Rowiński, 2008). This is the 2D numerical model that 
calculates the temperature change and can be used in the mid-field zone. 
Computations have been done in two ways - including the exemplary 
heat flux (see. Fig. 5a) caused by the heat exchange between the water 
and atmosphere as well as without heat flux. The difference in the 
obtained results (after one hour) is of order of 10-2 (see fig. 5b). At the 
same time other unavoidable errors committed during the computation 
are much higher (see Kalinowska and Rowiński, 2012). For example, 
usually we have no information about the dispersion coefficients in the 
2D transport equation. We have to estimate them and usually we 
perform several simulations for different (possibly extreme) values of 
dispersion coefficients. But the difference between the results appears 
then to be huge - up to 1°C (see Kalinowska and Rowiński, 2012).  
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
In mathematical modeling of environmental processes a natural 
temptation is to evaluate each term that can influence the final result 
with the best possible accuracy. In modeling of heat transfer in rivers 
researchers put much effort to gain necessary data and to evaluate the 
source terms in the relevant equations but it turns out to be unnecessary 
undertaking in the problems in which we are interested in the 
temperature difference between ambient and the heated water. In fact it 
is the main task in environmental impact assessment when thermal 
pollution discharges are considered and the good message is that we 
may avoid evaluating the heat exchange between water and the 
atmosphere in such cases. 
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Fig. 3 Evaporation and condensation heat flux for the Narew River case 
study calculated based on different formulae for the wind speed 
function.  

 
Fig. 4 Difference in temperature change  caused by long-wave back 
water radiation when the water temperate is 3 or 7°C higher than 
natural water temperature (solid lines) or when different water 
emissivity coefficients: 0.93 or 0.99 are used (dashed line).  
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a) 

 

b) 

 
Fig. 5 Real case study with heated water discharged from a designed 
gas-steam power plant in the Vistula River a) predicted temperature 
increase (∆T) with the exemplary heat flux include in the calculation; 
b) the difference in temperature increase with and without exemplary 
heat flux included in the calculation. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Runoff modeling is critical to study hydrology, soil erosion and other 
earth surface processes. A general free surface flow model, CCHE2D, 
was modified for simulating the rain induced overland and subsequent 
channel flows. The model was verified and validated using analytical 
solutions and experimental cases. It was also applied to a real world 
agricultural watershed. The numerical simulations predicted the 
hydrologic process, the detailed temporal and spatial distribution of the 
water depth and flow velocity over the agriculture land surface which 
can be used for studying soil erosion, agro-pollutant transport and 
water quality. 
 
KEY WORDS: Runoff; overland flow; numerical simulation; model 
validation; two dimensional model. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Numerical simulation of overland flows with two-dimensional 
hydrodynamic models has become increasingly popular. Many 
researches involving models of different complexity have been 
proposed and tested (Liggett and Woolhiser, 1967; Cea et al., 2009; 
Kivva and Zheleznyak, 2005). Two of the simplified methods, the 
diffusion and kinematic wave methods, are commonly used (Morris 
and Woolhiser, 1980), depending on the terms of the momentum 
equations that are considered. The kinematic approximation is the 
simplest, in which the friction slope is set equal to the bed slope while 
the inertial terms are ignored (Book et al., 1981). When runoff and 
channel flows coexist, the simplified methods have limitations and the 
general hydrodynamic model is necessary. Shallow water equations are 
increasing used for simulating runoff processes. Costabile et al. (2012) 
solved the shallow water equations using the finite volume method. 
The model was applied to study a real event on a watershed of 40km2.  
Finite element methods have also been applied to simulate runoff 
process. Venkata et al. (2009) developed a Galerkin diffusion wave 
finite element method and applied it to a small watershed. Singh et al. 
(2014) simulated runoff processes by solving the 2D shallow water 
equations with a shock capturing scheme and the finite volume method. 
 
The major objective of this paper is to analyze the accuracy and the 
numerical effectiveness of a refined 2D model, CCHE2D to forecast 
fast flood events in different kinds of small catchments. The rainfall 
intensity is directly imposed in the hydrodynamic model as an input, 
and a rating curve is imposed as a boundary condition at the watershed 
(channel) outlet. Infiltration is not considered. Depth-averaged 

Reynold’s equations are solved in the model. Analytical and 
experimental studies are used to verify and validate numerical 
simulation results. In addition to overland runoff generated from the 
rainfall, this approach is capable of simulating both the overland runoff 
and channel flows. The CCHE2D model is finally used to simulate 
runoff in an agriculture watershed. 
 
HYDRODYNAMICS MODEL 
 
CCHE2D is a finite element based hydrodynamic model for unsteady 
turbulent free surface flows, sediment transport, pollutant transport, 
water quality, flooding, estuary and coastal process simulations (Jia, et 
al. 2002, 2013). This model is used for simulating the rainfall-runoff 
overland flow in this study. As the surface runoff due to precipitation is 
a shallow water flow, it can be well presented by the 2D shallow water 
equations. Depth integrated two dimensional Reynolds equations are 
solved for general hydrodynamic processes of the runoff and the 
channel flows. 
 
Generally, a numerical model should be tested to insure its 
mathematical correctness, its capabilities of reproducing physics and 
applicability to real world problems. A series of tests was conducted in 
this study to achieve these goals. 
  
VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION OF RUNOFF MODEL 
 
To test the model’s capabilities of simulating runoff due to rainfalls, 
CCHE2D was verified using analytical solutions of Singh and Regl 
(1981) and Singh (1983). 
 

 
Fig. 1 Runoff hydrograph for analytical and numerical solutions of a 
200 second rainfall event. Δx is the mesh spacing in runoff direction. 
 
Fig. 1 shows the comparisons of the analytical and numerical solutions 
of runoff discharges for cases in which the rainfall stopped before a 
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steady runoff is formed over a slope. The peak discharge is the same 
for all locations because the flows at the lower locations are sustained 
by those from their upstream. As the period of the rain is relatively 
short, at the time the rain stops, the steady state condition has not yet 
been reached at all locations. The runoff recession is much earlier for 
the locations closer to upstream. The shape of the simulated 
hydrographs at all locations corresponded well with the analytic 
solutions. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 2 Experimental case of Cea et al. (2008) and simulated vector 
pattern of runoff and channel flow.  
 
Cea et al. (2008) conducted three runoff experiments of complex 
topography and simulated these cases using a 2D numerical model. The 
watershed of the lab experiments was formed by three planes with 
different slopes. The experiments were a two-dimensional artificial 
rectangular watershed (2m x 2.5m) made by three planes of stainless 
steel, each of them with a slope of 0.05. Two dikes were placed in the 
watershed to vary the topography and the pattern of the runoff 
hydrograph. The length of the two dikes were 1.86m and 1.01m. Dikes 
were set in the watershed to adjust the runoff direction and distribution 
(Fig. 2). The runoff accumulated and became channel flows along 
intercepting lines of slopes and dikes. These are the cases that can only 
be handled by hydrodynamic models solving full governing equations. 
The simulated flow velocity pattren indicated how the runoff flows 
along the slope, redirected by dikes and accumulated in the downstream 
channel. The channel part of the flow has a much larger water depth 
and recirculations (Fig.2). All three experiments were simulated 
numerically. The discharge hydragraph corresponding to a rainfall with 
two peaks is shown in Fig. 3. The simulated hydrograph agreed well 
with the observed.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3 Comparison of simulated observed runoff hydrograph in 
experiments of Cea et al. (2008). 
 
CURVATURE EFFECT CORRECTION FOR WATER 
SURFACE INTERPOLATION  
 
In CCHE2D water surface elevation is solved at the cell centers of the 
mesh. The elevation is then interpolated to the colocation nodes where 
the momentum equations are solved. The bi-linear interpolation has no 

problems for general channel flows because the water depth is large. 
When runoff is simulated, however, the water depth is very little: often 
significantly less than the elevation variation of bed topography from 
one point to another. In this case, the interpolated water surface 
elevation may be lower than the bed if it is concave downward; or the 
interpolated surface is too high if the bed is concave upward. In the first 
case, dry nodes are created artificially to block the runoff flow; in the 
second case, artificial masses are created for extra runoff flows. Fig. 4 
illustrates the described problem. In the figure, the water depth is very 
small, the water surface and bed surface overlaps. The circular points 
are collocation points and the triangles are cell centers. These 
interpolation induced problems are clearly shown. 
 

  
Fig. 4 Interpolation produced water surface problems 
 
A correction has been made for this interpolation error. Fig. 5 shows a 
concept of the correction for the bed curvature. For simplicity, bed 
elevation is interpolated for the discussion. It is seen an error Δb is 
produced if the values at the cell centers are interpolated to the middle 
collocation point. The bed elevation profile is represented by three 
points: 

1 2 3, ,b b b . The interpolated value (bed elevation, for instance) 
from the cell centers to a node is denoted as 

2
ib . It can be seen that bed 

elevation is decreased by the interpolation. The difference is obviously 
due to bed curvature and is expressed as (assuming constant mesh 
spacing): 
 

1 2 3
1 ( 2 )
4

b b b b∆ = − +  (1) 

 
If the water surface elevation at the cell centers is interpolated, the 
same error would occur. Water surface elevation needs to be corrected 
using this equation. Practically, the correction should be computed 
considering irregular mesh spacing. 

 
Fig. 5 Correction needed for water surface interpolation 
 
APPLICATION TO A REAL WATERSHED 
 
This section presents the application of CCHE2D to an agricultural 
watershed (Fig. 6). The watershed has an area of approximately 
973,000m2, indicated by a dark, closed curve. This watershed is 
identified to contribute the flow to the monitoring gage station. In this 
region of low relief, watersheds are of intensively cultivated fields 
drained by ditches and streams or bayous intermittently. Because the 
area is very flat, the runoff simulations were conducted over a much 
larger area, some part of the watershed outline was identified using the 

b1 b3 

b2 

2
ib   

b∆
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simulated flow directions. No infiltration is considered because the soil 
in the watershed is clayish and only heavy rainfall events were selected. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 6 Identified watershed of this study. 
 
Runoff simulations were calibrated by adjusting Manning’s roughness 
coefficient and the results were fitted with a rating curve. The gage 
station set in the channel across the watershed (Fig. 6) recorded the 
water surface elevation at regular time intervals. The flow discharge 
was not measured directly, therefore, to compare the measured and 
simulated flow discharge hydrograph trial and error method was used 
to obtain the parameters of the rating curve: 
 

0( )zQ r L L= −       (2) 
 

where Q is the runoff discharge, L is the measured water surface 
elevation, r and z are parameters identified by trial and error, and L0 is 
the water surface elevation near the gage station at which the runoff 
starts before a rain. The channel across the watershed (Fig. 6) is used 
by farmers for water storage, the water surface elevation in the channel 
is often changed by human activities rather than hydrology. Because 
the channel of the gage is irregular and L0 varied for different rain 
events, it was found difficult for the studied rain events to have the 
same rating curve parameters. Table 1 shows the identified hydrograph 
parameters for the simulated heavy rainfall events. 
 
Table 1: Parameters of selected runoff events for numerical simulations 

Event Rainfall (mm) Volume*(m3) z r L0 (m) 
4/27-4/28/2011 88.39 85817 2.4 1.223 0.45 
10/30-11/4/2013 53.59 52182 1.9 4.24 0.78 
11/21-25/2011 62.99 61333 1.4 1.613 0.45 
5/20-24/2013 48.77 47483 1.0 1.436 0.59 
9/25-27/2011 52.32 50946 1.8 5.211 0.48 

*Computed from the main bulk of the rain event. 
 
Fig. 7 shows the comparisons of the simulated runoff discharge 
hydrographs and the rating curves identified using the gage data. 
 

 
Fig. 7 Comparisons of simulated runoff and Eq. 2 
 
All simulations applied the same calibrated Manning’s coefficient. 
Events 9/2011 and 10/2013 have one major peak, while those of 
11/2011 and 5/2013 have two major peaks. The simulated hydrographs 
fit well with those computed from Eq. 2. The two rain peaks of the 
5/2013 event were separated by 2 hours approximately, but those of the 
11/2011 event were separated by 15 hours. The runoff discharge of the 
5/2011 event showed only one peak because the two rain peaks were 
very close, and the runoff response had a delay and smoothed out the 
double peak feature. However, the time interval of the two peaks of the 
11/2011 event was much longer, so the hydrologic response also 
displayed two peaks. These watershed responses are reproduced by the 
numerical simulations.  
 

Fig. 8a) Velocity direction distribution near the end of the simulation. 
8b) Bed elevation contours of this area. 
 
Fig. 8a shows a simulated vector direction field and Fig. 8b shows the 
contours of the land topography of a small simulation area in the 
watershed (Fig. 6) for the April 2011 rainfall event (Table 1). The bed 
elevation of this area ranges from 47.4m to 46.8m approximately. Fig. 
8a shows the vector directions near the end of the simulation when the 
runoff is weak. Although the variation of the bed surface topography is 

a 

b 
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very small the simulation shows how the runoff is controlled by micro-
topography (Fig. 8b): converging into rills and diverging from ridges. 
 

Fig. 9 Flow direction (a) and water depth (b) distribution in a small area 
of the watershed during the peak of a simulated rain 
 
Figs. 9a and 9b show the vector direction field and water depth at the 
peak time of the rainfall. The overall water depth is much deeper at this 
time because of the rainfall intensity and there is a berm on the left side 
of the area causing some water depth accumulation. In this situation, 
the flow directions are less affected by the local micro-topographic 
features. The flow on the right side of the domain is still runoff while 
there is a free surface flow on the left with the water depth more than 
0.2 m. The advantage of this model for runoff prediction is that it 
provides not only the hydrograph, but also the temporal and spatial 
distribution of the water depth and flow velocity, which can be used for 
studying soil erosion, agro-pollutant transport and water quality. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
Numerical model CCHE2D was enhanced and used to model runoff 
from watersheds large and complex enough to include both overland 
and channel flow processes. The model was verified and validated 
using analytical solutions and experimental data, and applied to a real 
word watershed. Good agreements between the analytical solutions, 
experimental data, and numerical simulations were obtained. For the 
experimental cases with a complex shaped watershed, the numerical 
model has the ability to model runoff over the slope surfaces and the 
channel flows. The model is able to simulate the runoff, free surface 
flow and their transitions seamlessly. The capability would be useful 
for studies related to top soil erosion and agro-pollutant transport. 
Additional work is needed to further extend the research toward these 
areas. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Some numerical results on roll waves formation in a long channel and 
in a periodic box for a  model of shear shallow water flows are 
presented using finite volume Godunov scheme with MUSCL-Hancock 
second order extension. They are compared with experimentals results. 
The numerical results for the periodic box and a long channel are 
compared. The effect of wave coarsening is discovered. The stability of 
roll waves in the periodic box was studied. Some numerical results in 
the 2D case for a simplified model of shear shallow water flows are 
also presented. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
If a wave approaching the coast is long and the variation of the coastal 
slope is gradual, spilling breakers usually appear. They are 
characterized by the appearance of a finite turbulent fluid zone riding 
down the forward slope of the wave (LonguetHiggins \& Turner, 1974, 
Duncan, 2001). At the toe of this turbulent zone  the wave slope 
changes sharply, resulting to the flow separation  and the vorticity 
creation. The breaking waves entrain the air the water by forming 
whitecaps' where an intensive dissipation occurs. Such a turbulent zone 
has a strong influence on the wave evolution.  
 
As it was mentioned in Duncan (2011), theoretical models of spilling 
breakers are rare. Indeed, beyond the multiphase aspects, the modelling 
depends crucially on a precise description of the flow structure. In the 
case where the flow potentiality is supposed, one actually uses an 
interesting approach based on a coupling between the dispersive 
GreenNaghdi equations describing waves far from the coast, and the 
hyperbolic Saint-Venant equations near the coast (cf. Tissier {\it et al.} 
(2012)). The difficulty is to understand when we replace one model by 
another one. A search of such a `switching criteria' is not a well defined 
problem even if several empirical criteria were proposed in the 
literature (wave phase velocity  becomes larger than the flow velocity, 
or the wave slope attains a critical value, for example).  
 
The main issue of our work is a two-layer modelling, where the upper 
turbulent layer is considered within the framework of shear shallow 
water flows (cf. Teshukov, 2007, Richard \& Gavrilyuk, 2012, 2013, 
Castro \& Lannes, 2014), while the lower layer is potential and can be 
described by a GreenNaghdi type model. The interaction between 
layers is taken account through a natural mixing process, where the 
mixing velocity is proportional to the intensity of large eddies of the 
upper layer. Experimental data on the structure of the turbulent flow 
field under breaking waves show that the frontiers between the 
turbulent region caused by the wave breaking and the potential region 
are clearly visible (Nadaoka {\it et al.} 1989, Lin \& Rockwell, 1994). 
This justifies a two-layer scheme for the modelling of the breaking 
waves. The model generalizes that derived in Liapidevskii \& 
Chesnokov (2014) where the hydrostatic approximation in both layers 
was used, and that in Richard \& Gavrilyuk (2015) where such a two-
layer approach was used in the limit where the thickness of the upper 
shear layer was vanishing.  

 
In particular, we show that our model is able to describe the transition 
from undular to breaking bores when the Froude number varies 
between $1.3$ and $1.4$. The shoaling and the breaking of solitary 
waves on mild slopes is also well predicted by the model. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
MPS is a moving particle semi-implicit method for modeling 
incompressible fluid in the computational fluid dynamics. The 
numerical technique can be used to simulate the flow pattern, water 
surface profile, critical flow location, velocity profile, and pressure 
profile in open channels. This study is to use MPS method to model the 
flow system in rectangular weir and compare numerical results with 
experimental observations to show reasonable  agreement. 
 
KEY WORDS: MPS, mesh-free particle method, free-surface, 
narrow-crested, water surface profile, velocity profile, pressure profile. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The moving particle semi-implicit method (MPS) is a computational 
fluid dynamics technique for solving flow problem. Due to mesh 
adaptability and connectivity problems in the mesh-based numerical 
methods (finite difference, finite element, or finite volume method), the 
MPS has some advantages in the modeling complicated flow problems 
where water surface varied violently such as in breaking waves and 
dam breaks. The mesh-free methods use a set of arbitrarily distributed 
particles instead of mesh to solve governing equations in all kinds of 
boundaries and interfaces. In the mesh-free particle methods, governing 
equations are discretized over a set of arbitrarily distributed particles 
moving in the Lagrangian coordinate systems. A finite number of 
moving particles are employed to fill the system domain. Each particle 
possesses a set of field variables such as mass, concentration and 
momentum. To improve the computational efficiency, the weakly 
compressible MPS method was developed for modeling of 
incompressible fluids and validated through engineering applications 
 
Koshizuka and Oka (1996) introduced MPS in nuclear engineering to 
model the collapse of a water column. The MPS is able to provide the 
approximations to Navier-stokes equations by particles representation 
and spatial discretization. The simulation of the open-boundary and 
free-surface flow gets easier if the mesh free method is used (Liu & Liu, 
2003). Nowadays, MPS has been successfully applied to solve many 
fluid flow problems, such as dam break (Fu and Jin 2014), hydraulic 
jump (Nazari et al. 2012), 2D fluid structure interaction (Sun et al. 2015) 
and free flow over broad-crested weir (Xu and Jin, 2015). In the above 
engineering applications, weir flow is an interesting subject since weir 
is a major hydraulic structure used to either measure the fluid flow rate 
or adjust the discharge in an open channel. Simply, the weir can be 
installed across the channel to allow the fluid flow over the weir crest. 

There is variety of weirs available in engineering practices such as 
rectangular weir, trapezoidal weir, crump weir, and ogee weir. 
Basically, there are two major types of flow regimes for weir flow 
including free flow and submerged flow. Free flow means the fluid can 
move freely as long as the downstream tailwater level is below the weir 
crest. Under the free flow condition, the critical depth can exist on weir 
of finite crest weir, and a region of parallel flow can be observed on 
such broad-crest weir crest. Critical flow corresponds to the Froude 
number equal to one. For Froude number greater than one, the flow is 
supercritical. While with the Froude number less than one, the 
subcritical flow exists. When the tailwater starts to back up and makes 
the water depth above crest finally exceed the critical depth, this flow is 
regarded as submerged (Hyatt, Skogerboe & Austin, 1966). Under 
submerged flow condition, the flow discharge is affected by the 
backwater and the upstream water level increases as tailwater increases. 
Between above two conditions, a modular limit is introduced to express 
the condition at which flow changes from free flow to submerged flow. 
When flow reaches modular limit, the upstream water level starts to 
increase, and this is defined by Hager and Schwalt as an increment of 
1mm (1994). For the variation of submergence, a ratio y/h is used to 
represent different submergence level, where y is the downstream 
tailwater head above weir and h is upstream water head over weir. All 
of the three flow conditions are investigated in this study. 
 
In this paper, a study of a numerical method for simulating flow over a 
narrow-crested weir is conducted. This study is aiming to use the MPS 
method with LES-SPS turbulence model for the simulation and 
compare the numerical results with the available experimental 
observations on the water surface profiles. The velocity and pressure 
profiles are plotted to show the distribution from upstream of weir, on 
the weir, and downstream of weir. Then, the capability of MPS for 
simulating the open-boundary surface-flow over weir is verified and 
validated. 
 
MPS METHOD 
 
Governing equation 
 
The behavior of incompressible and viscous flow over weir of finite 
crest length is described by the Navier-Stokes equation, which 
expresses as mass continuity equation and conservation of momentum. 
Conservation of mass (mass continuity): 
 

     (1) 
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Conservation of momentum: 
 

    (2) 
 
Where ρ represents the fluid density, u represents the velocity vector, P 
stands for the pressure, ν denotes the kinetic viscosity, t denotes the 
time, ∇P is the pressure gradient term,  , is the viscosity term, and 
f represents the external body force term. This momentum equation 
describes that the incompressible viscous fluid flow under the force of 
viscosity, pressure, and the body force such as the gravitational force. 
 
MPS Particle Interaction 
 
In MPS method, the system domain is represented by a finite number of 
moving particles in continuum. Total number of particles in the 
simulation for this study includes 10000 storage particles and particles 
initially building the weir model by solid particles, ghost particles, and 
fluid particles with predefined size DL. In the particle domain, one 
particle can be affected by the particles in its vicinity. MPS defines that 
this particle interaction happens if and only if its neighboring particles 
are within the interaction area with a radius of re, which in this 
simulation re is equal to 3.5DL, where DL represents the average 
particle size. 
 
The MPS particle interaction is covered by a chosen Kernel function 
also known as weighting function. Here, the 3rd order polynomial spiky 
function is selected for the MPS simulation for improved accuracy as 
follows (Shakibaeinia & Jin, 2010):  
 

   (3) 
 
where re represents the support area radius, i represents any particle i, 
and j represents one of its neighboring particles as particle j, so rij 
equals to the distance between particle i and particle j which is defined 
as rij = |rj – ri|. 
 
MPS Discretization 
 
MPS spatial discretization of the equations on the simulation domain is 
achieved by three models including gradient model, divergence model, 
and Laplacian model. The gradient formula used in this simulation is 
first described by Toyota et al. (2005). This formula is developed on the 
original gradient model from Kozushika to increase the stability of 
method (Lee et al., 2010). The gradient formula is written as: 
 

   (4) 
 
Then it is integrated to calculate the pressure gradient term as follows: 
 

   (5) 
 
where φ is a scalar, d is the number of spatial dimension, n0 is the 
average initial particle number density, which is constant for 

incompressible fluid, r is the position vector that ri is the position for 
particle i, and rj is the position for particle j. 
 
The divergence model is described as following equation： 
 

   (6) 
 
The Laplacian formula is used to compute the viscosity term as follows, 
 

   (7) 

   (8) 
 
where λ is a correction parameter for approximation to balance 
calculation for variance increase equals to the analytical solution. Here, 
λ is described by an equation: 
 

     (9) 
 
Boundary Treatment 
 
In particle representation, fluid particle simply represents the fluid. 
Solid boundary is made up of the solid particles, which are represented 
by the wall particles in this simulation. Ghost particle treatment is then 
launched to satisfy particles searching in the vicinity of solid boundary. 
In order to make sure constant number of particles is available to be 
searched within the interaction radius, ghost particles are created 
outward from wall particles for three layers as re=3.5DL. Also, ghost 
particles are given the same properties as wall particles in terms of the 
velocity and pressure. 
 

 
 
Fig. 1 Particle representation and solid boundary treatment 
 
Weir flow is an open-boundary and free-surface flow. Free surface 
defines the fluid is subject to atmospheric pressure which is equal to 
zero. The determination of the free surface in MPS is implemented by 
an equation: 
 

     (10) 
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This equation serves as criteria for identifying if the particle belongs to 
the free surface particle. It gives that when the temporal particle 
number density is not greater than a value n0β, then the free surface 
condition can be assigned to that particle. Here, β is the coefficient for 
determining free surface, which equals to 0.97 in this model. 
 
NUMERICAL RESULTS 
 
The numerical simulation is completed by using WC-MPS model to 
simulate flow of a narrow-crested weir. Water surface profiles, velocity 
profiles, and pressure profiles are plotted to show the hydraulic 
characteristics of flow over weir with square-edge respectively at 
modular limit, free flow and submerged flow conditions. The numerical 
results of water surface are compared with the experimental 
observations (Azimi et al. 2014). Different time steps are randomly 
chosen. All of results from the MPS method shown in comparison have 
reached the steady-state. Five sections along the weir including middle 
of the upstream channel, upstream edge of weir, middle above the weir 
crest, downstream edge of weir, and middle of the downstream channel 
are selected for examining the velocity and pressure distribution. To 
minimize the upstream and downstream effect, both of upstream and 
downstream lengths are adjusted correspondingly by several trials 
 
The narrow-crested weir of 0.40m in breadth, 0.076m in height, and 
0.076m in crest length is simulated to discharge the flow of 22.45L/s. 
The depth of upstream flow is initiated at 0.171m for free flow, which 
enables water to leave the outlet at a depth of 0.0479m. Later, the 
tailwater depth will gradually increase to 0.1445m with an upstream 
water depth reaching at 0.1757m, which addresses the flow at modular 
limit condition. The downstream water level will keep increasing to 
0.164m to generate submerge flow. 
 
Five numerical simulation results at different time step are presented to 
show the flow development of a submerged condition with y = 0.205m as 
an example. The static water condition is first illustrated in Fig. 2(a) at 
t=0s with no flowing velocity and having 0.2037m water height. Over the 
time, water starts to flow down, passes over the weir crest, then ejects 
into the downstream with high velocity, and finally back up behind the 
weir (Fig. 2a-d). For a period of time, the water remains as free flow 
condition even though the tailwater depth increases. It can be observed 
that the upstream water level stays the same at t=2.5s and t=10.0s with 
both sloping downward to weir as demonstrated in Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 2(c) 
respectively. As long as the flow passes the modular limit condition, the 
upstream depth starts to rise accordingly (Fig. 2d). The flow pattern for 
submerged flow at t=25.0s in Figure 2(d) and t=45.1s in Fig. 2(e) are the 
same, thus the flow has achieved the steady state. 
 
The water surface profiles from MPS results are plotted to compare 
with the experimental data. From the Fig. (3a-3c), the simulated water 
surface profiles for free flow, modular limit, and submerged flows are 
shown in good agreement with the experimental results, especially in 
the upstream of weir. By increasing the tailwater depth several times 
until the weir crest, the downstream of simulated free flow remains 
similar pattern showing a minor underestimation. For the modular limit 
flow in Fig. 3(b), it is shown that the MPS method is able to replicate a 
series of surface waves at the downstream as the experimental 
measurements. As water gets submerged, Fig. 3(c) shows some 
inconsistence of water level at downstream between the numerical data 
and experimental data, yet, the flow trend remains similar. 

 
Fig. 2 MPS simulation of flow over narrow-crested weir at different 
time: (a)-(e) 
 

 
 
Fig. 3 Water surface profiles of flow over narrow-crested weir at free 
flow condition (a), modular limit (b), and submerged conditions (c). 
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Fig. 4 shows the horizontal velocity profiles for a submerged narrow-
crested flow at five sections: x=-0.1m, 0m, 0.04m, 0.076m, and 0.24m. 
The submerge ratio of the downstream tailwater head above weir and 
upstream water head over weir is 0.89. The maximum velocity for each 
section varies from 0.4m/s to 0.7m/s. Relatively low velocity is 
observed at x=-0.1m. The velocity profile at the section x=0m shows 
the non-uniform pattern, and somewhat disturbed. This indicates the 
flow recirculation zone may develop at the entrance edge of weir. The 
developing recirculation zone is likely to affect the velocity distribution 
over the crest. At x= 0.04m, x=0.0.76m, and x=0.24m, the flow velocity 
profiles have the similar trend with velocity increasing toward the water 
surface. Velocities at the downstream are shown higher value than at 
the upstream. Due to the no-slip condition, the fluid velocity is zero at 
the bottom of channel and the weir crest. The flows shown in five 
sections are considered non-uniform, an increase in the horizontal 
velocity is observed along the flow direction. 
 
The pressure distribution of simulated submerged flow over narrow-
crested weir at the five section locations are shown in Fig.5. At the 
sections x=-0.1m, x=0.04m, x=0.076m, and x=0.24m, the pressure 
distribution all behaves similar to hydrostatic pressure under submerged 
flow condition. At x=0m, small difference in pressure distribution from 
hydrostatic pattern over the crest is believed to be caused by the 
recirculation zone at the entrance edge of weir crest. 
 

 
Fig. 4 Horizontal velocity profiles at different sections. 
 

 
Fig. 5 Pressure profiles at different sections. 
 

SUMMARY 
 
The numerical study of open-boundary free-surface flow over weir of 
finite crest length with squared-edge is explored by using the MPS 
method. In the study, MPS method has addressed its capability of 
successfully modeling the narrow-crested weir flow. For water surface, 
the simulation results from the MPS method are shown in a good 
agreement. Horizontal velocity and pressure profiles are plotted to 
show the distribution pattern at different locations along the flow 
direction. Despite of some patterns of horizontal velocity and pressure 
distribution varied from theoretical distribution, the simulation results 
from the MPS method are considered reasonable. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
The width of turbulent field around a cylindrical pier, relating directly 
to traffic safety in bridge area, is an important parameter for the 
determination of bridge span. The Lattice Boltzmann Model (LBM) is 
used to simulate the turbulent field around a large diameter cylindrical 
pier in straight channel under supercritical Reynolds number. The 
results show that the flow structure influenced by a pier is mainly 
dependent on the pier’s diameter and approaching flow conditions. The 
corresponding coupling relationship among the maximum width of 
turbulent field, pier’s diameter, flow velocity, and water depth is 
obtained. 
 
KEY WORDS: simulation; LBM; flow field; turbulence width; 
Reynolds number ; pier; bridge  
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The turbulent flow region around a pier (i.e. cylindrical pier) is not safe 
for ships passing through bridge area; hence the turbulent width is an 
important parameter for the determination of bridge span. Consequently, 
some research of the corresponding flow characteristics and turbulent 
width has been developed (i.e. Breuer 2000; Hu, Shen, Cheng, and Ou 
2004; Salaheldin, Imran and Chaudhry 2004; Zhuang and Liu 2007; Zu 
2009). However, these achievements focus mainly on the flow with low 
or high Reynolds number. There are a very limited number of studies 
addressing some of the flow with supercritical Reynolds number (Du, 
You, and Li 2009). In fact, for the practical bridges constructed in 
rivers, the large cylindrical piers (i.e. pier’s diameter D > 5 m) are 
usually needed and flow with high velocity (i.e. approaching velocity U 
> 1 m/s) is often happened. Therefore, the current with supercritical 
Reynolds number is easily generated in the vicinity of piers. In this case, 
extensive work is required for investigating the characteristics of 
turbulent field past a cylindrical pier. In this study a series of numerical 
simulations are carried out by using LBM. The objective is to provide 
help to confirm turbulent width by investigating the complex flow past 
a large cylindrical pier.  
 
NUMERICAL METHODOLOGY 
 
Lattice Boltzmann Method 
 
The Lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) is originally developed as an 

improved modification of the Lattice Gas Automata (LGA) to remove 
statistical noise and achieve better Galilean invariance (Frisch, 
Hasslacher, and Pomeau 1986). Due to the some advantages in 
obtaining easily flow details and suiting to parallel computations, the 
LBM is becoming increasingly popular as a reliable alternative to 
conventional CFD approaches. In the LBM method, the basic variable 
is the statistical distribution functions ( ),f tα r  with real variables, 
preserving by construction the conservation of mass and linear 
momentum. The Boltzmann transport equation of discrete velocity can 
be defined as  
 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1+ , - , , ,eqf t t t f t f t f tα α α α ατ
 ∆ + ∆ = − − r e r r r                            (1) 

 
Where ( ),f tα r  is the statistical distribution functions of discrete 
velocities αe  at the locations r  and time t, τ  is the relaxation time 
parameter related to the macroscopic viscosity υ  and can be written as 
follows 
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( ),eqf tα r  is the local equilibrium function usually expressed as 
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Where sC  is the speed of sound, C  is the velocity of lattice, u  is the 
macroscopic velocity, wα  are weighting constants for the model D3Q15 
taken as  
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The macroscopic density and linear momentum can be calculated as 
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( ) ( ) ( ), = , ,eqt f t f tα α
α

ρ =∑ ∑r r r                                                             (6) 

( ) ( ) ( ), = , ,eqt e f t e f tα α α α
α

ρ =∑ ∑r u r r                                                     (7) 
 
LBM-LES Method 
 
In order to accurately simulate the flow characteristics with high 
Reynolds number, especially supercritical Reynolds number, large eddy 
simulation (LES) is usually introduced to LBM method. The turbulent 
viscosity can be computed by the smagorinsky model in LBM-LES 
method. Therefore 
 

0= + tυ υ υ                                                                                                (8) 
 
The laminar viscosity 0υ  

can be written as 
 

0 = UD
Re

υ                                                                                                  (9) 

 
Where U is the approaching velocity, D is the diameter of a cylindrical 
pier, Re is the Reynolds number. 
The eddy-viscosity tυ  

is expressed as 
 

( )2=t wC sυ ∆                                                                                        (10) 
 
Where wC  is the smagorinsky constant taken as 0.1, ∆  the filter scale, 
s  is the strain rate tensor of the resolved scales usually computed as 
 

( ) ( ), ,eq
ij i js e e f t f tα α α α

α

 = − ∑ r r                                                         (11) 

 
Grid Technology and Boundary Conditions 
 
Some grid technologies including uniform and non-uniform grids, 
body-fitted grids (i.e. structured and unstructured grids) are commonly 
applied in LBM. If these grid methods are used in the numerical 
simulations of flow around a pier under supercritical Reynolds number, 
a huge computer resource would be needed. In the present study, the 
particle-gridless hybrid method is used (Yoon, Koshizuka, and 
Yoshiaki 1999). Some poor grid quality including distorted and skew 
elements can be avoided in utilizing this method. Moreover, the 
particle-gridless technology performs well in the treatment of near-wall 
zone of a cylindrical pier. This computational domain consists of a 
rectangular domain and is set to dimensions of (31D×10D×2D). The 
pier is located at the streamwise symmetry axis and 10.5D from the 
inlet. The initial octree lattice structure can be generated based on the 
input geometries. In order to adapt to the flow patterns, the lattice 
structure around the pier and in the wake region may be modified later 
by the solver. For all the simulated cases, the similar boundary 
conditions are employed. At the inflow plane constant velocity is 
imposed. A pressure-inlet with pressure profile is specified at the 
outflow plane. No-slip boundary conditions are used at solid walls. In 
the present paper, the free surface capture method is applied to predict 
the variation of water surface. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

Vertical Variation of Flow Feature 
 
The main objective of the present study is to investigate flow past a 
cylindrical pier with supercritical Reynolds number in the range 
0.5×107 < Re < 3.0×107. An overview of all simulations and the 
corresponding detailed parameters are shown in Table 1: h = water 
depth in the vicinity of the pier; Fr = Froude number and is defined as

 Fr =U/(gh)1/2, where g = acceleration of gravity. Fig. 1 shows the 
simulated flow field of run 5 influenced by the pier at different water 
depth. In the front region of the pier, the approaching flow decelerates 
and flow separation occurs in the horizontal and vertical planes. As a 
result, the acceleration of flow velocity on the sides of the pier has been 
developed due to the decrease of flow area. Behind the pier, in the 
wake region, the complex flow patterns including circulation and 
reversed flow as well as downward and upward flow are caused by the 
wake vortex. Meanwhile, the figure clearly illustrates the vertical 
variation of flow velocity in the immediate vicinity of the pier. There 
are significant differences for flow patterns at various flow depth due to 
the direct result of gravity and complex three-dimensional flow 
structure. The current near the bottom is not strongly disturbed by the 
pier as compared to that at the other water depth. This is because the 
flow velocity near the bottom is dragged down by the shear stress 
generated from the effect of near-wall. Moreover, it also can be seen 
from Fig. 1 that the pier has the most impact on the flow field about at 
the layer y/h = 0.85 (see Fig. 1(e)) where y is the distance from the 
bottom. This simulated results of the present work are in close 
agreement with the experimental data of Hu, Zu, Cheng, Li, and Wang 
(2009). Therefore, the following results and discussion are concentrated 
on the flow feature at the layer y/h = 0.85. 
 
Table 1 Parameters for numerical simulations 
run D (m) U (m/s) h (m) Re (×107) Fr 
1 5 1 5 0.5 0.14 
2 10 1.5 5 1.5 0.21 
3 5 2 5 1.0 0.29 
4 10 2.5 5 2.5 0.36 
5 10 3 5 3.0 0.43 
6 5 3.5 5 1.75 0.50 

 

 
(a) 0.2 h 
 

 
(b) 0.4 h 
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(c) 0.6 h 
 

 
(d) 0.8 h 
 

 

(e) 0.85 h 
 

 
(f) 0.9 h 
Fig. 1 Flow field past a cylindrical pier (run 5) 
 
Turbulence Width 
 
As discussed before, the velocity distribution on the horizontal and 
vertical planes is obviously changed by the pier. In fact, the lateral 
velocity vz on the horizontal plane has more impact on the safety of 
ship maneuvering than the streamwise velocity vx. Besides, the vz is 
also a main factor to determine the bridge span in bridge area. As a 
consequence, at the lateral central axis of the pier, the maximum 
distance between the centre of the pier and the stagnant point of vz is 
defined unilateral turbulence width. Therefore, the total width B is two 
times the unilateral turbulence width. As shown in figures 2 and 3, the 
velocity change caused by the pier is mostly related to the parameters 
such as pier’s diameter D, flow velocity U and water depth h. It 
indicates that the relative turbulence width B/D has a close relationship 
with Froude number Fr =U/(gh)1/2. Moreover, the pier’s strong 
behavior of disturbing the vector field and streamlines around the pier 
with large Froude number can be observed in the figures. It implies that 
the relative turbulence width increases with increasing Froude number. 

In Fig. 4, comparison between the predicted data of the present study 
and the results already published shows that there is a discrepancy 
between the B/D calculated by LBM and that measured by Hu, Shen, 
Cheng, and Ou (2004). The increase of turbulence width near the pier is 
more pronounced in the measured results of Hu, Shen, Cheng, and Ou 
(2004) than that in the simulated data. Comparing with the results 
measured by Zhuang and Liu (2007), the value of width predicted  by 
LBM in the present work is slightly larger. For example, Fr = 0.43 with 
run 5, the turbulence width of Zhuang and Liu (2007) extends 
approximately two pier’s diameter, whereas the calculated value 
increases slightly to 2.5 times pier’s diameter. However, from this 
figure the LBM solution is consistent with the value reported by Zu 
(2009). Based on the simulated data, a fitted curve with a high 
correlation coefficient (r=0.9989) can be plotted in Fig. 5 and the 
corresponding computational formula for turbulence width can be 
written in the form 
 

0.674.42869 rB D F=                                                                               (12) 
 
Applying Eq. 12, the turbulence width past a large diameter cylindrical 
pier in a straight channel can be calculated and provides an important 
parameter to determine bridge span. As a matter of fact, there are other 
factors to affect the turbulence width, i.e., cross section type of a pier, 
approaching flow direction and river pattern. Therefore, the further 
studies associated with pier’s behavior of influencing the flow field 
with different conditions are deserved to carry out. 
 

 
(a) Fr=0.21 

 

 
(b) Fr=0.36 
 

 
(c)Fr=0.50 

Fig. 2 Flow field past a cylindrical pier with different Froude number 
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(a) Fr=0.21 
 

 
(b) Fr=0.36 
 

 
(c) Fr=0.50 
Fig. 3 Flow streamlines past a cylindrical pier with different Froude 
number 
 

 
Fig. 4 Computed turbulence width in comparison with Hu’s data (2004), 
Zu’s work (2009) and Zhuang’s work (2007) 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
In this study, numerical simulations using LBM method have been 
conducted to investigate the turbulence characteristics of flow past a 

large diameter cylindrical pier with supercritical Reynolds number. The 
results show that the relative turbulent width around a pier increases 
with increasing Froude number. Meanwhile, the corresponding function 
relationship between them is established. Furthermore, the 
achievements can effectively contribute to the determination of bridge 
span. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
This study aims to develop a three-dimensional measurement method 
for flume experiments involving both water- and bed-surface shapes 
and evaluate measurement accuracy during the formation of sand 
waves. An experiment on flow through a bed with an array of 
hemispheres and two movable bed experiments under hydraulic 
conditions wherein sand dunes and sandbars were formed were 
conducted. The measurements confirmed that water- and bed-surface 
shapes can be tracked at spatiotemporal high resolutions during the 
formation of sand waves, suggesting that the developed measurement 
technique is useful for investigating the mechanics of sand waves. 
 
KEY WORDS: Moving optical cutting method; Sand waves; 
Photogrammetry; Water surface measurement; Bed-surface 
measurement 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Sand waves are three-dimensional (3D) undulations on the bottom of a 
river or the sea along the longitudinal and transverse directions. Such 
undulations often form on both bed and water surfaces; they arise and 
move because of interactions between water flow and sediment 
transport and rarely settle into position even after long time intervals. 
Based on these characteristics, it is necessary to obtain 3D water- and 
bed-surface shapes from the water flow with high spatiotemporal 
resolution in order to grasp the physical mechanics of sand waves.  
 
In recent years, several types of remote sensing techniques have been 
developed to obtain water- and bed-surface shapes. For instance, 
Coleman (1997) used an acoustic bed profiler to measure submerged 
topography; Butler et al. (2002) validated a stereophotogrammetry 
technique through water measurement, and Bertin and Friedrich (2014) 
compared an acoustic bed profiler, a hand-held laser scanner, and a 
stereophotogrammetric system for obtaining water-worked gravel bed 
topographies. Despite these advances, there is still no technique that 
can simultaneously measure the fluctuations of water- and bed surfaces 
during the formation of sand waves.  
 
This study aims to develop a flume experiment-based 3D measurement 
method that allows for the simultaneous measurement of water and bed 
surfaces with high spatiotemporal resolution during water flow. The 
current measurement method, which is called the moving optical  

Fig. 1 MOCM Equipment Components 
 
cutting method (MOCM), is based on photogrammetry. Using MOCM, 
it is possible to simultaneously measure both water- and bed-surface 
shapes through contactless measurement without draining or 
suspending the water supply. These characteristics make it possible to 
grasp the relationship between water- and bed-surface shapes without 
interference arising from drainage or contact. Our study was conducted 
to evaluate the accuracy of MOCM via fixed-bed flume experiments 
and verify the possibility of assessing the mechanics of sand waves via 
movable-bed flume experiments simulating the hydraulic conditions 
under which anti-dunes and alternate bars form.  
 
MOVING OPTICAL CUTTING METHOD 
 
Equipment 
 
The equipment of the MOCM (Fig. 1) comprises a laser oscillator, a 
laser head, and two digital cameras. The laser head is attached to a 
swinging mount placed above the flume; it projects a longitudinal laser 
beam onto the water- and bed surfaces to visually distinguish the 
respective surfaces. The swinging mount swivels the laser head 
repeatedly and with constant angular velocity, enabling the laser beam 
to scan the full width of the flume at a high sweep speed. The digital 
cameras are placed on each side of the flume to capture consecutive 
photographic images without blind spots. 
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Measurement Principle 
 

 
Fig. 2 Bright green pixels extracted from raw picture 
 

 
Fig. 3 Distinguished water- and bed-surface pixels 
 
The MOCM principle is based on using triangulation to measure an 
object’s surface coordinates from two known vectors and their starting 
point coordinates. Measurement of a water surface is based on a simple 
geometric relation that represents laser light and camera rays as 3D 
vectors and calculates the intersection point of two vectors as water 
surface coordinates. To measure a bed-surface profile, it is necessary to 
consider the refraction of the two vectors on the water surface, which 
involves instantaneous deformation of the vectors in open channel flow. 
Thus, the MOCM process uses the water-surface shapes derived as 
above to calculate the two refraction vectors and their intersection point 
as bed surface coordinates. 
 
Setup 
 
The laser oscillator is a 532-nm wave length YAG laser with the 
swinging mount set to a 0.075 rad/s reciprocating swing and placed 193 
cm above the flume bed. In this setting, the laser beam on the flume 
bed moves in the transverse direction at approximately 15 cm/s. This 
study uses a 30 cm width flume, resulting in a laser beam sweep time 
from the left to the right end of 2 s. 
 
The two digital cameras have resolutions of 1,920 × 1,080 pixels each 
and a shutter speed 1/500 s and are set to 30 fps. The cameras’ intrinsic 
and extrinsic parameters are calibrated using Zhang’s calibration 
method (Zhang 1998). 
 
The water used in the experiments is colored green by dissolving in 
Fluorescein sodium salt to form clearly recognizable luminescence at 
the intersections between the water surface and the laser light.  
 
Procedure 
 
Taking Consecutive Photographs 
 
In the initial measurement process, the swinging mount rotates the laser 
head and the two digital cameras take consecutive images. A sample 
picture is shown in Fig. 2. 
 
Image Analysis 
 

In the following process, pixels where the laser light crosses the water- 
and bed surfaces are distinguished in the photographic results. 
 
The pixel numbers where the laser light crosses the water surface (iw, 
jw) are distinguished by threshold values of brightness in the green 
gradient in the pictures. In the same manner, the pixel numbers at 
which the laser light crosses the bed-surface (ib, jb) are distinguished as 
positions of maximum green brightness. An example of distinguished 
pixels is shown in Fig. 3. 
 
Calculation of a Water-Surface Shape 
 
In the third process, water-surface coordinates are calculated based on 
image geometry. 
 
In an advance preparation step, the light beam-water surface 
intersection points (iw, jw) and the laser head swing angle are 
converted to a camera vector and a laser vector that intersect a water 
surface. A water-surface longitudinal profile is then calculated based on 
the geometric relation shown in Fig. 1. Using consecutive images 
obtained while the laser head projects the laser beam across the full 
width of the flume, it is possible to obtain multiple longitudinal water-
surface elevations for different sections across the flume. Combining 
these results makes it possible to construct a 3D water-surface profile. 
As this process is conducted, images are obtained by the two side 
cameras, producing sets of simultaneous 3D water-surface 
representations from each side; when merged, these produce an overall 
3D water-surface that has no blind spots because the two images’ 
measuring areas overlap their respective dead angles. Finally, the 
resulting data are converted into equal-interval structured data as inputs 
into the next process. 
 
Calculation of a Bed-Surface Shape 
 
In the final process, bed-surface coordinates are calculated based on a 
geometric relationship that considers the refraction of light on a water 
surface. 
 
Each coordinate of the bed-surface is calculated based on the geometric 
relation shown in Fig. 1 As a preparatory step, the light beam-bed 
surface intersection points (ib, jb) and the laser head swing angle are 
converted to a camera vector and a laser vector that intersect the bed-
surface. The incidence vectors from the laser head or cameras are 
refracted onto a water surface and the resulting reflectional vectors 
intersect at a bed-surface. The reflectional vectors are calculated as 
follows: 1) the intersection points of each vector with the water surface 
are calculated, and 2) using Snell's law, reflectional vectors are 
calculated using the water-surface shape estimated in the preceding 
process. Using the two reflectional vectors makes it possible to obtain 
longitudinal bed-surface elevation, from which a 3D bed-surface can be 
derived in a manner similar to that used for the calculation of a 3D 
water-surface shapes. 
 
APPLICATION TO FIXED BED OPEN CHANNEL FLOW 
 
To verify the validity of the MOCM, we conducted an experiment on 
flow through a bed with an array of uniform hemispheres with a 
topography similar to that of dunes in which we measured water-
surface shapes and the channel bed form using the MOCM. 
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Experimental Setup 
 

 
Fig. 4 Measurement results (No.1) 
 

 
Fig. 5 Histogram of the measurement results 
 
The experiment was conducted in a 10-m-long, 0.3-m-wide, and 1/500 
gradient open channel flume with a stationary discharge of 4.0 l/s. To 
confirm measurement accuracy during sand-dune formation, artificial 
hemispheres were placed down the center of the flume in the 
longitudinal direction at regular intervals (10 cm). 60 × 2 photographic 
frames were taken in order to obtain the water- and bed-surface shapes. 
The frames were taken using the two side cameras in intervals of 2 s, 
during which time the sweeping laser beam reciprocated once from the 
left edge to the right edge of the flume. The water- shape and a bed-
surface shapes were measured four times (Nos.1-4). 
 
Results 
 
Fig. 4 shows the measured water- and bed-surface shapes at a 
resolution of 1 cm × 1 cm. Fig. 5(a) shows a histogram of the 
differences between the point gauge and MOCM measurements in 
terms of water-surface elevation, and Fig. 5(b) shows the differences 
between the actual and MOCM-measured bed-surface elevations. For 
the water-surface measurement, the average elevation difference (µ) 
and variance (σ) were 0.06 and 0.16 cm, respectively; for the bed-
surface measurement, these figures were −0.10 and 0.31 cm, 
respectively. The bed-surface measurement has lower accuracy than the 
water-surface measurement because it uses the water-surface 
measurement as an input, thereby adding a propagating factor to the 
latter’s error. However, the presence of the hemispheres was reflected 
in the measured water-surface shape and the artificial undulations were 
precisely measured, indicating that the proposed measurement setup 
can measure both types of 3D surface during the formation of sand 
waves with adequate accuracy. 
 
 

APPLICATION TO MOVABLE BED OPEN CHANNEL 
FLOW 
 

 
Fig. 6 Measurement results (Run1) 
 
Experimental Setup 
 
In this experiment, we set two types of hydraulic condition in terms of 
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water discharge and sediment supply quantity to create sand waves at 
different scales. In Run1, the water discharge was set to 1.3 l/s and the 
sediment supply quantity was 1.92 g/s. In Run2, these factors were 4.0 
l/s and 2.95 g/s, respectively. The flume condition was the same as that 
in the preceding chapter, except that the bed gradient was 1/200. The 
sediments had an average width of 0.76 mm and were spread onto the 
flume bed at a thickness 5.0 cm. The total experiment times were 
10,200 s (Run1) and 2,040 s (Run2), and the measuring interval was 2 s. 
 

 
Fig. 7 Measurement results (Run2) 
 
Results 
 
Run 1(Discharge: 1.3 l/s)  
 
Figure 6 shows the measurement results for Run1. Up to 3,600 s, the 
amplitudes of the water- and sand-waves were 0.5 and 0.4 cm, 
respectively; anti-dunes with a 7.5 cm wavelength were formed, but no 

alternate bars formed during this initial period. After 3,600 s, a sandbar 
with an accumulated 0.4 cm was formed on the left side of the flume. 
This change in measurement result over times could be used to 
determine the wave velocity of sand waves; the dotted line in Fig. 6 
shows that the sandbar moved downstream at 0.051 cm/s. After 8,400 s, 
a sandbar formed on the right side of the flume and began to move 
downstream at 0.028 cm/s. The formation of periodic undulations on 
the sandbars may mean that alternate bars formed simultaneously with 
dunes. 
 
Run 2(Discharge: 4.0 l/s)  
 
Fig. 7 shows the measurement results for Run2 between 1,928 and 
2,032 s at intervals of 8 s. During this time span, periodic undulations 
formed on both the water and bed surfaces. These undulations can be 
considered anti-dunes because both periodic waves were in phase. The 
undulations on the water surface amplified or reduced repeatedly with a 
maximum wave amplitude of 1.6 cm and a growth and reduction period 
of approximately 25 s. The dotted line in Fig. 7 shows a growing water-
wave moving downstream at 2 cm/s. Thus, the results obtained by the 
MOCM are useful in showing rapid fluctuations such as those 
occurring in this experiment. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
We developed a new method for the 3D measurement of water- and 
bed-surface shapes to better understand the physical characteristics of 
sand waves. We evaluated the accuracy and effectiveness of the 
proposed measurement method by applying it in three flume 
experiments.  
 
In the first assessment, the accuracy of the MOCM was evaluated 
during the formation of sand waves. We conducted an experiment on 
the flow through a bed with an array of uniform hemispheres with a 
topography similar to those of dunes in order to measure the water-
surface shape and channel bed formation using the MOCM. The 
measured results agreed with the water- and bed-surface shapes, 
confirming that the MOCM can be used to measure water- and bed-
surface shapes during the formation of sand waves. 
 
Next, the effectiveness of the proposed method in measuring sand 
waves was confirmed via two movable bed flume experiments 
conducted under hydraulic conditions wherein sand dunes and sandbars 
formed. The measurements confirmed that water- and bed-surface 
shapes can be spatiotemporally tracked at high resolutions during the 
formation of sand waves. This suggests that the MOCM is a useful 
technique for investigating the mechanics of sand waves and 
confirming the validity of physical models.  
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ABSTRACT 
 
In the present study we try to obtain the internal flow field and examine 
the phenomena while the hydraulic jump is developing. Channel 
experiments with inclination angle of 5 degree are designed, where the 
jumps are produced by setting a weir at the end of the channel. Two 
types of water supply are considered, in the inflow condition I pure 
water is supplied, whilst sediments are added into the water in the 
inflow condition II. The velocity measurement and water surface 
variation are achieved by means of the Digital Particle Image 
Velocitmetry (DPIV) technique, for which an open-source software 
“PIVLab” is employed. In experiments of inflow condition I, the toe of 
the jump oscillates where a roller exists and the flow exhibits highly 
turbulent. When the water is mixed with sediments (inflow condition 
II), a mixture shear layer exists near the flow bottom. Once the jump is 
going to develop, it is interesting to find that sediment begins to deposit 
in the vicinity of the jump toe. The deposit heap of sediment develops 
upwards and extends in the downstream direction. In this study we shall 
present the detailed evolution of the corresponding velocity fields and 
the whole process of the development of sediment deposition. The 
measurements will serve as the solid evidences and be the raw material 
for developing the shear shallow flow models. 
 
KEY WORDS: hydraulic jumps; non-hydrostatic pressure; sediment 
deposit. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
For open channel flows, hydraulic jumps appear at the transition from 
the supercritical stage to subcritical one. Steady hydraulic jump can be 
numerically reproduced by applying the standard Saint-Venant 
Equations (or Shallow-Water equations, SWEs). However, the steady 
hydraulic jump is rarely observed in channel experiments. It is due to 
the strong assumptions of uniform velocity distribution and a 
hydrostatic pressure along the flow thickness in the SWEs. The non-
uniform distribution of the velocity might be induced by the inevitable 
roughness on the bottom surface, so that shear layer exists near the flow 
bottom. A shear shallow flow model is therefore proposed (Richard and 
Gavrilyuk, 2012, 2013 in Journal of Fluid Mechanics), in which it 
mathematically proves that the non-uniform distribution of velocity 
along the flow depth does not admit the assumption of hydrostatic 
pressure in the shallow water equations. In the present study we try 
obtain the internal flow field and examine the phenomena while the 
hydraulic jump is developing. Channel experiments with inclination of 

5 degree are designed, where the jumps are produced by setting a weir 
at the end of the channel. Two types of water supply are considered, in 
the inflow condition I pure water is supplied, whilst sediments are 
added into the water in the inflow condition II. The velocity 
measurement and water surface variation are achieved by means of the 
Digital Particle Image Velocitmetry (DPIV) technique, for which an 
open-source software “PIVLab” is employed. In experiments of inflow 
condition I, the toe of the jump oscillates where a roller exists and the 
flow exhibits highly turbulent. It is known that the jump is a complex 
turbulent flow and highly dependent on the flow conditions in the 
vicinity of the jump toe, especially the bottom condition. When the 
water is mixed with sediments (inflow condition II), a mixture shear 
layer develops near the flow bottom where deposit might take place. 
Once the jump becomes fully developed, it is interesting to find that 
sediment begins to deposit in the vicinity of the jump tow where the 
flow is extremely turbulent. The deposit heap of sediment develops 
upwards and extends in the downstream direction. In this study we shall 
present the detailed evolution of the corresponding velocity fields and 
the whole process of the development of sediment deposition. The 
measurements will serve as the solid evidences and be the raw material 
for developing the shear shallow flow models. 
 
EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY AND INSTRUMENTATIONS 
 
Experimental method and equipment 
 
The experimental investigation mainly focused on the characteristics of 
the two-dimensional hydraulic jumps. Hence, the experiments were 
performed in a narrow rectangular channel. A 1.4 m long by 2 cm wide 
inclinable flume made by plexiglass was used for experiment. The 
flume inclination was set to 5 degree. A water supply system with a 
reservoir is equipped to provide a constant discharge, ca. 90 m2/s, at 
constant water head, see Fig. 1 for the experimental setup. Two types of 
supply condition are considered, where pure water inflow is adapted in 
the condition I, sediments are added into the water in the inflow 
condition II. The Ottawa sand (ASTM C778 20/30, diameter: 0.60-0.85 
mm) was used as the sediment with flow rate of 4.7 g/s. The flow rates 
in the two conditions are listed in Tab. 1. 
 
Table 1. Inflow condition for both conditions 

 Condition I Condition II 
Water 90.48 (g/s) 89.60 (g/s ) 
Sand -- 4.7 (g/s) 
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An adjustable laser (up to 1W) with wavelength 532 nm was used with 
optical setup to create a vertical laser sheet down the channel at 1/4 of 
the width near the wall of camera side for the velocity analysis by 
particle image velocimetry (PIV). The PIV is a flow visualization 
technique in which the flow is seeded by tracers and filmed by a high-
speed camera (e.g. Willert and Gharib, 1991). The flow velocities are 
determined by comparing the distribution of tracers in two consecutive 
images, where the PIVlab software (Thielicke and Stamhuis, 2014) was 
utilized. In experiments, the images were taken by a high-speed CMOS 
camera with a lens of focal length 50 mm at a speed of 1,000 frames 
per second (fps). Spherical hollow glass powder (diameter: 30 µm) was 
added to water as tracers for detecting the fluid velocity. 
 

 
Fig. 1 Experimental setup, where the channel includes the reservoir, 
weir and laser lighting system. 
 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 
Inflow Condition I: Pure Water 
 
Fig. 2 shows the water surface and the PIV-measured velocity fields at 
two time levels ( 0 0.005 sIt t= +  and 0 1.345 sIt + ) in the pure water 
inflow condition. Because of large amount of velocity data, we 
analyzed the velocities within 1 cm range as shown in the panels. The 
toe of the jump oscillates where a roller exists and the flow exhibits 
highly turbulent. It is clear that the distribution of velocity along the 
flow depth is not uniform.  
 

 

 
Fig. 2 Hydraulic jump and the PIV-measured velocity fields. 
 
Since the flow is turbulent, the representative velocities are given by 
mean values which are calculated within a 1-cm band. Fig. 2 depicts the 
velocity profiles of tangential component at sections A (upper panels) 
and B (lower panels), where the lines in color light blue indicate the 
water level and the bars represent the standard derivation of 
measurement. Backflows are found in the upper part of the flow. Either 

in section A or B, the shapes of the velocity profile are rather similar. 
At section A the flow depth remains nearly invariant, the ones in 
section B vary due to the oscillation of the jump toe. 
 

 

 
Fig. 3 Distributions of tangential velocity at sections A and B 
 
Inflow Condition II: Sediment-Water-Mixture  
 
Once the sediment is added into the flow, a mixture shear layer 
develops near the flow bottom and the flow behavior changes 
significantly. Fig. 4 illustrates the high-speed camera captured images 
and PIV-measured velocity fields at three time levels ( 0 0.005 sIIt t= + ,

0 2.505 sIIt +  and 0 3.005 sIIt + ). At 0 0.005 sIIt t= + , the sediment 
begins to deposit when the jump develops. Two deposition heaps were 
found: one locates in front the weir (the minor one) and the other one 
(the major one) developed just after the jump toe. With the evolution of 
the deposition heap, the jump travels toward upstream.  
 
In the PIV measurement for the mixture layer, the sediments were 
treated as the tracers. The velocities are computed for ranges (D1, D2 
and D3 as shown in Fig. 4), where the depth mixture/deposition is at 
maximum value, and are expressed by mean values over a band of 2 cm. 
Fig. 5 shows the velocity profiles at the three time levels, where, as 
shown is Fig. 4, the light-blue lines indicate the water level and the bars 
represent the standard derivation. The mixture layer lies between the 
orange line and deep-red line. Below the deep-red line is the deposition 
heap. It is interesting to find that a quasi-linear velocity profile is found 
in the mixture layer and the interface is associated with a velocity jump. 
At D2 and D3, the velocity profiles are nearly of the same shape. 
Different from the ones by pure water, the upper layer moves faster 
than the lower one in the clear water layer. 
 

0 1.345 sIt +

0 0.005 sIt +
A

A

B

B
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Fig. 4 Hydraulic jump, deposition heap and the PIV-measured velocity 
fields in inflow condition II. 
 

 
Fig. 5 Distributions of tangential velocity at sections D1, D2 and D3, 
where the deep-red lines represent the location of the top surface of the 
deposition heap, and the lines in orange color indicate the interface 
between the mixture layer and clear water layer. 
 
Taking the advantage of velocity information, one can determine the 
deposition heap, both the depth and the shape. Hence, the deposition 
rate and the volumetric deposition rate can be calculated. The left panel 
of Fig. 6 depicts the evolution of the top surface of the deposition heap 
(the red marker *) with the regressed curve (blue line), of which the 
slope means the deposition rate (green line). The decrease of depth is 
suspected to be due to the horizontal extension of the heap. The 
stagnant area in the images is recognized as the deposit body, so that 
one can compute the deposited volume. The right panel Fig. 6 describes 
the evolution of the area of the deposition heap (the red marker *) with 
the regressed curve (blue line), whose slope is equivalent to the 
volumetric deposition rate (green line). It is surprising that the 
deposition rate linearly decrease with time, but the volumetric 
deposition rate increase linearly. 
 
 

  
Fig. 6 Evolutions of the deposition depth (left panel) and deposited 
volume (right panel), where the slopes indicate the deposition rate and 
volumetric rate, respectively. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
In the present study, hydraulic jumps were experimentally examined by 
a narrow channel inclined at 5 degree. The velocity fields of the clear 
water and mixture layers, as well as the evolutions of the deposition 
heap are achieved by utilizing a high-speed camera together with the 
Digital Particle Image Velocitmetry (DPIV) technique. Two types of 
water supply are considered. In the pure-water condition, the shapes of 
the velocity profile are rather similar at the same section, where high 
speed layer lies near the bottom and backflows are found to be near the 
flow surface. In the inflow condition II, a quasi-linear velocity profile is 
found in the mixture layer and the interface is associated with a velocity 
jump. With the PIV technique and image processing method, the 
deposition rate and volumetric deposition rate are available. It is 
surprising that both of them decrease/increase linearly with time. These 
measurements may serve as the solid evidences and be the raw material 
for developing the shear shallow flow models. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Evaluations of gas transfer velocity and surface velocity divergence are 
very important in open-channel flows such as natural rivers. However 
the original surface divergence model proposed by McCready et al. 
(1986) is found not to be enough for universal form of the gas transfer 
velocity in open-channel flows. 
 
The present study suggested that the large surface velocity divergence is 
induced by shedding vortices around roughness element, and a great 
dependency of the gas transfer on water depth and bottom roughness. 
Furthermore, a new surface divergence model which provides reasonable 
prediction of the gas transfer velocity, was proposed for the open-channel 
flows with submerged vegetation roughness. 
 
KEY WORDS: Interfacial gas transfer; free-surface flow; roughness 
bottom; surface divergence; turbulence structure 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Many empirical formulae are often used to evaluate the gas transfer 
velocity in natural rivers. Previous scientific works have emphasized 
contribution of turbulence to the gas transfer, whereas, it is very difficult 
to conduct reliable turbulence measurements in field survey in actual 
rivers. Thus, practical formulae are composed of the bulk mean velocity 
and the water depth. However turbulence production depends on not only 
the velocity and the water depth but also the aspect ratio and the bottom 
roughness. To fill up the gap between the practical use and the scientific 
knowledge, we try to develop a new model modifying the SD model by 
McCready et al. (1986) for the prediction of the gas transfer velocity in 
the open-channel flows with and without the vegetation roughness. 
 
PIV technique is one of popular methods to measure surface currents in 
rivers, and it enables us to evaluate vorticity and diversity of the 
horizontal currents. It is possible from these data to calculate the gas 
transfer velocity in natural rivers with submerged aquatic plants. The 
former part in the present study focused on dependency of vegetation 
density on turbulence and surface divergence properties. In the latter part, 
we proposed a new practical model based on the turbulence dynamics 
which could be used in the open-channel flows with submerged 
vegetation. 
 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
 
Experimental setup for PIV measurement in laboratory is shown in         

Fig. 1 Stremwisewise, vertical and spanwise coordinates are ,x y and z
, respectively. The time-averaged velocity components in each direction 
are defined as ,U V  and W , and the corresponding turbulent 
fluctuations are ,u v and w , respectively. The free-surface layer could 
be illuminated by 2W laser light sheet (LLS) as shown in Fig. 2. 
 
The measured region was located at about 7m downstream from the 
channel entrance, at which the turbulent flow was fully developed. The 
time-variation of the instantaneous velocity vectors )~,~( wu  was 
calculated by PIV algorithm. 
 
One of the key factors for the free-surface gas transfer across the air / 
water interface is a free-surface divergence which could be given by 
horizontal velocity components. 
 

z
w

x
u

∂
∂

+
∂
∂ ~~

≡
~
β , (1) 

 
Only information of four measurement points allows us to evaluate the 
instantaneous surface divergence by numerical difference of Eq. 1. 
 
Furthermore, DO measurements were also conducted to evaluate the gas 
transfer velocity Lk by the whole tank method (see Moog et al. 1999). It 
is well known that convection effects should be considered in the 
streamwise distance when we calculate Lk in unidirectional flows such 
as open-channel stream as pointed out by previous studies. In the present 
experiment, two DO meters were aligned in the streamwise direction 
with 7m span to consider contribution of streamwise convection.  
 
The present study covers two kinds of bed condition, i.e., i smooth-bed 
and ii)vegetated-bed. Table 1 shows hydraulic condition for smooth-bed 
cases, in which mU and sU is bulk-mean velocity and time-averaged 
free-surface streamwise velocity in the centerline of the flume, 
respectively. Re and Fr are Reynolds number and Froude number defined 
using mU and water depth H . In particular, variations of bulk-mean 
velocity and aspect ratio  HB /  are highlighted. In contrast Table 2 
shows hydraulic condition for vegetated-bed, in which the vegetation 
density and bulk-mean velocity were varied systematically under the 
fixed water depth. The water depth H  is three times larger than the 
vegetation height h , i.e., == hH 3 15cm. The present study deals with 
only submerged vegetation flow, and focuses on the relation between the 
vegetation density and the gas transfer velocity. A vegetation model is a 
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5cm height, 0.8cm width, 1mm thick plastic plate which can not warp in 
the water stream. They are placed vertically on the base plate with a 
rectangular grid allocation as shown in Fig. 1. 
The vegetation density has been defined in the following way. 
 

Snhb /≡λ , (2) 
 

Flow

H

high-speed CMOS camera

LLS YAG Laser

B
x

yuU ,

vV ,

wW ,

z

Free-surface Timing Hub

Control Computer

h

model plant
 

Fig. 1 Experimental setup for horizontal PIV measurements in vegetated 
open-channel flow 
 

 
Fig. 2 Illumination of free-surface layer by LLS 
 
S  is the horizontal area corresponding to the vegetation zone and b  is 
the model plant width, n is the total number of vegetation elements 
situated in the vegetation zone. We choose three kinds of grid spans, i.e., 
2.4cm, 4.8cm and 7cm, corresponding to =λ 0.3789, 0.0947 and 0.0236, 
respectively. 

Table 1 Hydraulic condition for smooth bed 
 

 
 
Table 2 Hydraulic condition for vegetated bed 
 

 
 

 
Fig. 3 Relationship between the turbulent kinetic energy in the free-
surface and the vegetation density 
 

RESULTS 
 
Examination of free-surface turbulence structure in vegetated 
bed 
 
Fig. 3 shows effects of the vegetation density and bulk-mean velocity on 
the turbulent kinetic energy in the free-surface 𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠 for vegetation cases in 
Table 2. They are obtained along the centerline. It is generally known 
that turbulence is produced by a velocity shear near the vegetation-edge 
(see Nezu & Sanjou 2008), and it results in larger turbulence is observed 
in the higher velocity case. Furthermore, the vegetation density also 
influences turbulence structure. Particularly, denser vegetation yields 

larger difference of velocities between over and within the vegetation 
canopy. Such a strong velocity shear induces large-scale coherent 
vortices with spanwise-axis. These coherent events reach the free-surface, 
and larger kinetic energy could be observed in the denser vegetation case 
as shown in Fig. 3. 
 
Fig. 4 compares surface kinetic energy normalized by the friction 
velocity 𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠

+ ≡ 𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠 𝑈𝑈∗2⁄ .  𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠
+ varies from 1.1 to 1.7 and the ratio of 

maximum to minimum is 1.54. In contrast, the ratio for the dimensional 
surface kinetic energy in Fig. 3 is 16.1. This implies that the friction 
velocity could be used as a proper velocity scale to consider the 
turbulence structure in the free-surface layer. 
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Fig. 4 Comparison of surface turbulent energy normalized by friction 
velocity 
 

 
Fig. 5 Relationship between the surface divergence intensity and the 
vegetation density 
 
Fig. 5 shows variations of the surface divergence intensity 𝛽𝛽′ in the 
centerline. A superscript dash means RMS operation. The divergence 
intensity varies in the same fashion as the surface turbulent energy, and 
this suggests surface divergence could be standardized by the friction 
velocity. When a relationship between the surface turbulent energy and 
the divergence intensity is described by some characteristic length and 
velocity scales, it is expected to help prediction of the gas transfer across 
the free-surface in natural rivers. 
 
Instantaneous velocity vectors and convection of surface 
divergence 
 

 
Fig. 6 Instantaneous distributions of velocity vectors 

Fig. 6 shows examples of time-series for instantaneous velocity vectors 
subtracted by sU  every 0.33 seconds for the vegetation case called veg-
A1, in which the contour means a difference between absolute values of 
instantaneous surface divergence and vorticity �𝛽𝛽�� − �𝜔𝜔𝑦𝑦�� . The red-circle 
zone has a positive sign which is accompanied by upward currents. 
Negative divergence zones accompanied by downward currents are also 
observed as indicated by blue circle. This means divergence is more 
significant than the vorticity there, and a local surface renewal with gas 
transfer are expected there. These divergence zones are found to be 
generated locally and transferred downstream. 
 
Gas transfer property in the vegetated open-channel flow 
 
Fig.7 shows relationship between the gas transfer velocity and the 
vegetation density. It is found that larger velocity increases efficiency of 
the gas exchange across the free-surface. This is because increase of the 
friction velocity produces more significantly large turbulence near the 
vegetation edge and they are transported toward the free-surface. 
 
In contrast, the vegetation density has significant impacts on formation 
of coherent vortices and turbulence structure and it results in that the gas 
transfer becomes large with the increase of vegetation density under the 
constant bulk-mean velocity condition. 
 
Development of modified SD model 
 
McCready et al.(1986) proposed a surface divergence model (SD model) 
by connecting the gas transfer velocity and the surface velocity 
divergence, 
 

βα ′= DkL , (3) 
 
in which α  is proportional coefficient and D is molecular diffusivity of 
dissolved oxygen. Fig. 8 shows the relation between Lk  and β′D . 
Although there exists linear relation in previous studies, α  varies in a 
range of 0.2 to 0.7 (see Turney & Banerjee 2013). Particularly, it depends 
significantly on the depth in the present experiments. Therefore, a more 
practical SD model should be proposed for the open-channel with 
roughness bottom such as natural rivers. 
 
In a newly proposed model, the water depth is chosen as characteristic 
length scale because maximum size of shedding vortex is relevant to the 
depth. It is further important in modeling of gas transfer velocity to select 
hydrodynamic values obtained by horizontal PIV measurements in field 
measurements in terms of practical use. When the free-surface turbulent 
energy is used as the velocity-scale, new transfer models are indicated in 
the following way. 
 

2
2/1 βα ′=

s
L

k
HDk , (4) 

 
Fig. 9 shows variation of the gas transfer velocity against 2/12 / skHDβ ′ . 
In this figure, our results could define the proportional constant, i.e., 

15.0=α , irrespective of the vegetation density included with the 
smooth bottom cases. Therefore, our proposed model successfully 
evaluates the gas transfer velocity from the turbulent kinetic energy and 
the SD. This indicates the wide generality of the present model. That is 
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to say, the model is applicable to the both boundary layer flows with 
smooth-bottom conditions and the mixing-layer flows with a 
permeable bottom canopy. 
 

 
Fig. 7 Relation between the vegetation density and gas transfer velocity 
 

 
Fig. 8 Examination of original SD model for smooth bed condition 
 

 
Fig. 9 Examination of new SD model for both smooth and vegetated 
bottom condition 

CONCLUSION 
 
It was found that the surface divergence is influenced significantly by 
turbulence produced in the bottom layer. The surface divergence depends 
on the horizontal density of vegetation allocation. The bottom-generated 
turbulence plays a key role for the interfacial gas transfer in the open-
channel turbulence in which water depth is generally much shallower 
compared to that in ocean.  
 
The proportional coefficient of the original SD model proposed by 
McCready et al. has the wide range, and it is inconvenient to predict the 
gas transfer velocity. We proposed new form of SD model including 
water depth and turbulent kinetic energy to solve this problem. 
 
In near future, the DO profile and related gas transfer velocity will be 
measured in natural river and lakes by using autonomous robot boat 
system under development, and we will compare results of the laboratory 
and field scales.  
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ABSTRACT  
 
A steady standing wave pattern is observed in a super-critical open 
channel flow in a small narrow rectangular channel. The channel width 
is 2 cm. In the preliminary analysis, we find that the standing wave is 
associated with capillary waves. 
 
KEY WORDS:  standing surface wave; linear theory; PIV 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
A small rectangular channel was built in the Department of Hydraulic 
and Ocean Engineering, National Cheng Kung University, Taiwan, to 
study various open channel flows, such as hydraulic jump, roll waves, 
multi-phase flows, etc. The channel is 2 cm wide, 160 cm long made 
from transparent acrylic glass, Fig. 1. The narrow width was initially 
designed for better adoption of flow visualization techniques. However 
interestingly, under many test conditions, we found that flows in the 
channel usually form an observable steady standing wave pattern on the 
free surface. In this presentation, we report a preliminary investigation 
on the mechanism of the standing wave pattern. 
 
APPARATUS AND EXPERIMENTS 
 
The channel and instrument alignment are shown in Fig. 1. The 
coordinate system is defined in Fig. 1(a) and (b), where x, y are the 
stream-wise and width-wise directions and z is perpendicular to the 
channel basal surface. The origin is defined at 71.9 cm from the gate of 
the water reservoir, on the wall closer to the camera. A flow rectifier, 
made of plastic straws, is installed to rectify the flow. We use particle 
image velocimetry (PIV) to measure the flow motion. A 1-W green 
light laser is applied to provide PIV illumination and 30 μm tracer 
particles are added at a concentration 2.1×10-4 by weight to scatter the 
light. The flow images are taken by IDT X-Stream 3 high speed digital 
camera set at a rate of 1000 frames per second. The camera was driven 
by Pro Vision-XS software and the images are analyzed using PIVLab. 
Ver. 1.4. 

 
The inclination angle is set to 1° and the volume flow rate is 83.35 
cm3/sec. A typical side-view flow image is shown in Fig. 2(a). Across 
the channel width, we measure three profiles at y = 0.5, 1.0 (center) and 
1.5 cm. The position of the profiles are indicated by the thick red, green 
and blue lines in Fig. 2(b). The depth-wise velocity profiles are 
measured at two locations, x = 3.376 and 9.111 cm. Because of the 
characteristics of the PIV technique, the velocity profiles are the 
average values in 1.025 cm stream-wise windows at the two locations. 
 
The average depth-wise velocity profiles are depicted in Fig. 3. They 
indicate that the velocity distribution is almost uniform in the depth-
wise direction. This is in contrast to the parabolic shaped Poiseuille 
flow because of the high Reynolds number flow (Re 3 4(10 ) (10 )O O≈ : , 
based on the flow depth and speed). Comparing the velocity between 
the two locations, we find that the stream is a developing flow but the 
acceleration is mild ( / 1.07u x∂ ∂ ≈ , averaging over the three profiles). 
The Froude numbers, Fr = / zu g h , at the two locations are about 1.682 
and 1.976. 
 
The standing wave pattern can be easily observed by tracing the motion 
of floating tracers. When moving along with the stream, oscillation of 
the tracers is seen. By comparing the tracer motion at different cross-
stream profiles, we find that the free surface is anti-symmetric with 
respect to the channel central line (y = 1 cm). The anti-symmetry 
implies that the channel width W is a half wave-length in the cross-
channel direction. The stream-wise wavelengths are also measured 
visually. In the observation window, about 15 cm in length, there are 
about three to four waves and their wave-lengths are from 3.801 cm to 
4.007 cm, exhibiting a mild linear increase along the mildly 
accelerating stream. These waves remain steady during the PIV image 
acquisition period. 
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Fig. 1 (a) The rectangular channel, (b) channel cross-section and coordinate system. The origin O  is defined at the bottom-left corner of the PIV 
image, at 71.9 cm from the gate of the water reservoir, on the wall closer to the camera. The channel width is W  and the inclination angle is θ . The 
light blue area indicate the flow rectifier and the green area is the laser illuminated zone for PIV measurement. The standing wave pattern is observed 
on the flow surface. (c) The instrument alignment. 
 

 
 

Fig. 2 (a) A typical flow image. The laser sheet is at = 0.5y  cm. The water surface shows the standing wave pattern. (b) the three locations of the 
laser sheets. The light blue shaded areas represent the PIV flow speed average areas. The length dimensions are in centimeters. For clarity, the figure 
is not in scale.  
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LINEAR THEORY 
 
With the implication of the uniform velocity profiles, we apply the 
classical two-dimensional shallow water model with a surface tension. 
In the coordinate system defined in Fig. 1, the steady flow model 
equations read 
 

( ) = 0,h∇ ⋅ u  

21( ) =
2 zh g h h∇ ⋅ ⊗ +u u gP  

2 2( ) (1 ) | |,D
hT h h C

W
+ ∇ ∇ − + u u  (1) 

 
where h is the flow depth and u is the flow velocity, [1]. The 
gravitation acceleration are = ( ,0) = (sin ,0)T T

xg g θgP  and = coszg g θ  
where θ is the inclination angle of the chute. T denotes the tension per 
unit length (normalized by the water density) whose typical value is     
T = 74 cm3/sec2. A simple derivation of the tension term is 
recapitulated in the appendix. Cd is the drag coefficient. The drag force 
is multiplied with a factor (W + 2h)/W to account for the side wall 
effect. 
 
In the preliminary analysis on the observed steady standing wave patter 
on the free surface, we begin with the perturbation method. The flow 
depth and velocity are decomposed into non-wavy and wavy 
components. The non-wavy parts are denoted with an over-lined 
symbol and the wavy parts are with a primed symbol, i.e., 

= ( ) ( , )h h x h x y′+  and = ( ( ) ( , ), ( , ))u x u x y v x y′ ′+u . Following the 
usual assumption, the wavy components is assumed much smaller than 
the non-wavy counterparts, such that the linearization procedures of the 
perturbation can be performed. After performing the perturbation 
analysis, we refer the fundamental set, O(1), of the governing equations 
as the non-wavy component of the flow and the first order perturbation 
of the equations as the wavy part. 
 
An additional assumption is made to cope with the mild acceleration. 
The assumption is that the characteristic length for the change of the 

non-wavy velocity, /( )uu
x

∂
∂

, is at most of the order of magnitude of the 

wavelength of the wavy perturbation. A posterior verification is needed 
for this assumption. Because of the mild acceleration, we can 
approximate /u x α∂ ∂ ≡  with a constant in a range of a few wavelengths. 
From the continuity equation, the change of the non-wavy flow depth is 

/ = /h x αh u∂ ∂ −  and similarly, the non-wavy momentum equation 
yields the balance relation 
 

2
22( ) = (1 ) .z

x d
g h hα hu g h C u

u W
− − +  (2) 

 
Under the mild acceleration assumption, the tension force of the non-
wavy flow vanishes. With the present experimental data, we have 

1.07α ≈ , which leads to / = / 0.0163h x αh u∂ ∂ − ≈ − , with a roughly 
10% error compared to the direct measure, -0.0179. Probably due to the 
limits of measurement accuracy and the interference with the wave 
system, the inferred drag coefficient is a small but impossible negative 
value according to (2). While this error remains to be resolved in future, 
we neglect the drag force in the present analysis. 

The equations for the wavy component is then 
 

( ) ( ) = 0,h u hu hv
x y
∂ ∂′ ′ ′+ +
∂ ∂

 

2( 2 ) ( ) =zh u huu g hh huv
x y
∂ ∂′ ′ ′ ′+ + +
∂ ∂

 

2( )x
αg h Th h
u x

∂′ ′− − ∇
∂

 

22 2( 2(1 ) ),d
hC u h uu

W W
′ ′− + +  

2( ) ( ) =zhuv g hh Th h
x y y
∂ ∂ ∂′ ′ ′+ ∇
∂ ∂ ∂

 

2(1 ) .d
hC uv

W
′− +  (3) 

 
The linearized system (3) can be solved by assuming that the solution 
has the following spatial harmonic dependence 
 

cos( / )
= cos( / ) exp( ),

sin( / )

n

n

n

h h nπy W
u u nπy W ikx
v v nπy W

′   
   ′   
   ′   

 (4) 

 
where = 1i − . We refer the form as the eigen-solution. In this 
particular form, k  is the stream-wise wave number and n  is a natural 
number (1, 2, K), indicating the integer multiplier of a half-wave length 
in the channel-width direction. Note that v′  satisfies the no-penetration 
condition on the side walls but u′  is relaxed to have a slip velocity by 
the virtue of the shallow water model. 
 

After substitution with the eigen-solution (4) into the equation 
system (3), we have a linear algebraic system 

 

= ,
n

n

n

h
u
v

 
 
 
 
 

A 0  (5) 

 
where A is a 3 3×  matrix whose elements are 
 

  11 12 13= , = , = ,αh nπA iku α A ikh A h
u W

+ −  

  2 2 2 2 2
21 = ( / ) ( )zA ikTh k n π W ik u g h+ + +  

    
2

(2 2 ,z
x d

g h uα u g C
u W

+ − − +  

  22 23
2= 2 2 (1 ), = ,d

h nπA ikhu C u A hu
W W

+ +  

  
2 2

2
31 2= ( ) ,z

nπ n π nπA Th k g h
W W W

− + −  

  32 33 22= 0, = /2.A A A  
 
Equation (5) has non-trivial solution if and only if 
 
det = 0,A  (6) 
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which is the characteristic relation for the wave number k  with the 
cross-channel standing wave number n . The characteristic relation (6) 
is in fact a polynomial equation for k  and can be solved 

straightforwardly. For a stream-wise wavy pattern to exist, k  has to 
have a non-zero real part. 

 

 
Fig. 3 Velocity profiles, water surface and velocity standard deviation at = 3.376x  (a) and 9.111 cm (b). The velocity profiles show that they are 
almost uniform in the depth-wise direction for all the three profiles.  
 
A simple flow to support this standing wave system can be illustrated 
with a developed ( = 0α ), inviscid ( = 0dC ), horizontal ( = 0xg ), no-
surface-tension ( = 0T ) flow. In such a flow, we have 
 

2= /( Fr 1),k nπ W −  (7) 
 
which indicates that a super-critical flow is a necessary condition. A 
slightly more complicated flow is the same simple flow but with a 
surface tension, which yields the characteristic relation 
 

2 2
4 2 2

2

2(Fr 1 )
z z

T T n πk k
g g W

+ − +
2 2 2 2

2 2(1 ) = 0.
z

n π T n π
W g W

− −  (8) 

 
In the simplified linear theory, we can only identify the possible 
standing wave pattern by inspecting if the observation fits any of the 
nontrivial wavelength and eigen-solution. Further analysis, for 
example, the on-sets, classification (convective or absolution) of the 
stabilities, is deferred to future studies. Because of the limitations of 
the present theory, non-wavy modes (pure imaginary wave number 
solutions) and modes with negative real parts (the positive real part 
coincident modes) are excluded. 
 
The first few fundamental eigen-solutions are calculated and sorted in 
the descending order of the real part of the wavelengths ( = 2 /λ π k ). 
They are listed in Table 1. For comparison, the wave number of three 
characteristic relations, (6), (7) and (8) are tabulated. These relations 
corresponds to the mild accelerating flow with surface tension, the 
horizontal fully developed inviscid flow with surface tension, and the 
horizontal fully developed inviscid flow without surface tension. 
 
From the table, we find that the wavelength of the first fundamental 
mode of the flow (6) matches excellently with the experimental 

observation. Comparing to the wavelength of (8), the mild flow 
acceleration and drag force have virtually no influences. The surface 
tension, on the other hand, significantly shortens the standing wave 
pattern, cp. the wavelength of (7). The imaginary parts of the mode is 
much smaller than the real parts indicating that the wave is nearly 
Table 1: The first five fundamental eigen-solutions. For comparison, 
the wave lengths (in cm) of three characteristic relations, (6), (7) and 
(8) are tabulated. Solutions with pure imaginary wavelengths are 
excluded. 
 

 
 
neutral and may extend to a long distance.The higher order modes, 
from the second fundamental mode onward, are not observed in the 
experiments.These modes may either be too small to be measured in 
the experiments, or be suppressed by higher order nonlinear 
mechanisms which were neglected in the current analysis. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
The steady standing surface wave observed in the narrow rectangular 
channel was analyzed. A simple linearized theory based on the shallow 
water equation was derived for the waves. The mild acceleration of the 
developing flow and a typical u2-drag rule were incorporated in the 
theory but both were shown insignificant. For the standing wave 
pattern to exist, the flow has to be super-critical, i.e. Fr > 1. Most 
importantly, it was found that surface tension is one of the dominant 
effects to form the wave pattern in the narrow width channel flow. It is 
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seen from the excellent match between the wavelength observed in the 
experiment and calculated according to the theory. In future, derivation 
on a more rigorous scaling analysis will be re-performed, then the 
weakly nonlinear analysis becomes possible. Overall, experiments 
with a wider range of operation conditions will be scheduled and 
completed. 
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APPENDIX 
 
When with surface tension, the pressure on water surface becomes 

2
=| = 0z hp T h+ ∇ , assuming a zero atmospheric pressure, [2]. 

Neglecting the inertial in the z-direction, the pressure can be solved by 
integrating the z-momentum equation 

 
2( ) = ( ).zp p z T h ρg h z≡ − ∇ + −  (9) 

 
Substituting the pressure into the derivation of the shallow water 
equation, we obtain the following pressure gradient term  
 

2 2

0

1= ( ) ,
2

h

zpdz T h h ρg h−∇ ∇ ∇ − ∇∫  (10) 

 
and hence the governing equation (1), with the surface tension effect. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Most of geophysical thin flows take place in complex topography: 
avalanches, landslides, debris flows, etc. There is a strong link between 
the flow path and the geometry  of the basal topography. 
 
The terminology "shallow flow" is here used to characterize thin flows 
on curved surfaces. It is customary for this type of flows; to use the 
incompressible Naviers-Stokes equations to asymptotically derive 
reduced models for the evolution of the depth integrated speed and the 
thickness of the flow. Reduced model are mainly hyperbolic and finite 
volume method are often used for their numerical approximation. 
Approximations strategies are generally structured as follow: 

- Construction of a global coordinate system associated with the 
assumption that the surface description is given analytically; 

- Reduction of the model relatively to the global coordinate system; 
- Approximation of the surface by a finite number of elements; 
- Approximation of the reduced model using the discrete surface. 

 
In the context of real applications, it is presumptuous to expect an 
analytical formulation of the surface. From the data provided by 

geographic information system (GIS), we casually extract a discrete 
description of the surfaces that drives thin flow. Therefore, it is more 
practical to use the discrete description as the starting point of the 
resolution strategy. This is the angle of approach that we will consider 
in the following. Then we will locally define two mesh scales: the 
element scale and the cell scale.  The discrete mapping and the reduced 
model are defined at the element scale and the average values that 
evolve in time are defined at the cell scale [1,2]. 
 
[1] C.-Y. Kuo, B. Nkonga, M. Ricchiuto, Y.-C. Tai, and B. Braconnier. 

Dry granular flows with erosion/deposition process,  ESAIM: Proc., 
28: 135-149, 2009. 

[2] B. Braconnier, J.-J. Hu, Y.-Y. Niu, B. Nkonga, and K.-M. Shyue. 
Numerical simulations of low Mach compressible two-phase flows: 
Preliminary assessment of some basic solution techniques. ESAIM: 
Proc., 28: 117-134, 2009. 

[3] I. Luca, Y.C. Tai and C.Y. Kuo. 
Shallow Geophysical Mass Flows down Arbitrary Topography. 
Springer Verlag, 2016. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Our aim in this talk is to describe the recent endeavors towards the 
development of high-order finite volume methods for the efficient and 
accurate computation of nonlinear dispersive waves in fluid flows. The 
Green-Naghdi model for shallow water flow and the Iordanski-
Kogarko-Wijngaarden model will be considered as examples in the 
algorithm for numerical discretization.  
 
KEY WORDS: High-order Godunov method, Green-Naghdi 
equations, Iordanski-Kogarko-Wijingaarden model 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The Green-Naghdi (GN) equations for shallow water flow (cf. [4, 7, 8]) 
is one of the basic models in fluid flows for the study of dispersive 
waves and the numerical method development. In one space dimension, 
the GN model can be written in the form 
 

( ) 0,t xh hu∂ + ∂ =                                                                                  (1a) 

2 3 21 2( ) ( ) ,
2 3t x x xhK hKu gh h u   ∂ + ∂ + = ∂ ∂   

   
                                   (1b) 

 
where h denotes the total water depth, u is the average horizontal 
velocity, and K (to be called the generalized velocity) is defined by 
 

31 ( ).
3 x xK u h u
h

= − ∂ ∂                                                                          (1c) 

 
Note that the homogeneous part of (1) belongs to a class of hyperbolic 
model, when h ≥ 0. The inhomogeneous part on the right-hand side of 
(1), however, contribute to the modelling of dispersive effects of waves 
in shallow water theory. The coupling between the variables ρ , ur  and 
K via (1c) leads to either an elliptic-type problem for ur , once h and K 
are known a priori(e.g., from the solution of (1)), or a numerical 
differentiation problem for K

r
, when h and ur are known (e.g., from the 

solution reconstruction step). It is easy to see that in the absence of the 
higher order derivative terms in u, (1) reduces to the classical Saint-
Vennant model for shallow water flow [10]. 
 
The other example that is of interest here is the Iordanski-Kogarko-
Wijngaarden (IKW) model for bubbly flow in liquid (cf. [5, 6, 9]). Here, 
in one space dimension, we may write the IKW in the form 

 
( ) 0,t x uρ ρ∂ + ∂ =                                                                                 (2a) 

2
2

3 4( ) ( ( )) ( ) ,
18

l
t x g x x

aK Ku p R u
R
ρρ ρ

ρ
 

∂ + ∂ + = ∂ ∂ 
 

                            (2b) 

 
where the generalized velocity K is defined by 
 

.
3

l
x x

a
K u u

R
ρ
ρ

 
= − ∂ ∂ 

 
                                                                    (2c) 

 
Here , ,l l g g gu pρ α ρ α ρ= + , R denote the mixture density, velocity, 

and gas pressure, and the bubble radius, respectively. The variables kα  
and kρ  are in turn the volume fraction and phasic density of the fluid 
phase k for k=l (the liquid phase), g (the gas phase); 1l gα α+ = . 
 
It should be mentioned that (2) is derived from the following equation 
 

2

( ) 0,

( ) ( ) 0,
( ) ( ) 0,

( ) 0

t x

t x

t g g x g g

t b x b

u

u u p
u

N N u

ρ ρ

ρ ρ
α ρ α ρ

∂ + ∂ =

∂ + ∂ + =
∂ + ∂ =

∂ + ∂ =

 

together with the assumptions: 
 
1. The liquid phase is assumed to be incompressible, where lρ  is set 

to be a chosen constant. 
2. The volume fraction of the gas   is assumed to satisfy the relation 

 
34 ,

3g bR Nα π=                                                                               (3) 

 
 where R is the bubble radius. 
 
3. The density of the gas phase gρ  is assumed to be small, and hence 

can be neglected, yielding the defnition of the mixture density 
ρ as 
 

(1 ) (1 )g g t g g g tρ α ρ ρ α ρ α ρ= − + ≈ −  
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4. The gas inside the bubble is assumed to be ideal, and be 
compressed or expanded isentrop- ically and uniformly. The gas 
pressure, denoted by gp , can then be written in a function of the 
bubble radius R as 
 

3
0

0g
Rp p
R

γ
 =  
 

                                                                              (4) 

 
Where γ is the ratio of specific heats, and 0p , 0R  are reference 
pressure and radius, respectively. 
 

5. We assume the mixture pressure p to follow the Rayleigh-Plesset 
equation (cf. [1]) of the form 
 

22

2

3( )
2g l

d R dRp p R R
dt dt

ρ
  = − +  

   
                                             (5) 

 
Here tdR dt R u R= ∂ + ⋅∇

r stands for the material derivative of R. 
 

6. The bubble distribution is assumed to be uniform, i.e., the flow is 
in the absence of bubble breakup and coalescence. In this instance, 
the mass fraction of each fluid phase, denoted by /k k kY α ρ ρ=   
for k = l, g, and the number of bubbles per unit mass, denoted by 
nb = Nb /ρ, would retain their respective initial states for all times 
(cf. [2, 3]). 
 

With that, the bubble radius R can be expressed as a function of the 
mixture density ρ as 
 

3

0

0 0

1 ,l

g l

R Y
R

ρ
α ρ ρ

   
= −   

   
                                                                        (6) 

 
where 0z  is a reference state for the variable z for z R= , ρ , and gα . 
For simplicity, (6) is written in the form 
 

1 3

,aR b
ρ

 
= − 
 

                                                                                      (7) 

 
where the parameters a and b are problem-dependent constants defined 

by 3
0 0 0ga Rρ α=  and l lb aY ρ= , respectively. 

The model systems considered here (1) and (2) can be put into the 
general form as 
 

( ) ( )t xq f q qψ∂ + ∂ =  
 
We will discuss fractional-step method to find higher order 
approximation of the solution for this type of model system numerically. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
In recent years, the issues related to sustainable active storage and 
water resources of the existing reservoirs are essentially important. 
Based on world reservoir survey data in 2007, the loss of reservoir 
storage regarding sedimentation was higher than the increase of 
reservoir capacity by construction and modification. Therefore, the 
reservoir sediment management is a vital issue in the world. Reservoirs 
in Taiwan encounter seriously sedimentation problem due to abundant 
sediment yield production in the watershed during typhoon event. The 
upstream river flow carries large amount of sediment from the 
watershed during floods. To mitigate the sedimentation problems in the 
Shihmen reservoir, a series of desiltation measures have been 
conducted to slow down sedimentation and sustain the life of Shihmen 
reservoir. However, operation of releasing sediment from reservoir 
should increase the suspended solid concentration of downstream river. 
The impact on public water supply and downstream river bed are 
needed to be investigated. The 1D model, NETSTARS model, is 
employed to simulate the impacts of downstream river during sediment 
releasing operation of the Shihmen Reservoir in this study. The 
NETSTARS model, is a mobile bed model consisting of hydraulic 
routing and sediment routing. Suspended load and bed load are treated 
separately in sediment simulation. In this study, the Typhoon Soulik in 
2013 is selected for model calibration and verification. The venting 
tunnel at the powerhouse was operated for the first time during 
Typhoon Soulik in 2013. Abundant sediment was released by 
desiltation operation through the outlet of the venting tunnel into the 
downstream river. Based on the measured data, the suspended sediment 
concentration evolution in downstream river reach are simulated. The 
results of the presented study can provide the information of 
downstream impact and develop an estimated numerical model for 
reservoir sedimentation management. 
 
KEY WORDS: reservoir sediment management, public water 
supply, NETSTARS model, desiltation operation, downstream 
impact. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
In Taiwan, there are two major nature hazards always affect the 
hydrological and geological condition. One is earthquake and the other 
is Typhoon. Earthquake-triggered landslides in mountainous areas 

accompany with heavy rainfall could supply large amount of sediment 
to river basin. Sediment produced in upper basins may not immediately 
deliver to lower basin owing to river aggradations. However, still great 
part of sediment can be transported and deposited in downstream river 
particularly during extreme rainfall events, which could generate 
turbidity current into a reservoir (Lee .et al., 2014, Kantoush et al., 
2010]. In 1999, Taiwan suffered from an earthquake which magnitude 
reaches 7.3 Richter magnitude scale. After that earthquake, the soil and 
rock of the mountainside were collapsed. Therefore, when typhoon or 
heavy rainfall occurs in Taiwan, the watershed may generate huge 
amount of sediment yield. And, the land development in the watershed 
would accelerate soil erosion. As sediment moves into a reservoir, 
deposition occurs due to decrease of velocity and makes storage of 
reservoir decrease [Tan et al., 2011].  
 
Typhoon Aere in 2004 attacked northern Taiwan. Flood-induced high 
sediment concentration more than 200,000 Nephelometric Turbidity 
Unit (NTU) was measured in the Shihmen reservoir. In the case of 
2009 Typhoon Morakot attacked southern Taiwan, the inflow sediment 
concentration was more than 0.2106 ppm during peak flow and 
caused about 90106m3 sediment deposited in the Tsengwen reservoir. 
Total amount of the deposition in this event was more than 20 times 
annual value. The accumulative rainfall was more than 3,000mm within 
3 days [South Region Water Resources Office, 2013]. Therefore, to 
deal with serious sedimentation in the Shihmen and Tsengwen 
reservoirs, specific budgets were granted by the central government of 
which the Water Resources Agency has been appointed to execute 
desiltation projects since 2006. The desiltation strategies were urgently 
needed for sedimentation problems, spatially in Shihmen reservoir. In 
2013, the venting tunnel at the powerhouse of Shihmen reservoir was 
operated for the first time during Typhoon Soulik. After venting tunnel 
at the powerhouse was implemented in 2013, morphological impact 
ofriver below the Shihmen dam was also investigated [Lai et al., 2015, 
Lee et al., 2015]. 
 
Therefore, the Typhoon Soulik event is selected for downstream impact 
investigation of released sediment from reservoir desilting operation in 
this study. The simulation area of downstream river started from 
Shihmen dam to the Yuanshan weir. The total length is about 16,440 m. 
Fig. 1 shows the average bed elevation from 1969 to 2014 of Dahan 
River between Shihmen dam to the Yuanshan weir. In Fig. 1, it shows 
that river bed variation concentrates near the backwater area of 
Yuanshan weir. In addition, based on field survey of grain size in study 
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area [Northern Region Water Resources Office, 2014], the d50 is ranged 
from 10mm to 360mm and classified to sand and gravel material. 
Regarding to the sampling of suspended material at Daxi Bridge, the 
d50 is ranged from 0.00008mm to 0.06mm. Therefore, the sediment 
transport material is different between bed load and suspended load. 
However, the impact of downstream river bed of released sediment 
from Shihmen reservoir classified to silt and clay material. 
 

 
Fig. 1 Longitudinal bed profiles in various years along the thalweg in 
the Dahan River 
 

 
Fig 2. Mean grain size of sediment deposition at selected cross sections 
 

 
Fig 3. Mean grain size of suspended sediment at Daxi bridge 

 
Fig 4. Sketch of study area 
 

 
Fig 5. Hydrograph of outflow discharge and sediment yield of Shihmen 
reservoir 
 
SITE DESCRIPTION 
 
The Shihmen reservoir has a natural drainage area of 762.4 km2 (Fig. 4). 
It is formed by the Shihmen dam located at the upstream reach of the 
Dahan River flowing westward to the Taiwan Strait. The Shihmen dam 
completed in 1963 is a 133 m high embankment dam with six spillways, 
one bottom outlet, two power plant intakes and two flood diversion 
tunnels. The elevations of the spillway crest, bottom outlet, power plant 
intake and flood diversion tunnel are EL.235 m, EL.169.5 m, EL.173 m 
and EL.220 m, respectively. The design discharge of six spillways, one 
bottom outlet, two power plant intakes and two flood diversion tunnels 
are 11,400 m3/s, 34 m3/s, 137.2 m3/s and 2,400 m3/s, respectively. With 
a design water level of EL.245 m, the reservoir pool has 16.5 km in 
length and the impounding area of the water has 8.15 km2. The initial 
storage capacity was 0.31109 m3, and the active storage was 
0.25109 m3. In Shihmen reservoir, the modification of the existing 
powerhouse penstock as a venting tunnel for venting the turbid water 
was a major project task to improve the sluicing capacity of sediment 
yield. One of the two penstocks at the powerhouse was modified in 
2012 (Fig. 4). It was operated for the first time during Typhoon Soulik 
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in 2013 to release abundant sediments to the downstream river. The 
Hydrograph of outflow discharge and sediment yield of Shihmen 
reservoir during Typhoon Soulik as shown in Fig. 5. It includes two 
stages of sediment releasing operation within this event. The first 
sediment releasing operation during the flood control duration and the 
second sediment releasing operation during the recession period of 
outflow discharge hydrograph. 
 
METHODOLOGY 
 
The NETSTARS model solves the nodal point problem as same as 
CHARIMA model [Lee and Hsieh, 2003]. The node is assumed to be a 
virtual section that could not accumulate water and sediment. The 
allocation of link discharges at a node is considered in proportion to the 
discharges resulted from previous time step, and the sum of link 
discharges is assumed to be zero at a nodal point. The allocation of the 
suspended load at the node is assumed to be proportional to the 
allocations of the flow discharge, and the net flux of the suspended 
sediment due to longitudinal dispersion is assumed to be zero at a nodal 
point. 
 
The NETSTARS model adopts some good ideas of CHARIMA and 
GSTARS models [Holly et al., 1985, 1990] to develop a powerful tool 
for resolving the problems of unsteady sediment process in a channel 
network. Since the NETSTARS model is a 1-D model, secondary 
current and local scour can’t be simulated. But, the transverse bed 
evolution can be computed due to using the stream tube concept. 
Considering the tube boundary for satisfying equal conveyance 
requirement across the channel, the transverse bed evolution can be 
estimated. In addition, adding transverse transport term into the 
convection-dispersion equation, the suspended load would be simulated. 
The governing equations and solutions are written as follows: 
 
Conservation of mass 
 
For most of the water profile computations, NETSTARS uses the 
energy equations 
 

th
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Where z = bed elevation; y = water depth; α = velocity distribution 
coefficient; ht = total energy loss between section 1 and 2; and 
subscripts 1 and 2 denotes sections 1 and 2, respectively. The 
governing equations for flow continuity are discretized as same as 
backwater computation of GSTARS model. 
 
Conservation of sediment mass 
 
The governing equations include a sediment continuity equation, a 
sediment concentration convection-dispersion equation and a bed load 
equation. The Rouse number W/κu* , where W = sediment fall 
velocity , κ= Von Karman's constant and u* =shear velocity, is used to 
distinguish between bed load and suspended load. Particles with W/κu*
＞5 are treated as bed load and particles with W/κu*≦5 are treated as 
suspended load. The sediment continuity equation is given as: 
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Where Qb = bed load transport rate in stream tube; qt = flow discharge 
in stream tube; Ck = depth-averaged concentration of suspended 
sediment of size fraction k in stream tube. The difference equation of 
the sediment continuity equation for every size fraction, i.e., Eq. (2), is 
shown as 
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Convection-Diffusion Equation 
 
The concentration Ck is calculated using the convection-diffusion 
equation shown as: 
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Where kx and kz = longitudinal and transverse dispersion coefficients; 
At = area across stream tube; h = flow depth; Sk = source term of 
suspended sediment of size fraction k; and incrC  = source term 
increasing rate of suspended sediment of size fraction k. The equation 
for suspended sediment movement is calculated by Holly-Pressimann 
two-point four-order scheme, and T scheme. 
 
RESULTS 
 
The hourly comparison of simulated sediment concentration and 
measured data are presented in Fig. 6 and Fig.7. The sediment transport 
formula of Wilcock and Crowe (2003) is selected to simulate the bed 
load movement and convection-diffusion equation is adapted to 
simulate suspended load transportation in this research. Two stages of 
sediment releasing operation during Typhoon Soulik in 2013 are both 
investigated. Fig. 6 shows the comparison of sediment concentration 
during first reservoir desilting operation and Fig. 7 shows the second 
reservoir desilting operation at Yuanshan weir. It indicates that the 
adapted NETSTARS model can describe the sediment concentration 
hydrograph and catch the peak sediment concentration during the event 
duration. Based on the operational hydrograph in Fig. 5, the released 
sediment yield during flood duration is larger than recession period.  
However, the sediment concentration of second reservoir desilting 
operation is larger than the first one at Yuanshan weir. The reason is the 
water level controlled by Yuanshan weir are different during the first 
and second reservoir desilting operation. The water level keeps on high 
elevation during the first reservoir desilting operation and empty the 
storage of Yuanshan weir during the second reservoir desilting 
operation. Therefore, the sediment deposited along the river bed could 
be suspend and increase the sediment concentration. The Fig. 1 shows 
the major river bed variation area happens around backwater area due 
to the water level changing. This is the indirectly evidence to explain 
the performance at Yuanshan weir owing to sediment releasing 
operation of Shihmen reservoir. Although the sediment concentration at 
second reservoir desilting operation reaches about 200,000 ppm, the 
duration of high sediment concentration (more than 50,000 ppm) is 
only about 4 hours and decreasing rate of sediment concentration is 
very fast. It means the sediment concentration of row water can recover 
to the acceptable value of public water treatment by such strategy of 
empty the storage of impounding area. 
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Fig. 6 Comparison of sediment concentration at Yuanshan weir during 
first reservoir desilting operation of Shihmen reservoir 
 

 
Fig. 7 Comparison of sediment concentration at Yuanshan weir during 
second reservoir desilting operation of Shihmen reservoir 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this study, the 1-D model, NETSTARS model, is employed to 
simulate the impacts of downstream river during sediment releasing 
operation of the Shihmen Reservoir. The sediment transport formula of 
Wilcock and Crowe (2003) is selected to simulate the bed load 
movement and convection-diffusion equation is adapted to simulate 
suspended load transportation. Owing to the venting tunnel at the 
powerhouse was operated for the first time during Typhoon Soulik in 
2013. Abundant sediment was released by desiltation operation through 
the outlet of the venting tunnel into the downstream river. Two stages 
of sediment releasing operation during Typhoon Soulik in 2013 are 
both investigated. Based on the measured data, the suspended sediment 
concentration evolution in downstream river reach are simulated. 
According to the comparison of sediment concentration at Yuanshan 
weir during the first and second reservoir desilting operation of 
Shihmen reservoir, the adapted 1-D numerical model can appropriately 
describe the sediment concentration hydrograph and catch the peak 
sediment concentration during the simulation duration very well. Due 
to the water level controlled by Yuanshan weir are different during the 
first and second reservoir desilting operation of Shihmen reservoir, the 
sediment concentration at Yuanshan weir of second reservoir desilting 
operation is larger than the first one. However, the duration of high 
sediment concentration (more than 50,000 ppm) is only about 4 hours 
and decreasing rate of sediment concentration is very fast. It means the 

water turbidity of Yuanshan weir can reduce water turbidity lower than 
6,000 Nephelometric Turbidity Unit (NTU) that water treatment plant 
can deal with after empty the storage of impounding area. Therefore, 
the results of the presented study can provide the information of 
downstream impact and develop a suitable numerical model for 
reservoir sedimentation management issues.  
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ABSTRACT 
 
The impoundment of the Three Gorges Reservoir (TGR) alters the 
response of the hydrodynamic conditions and sediment movements, 
which are related to the fluvial sedimentation in the upper stream of the 
Yangtze River. Based on an extensive dataset of daily water discharge, 
sediment transport rate, and river bed level collected from 2003 to 2013 
in the TGR area, this study investigated the controls of the temporal-
spatial reservoir sedimentation process and their changing trends. The 
turning points of the TGR temporal variations in inlet and outlet 
boundary conditions for the relationship between inflow sediment and 
inflow discharge were 1990 and 2002. The response to the rapidly 
decreasing sediment supply reflects that the TGR operation scheme 
indirectly influences the runoff-sediment changing trends, and that the 
adjustment of the pool level at the outlet of the dam can directly 
influence the deposition process. As a river reservoir, the river pattern 
of the main deposition reaches can be classified as meander, broad-
valley, and braided, indicating a key in the sedimentation process in a 
huge river reservoir. In the following decades, dam constructions on the 
upper Yangtze River and its major tributaries would lead to a further 
decrease in sediment discharge and alleviate the sedimentation process 
in the backwater area of TGR. 
 
KEY WORDS:  Fluvial sedimentation, Runoff-sediment discharge, 
River pattern, The Three Gorges Reservoir, The Yangtze River. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Fluvial sedimentation occurs primarily in response to interactions 
among natural factors such as surface material, river runoff, and 
sediment supply; however, with increasing population, reservoir 
construction, sand excavation, bank revetments, and land use 
alterations have significantly changed the natural dynamics of river 
channels (Wang et al., 2012). Human impacts on channel morphology 
and fluvial processes become an increasingly important influencing 
factor, particularly dam construction and water diversions for water and 
energy needs (Nilsson et al.,2005). Dams can disrupt river continuity, 
intercept sediment, and change the fluvial hydrology, leading to altered 
channel patterns (Graf, 2006; Kiss et al., 2008; Lu and Jiang, 2009). 
 
There are more 45,000 dams in major rivers worldwide, and much 
progress has been made in the study of downstream river dynamics in 
response to the changes in climate, river runoff, and the sediment 

transportation (Aleem,1972;Batalla et al.,2004; Kummu et al.,2010; 
Draut et al.,2011). The Three Gorges Reservoir (TGR) is located in the 
middle stretch of Asia’s largest river, the Yangtze River in China, and 
as the world’s largest hydropower project, the Three Gorges Project is 
key to harnessing and exploiting the Yangtze River. The TGR is 
located at Sandouping near Yichang city, Hubei province, in the Xiling 
Gorges of the Three Gorges reach in the trunk of the Yangtze River, 40 
km upstream of the Gezhouba Dam (Fig. 1). The completion of the 
Three Gorges Dam has led to a rapid and significant decrease in 
downstream sediment load. Recent research has focused on the 
changing trends of water and sediment discharge (Lu et al., 2001; Chen 
et al.,2001; Xiong et al.,2009; Xu and Milliman,2009; Dai and 
Lu,2014), the changes in the downstream channel patterns, and the 
material fluxes and water exchanges between the river and large lakes 
(Li et al.,2011; Yang et al.,2011; Guo et al., 2012; Sun et al.,2012; Dai 
et al.,2013). 
 
The construction of the TGR alters the response of hydrodynamic 
conditions and sediment movements in the upper stream of the Yangtze 
River. The dam holds a reservoir 660 km long, stretching from Yichang 
to Chongqing (Fig. 1). After the pool level of TGR was raised to 175 m 
in 2008, the 432 km long permanent backwater zone stretched from the 
dam to Fuling and the fluctuating backwater region extended to Jiangjin. 
The TGR became fully operational in 2009 and has the largest storage 
capacity, 39.3 billion m3, in the Yangtze River basin, constituting about 
4.5% of the Yangtze’s annual discharge. In the backwater area of the 
TGR, more attention has been given to the environmental and land-slip 
impacts (Yan et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2009; Yang et al., 2010; Wolf et 
al., 2013), but few studies have investigated the temporal–spatial 
distribution of the sedimentation process or quantified the main 
deposition reach sections in the backwater region, although this 
deposition key to navigation conditions and is closely related to the 
environment and fish habits in the reservoir area.  
 
This study is based on an extensive dataset of daily water discharge, 
sediment transport rate, river bed level collected at representative 
hydraulic stations, and the field measurement of streambed topography 
or regular streambed cross-sections from 2003 to 2013 in the TGR area. 
The objectives of this study were to (1) reveal the temporal and spatial 
distribution of the reservoir sedimentation in the first 10 years of 
operation, especially focusing on the main deposited reaches along the 
backwater area; (2) analyze the variations in the inflow and sediment 
discharge on the spatial-temporal sedimentation process; and (3) 
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evaluate the change trends of the sedimentation pattern based on the 
controls analysis. 

 
TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE SEDIMENTATION 
IN TGR 
 
In 2008, the backwater area of the TGR reached Jiangjin town of 
Chongqing city, with a total length of approximately 660 km under the 
175-145-155 m operation scheme. Cuntan station is the inflow control 
point of the upper Yangtze River into the TGR, located 608 km above 
the TGR. The pattern and distribution of reservoir sedimentation were 
obtained mainly through measurement of streambed topography or 
regular streambed cross-sections, a method referred to as the “volume 
method”. 
 
The total reservoir sedimentation was about 1.46 billion m3 after the 
first 10 years of operation. The annual inflow and the outflow sediment 
discharge from 2003 to 2013 (Fig.1a) shows that since the late 1990s, 
sediment volumes have been declining due to reforestation efforts and 
the construction of many small and intermediate-sized dams in the 
upper Yangtze River tributaries. The incoming sediment supply of 
recent years has been reduced to about 35% of the 1950-1986 levels 
used in the designed stage, leading to reduced reservoir sedimentation. 
In comparison with the sediment load predicted during the design phase 
of the TGR, the actual sediment deposition dropped to about 40% of 
the predicted value. The highest deposition of 0.19 billion m3 occurred 
in 2010 as a response to high sediment supply (Fig. 1a). The 
sedimentation accounted for ~60-80% of the inflow sediment after the 
TGR became operational. Owing to the low sediment supply from the 
upper catchments in 2006, 2011, and 2013, the annual sediment 
deposition was < 0.1billion m3 during these dry years.  
 

 
Fig. 1a Sediment inflow, outflow, and deposition in Three Gorges 
Reservoir 

 

 
Fig. 1b Monthly sedimentation in the Three Gorges Reservoir area 

 

The mean monthly sedimentation during the first 10 years of operation 

(Fig. 1b) indicates that the sediment entering the TGR was trapped in 
the backwater region, primarily during the flood period with high 
discharge and incoming sediment (June to September), comprising 90% 
of the annual sediment deposition. Because drier years could reduce the 
percentage of the wet season’s sediment load, the sediment deposition 
in 2006, 2011, and 2013 was lower than the other years, especially 
during the flood period, leading to a decrease in the annual 
sedimentation (Fig. 1a).  

 

SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE TGR FROM 2003 TO 
2013  
  
In general, the contribution of the water depth increase and the velocity 
decrease caused a loss in the transporting capacity of the stream and 
deposition of the sediments after the reservoir filled. Since the 
impoundment of the TGR in 2003, approximately 0.0156 billion m3 of 
sediment erosion has occurred in the fluctuating backwater region, and 
serious sediment deposition has occurred in the permanent backwater 
region of the TGR, up to about 1.476 billion m3 after the first 10 years 
of operation. More research is needed to determine the deposition 
locations and understand the mechanics of the sedimentation processes 
that play a vital role in the navigation and management of the TGR area. 
By comparison with the river bed level changes between 2003 and 
2013, the variation of the thalweg profile in the permanent backwater 
region of the TGR (Fig. 2a) indicates that the closer to the dam area, the 
greater the amount of sedimentation. The maximum thickness of 
deposits along the thalweg was 64.7 m (5.6 km upstream of the dam). 
Changes of the thalweg profile in other areas of the TGR were modest 
(Fig. 2a), mostly within the range of 5 m, except in some reach sections 
where the thickness of the deposits reached about 50 m. Over time, the 
fluctuation of the thalweg became less pronounced than that in the 
initial operation years. 
 

 
Fig. 2 The thalweg profile changes in the permanent backwater region 
of TGR 
 

Generally, a typical sedimentation process of a reservoir (known as 
aggradation) continues progressively until a delta forms (Sloff, 1991; 
Fan et al., 1992). The relative deposition/scouring values in the 
permanent backwater region of the TGR were compared (Fig. 3b): 
unlike a sand or gravel delta, alternation of erosion and accretion 
processes occurred along the reservoir river reaches, indicating that 
serious sedimentation may not only be related to the distance from the 
dam, but is also independent of the river reach patterns; the second 
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maximum deposition thickness was 52 m, located 250 km upstream 
from the TGR, negatively influencing navigation conditions during the 
flood period. The relative deposition/erosion values between 2012 and 
2013 were less variable, with the exception of some deposition near the 
dam area, indicating that the sediment deposition rate could gradually 
decrease over time (Li et al., 2011). 
 
Table 1 Main sedimentation position in the permanent backwater 
region  109m3 

No Reach section Channel pattern Amount of sedimentation 
(×109m3) 

1 Nearby dam Broad-valley 1.529 
2 Xiling Gorge Broad-valley 1.42 
3 Daning River Broad-valley 0.309 
4 Chouzi Qi Broad-valley 0.818 
5 YunYang Meander 1.949 
6 Wanzhou Meander 0.459 
7 Zhongzhou Braided 1.89 
8 Lanzuba Braided 1.603 
9 Fengwei Bar Braided 0.198 
10 Yuanyang Pan Braided 0.209 

Total   10.5 
 
Field measurements for the topography map were collected in the 
permanent backwater region between 2003 and 2011 to indicate the 
main deposition reach sections; the entire river channel survey was 
based on a 1:5000 scale. Sediment deposition in the meandering, broad-
valley, and braided reaches of the permanent backwater region reached 
1.0 billion m3, accounting for 84% of the total sedimentation (Table 1). 
The spatial distribution of the main sedimentation along the TGR area 
(Fig. 3) shows that, in addition to the nearby dam, the river pattern of 
the reach section is an important control on the deposition location in 
the TGR.  
 

 
Fig. 3 Main sedimentation reach sections in the Three Gorges Reservoir 
area 
 

    
(a)                                       (b) 

   
(c)                                       (d) 

Fig. 4 Typical deposition reaches in the permanent backwater region of 
TGR 
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(c)                                            (d) 

Fig. 5 Changes of the river bed level in the typical cross sections 
 

The relative changes of the river bed level between 2003 and 2011 for 
typical, main deposition reach sections in the permanent backwater area 
show that the convex banks of the meander reach sections accounted 
for about 50% of the depositions (Fig. 4). Here, the central gravel bar in 
the Zhongxian reach causes the major flow to move from one side of 
the bar to the other with varying flow stages (Fig. 4a), creating an 
unstable condition that influences the sediment transport through this 
reach, not achieving equilibrium; the highest deposition thickness was 
up to 52 m on the left course. In general, bends form dynamically, 
constantly shifting positions through erosion of the concave banks and 
deposition along the convex banks of a bend, which correspond with 
the distribution of the deposition in the backwater reach sections of the 
TGR. 
 
Pattern trends of typical selected cross-sections show that, in terms of 
the lateral distribution of deposits over the cross-section in the typical 
broad-valley section, a large part of the deposition occurred in the main 
channel, accounting for 79% of the total deposition (Fig. 5). In the 
meander channel with the central bar in the Zhongxian reach, the 
serious deposition occurred on the left side of the bend, which is 
dictated primarily by its hydrodynamic power for the capacity of 
sediment transport (Fig. 5a). Field measurements on the river bed in the 
serious sedimentation reach sections showed the medium grain size of 
sediment deposits has reached 0.008 mm(Li, 2013), composed of 
significant fractions of fine-grain material in the silt and clay sizes that 
have greater resistance to entrainment than coarser sediments consisting 
only of sands (Fig. 3). 
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ANALYSIS ON THE CONTROLS OF THE TEMPORAL 
AND SPATIAL SEDIMENTAION PROCESS  
 
Xiangjiaba station is located on the upper Yangtze River; Gaochang 
and Fushun stations are the control points for the main tributary of the 
Min and Tuo rivers that join to the upper Yangtze River; Zhutuo station 
is located above the Chongqing reach section; Beibei station is the 
control for the Jialing River that joins to the Yangtze River; Cuntan 
station is the inflow control point of the upper Yangtze River into the 
TGR; and Wulong station is the control of the major tributary of 
Wujiang River in the TGR area. 
 
The patterns of variation in averaged runoff over the past 30 years 
(Fig.6a) at these typical hydrological stations show that the average 
runoff in the first 10 years of operation from 2003 to 2013 was the 
same as the long-term runoff over the past 20 years. Compared with the 
1980 levels, the control points for the major tributaries of the Yangtze 
River (Min River, Tuo River, Jialing River, Wujiang River) slightly 
decreased by ~3-5%, accounting for 50% of that at Cuntan station. By 
comparing the data set of 2003-2013 with that of 1990-2002, the 
average runoff of Tuo River and Jialing River had increasing trends by 
about 28% and 2%, respectively. Water and soil conservation measures 
in the upper stream have contributed to the reduction of the inflow 
control point of the upper Yangtze River into the TGR. The mean 
monthly runoff (Fig. 6b) is high in the wet season and low in the dry 
season, with a decreasing trend in the flood period during the first 10 
years of operation compared to the 1990s level. The monthly pattern 
trends are similar to the temporal sedimentation distribution (Fig. 1).  
 

 
Fig. 6 Changing trends of the runoff into the TGR 
 
As the inflow control point of the upper Yangtze River into the TGR, 
the accumulated curve of annual sediment load at Cuntan station versus 
year was used to test the inconsistency of the sediment discharge by the 
existence of an obvious change on the relationship curve, which began 
to bend slightly in 1991 and then leveled off in 2002 (Fig. 7a). These 
phenomena indicated that there were two stages in the reduction 
process of the sediment discharge in the past 30 years; 1991 and 2002 
can be regarded as the turning point for the reduction of the sediment 
supply into the TGR. The rating curves of annual water discharge 
versus sediment discharge at Cuntan station for the three time series 
divided by the turning points of 1991 and 2003 (Fig. 7b) shows that the 
correlation of the water-sediment regression line declined with the three 
time series of 1953-1990, 1991-2002, and 2003-2013. The positive 
correlation decreased over time, which can be ascribed to 
anthropogenic activities such as dam construction, water and soil 
conservation, and sand excavation in recent years. 
 
To test the sensitivity of the reservoir sedimentation response to the 
sediment discharge and the runoff into the TGR, the correlations of the 
sedimentation-sediment discharge and the sedimentation–runoff 
relationship were examined (Fig. 8). Regression lines indicate that the 
sedimentation is more dependent on the sediment discharge (R2=0.7064, 

larger than the value with the runoff change trends R2=0. 4043). 
Anthropogenic activity has been recognized as the dominant factor in 
the sharp decrease in the sediment load of the Yangtze River in recent 
years. After reservoir operations on the upper Yangtze River (Jinsha 
River) and the main tributaries over the next decades (Fig. 9), the 
sediment discharge could decrease more rapidly, leading to a reduction 
in the sedimentation process. 
 

 
Fig.7 Turning year of the annual water discharge versus sediment 
discharge at Cuntan station 
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Fig. 8 The relationship between the control factor and the reservoir 
sedimentation 

 
Fig. 9 Dam constructions on the upper Yangtze River 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
Human impacts on channel morphology and fluvial processes include 
both indirect and direct influences. With the impoundment of the Three 
Gorges Reservoir on the upper Yangtze River, the alteration of the 
hydrodynamic conditions and sediment transport characteristics not 
only occurred in the downstream, but also in the backwater area of the 
TGR. The sedimentation reached 1.46 billion m3 after the first 10 years 
of operation in 2013. Few studies have attempted to determine the main 
deposition reach sections or the controls for the reservoir sedimentation 
process. Based on field data from 1990 to 2013, the temporal variation 
in the relationship of sediment-runoff shows the two turning points for 
the decreased stage in the inflow sediment occurred in 1990 and 2002, 
illustrating that the inlet condition is not influenced by the operation of 
TGR, and the reduction of the sediment supply would lead to a 
decreasing trend of the sedimentation process. As the outlet condition, 
the operation scheme relating to the water level fluctuations in the 
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backwater area directly affects the sedimentation: deposition increases 
with the raising of the pool level at the dam. According to the field 
measurements of the river bed map in the backwater area of TGR, the 
main deposition reach sections can be divided into three patterns: 
meandering,broad-valley,and braided, accounting for about 84% of the 
total sedimentation. The response of the channel pattern to the 
sedimentation can be regarded as a vital factor in controlling the spatial 
distribution of the deposition. The relationship of inflow to discharge-
sediment, operation scheme, and the channel pattern contributes to the 
temporal and spatial distribution of the sedimentation in the Three 
Gorges Reservoir. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Since Three Gorges Reservoir runs at 175m as normal level in 2008, 
the Chongqing reach have been the changeable back water zone. Then 
the bed load transportation near Chongqing reach is a hot point of 
researchers because of the influence on the inland navigation security 
and river bed evolution while Chongqing is the important inland 
navigation center of upper Yangtze river. We collected field measured 
bed load transport data of Cuntan hydrological station from 1964 to 
2012 with flow discharge and water level data at same time. The data 
was analyzed according to stream power methods with the parameters 
including energy slope, average water depth and gravel diameter. 
Then the result shows that the most decrease period of stream power 
is about from September to October while it the most important 
period to erosion the gravels silt in flood. And the largesr stream 
power period except flood during summer is about on March to April. 
This can explain the gravel deposition usually happens near the gravel 
reach edge on March to April which tends to threaten the security of 
navigation. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
A lack of available sediments due to retention in an upstream chain of 
reservoirs as well as generally prohibited bank erosion following river 
regulation by rip-rap protected banks led to a long-term degradation 
rate of 2-3 cm per year of the bed of the Danube River between Vienna 
and Bratislava. Recently, various engineering structures, such as 
groynes, were modified to stabilize the river bed. It was found that the 
river bed shows a high sensitivity to comparably small changes to these 
structures, in particular concerning groyne lengths and crest heights. 
Moreover, the initial condition of the river bed prior to implementation 
of measures yields a substantial influence on their efficacy. 
 
KEY WORDS: river engineering; groynes; bed degradation; 
3D hydrodynamic model; sediment transport model; morphodynamics 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Retention of sediments in upstream hydropower reservoirs is often the 
cause for bed incision in rivers worldwide. One such example is the bed 
of the Danube River between the capital cities Vienna (Austria) and 
Bratislava (Slovakia), which is characterized by a long-term 
degradation rate of 2-3 cm per year (Habersack et al., 2007). The main 
reasons for this ongoing incision process are a lack of available 
sediments due to retention in an upstream chain of reservoirs as well as 
generally prohibited bank erosion following river regulation in the 19th 
century (Hohensinner et al., 2004) by rip-rap protected banks. In recent 
years, various structural measures were initiated to stabilize the river 
bed and improve the navigation conditions as well as the overall 
ecological situation, such as increasing the mean diameter of gravels at 
the river bed - termed granulometric bed improvement - or reducing 
shear stresses acting on the bed by modifications to existing groyne 
structures and guiding walls (Tritthart et al., 2014). This paper focuses 
on these lateral river training structures. 
 
While groynes have been documented since the 16th century (Uijttewaal, 
2005), systematic studies on their influence on hydrodynamics and 
morphodynamics of a river bed were conducted only in the last two 
decades, both experimentally (e.g. Biron et al., 2005; Uijttewaal, 2005; 
Kang et al., 2011; Yossef and de Vriend, 2011) and numerically 

(Ouillon and Dartus, 1997; Alauddin and Tsujimoto, 2012). Innovative 
groyne types and the difference to orthogonal groynes in terms of 
hydrodynamics and morphodynamics were studied recently in the field 
at the river Elbe (Henning and Hentschel, 2013).  
 
Studies of modified groynes at the Danube River were conducted in 
situ in two river reaches, located near the municipalities of Witzelsdorf 
and Bad Deutsch-Altenburg, respectively. A systematic study of the 
influence of groyne parameters on morphodynamics using 3D 
numerical modelling was presented by Tritthart et al. (2014) for the 
Witzelsdorf study site. Here we focus on the second study site, a river 
reach of three kilometers in length, located near the municipality of Bad 
Deutsch-Altenburg (Fig. 1). In particular, compared to the conditions 
before implementation of the measures, groynes were rebuilt with a 
reduced length, a lower crest height, with a larger spacing and in an 
attracting and curved layout instead of the original orthogonal and 
straight groynes. 
 
After completion of the engineering measures it was found that erosion 
processes in the study reach were substantially reduced – thereby 
indicating a general success of the project. However, it was noted that 
under these modified conditions now frequent sedimentation processes 
were taking place in some areas, requiring recurring sediment 
management activities by dredging operation. In order to understand 
the causes for the persistent sedimentation processes and to devise a 
strategy towards sustainable sediment management, a numerical study 
of the river reach was conducted. Alternatives to the current structures 
were tested using a 3D hydrodynamic model in combination with a 
sediment transport model. The aim of the present study was to  
(i) predict the reaction of the river in terms of hydro- and 
morphodynamics following modifications of lengths and heights of the 
groynes, and (ii) investigate the influence of the natural variability of 
the river bed elevation on the efficacy of the lateral structures. 
 
STUDY SITE 
 
The study site is a three-kilometer reach of the Danube River east of 
Vienna, ranging from river km 1884.5 to 1887.5, located in a National 
Park zone (Fig. 1). For the purpose of numerical modelling an 
additional upstream and downstream section of 500 m each was 
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Fig. 1 Location of the pilot projects Bad Deutsch-Altenburg and Witzelsdorf within the Danube River reach east of Vienna, Austria. 
 
considered. A comprehensive field monitoring campaign has been 
conducted in this reach since the year 2005, which forms the data base 
for the numerical study presented in this paper.  
 
Three characteristic discharges were studied: regulated low flow (RNQ; 
94% probability of exceedance) with a discharge of 980 m3s-1, mean 
flow (MQ) with a discharge of 1930 m3s-1 and highest navigable flow 
(HSQ; 1% probability of exceedance) with a discharge of 5130 m3s-1. 
The results presented in this paper are related to MQ. The average river 
width at the study site amounts to 280 m. Grain sizes in the bed of this 
section of the Danube River are characterized by an arithmetic mean 
diameter of dm = 27.5 mm, a median diameter of d50 = 21.5 mm and a 
diameter d90 = 59.9 mm (Tritthart et al., 2011b). Sediment samples in 
groyne fields and near the river banks, which were taken during the 
course of the measurement campaign, in part exhibit substantially finer 
grain size characteristics (Tritthart et al., 2014). 
 
A digital elevation model (DEM) of the original regulated river bed 
prior to the implementation of engineering measures is depicted in Fig. 
2a. The DEM after completion of measures - with lower groyne crests, 
substantially reduced number of groynes and in curved, attracting shape 
- is shown in Fig. 2b. Further elements of the river engineering 
measures are also visible, such as an artificial longitudinal gravel bar in 
the encircled area near the orographic left bank and a reconnected side 
arm at the right bank in the downstream half of the study reach. Fig. 2c 
depicts one of the variants proposed and investigated in this study, 
which is characterized by an increase in groyne length by 25 m (within 
the encircled area), as compared to the state after completion of 
measures. As a second variant an increase of groyne elevation by 
0.60 m was investigated in combination with the length increase by 
25 m (Fig. 2d). 
 
NUMERICAL MODELS 
 
Hydrodynamics were calculated using the three-dimensional numerical 
model RSim-3D (Tritthart, 2005) which solves the Reynolds-averaged 
Navier-Stokes equations on a mesh composed of arbitrary polyhedrons 
by means of the Finite Volume method. Details of the model are given 
in Tritthart and Gutknecht (2007). Sediment transport and 
morphodynamics were simulated using the integrated sediment 
transport model iSed (Tritthart et al., 2011a) with both bedload and 
suspended load transport enabled. Bedload was calculated using a 

modified version of the equation by Meyer-Peter & Müller (1948), 
accounting for non-uniform transport by means of a hiding-exposure 
correction. Details of the model setup and calibration for the study 
reach are presented in Tritthart et al. (2011b). 
 

 
Fig. 2 Digital Elevation Models (a) of the original regulated state; (b) 
after implementation of measures; (c) variant with increased groyne 
lengths; (d) variant with increased lengths and heightened groynes. 
Area with investigated modifications is encircled. Flow direction is 
from left to right. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Morphodynamics of Implementation Stage and Variants  
 
From the comparison of Fig. 2a with Fig. 2b it is immediately obvious 
that the implementation of the engineering measures – in particular the 
lowered groynes in reduced number and with modified shapes – were a 
success of the project insofar that the river bed incision was stopped 
within the study area. The additional sediment input from the riparian 
zones due to removed bank protection structures, together with 
enhanced sedimentation processes following the new and modified 
groynes, led to higher bed levels both in the critical zone (encircled in 
Fig. 2) as well as in the downstream half of the project reach. However, 
the higher river bed posed challenges to the navigability of the river 
during low-flow periods and therefore led to the requirement of 
recurring sediment management activities by dredging operation. 
Therefore the modified variants with an elongation by 25 m, 
respectively heightening of three groynes by 0.60 m, were studied 
numerically. 
 

 
Fig. 3 Simulated differences in bed elevation (in meters) after 3 months 
simulation time (discharge: MQ); between implementation stage and (a) 
variant with increased groyne length, (b) variant with increased length 
and heightened crest elevation. 
 
Fig. 3 shows the predicted differences in bed elevation between 
implementation stage and the two investigated variants, respectively, 
after three months of simulation time, applying a constant discharge of 
MQ. The increase in groyne length (Fig. 3a) is expected to lead to 
relative erosion (i.e. a decrease of sedimentation) in the area where 
navigation was affected by sedimentation processes. An even stronger 
influence is expected from a combined increase in length and height of 
the groyne structure (Fig. 3b), for which the model predicts a river bed 
evolution up to 0.15 m lower than for implementation stage. A 
horseshoe-shaped relative deposition zone is expected downstream the 
area of modified groynes, which is in line with the fundamental 
morphodynamics processes taking place in the widening zone 
downstream of a river width constriction (Tritthart et al., 2011a). 

However, the bed elevation increase in this deposition zone is expected 
to be relatively small; moreover, this zone does not pose a challenge to 
navigation. 
 
In addition it was found that the erosion relative to the sedimentation 
process in the implementation stage tends asymptotically towards a 
limit, which is reached after approximately 3-5 months of the same 
investigated discharge. Hence the river bed can be expected to reach a 
dynamic equilibrium once this time has passed after a variant will have 
been implemented. However, this can only be expected for a relatively 
constant river discharge between regulated low flow and mean flow, as 
flood events are known to change the river bed morphology 
considerably. Therefore the sensitivity of the initial river bed 
morphology on the occurring morphodynamics processes was 
investigated further. 
 
Sensitivity of Initial River Bed Morphology  
 
The sensitivity was analyzed by repeating the simulations for the two 
groyne modifications (length, elevation) on the basis of a different 
bathymetric river bed survey. While the river bed for the DEMs used 
throughout this study (reference DEM) was measured at a point in time 
preceded by dredging activities and several months of low to mean 
discharges, the alternative survey was conducted during elevated 
discharge (4000 m3s-1) and less than a month after a 1-year flood event 
had occurred. Due to sedimentation processes in the wake of the flood 
event, the overall bed elevation was substantially higher, with local 
differences of up to 1 m, as compared to the reference DEM. 
 

 
Fig 4 Simulated differences in bed shear stresses (in Nm-2) for a steady 
discharge (MQ); between a flood-influenced initial morphology and (a) 
variant with increased groyne length, (b) variant with increased length 
and heightened crest elevation. 
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In Fig. 4 the simulated differences in bed shear stress between the two 
groyne variants investigated on the basis of the reference DEM and the 
same variants using a flood-influenced initial morphology are shown. 
The bed shear stress serves as a proxy for morphodynamic evolution 
since it is the driving force in the underlying sediment transport 
equation. It was found that the bed shear stress is up to 2 Nm-2 higher 
for the flood-influenced initial morphology for the variant of the groyne 
elongation (Fig. 4a) and up to 3-4 Nm-2 in case of the variant 
considering an additional crest elevation increase (Fig. 4b). These 
values are relatively high when seen in context with the bed sediment 
sizes at the Danube River reach and can be expected to lead to a much 
stronger impact of the groyne modifications right after floods, as 
compared to low- to mean-flow periods. Higher relative erosion 
(reduction of sedimentation) can therefore be expected during the 
passage of flood waves and in the falling limb of the hydrograph. 
Hence this influence – implicating additional uncertainty in river 
engineering projects – needs to be taken into account when making 
predictions of bed morphodynamic evolution on the basis of a given 
river morphology. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
The Danube River east of Vienna is characterized by a long-term bed 
degradation rate of 2-3 cm per year. Therefore river engineering 
measures were implemented in order to stop the incision and achieve a 
dynamic equilibrium of the river bed. After the implementation of 
modifications to existing groyne structures, reducing their number, 
lengths and crest elevations, it was discovered that the overall erosive 
trend was stopped in the study reach. However, local sedimentation 
tendencies challenged the navigability of the river. In order to 
understand the causes for the persistent sedimentation processes and to 
devise a strategy towards sustainable sediment management, a 
numerical study of the river reach was conducted. Alternatives to the 
current structures were tested using a 3D hydrodynamic model in 
combination with a sediment transport model. The expected reaction of 
the river in terms of hydro- and morphodynamics was studied 
numerically. It was found that the river bed shows a high sensitivity to 
comparably small changes to the structures, in particular concerning 
groyne lengths and crest heights. Moreover, the study revealed that the 
initial condition of the river bed prior to implementation of measures – 
e.g. a level change due to a preceding flood event – yields a substantial 
influence on their efficacy and ultimately their success in reaching a 
sustainable dynamic equilibrium of the river bed. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Climate change has huge impact on countries and will bring huge 
impacts to nations all over the world. Those impacts including the 
followings: change in biosphere, long-duration drought, large floods 
trigger by extreme torrential rain, spatial change in homelands, and 
food scarcity. The extreme weather induced by climate change is the 
most direct factor influencing the floods, e.g. the extreme rainfall 
increases discharge and inundation area, sea level and estuary water 
level raising induce overbank floods, and land-use abuse and landslides 
trigger high concentration of sediment discharge and riverbed 
aggradations, spatially in the Shihmen reservoir watershed, in Taiwan. 
The Shihmen reservoir is a multi-functional reservoir and its functions 
include irrigation, water supply, hydroelectric power, flood prevention 
and sightseeing. The major allocation of registered water rights for 
irrigation and water supply. In 2004, Typhoon Aere attacked Taiwan 
and generated more than 973 mm rainfall within 4 days in the 
watershed of the Shihmen reservoir. Highly turbid inflows affected the 
water supply system seriously. Sediment concentration of the inflow 
water in the Typhoon Aere rose to 242,000 Nephelometric Turbidity 
Unit (NTU) and was far-exceeded water treatment capacity which can 
only handle 6,000 NTU. Therefore, the inflow discharge and inflow 
sediment yield of Shihmen reservoir is a vital important issue for 
reservoir sedimentation and watershed management. In this study, the 
SRH-2D model is adapted to simulate sediment transport and flow 
discharge propagation in upstream river reach. The upstream and lateral 
inflow discharge are estimated from rainfall runoff simulation on 
specified typhoon events. The upstream and lateral inflow sediment 
yield consisted of landslide production and soil erosion. The distributed 
model is one of landslide production models to estimate sediment yield 
and a total station is selected to monitor post-failure sediment yields in 
landslide sites of the Shihmen reservoir watershed for calibration. 
Universal soil loss equation, USLE, is suggested to evaluate the 
quantity of soil erosion and field erosion pins are set up for verification. 
Based on preliminary results of climate change condition, the sediment 
yield consisted of 80% landslide production and 20% soil erosion. It is 
about 19% increasing of sediment yield. In the following stage, the 
SRH-2D model will simulate sediment transport and flow discharge in 
upstream river reach to realize the magnitude of inflow discharge and 
inflow sediment yield of Shihmen reservoir. The results can provide 
information for reservoir sedimentation management. 
 
KEY WORDS: climate change; SRH-2D model; landslide; soil 
erosion; reservoir sedimentation management 

INTRODUCTION 
 
The Sedimentation and River Hydraulics - Two-Dimensional (SRH-2D) 
model is adapted to simulate the sediment transport and flow discharge 
propagation in upstream river of Shihmen reservoir for studying depth 
and river reach of severe scouring. 
 
Simulation Area and Mesh Generation 
 
Using 2015 measurement section (Fig.1) to simulate and analyze the 
mesh generation from Showluan to Luofu Bridge of Tahan river (Fig.2). 
There are 14 large torrents from to Showluan to Luofu Bridge (Fig.3) 
for setting the tributary boundary condition.  
 
Importing topographic data into Surface Water Modeling System 
(SMS), which is the mesh generation pre-procession tool of SRH-2D 
model, to generate the calculating mesh of simulation area. Processing 
topographic measurement data with linear interpolation of mesh 
elevation will yield the contour-line distribution of bed elevation as the 
initial bed for simulation. The minimum elevation of major deep 
groove area is about 300 m, maximum elevation of highland beach 
range is about 560 m height, river longitudinal length is about 28 km 
and average riverbed slope is about 0.013. Locations of 7 sections 
showed in Fig. 4 for model validation. 
 
Setting Simulation Parameter 
 
As the boundary condition of upstream and tributary inflow, simulation 
period is from Jan. 12th to Aug. 29th, 2009, including Typhoon 
Morakot (Aug.6th~10th, 2009). To saving the calculating time, 
collected timing data under 300m3/s were excluded.  Upstream inflow 
hydrograph was estimated to scale which depend on data of Yufeng 
gauge station with its catchment area and tributary inflow hydrography 
used the collected data of Lengchiao gauge station (Fig. 5). Due to 
movable bed simulation, the boundary condition of upstream and 
tributary inflow need to assume the suspended sediment load such as 
the measured rate showed in Fig. 6. In the other hand, the boundary 
condition of downstream out flow was the measurement hydrography 
of Hsiayun gauge station (Fig. 7). 
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Fig. 1 Measurement section of 2015. 
 

 
Fig. 2 Mesh generation of Tahan river (from showluan to Luofu Bridge). 
 

 
Fig. 3 Simulation boundary condition of Tahan river 

 
Fig. 4 Initial bed elevation distribution of simulation area and locations 
of  sections for model validation 
 

 
Fig. 5 Boundary condition hydrograph of upstream and tributary 
inflow. 
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Fig. 6 Supended load hydrograph of Typhoon Morakot. 
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Fig. 7 Boundary condition hydrograph of downstream outflow. 
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Manning's roughness coefficient and data of bed material particle size 
consulted the Manning n value calculating results of “Tahan river 
upstream riverbed change investigation and treatment planning” project. 
Parker (1990) sediment transport equation was chosen according to 
National Taiwan university (2010): critical shearing stress is 0.0386 
(N/m2). Hidden coefficient is the parameter of Parker equation which 
can reveal the hidden sediment characteristics and estimate sediment 
yield amount between liquidity difference of particle size. The hidden 
coefficient of this study is 0.905 National Taiwan university (2010). 
 
This study used 50-years recurrence period to show case simulation. 
The runoff depth and sediment yield distribution during flood peak 
showed as Fig.8. Fig.9 revealed runoff and sediment yield amount 
results of the boundary condition of upstream and tributary. Different 
colors represent the boundary condition and simulation hydrograph of 
upstream and every tributary. 
 

   

(a) Runoff depth distribution                  (b) Sediment yield distribution 
Fig. 8 50-years recurrence period flood simulation results of Shihmen 
reservoir catchment area.  
 

     
Fig. 9 50-years recurrence period runoff and sediment yield amount 
simulation results of the boundary condition of upstream and tributary. 
 
At 50-years recurrence period rainfall condition, the maximum inflow 
sediment yield amount was from Yufeng stream that peak inflow is 176 
m3/s and the percentage of total sediment yield amount is 36%. 
Sanguang stream is the second one which peak inflow is 17 m3/s and 
the percentage of total sediment yield amount is 8%. The rest of 
sediment yield amount is given by other tributary. 
 

Model Validation 
 
Figure 10 showed the equivalent velocity distribution results of 
simulation calculating with maximum velocity 20m/s which occurred at 
Junghua dam overflow. Fig.11 revealed the final erosion and deposition 
simulation results that maximum value of erosion is 6 meters and 
deposition is 2 meters. Fig. 12 showed the bed elevation changes of 
every section: the initial bed elevation is green line, collected data of 
Jan. 12, 2009 is blue line and the simulation results of Aug.29, 2009 is 
red line. Section 1 revealed the differences between measured and 
simulation erosion depth of main deep groove depth is 1.5 meters but 
there is no erosion sign at left shore in simulation. Section 2 and 3 
revealed the difference depth is 1.1 and 0.8 meters with the same 
erosion and deposition trend. The simulation result corresponded the 
measurement data at section 4 with obvious erosion sign at right shore. 
Quay erosion showed at left shore with lateral erosion 10 meters but 
SRH-2D model cannot showed the sign and the simulation results 
corresponded the measurement data at right shore. The simulation 
results and the measurement data were same but the erosion sign cannot 
simulate at right shore may be due to curve effect error. The river 
narrowing caused a large error of the results at section 7. 
 

 
Fig. 10 The equivalent velocity distribution results of simulation 
calculating at 24 hours. 
 

 
Fig. 11 The final erosion and deposition simulation results at 24 hours. 
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Fig.12 Comparison of simulation results and measured data. 
 
Simulation Results of 50-years Recurrence Period Flood 
Frequency 
 
Fig. 13 revealed the erosion and deposition simulation results of 50-
years recurrence period flood frequency. We could find out that flow 
with high sediment concentration will bring large amount sand into 
upstream river channel which caused large deposition especially at 
curve zone and the biggest change was from Yufeng gauge station to 
Shaluntzu. The simulation results corresponded with deposition 
phenomenon caused by extremely rainfall in the past history. 
 

 
Fig. 13 Erosion and deposition simulation results of 50-years 
recurrence period flood frequency. 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
1. According to the erosion and deposition changes of every 

section above, SRH-2D model might has more error at some 
section, such as left shore of section 1, right shore of section 
6 and left shore of section 7, but still can get erosion and 
deposition trend  approaching to  measurement data. Besides, 
simulation results excluding flow data below 300m3/s will 
show the correct and reasonable results. 

2. Simulation results which corresponded with deposition 
phenomenon caused by extremely rainfall in the past history 
showed flow with high sediment concentration will not only 
caused erosions but also bring large amount sand into river 
channel which results in a lot of deposition at 24 hours. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Pebble bed-load movement is an important factor to affect the channel 
scouring and silting, and often causes the navigation obstruction 
problem. But at present, it is difficult to measure the space-time 
characters of the pebble movement. That restricts the development of 
the key mechanism of the navigation obstruction and other relevant 
research. Hereto we put forward a acoustic method. This method 
mainly draws lessons from the voice signal processing methods to 
analyze the common audio signal of field measurement such as pebble, 
ship and water. Meanwhile, the peak frequency, fundamental frequency 
and energy distribution characteristics of wavelet transform is extracted 
as the characteristic parameters for pebble movement, and to the end, 
the analysis of the synthesis signals is completed on the basis of the 
characteristic parameters for identifying pebble movement. When 
comparing the identification result with 12 times of ear recognition, the 
gap is only one time. It shows that the method has high recognition 
accuracy and feasibility for observing gravel movement. 
 
KEY WORDS: gravel bed-load；space-time characters；acoustical 
principle；Characteristic parameters 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Part of the rivers in our country, especially in mountainous rivers, the 
volume of gravel bed-load transport accounts for a certain proportion. 
Although the proportion is not much, is still an important factor to 
affect the channel scouring and silting. Effective observation of pebble 
movement has a very important significance in collecting bed-load 
information, ensuring the effectiveness of Channel regulation and also 
enriching and developing the basic theory of bed-load. 
 
However, at present, the observation methods can not be good in 
monitoring the movement process, spatial and temporal distribution, 
dynamic deposition characteristics of pebble. Since the condition of the 
mountainous rivers is very complicated, whether light wave or 
electromagnetic wave, whose propagation attenuation is very large, is 
not suitable for large-scale and long-distance detection and information. 
transmission of underwater target. The sound wave has the best 
transmission properties in water among the various energy 
forms .Foreign research institutions have successfully used the acoustic 
observation method to observe the pebble movement and sediment 
transport, what fully explains the effectiveness and feasibility of the 
method is much higher than other methods, such as bedload sampler, 

inperpretation method, and tracer technique. The acoustic observation 
method applies acoustic sensors and recording equipment to measure 
the sound signal from pebbles collision. According to the observation 
results, based on speech signal processing technology and combined 
with pebble motion sound characteristics, we propose a identification 
and extraction method for pebble movement in natural river. 
 
SIGNAL PRETREATMENT 
 
Target signal detection and extraction 
 
The original sound signal usually contains the target signal that we 
need to analyze, and also contains the background sound that we don't 
need. If the target signal can be detected and extracted from  original 
signal, then it can greatly reduce the workload and improve the 
accuracy of the result. 
 
Pebble collision or other mutations sound (such as a ship sound) occurs 
in the original signal will cause the change of energy. According to the 
change, we can judge that the time of the target signal occurs. For 
example, the Figure 1a contains three times collision, Fig. 1b is the 
change of energy, with three times corresponding mutations. 
 
The maximum energy of the background sound is the threshold value, 
then the time period of which energy is greater than the threshold value 
is regarded as the objective signal segments. After that, each target 
signal segments individually can be extracted, as shown S1, S2, S3 in 
Fig. 1C. Eventually the original signal is classified as short clips to 
analyze.  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 1 Extraction of target signal 
 
Reduction of environmental background noise in 
pretreatment 
 
Background sound is the sound that always exists in the whole audio 
signal, such as the sound of the water. Its presence may cause serious 
interference to the analysis result, so in order to get obvious sound units 
except background sound, and to compress the amount of data, it is 
necessary to reduce and eliminate the data before analyzing the 
background sound.In this paper, spectral subtraction method is used to 
reduce the background noise of the experimental signal of the flume 
with the background of the sound.Spectral subtraction is the most 
common method of speech denoising, and its basic thought is it 
calculates by subtracting the spectrum of the noise signal from a 
spectrum of the original signal. Herein the time sequence of speech 
signal is set to be ( )x n , the speech signal at ith frame after Framing 
windowing is set to be ( )ix m and the frame length is N, the basic 
spectral subtraction algorithm is: 
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Where ( ) 2
iX k is the energy of each frequency after Fourier 

transformation of original signal, and D(k)is the average energy of each 
frequency for precursor without signal, moreover 2ˆ| ( ) |iX k is the energy 
of each frequency after spectrum subtraction. Wherein a and b are two 
constants which are referred to as over-subtraction factor and gain 
compensation factor. 
 
After spectral subtraction the amplitude is ˆ| ( ) |iX k  , and then, we may 
obtain the sound signal sequence via inverse Fourier transform. In the 
process, we select the time for precursor without signal as 0.5s before 
the pebble movement, as shown in Fig. 2a, in addition, the audio signal 
of the flume experiment is reduced by the spectral subtraction and the 
waveform is shown in Fig. 2b 
. 

 
(a) The original waveform 

 
(b) The waveform after spectral subtraction 

 
Fig. 2 Comparison of waveform before and after noise reduction 
 
SOUND CHARACTERISTICS ANALYSIS 
 
Peak frequency 
 
The transform spectrum, which can reflect the characteristics of the 
signal in frequency domain, will be obtained after Fourier transform. 
There are 3 schematic diagrams of sound signal frequency spectrum 
respectively for pebble, ships and water(where f is the frequency, and 
En is the energy) . 

precursor without signal 
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(1)The  pebble                  (2)The  ship                   (3)The  water 

 
Fig. 3 The frequency spectrum for three kinds of signals 

 
The position of maximum energy in the spectrum is different in the 
three kinds of signals, for a more detailed description of it, the pebble is 
around 3200 Hz, the ship is in the 100Hz or so, and the water is at 
about 25 Hz(Fig. 3).This difference may be related to the material and 
the internal structure of the signal itself, so we can put the spectrum 
diagram energy corresponding to the maximum frequency as a feature 
of the signal, and it is called the peak frequency. (so it can be used as a 
characteristic of the signal, which is the maximum value of the energy 
in the frequency spectrum.is called the peak frequency.)In this paper, 
the sample size of collected sound, such as pebble, ship and water, are 
300, 100 and 200, respectively. The peak frequency of these sound are 
statistically analyzed, and the probability density distribution curve of 
the peak frequency is obtained(Fig. 4). 
 

 
(1)The  pebble                (2)The  ship                  (3)The  water 
 

Fig. 4 The probability density distribution curve of peak frequency for 
three kinds of signals 
 
There is a obvious difference of peak frequency distribution among 
Pebble, ship and water. For a more detailed description of it, the peak 
frequency of pebbles,which is influenced by particle size and material, 
is in the 1000~5000Hz. Ship's peak frequency mainly ranges from 25 to 
500 Hz, and it is affected by ship type. The peak frequency of water is 
between 20 to 30 Hz. Therefore, the peak frequency can be used as a 
standard for the pebble identification. 
 
Fundamental frequency analysis 
 
Sound is produced by the vibration of the object, and the reciprocal of 
the vibration period is called the fundamental frequency, which is an 
important parameter in speech recognition. There are abundant methods 
to extract pitch, such as average magnitude difference function method 
(AMDF), center clipping (auto-correlation function, ACF), Cepstrum 
method (CEP), Linear prediction method (Atal), and so on. Wherein the 
auto-correlation method is widely employed, even is one of the most 
practical and reliable method. The basic idea is that if the two signal 
waveform is completely different, the correlation function is close to 
zero. On the contrary, if the two signal waveform is the same, a peak 

will appear in the lead and lag spikes. 
Signal is set as ( )x n , then the auto-correlation is defined as 

 

( ) ( ) ( )k
m

x m x m k
∞

∞

φ
=−

= +∑                                                         (2) 

 
Where k is the retardation. 
If the sound signal has a period, then it will obtain the maximum value 
at k=0, p± , 2 p± ,….Due to the pebble collision signal is not purely 
cyclical, a peak will appear instead of the maximum value in the pitch. 
Soon afterwards, we need to analyze auto-correlation function for the 
sound of pebbles, ship and water (Fig.5). 

 

 
(1)The  pebble            （2）The  ship             （3）The  water 
 

Fig. 5 Self correlation of the three signals 
 

Give statistical analysis to the pitch frequency of the three kinds of 
signals, and display the probability density distribution: 
 

 
Fig. 6 The probability density distribution of the three kinds of signals 
for fundamental frequency 
 
The pebble pitch frequency is between 2000 ~ 4000 Hz. The pitch 
frequency of ship, which is affected by the type of the vessel, 
concentrates between 100 ~ 1500 Hz. The Water pitch frequency is in 
about 25 Hz, very close to its dominant frequency(Fig.6). It follows that 
the pitch frequency characteristics of Pebble is significantly different 
from other two kinds of sound, and so pitch frequency can be used to 
identify the pebble voice. 
 
Energy distribution characteristics after wavelet transform 
 
Wavelet transform can decompose the signal at multiple scales, and 
then we get the coefficient  collection of subspace in various scales. 
The wavelet coefficients reflect the energy information that can provide 
the time-frequency local features of original signal, especially in 
different frequency bands. Since the amount of information of the 
wavelet coefficients when they are directly being as the characteristic 
value is too large, so we need to focus solution of signal energy on 
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various scale, and to appoint them as identification parameters. This is 
the basic principle of energy characteristic value based on wavelet 
transform.  
 
The order of wavelet transform is J. The detail information of each 
scale(high frequency coefficient) and the approximate information of 
the last layer (low frequency coefficient) are combined into the 
calculation formula: 
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= = +∑ ∑ ，j is the corresponding scale. 

Subsequently, the energy characteristic vector of J scale can be 
obtained: 
 

1 2T ?a d d d
J JE E E E = …                                                                    (5) 

 
Herein we select "db5"as the wavelet basis function and take order for 
wavelet transform as 6, by testing and analyzing multiple sets of 
wavelet function and order of wavelet transform. In order to ensure the 
comprehensiveness of the data, the sample size of collected sound, such 
as pebble, ship and water, are 300, 100 and 200, respectively. The 
energy eigenvector and the average feature vectors of all signals are 
obtained. (Fig. 7). 
 

 
 

Fig. 7 The energy distribution of the three signals 
 

The primary difference among three kinds of signal energy distribution 
is embodied in: 
 
(1) The energy of pebble sound focuses on the high-frequency 

coefficients in the order of 1 to 3, which exceeds 80% of the total 
energy, and the energy of the low frequency coefficient does not 
exceed 10%; 

(2) The Ship's sound energy mainly concentrated in the low frequency 
coefficients and high frequency coefficient in the order of 4 to 6; 

(3) More than 90% of the water sound energy is concentrated on the 
low frequency coefficient. 

 
Above all, the distribution range of characteristic parameter of the 
pebble movement can be obtained by comparing the difference among 
the pebble and the other two kinds of sound signal. The confidence 

level of confidence interval is determined as 0.8, and then the pebble 
peak frequency is in the range of 1400 ~ 4000 Hz, and pitch frequency 
range from 2000 to 3800Hz. The energy distribution of the wavelet 
transform of the pebble. For pebble, the total energy of the high 
frequency coefficients in order of 1~3, can be used to characterize the 
energy distribution of wavelet transform. The total energy is denoted by   
T and should satisfy 0.8 1T< <  . 
 
IDENTIFICATION EFFECT ANALYSIS 
 
In order to verify whether the characteristic parameters can describe the 
pebble movement sound, in this paper, synthetic analysis of the 
complex audio signal plays an role in identifying the recognition effect. 
The synthetic signal contains a series of complex sound signals, such as 
the sound of water, ship's navigation, pebble movement, and thunder, 
etc. The figure 8 is the time- domain waveform. 
 

 
 
Fig. 8 The time- domain waveform of the synthetic signal 
 
There are 677 pieces of sound clips after completing the detection and 
extraction for the target signal. And then the distribution characteristic 
of each sound segment will be represented by a vector ( 1f ， 2f  ，
T  ),where 1f  is the peak frequency, 2f is the fundamental frequency 
andT   is the energy distribution through wavelet transform(Fig.9). 
 

 
Fig. 9 The distribution characteristic of each sound segment 

 
The blue rectangle in the figure is the characteristic distribution region 
of the pebble moving. 
 
In the 677 pieces there are 11 pieces of sound segment falling in the 
region. It indicates that the synthesis signal has 11times of pebble 
collision. Comparing the recognition result with 12 times of ear 
recognition, the gap is only one. 

 

Peak frequency 1f  Fundamental frequency 2f  

Energy distribution T 
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CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK 
 
Part of the rivers in our country, especially in mountainous rivers, 
pebble bed-load movement often causes navigation obstruction. But at 
present, it is difficult to measure the space-time characters (time, 
quantity, etc.)of the pebble movement. That restricts the development 
of the key mechanism of the navigation obstructing and other relevant 
research. Therefore, this research focuses on the acoustic method, and 
expects to obtain the real and reliable pebble motion data through more 
convenient methods. 
 
The research is starting from the identification of pebble movement and 
then draws lessons from the voice signal processing methods to analyze 
the common audio signal of field measurement such as pebble, ship and 
water. Meanwhile, the peak frequency, fundamental frequency and 
energy distribution characteristics of wavelet transform is extracted as 
the characteristic parameters for pebble movement, and to the end, the 
analysis of the synthesis signals is completed on the basis of the 
characteristic parameters for identifying pebble movement. The main 
conclusions are as follows: 
 
(1) For the background noise in the field measurement, it can be 

reduced and eliminated by using Boll spectral subtraction method. 
At the same time, in order to reduce the workload, the time period 
of energy mutation is extracted and analyzed according to the 
energy change. 

(2) The characteristic parameters of the pebble movement about the 
peak frequency, the fundamental frequency and the energy 
distribution after wavelet transform are obviously different from the 
ship and water. The pebble peak frequency is in the range of 1400 ~ 
4000 Hz, and pitch frequency ranges from 2000 to 3800Hz.The 
energy of pebble sound focuses on the high-frequency coefficients 
in the order of 1 to 3, which exceeds 80% of the total energy. 

 

(3) On the basis of the characteristic parameters for identifying pebble 
movement, the analysis of the synthesis signals is completed, and 
11times of pebble collision is extracted from 677 pieces. 
Comparing the recognition result with 12 times of ear recognition, 
the gap is only one. It shows that the method has high recognition 
accuracy. 

 
In summary, the acoustic method is simple and convenient to operate, 
and reliable on measurement results. For observing the gravel 
movement, this method is feasible 
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ABSTRACT 
 
In this paper, a series of field data from prototype observation with 
three-dimensional fluctuating velocity were measured by a three-
component acoustic Doppler velocimeter (ADV). The field 
measurements were in two reach of Yangtze River, in Chongqing, 
China, which one is Huanghuacheng reach is located  in Zhongxian of 
Three Gorges Reservoir that has severely blocked the navigation 
channel and other one is fengjie reach with the typical terrain. The field 
measurements were conducted in some cross-sections and each cross-
section has been measured for the three-dimensional velocity in 
different measured vertical lines. The measuring time should be take 
more than one hour in a line of the cross-section. The principle and 
method of velocity measurement of ADV was analysed to get two main 
shortcomings. One is that ADV Doppler effects of background noise, 
and the other is the velocity spikes caused by the Doppler confusing 
signal that is out of the range of the Doppler frequency shift. This paper 
based on these two short comings , adopted Nikora method to deal with 
the background noise on the influence of turbulence parameters 
calculation. In order to satisfied with results, the method is used phase-
space method and the spikes adjacent data to obtain the result of 
polynomial fitting, and then replaced the wrong spikes by interpolating. 
Velocity measurement errors from ADV were analysed to discuss some 
key measures how to control error from the causes, magnitude of the 
error and other aspects, and purify the pollution data. The result 
provides important data support to analyze the turbulence 
characteristics in Huanghuacheng reach and Fengjie reach of Yangtze 
River. 
 
KEY WORDS:  ADV; filed measurements; data processing; phase-
space method 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
At present, for the turbulence characteristics of turbulent flow in open 
channel test research from the laboratory flume, after all laboratory 
flume is generalized model, however, with the actual situation of 
natural rivers are still some differences, and can not fully reflect the 
real physical properties. Field measurements avoid the laboratory flume 
experiment due to error in the accuracy of the scale problems. 
Turbulent flow measurement in natural river, less at home and abroad 
to carry out. McQuewi (1973) Completed turbulent flow measurement. 
Lian-mu Deng (2001) has carried on the prototype observation in the 
Yangtze river, and for the large scale of turbulence structure research. 

Jin-you Lu (2005) decorate observation section, using the observed data 
of turbulence characteristics made a statistical analysis. Sheng-fa Yang 
(2012) was carried out on the large depth of turbulent flow in open 
channel vortex structure research by prototype observation. 
 
The main purpose of this paper is, (1)To carry out field measurements 
in two typical siltation reaches of the Three Gorges Reservoir;(2)To 
discuss the data processing method and purify the pollution data. 
 
FIELD MEASUREMENTS 
 
The Measuring Instrument – ADV 
 
The 6MHz Nortek ADV, with the acoustic wavelength of 250μm, the 
sampling frequency of 1~64Hz, and velocity range of 0.01 to 7m/s, is 
selected,in Fig.1. The sampling frequency is relatively high compared 
with other kinds of ADV, and this ADV allows the rotation and tilt of a 
certain angle. 
 

 
Fig. 1  Collect data principle of ADV 
 
Field Measurements Measurement Design 
 
The field measurements are carried out at the Zhongxian and Fengjie 
reaches where the siltation is relatively serious. The Zhongxian reach, 
which is about 350km above from the Three Gorges Dam, is a 
meandering and bifurcation reach. The left branch is suffering serious 
siltation, and the ship traveling to upstream in low water level has been 
forced to change the channel. The Fengjie reach is located in the 
famous Qutang Gorge 600km above from the Three Gorges Dam, the 
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flow velocity here is relatively big and almost no siltation exists in the 
channel, while the downstream confluence where the Meixi River flows 
in is suffering serious siltation. 
 
8 sections are selected from the inlet to the outlet of the Zhongxian 
meandering reach, and 3 or 4 vertical lines with 6 to 10 points from 
water surface to the river bed of each line are arranged, a total of 27 
vertical lines with 193 points are measured. At the Fengjie reach, 5 
sections are selected, and a total of 14 vertical lines with 127 points are 
measured. The field sites are shown in Fig.2and Fig.3. The measuring 
points will be located by the GPS system on a survey ship. 
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Fig. 2  The measuring sections and points (filled dots) at the Three 
Gorges reservoir 
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Fig. 3 Vertical measuring-point arrangement diagram 
 
The measurements are conducted from July 18th to August 2nd 2012, 
the discharge of the Yangtze River is about 40000 m3/s, the water level 
is about 160m, and water depth of two measured sites is from 10m to 
100m. The time scale of the measurements is relatively small compared 
to that of the discharge change of the Yangtze River, so it can be 
considered that the measurement results are consistent in time for each 
vertical line or even for each cross section. Measuring equipment,in 
Fig.4. 

 
Fig. 4  Measuring equipment 
 
DATA PROCESSING 
 
There are two major drawbacks of ADV. First, the noise floor Doppler 
effect; the other is the process of measuring the Doppler signal 
confusion (beyond the range of the Doppler rate) caused by a flow rate 
spikes. The following describes how to take effective way to reduce the 
flow rate measurement error caused by these two problems. 
 
The Processing of the Doppler-Based Backscatter Systems 
Noise  
 
By Vladimir I. Nikora and Derek G. Goring introduces a simple 
method, we assume that the velocity of flow noise time series, the 
velocity and the noise correlation coefficient is zero. we can get: 

imii nUU −=  (1) 

jimjmiji nnUUUU ′′−′′=′′  (2) 

( ) ( ) ( )τττ nnmiii RR −=R
    (3) 

( ) ( ) ( )wSwSw nnmiii −=S  (4) 

Instrument  noise signals(Fig.5) to obtain:2 m depth of sand basin in the 
laboratory, the static state, the flow measured by ADV set (set different 
velocity range corresponding to the noise signal, noise processing, I 
will choose the corresponding value), get the ADV sampling velocity 
signal. That the velocity value of instrument noise signals. For 
instrument noise signal is white noise, and its power spectrum curves is 
uniformly distributed over the whole frequency domain. 
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Fig. 5  Noise power spectrum 
 
Doppler Singal Mixed Data Processing 
 
Elimination of spikes can be roughly divided into two steps, first, for 
testing, find abnormal points; And then replace with appropriate value. 
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Pay attention to the peak of choice will affect the final substitution 
effect. 
 
RC filters method. From the original time series iu  generate two time 

series 2
iu and 

2
iu ，the sample variance is 

 
222

i u ii u−=σ  
 
The point i+1is accpected as good if  
 

iiiii kuuku σσ +<<− +1  
 
where k=parameter，usually set 3 and 9 . 
 
Tukey 53H method. Construct a sequence ( )1

iu  from the median of the 

five data points from 2u −i  to 2+iu ，Construct a sequence ( )2
iu  from 

the median of the five data points from 1u −i to 1u +i ，Construct the 
hanning smoothing filter  
 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )2
1

22
1

3 2
4
1u +− ++= iiii uuu  

 
Construct the sequence ( )3

iii uu −=∆ ,if σki >∆ ， abnormal 

points，replace thes pike. 
 
Acceleration thresholding method. Calculate the accelerations from 

( ) tuu iii ∆−= − /a 1 ，where t∆  is the sampling. 

Isentify those points where gai λ−<a and σk−<iu  replace them，

experence shows that aλ =1-2，k=1.5 
 
Phase-space thresholding method. This method  uses the coincept of 
a three-dimensional Poincare map or phase-space plot in whice the 
variable and its derivatives are plotted against each other.the points are 
enclosed by an ellipsoid defined by the universal criterion and the 
points outside the ellipsoid are designated as spikes.each iteration has 
the following steps：  
 
1. calculate surrogates for the first and second derivatives from: 

( ) 2/u 11 −+ −=∆ iii uu
，

( ) 2/u 11
2

−+ ∆−∆=∆ iii uu  
2.calculate the standard deviations of all three variables ，

uuu 2,,
∆∆ σσσ . 

3.calculate the rotation angle of the principal axis of
i

2u∆  verus 

iu using the cross correlation 
 

( )∑∑ ∆= − 221 /tan iii uuuθ  

 
4.for each pair of variables，calculate the ellipse that has maxima and 
minima from 3 above. 
Can be shown by elementary geomentry to be the solution of  

( )
( )





+=

+=

∆
θθσλ

θθσλ
22222
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22222
U

cossin
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5.for each projection in phase identify the points that lie outside of the 
ellipse and replace them(Fig.6 and Fig.7).  
 

 
Fig. 6  Phase space method shows the contaminated ADV data  
 

 
Fig. 7  The ADV data of after the phase space method processing  
 
Spike Replacement 
 
The smoothing estimation is relatively well, but not better accuracy 
compared with other method. Using a point or two point interpolation 
for acceleration threshold method is very effective. But for larger 
turbulent change velocity data, using this method is not too big effect, 
especially in the presence of consecutive multiple spikes, make the 
substitution effect is not good. The average for all values can be used to 
solve this problem, but also has a problem is that when some local 
relative to the average have larger fluctuation, the replacement likely to 
lead to another splike(Fig. 8). 
 
Interpolation method in most cases may be the most appropriate. Linear 
interpolation can sometimes cause another splike. Derek g. Goring and 
Vladimir i. Nikora after many trials, found that using the spike point 
nearby polynomial fitting the data, then the interpolation is the most 
suitable method. 
 
Trials have shown that for ADV data the best options are to use a third-
order polynomial through 12 points on either side of the spike. A cubic 
allows enough curvature without introducing extra spikes. The number 
of points for fitting needs to be large for ADV data to ensure that local, 
representative levels are found on either side of the spike. The corollary 
is that there must not be any spikes within the 12 data points on either 
side of the spike under consideration. This means that some spike 
events have to be amalgamated, reducing the number of events, but 
making some of them wider. Of course, the number of points used in 
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fitting the polynomial may depend upon the sampling frequency, but 
we have found that 12 is suitable for sampling rates in the range from 
25 to 100 Hz that we routinely use. This filed mearsures ADV sampling 
rates is 64 hz we also choose 12 points(Fig. 9 and Fig. 10). 
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Fig. 8  The error spike of velocity 
 

 
Fig. 9  Velocity data with phase space display 
 

 
Fig. 10  Phase-space thresholding method 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
(1)we assume that the velocity of flow noise time series, the velocity 
and the noise correlation coefficient is zero, Deal with the Doppler-
based backscatter systems noise on the influence of turbulence 
parameters calculation. 

(2)The results show that the phase-space thresholding method works 
extremely well and this has been confirmed by successful application of 
the method to numerous ADV data sequences from our data archive. 
Spike replacement is an arbitrary procedure. There are many different 
strategies available and none of them has more validity than any other. 
the filed mearsures ADV sampling rates is 64 hz, the best solution is to 
use 12points on either side of the spike to fit a third-order polynomial 
that is interpolated across the spike. 

(3)the data processing method is suitable for the three gorges reservoir 
area prototype observation 

(4)The data processing effect is good, For the further study of the three 
gorges reservoir water turbulence characteristics provide important data 
support. 
 
Notation 

iU = mean true velocity component; 

miU = mean measured velocity component; 

in =mean Doppler noise components in orthogonal coordinate system; 

jiUU ′′ = Reynolds stresses of true velocity field; 

mjmiUU ′′ = measured Reynolds stresses; 

ji nn ′′ = correlation moment between Doppler noise components; 

( )τiiR = auto-correlation function of i th true velocity component; 

( )τnnR = auto-correlation function of Doppler noise component; 
( )wiiS = auto-spectrum of i th true velocity component; 

( )wSmi
= auto-spectrum of measured ADV signal; 

( )wSnn
= auto-spectrum of i th component of Doppler noise; 

i∆ = difference between rough and smooth datasets; 
t∆ = time interval between data points; 

iu∆ = surrogate for first derivative of iu  using central differences; 

iu2∆ = surrogate for second derivative of iu  using central differences 

of iu∆  ; 

θ =angle of rotation of principal axis of 
iu2∆ versus iu  ; 

aλ =acceleration threshold; 

Uλ =Universal threshold; 
σ =standard deviation; 

uuu 2,,
∆∆ σσσ = standard deviations of iu , iu∆  , iu2∆  
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ABSTRACT 

 

This study investigated the mechanism of topographic change of 

Tamsui River estuary which is affected by the typhoon. The flow rates 

of tributaries of Tamshui River are used as the upstream boundary 

condition for the tide-affected estuary. MIKE21 hydraulic model is 

adopted to simulate the whole process of the effects of the typhoon. 

This model takes driving forces of topographic change of estuaries into 

accounts, and those forces include tide, wave, and near-shore currents. 

The results of simulated and measured meet great agreements. In short, 

the process of this analysis helps to better understand the mechanism of 

topographic change of Tamsui River estuary due to discharge change. 

 

KEY WORDS: Tamsui River; Typhoon; MIKE21; Topographical 

change; Discharge. 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Tamsui River is Taiwan's third-largest river, and there are 3 tributaries 

namely, Xindian River, Keelung River, and Daihan River. The total 

length of Tamsui River is about 160 km with a watershed of 2,700 km2. 

Statistics show that the average annual discharge of Tamsui River is 

6.59 billion m3/year and the average annual sediment discharge is 

11.45 million tons/year (1950-2000) (Lee, 2004). The discharge and 

sediment discharge affects the topographical change of the estuary. 
 

There are two reservoirs in the Tamshui River watershed, namely, 

Shihmen Reservoir (established in 1964) and Feitsui Reservoir 

(established in 1986). The two reservoirs block the sediments upstream 

to flush downstream. Comparing aerial photos of 1948, 1978, and 1992, 

it is found that the coastline is scoured 330 m inland in the coastal area 

of Bali. From 1978 to 1986, the coastline of in the south of the estuary 

is scoured about 100 m inland, and the coastline around the estuary is 

scoured about 200 m inland. From 1986 to 1990, the trend of erosion is 

found in this time slot, but some depositions were also found. The trend 

of erosion is milder than that of before (Hsu, 1991). 
 

According to the report of Harbor and Marine Technology Center 

(HMTC, 2007), the north breakwater of Taipei Port (orange circle in 

Fig. 1)is protruding 1.6 km from it. The breakwater may easily prevent 

the sediment from moving south which forces the sediment to fall in 

the area between the north breakwater and the estuary. The satellite 

image of the estuary is shown in Fig. 1. 

 
Fig. 1 Tamsui River estuary (Source: Google earth)  

 

Based on the analysis of surveyed topographic changes of the estuary 

of Tamsui River of Luo (1994), the right bank of Tamsui River erode 

and deposited alternatively near the estuary and that of the left bank 

almost eroded. In recent decades, erosion-and-deposition trend was 

found in Waziwei (yellow circle in Fig. 1) and in its beaches. Waziwei 

is located on the left bank of Tamsui River and is very near the estuary. 

With the measurement of total station, high-resolution terrain data of 

every month of 2009 is gotten. After Typhoon Sinlaku’s striking (2009), 

the beach of Waziwei was eroding, and the sand bar of Waziwei was 

recovering to its status before the typhoon’s striking and continued 

depositing. It shows the short-term recovery ability of Waziwei. 

 

Hsu (2005) investigated the coast from the north of Taipei Port to the 

left bank of Tamshui River, and he found that the deposition is 

significant due to sand drifting along the coast and the jetty. Breaking 

down to the whole year, the deposition occurs in summer, and the 

erosion occurs in winter. 

 

Wen et al. (2015) conducted the research focusing on the topographical 

change of Tamshui River estuary due to effects of the typhoon. The 

deposition is in the main channel of Tamshui River due to typhoons 

and flood. Cross section narrowed in the estuary which made the water 

speed increase, and contraction scouring is found in those areas. The 

areas around the estuary were scouring due to the high speed in the 

main channel, increasing speed induced by ebbing, and added discharge 

brought by the upstream reservoir. 

 

This study focused on the role of the typhoon which increases the 

discharge in Tamshui River that changes the topography near the 

estuary. The discharge of the whole watershed of Tamshui River 
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including the three tributaries’ is considered. MIKE 21 takes different 

phases of the typhoon, and forces of tide, wave, and current are taking 

accounts in it. With boundary condition of the tidal river and that of the 

outer region, the effects of the typhoon on the topography near the 

estuary can be accurately represented. The simulated results and 

surveyed data show a high degree of consistency. The analysis flow 

chart proposed in this study can help better to understand the 

mechanisms of topographical change near estuary affected by the 

discharge of typhoons. 

 

METHOD 

 

In this study, MIKE21 hydrodynamic module (Hydro Dynamic, HD), 

wave module (Spectra Wave, SW) and sediment transport module 

(Sediment Transport, ST) are used for investigation of the estuary of 

Tamshui River. On-site sand sampling and hydrodynamic conditions 

are gathered, and coastlines of different years are retrieved from 

satellite images. DHI MIKE-21 FM modules adapt the finite volume 

method on the computation of fluid dynamics which automatically 

satisfy the continuity equation, and it has better adaptability for 

irregular boundaries by using irregular meshes than that of finite 

difference method by using rectangular grids. 

 

The flow chart of coupled computation is shown in Fig. 2. The new bed 

elevation is updated by this coupled computation. In other words, the 

new bed elevation (t+Δt) calculated at the current time is based on the 

old bed elevation at a previous time (t) and the sedimentation during 

this time step (Δt). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2 MIKE21 Flow chart of coupled models 

 

Settings of model 
 

SW module is first performed, then HD, and ST at last. The boundary 

and parameters of SW module and HD module are set first. The wave-

current interactions are coupled in this simulation, and the sediment 

transport due to effects of the typhoon are included in this paper.  

 

The computation domain of SW module can be divided two scales: 

large-scale and regional scale. The boundary conditions of the regional 

scale domain are provided by the computation results of the large-scale 

domain. The main goal of large-scale is to use the wind as a source for 

waves generation, and then the wave field of the whole domain can be 

gotten. For regional computation, large-scale computation results are 

used for regional boundary conditions. Parameters of SW can refer to 

Chang et al. (2014). 

 

Two options of the simulation are offered in ST module. One is pure 

water simulation, and the other is wave-current interaction. The former 

is usually adopted in sediment transport simulation in the river, and the 

latter is adopted in the sand drifting in the ocean. This study focused on 

the coastline so wave-current interaction is chosen. Possible 

hydrodynamic conditions and their corresponding sediment transport 

rate are listed in a table ST module. The median diameter of this study 

is 0.15 mm~0.228 mm. The wave boundary condition of the regional 

domain is retrieved from the large-scale domain at the same location. 

The verification of this module can be found in Chang et al. (2014). 

 

DISCHARGE AFFECTED by TYPHOONS 
 

To investigate discharge induced by typhoons which have effects on 

the topographical change of Tamshui River estuary three typhoons are 

chosen, namely Typhoon Soulik (2013), Typhoon Trami (2013), and 

Typhoon Aere (2004). The discharges upstream of Guandu Bridge and 

their corresponding water surface level at the estuary of respective 

typhoons are discussed below. 

 

Typhoon Soulik (2013) 

 

The discharge upstream Guandu Bridge during Typhoon Soulik is 

shown in Fig. 3, and it showed larger discharge occurring from 

2013/07/13 to 2013/07/14. The corresponding tide status for the 

maximum discharge is low tide, and the second largest discharge is low 

tide.  

 

 
Fig. 3 Discharge at Guandu Bridge-Typhoon Soulik  

 

The flow field of the lowest low tide is shown in Fig. 4 and it can be 

found that larger discharge occurring upstream of Guandu Bridge 

which made higher flow speed in the channel. On the contrary, the flow 

speed is decreasing in the open sea. 

 

 
Fig. 4 Tamshui River near the estuary (2013/07/13 07:30) and W.S.L. 

in the estuary -Typhoon Soulik  

 

Typhoon Trami 
 

The discharge upstream Guandu Bridge during Typhoon Trami are 

shown in Fig. 5 and it showed larger discharge occurring from 

2013/08/22 to 2013/08/23. The discharge during this period is above 
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the average discharge for about 1,000 cms. The corresponding tide 

status for the maximum discharge is high tide. 

 

 
Fig. 5 Discharge at Guandu Bridge-Typhoon Trami 

 

The flow field of the highest high tide turning to low tide shown in Fig. 

6 and it can be found that the flow field in the channel of Tamshui 

River is affected by the discharge released from upstream reservoirs 

and effects of ebbing. The flow started flowing from channel to open 

ocean. At this time, the flow velocity is very low.   

 

 
Fig. 6 Tamshui River near the estuary (2013/08/22 00:00) and W.S.L. 

in the estuary -Typhoon Trami 

 

Typhoon Aere 
 

The discharge upstream Guandu Bridge during Typhoon Aere is shown 

in Fig. 7 and it showed larger discharge occurring from 2004/08/24 to 

2004/08/25. The maximum discharge during this period is about 10,000 

cms. The corresponding tide status for the maximum discharge is high 

tide. 

 

 
Fig. 7 Discharge at Guandu Bridge-Typhoon Aere 

 

The flow field of the highest high tide turning to low tide shown in Fig. 

8 and it can be found that the flow field in the channel of Tamshui 

River is affected by the discharge released from upstream reservoirs 

and effects of ebbing. The flow started flowing from channel to open 

ocean. The discharge upstream of Guandu Bridge was significant 

increased which also increased flow velocity in the channel. And it 

flew toward open sea more significantly than that of Typhoon Trami 

due to higher discharge induced by Typhoon Aere. 

 

 
Fig. 8 Tamshui River near the estuary (004/08/25 19:00) and W.S.L. in 

the estuary -Typhoon Aere 

 

INVESTIGATION OF TOPOGRAPHICAL CHANGES 

 
To investigate the impacts of topographical change of the estuary due 

to discharge induced by typhoons and tidal elevation, Typhoon Soulik, 

Typhoon Trami, and Typhoon Aere were selected. The locations of 

topographical change of the estuary for analysis (Area 1-Area 4) is 

shown in Fig. 9. The topographical changes of the estuary of respective 

typhoons are shown in Fig. 10-Fig.12. For Typhoon Soulik, the 

maximum discharge of Guandu Bridge occurred when low tide turning 

to high tide. For Typhoon Trami and Typhoon Aere, the maximum 

discharge of Guandu Bridge of occurred when high tide turning to low 

tide. 

 

Right Bank of Estuary (Area 1) 
 

For Typhoon Soulik, deposition and erosion were shown in river mouth. 

For Typhoon Trami, deposition was shown in Area 1. For Typhoon 

Aere, erosion was shown in Area 1. As a result, if the maximum flow 

of Guandu Bridge occurred (water flowing from river channel into 

open ocean) when low tide turning to high tide (water flowing from out 

of estuary into river channel), deposition and erosion occurred in the 

estuary. The main explanation is that two opposite forces are acting on 

the water body of the estuary. 

 

During Typhoon Trami’s striking, maximum discharge of Guandu 

Bridge occurred when high tide turning to low tide. The directions of 

river water and tide area in the same direction, and significant 

deposition was found in the estuary. The location of deposition is 

closed to the estuary. 

 

As for Typhoon Aere, the directions of tide and river water are the 

same. The discharge of Typhoon Aere is larger than that of Typhoon 

Trami. With this larger discharge, the deposition was more significant. 

The location of deposition is closed to the estuary and is closer to that 

of Typhoon Trami. 

 

Left Shoal of Estuary (Area 2, Area 3) 
 

Area 2 is located in the left shoal estuary, and this area is affected by 
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the topography of estuary. Part of water flows through this area and 

converges with the water in the main channel. After converging, the 

combined water flows upstream of Tamshui River. 
 

This area is tide affected, and the radiation stress affects the flow here. 

The topographical change of the three typhoons is erosion and 

deposition. Area 3 is located in the shoal area between Area 2 and Area 

1. In this area, the direction of flow is opposite to that of current. 

Erosion and deposition were found in Typhoon Soulik. As for Typhoon 

Trami and Typhoon Aere, deposition was found here. 
 

Estuary (Area 4).  
 

Area 4 is closed to . The discharge and sediment yield from reservoirs 

upstream which makes the river water speed in the main channel, and 

that force interact the tidal force. The two main forces change the 

topography of the estuary. 
 

For Typhoon Soulik, erosion and deposition were found in this area. 

The direction of the tide was opposite to that of the flow of maximum 

discharge which makes the flow field more complex in the area. The 

frontal area of Fisherman's Wharf is deposition, and the left bank of 

Tamshui River erode and deposited. 
 

For Typhoon Trami, the trend of deposition is similar to that of 

Typhoon Soulik. For Typhoon Aere, deposition was also found in the 

frontal area of Fisherman's Wharf, and the area of deposition is larger 

than that of Typhoon Soulik and Typhoon Aere.  The possible reason 

of deposition in this area may be due to the river channel and the 

effects of harbor structure. But the main reason may be accounted to 

the tide and peak flow interaction which makes deposition more 

obvious. The sediment in the river channel was brought to the estuary 

and then to the open sea. 
 

Overall, the right bank of Tamsui River estuary was scouring and the 

left bank of it was deepening. The left beaches of the estuary had a 

large amount of deposition. 
 

 
Fig. 9 Location of Area 1-Area 4 

 

 
Fig. 10 Topographical change of the estuary-Typhoon Soulik 

  

 
Fig. 11 Topographical change of the estuary-Typhoon Trami 

 

 
Fig. 12 Topographical change of the estuary-Typhoon Aere 

 

CONCLUSIONS 
 

This study investigates the topographical change of the estuary of 

Tamshui River under different conditions of three typhoons of 

Typhoon Soulik, Typhoon Trami, and Typhoon Aere. The tidal effect 

and discharge induced by the typhoon are considered in this study. 

Conclusions are drawn as below: 

 

1. The beaches of the left bank of Tamshui River estuary is affected 

by the discharge of it, the waves of the open sea, tidal current, and 

near-shore current. Those forces make the beaches near the river 

channel deposit or erode.  

2. The changes of the terrain of Tamshui River estuary corresponds to 

the time of peak flow and its status of tide (high tide, low tide, and 

etc.). Different changes can be found in different statuses. When 

peak flow occurs at the time of low tide turning to high tide, 

derision and deposition can be found. When peak flow occurs at 

the time of high tide turning to low tide, deposition can be found. 

The location of deposition is affected by the discharge upstream.  

3. When the peak flow is small, deposition is easily induced in the 

river channel. When the peak flow is large, deposition is easily 

induced in the estuary and the shape of deposition is banded. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Heavy rainfall in Taiwan induces landslides in upper watersheds, 
results in sediment deposits on the riverbed, reduces river cross-
sections, and changes the flow direction of rivers. This study 
numerically investigated sediment transport in the Alishan River and 
determined that the KINEROS 2 and CCHE1D models could 
accurately represent both sediment transport and morphological 
changes. Most of the simulated sections were similar to the measured 
data; thus, the results can be used as a strategic reference for 
sedimentary management. 
 
KEY WORDS:  CCHE1D; hydrodynamic model; sedimentary 
management.  
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Taiwan is an island with a unique natural environment. Plate 
compression often affects the orogeny, including by producing steep 
topography and soft geological conditions. However, steep topography, 
frail geology, and concentrated rainfall during the wet season 
frequently cause slope disasters as well as landslides in the upper 
watersheds of Taiwan. These deposits reduce river cross-section and 
change flow direction as well as damage river functioning and shorten 
the life of hydraulic structures. The increasing sediment transport 
capability of the water leads to general scour in the main channel, 
which makes the river unstable and poses challenges to river regulation, 
structural efficiency, and traffic safety. 
 
Sediment yield estimation emphasizes watershed management and 
disaster prevention, and has a substantial effect on the sediment 
volumes between the extremes of excess and deficiency in the 
watershed. Thus, combining sediment production and transport in 
watershed management is appropriate. In general, sediment yield on the 
slopeland includes both annual sediment yield and the sediment yield 
from rainfall events; however, because of the limited information on 
environmental conditions in the upper stream, establishing sediment 
monitoring equipment is difficult. Consequently, an empirical formula 
evaluates the sediment yield. 

Several simulation models are useful for analyzing the long-term 
effects in a watershed scale, such as the USLE (Wischmeier and Smith, 
1978), SWAT (Arnold et al., 1998) and AnnAGNPS (Bingner and 
Theurer, 2001) models. AGNPS (Young et al., 1987) and KINEROS 
(Woolhiser et al., 1990; Smith et al., 1995) are additional single rainfall 
event models. However, the AGNPS model only simulates the total 
sediment yield during a rainfall event, it cannot simulate the sediment 
yield and is unable to analyze riverbed changes over time. Therefore, 
the KINEROS model was used in this study to simulate the sediment 
yield from rainfall and as input data into the hydrodynamic model. 
Because of the lack of environmental information in the upper 
watershed, a one-dimensional hydrodynamic model was used in this 
study to simulate riverbed changes. GSTARS (Molinas and Yang, 
1986), HEC-6 (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1993), and CCHE1D 
(Wu and Vieira, 2002) are the most commonly used one-dimensional 
models. Of these, the CCHE1D model has been successful for 
predicting bed scouring and deposition on the Taan and Choshui Rivers 
in Taiwan; therefore, this study used the CCHE1D model to simulate 
riverbed changes, with the results expected to be a primary strategic 
reference for sedimentary management. 
 
The upper stream of the Qingshuei River, the Alishan River, was used 
as the study area (Fig. 1). In August 2009, Typhoon Morakot produced 
sedimentation in the midstream and downstream river courses of the 
Alishan River. To improve the capability of stream drainage and 
sediment transport, the Taiwan government subsidized a project to 
conduct stream dredging; however, even the dredged sections of rivers 
are in continual danger of sedimentation during flood season. 
 
This study numerically investigated the sediment transport in the 
Alishan River by using the KINEROS 2 model developed by the 
United States Department of Agriculture and the CCHE1D model 
developed by the National Center for Computational Hydroscience and 
Engineering. The sediment production on the slopeland, calculated by 
the KINEROS 2 and CCHE1D models, was designed to simulate 
steady and unsteady flows and sedimentation processes in dendritic 
channel networks. The simulated results represent the characteristics of 
river flow, sediment transport, and morphological changes in the 
Alishan River during typhoon events, and offer a critical strategic 
reference for sedimentary management of the Alishan River. 
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Fig. 1 Location of the study area 
 
METHODS 
 
Environmental information of the Alishan River is challenging to 
obtain because it is located at the upper watershed. The digital elevation 
model (DEM) measured in 2004, cross-sectional data measured in 2003 
and 2009, rainfall data from 2004 to 2009, and sediment size 
distributions were collected for this study. DEM was used as the initial 
condition to calibrate the model regarding the significant typhoon 
events that occurred between 2004 and 2009. The KINEROS 2 and 
CCHE1D models estimated sediment production from the slopeland to 
the river and simulated sediment transport in the river, respectively. 
The simulated results were then compared with the cross-sectional data 
from 2009. 
 
KINEROS 2 
 
KINEROS 2 is an event-oriented, physically based model that describes 
the process of interception surface, runoff, and erosion, and was 
designed for modeling events in arid and semiarid watersheds. Finite 
difference methods were used to solve the overland flow, channel flow, 
and partial differential equations for sediment transport; subsequently, 
the spatial variation of rainfall, runoff, and sediment yield during the 
rainfall event were accommodated (Woolhiser et al., 1990; Smith et al., 
1995). 
 
CCHE1D 
 
CCHE1D model was designed to examine steady and unsteady flow, 
sediment transport, and water quality in channel networks. The flow 
model uses the diffusive wave model or the dynamic wave model. The 
de Saint Venant equations (Wu and Vieira, 2002) were used for the 
open channel flows, whereas the four-point implicit scheme of 
Preissmann discretized the flow equations. The sediment transport 
model can predict channel morphological changes and sediment yield 
using a nonequilibrium approach; the actual sediment transport rates 
were assumed to be equal to the sediment transport capacity at every 
cross-section. 

RESULTS and DISCUSSION 
 
Sediment production built on the slopeland 
 
The Alishan rainfall station (Fig. 2) is the only rainfall station within 
the Alishan watershed and only the DEM from 2004 and the cross-
sectional data measured between 2003 and 2009 in this study area.  
 
The long-interval data and the analysis method were used to be verified 
because of the limited data, eight severe typhoon events between 2005 
and 2009 were combined into one rainfall event by using the Alishan 
rainfall station data. The eight severe typhoon events were typhoons 
Haitang (2005), Talim (2005), Longwang (2005), Sepat (2007), Krosa 
(2007), Sinlaku (2008), Jangmi (2008), and Morakot (2009); these 
typhoons had a total rainfall duration of 635.0 hours, with maximum 
rainfall of 53.3, 63.0, 24.5, 37.0, 87.5, 53.0, 64.5, and 123.0 mm/hr, 
respectively (Fig. 3). The distribution of the outflow (mm/hr) and total 
sediment (kg/s) were obtained by the KINEROS 2 model and used as 
inputs for the hydrodynamic model. 

 
Fig. 2 Location of the Alishan rainfall station 

 

 
Fig. 3 Precipitation distribution of the eight typhoon events 
 
Hydrodynamic model built in the Alishan River 
 
The input data for the hydrodynamic model comprised river elevation, 
discharge hydrographs, and Manning’s n values. The DEM measured in 
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2004 was used as the initial condition for calibrating the model, the 
outflow from the KINEROS 2 model was discharged hydrographs, and 
Manning’s n values converted surface particle sizes. There were six 
riverbed material sampling points between the Shexing and Laiji 
bridges (Fig. 4). Using several empirical formulas, including the 
Strickler, Mayer and Peter, Einstein, Lane, and Ho Hung formulas, the 
surface particle sizes were transformed into Manning’s n values (Table 
1). Table 1 reveals that the Ho Hung formula analysis was larger than 
the others; however, the Manning’s n value of the Ho Hung formula 
was negligible. The average Manning’s n value from the four empirical 
formulas in the six riverbed material sampling points were 0.019, 0.019, 
0.019, 0.020, 0.020, and 0.021. The Manning’s n values for upstream of 
the Laiji Bridge, between Laijida Bridge, and Laiji Bridge were 0.021, 
0.20, and 0.019, respectively. Because the cross-sectional data 
measured from the Laiji Bridge to the junction of Alishan River were 
from 2009, the distance for each cross-section of the CCHE1D model 
varied from approximately 100 meters (Alishan River to the Laiji 
Bridge) to approximately 350 meters (all other sampling points). 
 

 
Fig. 4 Locations of the bed material sampling 

 

Comparison between the measurement and simulation 
longitudinal profiles in 2009 in the Alishan River 
 

The CCHE1D model examined the sediment transport and 
morphological changes. Most of the sections had similar results and 
were applicable to the measured data (Fig. 5). The three main protect 
objects within the simulation reach were the Shexing, Laijida, and Laiji 
bridges; a comparison of the measurement and simulation elevation in 
these main protect objects is presented in Table 2. The measurement 
elevations of the Shexing, Laijida, and Laiji Bridges were 588.45, 
714.34, and 834.19 m, respectively, whereas the simulation elevations 
were 585.35, 717.04, and 848.64 m, respectively. Using the 
measurement data as criteria, the difference and percentage error of 
these three protect objects were −3.10 m (−0.53%), 2.70 m (0.38%), 
and 14.45 m (1.70%) for the Shexing, Laijida, and Laiji Bridges, 
respectively; this verified the applicability of the CCHE1D model for 
examining the Alishan River. 
 
Discussion of the river profiles from 2003 to 2009 
 
River profile changes in the Alishan River are depicted in Fig. 5. A 

comparison of the profiles from 2003, 2004, and 2009 indicated that 
most of the river reach began to deposit gradually, especially upstream 
and downstream of the Shexing and Laiji bridges. According to an 
investigation, the Shexing and Laiji bridges were damaged by typhoon 
Morakot, which was consistent with the results of this simulation. 
Because the cross-sectional data measured from the Laiji Bridge to the 
junction of Alishan River were from 2004, and the simulation data were 
from 2009 in the upstream of the Laiji Bridge, deposition was 
concluded to have occurred in this river reach. 
 

 
Fig. 5 Longitudinal profiles changes from 2003 to 2009 in the Alishan 
River 
 
Table 2 Difference in the river profiles from 2003 to 2009 in the main 
protect objects (unit:m) 

 Shexing Bridge Laijida Bridge Laiji Bridge 
2009 simulation 585.35 717.04 848.64 

2009 measurement 588.45 714.34 834.19 
difference between 
the measurement 
and simulation in 

2009 

-3.10(-0.53%) 2.70(0.38%) 14.45(1.70%) 

2004 measurement 574.27 699.99 827.98 
2003 measurement 574.89 699.94 827.54 

 

 
Fig. 6 Compared the morphology changes with the three different 
scenarios in the Alishan River 
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Morphological changes in three scenarios using the 
simulation model in the Alishan River 
 
The simulation model accurately predicted morphological changes in 
the river reach. In this study, three scenarios were implemented and 
compared. Total rainfall in these scenarios were 85.05, 214.32, and 
582.74 mm, respectively, with average rainfall intensities of 2.43, 8.93, 
and 32.42 mm/hr, respectively. The morphological changes, as well as 
the benchmark of the simulation results in these scenarios, are 
illustrated in Fig. 6. Notably, the river elevation in the river reach was 
not far from the benchmark in scenario 1. Specifically, from the Laijida 
Bridge to the junction of the Alishan River was almost completely 
scoured, except upstream and downstream near the end of the Laiji 
Bridge are deposited, where the maximum depths were 0.77 and 7.53 m, 
respectively. The results of scenario 2 were similar to those of scenario 
1, with maximum depths of 2.39 and 12.24 m. The river was the 
deposited in scenario 3 and the maximum depth was 23.10 m at the 
source of the Alishan River. From this, the deposit river reach was 
found and the main protect objects were deposited in the three 
scenarios. This indicates that the Shexing, Laijida, and Laiji bridges 
were prominent locations for the river reach after typhoon events; 
however, maintaining the river elevation in the river reach is preferable. 
With river dredging and the monitoring of river morphological changes, 
disasters can be avoided. 
 
CONCLUSION and OUTLOOK 
 
There is a shortage of sediment-related information regarding the 
environmental conditions of the upper stream. This study combined two 
models, KINEROS 2 and CCHE1D, to calculate the sediment yield on 
the slopeland and the sediment transport and morphological changes in 
the upper river. The longitudinal profiles in measurement and 
simulation were similar in most sections and the deposit river reach was 
found. The results also present a critical strategic reference for 
sedimentary management on the basis of morphological elevation 
changes in the Alishan River. However, only the DEM from 2004 and 
the cross-sectional data measured between 2003 and 2009 were used in 
this study; future research should include a broader range of data. 
Additionally, long-term morphological changes can be properly 
evaluated if the river elevation data of Alishan River are collected 
regularly and more often.  
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Table 1 Analysis of the Manning N 

Sampling point 
Stickler Meyer-Peter Einstein Lane Ho Hung 

Average n 
n=d501/6/25.68 n=d901/6/26 n=d651/6/75.75 n=d751/6/39 n=d901/6/16 

1 0.020 0.017 0.017 0.020 0.041 0.019 
2 0.021 0.017 0.017 0.020 0.041 0.019 
3 0.021 0.018 0.017 0.021 0.042 0.019 
4 0.021 0.018 0.018 0.022 0.043 0.020 
5 0.021 0.019 0.018 0.022 0.046 0.020 
6 0.022 0.020 0.019 0.023 0.047 0.021 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Since the end of the 19th century the Austrian Danube River is facing 
several anthropogenic influences causing hydromorphological changes 
that represent a major impact to the former untamed and wild river 
system. To challenge the resulting bed level degradation which is of 
substantial importance for the ecological status of the linked National 
Park “Donau-Auen” and improve at the same time navigational 
conditions in this international waterway, an integrated river 
engineering project was launched. In order to accomplish these goals 
innovative measures were elaborated and implemented in several pilot 
projects. This study quantifies the impact of the restoration measures on 
the morphological development based on bathymetric data analysis. 
Besides high seasonal dynamics of the bed level, especially in 
connection with extreme flood events, a reduction of erosional 
processes within areas related to pilot projects could be detected. 
 
KEY WORDS: Danube River, bed level degradation, river restoration, 
morphology 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The Austrian Danube River is currently affected by several processes 
and human interferences that cause hydromorphological impacts since 
the last 140 years. Kresser (1988) describes this process of river 
engineering action in the Upper Danube in three phases. After heavy 
flood events in the 19th century, the Danube River was channelized 
with fixed embankments to protect the city of Vienna. In the second 
half of the 20th century the installation of an almost uninterrupted chain 
of hydro power plants followed. Furthermore groyne and dyke 
constructions as well as river training works due to navigational 
requirements are needed especially since the Danube River is part of 
the Pan-European Transport Corridor VII. 
 
Prior to its regulation the investigated river reach between Vienna and 
the Austrian-Slovak border was classified as a gravel dominated, lateral 
active anabranching river type (Hohensinner & Jungwirth, 2009). At 
this natural state the river bed was in a dynamic equilibrium. While the 
upstream regulation measures of the 19th century caused an increase of 
1 m in the investigated reach downstream of Vienna the erection of 
hydropower plants at the Danube River in the 1960s mark the 
beginning of an erosional trend (Klasz et. al., 2016). The associated 

reservoirs but also bedload retention in the whole catchment such as 
torrent controls lead to the fact that almost no bedload is transported to 
the reach downstream of Vienna. Moreover the heavy regulation 
measures at the end of the 19th century prevent side erosion and an 
accompanying lateral input of bedload, while the reduced channel 
width causes an enhanced transport capacity as well as ecological 
deficits (Liedermann et al., 2013).  
 
These circumstances lead to severe problems for the river reach 
downstream of Vienna, which is one of the last free flowing sections in 
the Upper Danube. Despite constant bedload allowance of around 
194.000 m3a-1 in the preservation reach downstream of the hydropower 
plant Freudenau the linked National Park “Donau-Auen” is endangered 
in the long term by a continuous riverbed erosion of about 2 cm a-1 
determined for the period 1996 to 2015. Direct basket measurements 
showed that the bedload transport at the Danube near Bad Deutsch-
Altenburg lies in the range between 196.000 and 394.000 m3a-1 and 
therefore is not compensated by the added gravel (Gmeiner et al., 2016). 
This process leads to decoupling of river and floodplain and decreasing 
groundwater levels (Klasz et al., 2016). Furthermore the constraint of 
minimum water depth for navigation is not met at low flow periods. 
Especially in specific areas of fords substantial maintenance is 
therefore required (Habersack et al., 2007). So far no study addressed 
the effect of the implemented pilot projects on riverbed erosion, this 
paper aims to discuss and quantify this effect. 
 
INTEGRATED RIVER ENGINEERING PROJECT 
 
An integrated river engineering project was launched by viadonau to 
the east of Vienna pursuing the three main objectives of reducing the 
riverbed erosion, improving the navigation conditions – especially at 
low water levels – and achieving sustainable improvements of the 
ecological status within the National Park. In order to accomplish these 
goals, several pilot projects were implemented within this free flowing 
section (Habersack et al., 2007). This study focuses on the pilot project 
Bad Deutsch-Altenburg which was implemented from 2012 to 2014. 
Innovative measures as well as an accompanying biotic and abiotic 
monitoring were elaborated and tested within a 3 km long test reach. 
The implemented measures of the previous projects include the 
removal of river bank protection, groyne optimizations and sidearm 
reconnections whereas in the pilot reach of Bad Deutsch-Altenburg a 
mix of these measures was tested. Especially a new measure called 
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“granulometric bed improvement” was tested in order to impede the 
ongoing river bed incision which addresses the allowance of 
113.000 m3 of coarser bed material within the natural grain size 
spectrum (Liedermann et al, 2016). 
 
METHODS 
 
Based on bathymetric measurements this study analyses the 
development of river bed degradation and morphological changes to 
quantify the impact of implemented restoration projects. Therefore an 
extensive set of single-beam survey data was processed for the entire 
river reach from Vienna to the Austrian-Slovak border. To obtain a full 
digital terrain model from the data taken along 50 m cross-sections, a 
streamline-based longitudinal interpolation was performed. This 
interpolation method uses vectors along 2D streamlines to span an 
interpolation surface between the cross-sections, which is further 
applied as basis for subsequent raster interpolation. By comparing 
different commonly used bed level interpolation methods Tritthart & 
Habersack (2011) showed that this approach leads to a minimum of 

differences between single-beam and multi-beam data. Hence this 
algorithm is considered to be the most accurate way of single-beam 
survey data processing. 
 
Reference width 
 
As the provided single-beam surveys were taken at different water 
levels the data sets show a natural variability in space and time. Hence, 
they were prepared before the analysis and two reference widths were 
introduced according to Balzhieva (2015) which is shown in Fig. 1: 
 Fairway width, with an extent of about 120 m is covering the 

deepest parts of the river. Sediment transport is mostly occurring 
within this section, therefore an assessment is important for nautical 
and morphological issues. 

 Common width, which represents the widest common river bed 
area of all data sets. It is fixed for all analysed surveys in order to 
perform a systematic evaluation and ranges between 130 and 360 m, 
the mean value is 216 m. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
RESULTS 
 
Difference grids and bed volume dynamics 
 
To analyse the digital terrain models derived from the streamline based 
river bed interpolation, difference grids were calculated to quantify 
seasonal bed volume dynamics in the investigation area. According to 
Balzhieva (2015) this sediment turnover concept provides a reliable 
assessment for morphological changes. In Fig. 2 sedimentation, erosion 
and the resulting volume change for the investigated half year periods 
as well as the hydrograph are plotted. Sedimentation rates up to 
1.65 mio.m3 and erosion up to 1.38 mio.m3 could be observed between 
two measurements (about 6 months). Periods of high discharge lead to 
an increase of dynamics. The maximum volume change in the reach 
was detected in the timeframe 2013/02 to 2013/10. Both the recently 
implemented pilot project Bad Deutsch-Altenburg and an extreme flood 
event in June 2013 led to an aggradation of over 930.000 m3 of material 
in the investigated common width area. However, the next period 
shows that most of the deposited material is eroded again. 

 
Fig. 2 Sediment turnover for the common width within half year 
periods for the river reach east of Vienna (Stream-km 1920.6 to 1872.7) 
 
Fig. 3 displays difference maps for the section including both the 
impact of the pilot project Witzelsdorf (centre), which was 
implemented in 2008, and the impact of the pilot project Bad Deutsch-

Fig. 1: Variability of the surveyed widths in space and time – boundaries of the two reference widths: common width and fairway width for the 
Danube east of Vienna (Stream-km 1920.6 to 1872.7) 
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Altenburg (bottom), which was finished in 2014. The plot depicts the 
accumulative influence of these two pilot projects. In the period of 
2005 to 2009 an average bed level increase of 16.1 cm in the reach of 
Witzelsdorf was observed, whereas no trend for the reach of Bad 

Deutsch-Altenburg could be seen. In the time step 2009 to 2015 a 
13.3 cm increase of the bed level in the test reach of Bad Deutsch-
Altenburg was calculated due to the reconstruction measures. 
 

 
Fig. 3 Difference grids for stream-km 1894.5 to 1884.0 including the pilot project Witzelsdorf and Bad Deutsch-Altenburg – (top) 50 m single-beam 
cross sections, (centre) 2009/03 minus 2005/3, (bottom) 2015/03 minus 2009/03 
 
Cross section elevation dynamics 
 
The statistical analysis of the average elevation change in each cross 
section showed high variability within one year time steps. To depict 
the differences in behavior between the whole free flowing section and 
the test reach of the pilot project, the elevation change for the common 
width is plotted against each other in Fig. 4. In general median values 
concentrate around zero, while deviations of the mean bed levels up to 
± 85 cm were determined. Differences in the test reach were assessed 
for spring 2014 compared with the previous bed elevations of spring 
2013 (dashed box in Fig. 4). A high variability without a change in the 
median value could be observed over the whole river reach while in the 
pilot reach a 31 cm increase of the median value occurred due to the 
restoration works. 
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Fig. 4 Average elevation change in all cross sections for the common 
width within one year periods – comparison between the river reach 
east of Vienna (ALL, Stream-km 1920.6 to 1872.7) and the pilot 
project Bad Deutsch-Altenburg (BDA, Stream-km 1884.5 to 1887.5) 
 
Accumulated volume change 
 
Based on the 50 m cross sectional data an accumulated sediment 

balance was calculated for the period 2009 to 2015. The change of 
cross sectional areas within a defined timeframe multiplied by the 
longitudinal constraint length (half distance to the next upstream cross 
section plus half distance to the next downstream cross section) 
provides the volume change of the particular cross section and time 
interval. The accumulative bedload change is finally derived by 
integration of these partial volumes (Klasz et al., 2016). These 
calculations were performed for fairway and common width, furthermore 
a detailed evaluation of spring and autumn surveys was carried out. The 
results in Fig. 5 correspond well with the volume calculations based on 
the difference grids, the maximum deviation thereby is ± 10 %. After the 
6 year period a deficit of over 400.000 m3 for the spring surveys 
respectively 270.000 m3 for the autumn survey could be observed. In case 
of the fairway width the bed level seemed to be stable for this period. 
However, in the section of the pilot project Bad Deutsch-Altenburg a 
reverse trend (aggradation) can be observed seeming to affect a larger 
area upstream as well. Downstream from Stream-km 1880.0 in the reach 
that is influenced by backwater effects of the Gabcikovo hydropower 
plant, the bed level appears to be stable. In the section of Witzelsdorf only 
a minor increase was observed in this period, which is due to the fact, that 
this project was implemented before 2009. 
 

 
Fig. 5 Accumulated bed volume change of the Danube River between 
hydropower plant Freudenau and the Slovak border (Stream-km 1920.6 
to 1872.7) for the period 2009 to 2015 
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Influence on the bed level development on a larger scale 
 
Difference maps as well as the sediment balance showed the effects of 
the pilot project Bad Deutsch-Altenburg on a local scale. The general 
bed incision rate for the whole section from 2009 to 2015 and the 
contribution to the bed stabilisation of the implemented measures are 
displayed in Fig. 6. For the investigated period an annual average bed 
level change in the test reach of +2.2 cm a-1 was determined. For the 
degradation of the whole river reach downstream of Vienna this yields 
a reduction from -0.8 cm/a excluding the pilot reach to -0.6 cm a-1 

including this section; these values are significantly lower than in 
previous investigated periods. 
 

 
Fig. 6 Influence of the Pilot Project Bad Deutsch-Altenburg on the 
average annual bed level change for the common width and the period 
2009 to 2015 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
Klasz et al. (2016) showed that the bed level development for the river 
reach east of Vienna is characterised by a continuous incision of 
2 cm a-1 for the period of 1996 to 2015. With an erosion of 1.7 cm a-1 
Balzhieva (2015) provides well corresponding results, however for a 
shorter investigation period (2003 – 2008).  
 
After reconstruction measures in the pilot reach of Bad Deutsch-
Altenburg, Liedermann et al. (2016) observed an increase of the bed 
elevation. The allowance of coarser bed material was less effective than 
predicted by flume experiments, whereas the adjustments of the river 
regulation had a high impact and even exceeded the projected effects 
leading to navigational problems and increased dredging activity. 
However, the achieved change in bed levels and groyne configurations 
also triggered a rise of the water levels. At low water conditions the 
increase amounts to around 10 cm (Habersack et al., 2016). 
 
The application of a detailed analysis of bathymetric measurements 
performed in this study showed a reduced degradation trend for the 
investigated period (2009 to 2015) compared with previous 
investigations. An accumulative sediment balance as well as difference 
maps illustrate the influence of the pilot project that led to an average 
local increase of the river bed of +13.3 cm leading to a further decrease 
of erosion in the whole section which amounts to -0,6 cm a-1. It was 
shown that restoration measures can contribute to a reduction of the 
ongoing river bed incision; hence an optimisation of measures is 
essential to meet both a reduced degradation and navigational 
requirements. 

CONCLUSION 
 
In this study the influence of restoration measures on the river bed 
degradation at the Danube east of Vienna was investigated. The 
bathymetric data analysis showed that high morphodynamic sediment 
turnover as well as elevation changes within short reference time steps 
takes place, especially in combination with high flood events. While a 
reduced overall degradation for the investigated period was observed, a 
further reduction of the degradation trend due to the restoration 
measures was proved. This shows that even changes on a relatively 
small longitudinal extent can lead to bed level changes and to a reversal 
of trend in the surrounding reach. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Burden Pond Dam is a small, old dam located on a tributary of the 
Lower Hudson River, NY. The lake has filled up with sediments. There 
is an increasing interest to remove the dam. Quantity and quality of the 
lake sediments are assessed by bathymetry surveying and core/grab 
sampling. Gravel and sand appear in the upper part of the lake, whereas 
sediments in the lower part exhibit layered structures with sand on the 
top and sand, silt and clay in the bottom. It is estimated that about 
35,550 m3 may be eroded to downstream if the dam is removed. The 
sediments are enriched with nutrients and metals. PCBs and pesticides 
were not found in significant quantities, but mercury is a hazard 
concern with the sediments. 
 
KEY WORDS:  Dam removal; sediments; core sample; size 
composition; deposit volume; chemicals.  
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
In the last century, particularly since the 1940s, the U. S. has built a 
large number of dams for flood control, power generation, water supply, 
recreation and so on. There are over 5,500 dams in New York State 
alone. Some of these dams have reached their design life. Because of 
population growth and land-use changes through time, the 
impoundments are filling up with sediments, some structural 
components have deteriorated, safety regulations are stricter, and the 
hazard classification has changed for some dams (Bennett and Cooper, 
2000). There is an increasing focus on the decommissioning and 
removal of older dams, to reduce the flood risks they impose and 
reconnect the aquatic habitats downstream and upstream (Alderson and 
Rosman, 2014). However, before any rehabilitation strategy is designed 
and implemented, the quantity and quality of the sediments impounded 
by those dams should be assessed to determine the potential hazards if 
the sediments are reintroduced into the environment.  
 
The objective of the present study was to conduct a field campaign and 
laboratory analysis to investigate the quantity and quality of sediments 
deposited in the reservoir of Burden Pond Dam on a tributary of the 
Lower Hudson River, NY. The deposited sediment volume and size 
compositions were obtained. The chemicals, such as nutrients, heavy 
metals (e.g., mercury, chromium, cadmium, zinc), and PCBs/pesticides, 
absorbed on the fine sediments were analyzed. The collected data and 
derived results can be used for future studies on the feasibility of 
removing the dam and the potential impacts on the downstream stream 
water quality and habitats. 

FEATURES OF BURDEN POND DAM 
 
Burden Pond Dam is a small, old dam on the Wynants Kill Creek, a 
tributary of the Lower Hudson River, NY, USA. The Wynants Kill 
Creek is just 23 km long, but it falls some 260 m, notably down the 
steps of three shale overthrusts (Harris and DeBlois, 2005). The Burden 
Pond Dam was constructed in 1942 to provide waterpower for 
industries nearby. It is made of masonry and stonework (Fig. 1). It is 
5.2 m high and 49 m long. It drains an area of 88 km2. The dam had a 
normal surface area of 76,890 m2, and a capacity of 188,723 m3. Now 
the reservoir has completely filled with sediments (Fig. 2), and is used 
only for recreational purposes.   
 

 
Fig. 1 Photo of Burden Pond Dam 
 
The Burden Pond has two branch channels, which meet at the dam site 
(Fig. 3). The main stream, Wynants Kill Creek, is the left branch. The 
right branch is small and heavily vegetated. The right branch is divided 
into upper and lower parts by a barrier or knickpoint (possibly a beaver 
dam). The upper part of the right branch is difficult to access due to 
dense vegetation and a narrow channel near the knickpoint.   
 
FIELD SURVEYING AND SAMPLING 
 
A field campaign was conducted in July 21-23, 2015. It was typical 
summer weather, sunny with short temporal showers. Eighteen cross-
sections were measured using a Total Station. Fourteen cross-sections 
were located on the main stream, and four on the right branch (Fig. 3).  
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Fig. 2 Photo of the lake (looking upstream) 
 

 
Fig. 3 Locations of cross-sections (lines) and sediment samples (+) 
 
Sediment deposits at thirteen sites were sampled. Eleven sites were 
located on the main stream, and two sites were on the right branch (Fig. 
3).  Samples from sites A, B, C, D, E, F, J, K, L and M were collected 
using an AMS multi-stage sludge and sediment sampler. The sampler 
can collect cores of 5 cm in diameter and up to 1.2 m in depth. The 
collected sediment samples were stored in jars for sieving analysis and 
in small plastic and glass bottles for chemical analyses.  
 
Core samples at sites A, F and C exhibited distinct layer structures. The 
core at site A was 0.53 m deep, located near the dam. Its top layer was 
a soft, less compacted layer of a few inches in depth, and the layer 
below was sandy and compacted. Below the sandy layer there were 
finer sediments. However, because the core did not reach the deep 
bottom layer, the layer structure below the core depth was not obtained 
through this study. The same situation occurred for the core at site F, 
which was close to site A, but on the other side of the bar separating the 
main stream and right branch. The core at site F was 0.77 m deep. Its 
top layer had a sandy layer of about 0.2 m and the rest consisted of 
finer sediments.  Site C was located on the bank of the main stream. 
The core at site C was 0.9 m deep. Its top layer had coarser sediments 
and the bottom layer was of finer sediments. For these three sites, 
separate samples were collected from the distinct layers. 
 
Core samples of sites B, J, L, M, K, D and E did not exhibit distinct 

layer structures. Core E was 0.66 m deep, located at the right branch. 
Core D was 0.89 m deep, located at a deep pool on the thalweg of the 
main channel. Core B was 0.36 m deep, located at the main channel.    
 
In addition, in shallow, poorly sorted areas (sites G, H and I), grab 
samples were collected using a shovel and stored in buckets. Those 
samples represent only bed surface layer.  They might lose some fine 
particles due to the shallow riffle flow, but care was taken to minimize 
such loss. 
 
SIZE COMPOSITION OF LAKE SEDIMENTS 
 
Sieve analysis was conducted to determine the size compositions of the 
collected sediment samples. The sieve analysis gives only the sizes 
above 0.052 mm. Table 1 summarizes the characteristic sizes of all the 
sites. The sites are arranged from upstream to downstream, not in 
alphabetical order. Cores at sites I, H, J, G and L consisted of mainly 
gravels and some sands, whereas cores at sites B and M were 
dominated by sands. Cores at sites A, F and C exhibited layered 
structures, with an upper layer of sands and a lower layer of sand, silt 
and clay. Cores D, K and E were dominated by finer sediments, which 
consisted of sand, silty and clay. The sediment size along the main 
stream shows a tendency of downstream fining, varying from gravel 
bed at the upper end of the lake to sand bed at the lower end. 
 
For a small reservoir like the Burden Pond with a nearly constant pool 
water level, coarser sediments usually deposited in the upper end of the 
lake and finer sediments transported to the deep pool area in the lake 
and deposited there in the initial period of reservoir deposition. As time 
went on, the coarser sediment deposit wedge at the upper end of the 
reservoir migrated downstream towards the dam and covered the finer-
grained bottom layer. Thus, a distinct layered structure formed in the 
pool area near the dam.  
 
Table 1 Characteristic sizes and compositions of lake sediments 

Sampling 
sites 

d50  
(mm) 

Standard 
deviation 

Clay & 
silt (%) 

Sand 
(%) 

Gravel 
(%) 

I 10.48 6.06 0.55 23.64 75.81 
H 8.63 7.02 3.15 25.68 71.18 
D 0.11 - 38.36 61.64 0.00 
J 8.25 5.58 0.78 28.31 70.91 
G 14.51 7.15 4.70 14.82 80.48 

C (Coarse) 4.26 6.07 4.15 34.85 61.00 
C (Fine) 0.29 - 26.16 68.92 4.92 

K 0.20 - 24.21 71.88 3.91 
L 5.05 4.70 1.34 28.52 70.14 
B 0.57 2.63 1.33 81.81 16.85 
M 1.59 4.95 0.65 52.89 46.46 

A (Coarse) 0.56 2.92 3.46 80.48 16.06 
A (Fine) 0.07 - 48.55 51.45 0.00 

E 0.19 - 28.65 68.13 3.22 
F (Coarse) 0.28 1.96 6.30 90.21 3.49 
F (Fine) 0.09 - 37.64 62.36 0.00 

 
POSSIBLE SEDIMENT EROSION UPON DAM REMOVAL 
 
The possible sediment erosion amount if the dam is removed was 
estimated using the measured bathymetry and core depths. Fig. 4 shows 
the longitudinal profiles of average bed and thalweg elevations along 
the main stream. One can see that the deepest location in the pond is at 
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cross-section (CS) 10. The average bed slope is almost flat or even 
negative in the reach between the dam and CS 10. It is about 0.83% 
between CS 10 and 12, showing this reach is very likely the upper end 
of the reservoir deposit wedge.   
 
Because the core sampler used in this study could reach only up to a 1.2 
m depth, the possible erosion depth in the lower part of the pond could 
not be detected from the core depths. The upmost core was located at 
site D, between CS 10 and 11, where the core depth was 0.9 m below 
the bed. Because site D was located at the upper part of the sediment 
deposit wedge, the core depth can be a good estimate of the erodible 
layer thickness at that location.  Using this information and assuming a 
straight slope starting from the dam toe, the longitudinal profile of the 
hard bottom of the pond is estimated as shown in Fig. 4. This straight 
hard bottom profile intercepts the current bed profile near CS 13. Thus, 
the erodible layer thickness at each cross-section is obtained by 
subtracting the current average bed and the hard bottom.  The estimated 
hard bottom has a slope of 1.4%, which is larger than the 0.83% slope 
between CS 10 and 12. This hard bottom slope is assumed to be valid 
in the right branch channel, and thus used to estimate the erodible layer 
thickness there. 
 

 
Fig. 4 Bed elevation profiles along the main stream 
 
A very simple approach is used to estimate the future bed profile of the 
cross sections. First, it is assumed that the bed will be uniformly 
lowered to the hard bottom at each cross section (Fig. 5). Second, each 
cross section widens by erosion on two bank slopes. The bank slope is 
assumed to be 45o, except where bank erosion is restrained by hard 
boundary or human interference. The bank slope of 45o is steeper than 
the repose angle of noncohesive sediments, to consider the effects of 
cohesive portion in the sediment deposits and vegetation on the banks.       
 

 
Fig. 5 Evolution of cross section (Example: CS 7) 
 
After considering the erodible layer thickness and the evolution of cross 
sections described above, the sediment erosion volumes of the main 
stream and the right branch are estimated as 21,893 and 13,657 m3, 
respectively. The total sediment erosion volume is 35,550 m3. Note that 
because a simple method is used, this erosion estimate may have 
uncertainties. However, it can be used a preliminary reference. 

CHEMICALS ABSORBED WITH LAKE SEDIMENTS  
 
Normally chemicals are associated mainly with fine-grained, cohesive 
sediments, such as clay and silt. Thus, fine sediment samples were 
collected from the pond to conduct chemical analyses. The chemicals 
considered include: total nitrogen, total phosphorus, mercury, PCBs, 
pesticides, and toxic metals. 
 
Nitrogen and Phosphorus 
 
A total of eleven samples were used to measure the concentrations of 
total nitrogen (TN) and total phosphorus (TP) in the pond sediments. 
One sample was from the fine sediment layer at site A. Four samples 
were from site C: one from the top layer, two from the middle layer, 
and one from the bottom layer.  Two samples were from each of the 
sites D, E and F.  TN and TP were measured using the method 4500-N 
Nitrogen and 4500-P Phosphorus outlined in Standard Methods (APHA, 
AWWA, WEF, 2005). Table 2 shows the measured concentrations of 
TN and TP in the eleven sediment samples. The TN concentration 
ranges from 12.7 to 53.0 mg/g, and the TP concentration ranges from 
7.4 to 270.5 mg/g. These concentrations are considerably high.  
 
Table 2 Concentrations of total nitrogen (TN), total phosphorus (TP) 
and mercury (Hg) on lake sediments 

Sample ID TN (mg/g) TP (mg/g) Hg (mg/kg) 
A 31.8 72.0 0.29 

C (Top) 14.9 17.4 0.76 
C (Middle 1) 23.3 270.5 2.24 
C (Middle 2) 21.5 111.7 0.39 
C (Bottom) 26.1 34.7 0.23 

D (Top) 15.1 62.0 1.16 
D (Bottom) 53.0 148.9 0.048 

E (Top) 18.0 47.1 0.17 
E (Bottom) 38.4 84.4 0.48 
F (Middle) 12.7 7.4 0.18 
F (Bottom) 34.9 109.2 0.21 

 
Mercury 
 
The eleven samples used for TN and TP were also used to measure the 
concentrations of mercury in the pond sediments. Total mercury was 
determined using a Milestone Direct Mercury Analyzer. The measured 
concentration of mercury ranges from 0.048 to 2.24 mg/kg. The highest 
concentration is found in the middle layer of site C. The top layer of 
core D also has high mercury concentration. On sites E and F, the 
bottom sediments of the cores have higher mercury concentration than 
the upper layers. 
 
PCBs and Pesticides 
 
Four samples were used to quantify PCBs and pesticides in the pond 
sediments. Two samples were from the top and middle parts of the core 
at site D, and two samples from the middle and bottom parts of the core 
at site C. The sample from D top represented recent sediment deposits, 
while the other three samples were older deposits. The samples were 
analyzed for PCB congeners, DDTs (the sum of p-p’ DDD, p-p’ DDE, 
o-p’ DDT and p-p’ DDT) and OC pesticides by gas chromatography 
equipped with an electron capture detector (GC-ECD, Agilent 7890A, 
Palo Alto, California). Compound identification was confirmed with a 
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mass spectrometry detector in electron capture negative ion mode 
(GC/MS-ECNI, Agilent 7890/5975 MSD). 
 
The measured concentrations of total PCBs and pesticides are shown in 
Table 3. The PCBs include 92 congeners. The pesticide compounds 
include HCB, OCS, DDE-pp, and Mirex. The total PCBs concentration 
in the four samples are less than 120 ng/g (wet weight), which are not 
significant. Nor are the concentrations of the measured pesticides.  
 
Table 3 Concentrations (ng/g wet weight) of PCBs and pesticides on 
lake sediments 

Sample ID Total 
PCBs HCB OCS DDE-

pp Mirex 

C(Middle 1) 7.87 0.0 0.03 0.32 0.0 
C(Bottom) 2.44 0.0 0.0 0.11 0.0 

D(Top) 114.3 0.0 0.0 6.44 0.0 
D(middle) 3.2 0.0 0.0 0.12 0.0 

 
Toxic Metals 
 
Metals absorbed on the lake sediments were analyzed for a total of 
twelve sediment samples, including one from site A, three from site C 
(top, middle and bottom), three from site D (top, middle and bottom), 
three from site E (top, middle and bottom), and two from site F (middle 
and bottom). The sediment samples were analyzed by Microwave 
assisted acid digestion (Method 3052). A total of thirty two metals were 
identified, as shown in Table 4. Among these metals, Al, K, Mg, Mn, 
Ba and Fe have the six highest concentrations.  
 
Table 4 Concentrations of metals absorbed on lake sediments 

Metal Concentration 
(mg/kg) Metal Concentration 

(mg/kg) 
Al (Alumin.) 4004 – 15226 Li (Lithium) 5.1 – 21.3 
Sb (Antim.) 0.0008 – 0.012 Mg (Magnes.) 728 – 2082 
As (Arsenic) 1.3 – 2.3 Mn (Mangan.) 78 – 268 
Ba (Barium) 53.2 – 136.2 Hg (Mercury) 0.17 – 3.06 
Be (Beryll.) 0.16 – 0.52 Mo (Molybd.) 0.08 – 0.23 
Bi (Bismuth) 0.01 – 0.09 Ni (Nickel) 2.44 – 11.5 
Cd (Cadm.) 0.024 – 0.22 K (Potassium) 974 – 4406 

Ca (Calcium) 5.9 – 18.9 Rb (Rubidium) 5.2 – 19.8 
Cr (Chrom.) 5.2 – 19.1 Se (Selenium) 0.08 – 0.88 
Co (Cobalt) 1.6 – 5.1 Ag (Silver) 0.02 – 0.32 
Cu (Copper) 1.4 – 8.1 Na (Sodium) 25.5 – 87.7 
Ga (Gallium) 1.4 – 4.3 Sr (Strontium) 3.0 – 10.4 
Ge (German.) 2.5 – 7.0 Tl (Thallium) 0.045 – 0.09 
In (Indium) 0.03 – 0.22 U (Uranium) 0.12 – 0.78 

Fe (Iron) 36.6 – 133.5 V (Vanadium) 5.2 – 18.5 
Pb (Lead) 0.2 – 2.8 Zn (Zinc) 26.3 – 74.6 

 
Note that mercury (Hg) was also measured using the Milestone Direct 
Mercury Analyzer method described above. The direct analyzer method 
gave the mercury concentrations ranging 0.048 to 2.24 mg/kg, while 

the digest method here obtained a range of 0.17-3.06 mg/kg. The 
overall orders of magnitude by the two measurement methods are close. 
Both methods show that mercury is beyond the NY State’s Class C 
threshold for contaminated sediments (NYS DEC, 2004). 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
Field campaign was conducted to assess the sediment quality and 
quantity in the reservoir of Burden Pond Dam. Eighteen cross-sections 
were surveyed using a Total Station. Using the measured bathymetry, it 
is estimated that a total of 35,550.2 m3 may be eroded to the 
downstream if the dam is removed. 
 
Thirteen sediment core and grab samples were collected. Sieving 
analysis shows that the sediments in the upper part of the lake are 
mainly gravels and sands. In the lower part of the lake the sediments 
exhibit distinct layered structures with sand on the top and sand, silt 
and clay in the lower layer. The sediment size along the main stream 
exhibits a tendency of downstream fining. 
 
Chemical analyses show that PCBs and pesticides are not abundant in 
the lake sediments, but nutrients and some metals are. A total of 32 
metals are identified, among which Al (Aluminum), K (Potassium), Mg 
(Magnesium), Mn (Manganese), Ba (Barium) and Fe (Iron) are the 
most abundant ones.  Mercury is a hazard concern in this lake. 
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ABSTRACT   
 
Currently, the reservoir sedimentation management strategy in Japan is 
changing drastically from just receiving and depositing to releasing and 
supplying to downstream river channels. In contrast to the emergent 
and local conventional countermeasures such as dredging and 
excavation, sediment bypassing, sediment sluicing and sediment 
flushing measures which aim at radically reducing the sediment 
inflowing and deposition are implemented. Unazuki and Dashidaira 
dams in the Kurobe River, Miwa, Koshibu and Matsukawa dams in the 
Tenryu River and Asahi dam in the Shingu River are well known as 
advanced examples. Recently, sediment sluicing has been introduced 
by retrofitting existing dams with deep spillway gates in several 
hydropower dams in the Mimi River. This paper shows these present 
state of the art methodologies of reservoir sedimentation in Japan and 
these effects on sediment passage based on sediment grain size 
distribution.  
 
KEY WORDS:  Reservoir sedimentation; Sediment flushing; 
Sediment bypassing; Sediment sluicing;  
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
In Japan, there are more than 3,000 dams with one or multiple functions, 
which become essential for such modern society. Storage reservoirs 
provide important functions such as flood mitigation, energy 
production, water supply and so on. However, their side effects are 
strong modifications in flow and discontinuity in sediment and 
declining river ecosystem health. In the past few years, in some of 
Japanese dams’ serious sedimentation issues and loss of reservoir 
capacity have been exceeding than estimated. Consequently, more 
sediment has already accumulated than the design sediment yield and 
active storage capacity is decreasing year by year. Therefore, without 
immediate action plan some of these dams might have problems with 
maintaining dam functions and reservoir operation.  
 
Japan is one of the current leaders in sediment management 
applications with nearly 25% of its dams restoring to sediment 
excavation, and a growing use as downstream supply (Kantoush et al. 
2011). In order to sustain the downstream ecological functionality, we 
must design optimal sediment volumes and sizes, as coarser substrates 
are beneficial for benthic communities. As the sediment management 
was not considered at the early stage of dam planning and designing, it 
is a challenge to sustain reservoir functions, and to minimize down- 
stream impacts of sediment starvation (Kondolf et al. 2014).  

 
Fig. 1 Sediment management options (Kondolf et al. 2014) 
 
There are various publications that classified techniques of reservoir 
sediment management (Morris & Fan 1998, Kantoush & Sumi 2010, 
Annandale 2013, Kondolf et al. 2014(Fig. 1)). Sediment bypass tunnels 
avoids reservoir sedimentation and replenishing sediments below dam 
with a wide range of rates and timing similar to pre-dam conditions 
(Sumi et al. 2012). During sediment sluicing (or routing) water level at 
dam has to be lowered sufficiently during high flows to maintain high 
velocities. While, sediment sluicing through retrofitted dams of Mimi 
River case study permits sediment to be transported through the 
reservoir rapidly to reduce siltation (Sumi et al. 2015, Peteuil et al. 
2016). At the Kurobe River, both sediment drawdown flushing and 
sluicing are performed every year, where flushing channel is formed 
and re-suspending sediments deposited in the reservoir flushed through 
bottom outlets to downstream (Sumi et al. 2009). This paper overviews 
these sediment management options and discusses the effects of unique 
retrofitting project in the Mimi River basin for sediment sluicing. 
 
BASIC CONCEPT OF SEDIMENT PASSAGE AND 
RECOVERING STAGE OF SEDIMENT TRANSPORT RATE  
 
Sediment management techniques are classified by effects of sediment 
passage and recovering stage of sediment transport rate. Table 1 
indicates the frequency of sediment passages from reservoirs to 
downstream reaches that are composed of fine and coarse sediments. 
There are different sediment pulses replenished to the downstream 
reach with each different reservoir sediment management method, 
where the reservoir pool is completely, partially or not lowered. 
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Table 1 Classification and characteristics of sediment passages for 
reservoir management strategies 

Sediment Replenishment 
Methods

Lowering
Reservoir 

Pool

Frequency of 
sediment 
passage

Sediment Passages
Coarse pulses Fine pulses

Storage Dam No No No Nearly No

Drawdown 
Flushing

Complete Once a year All
(Concentrated)

All
(Concentrated)

Sediment Bypass
Tunnel

No Several times 
per year

Almost all
（Frequent）

All
（Frequent）

Sediment Sluicing Partial Several times 
per year

Almost all
（Frequent）

All
（Frequent）

Adding Excavated 
Sediment

No Several times 
per year

Partial 
(Concentrated)

Partial 
(Concentrated)

 
 
Figure 2 shows that each Sediment Management method has different 
effects levels on downstream reaches below dams and recovery of river 
health. Adding excavated sediments is suitable method in the normal 
stage among other sediment management techniques. However, during 
flood stage the downstream recovery level is very limited. In order to 
achieve higher recovery level to the downstream conditions, we have to 
shift to other methods as sediment bypassing, sediment sluicing or 
drawdown flushing according to the reservoir size. Therefore, optimal 
design of sediment transport rate by suitable combination of flow 
discharges, and quantity and quality of sediment is needed to improve 
morphological effects.  
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Fig. 2 Effectiveness levels of sediment management methods to recover 
the sediment transport rates below dams 
 
SEDIMENT SLUICING IN THE MIMI RIVER 
 
Mimi River (Mimi-kawa) system is 94.8 km in length flowing into the 
Pacific Ocean, located in the southeast of Kyushu in Miyazaki 
prefecture of Japan with a catchment area of 884.1 km2 (Fig. 3). There 
are seven dams which are Kamishiiba, Iwayado, Tsukabaru, Morotsuka, 
Yamasubaru, Saigo, and Ouchibaru dams. They are operated by the 
Kyushu Electric Company (KEPCO). Dam reservoirs are normally 
designed to have a capacity to store 100 years, worth of sediment in the 
deepest parts close to the dams. Recently, rainfall and water volume 
flowing into dams in September 2005 exceeded the designed dam 
reservoir flood for all seven dams. Flood damages occurred were 
extensive as four power plants were flooded and overflow of Tsukabaru, 
Yamasubaru and Saigou dams. Moreover, damages were enlarged as 
10.60 Million cubic meter (MCM) of sediments and driftwood flowing 
to the river and the seven reservoirs as mountain slope failures in 
various locations occurred. 

 

Pacific 
Ocean

Hyuga City

NSaigou Dam

Yamasubaru Dam

Ouchibaru DamKamishiiba
Dam

Tsukabaru Dam
Iwayado Dam

Morotsuka Dam

 
Fig. 3 Location map of dams along Mimi River Basin 
 
Table 2 Dams and reservoir sedimentation in the Mimi River  
Name of 
Dam

Dam
height 

(m)/ Year 
of opening

Total 
storage

Capacity 
(103m3)

Total 
sedimentatio

n volume 
(103m3)

Annual 
sediment 
volume    
(103m3)

Kamishiiba 110/1958 91,550 12,600 217.80
Iwayado /1972 8,310 5,560 77.20

Tsukabaru 87/1975 34,330 6,980 91.80
Morotsuka /1952 3,480 1,060 20.30

Yamasubaru 29.4/1981 4,190 2,590 32.00
Saigo 20/1984 2,450 1,010 12.00

Ouchibaru 25.5/1957 7,490 1,930 33.80  
 
Sediment accumulation and dam characteristics are shown in Table 
2.The table shows that sedimentation in all seven dams has progressed 
faster than that of the original plan. Approximately 5.2 MCM have 
been deposited in reservoirs of Mimi river system. It is clearly noticed 
that, if the group of dams will continue with the current operations rules 
without recovering or adding new dam function, the sediment will 
continue to be deposited in the reservoirs and aggregation will occur. 
Therefore, new investment for creating new function by sediment 
sluicing is proposed, where sediment upstream of reservoirs will be 
drawdown and passing through dam to the downstream reaches. In 
particular, it was confirmed that there would be improvement of dam 
function through sediment replenishment as well by excavating sand 
and gravel and supply to the downstream of river reaches. 
 
Dams in Mimi river are losing original functions due to sever 
sedimentation occurred recently after Typhoon. KEPCO, which is 
responsible for dam installations, is as part of the Management Plan 
aiming to restore the original sediment flow, which has been 
intercepted by dams, and has drawn up a plan for sediment sluicing, 
incorporating Yamasubaru, Saigou, and Oouchibaru Dams. In recent 
years, various countermeasures have been studied. As shown in Fig. 4, 
it has been proposed that using CAP/MAR (Total capacity/Mean 
annual runoff) and CAP/MAS (Total capacity/Mean annual inflow 
sediment) as parameters, sediment measures can be classified, which 
will assist in selecting an appropriate countermeasure. According to 
Sumi 2008, with an increase in CAP/MAR (that is, a decrease in dam 
regulating reservoir turnover rate), the appropriate sediment measure 
will vary between: sediment flushing, sediment bypass, sediment 
sluicing, sediment check dam, excavating and dredging, or no necessity 
for a sediment measure to be applied. The reason for this is that these 
various sediment measures depend largely on the amount of water that 
can be used for sediment management, which in turn depends on the 
scale of the dam regulating reservoir. CAP/MAR and CAP/MAS data 
for each of the 7 dams in the Mimi River Basin is shown in Fig. 4. 
According to this, it can be seen that compared to Kamishiiba, 
Tsukabaru, and other dams upstream, Yamasubaru, Saigou and 
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Oouchibaru Dams 1) have low CAP/MAS and therefore have a 
substantial need for sediment measures and 2) dam-regulating reservoir 
turnover rate is high (CAP/MAR is low), making sediment flushing and 
sediment sluicing appropriate. Based on this, the retrofitting of dams 
for sediment sluicing operation was initiated. 
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Fig. 4 Proposed sediment management techniques and dams in the 
Mimi river system 
 
The river administrator established the Mimi River Basin Integrated 
Sediment Flow Management Technical Committee, in which river 
basin stakeholders participate. Rather than focusing on each problem 
separately, the prefecture came to a proper understanding of these 
various sediment related problems over the entire river basin, including 
the mountainous areas, dams, the river itself and the coastal areas. And 
with the aim of restoring the original sediment flow, while balancing 
flood control, water usage and environmental conservation, formulated 
a policy to advance integrated sediment flow management. In October 
2011, the Mimi River Basin Integrated Sediment Flow Management 
Plan was compiled. The plan established matters such as the work to be 
carried out and stakeholder roles, with the aim of resolving problems 
caused by sediment in the basin.  
 
KEPCO formulated an action plan to recover the original state. 
Retrofitting works on Yamasubaru and Saigou dams (Fig. 5) have 
started in November 2011. In Japan, it will be the first time that an 
existing dam will be modified by the addition of a new sluicing 
function after 80 years of commissioning. Figure 6 shows the concept 
of sluicing operation at Yamasubaru, Saigou and Oouchibaru Dams, by 
temporarily lowering of reservoir water levels to make the flow of 
water in dam regulating reservoirs close to the original, natural state of 
the river, thereby allowing inflow sediment to be transported below 
dams. It has to be noted that due to the ongoing retrofitting works, 
changes have been already experienced regarding the quantity of 
sediments passing the reservoirs. In the particular case of the Saigou 
dam, a significant rise of coarse sediment fluxes has been observed 
since the beginning of the works as a result of the water depth drop and 
flow velocity increasing. It is important to understand and monitor the 
sediment input from the river basin that is affected by factors such as 
the relationship between river flow volume and amount of fluctuation. 

 

 
Fig. 5 Retrofitting works of Yamasubaru and Saigou dams 
         

Dam sediment sluicing management (ideal image)

(a) Dam modification (reservoir level reduction)
(b) Sluicing of sediment (early realization of    

cleansing effects + environmental measures)

Free flow

Existing Operation

Sluicing Operation after dam modification

Dam
Upgrading

Sediment 
sluicing

 
Fig. 6 Schematic view of sediment sluicing  
 
In order to do this, one dimensional analysis of riverbed variation was 
carried out, and the effect of sediment sluicing at dams verified for the 
approximately 58 km stretch of the main river, covering the three dams 
where sluicing is to be carried out, from the area upstream of the 
Yamasubaru Dam regulating reservoir down to the river mouth. Figure 
7 shows a comparison between riverbed elevation for Yamasubaru 
Dam after 33 years under current operation (without sluicing) and with 
sluicing operation. It has been confirmed that if current dam operations 
are continued, sediment will continue to be deposited in the reservoirs. 
Whereas if sediment sluicing operation is carried out, sediment 
upstream of regulating reservoirs will be transported downstream, 
which will cause morphological changes in the downstream reaches.  
 

 
Fig. 7 Results of riverbed fluctuation analysis (Yamasubaru Dam) 
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Fig. 8 Sediment budget change after sediment sluicing operation 
 
Therefore, it is expected that the retrofitting will lead to reduce the 
flood risk and develop a healthier river environment, including the 
ecosystem, by controlling degradation and beach erosion in the dam 
downstream and in littoral areas, as well as by promoting 
diversification of riverbed materials. Using the tools mentioned, 
sediment flow simulations are being conducted under the assumption of 
various future risks, and specific methods for sediment sluicing at dams 
is being studied. These results are very encouraging and demonstrate 
that sediment sluicing is a promising measure for restoring the sediment 
continuity throughout the river system for a wide range of particles. 
Figure 8 is showing sediment budget change after retrofitting works. 
Sediment sluicing operation is providing more passage for sand and 
gravel materials.  
 
It has to be noted that due to the ongoing retrofitting works, changes 
have been already experienced regarding the quantity of sediments 
passing the reservoirs. In the particular case of the Saigou dam, a very 
significant intensification of coarse sediment fluxes has been observed 
since the beginning of the works as a result of the water depth drop and 
flow velocity increasing. Those preliminary field evidences are very 
encouraging and demonstrate that sediment sluicing is a promising 
measure for restoring the sediment continuity throughout the river 
system for a wide range of particles. Field monitoring appears to be an 
essential management tool and is thus scheduled to continue for 
understanding and quantifying the impact of sediment sluicing 
operations performed at dams on the river environment. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
In case of reservoir sediment management, it is necessary to assess the 
current situation and possible future scenarios from a reservoir 
sustainability point of view. For sediment management plan, 
combination of flow and sediment release should be appropriately 
designed to meet demands of various functions based on data of 
hydrology, water quality, river morphology and ecosystem, etc. Among 
several updated methodologies, sediment sluicing is one of effective 
and ecofriendly solutions. In order to maximize the benefit, selecting 
suitable timing, duration, frequency and water level or velocity in the 
reservoir are important based on target sediment volume and grain seize 

distribution. For existing dams, retrofitting works in the Mimi River, 
Japan will be an unique reference. By modifying spillway gates, 
sediment sluicing will increase the sediment fluxes released from 
reservoirs and is to minimize upstream flood risks and likely to induce 
morphological changes in the downstream river environment. 
Assessing the impact of such measure prior to its implementation is 
therefore necessary. To achieve this objective and better define the 
current state of the Mimi River in terms of sediment dynamics, a survey 
is being carried out, covering issues such as water quality, bed-
materials characteristics, river channel morphology, as well as aquatic 
fauna and flora. 1D and 2D numerical modelling are also important to 
predict short term and long term sediment transport and morphological 
effects. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Sediment bypass tunnels are an effective and sustainable strategy 
against reservoir sedimentation. Sediments are diverted into the down-
stream during floods without deposition in the reservoir, hence mor-
phological and ecological variability increases. One major drawback of 
these tunnels is the severe invert abrasion due to a combination of high 
flow velocities and bedload sediment transport. The abrasion phenom-
ena is briefly described, different abrasion prediction models are pre-
sented and their applicability for the estimation of concrete abrasion is 
discussed. 
 
KEY WORDS: Abrasion prediction model; reservoir sedimentation; 
sediment bypass tunnel; wear 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Dam-regulated rivers interrupt continuous sediment transport along a 
river system and cause accumulation in the reservoir. Hence, a sustain-
able use of reservoirs implies the application of strategies to counteract 
sedimentation. Mean annual sedimentation rates vary from 0.2 to some 
2 to 3% with a global annual average rate of about 1% and worldwide, 
increase in sedimentation volume exceeds increase in reservoir capacity 
revealing a gross storage loss in the near future (Schleiss and Oehy 
2002, ICOLD 2009). Reservoir sedimentation causes various problems. 
Firstly, the volume decrease leads to a loss of energy production, water 
used for water supply and irrigation, and retention volume (Annandale 
2013). Secondly, both an endangerment of operating safety due to 
blockage of outlet structures and an increased turbine abrasion due to 
increasing specific suspended load concentrations may result. Finally, a 
dam retains sediment causing downstream river incision and inhibiting 
its ecologic connectivity (ICOLD 2009, Kondolf et al. 2014). 
Sediment management to minimize aggradation in reservoirs is 
achieved with a variety of techniques categorized in three main strate-
gies (ICOLD 2009, Morris and Fan 1998, Annandale 2013, Auel and 

Boes 2011, Kondolf et al. 2014). Figure 1 shows an overview of these 
techniques and their corresponding strategies: (1) sediment yield reduc-
tion, (2) routing sediments around or through the reservoir, and (3) 
recover volume by sediment removal or dam heightening. Furthermore, 
two more strategies may be added: (4) dam removal and (5) no action. 
Sediment routing is ecological favorable compared to other strategies 
as operation is conducted during high flows. River bed erosion down-
stream of the dam can be decelerated resulting in an increase of mor-
phological variability (Fukuda et al. 2012, Facchini et al. 2015, Martín 
et al. 2015). Moreover, only sediments provided from the upstream 
river reach are conveyed, while hardly any removal of sediments that 
have already accumulated in the reservoir occurs. The sediment con-
centration in the tailwater of the dam is therefore not affected by the 
reservoir itself and keeps its natural character (ICOLD 2009). 
 
SEDIMENT BYPASS TUNNELS 
 
Sediment routing using a bypass tunnel (SBT) is a very effective strat-
egy regarding both bed and suspended sediment load (Sumi et al. 2004, 
Auel et al. 2016a).  
In general, all sediments are guided into the tunnel intake using guiding 
structures such as walls or weirs and the reservoir is kept free of sedi-
ments downstream of the intake. Only if the tunnel design discharge is 
exceeded, a partial flow is entering the reservoir leading to suspended 
load entrainment (Auel and Boes 2011).  
The number of tunnels is still limited with about 30 facilities world-
wide. Most SBT exist in Switzerland (Egschi, Hintersand, Palagnedra, 
Pfaffensprung, Rempen, Runcahez, Sera, Solis, Ual da Mulin, Val 
d’Ambra) and in Japan (Asahi, Koshibu, Matsukawa, Miwa, Nunobiki), 
some others in China and South Africa. Two SBT are under construc-
tion in Taiwan (Nanhua, Shimen). Additionally, a number of flood 
bypass tunnels exist showing similar flow characteristics to SBT. These 
are i.e. in Switzerland the Rovana, the Grindelwald glacier and the 
Matter Vispa downstream of Zermatt. 
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Fig. 1 Classification of strategies against reservoir sedimentation (adopted from Auel et al. 2016a). 
 
In general, SBTs are operated in supercritical free surface flow condi-
tions (Fig. 2), although some are operated in pressurized flow for a 
limited time period. The intake is located either at the (1) reservoir head 
or (2) inside the reservoir. The first location results in long tunnels, but 
operation is simple and the entire reservoir is kept free from sediment 
deposition. The second location allows for short tunnels, but both con-
struction and operation are challenging. The reservoir has to be partial-
ly lowered prior a flood event to allow for sufficient transport capacity 
towards the tunnel intake. 
 

 
Fig. 2 SBT flow conditions sketch (adopted from Auel 2014). 
 
Pros & Cons 
 
The first advantage of a SBT is the high efficiency keeping the reser-
voir free of sediments. Research on the Japanese SBTs Asahi and 
Nunobiki showed that in average 77% and 94% of the incoming sedi-
ments are diverted to the downstream river reach, and the estimated 
reservoir life enlarged to 450 and 1200 years, respectively (Auel et al. 
2016a). The second advantage is its ecological function by connecting 
the up- and downstream reaches. Only sediments that are transported 
towards the reservoir are bypassed whereas already deposited sediment 
is not mobilized. The natural morphological river characteristics are 
thereby reestablished and microhabitat and invertebrate richness in the 
downstream reaches is leveled to the upstream values (Kobayashi et al. 
2016).  
 
The main disadvantage is the high construction cost, hence SBT are 
best applicable for small and medium-sized reservoirs (<107 m3) as 
tunnel length plays a crucial role in terms of cost per meter length. 
Secondly, the flood is directly diverted into the downstream and no 
retention occurs. Therefore, SBT are favorable in regions with high 
water availability whereas in arid regions the priority is to retain the 
flood by all means. 
 

The flow velocity in free surface open channel flow depends on the 
width and slope. As the tunnel cross section should be compact in order 
to confine construction costs, the slope is the governing parameter. 
Two contrary requirements have to be fulfilled. The tunnel has to be 
steep enough to transport all sediment, but the slope should be as mild 
as possible to limit the flow velocity. Due to both high flow velocities 
up to 15 m/s and bedload sediment transport with grain sizes in the 
decimeter range, many SBT face severe invert abrasion (Jacobs et al. 
2001, Auel and Boes 2011, Boes et al. 2014). Figure 3 shows abrasion 
damages up to several meters at Palagnedra SBT in Switzerland and 
several decimeter at Asahi SBT, Japan. The up to 4 m deep damage in 
Palagnedra was mainly caused by an extreme flood event shortly after 
inauguration in 1978. In 2012 and 2013, about 20% of the invert were 
refurbished. The invert of Asahi SBT was abraded by 1.3 m since 1998 
leading to periodical repair works.  
 
These tunnels, however, operate effectively despite the large abrasion. 
These abrasion problems cause high periodical maintenance costs addi-
tionally inhibiting the successful implementation on site.  
 

 
Fig. 3 Abrasion patterns at a) Palagnedra SBT, Switzerland and b) 
Asahi, Japan (courtesy of C. Auel). 
 
ABRASION 
 
Abrasion is a wear phenomenon involving progressive material loss 
due to hard particles forced against and moving along a solid surface 
controlled by kinetic energy due the vertical component of a saltating 
particle impact (deformation wear), and friction due to grinding stress 
(cutting wear) caused by the horizontal component (Bitter 1963a, b). In 
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general, abrasive damage can always be expected when particle bed-
load transport takes place. The governing process causing abrasion on 
brittle materials such as bedrock and concrete is saltation, whereas 
sliding and rolling do not cause significant wear (Whipple et al., 2000; 
Sklar and Dietrich, 2004; Turowski, 2012; Beer and Turowski, 2015). 
 
The extent of damages along the wetted perimeter, i.e. mainly on the 
invert and the lower parts of the tunnel walls, typically increases with 
increasing sediment load, particle size and distribution and flow veloci-
ties i.e. shear stress as well as quartz content in the mineralogical com-
position of the sediments (Boes et al. 2014). 
 
Abrasion prediction models 
 
A number of mechanistic models exist to predict the abrasion rate. 
While the models for prediction of bedrock incision (e.g., Sklar and 
Dietrich 2004, Lamb et al. 2008, Chatanantavet and Parker 2009) focus 
on typical flow conditions in river systems in the sub- and low super-
critical flow regime, the others for prediction of abrasion on concrete 
surfaces (Ishibashi 1983, Helbig and Horlacher 2007, Auel et al. 2016b, 
c) have to account for highly supercritical flows. All models take the 
physical process of particle impact into account and are derived from 
experimental research on particle motion characteristics, i.e. the analy-
sis of particle impacts, velocities and saltation trajectories. 
 
The first mechanistic model to determine concrete abrasion was pro-
posed by Ishibashi (1983). The abraded invert volume Va is calculated 
as: 
 

1 2a k fV C E C W= +                   (1) 
 
where Ek = total particle kinetic energy by saltating particles, Wf = total 
friction work by grinding particles, and C1 and C2 = invert material 
property constants for either concrete or steel. The total kinetic energy 
Ek is given by: 
 

1.5k ts i i iE V E N n= ∑  [kgf m]                 (2) 
 
and the total friction work Wf by: 
 

5.513 p
f s ts i i i

im

U
W V E N n

W
µ

 
=  

 
∑  [kgf m]                (3) 

 
where Vts = amount of transported sediment [m3], μs = dynamic friction 
coefficient, Ei = kinetic energy of a single particle, Up = horizontal 
particle velocity, Wim = vertical particle impact velocity, Ni = L/Lp = 
impact frequency, with L = total invert length and Lp = particle saltation 
length, and ni = amount of particles per sediment volume. Further de-
tails regarding calculation and verification of Eq. (1) are given in Auel 
et al. (2016d). 
A widely applied model for bedrock incision was proposed by Sklar 
and Dietrich (2004) and follows in its general form: 
 

2

2 1 ∗

 
= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ − 

 
M im s

r s
v t p s

Y W qA q
k f L q

  [m/s]                (4) 

 
where YM = Young’s Modulus of elasticity of the bed material [Pa], ft = 
splitting tensile strength of the bed material [Pa], kv = 106 = non-

dimensional abrasion coefficient encompassing both the particle and 
bed material characteristics, qs = specific gravimetric bed load rate 
[kg/(sm)], and qs* = specific gravimetric bed load transport capacity 
[kg/(sm)]. The last term on the right of Eq. (4) is related to the cover 
effect accounting for bed load partly covering the bed, resulting in de-
creasing impact energy (e.g., Sklar and Dietrich, 1998; Turowski, 
2009). Sklar and Dietrich (2004) applied correlations encompassing 
analysis of particle motion characteristics (hop length, hop height and 
particle velocity) for a wide data range to Eq. (4) and proposed the 
saltation abrasion model for bedrock river abrasion as: 
 

( ) ( )
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where U∗ = (gRhS)0.5 = friction velocity, Rh = hydraulic radius, S = en-
ergy line slope for steady but gradually-varied flow, or bed slope for 
uniform flow, Vs = particle settling velocity, and the transport stage T* 
follows as (e.g. Sklar and Dietrich, 2004): 
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                 (6) 

 
where θ = Shields parameter calculated as θ = U∗2/[(s−1)gD], s = ρs/ρ 
with ρs = particle density and ρ = fluid density, g = gravitational accel-
eration, D = particle diameter, θc = critical Shields parameter and U∗c = 
critical friction velocity at the onset of motion. The last term in Eq. (5) 
accounts for the mode shift from saltation to suspension using a nonlin-
ear function additionally increasing the hop length. 
 
Auel et al. (2016b, c) found new parameter correlations (e.g. particle 
impact velocity, saltation trajectories) and proposed a revised version 
of Eq. (4): 
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with kv = 105 due to the new parameter correlations. Eq. (7) reveals that 
the abrasion rate Ar is linearly dependent on the sediment rate qs sup-
ported by findings of Chatanantavet and Parker (2009), Johnson and 
Whipple (2010), and Inoue et al. (2014). In contrast, in Eq. (5), Ar is 
additionally dependent on (T*)-0.5. 
 
For abrasion of concrete, Auel et al. (2016c) used correlations for the 
compression strength fc and Young’s modulus by Arioglu et al. (2006) 
and Noguchi et al. (2009) and proposed:  
 

( )
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1
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               (8) 

 
with fc in [Pa], ca = 94.4 = abrasion coefficient in [Pa-0.07], and as in Eq. 
(7), kv = 105. 
 
Recommendations 
 
The model of Ishibashi (1983) is an outstanding pioneering work based 
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on laboratory experiments in the 1960ies (Ishibashi and Isobe 1968). 
Ishibashi introduced two terms, the particle impact and grinding stress, 
to determine the abrasion. Later works (e.g. Whipple et al., 2000; Sklar 
and Dietrich, 2004; Turowski, 2012; Beer and Turowski, 2015) suggest 
that the latter term plays a minor role which is supported by recent 
results of field data in Asahi SBT (Auel et al. 2016d). The model by 
Sklar and Dietrich (2004) is widely applied in river engineering and 
geomorphology and regarded as state-of-the-art. Auel et al. (2016b,c) 
revised this model and proposed a new version covering various bed 
configurations, i.e. planar and alluvial beds in a wide range of flow 
conditions (sub- to highly supercritical). Additionally, a version for 
concrete abrasion was proposed. 
 
We suggest to estimate the abrasion rate for concrete using all three 
models to obtain a sound data base. However, it should be kept in mind 
that in Eq. (1) only the first term (particle impact) should be used, Eq. 
(5) was developed for moderate flow conditions, whereas Eqs. (7) and 
(8) are based on the largest data sets covering all flow and bed condi-
tions. 
 
Abrasion may be minimized by (1) optimizing the hydraulic design and 
(2) the choice of an appropriate invert material as high performance 
concrete, cast basalt, granite blocks or steel linings. Recommendations 
for the former are given in Boes et al. (2014), and for the latter in e.g. 
Jacobs et al. (2001) and Hagmann et al. (2015). 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this paper, we discuss sediment bypass tunnels as an effective and 
ecologically sustainable strategy against reservoir sedimentation. Pros 
and cons are listed and the main disadvantage, invert abrasion, is de-
scribed in detail. Furthermore, three different models to determine 
abrasion are described emphasizing their specific advantages and short-
comings.  
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ABSTRACT 
 
Using Backscatter intensity data from Acoustic Doppler current 
profilers (ADCPs) to estimate the suspended sediment flux in coastal 
regions can be effective and efficient. In order to improve the accuracy 
of suspended sediment concentration (SSC) estimation, we propose a 
method based on the theory of acoustic backscattering of sediment in 
the homogeneous field. Given the known probability distribution of the 
grain size according to the samples or historical in-situ data, as well as 
the temperature and salinity, the SSC in the water column can be 
calculated. Unlike using the empirical constants from regression, the 
SSC in the present method is dependent to the environments. Finally, 
the SSC from present method and previous method are inter-compared. 
 
KEY WORDS: Acoustic backscattering; ADCPs; suspended 
sediment concentration (SSC). 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
In coastal waters such as estuarine environment, the suspended 
sediment concentration (SSC) varies rapidly both in space and time in 
response to riverine discharge, tidal variation and the channel geometry. 
Traditional methods for SSC observation, i.e. the filtering of water 
samples, optical sensors (transmissimetry, backscatterance) and 
acoustical backscatterance sensor (ABS) provide only single point data 
in time and space. Alternatively, Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler 
(ADCP) can provide the SSC along the acoustic beam from the bottom 
to the surface layer using its echo intensity. The data from the 
transactions of shipboard ADCP could thus be very useful for the 
sediment flux estimation. Its advantage could greatly improve the 
efficiency and reduce the cost in the field survey. Many studies have 
shown the validity of utilize ADCP for SSC measurement (Deines, 
1999; Garnet 2004, Poerbandono, 2004, Wall et. al., 2006; Kim and 
Voulgaris, 2008, Gostiaux and Haren, 2010; Moore et. al, 2013, Jourdin 
et. al., 2014). Deines (1999) first established the calibration procedure, 
which yielded the relationship between SSC and echo intensity. After 
that, some improvements were developed by Garnet (2004), 
Poerbandono (2004) and Kim et, al (2008). To use the method, one 
should conduct enough calibrations of ADCP with in-situ SSC data to 
obtain empirical constants. Moreover, the SSC results are independent  

to the variations of water properties (salinity, temperature and pH) and 
the grain size distribution, as their influences were not considered. 
 
Based on  the fundamental acoustic theory for acoustic backscattering 
of sediment in the homogeneous field (Sheng and Hay, 1988),  the 
convertsion of mass concentration from echo intensity is a complex 
process. The results of SSC calculation depends on multiple factors 
including the suspended material features (particles size, grain size 
distribution), water properties (salinity, temperature, pH, pressure) and 
instrument characteristics (transmit power, transducer size, frequency 
and other parameters). Over the past decades there have been increased 
laboratory experiments to determine these factors (Ahuja and Hendee, 
1978; Francois et. al., 1982; Hay, 1991; Hay and Sheng 1992; Downing 
et. al., 1995; Thorne and Hanes, 2002; Thorne and Meral, 2008; 
Gostiaux and Haren, 2010). More recent studies that consider these 
factors are Moore et.  al, 2013, Baranya and Józsa, 2013; Topping et. 
al., 2015.  
 
In this study, we carried out the sensitivity studies of the environmental 
factors to the 600 kHz ADCP applications to evaluate the effect of 
water properties (Salinity) and particle size distribution to the value of 
attenuation coefficient, then proposed a modified procedure for 
estimating SSC using ADCP echo intensity data. 
 
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
 
The applications of ADCP for suspended concentration measurement 
are based on the incoherent scattering theory, where the root mean 
square backscattered voltage Vrms is written as (Sheng and Hay, 1988; 
Thorne and Hanes, 2002): 
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where ks is the sediment backscattering function; kt is the system 
constant of the monostatic piston transducer of ADCPs (Downing et al. 
1995); r is the range from the transducer to the insonified volume; ψ is 
the near field correction factor; M is the concentration of suspended 
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sediment; αw is the attenuation due to water; αs is the attenuation due to 
suspended sediment. P0 is the sources level at range r0 = 1 m;  is the 
receive sensitivity; Tυ is the voltage transfer function for the system; c 
is the sound velocity; τc is the pulse length; k = 2πf/c, is the incident 
wavenumber; f is frequency of ADCPs; c is sound speed; at is the 
radius of the transducer; J1 is the first-order Bessel function;θ  is the 
angle subtended to the acoustic axis. 
 
From Eq. 1 and Eq. 2, the square of root mean square backscattered 
pressure is presented: 
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The Eq. 3 can be rewritten in decibel form: 
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Where, RL is the measurement of reverberation level pressure (in dB); 
SL is the sources-level pressure (in dB) at reference distance r0 = 1m 
from the transducer face. 2TL is the two way transmission loss that 
includes the attenuations due to water and sediment and the spherical 
spreading loss. kt' is the new system constant. 
 
Meanwhile, the active-sonar equation form from Urick (1975) is: 
 
TS = RL + 2TL – SL + DT                                  (5) 
 
Where, TS is the Target Strength, DT is the Detection Threshold (in 
dB). Comparing Eq. 4 and Eq. 5,  Eq. 5 can be rewritten as: 
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SL of the ADCPs used in this study ranges from 217 to 219 dB. The 
reverberation level (RL) is converted directly from echo intensity data 
(in counts) in ADCPs using the formula of Gostiaux and Haren (2010): 
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where, E is the echo intensity (in count), Enoise is the ambient noise, kc is 
the count to decibel conversion factor that depends on the temperature 
at transducer Te (oC), and kc = 127.3/(Te+273) (RDI, 2009). 
The value of two-way transmission loss is: 
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The acoustic attenuation coefficient 
 
Herein we assumed that the acoustic attenuation due to air bubbles is 
negligible. Therefore, the acoustic attenuation coefficient, α, is the sum 
of attenuation coefficient due to water, αw, and attenuation coefficient 
due to suspended sediment, αs. The attenuation coefficient due to water 
is a function of frequency and water temperature, salinity, pH, and 
pressure. Various empirical equations for calculating attenuation 
coefficient due to water absorption can be found from literatures 
(Shulkin and Marsh, 1962; Thorp, 1967; Fisher and Simmons, 1977; 

Francois and Garrison, 1982; Ainslie and McColm, 1998). The water 
absorption coefficient increases with salinity. In addition, the 
correlation slope is proportional to temperature. In high temperature 
environments, the variation of salinity in the estuaries will have strong 
effects of attenuation coefficient. In our case study, as the temperature 
was 300C, the change of salinity 1‰ will lead to the over-estimation of 
SSC by 4.5% at water depth 20 m. The change of salinity should be 
considered. 
 
The attenuation coefficient due to suspended particles αs is 
distinguished in two components, i.e. the viscous loss and scattering 
loss (Flammer, 1962). The viscous attenuation coefficient is a function 
of the kinematic viscosity of water, υ, sound frequency and the 
characteristic of suspended particles (particle density, particle size, the 
shape of particle, grain size distribution, the concentration of suspended 
sediment) (Urick, 1948; Ahuja and Hendee, 1978; Richards et al. 2003). 
The scattering loss component is the scattering of sound due to particles 
and it a function of acoustic frequency, the normalized total scattering 
cross section, particles distribution and suspended sediment 
concentration. 
 
From the sensitivity study, the viscous attenuation coefficient will be 
decreased as the mean grain size increases. In contract, the value of 
scattering attenuation coefficient is proportional with the increase of 
particle size. In present study, the grain size distributions are the normal, 
lognormal and nonlinear-Weibull distributions. We adopted these three 
distributions for the calculation of the attenuation coefficient used the 
formula proposed by Ahuja and Hendee (1978) as shown in table 1. 
 

 
Fig. 1 The effects of the change of particles size, the shape of particles 
and particles size distribution to the value of total attenuation 
coefficient due to sediment; f = 600 kHz, ρs = 2.65 gcm-3; σ = 0.4a0, υ = 
0.83×10-6 at 300C. 
 
Table 1 the total sediment attenuation coefficient 

sζζυ +  (dB L m-1g-1 ) 

Distribution Lognormal Nonlinear 
Wei-bull Normal 

Spherical 0.0632 0.0542 0.0076 
Oblate Spheroidal, h=1/10 0.0626 0.0536 0.0019 
Oblate Spheroidal, h=1/40 0.0625 0.0535 0.0012 
Prolate Spheroidal, h=10 0.0668 0.0572 0.0360 
Prolate Spheroidal, h=40 0.0787 0.0678 0.1028 

The result pointed out the shape of particle affects the value of the total 
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attenuation coefficient due to sediment. In table 1, the difference of 
total attenuation coefficient that were calculated for spherical and 
oblate spheroidal with aspect ratios of h = 1/10 and 1/40 models is quite 
small. The shape of particle is negligible in this study. In table 1, the 
difference of the total attenuation coefficient value due to sediment 
between two distributions, which are the lognormal and nonlinear-
Weibull distributions using spherical and oblate spheroidal with aspect 
ratios of h = 1/10 and 1/40 models, is about 0.009 dB L m-1g-1. These 
values are close to the results by Moore et al. (2013). It indicated that 
the lognormal and nonlinear-Weibull distribution are good agreement 
with the particles size distribution from in-situ data in this study.  
 
The value of sediment absorption coefficient is proportional with the 
increase of SSC as shown in Fig. 2. The sediment attenuation should 
also be considered in the case of high SSC. In addition, the different 
impact of attenuation coefficient due to sediment, which is used the 
lognormal and nonlinear-Weibull distribution, is quite small, which 
reaches only 2% at water depth 20 m and 300 mg/L of SSC.  
 

 
Fig. 2 The effect of attenuation coefficient due to sediment to the 
change of SSC; the value of the total attenuation coefficient is 
presented in table 1 for spherical particles. The value of SSC is taken 
over the range from 10~300 mg/L. The solid line showed that the value 
of total attenuation coefficient due to sediment is calculated using 
lognormal distribution; the dot line showed the total attenuation 
coefficient due to sediment is calculated using nonlinear-Weibull 
distribution. 
 
Sediment backscattering function 
 
According to Thorne and Hanes (2002), the sediment backscattering 
function can be calculated as follows: 
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Where, f∞ is the backscatter form function that describes the scattering 
properties of the particle; ρs is the particle density, 2.65 g/cm3. The 
empirical equation of the backscatter form function is used in this study 
as (Thorne and Meral, 2008): 
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To describe the size distribution of particles in suspensions, the normal 

and log-normal distributions are often used (Thorne and Meral, 2008). 
 By previous investigation in the same estuary, we found the good 

agreement between nonlinear-Weibull model to the particles 
distribution. The sediment backscattering functions using the normal 
and lognormal distributions at ADCP frequency of 300 kHz, 600 kHz, 
and 1200 kHz are shown in figure 3. The sediment backscattering 
function is proportional to the mean of particles size and frequency. 
The difference of the sediment backscattering function for the two grain 
size distribution cases are small.  
 

 
Fig. 3 The sediment backscattering function for a suspension of 
particles having normal distribution (--) and lognormal distribution (–) 
by number, as a function of the media grain size, D50, from operating 
frequencies of RDI-ADCPs.  
 
The most popular method for field survey can be Poerbandono (2004). 
He found the good relationship between the relative acoustic 
backscatter value (RB or IE) and direct sample concentration that were 
obtained at the same time and depth of a measuring column. The 
relationship was represented by a regression line, which is presented by 
the regression slope (A) parameter and regression intercept (B) 
parameter (Poerbandono, 2004) with high correlation coefficient (Lu, 
2003; Poerbandono, 2004). It indicated that the SSC of profiler can be 
estimated from a calibration of backscatter data using direct the sample 
concentrations from in-situ data. From this viewpoint, it is not 
necessary to calibrate system parameters (transmit power, transmit 
pulse length, detection threshold) nor use the characteristic of 
suspended sediment (grain size distribution, backscattering form 
function model) (Garnet, 2004).  
 
The formula, which was proposed by Garnet (2004) and (Poerbandono, 
2004), is presented as: 
   
10log10(M) = A×RB + B               (15) 
RB = SL + 2(αw + αs)r. 
 
In comparison between Eq. 15 and Eq. 6, the theoretical parameters are 
presented as: 
 
A = 1; 

),',,( DTkkSL tS
FB =  

 
However, from the above discussed, it is clear that the A and B should 
not be constants, instead, they should be functions of oceanic 
environments. Moreover, the cost may increase rapidly with the sample 
size for regression. In present study, we used theoretical approach to 
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determine the values of A and B from field experiment data and discuss 
the discrepancies with Eq. 15 method to estimation SSC from back-
scatter intensity data in ADCPs.  
 
Field experiments 
 
The sediment yield from ChoShui estuary is 42 million ton per year, 
which is the greatest in Taiwan. The present method for the estimate of 
SSC from acoustic backscatter data in an ADCP was applied to the data 
acquired around the reclamation area of Yun-lin industrial district, the 

south of ChuShui estuary, in July 27, 2015. The ADCPs that mounted 
on vessels were 600 kHz RDI workhorse ADCP in bottom tracking 
mode. The bin size was 0.2 m, the water depths ranged from 5 m~ 25 m. 
The vessel The area of study site is about 4 km2 including 4 lines with 
the length of each line more than 2 km. the perimeter of study site is 
about 10km. During the experiment, water samples were taken at 6 
positions covering study site. The LISST was used to determine particle 
size distribution from in-situ samples in the laboratory.  
 

 

  

  

 
  
Fig. 4a, b show the results of SSC estimation that were estimated from Echo intensity data using empirical formula; 4c, d show SSC results using 
theoretical equation that was used the lognormal distribution; 4e, f show the SSC results using theoretical  equation, which was used the nonliner-
Weibull distribution. 
 
To estimates SSC from backscatter intensity measurements in ADCPs, 
the theoretical method was used based on procedures outlined in 
Section 2. Time series of temperature was used to calculate a time 
series of the attenuation due to water. In addition, due to strong mixing 
in the study site, the value of Salinity and pH is 35‰ and 8.0 
respectively. The pressure was estimated belong to the depth in each 
position. The voltage and system parameters were exploited to 

calculate sources level. Assuming the environment of field experiment 
is homogeneous, we estimated the value of parameters of the normal, 
lognormal and nonlinear-Weibull distributions using particle size 
distribution from in-situ data; these models were used to calculate the 
value of sediment backscattering function and the sediment attenuation 
coefficient. The reverberation level (in dB) was determined 
progressively at each bin of every profile of suspended solids from 
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ADCP backscatter strength by Eq. 8, and converted Echo units to dB 
utilizing RSSI scale factor, kc, following (RDI, 2009), the normal value 
of kc is 0.42 (dB/count). To calculate reverberation level, the ADCP 
echo intensity should be used the average of backscatter measured by 
four acoustic beams. The attenuation coefficient due to sediment was 
determined by the iterative method, which was introduced by Thorne 
and Hanse (2002). In the previous study, the values of two parameters 
of empirical formula were obtained from regression analysis (A = 0.598, 
B = -27.2).   
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Comparisons are shown in Fig. 4. According to the sensitivity study, 
the difference of SSC between using lognormal distribution and 
nonlinear-Weibull distributions is neglected. It can be found that the 
SSC from empirical formula were higher than those from theoretical 
method in most of the water layer except the layer near the bottom. 
This is due to the under-estimation of the constants A and B in the 
empirical formula, which were obtained using linear regression 
between sampled SSC and relative backscattered according to Deines’ 
expression (1999). In the present method, the attenuation due to 
sediment, salinity and temperature are considered and thus gave 
different values of A and B.  
 
The SSC result in Fig. 4 reflected the effect of the tide to the change of 
SSC value. During ebb tide, the low current speed limit the re-
suspension over the study site (Fig. 4a, c, e). The value of SSC 
increased as the tidal current intensified.  
 
CONCLUSION 
 
The echo intensity from ADCP can be used to infer the SSC. In the 
conversion formulation, the parameters A and B could be determined 
by either regression as empirical constants or from theoretical approach. 
Concerning the theoretical approach, we carried out sensitivity studies. 
The value of attenuation coefficient due to sediment may effect to the 
SSC estimation result, and the value of SSC is higher that lead to the 
influence is greater. In this study, the value of total attenuation 
coefficient due to sediment is 0.063 dB-g.m-1L-1 and 0.054 dB-g.m-1L-1 
using the lognormal and nonlinear-Weibull distributions respectively. 
These results are similar to the parameters that were calculated by 
Moore et. al.,(2013). It is suggested to consider water temperature, 
salinity and grain size distribution as inputs to estimate the SSC.  
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ABSTRACT 
 
3D hydrostatic-assumption (HA) models have been widely used in 
environmental flows where 3D effect is important but hydrostatic 
assumption is sufficiently valid. This is the case for most eco-hydraulic 
issues in reservoirs. This study reports the research and development of 
a new 3D HA model named SRH-3D suitable for turbidity current 
simulation in reservoirs. SRH-3D adopts a new mesh type and new 
numerical algorithms. In the paper, a brief review is provided with 
regard to the existing 3D HA models along with shortcomings. The 
governing equations and the new numerical methods are then presented 
for turbidity current simulation. Selected test cases are reported to show 
the capability of the new model. 
 
KEY WORDS: Turbidity Current; 3D Model; Hydrostatic 
Assumption; Reservoir Sedimentation 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
There are many instances where one-dimensional (1D) and two-
dimensional (2D) depth-averaged models are insufficient for 
environmental modeling. One such example is turbidity currents in 
reservoirs. A 2D layer-averaged model has been developed by Lai et al. 
(2015) for reservoir turbidity current modeling; but limitations have 
been found when sediment sluicing needs to be modelled. The need for 
three-dimensionality led to the development of three-dimensional (3D) 
environmental fluid dynamic (EFD) models. In theory, non-hydrostatic 
3D EFD models are the most general and accurate, subject mainly to 
the accuracy of turbulence and relevant physical models. However, 
these EFD models are yet to be practical for large scale environmental 
flows due to prohibitive requirements of computing power or 
difficulties in using the models. A good alternative is to evoke the 
hydrostatic assumption, leading to the development of 3D hydrostatic-
assumption (HA) models. These models are much easier to use, fast in 
simulation turn around, and have the potential for most practical 
applications. 
 
This study reports the research and development of a new 3D HA 
model, named SRH-3D. The new model aims to achieve the following 
objectives: (a) to develop a 3D HA model suitable for field simulation 
of turbidity currents in reservoirs on a desktop PC; and (b) to design 
numerical methods that may overcome some shortcomings of the 
existing 3D HA models. 

A BRIEF REVIEW 
 
Many 3D HA models have been developed for lake, reservoir and 
oceanic and costal simulation. Examples include ECOMSED, RMA10, 
GBTOXe, EFDC3D, ROMS, CH3D-SED, and Delft3D, among others. 
Readers may refer to the review by Papanicolaou et al. (2008). 
Following models have been reviewed with more details in the present 
study: POM and ECOMSED (Blumberg and Mellor 1983; 1987); 
Delft3D-Flow (Roelvink and van Banning 1994; Lesser 2000); 
EFDC3D (Hamrick, 1992); and CH3D-WES (Johnson et al., 1993; 
Spasojevic and Holly, 1994; Gessler et al., 1999). It is found that most 
3D HA models adopt curvilinear structured mesh horizontally and 
either sigma-grid or Z-grid vertically. For example, Delft3D-Flow uses 
an orthogonal quadrilateral mesh horizontally and sigma-grid or Z-grid 
vertically. 
 
The mesh system used by existing models is one of the weaknesses. 
Structured horizontal mesh is not easy to generate and often inefficient 
for representing complex terrains and bathymetry. Vertical mesh 
method has its own pitfalls. The sigma-grid transforms the governing 
equations from physical space to computational space. It has the benefit 
of fixed free surface and bed elevation representation; however, it 
encountered many problems. For example, it might not have the 
adequate resolution around a density interface causing significant errors 
in the modeling of horizontal density gradients in areas with steep 
bottom topography (Leendertse, 1990; Stelling and van Kester, 1994). 
The Z-grid was developed to overcome the problems of the sigma-grid 
and to simulate the weakly forced stratified water systems. The Z-grid 
uses the physical-coordinates that avoided equation transformation. The 
vertical point distribution, however, is not arbitrary and its co-ordinate 
lines are horizontal. Different number of vertical points is used in 
different areas and grid lines are nearly parallel with density interfaces. 
However, the Z-grid is not boundary-fitted in the vertical direction so 
bed is represented using staircase approximation. The zig-zag 
representation was found to lead to high inaccuracies in computing bed 
shear stress and horizontal advection near beds (Bijvelds 2001; 
Cornelissen 2004). 
 
In this study, a new mesh system is proposed: an unstructured and 
physical-coordinate (UPC) mesh. A UPC mesh adopts unstructured 
arbitrarily shaped cells in the horizontal plane and an equal number of 
physical-coordinate mesh points in the vertical direction. Key 
differences of the UPC mesh from the traditional sigma-mesh include: 
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(a) Horizontal mesh may assume any cell shapes such as mixed 
quadrilaterals and triangles; (b) the physical, Cartesian based governing 
equations are solved directly without coordinate transformation; and (c) 
vertical mesh points are allowed to conform to free surface and bed 
without staircase. With the proposed UPC mesh, a flexible 2D mesh is 
generated first using a 2D mesh generator; the 3D mesh is then 
generated automatically based on model predicted bed and free surface. 
Use of a 2D mesh eliminates the need for a 3D mesh generation that is 
both complex to apply and time consuming in applications. 
 
GOVERNING EQUATIONS 
 
SRH-3D makes the following assumptions: (a) vertical pressure 
distribution is hydrostatic; (b) the Boussinesque assumption is 
appropriate in which density variation impacts only the buoyancy force; 
and (c) the flow-sediment mixture is incompressible. We are concerned 
primarily with reservoirs so that coastal issues such as ocean wave 
generated processes and Coriolis force are not considered. The above 
assumptions lead to the following 3D HA flow equations: 
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In the above, t is time; (x, y, z) are the Cartesian coordinates with z the 
vertical direction; ρ is the water-sediment mixture density and can be a 
function of sediment concentration; U, V, W are the mean velocity 
components along the Cartesian coordinates x, y, z, respectively; g is 
the acceleration due to gravity; ζ is the free surface elevation; 

yxTxyTxxT ,, and yyT  are turbulence stresses in the horizontal 

direction; Vυ  is the turbulent eddy viscosity in the vertical direction. 
Various turbulence models may be used to compute the turbulence 
stresses as well as the horizontal and vertical viscosities. They are 
presented by Lai and Wu (2016) and not repeated herein. In this study, 
the large eddy simulation (LES) model is used for horizontal turbulence 
and k-ε model is used for vertical turbulence. 
 
SRH-3D turbidity current module solves the suspended load transport. 
The suspended sediment concentration is tightly coupled to the flow in 
that flow dictates sediment concentration distribution while suspended 

sediments alters the flow through the baroclinic term in the momentum 
equations. The coupling is the result of altered water mixture density 
due to the presence of sediment concentration.  
 
All suspended sediments are divided into a number of size classes. 
Each size class is then transported according to the following 
advection-diffusion mass-balance equation: 
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In the above, kC  is the volume concentration of sediment size class k; 

kω  is the hindered fall velocity for size k; HkD  and VkD  are the 

horizontal and vertical diffusivities computed by: 
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In the above Ckσ  is the Schmidt parameter assumed to be a constant 
(0.5 to 1.0 based on Celik and Rodi 1988). 
 
The suspended load equation (5) is solved with boundary conditions 
specified at free surface and near bottom walls. At free surface, the net 
sediment concentration flux is set to zero; i.e., 
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At stream bed, the net sediment flux reflects the sediment exchange 
between those in water and those on the bed; it is not zero unless the 
flow has reached equilibrium. The net flux out of water column is 
computed by: 
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where kCkkD ω=  and kE  are the sediment deposition and 

entrainment rates, respectively. The entrainment rate may be computed 
by  
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In the above, entrainment is proportional to the local equilibrium 

concentration ( *
kC ) near the bed. The equilibrium concentration is 
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determined by the formula of Zyserman and Fredsøe (1994) as follows: 
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Numerical solution of the flow governing equations has been discussed 
in details by Lai and Wu (2016). The solution of the suspended 
equation, along with the boundary conditions, can be similarly done. 
They are not presented due to page limit. 
 
MODEL TEST AND RESULTS 
 
A number of cases have been selected to test and validate the new 
model and they are presented below 
 
Channel Flow with Suspended Sediment 
 
3D modeling of suspended sediment is not trivial; correct 
implementation of even the boundary condition near bed is not well 
understood as shown by Liu (2014). The channel flume results of 
Fuhrman et al. (2010) are used to test the near-wall flow and correct 
implementation of suspended sediment equation. 
 
The experiment was carried out in a flume with rough bottom created 
by placing a single layer of pebble-sized stones (median diameter of 7 
mm). The bed slope is 0.07252%. The water elevation from the 
roughened bottom was reported to be 62 mm after the flow is fully 
developed. A log-fit of the measured velocity profile led to the shear 
velocity 021.0=τu m. The mean velocity was 0.22 m/s. The numerical 
model used a horizontal mesh of 62-by-1 cells covering 12.4 m in 
length and 1 m in width. A total of 31 vertical cells are used and 
distributed non-uniformly. Finer points are near the free surface in 
order to make the first point near bed located within the log-law region. 
The cell center of the first cell near bed is 4415.21 =δ mm so that the 

point is within the log-law ( 4.53/
1

==+ ν
τ

δ uy ). Upstream 

discharge is 0.01364 m3/s; downstream depth is 62 mm; bed roughness 
height is 13=sk  mm.  
 
The computed velocity and vertical eddy viscosity distribution are 
compared with experimental data in Figure 1. Good results are obtained. 
Vertical eddy viscosity is important in predicting the suspended 
sediment transport. For the present case, only two mechanisms are 
important for sediment motion: settling velocity and turbulent 
resuspension. The well-cited experimental data sets from Ueda et al. 
(1977) and Nezu and Rodi (1986) are used for comparison of turbulent 
viscosity. 
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(b) Turbulent Viscosity 

Fig. 1 Comparison of predicted results with the measured data 
 
Two runs are made for suspended sediment prediction with two 
sediment sizes; the same runs were reported by Liu (2014). The 
parameters of the two runs are in Table 1. The sediment sizes were 

chosen such that the Rouse parameters )41.0/( τωβ us=  are 
significantly different. The simulation starts from clear water and stops 
once the equilibrium sediment concentration profiles are obtained. 
Predicted concentration is compared with the theoretical Rouse profile 
in Figure 2. The agreement is good considering that the Rouse profile is 
only approximate and was derived by assuming the vertical turbulence 
viscosity is parabolic. 
 
Table 1 Parameters of two suspended sediment runs 

Run d(mm) 
sω (m/s) *bC  Rouse β  

1 .0236 5.16e-5 0.210 0.06 
2 .0790 5.79e-3 0.036 0.672 

 

 
(a) Run 1 

 
(b) Run 2 

Fig. 2 Comparison of suspended sediment concentration 
 
Lock Exchange: Intrusive Turbidity Current into a Two-
layer Fluid 
 
Intrusion of a gravity current into a two-layer fluid is simulated, 
corresponding to the experimental setup of Sutherland et al. (2004). 
The case is illustrated in Figure 3. The flume has a glass tank 
measuring 197.1 cm long by 19.9 cm wide by 48.5 cm tall. The lock-
length (l) behind gate is 18.6 cm and the total water depth (H) is 20 cm. 
 

 
Fig. 3 Parameters for the intrusive gravity current ( An 2011) 
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Two cases are simulated and compared with the available data. The 
first is a symmetric flow turbidity current in which the depth of the two 
layers in the ambient fluids is equal ( 1010 == hh cm). The densities 
are: 10000 =ρ kg/m3, 10201 =ρ kg/m3, and 1010=dρ kg/m3. The 
case has the symmetrical flow type according to Sutherland et al. (2004) 
as the density of the lock fluid is equal to the depth-weighted average 
of the upper and lower layers. The second case is an asymmetric flow 
turbidity current in which the depth of the two layers in the ambient 
fluids is 5.170 =h cm and 5.21 =h cm. The densities are: 

10000 =ρ kg/m3, 10201 =ρ kg/m3, and 1015=dρ kg/m3. 
 
In modeling, symmetry is assumed in the lateral (y) direction while the 
two side boundaries are set up as the symmetry boundary condition. 
The mesh has 533 cells longitudinally (x) and 50 cells vertically (z). 
Initially, fluid is stationary. For the symmetric case, the initial 
concentration is 006061.0=C in the lock, C = 0.0 and 0.012122, 
respectively, in the top and bottom of the ambient. For the asymmetric 
case, C = 0.009091 in the lock and C = 0.0 and 0.012122 in the top and 
bottom of the ambient 
 
Simulation results of the symmetric case are shown in Figure 4 to  
 

visualize the temporal evolution of the intrusive gravity current. They 
are compared with images taken from laboratory experiments of 
Sutherland et al. (2004) and figures from a non-hydrostatic model 
reported by An (2011). After the lock gate is removed, the fluid 
contained behind the lock gate collapsed symmetrically and propagated 
along the interface. The head already started to form and is visible at 2 
s. The initial collapse began with rapid acceleration. As it propagated to 
the right end of the wall, the gravity current brought strong mixing, 
resulting in mass entrainment and dilution. The results confirm the 
finding of Fringer et al. (2006) that hydrostatic model such as SRH-3D 
cannot predict the formation of the Kelvin-Helmholtz billows. However, 
the model is capable of predicting the overall features such as the 
propagation speed. 
 
Simulated results of the asymmetric case are shown in Figure 5 with the 
temporal evolution of the intrusive gravity current displayed. Model 
results are compared with experiments of Sutherland et al. (2004) and 
3D non-hydrostatic model results of An (2011). It is seen that the HA 
model is incapable of predicting the Kelvin-Helmholtz waves as well as 
the wave reflection phenomenon after the front reaches the end wall. 
However, the HA model predicts the current movement speed 
reasonably. 

 
Fig. 4 Temporal evolution of the symmetric intrusive gravity current. 
Experiment is from Sutherland et al. (2004)  
 
 

 
Fig. 5 Temporal evolution of the asymmetric intrusive gravity current. 
Experiment is from Sutherland et al. (2004). 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
A new 3D HA model, SRH-3D, has been developed to predict reservoir 
turbidity current. The model is tested and verified with selected cases. 
Despite the inability of predicting waves associated with the Kelvin-
Helmholtz instability, 3D HA models are adequate to predict the 
overall features of turbidity current propagation. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Sediment, which deposits and damages the function of reservoirs, is an 
essential element of aquatic habitats in downstream ecosystems. We 
reviewed ecosystem features of degraded channels associated with 
sediment deficiency below dams and ecosystem responses to changes 
in sediment conditions after management practices in Japan. Sediment 
bypass tunnel (SBT) is an effective way to transport sufficient amount 
of sediment to downstream ecosystems. Based on a concept of suitable 
mass and size of sediment for ecosystem, some effects and limitations 
of SBT on downstream ecosystems were discussed. 
 
KEY WORDS: dam; sediment; bypass tunnel; channel 
degradation; riverbed; grain size; invertebrate community. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Sediment deposition is a main issue in the sustainable management of 
reservoirs as well as of river channel. Sediment accumulations that 
increase after a flood event in reservoirs are critical for the longevity of 
dams. Different measures have been proposed to reduce sediment in the 
reservoirs (Sumi and Kantoush 2011). Concerning to river channels, 
sabo works that prevent erosion and sediment supply from hillslopes 
and headwaters, large dam constructions in the main stem of drainage 
systems, and direct excavations have reduced sediment deposition 
especially downstream reaches and coastal areas (Fujita et al. 2008). 
Such sediment reduction has caused substantial changes in riverbed 
conditions including a loss of easily entrained bed materials (e.g., sand, 
gravels), bedrock exposure, bed stabilization, and channel incision. 
Accordingly, many endemic species were replaced by exotic species 
due to their requirements for certain bed and flow conditions. In 
addition, overgrowth of particular plants were promoted due to the bed 
stabilization. Sediment should be increased in the river channels if we 
wish aquatic community and ecosystems to recover to a state, in which 
people can enjoy benefits from riverine production and biodiversity. 
However, measures to increase sediment in the channel have been less 
conducted probably because we concern more on flood risk reduction 
and less on increasing the potential of ecosystem services. 
 
Considering the future water demands and increasing importance of 
reservoirs, sediment management measures of reservoirs are the limited 
possibilities to increase sediment in downstream rivers. Replenishment 
of sediment excavated from reservoir has been conducted in several 
dams in Japan (Kantoush and Sumi 2011). However, due to limitations 

in excavation, transportation, placement, and available discharge for 
flushing, as well as the cost of these works, the amount of sediment 
supply is usually low (<1,000–10,000 m3 per year). Flushing/sluicing 
techniques of sediment through dams are effective for transporting 
large amount of sediment to downstream reaches. Sediment bypass 
tunnel (hereafter SBT) is intended to route sediment around a dam that 
otherwise accumulates in reservoirs (Vischer et al. 1997). Sediment 
transport through SBT during flood is another effective way of 
supplying large amount of sediment to downstream. The construction 
of SBT in the world is still limited, and most of them are located in 
Japan and Switzerland so far (Sumi 2015). 
 
We have conducted field monitoring and also collected environmental 
and ecosystem data from different sources of several dams with SBT to 
understand the effect of SBT operation on ecosystem recovery of the 
downstream reaches (Awazu et al. 2015). In this paper, we firstly 
showed important habitat components for river organisms, and the 
changes of their habitat by channel degradation in Japan. Secondary, 
we showed some of the effects of SBT system on the recovery of 
riverbed and ecosystem features based on the results of our study. We 
also mentioned about approaches to evaluate the recovery of river 
environment. Finally, based on a concept of the suitable amount and 
size of sediment for ecosystems, we discussed the limitations of SBT 
system on the recovery of downstream environment. Here, we focused 
on benthic invertebrates (mainly insects) as a representative of riverine 
ecosystem. Invertebrates are an important component in the food web 
of riverine system, because they control the primary production by 
algae and are also the main food source for various fish and bird 
species. Invertebrates are also rich in species so that community 
composition can change clearly to environment of various aspects.  
 
SEDIMENT AND RIVER HABITAT 
 
Habitat refers to a living place of organisms. In rivers, it usually means 
by locations of different flow, depth, and substrate (i.e., bed material) 
conditions (Fig. 1). For example, riffles (shallow, fast flow, coarse bed) 
and pools (deep, slow flow, fine bed) are different habitats. Habitats 
can be also defined at smaller spatial scales within riffles and pools 
based on flow and substrate (called microhabitats, Fig 1). The pool-
riffle geomorphic (bedform) structure usually occur in every reaches of 
gravel-bed river, but topography, surface flow, and bed materials differ 
according to the sediment condition. Some other habitats, such as 
secondary channel flows and temporal ponds, are associated with a 
development of bars (Fig. 1). Invertebrate biomass and species richness 
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are often higher in riffles than pools within a given reach. Thus, 
researchers sometimes focus on riffles to make comparisons between 
reaches if the time and effort are limited. Potentially more different 
species can live in riffles or reaches with various bed materials (i.e., 
more microhabitat types). 
 
Bed material size is an important determinant of the occurrence of each 
invertebrate species, and also of the potential (i.e., maximum) total 
species and biomass that can live in a given bed area. Different species 
have different preferences for bed materials according to their mode of 
existence (e.g., burrow into sand, cling on stable coarse material) and 
their flow preference (e.g., some species are abundant in cobble beds 
because the flow is swift) (Fig. 2). Generally, when all invertebrates are 
considered, species richness and biomass increase along representative 
bed size from sand to cobbles, and decrease from cobbles to bedrock 
(Kobayashi and Takemon 2012, 2013) (Fig. 3). Not only the 
representative grain size but also the combination of different sizes are 
also important (Kobayashi and Takemon 2012). For example, cobbles 
do not provide suitable interstices for invertebrates without sand and 
gravel, while cobbles embedded in too much fines are also unsuitable.  
 
DEGRADED CHANNELS 
 
Degraded channels are typically deeply incised with cross-sectionally 
concentrated flow, lack of developed sediment bars and related habitats  
(i.e., secondary channel flow, temporal ponds, Fig. 1), and over-

representation of boulders and bedrock. Accordingly, flow and bed 
materials are considered to be spatially more uniform within reaches. 
The shape of pool-riffle structure also associates with the grade of the 
channel. Individual riffles are often steepened as finer particles are 
removed and coarser particles are remained (Kobayashi et al. 2012, Fig. 
4). As a consequence, individual riffles shrink while pools expand in 
degraded reaches. Sometimes swift flows (e.g., >1 m/s) are lost in 
degraded reaches without any changes in the discharge. 
 
According to the relationship between bed material size and 
invertebrates, invertebrate community composition, species richness, 
and biomass change with degradation. For example, species that utilize 
sand for their living (e.g., cased caddisfly) are less (Katano et al. 2010), 
while species that prefer coarse and stable substrate (e.g., net-spin 
caddisfly) are more below dams (Hatano et al. 2005). Invertebrates that 
utilize underneath cobbles (e.g., stonefly) require certain amount of 
sand and gravel for suitable interstices, and they are less in uniformly 
cobble/boulder and bedrock exposed beds. Highly degraded channels 
with immobile bed materials often promote overgrowth of attached 
algae on stones. Invertebrates that require clean surface cobbles (e.g., 
glider and swimmer mayfly, blackfly) are less below dams (Hatano et 
al. 2005). Some invertebrate species that require finer materials (e.g., 
burrower mayfly, aquatic worms) are sometimes more in the degraded 
channels. This is probably due to their preference of slow-flow 
conditions. Invertebrate species that adapted to swift flows can also 
decrease with riffles in degraded reaches. Invertebrate species richness 
is expected to be low in degraded reaches if the spatial heterogeneity in 
flow and substrate is reduced. On the other hand, total invertebrate 
biomass may be higher below than above dam due partly to increased 
bed stability and food supply. 
 
EVALUATION OF RECOVERY AFTER SBT OPERATION 
 
Methods of Evaluation 
 
One of the recommended approaches for evaluating effects of SBT 
operation on downstream ecosystem is to monitor downstream site 
from before the SBT operation. It is better to monitor also for a 
reference site and analyze by the Before–After Control–Impact design. 
Another recommendation is the space-for-time substitution approach, 
in which downstream change is evaluated by comparing present state of 
various reaches (dams) with different years of SBT operation. We 
mainly adopted the latter approach to grasp a rough but whole image of 
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Fig. 1 Example plan view of river reach with definitions of habitats 
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Fig. 2 Some invertebrate species and their life type 
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Fig. 3 Relationship between bed material and invertebrates (from a 
review study of Kobayashi and Takemon 2012) 
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and schema of the change in riffle length with riffle steepening (right) 
(from Kobayashi et al. 2012) 
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the recovery, by field surveys at 4 dams in Japan (Koshibu, Asahi) and 
Switzerland (Solis, Pfaffensprung) (Fig. 5). SBT is new for Koshibu 
(no operation) and Solis (operation for 2 years), while old for Asahi (17 
years) and Pfaffensprung (>90 years). In addition, we examined a long-
term change of a downstream of Asahi after the SBT operation. At each 
dam, we set up 4 sites with different sediment conditions (UP: 
upstream, DD: below dam but upstream of SBT, DS: downstream of 
SBT, DT: downstream of tributary confluence, Fig. 5). Comparisons 
between DD and DS also give us insights on the effect of SBT.  
 
At each site, we measured grain size of bed materials, microhabitats, 
and invertebrates. Grain size distribution was evaluated by photos taken 
on the ground and 30-m up from the ground using a drone. We defined 
18 types of microhabitats such as bedrock, boulders, cobbles, 
embedded cobbles, gravel, sand, moss-mat, algal-mat, wood, leaves, 
and mud. The abundance of each type was recorded by four levels (0: 
no, 1: minor, 2: frequent, 3: major). Benthic invertebrate were sampled 
in riffle and pool using a D-framed net for 10 to 20 minutes by two 
persons. Most of the invertebrates were mayfly, stonefly, or caddisfly, 
and the detail species were identified using a microscope. We separated 
the abundance (number of individuals) of each species into 4 levels (0: 
no, 1: 1-10, 2: 11-100, 3: 101 or more). Each species was classified into 
groups by life type or habitat preference. Life types are swimmers, 
gliders, clingers, burrowers, net-spinners and case makers. Habitat 
preferences are riffle dweller, pool dweller, and no preference. 
 
Certain indices are needed to evaluate environmental recovery. 
Common indices are richness (number of species or types) or diversity 
(evaluate both richness and evenness). However, we found these 
indices do not always response clearly to the sediment recovery. Indeed, 
invertebrate species richness was higher in DS of Koshibu with no SBT 
operation. Instead, we consider a pristine state as a goal of recovery, 
and evaluate how much the state of a given time is close to the pristine 
one. Because no data of the pristine state (i.e., before construction of 
dam) was available, we used UP site as a reference. We evaluated 
Bray-Curtis Similarity Index (BC) between UP and DS as 

 

∑ 
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i Ds

iDs
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iUP

N
n

N
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BC ,min                                                            (1) 

 

where ni is abundance of each type or species, and N is sum of the 
abundance of all types or species. BC ranges from 0 when no common 
type or species between the two sites to 1 when exactly the same 
composition between the two sites. 
 
Results from Different Data 
 
We found substantial differences in bed materials, microhabitat, and 
invertebrate composition between DD and DS sites of Asahi Dam with 
17 years of SBT operation. Because the two sites had similar channel 
conditions and water discharge of non-flood period, most of the 
differences were caused by with/without sediment through SBT. The 
bed of DD was dominated by boulders, while that of DS was dominated 
by cobbles with sand and gravels as matrix, which was similar to that 
of UP. Invertebrates of DD were much dominated by net-spinners in 
terms of life type, and pool dweller and no-preference in terms of 
habitat preference (Fig. 6), which are typical of degraded channel as 
mentioned. Invertebrates of DS were much dominated by swimmers, 
gliders, clingers, and by riffle dweller, which was similar to UP. On the 
other hand, differences in microhabitat and invertebrate composition 
between DD and DS of Solis Dam with new SBT were not as large as 
Asahi. 
 
The recovery of downstream environment was also evident from the 
space-for-time substitution approach. Representative grain size, D60, 
was larger in DS than UP for Koshibu and Solis with new SBT, while 
similar between DS or DT and UP for Asahi and Pfaffensprung with old 
SBT. BC, the similarity index, for microhabitat composition between 
UP and DS tended to increase with years of SBT operation (Fig. 7). 
This is explained by the change in size of dominant bed materials and 
in the abundance of moss- and algal-mat, which are typical of degraded 
channels with stable bed. BC for invertebrate community between UP 
and DS also tended to increase with years of SBT operation (Fig. 7). 
This is explained by the changes in life type composition and habitat 
specialty type as we observed between UP and DS of Asahi (Fig. 6). 
Increase of gliders that prefer clean stone surface while decrease of net-
spinners that prefer stable substrates suggest that bed mobility and 
disturbance increase with years of SBT operation. Dimensionless shear 
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Fig. 5 Surveyed dams with SBT (upper), the space-for-time approach 
(middle), survey sites each dam (lower) 
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stress, which was greater in DS of older SBT and UP of all dams, 
supported this idea. Increase of riffle dweller while decrease of pool 
dweller suggest an increase of fast flow and decrease of slow flow with 
years of SBT operation. This process was supported by a following 
study that surveyed micro-topography using aerial photos (Kobayashi 
et al. 2016). Protruded stones that act as obstacles against flow and 
boulder steps that dissipate flow energy were abundant in DS and DT of 
Koshibu Dam, while these structures were less abundant in DS and DT 
of Asahi Dam and UP of these dams. 
 
Yearly data of invertebrates for 16 years since the SBT operation in the 
Asahi Dam also showed an increase in BC of invertebrate community 
between above and below dam sites with years. Changes in community 
composition in terms of life type and habitat specialty, which we 
showed in the previous paragraphs, were evident. The yearly data also 
showed that most obvious changes in invertebrate community below 
dam occurred within a few years after the operation. 
 
KEY GRAIN SIZE FOR DOWNSTREAM RECOVERY 
 
Results of our study suggest that riverbed conditions and invertebrate 
community in degraded channel below dams will recover with years 
after the operation of SBT (Fig. 8). Sediment transported by SBT, 
which is finer than the bed materials of degraded channel, firstly fills 
micro-concave topography, makes longitudinally smoother bed, and 
increases swift flows. Covering of bed surface by these materials will 
further increase the chances of bed material mobility. These changes 
contribute to establish invertebrate community typical for the natural 
rivers. The change in bed conditions and invertebrate community may 
then affect fish community. Further increase of sediment in the channel 
may also develop gravel bars, generate habitats of secondary channels, 
and elevate water-filtration capacity of bed. 
 
Although we showed a positive effect of SBT on environment recovery, 
the effect may differ according to the amount and size of sediment 
through SBT. Only sand or finer sediment are expected to be 
transported through SBT in certain dams to reduce maintenance cost of 
tunnel abrasion. Such supply of fine sediment may have no effect or 
even negative effect on downstream ecosystem. First, sand and finer 
materials are easily entrained by small floods and unlikely remain in 
the reach without gravel and small cobbles. Even if they remain, 
cobbles or boulders embedded by such fines are unsuitable for benthic 
invertebrates as mentioned previously. For Koshibu Dam, the shortage 
in the downstream reaches was much severe for gravel than sand 
(Kobayashi et al. 2016). Gravel and small cobbles are likely to be the 
key for the ecosystem recovery of the reaches. 
 
Although bed and invertebrate community below Asahi Dam appears 
to have been recovered by SBT operation, we also noticed that large 
cobbles and boulders were less represented below than above the dam 
(Kobayashi et al. 2016). This evidence may suggest that not all sizes of 
bedload materials but smaller size materials are selectively transported 
through SBT. Although the reduction of large cobbles and boulders are 
essential for the recovery of the degraded channel, over-reduction of 
these materials can deter the recovery as these materials are also 
important elements of invertebrate habitats. SBT of most of the dams 
are considered to have some limitations for transporting large sediment. 
Additional ideas for transporting large materials, which deposit in 
upstream reaches of SBT inlet, may be required for a full recovery of 
the downstream environment. 
  

CONCLUSION 
 
We showed that sediment transport through SBT can promote the 
environmental recovery of degraded channels below dam. However, 
SBT seems to have limitation in transporting some of large materials. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
The Mekong River is undergoing rapid dam construction.  Seven 
mainstem dams are completed or under construction in China and 133 
completed or proposed for the Lower Mekong River basin.  These 
dams will trap sediment, with implications for reservoir sustainability 
and sediment supply to downstream reaches and the delta.  To assess 
the likely effect of multiple dams on sediment supply to the delta, we 
developed geomorphically-based estimates of sediment yield from 
different geologic provinces and applied the 3W model to calculate 
the net sediment trapping from existing and future proposed dams, 
using improved methods and data over prior such estimates.  Our 
results indicate that the 133 dams built as planned would trap 96% of 
the river’s former sediment supply to the delta, a significantly greater 
trapping than prior estimates of 50-75%.  The most significant 
downstream impacts of this sediment-starved water will be 
accelerated erosion and subsidence of the delta in response to the 
virtual elimination of its sediment supply.  Upstream, the mostly 
bedrock channel upstream of Kratie will have its thin sediment 
deposits stripped away (with consequences for aquatic organisms 
dependent on the alluvium) and the bedrock reach of Vientiane will 
likely incise. The impacts of dam-induced sediment starvation can be 
partially mitigated by implementing strategies to pass sediment 
through or around dams (e.g., sediment sluicing, flushing, density 
current venting, and bypasses), and our team is currently working 
with staff of Laotian and Cambodian ministries to identify 
opportunities to relocate/redesign dams to make such sustainable 
sediment management feasible. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
During floods, a huge amount of sediment yield in the watershed of a 
reservoir is an important issue especially for aging dams. Sedimentation 
reduces a reservoir's capacity, affects the outlet works, and may 
impoverish downstream ecosystems. For this purpose, the duration of 
the turbidity current is essential in the operation of reservoir desiltation. 
An empirical formula is proposed in this paper to estimate the duration 
of the turbidity current. Inflow discharge, sediment concentration and 
reservoir levels are used as input to the proposed formula. An actual 
application to Shihmen Reservoir in northern Taiwan is conducted to 
demonstrate the advantage of the proposed formula. The estimated 
duration of the turbidity current is expected to be useful for flood 
control and sediment releasing operation of Shihmen Reservoir. 
 
KEY WORDS: turbidity current, empirical formula, the 
duration. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
In recent years, the issues related to the sustainable operation and 
storage reservation of existing reservoirs are essentially important. The 
loss of active reservoir volume due to sedimentation was higher than 
the increase of reservoir capacity by construction, according to the 
report by Oehy (2007). Useful desiltation strategies and effective 
counter measures have been investigated in relative researches (Morris 
and Fan 1998; Lee et al. 2010a; Sumi et al. 2011; Lee et al. 2012).  
 
Taiwan is an island situated at a geographical location with the special 
climatic condition that brings 3~4 typhoons to this island per year on 
the average. On the one hand, these typhoons often result in flood 
disasters that can cause serious damage to properties and sometimes 
with severe casualties. On the other hand, when typhoon or heavy 
rainfall occurs, the watershed may generate a great amount of sediment 
yield. Land development in the watershed could also accelerate soil 
erosion. In addition, earthquake-triggered landslides in mountainous 
areas could supply a large amount of sediment from upstream river 
basin. Sediment produced in upper basins may not be immediately 
delivered to lower basin owing to river aggradations. However, still 
great part of sediment can be transported and deposited in upstream 
river particularly during extreme rainfall events, which could generate 
turbidity current into a reservoir (Lee et al. 2014). As sediment is 
transported into a reservoir, deposition occurs due to flow velocity 

decrease. In general, the large size sediment may deposit quickly to 
form delta near the backwater region tail. The hydraulic phenomenon 
of delta area is similar to the shallow water in open channel flow. The 
sediment-laden inflow consists of two parts, bed load and suspended 
load. The bed load may deposit at the front set of the delta, and the 
suspended load may flow through the delta and deposit by sorting. 
When turbid inflow with finer suspended load continues to move, the 
turbulence energy decreases by resistance. The inflow may plunge into 
the reservoir to develop turbidity current and move toward downstream. 
On the downstream side of the plunge point location, the water near the 
surface in the reservoir can flow toward upstream due to continuity 
behavior of the flow. Fig. 1 illustrates the phenomenon of a turbidity 
current, flume and field measurements have shown that the occurrence 
of the turbidity current at plunge point location can be related to flow 
velocity, water depth and fluid density before plunge point location 
(Graf 1983). 
 
To estimate the duration of the turbidity current is very important. It 
affects the reservoir operation. The one-hour early operation of outflow 
structures make 9109 m3, which 9/153 storage capacity, waste of 
water. Relatively, the one-hour late withdraw cause deposit leading to 
lower desilting efficiency. Therefore, a empirical formula is proposed 
to estimate the duration of the turbidity current in a reservoir. To save 
water resources and make higher desilting efficiency. 
 

 
Fig. 1 Sketch of turbidity current plunging  
 
SITE DESCRIPTION 
 
The Shihmen reservoir is a multi-functional reservoir and its functions 
include irrigation, water supply, power generation, flood control and 
tourism. The irrigation area covers Taoyuan, Hsinchu and Taipei areas 
in the northern Taiwan for a total of 3.65 108 m2. It is a major 
contributor in helping the agriculture in these areas. The reservoir 
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supplies water to 28 districts and 3.4 million people, which provides 
major water resources for the livelihood of the people in the northern 
Taiwan. Making use of the water impoundment at Shihmen dam, the 
Shihmen Power Plant annually generates 2.3 hundred million KWH 
(kilowatt per hour) vitally contributing electric power demand and 
industrial development at peak hours. Another function of the reservoir 
is to mitigate flood damage on the downstream areas during typhoons 
and heavy rain seasons by reducing flood peak discharge. 

The Shihmen reservoir has a natural drainage area of 762.4 km2. It is 
formed by the Shihmen dam located in the upstream reach of the Dahan 
River flowing westward to the Taiwan Strait (Fig. 2). The Shihmen 
dam completed in 1963 is a 133 m high embankment dam with six 
spillways, one bottom outlet, two power plant intakes and two flood 
diversion tunnels. The elevations of the spillway crest, bottom outlet, 
power plant intake and flood diversion tunnel are EL.235 m, EL.169.5 
m, EL.173 m and EL.220 m, respectively (Fig. 3). The design discharge 
of six spillways, one bottom outlet, two power plant intakes and two 
flood diversion tunnels are 11,400 m3/s, 34 m3/s, 137.2 m3/s and 2,400 
m3/s, respectively. With a design water level of EL.245 m, the reservoir 
pool has 16.5 km in length and the impounding area has 8.15 km2. The 
initial storage capacity was 0.31109 m3, and the active storage was 
0.25109 m3. Due to a lack of desilting works, most of the incoming 
sediment particles had settled down rapidly along the reservoir since 
the dam was commissioned. Based on the survey data, the longitudinal 
bed profile along the reservoir had accumulated a significant amount of 
sediment after dam completion (Fig. 3). From recent survey data in 
2013, the storage capacity was estimated to be 67% of its initial 
capacity. Based on particle size distribution sampled from outflow 
discharge in 2013 Typhoon Soulik, the sediment deposition was 
classified as silt or clay (Fig. 4). 

 

 
Fig. 2 Watershed of the Shihmen reservoir 

 

 
Fig. 3 The elevations of outflow structures and the bed profile change 

 

 
Fig. 4 Outflow sediment size sampled in Typhoon Soulik 
 
METHODOLOGY  
 
Extensive field studies and laboratory experiments have been 
conducted to thickness, vertical velocity structure and head velocity 
toward downstream of turbidity current in various sections (Graf, 1983; 
Dallimore et al., 2001; Lowe et al., 2002; Fathi-Moghadamet al., 2008; 
Ghazal and Khosrojerdi, 2010; Nasrollahpour and Ghomeshi, 2012; 
Stagnaro and Bolla Pittaluga, 2014). Many researchers (De Cesare et al., 
2001) also studied the dynamics and impacts of turbidity current on 
reservoir sedimentation. Based on experimental data, Turner (1979) 
found the turbidity current head velocity (Uf) toward downstream at 
quasi-uniform width and without bottom friction and mixing could be 
expressed as: 
 

t a
f

a

U 2( )gh 2g'hρ ρ
ρ
−

= =  

 

(1) 

where tρ = density of turbidity water; aρ = density of ambient clear 
water, h= the height of the turbidity current body. 
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In this study, according to Eq. 1, turbidity current head velocity is 
estimated from the depth of plunge point location instead of the height 
of turbidity current body, the proposed empirical formula is expressed 
as: 
 

t a
f p

a

U ( ) gha bρ ρ
ρ
−

=  

 

(2) 

where ph = the depth of plunge point location, a = velocity coefficient,  
b = thickness coefficient defined as 0.72 (Yu, 1991). 
 
Furthermore, Typhoon Trami in 2013, Typhoon Soulik in 2013 
Typhoon Soudelor in 2015 and Typhoon Dujuan in 2015 observed data 
are collected to calibrate the velocity coefficient, a.  
 
The plunge phenomenon defined as the transitional flow from 
homogeneous open channel flow to stratified, incursive flow. The flow 
field divided into fourth distinct regions, named open channel, plunge 
area, turbidity current body and the head region as shown in Fig. 1. 
Several experiments and numerical simulations of plunge point location 
had been presented. Most of the studies focused on the vertical pattern 
distribution or plunge point location variation during flow reached 
steady state. Therefore, several empirical entrainment formulas using 
densimetric Froude number which was proposed to express the 
plunging condition as follows: 
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(3) 

where pU = average velocity of plunge point location; t aρ ρ ρ∆ = − ;  

g = gravitational acceleration; rdF = densimetric Froude number. 

The mentioned parameter, rdF is experimentally ranged from 0.45 to 
0.55 (Ellison and Turner, 1959; Alavian, 1986), 0.49 (Farrell and 
Stefan, 1988), 0.68 (Akiyama and Stefan, 1985), 0.77 to 1.00 
(Schlapfer, 1987). Integrated these research results, when plunge point 
location happened, the densimetric Froude number ranged from 0.45 to 
1.00. 
 
Figure is the flowchart of arrival time estimation. The detail procedures 
of the proposed model are started as follows. 
 
Step 1: Calculate densimetric Froude number of every section 
In this step, the Eq. 3 is adapted to calculate the densimetric Froude 
number of every section. 
 
Step 2: Calculate depth of plunge point location and distance form 
plunge point location to the dam 
The plunge point location which densimetric Froude number ranged 
from 1.00 to 0.45 are determined. The depth of plunge point location 
and distance from plunge point location to the dam are calculated. 
 
Step 3: Calibrate velocity coefficient, a 
In this step, the Eq. 2 is adapted to calculate the turbidity current head 
velocity. The arrival time at the Shihmen dam can be estimated by 
using the distance from plunge point location to the dam and turbidity 
current head velocity. Comparison estimated and observed arrival time 
at the Shihmen dam, the optimum velocity coefficient, a, is determined.   

Step 4: Calculate the arrival time at Shihmen dam 
The arrival time at the Shihmen dam is determined by optimum 
velocity coefficient, a, distance from plunge point location to the dam 
and turbidity current head velocity. 
                              

 
Fig. 6 Flowchart of arrival time estimation 
 
RESULTS 
 
Figures 7, 8, 9 and 10 show the results of plunge point location and 
arrival time at the Shihmen dam on every hour. Based on the 
densimetric Froude number ranged from 1.00 to 0.45, the plunge point 
location is determined where the turbid water plunged into the reservoir 
bottom from upstream to downstream. At the meanwhile, if turbidity 
current happened and started to move downstream, the turbidity current 
body is superimposed on every hour. In addition, the velocity of 
turbidity current head is moving downstream on competition condition. 
After the turbid water plunged into the reservoir bottom, it gradually 
becomes stratified in the bottom of the reservoir (Fan and Morris, 
1992a; Yu et al., 2004). The turbidity current, a gravity-driven flow, 
occurs because of density differences between the sediment-laden flow 
and ambient stagnant water, which often governs the deposition process 
in reservoir sedimentation by transporting fine materials. The plunging 
current can move as an underflow over long distances toward the dam 
to form a submerged muddy lake. Based on estimation results of plunge 
point location, it is gradually moving to downstream and changing with 
inflow discharge and sediment concentration. The first arrival of 
turbidity current head depends on plunge point location, the velocity of 
turbidity current head, movement distance and starting time. The arrival 
time at the Shihmen dam in Fig. 7, 8, 9 and 10 are evolved as an upside 
down the parabolic line at dam site from starting time. After movement 
competition of each plunge point location per hour, the earliest arrival 
of turbidity current head shows the earliest arrival time at the Shihmen 
dam in Fig. 7, 8, 9 and 10. Then, the coefficient a can be adjusted using 
observed timing at the dam site. In the meanwhile, the value of plunge 
point location, velocity of the turbidity currents head, duration of the 
turbidity current and the densimetric Froude number at plunge point 
location could be evaluated. According to Eq. 1, the coefficient a 
affecting the velocity of turbidity currents head in constant cross-
section flumes is 2. Estimated results of the coefficient a in Eq. 2 using 
observed data of sediment concentration between inflow section and 
dam site are illustrated in Table 1.  
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Based on the observed data of sediment concentration between inflow 
section and dam site, the coefficient a is calibrated using four typhoon 
events. Comparison with the coefficient values of a derived from 
experimental flume of Eq. 1 and Eq. 2 in table 2, the presented coefficient 
a which estimated from field data shows slightly smaller value owing to 
the 3D topographic effect of field reservoir. The lateral and vertical 
hydraulic dispersion effect and concentration dissipation factor affect the 
velocity of turbidity current head. However, the velocity coefficient, a, is 
proposed from 0.80 to 1.55 for the velocity of turbidity current head and 
preliminary suggested implementing in the field. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this paper, an empirical formula is proposed to estimate the duration 
of the turbidity current in the Shihmen Reservoir. The arrival time of 
the turbidity current at the Shihmen dam can be estimated by using the 
distance from plunge point location to the dam and turbidity current 
head velocity. Comparing the estimated and observed arrival time at the 
Shihmen dam, the velocity coefficient, a, is determined. Using field 
measurements of inflow sediment concentration in the four typhoon 
events, the velocity coefficient a in the empirical formula Eq. 2 was 
calibrated to have the range from 0.8 to 1.55. The proposed formula can 
provide reasonable estimation of the arrival time of the turbidity current 
for the sediment desiltation operation in the Shihmen Reservoir.    
 

 
Fig. 7 Plunge point location (the number in the circle means cross 
section) and arrival time at the Shihmen dam during Typhoon Trami 

 

 
Fig. 8 Plunge point location (the number in the circle means cross 
section) and arrival time at the Shihmen dam during Typhoon Soulik 

 
Fig. 9 Plunge point location (the number in the circle means cross 
section) and arrival time at the Shihmen dam during Typhoon Soudelor 
 

 
Fig. 10 Plunge point location (the number in the circle means cross 
section) and arrival time at the Shihmen dam during Typhoon Dujuan 

 
Table 1. Values of hydraulic patterns 

Typhoon 
events a rdF  

Plunge point 
location 
(section) 

Turbidity 
current head 

velocity 
(m/s) 

Duration of 
the turbidity 
current (hr) 

Soulik 1.55 0.91 26 1.23 2.40 
Trami 1.50 0.78 26 0.68 4.40 

Soudelor 0.80 0.66 26 0.67 4.40 
Dujuan 1.15 0.63 26 0.95 3.20 

 
Table 2. Velocity coefficient, a, values 

Equations a 
Equation (1) 2.00 
Equation (2) 0.80~1.55 
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ABSTRACT 
 
The construction of the Three Gorges Dam plays an significant 
important role in the sustainable development of Chinese social 
economy. After its impoundment in 2003 over 90% sedimentation 
have occurred in the perennial reach of the reservoir  which shows 
greatly difference with the results predicted in the last century. 
 
Sedimentation roughness is the key parameter for calculation the 
backwater curve and flood inundation area. Therefore it is necessary 
to seek the change of roughness of the Three Gorges Reservoir(TGR). 
 
A 1-D flow model was adopted in this paper to analysis the 
characteristics of the roughness especially in the perennial reach of 
the TGR based on 10 years operation data. Emphases was payed on 
the typical reaches named as straight reach, bending reach and braided 
reach. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Nanhua Reservoir began filling in November, 1993. The initial volume 
was about 150×106m3. Over the years, it has experienced severe siltation. 
In 2015, the volume was about 100×106m3. The siltation has resulted in 
a reduction of water supply capability from 1.05×106 to 0.72×106 CMD. 
If the condition is left unchecked severe potable water shortage in the 
region can be anticipated. 
 
A remedial measure consists of construction of a silt-sluice tunnel and a 
submerged dam downstream form the tunnel intake has been developed. 
With proper operation, the scheme can balance inflow and outflow 
sediment and make the reservoir sustainable.  Construction of the 
silt-sluice tunnel began in 2014. 
 
KEY WORDS: reservoir sedimentation; silt-sluice tunnel; submerged 
dam, sustainable reservoir  
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Nanhua Reservoir is located on Houku River, a tributary of Tsengwen 
River in southern Taiwan.  The reservoir has two water sources: one 
from its 108 km2 drainage area and the other from a transbasin diversion 
of the neighboring Chishan River. The reservoir is the largest public- 
water storage facility in Taiwan. Its initial reservoir volume was 105.4×
106m3 and the corresponding water supply capability was 1.05×106 CMD. 
 
The reservoir consists of an embankment dam, an inclined 
multiple-level outlet, with a maximum emergency release of 140 cms 
and a design water-supply discharge of 10 cms, as well as an ungated 
overflow spillway, with  crest at El.180.0m and a design discharge of 
4.330 cms. 
 
Existing Siltation Problem  
 
The reservoir began initial filling in Nov. 1993. Due to young geology, 
intense rainfall during typhoon and lack of large capacity bottom outlets, 
sediments from extensive landslide and surface erosion in the drainage 
basin accumulated in the reservoir. Fig. 1 depicts the changes of the 
reservoir volume with time. The reduction in reservoir volume can be 
expressed by the following: 
 

( )n
0i 1VV β−=                                        (1) 

Where Vi: volume at nth year after filling; V0: initial volume; β: amount 
of annual reservoir volume reduction.  It is seen that the reservoir 
experienced about 2.2% volume reduction annually.  The average 
annual sediment deposited in the reservoir is estimated to be about 3.50
×106 tons or about 3.0×106m3. Thus the annual depth of erosion in the 
drainage basin is 27.7 mm. An analysis was made on the effect of 
water-supply capability if the reservoir siltation is left unchecked.  Fig. 
2 shows that the water supply capability can be expected to decrease 
almost linearly with decreasing reservoir volume.  By yr. 2042, 50 
years after initial filling, the volume of the reservoir could be only 50×
106m3 and the corresponding water supply capability would be only 
0.42×106 CMD.  It is thus evident that the biggest threat to the 
sustainability of the reservoir is the loss of volume due to sedimentation. 
 

 
Fig. 1 Rate of Siltation in Nanhua Reservoir 
 

 
Fig. 2 Effect of Siltation on Water Supply Capability 
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Sedimentation Characteristics in the Reservoir 
 
Two of the most important sedimentation characteristics in a reservoir 
are the longitudinal profile of reservoir bed and grain size distribution of 
deposited material.  Fig. 3 depicts the original reservoir bed and the 
beds in subsequent years of survey. It is seen that about 4,000m 
upstream from the dam, the reservoir bed does not exist any noticeable 
longitudinal gradient.  This is an indication that suspended sediments 
in the form of turbid pond settled nearly uniformly m the downstream 
portion of the reservoir. 

 

Fig. 3 Longitudinal Siltation Profile in Nanhua Reservoir 
 
Sediment samples taken during different studies indicated that deposited 
sediments near the dam are mostly fine sand and silt mixed with small 
portion of clay, with D50 in the ranges of 0.010~0.026mm. Penetration 
tests revealed that from El.152.0m to about EL.144.0m, the deposited 
sediments are non-plastic sandy silt. The shear strength is below 2Kpa. 
Below El.144.0m the material has hardened. Compaction effect of later 
deposits to earlier deposits is thus quite evident. 
 
OVERALL RESERVOIR SUSTAINABILITY SCHEME 
 
The fundamental cause of rapid siltation in Nanhua Reservoir is the lack 
of large scale bottom outlet to release sediment laden flood flow during 
heavy storms. Fig. 4 depicts the overall scheme for reservoir 
sustainability. It consist of a 1,000 cms sediment sluice tunnel (Fig. 5) 
and a submerged dam with crest at El.165.0m (Fig. 6). The invert of 
sediment sluice tunnel intake is set at El.135.0m. It will function as a 
sediment passage way from the reservoir to the downstream river. The 
submerged dam will be constructed of interlocked steel pile as water 
barrier and placement of 1(V):2(H) crushed rocks for stability. The dam 
will divide the existing reservoir into three compartments, namely: the 
upper reservoir, the volume above El.165.0m; the lower-front reservoir, 
the volume below El.165.0m and upstream from the dam; and the 
lower-rear reservoir, the volume below El.165.0m and downstream from 
the dam. Table 1 shows the volume for each of the three compartments 
in 1993 and 2013. It can be seen that siltations in the upper, the 
lower-front and the lower-rear reservoirs are 4.91×106, 15.50×106 and 
37.50 × 106m3, respectively. Thus most siltation took place in the 
lower-rear reservoir. The remaining volume in the lower-front reservoir 
is small, only about 4×106m3. 
 
The idea by segregating the reservoir blow El.165.0m as front and rear 
reservoirs is to confine as mush as possible the incoming sediment in 
the front reservoir and to prevent the rear reservoir free from sediment 
accumulation. At the same time, volumes for the other two 
compartments shall be maintained for water storage and utilization. 
 

The renovation presents two modes of sediment sluice operations: 
 
1. During Typhoon Seasons 

Actual hydrologic events from yr. 1993 to 2011 were used for 
analysis. An overall sediment discharge efficiently of 31% was 
estimated. 
 

2. During Monsoon Seasons 
In Taiwan the period from mid-May for about 3 weeks is the 
monsoon season. It is planned that during this period, the lower-front 
reservoir will be emptied and sediments deposited in the lower-front 
reservoir shall be scoured by monsoon runoff through the silt-sluice 
tunnel. From past Taiwan experience in another reservoir, it is 
estimated that the concentration of eroaded sediment will be at least 
100,000 ppm. To achieve best overall sediment removal efficiency, 
some dredging from the lower-rear reservoir to the lower-front 
reservoir would be needed. If doing so, it is expected that a balance 
of inflow and outflow sediment can be achieved. 
 
The concept to drain the lower-front reservoir for sediment scouring 
is feasible from the viewpoint of water supply because in the 
lower-rear reservoir there exist an inlet of transbasin diversion from 
the neighboring Chishan River. At the location of diversion, the 
drainage area of Chishan River is about 480km2, about 4.4 times of 
the Nanhua Reservoir drainage area. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Reservoir sedimentation is a major cause of affecting water resources 
sustainability in Taiwan. To overcome the problem, for Nanhua 
Reservoir, a scheme with the construction of a silt-sluice tunnel and a 
submerged dam has been developed. The submerged dam will enable 
the silt-sluice tunnel to operate not only in typhoon season but also in 
monsoon season and achieve a sustainable reservoir volume. 
Analyses indicate that the silt-sluice operations will have no 
measurable negative impact on water supply capability of the 
reservoir. 
 
Table 1 Reservoir Volume After Construction of Submerged Dam 

Zone 

Reservoir  
Volume  

Upper  
Reservoir  

Lower-Front  
Reservoir 

Lower- Rear  
Reservoir Sum 

1993 66.05 19.50 69.50 155.05 

2013 61.14 4.00 32.00 97.14 

Siltation 
1993~2013 4.91 15.50 37.50 57.91 

Upper Reservoir: Above El.165.0m;  
Lower Front Reservoir: Below El.165.0m, U/S submerged dam;  
Lower-Rear Reservoir: Below El.165.0m, D/S Submerged Dam 
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Fig. 4 Nanhua Reservoir Plan View 

 

 
Fig. 5 Silt Sluice Tunnel Layout 
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Fig. 6 Submerged Dam Cross-Section 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Agongdian Reservoir at southern Taiwan was constructed in 1953 for 
irrigation, water supply and flood control. By 1991, the reservoir had 
lost 71% of its capacity and rising a serious risk to downstream. For 
these reasons, the reservoir renovation project allowed desilting 
empty flushing since in 2005. To examine and understand the 
relationship between reservoir operation and desilting efficiency, is 
the key point for the long-term operation of the reservoir, we collected 
the flow and sediment data of two gaging stations upstream of the 
reservoir, and at the spillway of the dam from 2010 to 2013, and 
further estimated the desilting efficiency of six selected hydrological 
events. By comparing with the results of earlier physical experiments 
and calculations of empirical formula, we proposed suggestions for 
the reservoir operation for sustainable reservoir management. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Erosion and sedimentation are severe problems in Taiwan’s river. The 
existence of dam, weir and river-crossing structure often makes local 
reach with obvious scouring phenomena. In this study, a three-
dimensional numerical model, called CCHE3D, is adopted to simulate 
the flow field and local scour around bridge pier. The influences due to 
the dam removal in downstream reach are considered. From the 
simulated results, the local scour holes occur along the bridge abutment. 
The sediment transport in the scour hole is related to the turbulence in 
the approach flow and the turbulence stimulated by the bridge pier.  
 
KEY WORDS:  CCHE3D model, bridge pier, local scour 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
In Taiwan, there is a great amount of sediment yield in river basin, and 
it often causes riverbed deposition, especially in impounding regions of 
dam and weir. The existence of dam, weir and river-crossing structure 
often makes mid-downstream local reach with obvious scouring 
phenomena. The riverbed changes rapidly due to the huge discharges 
that often have resulted a large amount of property damage and threats 
to the safety of hydraulic structures. The 1-D or 2-D depth-averaged 
hydraulic model has the limitation for the understanding of downward 
flow toward the bed. To investigate the mechanism and details of 
hydrodynamics and local scouring near the in-stream structures, the 
study of 3-D numerical model is needed. 
 
Local scouring is a common threat to in-stream structures such as 
bridge piers or abutments constructed in alluvial rivers. The 
hydrodynamic force of the approach flow is blocked by the structures 
standing in its path way and additional turbulence fluctuations are 
simulated which provide excessive erosion power and thus create a 
deep scouring hole around the structures. A large number of laboratory 
experiments, field measurements, and numerical simulations by many 
scientists has improved the understanding of physical mechanisms of 
scouring. It results in development of semi-empirical equations and 
numerical models for predicting the depth of local scouring under a 
variety of flow, sediment and structure conditions. 
 
This paper takes Dongshih Bridge, located in the lower reach of Dajia 

River, Taiwan as study site. A three-dimensional numerical model, 
called CCHE3D, is adopted to simulate the flow field and local scour 
around bridge pier. Data associated with suspended sediment 
concentration, local scour depth, bed material grain sizes and cross 
sections are collected. These basic data are used to calibrate the 
numerical model. In addition, the influence on local scour around 
bridge pier due to the dam removal in downstream reach is 
discussed. 
 
NUMERICAL MODEL 
 
CCHE3D is developed for computing three dimensional, free surface 
and turbulent flows, sediment and pollutant transport in open channels. 
The flow field is solved by using Reynolds equations. Efficient 
Element Method is used to discretize unsteady governing equations 
spatially, and a time marching scheme is applied to solve the equation 
system. Free surface is computed with the depth-averaged continuity 
equation. The flow velocity and dynamic pressure field are solved by 
using a velocity correction method. Turbulence stresses in the 
momentum equations are linear functions of the main rate of strain and 
the eddy viscosity which is calculated by a turbulence closure model.  
 
Local Scour Scheme 
 
The local scour scheme of CCHE3D has been proposed and applied 
successfully in a laboratory case of bridge pier under non-uniform 
sediment conditions (Jia et al., 2013). It is assumed that the sediment 
entrainment and transport in the scour hole are related to the turbulence 
in the approach flow and the turbulence stimulated by the bridge pier. 
The turbulence fluctuations in the water are brought into the sediment 
layer via the strong vertical flow. The intruding turbulence fluctuation 
near/in sediment layer enhances the power of the flow to entrain 
sediment and this enhancement can be modeled using additional shear 
stress related to the intruding turbulence fluctuation.  
 
The approach flow to a local scour region is approximated as a uniform 
open channel flow like in many experiment study cases. In general, a 
log velocity distribution in vertical can be assumed and turbulence 
properties of approach flows are well understood. The vertical profile 
of the eddy viscosity distribution in a uniform flow is expressed as: 
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where κ is the von Kaman’s constant, h is flow depth, z is vertical 
coordinate, and u*R is a reference shear velocity representing the 
turbulence generated by the flow in the approach channel before the 
flow reaches the local scour region. According to Nezu and Nakagawa 
(1993), turbulence fluctuation components and kinetic energy in 
uniform flows can be expressed by: 
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where these two equations and by using 
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where the energy dissipation rate can be computed as: 
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The subscript u indicates uniform flow or approach flow. Eq. 4 
describes the energy dissipation in the uniform flow. Eqs. 1, 2, and 4 
provide estimations of turbulence characteristics near a local scour 
region in the approach flow. It is postulated that Eq. 4 is a reasonable 
estimation and the mixing length turbulence eddy viscosity model is 
applicable in the scour hole.  
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With this, turbulence energy near the local scour region can be 

estimated by substituting Eqs. 4 and 5 into Eq. 3:  
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Eq. 6 is applicable to uniform flows because it will change to Eq. 2 in 
uniform flow conditions if the logarithmic law of the wall is respected. 
In a scour hole, the 3-D velocity gradient terms will generate higher 
turbulence kinetic energy. Eq. 6 includes the information of approach 
flow (u*) and that for the complex flow around the local scour region.  
 
Observations indicated that near the base of scour hole, the vertical 
motion and the horse shoe vortex carry the turbulence fluctuation into 
the sediment layer. These additional turbulence fluctuations would 
increase the sediment entrainment. Because the scour hole and the 
horse shoe vortex created a separation, the turbulent flow of the 
approach channel clashes onto the surface like a free jet and being 
pushed to side-ways horizontally and to impinge into the scour hole. 
With this consideration, the turbulence energy in the scour hole bed 
surface is approximated by the depth-averaged value of Eq. 6. 
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Integration of the vertical distribution only for the lower part of the 
water depth (0~0.5ς) is because the lower part of the flow will most 
likely run into the scour hole and affect the erosion. The term with 
velocity gradients accounts for the local turbulence energy in the scour 
hole. The turbulence kinetic energy by Eq. 7 is considered near the bed 
and around the pier. The corresponding total turbulence fluctuation 
introduced is expressed as: 
 

2 2 RU k′ =                                                                                                    (8) 
 
Observations suggested that sediment transport in a scour hole is 
strongly affected by vertical flows normal to the bed. Jia et al. (2013) is 
interpreted as that turbulence fluctuation penetrating into the sediment 
layer around the local scour region is due to the mean velocity 
perpendicular to bed surface. The sediment entrainment in scour hole is 
assumed to be related to this turbulence, called intruding fluctuation, 
which is formulated by 
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where 2
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′  is the near bed available turbulence fluctuation and 2w
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the fluctuation brought into sediment layer (intruding turbulence) by 
the perpendicular velocity. 
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In Eq. 10, 

⊥w is the mean velocity perpendicular to the bed, 
⊥R is a non-

dimensional scale for evaluating how much of the available near bed 
turbulence energy is impinged into the near bed sediment layer for 
triggering additional sediment motion. Sediment transport formulations 
are normally developed based on flow shear stress. The intruding 
turbulence fluctuations are converted to shear velocity. From Eq. 2, the 
fluctuation velocity of uniform flows near the bed ( 0ς = ) is related 
directly to mean bed shear stress:  
 

2.3 , 1.63 , 1.27 , 3.1u u v u w u U u
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
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Assuming the turbulence in the scour hole is homogenies, and the 
coefficients to convert fluctuation velocities to shear velocities in the 
scour hole are approximately the same as those for uniform flow in Eq. 
11. Thus the coefficient for fluctuations in all directions including the 
available turbulence should be:  
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According to Eqs. 8 and 9 
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Assuming the intruding fluctuation can also be related to a shear 
velocity using the same relation: 
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With this relation, the shear velocity induced by the intruding 
turbulence fluctuations can be approximated by 
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The total effective shear stress for sediment entrainment including the 
vertical impact effect can be expressed: 
 

I*e uuu += Π**                                                                                     (16) 
 
The intruding shear stress is only effective when the flow has a 
component perpendicular to the bed surface. Cs is a calibration 
coefficient, u*II is the shear stress computed using near bed flow 
parallel to the bed (log law). One can see that the effective shear 
velocity is affected by the flow parallel to the bed and the intruding 
turbulence fluctuation. 
 
CASE STUDY 
 
Field Site Description 
 
Fig. 1 shows the aerial photo of the study reach. During the 921 
Earthquake in 1999, the broken zone of a fault had caused cracks in the 
Shigang Dam and stilling basin, distortion of several gates, and raised 
#17 and #18 spillway at right section of the dam by 10m around. The 
Shigang Dam had lost its regulating capability since the earthquake. In 
addition, the end section of the transmission tunnel was broken by 2.2 
m. As a result, the tunnel cannot function properly. The Shigang Dam 
has now been renovated at the end of 2000, thus making it look brand-
new and regain its water supply capability. However, it has severe 
scouring problems downstream the river-crossing structure in the lower 
reach of Dajia River. There are also serious depositions in reservoir and 
dam. The influence and existence of Shigang Dam are also an 
important issue for the regulation planning of Dajia River. 
 
Initial and Boundary Conditions 
 
In this study, a three-dimensional numerical model is adopted to 
simulate the flow field and local scour depth around the bridge pier of 
Dongshih Bridge. The boundary conditions, inflow discharge and 
sediment hydrograph at upstream; water stage hydrograph at 
downstream are calculated by a validated 1-D mobile-bed model. The 
typhoon Morakot is selected as the flood event, which is the 
representative event in recent years. 
 
Figs. 2~3 show the bridge piers and abutments of Dongshih Bridge. 

The initial bed elevations of computational mesh are interpolated using 
the measured DEM data of 2013. The computational domain ranges 
from the upstream CS48 to downstream CS46, which are about 600 m 
long and 330 m wide. The grid numbers along the longitudinal, 
horizontal and vertical are 271, 452, and 15, respectively. The diameter 
of pier is 2.5 m. Three size classes ranging from 0.3 ~ 239.9 mm are 
selected to compute the associated sediment transport. 
 

 
Fig. 1 Aerial photo of lower reach of Dajia River. 

 

 
Fig. 2 The bridge piers and abutments of Dongshih Bridge.  
 

 
Fig. 3 The local mesh of bridge piers and abutments. 
 
Model Results and Discussions 
 
Figs. 4~5 show the simulated velocity distribution on the free surface 
layer when the inflow discharge is 500 m3/s. There is relatively high 
velocity between the pier abutments in main channel, and the velocity 
is decreasing behind the bridge pier. Fig. 6 shows the simulated flow 

Dongshih Bridge 

Shigang Dam 

Computational 
domain 
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fields around the bridge piers on the free surface layer. It can be seen 
that the circulation between the piers is simulated by considering the 
highly three-dimensional turbulent flow. In the front of the first bridge 
pier, the rising of water surface and downward flow produce the highly 
complex vortex and circulation. It would cause the local scour around 
the bridge pier and abutment. 
 
Fig. 7 shows the simulated bed changes at Dongshih Bridge after the 
typhoon Morakot. The erosion occurs between the five abutments in the 
main channel of Dajia River, which are caused by the contraction of 
bridge piers. There are also depositions behind the bridge abutments. 
Fig. 8 shows the simulated flow fields and local scour depth around the 
bridge abutment. It can be seen that the local scour holes occur along 
the bridge abutment. The sediment transport in the scour hole is related 
to the turbulence in the approach flow and the turbulence stimulated by 
the bridge pier. The turbulence fluctuations in the water are brought 
into the sediment layer via the strong vertical flow. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
A three-dimensional numerical model is adopted to simulate the flow 
field and local scour around bridge pier. From the simulated results, the 
local scour holes occur along the bridge abutment. It agrees with the 
observed data. The influences due to the dam removal in downstream 
reach are not obviously. The erosion at Dongshih Bridge is caused by 
the contraction of piers and turbulence in the approach flow due to the 
highly complex vortex and circulation where the turbulence 
fluctuations in the water are brought into the sediment layer via the 
strong vertical flow. 

 

 
Fig. 4 Simulated velocity distribution on the free surface layer when the 
inflow discharge is 500 m3/s. 
 

 
Fig. 5 Simulated velocity distribution on the free surface layer around 
the bridge piers when the inflow discharge is 500 m3/s. 

 
Fig. 6 Simulated flow fields around the bridge piers on the free surface 
layer when the inflow discharge is 500 m3/s. 
 

 
Fig. 7 Simulated bed changes after the typhoon Morakot. 
 

 
Fig. 8 Simulated flow field and local scour depth near the front of 
bridge pier and abutment after the typhoon Morakot. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Scouring or depositing downstream of submerged weirs with an 

opening is a sediment phenomena resulting from the interaction of the 

three-dimensional turbulent flow field around the structure and the 

moveable sand bed. This paper presents the experimental study on the 

downstream channel bed due to weir with an opening, paying attention 

to the effects of relative overflow depth on local scouring around the 

structure, sand bars and three-dimensional flow patterns. The 

experiments were conducted under the clear-water scour condition for 

an equilibrium scour hole. The experimental results show that local 

scouring and sand bar development downstream of the submerged 

weirs decrease with relative overflow depth and turn out strongly paired 

cellular secondary currents.. 

 

KEY WORDS:  weir with an opening; river bed morphology; local 

scouring; sand bar; three-dimensional turbulent flow; cellular 

secondary currents 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Stream-crossing structures such as dams and weirs tend to interrupt the 

continuity of natural streams, destroy the diversity of the physical and 

biological environments and reduce natural disturbances. In the United 

States, more than 500 weirs and dams have already been removed to 

take away deteriorated dams including weirs and improve river 

environments. In 2011, the dam on the Elwha River in the state of 

Washington in the western United States was removed. Amy E.East etc 

(2015) reported that the ecosystem of the river has been recovering to a 

sound state as can be seen, for example, from the native species 

recovery.  

 

Zhang et al.(2012) placed various weirs with an opening in a flume 

bedded with various materials with different grain sizes and specific 

gravities and investigated scour characteristics of the bed immediately 

upstream of the weir in an overflow condition and local flows near the 

weir. Sumida et al. (2015) used a flume having a relatively large aspect 

ratio and examined the effects of the shape and size of weir opening on 

river bed processes immediately upstream of the weir and the formation 

of flow channels due to scouring. Not many studies, however, have 

looked at the influence of a weir with an opening on river bed processes 

in the channel downstream of the weir, and few studies have dealt with 

scour and deposition characteristics of and flow structure over a river 

bed immediately downstream of a partially removed weir. 

 

Before looking at a dynamic river bed, this study focuses on a static 

equilibrium bed. In this study, the effect of relative overflow depth on 

river bed processes, basic characteristics of sandbars downstream of a 

weir and the three-dimensional structure of flow over the river bed are 

examined. 

 

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND METHODS 
 

A series of experiments was conducted by using a 10m long, 40 cm 

wide, 20 cm high recirculating variable-slope acrylic flume. A weir 

with a 10 cm wide central opening was placed at a distance of 5 m from 

the upstream end of the flume.  

 

A movable bed of uniform thickness (within the range from 3 cm to 

10.5 cm), which was determined according to relative overflow depth, 

composed of silicate sand having an average grain size of 1.7 mm and  

a coefficient of uniformity of 1.50 was laid in the 4.5-meter-long 

section upstream of the weir and the 4.5 m long section downstream. 

The bottom of the opening zone was composed of silicate sand, and 

scouring was allowed to occur. The bed upstream of the weir was made 

1 cm higher than the bed downstream of the weir. 

 

Table 1 shows the conditions for the movable bed experiments. Since 

this study focuses on a static equilibrium bed, flow rates were set so 

that tractive force remains below the critical level in the upstream and 

downstream sections outside the zone of influence of the weir. Relative 

overflow depth was defined by dividing overflow depth by weir height. 

In the experiments, sand was spread on the flume bed up to a bed 

height determined according to relative overflow depth, and the weir at 

the downstream end was operated under the conditions of a constant 

flow rate (Q = 4.3 l/s) and a constant channel slope (I = 1/500). In all 

cases, bed height was measured after the bed reached a state of 

equilibrium following 24 hours or more of flow. Relative overflow 

height was systematically varied at cross-sectional average flow 

velocities of about 10 cm/s and 20 cm/s at points outside the zone of 

local scour due to the weir. In the table, U is the cross-sectional average 

flow velocity at a point 3 m upstream of the weir; H, overflow depth; 

and Dw, weight height. KI is the critical flow velocity for movement, 

Ucr, for bed material at the cross-sectional average flow velocity U, 

and it corresponds to the flow intensity K factor proposed by Melville. 

(1997)The origin of the coordinate system is located at the center of the 

bottom of the flume where the opening is located. The right-hand 

coordinate system has an x-axis in the flow direction, a y-axis in the 

cross-stream direction, and a z-axis in the vertical downward direction. 

Their flow velocity components are represented by u, v and w; their 
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time average components by U, V and W; and their variable 

components by u', v' and w'. Water level and river bed height were 

measured with a point gauge and an ultrasonic water level sensor, 

respectively. 

 

For the investigation of flow mechanisms, point measurement and 

multi-point simultaneous measurement of water surface profile and 

flow velocity were made in Case 2-4 shown in Table 1. Surface flow 

measurement was made by the PIV (particle image velocimetry) 

method using a video camera system capable of multi-point 

simultaneous measurement of flow velocity, and the point measurement 

of flow velocity was made with one-component and two-component 

electromagnetic current meters. 

 

Table 1 Experimental conditions 

Case U(cm/s) Fr KI H(cm) Dw(cm) H/DW 

  1-1 

10 0.1 0.23 

0 11 0 

1-2 2 9 0.22 

 1-3 3 8 0.38 

1-4 4 7 0.57 

1-5 5 6 0.83 

1-6 5.5 5.5 1.0 

2-1 

20 0.27 0.47 

1 4.5 0.22 

2-2 1.5 4 0.38 

2-3 2 3.5 0.57 

2-4 2.5 3 0.83 

2-5 2.7 2.8 0.97 

2-6 3 2.5 1.2 

 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 

Static equilibrium bed configuration 
 

Figures 1 and 2 show scour and sedimentation contours at cross-

sectional average flow velocities of 10 cm/s and 20 cm/s, respectively. 

The contour figures show the amounts of changes (in millimeters) from 

the initial flat bed figures. At the cross-sectional average flow velocity 

of 10 cm/s, significant scouring can be seen in the regions immediately 

upstream and downstream of the weir opining when relative overflow 

depth is zero (non-overflow condition). Scour width is ±10 cm in the 

cross-stream direction and −8 cm to +13 cm in the flow direction, 

indicating spatial scales roughly two times as large as the initial water 

depth of 11 cm. As shown, when viewed two-dimensionally, scour 

width depth tends to be greater on the upstream side than in the 

downstream side. The maximum scour depth, which occurs at the end 

of the weir, is about 60 mm. 

 

In the section downstream of the weir, sandbars which are 

conspicuously oblong in plan view emerge near the right and left banks. 

The maximum sediment thickness is about 40 mm, which is about two-

thirds of the maximum scour depth, and the centers of the sandbars are 

located at around x = 20 cm downstream of the weir and y = ±15 cm in 

the cross-stream direction. In the mid-channel zone, scouring tends to 

occur at x = 0 to 15 cm and sedimentation tends to occur at x = 15 to 30 

cm. 

 

At the cross-sectional average flow velocity of 10 cm/s and the relative 

overflow depths of 0.22 and 0.38, scouring is reduced considerably and 

occurs only in the region near the end of the weir, and sedimentation 

zones shaped like the Japanese katakana character "ha" (ハ) can be seen 

on the downstream side of the weir. Significant scouring does not occur 

in the mid-channel zone near the weir opening, and the channel bed 

immediately downstream shows a gradual rise of the bed surface. 

 

At the cross-sectional average flow velocity of 20 cm/s, scouring 

occurs near the weir opening in a concentrated manner, and it can be 

seen that the two-dimensional spread and depth of scour decrease as 

relative overflow depth increases. It can also be seen that scour depth is 

greater on the upstream side of the weir than on the downstream side. It 

can be inferred that local scour becomes large in the areas where the 

downward flow due to the horseshoe-shaped vortices at the end to the 

weir meets the bed surface. 

 

At the cross-sectional average flow velocity of 20 cm/s, conspicuous 

sandbars emerge in the mid-channel zone and near the right and left 

banks. The sandbars near the right and left banks are larger than the 

mid-channel sandbar, and their deposition patterns are similar within 

the relative overflow depth range from 0.22 to 0.83. At the relative 

overflow depths of 1.0 and 1.2, significant development of the mid-

channel sandbar does not occur as in Case 1-2 and Case 1-3 because 

weir height is low and the main flow velocity near in the weir opening 

zone is low. 

 

Figure 3 shows changes in maximum scour depth and maximum 

sediment thickness corresponding to different relative overflow depths. 

As shown, in a static equilibrium bed environment, the maximum scour 

depth and the maximum sediment thickness decrease exponentially as 

relative overflow depth increases. This suggests that as relative 

overflow depth increases, the rate and velocity of flow passing through 

the weir opening decrease relatively so that the velocity of flow 

approaching the weir decreases and horseshoe-shaped vortices at the 

end of the weir become weaker. 

 

Figure 4 shows the transverse scour profile of the channel immediately 

upstream of the weir. Figure 5 shows the transverse profile at the 

location where the maximum sediment thickness occurred in the region 

immediately downstream of the weir. 

 

The scour profile immediately upstream of the weir invariably shows a 

similar (W-shaped) pattern. Scour depth is maximized at the end of the 

weir (y = ±5 cm). The surface profile shows a rise at the center of the 

opening (y = 0 cm), and the scouring tendency becomes weaker as the 

relative overflow depth increases. 

 

The transverse profile at the location where the maximum sediment 

thickness occurred in the region immediately downstream of the weir is 

as follows. Within the relative overflow depth range of 0.22 to 0.83, 

peaks can be seen as three locations: y = 0 cm and y = ±12 cm. It can 

also be seen that a valley-like area exists at y = ±6 cm. Within the 

relative overflow depth range of 0.97 to 1.2, there is a peak around y = 

±6 cm, and there is a valley at y = 0 cm. 

 

It can be inferred from the bed profile that strong horseshoe-shaped 

vortices occurred in front of the weir and downward flow occurred at 

the end of the weir opening, and, as a result, scour depth was 

maximized. It is thought likely that within the relative overflow depth 

range of 0.22 to 0.83, the horseshoe-shaped vortices occurring at the 

weir opening interfere with one another, and upward flow occurs in the 

mid-channel zone where a peak is formed on the downstream side of 

the opening. 
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Local flow on the downstream side of the weir opening 
 

Figures 6 and 7 show vertical contours of the vertical component W of 

the secondary flow and the main flow velocity U at x = 10 cm, x = 20 

cm and x = 30 cm in the section downstream of the weir, respectively. 

The vertical component W of the secondary flow shows a spatial 

distribution with a very high degree of regularity. As shown, upward 

flow occurs at around y = 0 cm (mid-channel zone) and y = ±15 cm, 

and downward flow occurs in the sections of y = −10 cm to −5 cm and 

y = 3 cm to 8 cm, which correspond to the valleys between the sandbars. 

As shown, the horseshoe-shaped vortex oriented transversely along the 

weir gradually changes its orientation into a longitudinal vortex 

oriented in the flow direction as it flows downstream through the weir

 
Fig. 1 Bed configuration according to relative 

overflow depth （U=10cm/s） 

Fig. 2 Bed configuration according to relative overflow depth （U=20cm/s） 
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(d) Case2-4(H/Dw=0.83) x(cm) 
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Fig. 3 Maximum scour depth, deposition 

thickness and relative  overflow depth 

Fig. 4 Transverse profile of scour depth 

 

Fig. 5 Transverse profile of deposition 

thickness

 

 

 
Fig. 6 Cross-sectional  pattern of  vertical component W of  secondary 

currents 

 

 

 
Fig. 7 Relation between main flow velocity and paired cellular 

secondary currents. 

  

opening, and longitudinal vortices rotating in the opposite direction are 

formed around the central vortex. From the sizes of the upward and 

downward currents, it can be inferred that the intensity of those vortices 

is maximized at x = 10 cm and becomes somewhat weaker as the water 

flows downstream. 

 

The diagram showing the contours of the main flow velocity U also 

shows secondary flow cells, identified by referring to Fig. 11 to 13, 

with a broken line. The main flow velocity U is relatively high and 

uniform in spatial distribution in the weir opening zone (y = −5 cm to 

+5 cm), and the maximum flow velocity tends to decrease slightly in 

the flow direction. At x = 20 cm and x = 30 cm, the main flow velocity 

contours show an upwardly convex shape near the bottom and a 

downwardly convex at around y = ±5 cm. This is thought to be because 

of the upward flow in the mid-channel zone and the downward flow at 

around y = ±15 cm. 

 

The main flow velocity over weir crests in the sections y = −18 cm to 

−5 cm and y = +5 cm to +18 cm is relatively low. At x = 10 cm, 

vertical spatial changes in main flow velocity are large under the 

influence of the weir, and strong shear layers are formed. As the water 

flow   downstream,    vertical  changes  become  smaller,   and  velocity 
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changes in the transverse direction become increasingly conspicuous. 

In the sections y = −18 cm to −13 cm and y = 13 cm to 18 cm, flow 

velocity in the near-surface zone tends to decrease as the water flows 

downstream. This indicates that low-velocity fluid masses near the 

bottom  were  moved  up  toward  the water  surface zone  by the strong          

upward currents along the right and left banks. At around y = ±10 cm, a 

deceleration  tendency is  shown in the  near-surface zone and   a slight 

acceleration tendency can be seen in the near-bottom zone. It is to be 

noted that at x = 30 cm, flow velocity tends to be higher in the near-

bottom zone than in the near-surface zone, though only slightly. This, 

too, can be explained by the momentum transport by the secondary 

currents  induced by spiral flow. 
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ABSTRACT  
 
During flood periods in Taiwan, a substantial amount of sediment is 
created in river basins, often causing deposition on riverbeds, especially 
in the impounding regions of dams and weirs. Dams, weirs, and river-
crossing structures cause substantial local scouring in mid-downstream 
areas. Some of these structures progressively lose function and 
approach their service life limitation. Therefore, for the purpose of 
environmental restoration, structure removal is an option for 
management and administration. 
 
This research used Dajia River as a study site and analyzed the effect 
on morphology of removing Shihgang Dam, which is located in the 
middle of Dajia River. First, the study area and dam are introduced. 
Second, the practical application of this study is described. 
Subsequently, 1-D and 2-D numerical sediment models used to 
simulate the adjacent reach of Shihgang Dam and the effect of dam 
removal are presented. Finally, the local scouring near the piers of 
Dongshih Bridge observed through 3-D simulation is described. 
 
KEY WORDS: Dam removal, Numerical model, Dajia River, 
Shihgang Dam 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Dam removal is a contemporary concern that has been discussed since 
the 1970s. Dams negatively affect the aquatic environments of rivers 
that they are located on; however, these effects are often balanced by 
the purpose of the dam, such as hydroelectric power production or 
flood control. In the United States, roughly 900 dams have been 
removed since the 1990s, with 50 to 60 more being removed each year. 
In Taiwan, Chijiawan Dam was the first to be removed. 
 
Because of Taiwan’s topography, rivers are steeply sloped and surface 
runoff is carried to the ocean at high speed with large discharges. 
Consequently, the effects of dam removal must be analyzed carefully.  
The methods for studying water flow and sediment in rivers can be 
classified into three groups: theoretical analysis, physical modeling, and 
numerical simulation. Numerical simulation has the advantages of time 

saving and high efficiency, which facilitate application to river 
engineering projects. Strictly speaking, Flows necessitate 3-D 
simulation. However, 3-D simulations must represent the 
diversification of each factor in the 3-D space, which not only causes 
the analysis to be considerably complex but also necessitates more time 
and techniques for calculation. Most vast territorial waters such as lakes, 
river mouths, and river segments typically have larger horizontal 
dimensions than vertical dimensions; hence, the flow field can be 
represented by the depth-averaged value. Therefore, 2-D hydraulic 
models are sufficient to simulate them. Compared with 1-D models, 
which regard flow as one dimension and simply use the cross-section-
averaged velocity to simulate cases quickly and roughly, 2-D models 
are relatively detailed and require longer calculation time and higher-
resolution terrain data. According to the demands of different cases, 1D, 
2D, or 3D hydraulic numerical models should be chosen. 
 
This study applied 1D, 2D, and 3D models to analyze an engineering 
project involving removal of a dam from a river. The models address 
sediment supplies associated with bed erosion to estimate sediment 
yield during storm events. The difference between retaining and 
removing a dam (Shihgang Dam) was determined. Bed migration was 
analyzed at large and small scales through models with different 
dimensions.  
 
CASE STUDY–DAJIA RIVER 
 
Dajia River, located in north-central Taiwan, originates in Hsuehshan 
and Nanhu Mountain in the Central Mountain Range and flows for 124 
km, traveling through Taichung City before emptying into the Taiwan 
Strait. Techi Reservoir and a sequence of five dams on Dajia River 
produce up to 1,100 mW of hydroelectric power and generate more 
than 2.4 billion kWh per year. They provide municipal water, generate 
hydroelectric power, prevent flooding, and are used for recreation. In 
sequence, beginning with the highest, the five dams are Qingshan Dam, 
Kukuan Dam, Tienlun Dam, Ma'an Dam, and Shihgang Dam. The 
locations of these structures are shown in Fig. 1. 
 
Water resource utilization is the main function of Shihgang Dam. After 
the 921 earthquake in 1999, the structure of the dam was partly damaged. 
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Although repaired over the years, the dam is located on a fault zone and 
hence safety is still a concern. Shihgang Dam serves as a dividing point 
between scouring and siltation. The riverbed in the lower reaches of Dajia 
River, especially downstream of Shihgang Dam, exhibits a constant 
scouring trend, whereas the upstream reach displays a depositing trend. 
These phenomena not only are caused by floods but also are results of the 
921 earthquake. The dam may negatively affect the river environment 
because it blocks the transfer of sediment from the upstream to the 
downstream reaches; consequently, the bridges and the dikes located 
downstream are endangered by the aggravated scouring nearby piers and 
banks. For environmental restoration, structure removal is an option for 
management and administration that requires numerous tools for 
thoroughly analyzing flood control and safety. 
 
NUMERICAL MODELS FOR SIMULATING FLOW AND 
SEDIMENT 
 
Three models were applied in this study. First, for the 1-D model, the 1-
D module of WASH123D (Watershed Systems of 1-D Stream-River 
Network, 2-D Overland Regime, and 3-D Subsurface Media) was 
adopted because of its ability to simulate flow and sediment transport. 
This model has been applied to several projects including the 
Comprehensive Everglades Restoration Project and Biscayne Bay 
Coastal Wetland. 
 
As the 2-D model, ARAM-2D (Alluvial River-Movable Bed-2-D 
Model) was employed. Governing equations are depth-averaged 
continuity and momentum equations for computational fluid dynamics. 
The MacCormack explicit finite-difference method was adopted as its 
numerical scheme. 
 
Finally, the CCHE3D model was chosen as the 3-D model. It is a 
software package designed for simulating free surface turbulent flows 
with sediment transport. The finite element transformation enables the 

model to be applied to cases with complex natural geometric and 
topographic domains. The advantages of this model are the small-scale 
near field, detailed flows, sediment transport analyses, and engineering 
applications. 

PRACTICAL APPLICATION 
 
The three models were calibrated and verified to ensure accuracy by 
using historical floods in 2009–2013. Of these floods, that during 
Typhoon Soulik (2013) brought the largest discharge to Dajia River. 
The flood peak at Shihgang Dam was approximately 7,000 cm, which 
was close to the 20-year return period (Q20). Fig. 2 depicts the 
discharge and water level hydrograph during Typhoon Soulik. 
Structures (bridge and dam), the bed material distribution, and the 
sediment flux from the upstream reach of the Dajia River were 
considered in the models. The computed results with two scenarios 
(dam retained and dam removed) for Typhoon Soulik (Q20) are 
discussed in the following sections. 
 
The 1-D Module of  WASH123D model 
 
The 1-D WASH123D module was applied to estimate the sediment 
transformation of a 22 km long area from Tienlun Dam to the estuary. 
Fig. 3 illustrates the difference between removing and retaining 
Shihgang Dam for the event (Q20). The longitudinal difference of the 
bed level is depicted. After dam removal, sediment upstream from 
Shihgang Dam has an increased tendency to be transported downstream. 
According to the simulated scenarios, the elevation between Houfeng 
Bridge and Shihgang Dam is 0.34 m higher than it is when the dam is 
retained. In addition, the bed level between Shihgang Dam and 
Dongshih Bridge is 0.24 m lower in the removal scenario. The result 
indicates that the problems of scouring in the lower reaches and 
deposits upstream of Shihgang Dam might be moderated as expected. 

 

 
Fig. 1 Locations of structures at Dajia River 
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Fig. 2 Discharge and water level hydrograph of Typhoon Soulik 
 
 

  
Fig. 3. Longitudinal difference of bed level between dam retention and 
dam removal 
 
ARAM-2D 
 
The ARAM-2D model was applied to analyze the reaches within 2 km 
of Shihgang Dam. In the Shihgang Dam removal scenario, the bed 
morphology after Typhoon Soulik was changed dramatically in a short 
period of time. Silt was stored in the impounding region of the dam 
before transport and then deposited downstream where bedrock was 
exposed. This result implies that the removal of Shihgang Dam would 
ensure the continuity of transport and protect the exposed bedrock area. 
Moreover, the silt in the dam area could be delivered naturally, without 
necessitating dredging (Fig. 4).  
 
CCHE 3D 
 
The 3-D flow field and local scouring of bridge piers are standard 3-D 
topics. Because of the limitations of field data recording, Dingshih 
Bridge, located 6.5 km upstream from Shihgang Dam, is the structure 
that was studied. Each pier of this bridge is consist of 4 pile shown in 
Fig. 5.  The effects of the bridge piers, were accounted for in the 
simulation. Fig. 5 illustrates how local scouring appeared on the 
streambed nearby the piers after the flood event. Sediment accumulated 
in front of the first pile of each pier because of stagnation. This 
phenomenon was evident on the middle piers in the main channel and 
appeared on all piers (Fig. 6).  

 
Fig. 4 Result of riverbed change after Typhoon Soulik 
 

 
Fig.5 Local scouring of a pier of Dingshih Bridge 
 

 
Fig. 6 Local scouring distribution of Dingshih Bridge 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
Flow and sediment numerical models are convenient and cost-effective 
tools for analyzing flood processes and designing engineering projects. 
Simulation of the effect of Typhoon Soulik on Dajia River by using 
WASH123D, ARMB2D, and CCHE3D provided abundant information 
regarding phenomena such as the flow depth, velocity, and sediment 
transport processes. With these results, the morphology after dam 
removal could be assessed. The simulations revealed that concerns 
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regarding the exposed rock bed in the downstream channel would be 
addressed and the silt in the dam region would be transported to the 
lower reaches and deposited. In addition, local scouring on the piers of 
Dongshih Bridge was simulated using CCHE3D and the changes 
around the piles of the piers were illustrated. By combining the results 
of each model, the changes in the morphology of Dajia River after 
storms can be predicted in large and small scales. Thus, the applied 
models are useful for estimating the change of riverbeds and managing 
rivers. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
This research used modeling approach and included field investigations 
to study the mechanisms of maximum fluvial scouring depth and 
sedimentation transport processes of Dajia River. As we know, frequent 
typhoons usually bring heavy rains and flash floods to Taiwan, 
resulting in severe riverbed scores and carrying huge sedimentations 
into the river. Dajia River has many important dams spanned cross the 
river, which tends to block huge sedimentations and to be deposited in 
channels. In order to better understand the process of fluvial scouring 
and sediment transport, the research applied WASH123D numerical 
model with combined modified empirical formula to calculate 
maximum scoring depth in the river. 
 
KEY WORDS:  WASH123D numerical model, Dajia River, scoring 
depth, Sedimentation transport. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The mountains of Taiwan are high and lofty, and rainfalls concentrate 
in the raining season of spring, joined by floods brought in by typhoons 
in summer and autumn. The riverbeds are mostly steep with water 
running wild and become completely dried out intermittently when the 
weather gets dry. The riverbeds are mostly steep with water running 
wild and become completely dried out intermittently when the weather 
gets dry. The floods are filled with high density sand with tremendous 
erosion power to silt watercourses, especially in the dam reservoir areas; 
the deployment of dam reservoir and river-crossing structures cause 
frequent waterbed erosion in the midstream and downstream of the 
rivers. We selected Dajia River Basin for our study site, as illustrated in 
Figure 1, the statistics show that the problems over the years are mainly 
related to floods, sloping land, and mudslides. This research takes the 
Dajia River Basin as the study object and, from an overall perspective 
of the basin, the silt remediation and management is discussed, 
including the development and application of movable bed sediment 
transport system model. The objective is to propose specific 
improvement strategies. 
 
THEORETICAL BASIS 
 
The WASH123D model (WAterSHed Systems of 1-D Stream-River 
Network, 2-D Overland Regime, and 3-D Subsurface Media) is an 
integrated numerical modeling for distributed catchment areas, capable 
of simulation for variable flow and algorithms for pollutant 

transmission, as well as simulation for sediment erosion and deposition. 
This is a research carried out in the lab hosted by Professor Yeh, 
commenced in 1998 (Yeh et al. 1998, 2006). The WASH123D model 
for the controlling equations of river is mainly used to derive the 
quality and momentum conservation and solve continuous and 
momentum equations. The former is shown in Eq. 1: 
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Among which, t indicates the time term [T], x indicates the rive length 
along the X-axis [L], A is the river cross section [L2], Q is the water 
flow volume [L2/T], right-hand side of the equation is the system 
increase volume [L3/T/L], SS is manual injection or outflow volume, SR 
water drop volume, SE is evaporation volume, SI is infiltration volume, 
S1 and S2 are volumes of surface runoff to rivers. 
 
The sediment transport volume usually comes in suspended load and 
riverbed load, with non-uniform particle size taken into consideration. 
The general sediment transport control equation with qualitative 
changes of balanced riverbed sediment is indicated in Eq. 2. 
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P is the river cross-sectional wetted perimeter [L], Mn is wetted 
perimeter-averaged concentration of the n-th bed sediment in mass per 
unit bed area [M/L2], Dn is the deposition rate of the n-th sediment in 
mass per unit bed area per unit time [M/L2/T], Rn is the erosion rate of 
the n-th sediment in mass per unit bed area per unit time [M/L2/T], and 
NS is the total number of sediment size fractions. 
 
General Scour for River Bed 
 
We used the formula that Su and Lu (2013) proposed, see on following 
Eq. 3, which is estimating general scouring via regression of field 
investigation. It uses the average riverbed gradient S0 of cross sections 
to replace the surface gradient Sw of water depth, which to facilitate 
engineering practices. And its applicable conditions are based on the 
assumption of short-term general scouring on semi-straight flow 
riverbeds, i.e. the riverbed scour is made by single flood events, not 
long-term general scours. 
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Where q is the section unit discharge (m2/s) of flux density flood peak; 
S0 is the average bed slope of river course; σg is the sediment size 
distribution factor, expressed as 1684 / DDg =σ ; D50 is the mean 
particle size of bed material (mm). The applicability and constraint of 
equation are q=4.46~23.88 (m2/s); S0=0.1~0.718%; D50=2~136
（mm）; σg=5.35~19.96. 
 
RESEARCH METHOD 
 
In the mobile bed scour simulation of the lower reach of Dajia River, 
the simulation range must be confirmed first, the hydrologic and 
physiographic data in the region are collected and compiled. The 
hydrologic and river course concept model of WASH123D hydrologic 
model is built by GMS, and all the conditions and parameters to be 
used are set (including initial condition, boundary condition, hydrologic 
and geologic factor parameters). In order to make the model meet the 
actual situation, the one-dimensional water level and scouring depth of 
actual event are verified, to further simulate different recurrence 
intervals, river course sediment discharge, and specific vulnerable 
section landslide. 
 
The dam in the Dajia River basin influences the two boundary 
conditions, discharge and sediment concentration. Therefore, this study 
takes the lowest Shihgang Dam as the boundary of upper and lower 
scour and deposit of dam body, to analyze the simulation results of the 
reaches above Shihgang Dam (Ma'an Dam~ Shihgang Dam) and below 
Shihgang Dam (Shihgang Dam~ estuary) in historical typhoon and 
flood events and different scenarios, as shown in Figure 1. There are 
two flow control points in the study area, Shihgang Dam and Ma'an 
Dam, the data of the two flow control points, and the two gauging 
stations are located in Houfeng Bridge (CS28-1) and Dajia River 
Highway Bridge (CS07-1). 
 

 
Fig. 1 Study area coverage 
 
The river bed particle sizes sampled from Dajia River are distributed 
irregularly, so the researchers use the relationship of gσ  and 50D  in 

the Su & Lu (2013) equation (expressed as 23.0
50

74.0 / DD gσ=′ ), and 

remove the extreme distribution from 16D  and 84D , the trend line of 
logarithmic result and equation are shown in Figure 2. The maximum 

erosion depth of historical event and situation simulation are calculated 
by using this regression curve. 
 
The sediment concentration setting is measured from the four typhoon 
events in 2013, Soulik (2013/07/13 02:00 ~ 2013/07/17 04:00), Trami 
(2013/08/20 00:00 ~ 2013/08/23 23:00), Kong-rey (2013/08/27 16:00 ~ 
2013/08/31 15:00) and Usagi (2013/09/21 00:00 ~ 2013/09/24 23:00). 
The sampling time and observation points for various events are shown 
in Eq. [4]. Each event was measured for 96 hours, and the observation 
points were in the Shihgang Dam impounding zone. The measured 
sediment concentration values are used to discuss the overall sediment 
transport. 
 

8296.00057.0 2217.2 == RQQs                                                           (4) 
 

 
Fig. 2 Relation between D' value and river center distance 
 
MODEL SIMULATION RESULT AND ANALYSIS 
 
This study uses the Sediment Transport Module of WASH123D for 
simulation study of sediment transport in Dajia River basin. The model 
simulated water level result is compared with the measured data, and 
then the model simulated parameters are verified and corrected. In 
addition, in the river course scour simulation, the measured value of 
scouring brick is compared with the model simulated value. 
 
Water Level Verification  
 
In terms of one-dimensional model, this study takes the discharge at 
Shihgang Dam during Typhoon Morakot (simulation interval is 
2009/08/08 0:00 to 2009/08/12 0:00) as upstream boundary condition, 
the Dajia River Highway Bridge is used as the water level check point 
during Windstorm Morakot, the water level comparison result is used 
to verify one-dimensional model. The data of section water level check 
point during the windstorm are from Houfeng Bridge and Dajia River 
Highway gauging stations. However, Houfeng Bridge was washed off 
during Typhoon Sinlaku, so the water stage data of gauging stations are 
deficient, the output water depth and flow velocity are compared with 
the field measurement results. 
 
The large section and altitude data in 2009 are used for simulation of 
Typhoon Morakot (work period from June 1, 2011 to March 26, 2012), 
the simulation period is August 8 0:00, 2009 to August 12 0:00, 2009, 
the model output interval is 1 hour, there are 97 hours, and Shihgang 
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Dam has the maximum discharge 5410.16 cms at 16:00, August 9, 
2009. The measured stage of Dajia River Highway Bridge gauging 
station is compared with the simulated water level in Figure 3. 
 
Another event simulation selects Typhoon Soulik, the large section and 
altitude data in 2013 are used for simulation. The simulated period is 
July 12 12:00, 2013 to July 15 0:00, 2013, there are 60 hours, and 
Shihgang Dam has the maximum discharge 6702.93 cms at 10:00, July 
13, 2013. The water levels at another control point Dajia River 
Highway Bridge are compared in Figure 4, the actual and simulated 
water levels in the ascending segment tend to be matched, and the 
simulated value of peak stage is 57.51 m, slightly smaller than the 
actual 57.56 m. The simulation result of falling segment has the same 
trend as the discharge, but the actual water level in falling segment is 
very different from the simulated water level, this problem is the same 
as the condition in Figure 3, the error is -0.05 m, the relative error is -
1.0%. The relative error of water level at Houfeng Bridge and Dajia 
River Highway Bridge is -0.8% and -1% respectively, quite close to the 
actual condition, so as to verify the water level. 
 

 
Fig. 3 Water level and flow at Dajia River Highway Bridge during 
Typhoon Morakot 
 

 
Fig. 4 Water level and flow at Dajia River Highway Bridge during 
Typhoon Soulik 
 
The results show that the simulated water level error of this model is 
less than 10%, the model simulated water level result can be used as the 
parameter for subsequent river course simulated sediment transport. In 
the hydrologic and hydraulic simulation of Dajia River by WASH123D, 
in the simulated Morakot and Soulik typhoon and flood events, the 
water level error is less than 7.4% and 1.0% respectively, the maximum 

erosion depth and actual value are 8.01% and 0.19%, meaning the 
combination of this model and Su &Lu (2013) equation and Blench 
(1969) equation for calculating the river stage, flow velocity and 
maximum erosion depth of Dajia River has reasonable simulation 
results. 
 
Scour Depth 
 
The historical data of erosion are derived from the comparison between 
the scouring brick measured values measured by the team of Prof. 
Zhao-yao Lu of Chung Hsing University and the model simulated 
values, "experimental study of sediment transport relationship in Dajia 
River reach (1/3)" implemented by Chung Hsing University 
commissioned by Water Resources Planning Institute, WRA, MOEA in 
2008. The field scouring brick is located nearby the downstream 
section (CS27) of Houfeng Bridge (Figure 5), the scouring brick 
measurement (OBS) value is measured to calculate the elevation of 
river bed during flood peak, and the elevation change with the scouring 
brick is -1.56 m. This model simulates the elevation change of this 
event, the difference between the bed elevation of maximum scour near 
flood peak and the original bed elevation is ∆Hmax=-2.06 m. Therefore, 
the model simulation error is -0.5 m. In addition, after the typhoon 
event, the difference between the measured scouring brick location and 
the original elevation is -1.0 m, and the section simulation result of this 
model is -0.39 m, the error is -0.61 m. 
 

 
Fig. 5 Bed elevation changes of various sections of river course during 
Typhoon Morakot in 2009 (CS27) 
 
In the section 22 Fengzhou Levee, the scouring brick measured value is 
compared with the model simulated value. The field scouring brick is 
located nearby section 22 of Fengzhou Levee (Figure 6), the scouring 
brick measurement (OBS) value is used to calculate the river bed level 
during flood peak, and the elevation change of scouring brick is -0.55 
m. This model simulates the elevation change of this event, the 
difference between the maximum scoured bed elevation nearby flood 
peak and the original bed level is ∆Hmax= -0.68 m. Therefore, the model 
simulation error is -0.13 m. In addition, after the event, the height 
difference between the measured (OBS) value and the original scouring 
brick is +0.17 m, the model simulation result is +0.35 m, the error is 
+0.18m. 
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Fig. 6 Bed elevation changes of various sections of river course during 
Typhoon Soulik in 2013 (CS22) 
 
Therefore, the Typhoon Morakot Disaster in 2009 is discussed 
according to overall channel change. The interval from the downstream 
of Shihgang Dam to Houfeng Bridge has erosion after the event, the 
mean erosion depth is about 0.41 m. The scour in the interval from 
Houfeng Bridge to section 20 is gentle, the mean erosion depth is about 
0.07 m. The section below the section 20 has deposition, the average 
deposit is about 0.26 m. The scour and deposit changes in the 
downstream channel of Shihgang Dam after 2013 Typhoon Soulik 
event are shown in Figure 6. The overall channel change is discussed 
and classified. In the interval from the downstream of Shihgang Dam to 
section 15, there is erosion after the event, the mean erosion depth is 
about 0.40 m, the section below Sun Yat-sen Freeway Bridge has 
deposit, and the average deposit is about 0.21 m. 
 
Suspended Load Transmission Simulation Analysis 
 
The environment of suspended load concentration in various typhoons 
is built by using the altitude data measured from Dajia River large 
section, and the water level, flow velocity, flow and sediment 
concentration are given. The hourly water level and flow velocity data 
of various sections are the water level and flow velocity information 
simulated by Typhoon Morakot one-dimensional river course simulated 
by WASH123D model. The discharge of upstream boundary condition 
is the measured value of Shihgang Dam during typhoon. In terms of 
Shihgang Dam suspended load sediment concentration setting, the 
regressed value of suspended load concentration corresponding to the 
sediment concentration measured at Shihgang Dam in typhoon event by 
TDR is used. 
 
For the suspended load concentration simulation results of various 
sections, one section of upper, middle and lower reaches in the study 
area is reviewed respectively. The horizontal axis represents time, there 
are 37 hours, from August 9 0:00, 2009 to August 10 12:00, 2009. The 
left side of vertical axis represents the suspended load concentration, 
the unit is g/m3. The right side of vertical axis represents the water level, 
the sections are the upstream Houfeng Bridge (CS28-1), and midstream 
Dajia River Highway Bridge (CS07-1). The transmission of SS 
concentration is simulated by WASH123D model. The model 
simulation exports one data every 30 seconds for comparison and 
analysis. 
 
The difference between the SS concentration peak time of Shihgang 
Dam and the peak time of Houfeng Bridge water level hydrograph is 13 

min, and the difference from the peak time of Houfeng Bridge SS 
concentration is 15 min. Therefore, the delay ratio is 1.15. The 
difference between the Shihgang Dam SS concentration peak time and 
the peak time of Houfeng Bridge stage hydrograph is 47 min, and the 
difference from the peak time of Houfeng Bridge SS concentration is 
65 min. Therefore, the delay ratio is 1.38. 
 

 
Fig. 7 Suspended load hydrographs during Typhoon Morakot 
 

 
Fig. 8 Suspended load hydrographs during Typhoon Soulik 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
This study discusses various erosion and deposition mechanisms in 
river channel, and discusses the effect of dam body improvement on the 
overall sediment scour and deposit in Dajia River. The major factor 
influencing the general river course scour is the flow velocity, the flow, 
gradient ratio, sectional form and Manning roughness are the factors 
influencing the maximum erosion depth. As this model cannot simulate 
the scour influenced by batholite, the interval is the deeply scoured 
reach during flood peak. The interval from section 29 to section 13 is 
about 0.63 m. The section nearby estuary has deposit after the event. 
The empirical equation shall be corrected by field case. In terms of 
channel deposit, this model estimates the river bed suspended load 
concentration transport to estimate the river course transport deposit. In 
the suspended load sediment transport simulation analysis, the sediment 
transport rate is lower than the flowing water velocity, the maximum 
concentration delay of sediment and the maximum water stage do not 
occur at the same time. The findings show the relationship between the 
suspended load concentration transmission rate and water stage delay, it 
decreases as the distance between river course section and Shihgang 
Dam increases. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
In this study, we developed an innovative stochastic framework by 
which to evaluate morphological changes in the face of uncertainty 
pertaining to hydrological forces. The proposed framework was applied 
to Shihgang Dam on the Dajia River in central Taiwan as a case study. 
We adopted a short-interval synthetic flow model to obtain stochastic 
projections of flow conditions, and used stochastic flow as a boundary 
condition in 2D hydraulic sediment model (SRH-2D) simulations to 
find solutions to a number of practical issues using stochastic 
interpretation. 
 
KEY WORDS: Dam removal, Stochastic framework, Synthetic flow, 
SRH-2D, Longitudinal profile, Lateral thalweg migration, Transported 
Sediment. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Dams have made an important contribution to human development and 
provided considerable economic, environmental, and social benefits. 
The construction of dams alters the hydrology, morphology, and 
ecology of streams, and this can have a significant environmental and 
social impact. Many aging reservoirs as well as those with severe 
sedimentation problems are no longer able to meet the needs for which 
they were constructed. This raises the question of whether maintaining 
reservoir operations is advisable (Lee and You, 2013). Answering this 
question requires specific predictions related to the response of 
channels to the removal of dams and changes in connectivity (Gartner 
et al., 2015). 
 
Hydraulic and sediment transport models are increasingly being used to 
simulate the effects of sediment management activities, such as the 
removal of dams (Morris, 2004, Cui et al., 2006, Cantelli et al., 2007, 
Wells et al., 2007, Cui and Wilcox, 2008, Downs et al., 2009 and 
Konrad, 2009). Two-dimensional (2D) models are more widely 
applicable than their 1D counterparts. In 2006, the Sedimentation and 
River Hydraulics–Two-Dimensional Model (SRH-2D) was developed 
by the Reclamation Technical Service Center for hydraulic and 
sediment modeling in engineering and river restoration projects, as well 
as studies on the removal of dams. 
 
Streamflow plays an important role in channel evolution. The ratio of 
the amount of water discharge to the amount of sediment moved by the 
flow largely determines the platform patterns, morphology, erosion, 

deposition and migration of the channel (Murrone et al., 1997). You et 
al. (2014) investigated the applicability of daily synthetic flow models 
in capturing other important hydrological characteristics. 
 
Dam removal tends to produce a series of changes in river terrain, 
migration of sediment and other changes in river morphology. In the 
past, most of the decisions pertaining the removal of dams were 
evaluated from a deterministic viewpoint; however, any observed 
stochastic process can be the product of a deterministic system or 
deterministic input. In fact, the morphology of alluvial channels, 
including but not limited to the growth of point bars and the migration 
of meandering bends, is an example of a time and space integration 
produced through stochastic processes at different scales (Yen, 2002). 
 
This study developed a stochastic framework by which to evaluate 
morphological changes. We adopted a short-interval synthetic flow 
model that uses statistical analysis to identify daily flow parameters. 
Using stochastic flow as a boundary condition in simulations, we 
employed a two dimensional hydraulic sediment model (SRH-2D) for us 
in estimating channel evolution following the removal of dams under 
uncertain flow conditions. We then applied this framework to Shihgang 
Dam on the Dajia River, as a case study. The proposed stochastic 
framework makes it possible to evaluate the effect of hydrological 
uncertainty. This approach yields probability distributions instead of 
using a single number for use as a quantifier in decision making. 
 
METHODOLOGY 
 
In this study, we combine stochastic flow regime data with two 
dimensional, deterministic hydraulic sediment modeling. First, a 
historical hourly flow series is extracted from reliable gauge 
measurements, whereupon statistical analysis is performed to identify 
the flow parameters using a Markov-based model. Second, the 
identified flow parameters are used to reproduce multiple groups of 
hourly synthetic streamflow series with the aim of deriving stochastic 
flow conditions. Finally, groups of hourly flow series are used as 
boundary input data for the execution of a deterministic two-dimension 
sediment transportation model in SRH-2D. Fig. 1 illustrates the 
framework of this study, including the underlying concept and 
implementation. 
 
Two-Dimensional Hydraulic and Sediment Transport model 
 
To simulate geomorphic responses following the removal of dams, we 
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selected Sedimentation and River Hydraulics 2D (SRH-2D), a two 
dimensional finite volume model developed by the US Bureau of 
Reclamation (USBR). The 2D flow solver is based on a model 
developed by Lai (2007). Sediment transport and mobile-bed dynamics 
are solved using the method proposed by Greimann et al. (2008). The 
latest version of this software, version 3, also deals with hydraulic flow 
in river systems and the transport of bed sediment. 
 
Synthetic flow model 
 
A Markov-based method was used to generate synthetic flow as a 
stochastic description of future hydrological conditions. Data-driven 
Markov-based models are ideally suited to this task, as they were 
designed for water resource engineering, which requires reasonable 
estimates with regard to monthly averages and maximum daily flow 
(You et al., 2014). The Markov-based method in this study is based 
primarily on the framework proposed by Aksoy and Bayazit (2000a, 
2000b). 
 
The proposed Markov-based model treats the magnitude of an increase 
as a random variable generated using a given probability distribution 
function, whereas the magnitude of a decrease is described using 
exponential recession. The model used to generate flow proceeds 
through the following steps: (1) determining whether the flow in a 
given step increases or decreases; and (2) deriving the ascension and 
recession curves of the hydrograph. This makes it possible to generate 
flow magnitudes sequentially. We employed two-state (W-D) Markov 
chains to determine the probability of wet and dry days. Probability 
matrix P reflects the hydrologic characteristics in a given month: 
 

WW WD

DW DD

P P
P=

P P
 
 
 

                                                                             (1) 

 
WWP  indicates the probability of a wet day remaining a wet day; DWP  

denotes the probability of a wet day becoming a dry day; WDP  signifies 
the probability of a dry day becoming a wet day, and DDP is the 
probability of a dry day remaining a dry day. Matrix P is produced 
using historical observation records with monthly variations. This 
model simulates the hydrologic states of each day in accordance with 
the probability of a day being wet or dry (from matrix P).  
 
A wet day (with flow exceeding that of the previous day) is located on 
the ascension curve of the hydrograph, whereas a dry day (with flow 
below that of the previous day) is located on the recession curve. Once 
ascension or recession has been determined, we simulate the magnitude 
of the increase or decrease in flow. In the case of ascension, discharge 
increments are treated as random variables ( q+ ), rather than as the flow 
observed during ascension. Statistical frequency analysis is used to 
obtain the probability distribution of q+ . Previous researchers have 
suggested that discharge increment q+ follows a Gamma distribution, 
with the following probability density function: 
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The moment method is used to obtain parameters qα +
and qβ +

 for each 
month, resulting in a total of 24 parameters. In the simulations, flow is 
stochastically generated according to distribution. Several successive 
increments are treated as a single event and flow rates are ranked from 
small to large to represent the characteristics of ascension. The 
recession curve is split into two stages. The first stage is the upper 
recession, containing curves with a peak flow value greater than the 
observed monthly mean. The second stage is the lower recession, 
containing curves with a peak flow value smaller than the observed 
monthly mean. The upper recession corresponds to the fast component 
of the flow feeding the stream in a rainless period and the lower 
recession corresponds to the slow component of the flow. Recession 

rt
q  is assumed to take the following form: 
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where 1b  and 2b   are the recession coefficients for the upper and lower 
parts of the recession curve, respectively. In stage I, rt  is the number of 

days after the peak, 0q  is the preceding peak flow value. In stage II, *
rt  

is the time since the start of the lower recession and *
0q   is the initial 

flow in the lower part of the recession. A recession curve decays in 
accordance with the equation for stage I until the flow takes a value 
smaller than the observed monthly mean flow. If the peak flow of a 
recession or flow value for a given day on the recession curve is 
smaller than the observed monthly mean, then the equation for stage II 
is used until the end of the recession. Readers are referred to You et al. 
(2014) for further information pertaining to the synthetic flow model. 
 
CASE STUDY 
 
Dajia Creek is the third largest watershed in Central Taiwan. The total 
length of the main stream is approximately 124.2 kilometers and 
channel slope is steep, with an average of 1.5%. (WRA, 2013) The 
average annual rainfall in the Daija River watershed is approximately 
1734.5 mm, concentrated between July and September. The high flow 
period from May to September accounts for 77.5% of the total rainfall 
quantity. The major rainy seasons in Taiwan are divided into the plum 
rain season (mid-May to mid-June) and the typhoon season (mid-July 
to August). During typhoon season, frequent tropical storms bring very 
heavy rainfall. The high intensity of this precipitation is the primary 
cause of weather-related disasters in Taiwan. 
 
Shihgang dam was constructed in 1974-1977, providing approximately 
2.7 million cubic meters of reservoir capacity. Since that time, it has 
played an important role in the water supply system of Taichung. The 
dam was heavily damaged in the Chi-Chi earthquake, and despite the 
fact that operations resumed in 2000, the storage capacity has been 
significantly decreased. Sediment that has subsequently flushed into the 
dam has further exacerbated the problem, reducing capacity from 1.9 
million cubic meters in 2001 to 1.1 million cubic meters in 2016. 
 
This raises the question of whether the removal of Shihgang Dam is a 
viable solution for Dajia River? The fact that the storage capacity of 
Shihgang Dam has been greatly decreased and most of the water 
consumed in the area is actually supplied by the Techi reservoir 
upstream; means that Shihgang Dam could potentially be 
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decommissioned to restore the channel equilibrium, and possibly 
resolve the problem of downstream erosion. Thus, in this study, 
simulations were conducted for a three-year span following the 
hypothetical removal of Shihgang Dam. 
 
Simulation: Region 
 
The region included in the simulation ranged from the upstream 
boundary at Dong-Shi Bridge to the downstream boundary at Hou-
Feng Bridge, with Shihgang dam demarcating midstream and 
downstream sectors within Dajia Creek. Most of the sediment in the 
midstream sector is gravel, whereas silt and sand are prevalent in the 
downstream sector. Geomorphologic features at the bottom of the 
channel include shoals, riffle, glide in both sectors, and few pools and 
sandbanks in the downstream sector. The flood plain of the entire 
region is used for agricultural purposes, and numerous high-density 
industrial sites and residential properties are located in the downstream 
sector. (WRA, 2013) Fig. 2 identifies the locations of twenty cross-
sections surveyed regularly by WRA, which were also used to illustrate 
the simulation results in the main channel.  
 
Development of Sediment and Hydraulic Models 
 
Grid Establishment and Initial Conditions 
 
Applying the dimensional hydraulic sediment model involving 
developing grids of ground-surface elevation through interpolation 
from available survey points or cross-sections. Usually, the process of 
interpolation used to obtain elevations along the main channel is 
performed longitudinally or latitudinally for convenience; however, for 
the sake of computational precision, we sought to establish a grid eye 
that adheres separately to the thalweg direction and cross-sections. 
Thus, we established several imaginary cross-sections to fill in the gaps 
between real sections. We also established imaginary stream lines 
along both sides of the main channel in order to obtain elevations at the 
imaginary cross-sections through interpolation. This process generated 
a considerable number of auxiliary points, which were then used to 
establish a grid for the surface water modeling system (SMS), as 
illustrated in Fig. 3. 
 
Boundary Conditions and Parameter Settings 
 
The parameter settings in SRH-2D include Manning’s coefficient, 
riverbed stratification, turbulence, and sediment transport. This study 
follows the recommendation of SRH-2D manual except for the choice 
of parabolic model for the turbulence formula. 
 
Two boundary conditions related to discharge and sedimentation type 
must be established to use the SRH-2D model. The former is 
determined using synthetic streamflow series as discussed previously, 
whereas, the latter includes a range of options that must be evaluated. 
In this study, we evaluated the full-capacity setting as an option in 
SRH-2D, using the rating curve of a suspended load of Dong-Shi 
Bridge but disregarding the effects of the suspended load. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Potential Variations in the Longitudinal Profile 
 
The river profile underwent considerable evolution between XS30 

(Downstream of Hou-Feng Bike Trial) and XS38 (Chong-Kang Bridge), 
since it was vicinity to the dam area. Fig. 4 indicates a general variation 
of the longitudinal profile, and Table 1-3 provides a more detailed 
account. 
 
The application of a stochastic framework makes it possible to evaluate 
uncertainties in river response. From Fig. 5, we can obtain the standard 
deviation of the channel bed as an indicator of variability in 
morphological evolution, which increased remarkably after July of the 
first year. The uncertainty appears to decrease somewhat toward the 
end of the second and into the third. The most pronounced (and 
therefore representative) variability in bed evolution was observed 
around XS36, the location of Shihgang Dam. Considerable uncertainty 
was also observed in downstream regions at XS28-1, 29 and 30 as well 
as in upstream regions at XS43, 43-1, 44, 45, 46, and 47-1. Nonetheless, 
this may be due to the boundary effects of computational modelling. 
 
Lateral Thalweg Migration 
 
The proposed framework can also be used to address the uncertainty 
associated with lateral thalweg migration, in order to elucidate the 
danger of riverbank erosion and potential damage due to flooding at 
specific points. This information can also be used in the formulation of 
engineering projects. For instance, this method could enable decision 
makers to achieve a reasonable balance between the need to reinforce 
riverbanks and the cost of implementing such measures. Fig. 6 and 
Fig.7 illustrate the normalized lateral thalweg position and the lateral 
uncertainty at each cross-section. Values 0 and 1 respectively represent 
the left and right banks, and 0.5 is precisely in the center of the channel. 
In Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, the lateral thalweg position at cross-sections near 
the simulation boundaries (XS28-1, 29, 30, 34, 35-1 43-1, 44, 45, 46, 
and 47-1) remained almost unchanged. However, at other cross sections, 
the lateral thalweg position was shown to swing laterally across the 
channel over time. Except for the anomalous results obtained at XS35-
2 and 35-3 at the end of May of the first year, most of the long-term 
shifts in thalweg were in the direction of the right bank (XS33, 37, 38 
and 42). XS39 and XS43 were the only two sections that exhibited 
lateral migration in both directions over time. 
 
Volume of Transported Sediment 
 
We used the averaged section area method to calculate the volume of 
sediment transported within a given time interval across the entire 
simulation region. A constant distance was defined between every pair 
of cross-sections at each time point in order to predict the volume of 
sediment being transported between any two sections over time. The 
twenty cross-sections in this study were paired with nineteen pair 
blocks and numbered in ascending order from downstream to upstream. 
Fig. 8 presents variations in the quantity of transported sediment under 
the average of all quantiles, as determined using the averaged section 
area method. The most pronounced erosion in the area adjacent to the 
dam occurred at block 9, with most of the resulting sediment deposited 
between blocks 1-7. The speed of erosion was approximately 0.11 
million cubic meters per year at block 9 (downstream) and 0.01 million 
cubic meters per year at blocks 18-19 (upstream). In contrast, the speed 
of deposition was approximately 0.03 million cubic meters per year at 
blocks 12-17 (upstream). Over the long term, all of the upstream areas 
except block 11 (XS38 to 39) tended toward erosion, the dam area also 
tended toward erosion, and the downstream sectors tended toward 
deposition.  
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Significant uncertainty in the upstream section as indicated in Figwas 
encountered in blocks 9, 11, 12, and 17, with an average standard 
deviation of 0.08, 0.09, 0.09 and 0.08 million cubic meters; however, 
the standard deviation in blocks 11, 12, and 17 diminished slightly over 
time. Uncertainty in block 9 can be attributed to the erosion of the dam, 
whereas uncertainty in blocks 11 and 17 was due to local topographical 
conditions and the complex relationship between the transport of 
sediment and flow conditions. Most of the blocks remained largely 
unchanged over time with regard to standard deviation; however, 
downstream blocks 2-4 presented indications of numerical instability, 
resulting in a jump in standard deviation to a somewhat unreasonable 
level. This stochastic information could be of assistance to decision 
makers seeking to deal with the risks inherent in dam removal. 
 
Tables 
 
Table 1. Depth variation of longitudinal profile (End of first year) 

Distance from  
Hou-Feng Bridge(m) 1005 2500 3154 3838 4246 4369 4697 5169 5822 

Cross section no. 30 33 34 35-1 35-2 35-3 36 37 38 

p=0.01 0.02 -4.11 0.28 0.72 1.72 0.87 -6.95 -2.94 0.16 

p=0.05 0.27 -3.83 0.36 0.97 1.84 1.39 -6.68 -2.64 0.23 

p=0.10 0.29 -3.75 0.45 1.04 1.89 1.46 -6.67 -2.46 0.25 

p=0.25 0.36 -3.43 0.59 1.29 1.96 1.73 -6.46 -2.19 0.33 

p=0.50 0.53 -3.08 0.64 2.58 2.03 2.00 -6.29 -1.51 0.60 

p=0.75 0.90 -2.68 0.71 2.67 2.19 2.50 -4.84 -0.66 0.89 

p=0.90 1.22 -2.32 0.82 2.79 2.43 2.83 -4.32 -0.32 1.08 

p=0.95 1.25 -2.31 0.92 2.80 2.44 2.84 -4.25 -0.28 1.09 

p=0.99 4.29 -1.03 1.38 3.04 3.11 3.32 -1.19 -0.08 1.98 

Average 1.16 -2.86 0.76 2.11 2.21 2.13 -5.22 -1.46 0.78 

 
Table 2. Depth variation of longitudinal profile (End of second year) 

Distance from  
Hou-Feng Bridge(m) 1005 2500 3154 3838 4246 4369 4697 5169 5822 

Cross section no. 30 33 34 35-1 35-2 35-3 36 37 38 

p=0.01 -0.20 -4.38 -0.19 1.49 1.39 -0.28 -6.98 -3.46 0.09 

p=0.05 -0.09 -4.04 0.13 2.09 1.52 0.89 -6.83 -3.22 0.19 

p=0.10 -0.06 -3.97 0.17 2.19 1.56 1.04 -6.68 -3.10 0.27 

p=0.25 0.09 -3.78 0.37 2.46 1.64 1.60 -6.59 -2.69 0.35 

p=0.50 0.42 -3.23 0.55 2.58 1.89 1.91 -6.41 -2.40 0.66 

p=0.75 1.07 -2.80 0.62 2.66 2.03 2.20 -6.04 -2.20 0.87 

p=0.90 1.69 -2.40 0.90 2.77 2.40 2.27 -5.27 -1.84 1.32 

p=0.95 2.14 -2.29 0.91 2.78 2.44 2.29 -5.00 -1.80 1.36 

p=0.99 4.84 -1.80 1.37 3.14 3.08 3.00 -3.99 -0.71 1.86 

Average 1.12 -3.19 0.54 2.51 2.03 1.74 -5.96 -2.31 0.75 

 
 
 
 
 

Table 3. Depth variation of longitudinal profile (End of third year) 

Distance from  
Hou-Feng Bridge(m) 1005 2500 3154 3838 4246 4369 4697 5169 5822 

Cross section no. 30 33 34 35-1 35-2 35-3 36 37 38 

p=0.01 -0.20 -4.38 -0.19 1.49 1.39 -0.28 -6.98 -3.46 0.09 

p=0.05 -0.09 -4.04 0.13 2.09 1.52 0.89 -6.83 -3.22 0.19 

p=0.10 -0.06 -3.97 0.17 2.19 1.56 1.04 -6.68 -3.10 0.27 

p=0.25 0.09 -3.78 0.37 2.46 1.64 1.60 -6.59 -2.69 0.35 

p=0.50 0.42 -3.23 0.55 2.58 1.89 1.91 -6.41 -2.40 0.66 

p=0.75 1.07 -2.80 0.62 2.66 2.03 2.20 -6.04 -2.20 0.87 

p=0.90 1.69 -2.40 0.90 2.77 2.40 2.27 -5.27 -1.84 1.32 

p=0.95 2.14 -2.29 0.91 2.78 2.44 2.29 -5.00 -1.80 1.36 

p=0.99 4.84 -1.80 1.37 3.14 3.08 3.00 -3.99 -0.71 1.86 

Average 1.12 -3.19 0.54 2.51 2.03 1.74 -5.96 -2.31 0.75 

 
Figures 
 

 
Fig 1. The framework of this study 
 

 
Fig 2. Location of twenty cross-sections in the Da-Jia creek 
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Fig 3. The illustration of grid establishment in Geography Information 
System 
 

 
Fig 4. The average longitudinal profile 
 

 
Fig 5. The standard deviation of average longitudinal profile 
 

 
Fig 6. The lateral thalweg migration of simulated cross-section 
 

 
Fig 7. The standard deviation of lateral thalweg shifts 
 

 
Fig 8. The average transported sediment volume 
 

 
Fig 9. The standard deviation of average transported sediment volume 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
The proposed framework proved highly effective in evaluating the 
effects of hydrological variability and uncertainty by yielding quantifier 
distributions rather than single numbers. However, the short-interval 
synthetic flow series were based primary on data obtained in a single 
year. Much of the measurement data in our simulations was missing or 
fragmentary, which made it impossible to conduct simulations over 
longer periods of time. Nonetheless, we were able to rudimentary 
investigate channel forming discharge and generate a number of 
representative flow series. Follow up studies with more complete data 
sets would no doubt be beneficial in making the simulation results 
more cogent and persuasive. It may also prove beneficial to examine 
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specific engineering projects; however, that would be beyond the 
current scope of research conditions. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Pore-water pressure variation within a riverbank has been recognized as 

a significant factor for riverbank stability. The riverbank stability was 

analyzed mostly by the limit equilibrium method in the related studies. 

To obtain realistic estimation of pore-water pressure, this study 

proposes a practical numerical model by coupling groundwater flow 

modeling to riverbank stability analysis in order to deal with the 

combined effects of river stage and groundwater table. In the following, 

the downstream of New railway bridge in the Dajia River was chosen as 

a study case. The soil properties including unit weight of soil, friction 

angle and grain size distribution were determined by experimental tests 

and empirical equations. The changes of river stage before and after dam 

removal were applied by the simulated results from the WASH123D 

modeling. The process of riverbank retreat was investigated with respect 

to river stage hydrographs during flood return periods of Q20, Q50 and 

Q100. The simulated results show that riverbank failure was triggered 3 

times for all scenarios. The retreat lengths of Q20=2.76m, Q50=3.29m, 

Q20=3.68m and Q20=2.41m, Q50=3.18m, Q20=3.46m before and after dam 

removal were obtained respectively by modeling. 

 

KEY WORDS:  riverbank stability; pore-water pressure; limit 

equilibrium method; riverbank retreat; WASH123D 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

During a flood, large water discharge and rapid changes in water level 

would induce strong erosion, especially for meandering channel or 

contraction of cross-section. The riverbank adjacent to a river may be 

continuously eroded due to various water forces. Riverbank retreat 

would cause floodplain land loss and might induce water flow directly 

acting on the embankment structure. Once scour depth of embankment 

foundation is increasing, embankment failure would be further induced 

and would become a serious problem. 

 

The riverbank composed of cohesive material tends to fail in block 

sliding along planar failure plane. Over the past decades, the stability of 

riverbank was usually analyzed based upon the limit equilibrium 

method. Changes in pore-water pressure within riverbank have been 

investigated and recognized as an essential factor in riverbank stability. 

Therefore, the interaction between river stage and groundwater table 

should be taken into consideration for evaluating riverbank stability. 

 

The purpose of this study is to investigate the behavior of riverbank 

retreat before and after dam removal by the case analysis for Dajia 

River. The evaluation model would be developed by integrating 

groundwater flow simulation and physical mechanisms of riverbank 

stability. The river stage obtained by WASH123D (Yeh et al. 1998, 

2006) modeling would be taken into account for the boundary condition 

of groundwater flow simulation and erosion estimation as well. The 

influences of before and after dam removal on riverbank retreat were 

investigated under different hydraulic conditions. 

 

METHODS 
 

Study case location 
 

In this study, a reach of Dajia River was selected as a study case. Dajia 

River is located in central region of Taiwan and occupies mainly 

Taichung City and some parts of Nantou County and Yilan County. It 

has a total mainstream length of 124.2 km, basin area of 1,236 km2 and 

average annual flow of about 31 m3/s. A reach about 1 km between 

New railway bridge and Houfon bridge was applied to examine the 

riverbank stability in Fig. 1.  

 

Houfon bridge
New railway bridge

Old railway bridge

Central Taiwan Science Park - Houli Science Park 2014/12/06

Flow direction

 
Fig. 1 Channel profile of the selected reach of Dajia River 
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Groundwater flow modeling 
 

The unsteady groundwater flow problem can be governed by one-

dimensional Boussinesq’s equation with a local rectangular Cartesian 

coordinate system as shown in Fig. 2. The governing equation can be 

written as follows (Bear 1972): 
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where S  is the specific yield; h  is the height of water table; K  is the 

hydraulic conductivity; I  is the recharge rate from infiltration; x  and 

t  are the space and the time coordinates; l  is the length of the domain. 

)t(H1  and )t(H2  are the time fluctuating height of water table at the 

boundaries and )x(H0  is the initial height of water table across the 

domain. 

 

The finite difference numerical method was applied in this study. Once 

the groundwater table is obtained by modeling, pore-water pressure 

could be estimated by assuming changes hydrostatically with distance 

above or below the groundwater table. 

 

 
Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of groundwater table profile 

 

Riverbank stability formulation 
 

A riverbank stability analysis algorithm, based on limit equilibrium 

method was used to assess whether riverbank failure will occur. The 

forces considered for riverbank stability analysis are shown in Fig. 3. 

Riverbank stability can be evaluated by the factor of safety (FS) 

expressed as (Osman and Thorne,1998; Darby and Thorne, 1996): 

 

 
)βαsin(PβsinW
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         (5) 

 

where c  is the effective cohesion; L  is the length of the failure plane; 

bφ
 
isthe angle used to determine the rate of increase in shear strength 

due to increasing matric suction; β  is the failure plane angle; α  is the 

angle of riverbank; and φ
 
is the effective friction angle of the soil. 

 

P
U

S

W
Groundwater table

Failure plane

River stage

a
b

 
Fig. 3 Conceptual diagram of forces considered for riverbank stability 

analysis 
 

Erosion determination 
 

The average boundary shear stress in a river is generally estimated by 

the following (Henderson, 1966): 

 

00 DSγτ w                                                                                            (6) 

 

where 0τ  is boundary shear stress; wγ  is unit weight of water; R  is 

hydraulic radius; 0S  is channel slope. The erosion flux could be 

determined by: 
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where dk  is erodibility coefficient (m3/N-s); cτ  is critical shear stress 

(Pa); bτ  is boundary shear stress (Pa); a  is empirical coefficient 

( 01.a  is commonly applied). Erosion length within a given time 

interval would be obtained by: 

 

  tΔττktΔεL
a

cbde                                                                        (8) 

 

where eL  is erosion length; tΔ  is time interval. 

 

Field tests 

 
We conducted field tests in order to determine soil properties in situ for 

further simulation. Two sites around section number 29 were selected 

for testing as shown in Fig. 4. The situation of in situ measurement is as 

shown in Fig. 5. The soil properties could be determined and concluded 

as follows: unit weight of 22.6~22.9 kN/m3, friction angle of 38°~39° 

and hydraulic conductivity of 10-2~10-4 cm/sec. 
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29 3028-1

30-1
 

Fig. 4 Field test for soil properties near section number 29 

 

  
Fig. 5 Field test for soil properties near section number 29 

 

Hydraulic condition 

 
For groundwater simulation, river stage is one of the boundary 

conditions which would determine groundwater table and pore-water 

pressure distribution. In this study, the changes of river stage before 

and after dam removal were used by the one-dimensional simulated 

results from the WASH123D modeling. Two events, Typhoon Morakot 

in 2009 and Typhoon Soulik in 2013, the river stage changes with time 

were obtained respectively by WASH123D modeling as shown in Fig. 

6. 
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(a)                                                      (b) 

Fig. 6 River stage changes of section number 29 during (a)Typhoon 

Morakot; (b)Typhoon Soulik 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

Riverbank retreat for typhoon events 

 
Without considering bed scour, whole processes of riverbank retreat for 

Morakot and Suli typhoon events are plotted in Fig. 7. Flood duration 

in Typhoon Morakot was longer than which in Typhoon Soulik. 

Therefore, the erosion in Typhoon Morakot was also more serious and 

induced more times of riverbank collapse. There were 7 collapse at 42, 

48, 55, 63, 71, 79 and 88 hours for Typhoon Morakot which would 

produce riverbank retreat length of 9.39m. The collapse occurred 3 

times for Suli typhoon respectively at 39, 47 and 56 hours and 

riverbank retreat length of 1.27m would be produced. The simulated 

results shows that flood duration would be an essential factor to 

determine riverbank retreat when the erosion is continuously in the 

transportation of soil particles of the riverbank. 
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(a)                                                      (b) 

Fig. 7 Riverbank retreat conditions with time for (a)Typhoon Morakot; 

(b)Typhoon Soulik 

 

Riverbank retreat for return period discharge 
 

For the investigation of riverbank retreat before and after dam removal, 

different return periods of Q20, Q50 and Q100 would be taken into 

account to determine the changes of river stages. The simulated results 

from WASH123D modeling indicates that the river stages would have 

little difference in varying with return period while nearly no difference 

before and after dam removal. For the peak level, Q20 would be 

213.56m (before dam removal) and 213.52m (after dam removal); Q50 

would be 214.17m (before dam removal) and 214.19m (after dam 

removal); Q100 would be 214.27m (before dam removal) and 214.27m 

(after dam removal). The simulation results of riverbank retreat for 

each case are as shown in Fig. 8. For Q20, collapse occurred three times 

throughout the flood period, the retreat length of about 2.76m (before 

dam removal) and 2.41m (after dam removal). For Q50, collapse 

occurred three times throughout the flood period, the retreat length of 

about 3.29m (before dam removal) and 3.18m (after dam removal). For 

Q100, collapse occurred three times throughout the flood period, the 

retreat length of about 3.68m (before dam removal) and 3.46m (after 

dam removal). Total length of riverbank retreat before and after dam 

removal for return period events are summarized in Table 1. 

 

Generally, the river stage for large-scale flood would produce great 

scour and would further cause serious riverbank retreat. However the 

flood duration are the same for all cases, the occurrence of collapse 

were limited to three times even Q100 would be larger than Q50 and Q20 

for the peak level. Therefore, the retreat length would not have 

dramatic rise with flood scale. In addition, nearly no difference of river 

stages before and after dam removal under the same flood duration 

would have little influences on riverbank retreat. 
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Table 1. Summary of total length of riverbank retreat before and after 

dam removal for return periods of Q20, Q50 and Q100 

Scenarios Before dam removal After dam removal 

Q20 2.76m 2.41m 

Q50 3.29m 3.18m 

Q100 3.68m 3.46m 
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(a3)                                                      (b3) 

Fig. 8 Riverbank retreat conditions with time before dam removal 

(a1)Q20; (a2)Q50; (a3)Q100; after dam removal (b1)Q20; (b2)Q50; 

(b3)Q100 

 

CONCLUSIONS 
 

In this study, the reach between New railway bridge and Houfon bridge 

of Dajia was selected as a study case. In order to understand the process 

of riverbank retreat, we developed an evaluation model based on limit 

equilibrium method. The model has ability to predict the changes of 

erosion length, riverbank collapse and riverbank retreat length with 

consideration of river stage variations provided by WASH123D 

modeling. The proposed model could reasonably estimate riverbank 

retreat length. After soil properties of the study reach was obtained by 

field measurement. The effects of river stage on riverbank retreat would 

be evaluated by modeling. A flood characteristics would determine 

riverbank retreat length since riverbank retreat is a result of erosion and 

riverbank collapse occur repeatedly. The results from two events of 

Typhoon Morakot and Typhoon Soulik shows that the flood duration 

would dominantly determine retreat length. Besides, the results of 

return periods of Q20, Q50 and Q100 also indicates that retreat length 

would not have dramatic rise with flood scale under the same flood 

duration. There is a little difference in riverbank retreat length since the 

river stages would nearly no difference of river stages before and after 

dam removal. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
A preliminary investigation of dredging effects on longitudinal riverbed 
profile is made by simulating 64 dredging arrangements with varying 
bed slope and channel-to-floodplain width ratio. The results indicate 
that dredging operation with minimal change of existing riverbed 
profile is not necessarily the most desirable option to maintain channel 
stability. This study shows that a good dredging arrangement could 
potentially enhance channel stability with smaller amplitude of 
fluctuation in the difference in average unit stream power along the 
channel. To maintain channel stability, effective dredging operation is 
required to consider its influence on river regime. 
  
KEY WORDS: Dredging, longitudinal riverbed profile, bed slope, 
channel-to-floodplain width ratio, channel stability, unit stream power, 
river regime. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Taichia River is located in central Taiwan (see upper part of Fig. 1) 
with a length of 140 km and a basin area of 1,336 km2. It has 22 major 
in-stream structures along the river including 19 bridges and 3 dams. 
Because of frequent occurrence of landslide events in the upper part of 
the river basin, compounded by the presence of in-stream structures, 
the continuous movement of sediment throughout the river system is 
often disrupted or interfered. As the result, there is a clear indication 
that the river has significant deposition build-up at the upstream of the 
dams while severe erosion at the downstream. 
 
It is known that longitudinal riverbed profile is strongly influenced by 
discharge, bed slope, bed materials, and geologic structure of the river 
basin. Dredging is a commonly adopted engineering means for 
navigation improvement, construction and reclamation, flood control, 
and mining (IADC 2010). This man-made modification of natural flow 
processes disrupts the dynamic equilibrium between the movements of 
water and sediment (Dunne and Leopold 1978). Radoane and Dumitriu 
(2003) indicated that riverbed tectonic uplift has more important 
influence than river erosion on the shape of longitudinal profile. That is 
the reason why Tachia River is very difficult to develop an equilibrium 
profile with a high concavity. Monjezi et.al (2013) showed that the 
dredging has no significant effect on the reduction of water surface 
elevation in major floods. On the other hand, they also pointed out that 
the sediments move faster after dredging and sedimentation decreases 
in riverbed. To improve flow conveyance capacity by upstream 
dredging would alter the flow regime of the river and bring about the 

reduction in sediment source for downstream. Hence, dredging would 
cause instability in channel bed and potentially damage the safety of 
river structures. 
 
This paper considers the characteristics of sediment source in the river 
basin and investigates the channel longitudinal profile response to 
dredging in the sediment production area. Furthermore, attempt is made 
to find a better arrangement of dredging for maintaining water course 
stability and to restore the continuation of sediment transport 
throughout the river system. 
 
In this study, Section 2 presents available field data and an 1D 
hydraulic and sediment transport model (SRH-1D), and its calibration 
and validation. Analysis and discussion of model application to 
dredging via simulation on the different dredging arrangements on 
longitudinal profile are illustrated in Section 3, followed by conclusions 
in Section 4. 
 

 
Fig. 1 Map of the Tachia River Basin, Taiwan. 
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MODEL CALIBRATION AND VALIDATION 
 
The Study River Reach 
 
The study river reach extends from the upstream of Tianlun Dam to the 
Tachia River mouth to the Taiwan Strait (see upper part of Figure 1) 
within the Tachia River basin. The length of studied reach is 
approximately 66 km. 
 
Mathematical Models: SRH-1D 
 
In this study, the computer software SRH-1D (Sediment and River 
Hydraulics – One Dimension) is used. The model is a one dimensional 
hydraulic and sediment transport model for use in natural rivers and 
man-made channels. 
 
Required Model Inputs 
 
Channel cross-sections and bed materials 

Along the study river reach, channel cross-section measurements at 143 
locations are available in 2011, 2012 and 2013 from The Third River 
Management Bureau, Taiwan Water Resources Agency. Also, 
information about bed materials is available from the measurements 
conducted in 2011. 
 
Roughness coefficient 

In this study, the procedure of Cowen (1956) is adopted for 
determining the values of Manning’s roughness coefficient n by first 
select a base value of n for the bed material and then adjustment its 
value according to channel irregularities, alignment, obstructions, 
vegetation, and other factors. The mathematical model of the Tachia 
River within the study reach has been calibrated in which the Manning 
coefficient value is determined for each river section based on water 
surface and channel bed profile. 
 
Boundary conditions (BCs) 

Hourly flow rate and sediment discharge data at the Tianlun Dam were 
used as the model upstream boundary condition. On the other hand, 
hourly water elevation at Taichung Port located at the mouth of Tachia 
River is used as downstream boundary condition in the model study. 
 
Sediment transport equation 

In this study, the sediment transport equation used in the study is 
developed by Wu et al. (2000) for computing sediment carrying 
capacities of the river. 
 
Calibration and validation of mathematical model 

The basis used to calibrate SRH-1D is to compare the computed 
longitudinal profile with the observed profile in 2012. For model 
validation, comparison is made of its predicted longitudinal profile and 
observed profile in 2013. Figure 2 shows a comparison of predicted and 
observed longitudinal profiles and channel bed elevation along the 
study river reach from 2012 to 2013. It can be observed that SRH-1D 
predicts quite well the longitudinal profile for bed deposition and 
degradation. Hence, one can conclude that the model can be used to 
investigate the effect of dredging operation on the longitudinal profile 
of the study reach. 

 

Fig. 2 Comparison of predicted and observed (a) longitudinal profile 
and (b) bed elevation change in 2012-2013 
 
MODEL APPLICATION AND ANALYSIS 
 
The study reach is divided into three river segments according to the 
annual trend of deposition and erosion as follows: 
 
From the River Mouth to Shigang Dam 
 
There is little landslide zone that provides sediment from the land 
surface. The major concern in this river segment is riverbed erosion and 
its induced bridge pier scour;  
 
From Shigang Dam to Maan Dam 
 
Fluvial erosion and deposition appear concurrently in this reach 
because significant terrain undulation and mining operation have 
greatly influenced on this channel segment after the Chi-Chi 
Earthquake in 1999, the largest event in Taiwan in the past 60 years. 
 
From Maan Dam to Tianlun Dam 
 
After the Chi-Chi Earthquake, significant uplift of the local land 
surface and increase in sediment source of the watershed have great 
influenced on this river segment. Dredging is often implemented in this 
channel segment. 
 
This study attempts to investigate the effects of different dredging 
arrangements along the river segments from Maan Dam to river mouth 
on longitudinal riverbed profile. The investigation is done by changing 
the channel-to-floodplain width ratio and the bed slope according to 
Sinha and Parker (1996) who provided four measures to quantify the 
river profile concavity based on wavelike progradation, abrasion, basin 
subsidence and water and sediment inflow from tributaries. They noted 
that the degree of concavity varies depending on a set of dimensionless 
numbers. In this paper, the effect on sediment inflow which, in turn, on 
the longitudinal profile is ignored and the remaining three dimensionless 
parameters are considered through the width ratio and bed slope.  
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The selected dredging sites along the study river reach are 77, 76-2, 76-
1, 76 between Shonghu Bridge which is 6872 m distant from the 
headwater and Lilun Bridge which is 10427 m distant from the 
headwater as shown in lower part of Fig. 1. Model simulation of 64 
dredging arrangements are made from the combinations of two bed 
slopes in each of four selected dredging sites and two channel-to-
floodplain width ratios (Bc/Bf) at sites 77 and 76-1. The two bed slopes 
considered are the original bed slope value (So) and dredged slope S0 = 
1.2S0. The two values of Bc/Bf are 0.6 and 0.8. 
 
From the viewpoint of maintaining river course stability, this study 
attempts to identify the most desirable dredging arrangement at the 
selected sites so that the resulting change in riverbed profile is minimal. 
For this reason, the river segment from Maan Dam to the river mouth is 
divided into 102 cross-sections at which the change in the lowest 
channel bottom elevation before and after dredging is determined by 
simulation. The segment-averaged river course stability indicator used 
in this study is the mean absolute error (MAE) defined by 
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where ,x sz and '
,x sz  are, respectively, the lowest riverbed elevation at 

channel cross-section ‘x’ before and after the dredging considering 
dredging arrangement scenario ‘s’. A smaller value of MAE indicates a 
more stable channel bed response. 
 
Based on the numerical simulation of 64 dredging arrangements, it is 
found that the values of MAE vary in the range of (0.8818, 0.8851). The 
MAE value corresponding to the best and the worst dredging 
arrangements are shown in Table 1 and Fig. 3. Interestingly, the 
dredging arrangement (D1) with no slope change and Bc/Bf = 0.6, which 
represents minimal change of existing riverbed profile resulted in 
significant riverbed profile change with MAE value of 0.8844 m close 
to the worst case. 
 
Table 1. The best and worst dredging arrangements 

Dredging Arrangement Best 
(D62)  

Worst 
(D11) 

Dredging 
Site 

77 
Slope 1.2S0 S0 

Bc/Bf 0.8 0.6 

76-2 Slope 1.2S0 1.2S0 

76-1 
Slope 1.2S0 S0 

Bc/Bf 0.6 0.8 

76 Slope 1.2S0 S0 

MAE (m) 0.8818 0.8851 
 
 

 

 
Fig. 3. The best and worst dredging arrangements at the four dredging 
sites. 
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Yang and Stall (1976) indicated that unit stream power is the dominant 
factor in determining the total sediment concentration of streams with 
gravel beds. Yang (1973) defined unit stream power P as the time rate 
of potential energy loss per unit weight of water: 
 

VSP =                                                                                                (2) 
 
where V is the velocity of flow in the longitudinal direction and S is the 
friction slope. Focusing on the range 9701 m ~18298 m to headwater, 
this study compared D62 (the best) with D11 (the worst) with respect to 
the difference in bed elevation from the viewpoint of unit stream power 
in Fig. 4. The figure shows that average unit stream power has effect on  
the erosion and deposition of riverbed. The comparison of 64 dredging 
arrangements indicates that the dredging with the most desirable 
arrangement (D62) the difference in average unit stream power along 
the channel has the smallest amplitude of fluctuation.  
 

 
Fig. 4 The differences in (a) bed elevation and (b) unit stream power 
between dredging and non-dredging. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
Landslide events induced by frequency occurrences of torrential 
rainfalls have significantly increased sediment input to the Tachia River 
from the basin after Chi-Chi earthquake. Compounded by the presence 
of many in-stream structures (i.e., dams and bridges) the river regime 
of the Tachia River is highly complex and variable. To improve flow 
conveyance capacity by dredging in the upstream reach would alter the 
flow regime of the river and bring about the reduction in sediment 
source for the downstream. This study conducts a preliminary 
investigation on the effects of different dredging arrangements along 

the river on longitudinal riverbed profile. Model simulation of 64 
dredging arrangements are made from the combinations of two bed 
slopes in each of four selected dredging sites and two channel-to-
floodplain width ratios at two of four sites. 
 
By using the mean absolute error (MAE) for the segment-averaged river 
course stability indicator, this study identifies the best and the worst 
dredging arrangements corresponding to the smallest and largest MAE 
values. The analysis of 64 simulation results indicates that the dredging 
operation with minimal change of existing riverbed profile is not 
necessarily the most desirable option to maintain channel stability. 
Based on the unit stream power, which is the dominant factor in 
determining the total sediment concentration of streams with gravel 
beds, this study shows that dredging with the most desirable 
arrangement results in the smallest amplitude of fluctuation in the 
difference in average unit stream power along the channel. 
 
To maintain channel stability, effective dredging operation is required 
to consider its influence on river regime. This study presents a 
preliminary investigation attempting to identify the best dredging 
arrangement in the Tachia River by considering limited combinations 
of slope and cross-section changes at four selected dredging sites. A 
more comprehensive design of dredging scenarios should be made in 
the future research for identifying the optimal dredging arrangement. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Dajia river basin environment have adjusted since 921 Earthquake with 
large scale landslides. Environmental disaster and man-made facility 
will interact with each other, then induce compound disaster. For 
example, dams make the unbalance of sediment transport and then 
induce river bed change that affect the cross-river bridge and diversion 
works. This study evaluates the impact of dams on Dajia river sediment 
transportation, and suggests that the countermeasures should focus on 
maintaining the continuum of sediment transportation to promote the 
resilience of river bed evolution. 
 
KEY WORDS: Continuum of sediment transportation; Dajia river; 
Environmental disaster 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The Dajia River watershed with vulnerable geology, since the 
occurrence of 921 Earthquake in 1999, has made its geology even more 
vulnerable and caused the loosening of debris in watershed. In 2001, 
the incursion of Typhoon Tora-Ji caused the massive downgrading of 
debris within watershed and also caused several new landslides. In 
2004, the incursion of Typhoon Min-Dulle (also called Chi-Ur Flood) 
induced a large-scale rainstorm colluvial deposit and river sediment 
which slid downward from upper river reach to middle river reach. The 
severe sediment  caused the compound disasters as the inundation of 
three hydro power plants, several landslides along the Taiwan Route 
No 8, and scouring of dikes. The compound disasters recurred from 
2005 to 2012. 
 
After 921 Earthquake, Dajia River basin environment was still firmly 
situated as adjustment status for post disaster. The environmental 
disasters and the man-made facilities have affected each other and thus 
causing a chain of interrelated disasters. To sustain the quality of the 
environment and maintain the stability of the river bed, the focus of the 
countermeasures should be on how to resolve the  problem of sediment-
related disasters. 
 
 
 
 

THE RIVER CHANNEL ENVIRONMENT AND AN 
OVERVIEW OF IT’S PROBLEMS 
 
River Channel Environment 
 
The Dajia River is located in the mid-west of Taiwan. With a drainage 
area of 1,244 square kilometers, a total length of 124 kilometers, and an 
average gradient of 1/60, it is considered a torrential river. Based on its 
geological characteristics, the Dajia river can be categorized into 5 
sections as figure 1 which are divided by Te-Chi Reservoir, Ma-An 
Dam, Shi-Gang Dam and the bridge for national highway no. 3. In 
addition, most rainfall occurs in the Dajia River’s upstream watershed, 
with an average rainfall of 2,400 to 2,800 millimeters per year. 
 
Environmental Disasters 
 
Following the 921 Earthquake, the Total Area of Landslide Increased. 
 
After 2004, the total area of landslide was 4,147 hectares. The ratio of 
landslide in the watershed reached 3.3%, which was four times greater 
than that  before the earthquake, 
 
The Dam and River Narrow-Section Hindered the River Sediment 
Transporting 
 
After 2004, from Tien-Lung Dam to Ma-An Dam, the sediment 
deposition in the river bed reached 15.47 million cubic meters. From 
2005 to 2014, the government had strengthened river dredging for 
approximately 5.00 million cubic meters. After the large cross section 
investigation, the river drainage could wash away approximately 3.53 
million cubic meters less than volume of dredging.  
 
This study estimates that two reasons for that river channel cannot have 
the natural sediment transport capacity. The first reason is the narrow-
section canyon near the Li-Lun Bridge limiting the sediment 
transportation. The second reason is the backwater and the increase of 
water storage levels in the Ma-An Dam during the flooding season have 
caused the decrease of the river sediment transport capacity at upstream.  
 
The Reservoir Trap Sediment and the Earthquake Uplift Ground 
Surface Enhanced Erosion Force, Which Then Induced A Sediment 
Shortage River. 
 
According to the surveying data from 2005 to 2014, river channels 
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from the Ma-An Dan to Shi-Gang Dam have accumulated siltation of 
1.35 million cubic meters. The increased sediment was considered a 
reasonable result after Chi-Ur Flood. However, at the same time, the 
river incised from Shi-Gang Dam to the HSR Bridge upstream of 
national highway no. 3, with accumulated erosion of 3.37 million cubic 
meters, which is considered unreasonable. The river reach downstream 
the Shi-Gang Dam become sediment shortage river. 
 
The study estimates that major cause of the continuous erosion from the 
Shi-Kun Dam to the HSR Bridge was derived from the dredging 
volume of 3.9 million cubic meters from the Shi-Kun Dam between 
2005 and 2014. The other cause was that the earthquake uplift ground 
surface downstream of Shi-Kun Dam by 6 to 10 meters and this has led 
to the stronger flushing force. 
 
COUNTERMEASURES 
 
The environmental disasters in Dajia River were classified as the 
upstream reach deposition by massive debris supply and downstream 
reach scouring by lack of sediment supply. The countermeasures are 
thus to sustain the continuum of sediment transport. Water Resources 
Planning Institute, Water Resources Agency, has proposed the Master 
Plan for Integrated Regulation of the Dajia River Basin in 2015, with 
the primary principle of comprehensive erosion and sediment control as 
below.  
 
Segmented Planning for the Management of the Dajia River  
 
The application of river reach zoning allows the efficient of river 
management. The segmented planning for the management of the Dajia 
River can be divided into the sediment supply zone and sediment 
transportation zone, as shown in figure 1.  
 
Aims and Principles for the Management of Sediment 
 
Upstream Zone of Sediment Supply—the Conservation of Water and 
Land Resources and Sustainability of Storage Volume in Reservoir 
The cumulative deposition volume of the Te-Chi Reservoir has reached 
29.1%. To maintain the reservoir storage volume, the management 
principles are thus restricting land usage, removing sediment using 
turbid current venting at dam site, and sediment dredging at ponding 
area.   
 
The Mid to Upstream Zone of Sediment Supply—Maintaining the 
Safety of Villages and Hydropower Facilities 
 
The management principle is to maintain flood-carrying capacity. The 
periodic monitoring and the dredging of deposited river sections 
prevent the river channel bed deposition from going up and dams with 
the hydraulic sediment releasing by spillway. 
 
The Middle Stream Zone of Sediment Transportation—Sustaining 
the Normal Function of the Shi-Gang Dam Without Affecting the 
Continuum of  Sediment Transportation 
 
The management principle is utilizing sediment dredging to prevent the 
deposit in the ponding area of Shi-Gang Dan and  the coarse material of 
dredging material will leave at downstream reach as the source of the 
armoring layer for river bed.  
 

The Mid to Downstream Zone of Sediment Transportation—
Maintaining River Channel Steadiness 
 
The management principles are considering the reduction of discharge 
per unit width in the eroded river section, supplementing the armor 
layers, and protecting flood-plain to maintain main channel at river 
center. 
 
The Downstream Zone of Sediment Transportation—Maintaining 
River Channel Flooding Capacity and Stabilizing the Coastal 
Environment. 
 
The management principles are periodically surveying river channel, 
and executing the dredging of deposited channel sections, and 
monitoring coastal line regression. 
 
OVERVIEW OF CURRENT EXECUTION 
 
The authorities responsible for the Dajia River in recent years have  
adopted the principle of respecting the continuum of sediment 
transportation in order to achieve the comprehensive erosion and 
sediment control. A example of current execution between the 
Mountain Line Railway Bridge and the Ho-Fong Bridge as follows:  
 
The river training works include such as the excavation of the flood 
plain on siltation bank to maintain the mainstream, widening the 
mainstream for the reduction of the discharge per unit width and the 
supplementing armor layers to prevent incised channel.  
 
The excavation of left bank flood plain from 2012 to 2015 by 
excavating the siltation bank bed and filling the scouring bank, the 
mainstream was channeled to the river center, which thus has a 
widened mainstream and reduced the discharge unit width. 
 
In 2012, the implementation of armor layers from dredging material 
was postponed and lifted the bed elevation. The implementation of 
armor layers suspend from 2013 for the sakes of the expensive cost, 
and public opinion. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
The 921 Earthquake and Chi-Ur Flood had caused the increase of 
debris and sediment in watershed of the Dajia River. The current 
investigation has indicated that the river deposition has not been 
decreased for the Ma-An Dam and upwards,, however, the river 
scouring in the Shi-Gang Dam downwards is noticeable. The Dajia 
River’s environmental disasters classified as the upstream reach 
deposition by massive debris supply and downstream reach scouring by 
lack of sediment supply. The principles for the countermeasures are to 
respect continuum of sediment transportation, to apply the 
comprehensive erosion and sediment control such as the 
implementation of armor layers from dredging materials,  widening the 
mainstream for the reduction of the discharge per unit.  
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Fig. 1 River Reach Zoning and the Aims and Principles for the Management of Sediment for Every Zone 
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ABSTRACT 
 
In this study, CCHE3D model, with a soft bedrock erosion module, was 
applied to evaluate the erosion control plans for the downstream 
channel of the JiJi Weir in the Chushui River, Taiwan. The channel 
suffers from a serious channel incision over the soft rock bed. The 
erosion module and the numerical model were validated using available 
field data and observations; and optimal plans were proposed to 
minimize this erosion problem within the 6km channel reach from the 
JiJi Dam to Mingchu Bridge. Numerical simulations have shown that 
the proposed designs would reduce the soft rock erosions significantly 
in the head-cut zone near the JiJi Dam and the main incised channel. 
 
KEY WORDS:  Bedrock erosion, Stream power, 3D numerical model, 
Channel incisions, Erosion control. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
JiJi Weir was built across Chuoshui Creek, the longest river (178.6km) 
in Taiwan flowing from the east to the west of its watershed about 
4323km2. The local precipitation and geomorphology patterns strongly 
affect the flow and sedimentations modes both within the Reservoir and 
the downstream channel of the JiJi Weir. Within the 5km stretch 
downstream from the dam, the channel bed is featured with easy-to-be-
eroded fine lithology layers of mud, shiver, and sandstones, thus 
resulting in a severe channel incision and head-cut development 
problem during typhoon seasons. Fig. 1 shows the incised soft bedrock 
channel at downstream of the JiJi Weir.  The thalweg of the incised 
channel is about 10m lower than the original bed.  
 
To protect the JiJi Weir and its downstream channel from serious 
channel erosions, the Water Resources Agency (WRA) proposed some 
erosion control plans, in which multiple weir structures are to be 
installed along the downstream incised channel. This study is aimed at 
evaluating those erosion control plans and thus searching for optimal 
designs by using a 3D numerical model, CCHE3D (Jia, 2013), with 
capabilities in simulating the soft bedrock erosion.  
 
Extensive researches have been carried out for understanding and 
describing the physical mechanisms (i.e., abrasion, plucking, and 
cavitation) of soft bedrock erosions mathematically. For examples, 
Annandale (1995) proposed a conceptual framework to correlate the 

flow energy to the earth mass erodibility by introducing the erodibility 
index. Whipple and Tucker (1999) considered the stream power to 
dominate the bedrock erosions. Whipple et al. (2000) developed the 
conceptual models for plucking, abrasion, and cavitation in terms of the 
relationship between the bed shear stress and erosion rate by studying 
the field erosion processes. Sklar and Dietrich (2001) identified the 
sediment supply as an important factor for bedrock erosions due to 
abrasion. Sklar and Dietrich (2004) proposed a mechanistic bedrock 
erosion model by saltating bed load based on their work in 2001. Lamp 
et al. (2008) extended Sklar and Dietrich (2004)’s work further by 
considering the impacts from not only the bed load but also the 
suspended load.  
 

 
Fig. 1 Soft bedrock channel at downstream of JiJi Weir (Photo by 
Zhang, Y., Nov. 2015; look at downstream) 
 
From the previous studies, the impacting factors for the bedrock 
erosions were identified as follows: bedrock erodibility (strength), 
stream power, shear stress, sediment supply, and grain size. 
Accordingly, two types of models (Lai et al., 2011), namely, the 
hydraulic scour model (stream power-based, Annandale, 1995 and 2006) 
and the abrasive scour model (Sklar and Dietrich, 2004) have been 
widely used in the applications with numerical simulations. Jia et al. 
(2009) incorporated the abrasion-based bedrock erosion model into 
CCHE2D model (Jia and Wang, 1999) to study the channel incision at 
downstream of the JiJi Weir. Lai et al. (2011) proposed a hybrid 
bedrock erosion model by combing the abrasion-based model and the 
stream-power based model. Liao et al. (2013) implemented a stream-
power based soft bedrock erosion model into a 2D mobile-bed model 
EFA (explicit finite analytical) to study the channel morphological 
process in an uplifted reach of Ta-An by earthquake in Taiwan. In 
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addition to a 2D bedrock erosion model, Jia and Zhang (2013, 2014, 
and 2015) first developed a 3D bedrock erosion model by extending 
Liao et al. (2013)’s work to CCHE3D (Jia, 2013) to continue to study 
the channel incisions problems in Taiwan.  
 
This study presents the applications of the CCHE3D bedrock erosion 
module to study the channel incisions and erosion control problems in 
the downstream channel of the JiJi Weir. The numerical model was 
calibrated and validated using field data. Based on the evaluations of 
the multiple alternatives, an optimal control plan, involving multiple 
weir implementations and the channel side-excavations, was proposed 
to control the development of the channel incision and head-cut 
propagation.  
 
3D BEDROCK EROSION MODEL 
 
CCHE3D model (Jia, 2013) is solving fully 3D RANS equations based 
on a partially staggered structured mesh system, and its integrated 
bedrock erosion module is based on the stream power method (Liao et 
al. 2013), where the soft rock erosion rate, is only related to the rock 
erodibility index (Annandale,1995) and the flow stream power which is 
proportional to bed shear stress, as shown in Eq. (1) and (2): 
 

( 1) ( 1)c c
s s

cm cm

P UE K U K U
P P

τ
= − = −                                                  (1) 

b
cm hP aK=                                                                                  (2) 

 
where Ks = non-dimensional coefficient; U = depth-averaged velocity 
of flow (m/s); P = stream power of flow (kw/m2), P = τU, τ= shear 
stress (N/m2); Pcm = critical stream power (kw/m2); Kh = rock 
erodibility index; and, a, b, and c are site-specific calibrated parameters. 
In 2014, the improved 2D stream power method with lateral erosion 
capabilities was developed and integrated into CCHE2D soft-rock 
module, which has been successfully applied to Ta-An Creek of 
Taiwan (Jia and Zhang, 2014).  A factor Sb representing high slope 
zones is identified: 
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Where S is the local bed slope computed in an element, SR is a 
reference slope of the simulation area, it is currently represented by the 
average slope of all wet elements in a domain. The power r is empirical 
and needs to be calibrated. In the tests, it is found the r=1.5~5.0. It can 
be seen this factor is effective only when the local bed slope is larger 
than the reference slope. k=1~3 is the coefficient to adjust the reference 
slope, which filters out small slope area from erosion. With this factor, 
Eq. (1) is modified to: 
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Where Ebb is the erosion rate applicable to both softrock bed and bank 
erosion. 
 
With r = 0, Eq (4) will convert back to Eq. (1). In current study, the 
method is integrated with CCHE3D soft-rock module so that both the 
stream power method and the abrasion method can be used in both 
CCHE2D and CCHE3D models. 

EROSION CONTROL PLANS 
 
As early as in 2007, WRA proposed a few erosion control plans to 
prevent the channel incisions and head-cut development. Jia et al. (2009) 
and (2013) applied the 2D abrasion-based bedrock models and 3D 
stream power-based bedrock models respectively to evaluate those 
plans. They investigated the effects of the numbers, locations, and 
heights of weir structures installed within the channel, and their 
simulation results confirmed the effectiveness of the weir structures on 
the erosion reductions.  
 
In 2014, WRA proposed some new erosion control plans. One of the 
plans, as shown in Fig.2, is to install a comb-like weir structure, a 
curved high drop structure and a straight drop structure between the 
survey cross sections JiJi-27 to JiJi-21, and CS-115 to CS-116. In 
addition to the weir structures, side-excavations along the right 
floodplain were also proposed to widen the channel and reduce the 
flooding risk.  
 

 
Fig. 2 Top view of one erosion control plan 
 
In this study, different erosion control plans with combinations of weir 
structures and side-excavation designs were evaluated by using 
CCHE3D bedrock erosion model.  
 
MODEL CALIBRATIONS 
 
The study domain covers the 6km long channel stretch from the JiJi 
Weir to the Minchu Bridge as shown in Fig.3. Fig. 4 shows the 
distribution of bed rock erodibility index surveyed in 2014, varying 
from 310 (high rock strength) to 29 (low rock strength). 
 
The CCHE3D bedrock model was calibrated by using Typhoon Matmo 
in 2014 (peak discharge = 4980 cms) and validated by using Typhoon 
Morakot in 2009 (peak discharge = 12600 cms), which will also be 
used for all evaluation cases (see Fig. 5). 
 
According to the calibrations, the calibrated parameter set (a = 0.005, b 
= 0.75, and c = 0.2) in Eq. (1) and the high slope erosion parameters (r 
= 1.0 and k = 4.0) for the lateral erosion in Eq. (4) will be used for all 
validation and evaluation simulations 
 

 
Fig. 3 Study domain and computational mesh 
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Fig. 4 Measured bedrock erodibility index 
 

 
Fig. 5 Typhoon Morakot 
 
Based on the evaluations, it is concluded that the weir structures are 
effective in reducing local erosions between JiJi-30 and JiJi-20, while 
the excavation is effective in the widening reach from CS-112 to CS-
115.  
 
OPTIMAL DESIGN 
 
Fig. 6 shows the historical channel thalweg profiles of the downstream 
channel from 1998 to 2014. As can be seen, the slope of the head-cut 
reach is 0.0412, the incision reach is 0.0057 and the transition reach 
0.0028. The head-cut reach and the incision reach are of bare rock 
channel, actively eroded; the transition reach is sometimes partially 
covered with sediments, showing alluvial river morphologic and 
sediment transport features, and thus considered to be more stable. In 
this study, it is assumed the channel will be stablized if the bed slope 
can be reduced to 0.0028 approximately by installing erosion control 
weirs in the channel. 
 
Since the head-cut development has reached to the JiJi Dam, seriously 
threatening the safety of the dam structure, the protection of the 
upstream head-cut zone (from JiJi-30 to JiJi-22) is considered as the 
first priority. The high weir structure at JiJi-25 is capable of 
significantly reducing the bed rock erosions in the reach from JiJi-26 to 
JiJi-22. As for the reach from JiJi-30 to JiJi-26, a weir structure is 
planned at CS-115, and the small reservoir behind this weir structure is 
designed to slow down the flow and thus reduce the erosion. 
 
For downstream of the head-cut zone, the deep incised channel (from 
CS-109 to JiJi-26) is characterized with U-shaped cross sections, so 
deeper channel side-excavations are proposed. The widened channel 
will reduce the main flow velocity and water surface elevation, which is 
beneficial to bank protection during floods in additional to promote 
sediment deposition. To enhance the erosion reduction effects, two 

additional low-headed weirs are suggested to be installed at CS-111 and 
CS-113 in this reach to further control the flow and erosion. To prevent 
the development of a second head-cut between CS-108 and CS-109 
(see Fig. 6), a low-headed weir structure is proposed as well to be 
installed at CS-108.5. 
 

 
Fig. 6 Historical longitudinal profiles 
 

 
Fig. 7 Sketch of determination of weir height 
 
The height of the four weirs at CS-108.5, CS-111, CS-113, and CS-115 
are determined in such a way that the small pools formed behind the 
weirs can approximately protect half of the reach between weirs (slope 
equal to zero). As illustrated in Fig. 7, the bed slope of the reach 
between Weir-A and B is S0, the pool behind Weir-A can affect an area 
about half of the reach (L/2). Sediments would fill up the pool behind 
Weir-A because the surface slope is significantly reduced. Before the 
deposition filled the channel segment the bed slope behind Weir-B is 
larger than Sd (= S0/2) and it reaches to Sd after the segment is filled-up 
which is the highest slope possible in the design channel. The new 
established bed slope would be about half of the initial slope S0. The 
protected channel would be stable and filled with sediment. According 
to this idea, the top elevations of the five weirs are determined as 
follows 
 
Table 1. Elevations of Weir Structures 

Weirs CS-108.5 CS-111 CS-113 CS-115 JiJi-25 
Elevation 

(m) 155.5 163 170 177 188 

 
The bedrock erosion simulation results of the optimal design were 
compared with those of the case without any structures and engineering 
measures, which leads to the erosion reduction map. As shown in Fig. 8, 
the reductions are focused along the main deep channel, and more 
reductions were observed in the pool formed by the weirs. Between 
JiJi-25 and JiJi-22, more reductions occurred on the right side (north 
branch), where the serious head-cut developed.  
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Fig. 8 Erosion reductions for optimal design 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this study, CCHE3D bedrock erosion model was developed and 
applied to evaluate the erosion control plans proposed for the 
downstream of JiJi Weir, which is suffering from serious channel 
incisions. An optimal plan, considering five weir structures and 
excavations along the right floodplains, was proposed based on the 
evaluations results and the channel evolution analysis. The significant 
effects of the optimal design on the erosion reductions has been proved 
by the 3D numerical simulations.  
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ABSTRACT 
 
A river watershed typically covers the hill areas in the upstream, as 
well as alluvial pains, estuarine delta, and nearby coastal low-plain 
areas in the middlestream and downstream.  During storm periods, a 
large quantity of earth and sand in the watershed enters river channel, 
which becomes a threat to natural environment and human livings so 
that we need to have the response strategy.  
 
The river upstream of watersheds in Taiwan is very steep, where soil 
and rock are often unstable so that the river watershed typically has the 
attribute of high sand yield and turbid runoff due to the excessive 
erosion in the heavy rainfall seasons.  The flood water within in the 
river may erode its main channel.  When flood water that overflows the 
river floodplain retards or recesses, fine sediments that contain fine 
sand and clay would deposit.  Although flood and sediment may cause 
disasters, they also bring some natural resources.  Therefore, in order to 
develop management strategy, it is necessary to treat river basin as the 
objective and then to analyze the phenomenon of movement of flood, 
earth, and sand during the period of storm surge flood, by which the 
potential zone of sediment deposition in the watershed can be identified.  
From the prospective of homeland environmental conservation, we 
shall investigate the quantity of watershed sediments necessary to be 
dredged and can be exploited and then to develop the technology of 
resource utilization of watershed sediments.  
 
The purpose of this project is to develop the flood erosion-deposition 
model that can be accurately applied to river channel and flood plain, 
which will be established based on both the physiographic soil erosion-
deposition model and the two-dimensional mobile-bed model. As an 
illustrative example, we shall apply the flood erosion-deposition model 
for river channel and flood plain to model the short-, medium- and 
long-term phenomenon of erosion and deposition in the Tsenwen creek 
watershed.  The potential zone of sediment deposition will be identified 
and then more sustainable and more multi-functional approaches will 
be proposed for the clearance and transport of a large quantity of earth 
and sand. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
A deep neural network (DNN) model for runoff analysis is proposed. 
The DNN model is developed by extending hierarchical neural network 
(HNN) based on the deep learning and is applied to the runoff analysis. 
Prediction accuracy of DNN model is then compared with that of HNN 
model. From the comparison results, it is found that the prediction 
accuracy of DNN model is higher than that of HNN model. 
 
KEY WORDS: Runoff analysis; Neural network; Deep learning 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Runoff analysis is very important for water management and water use. 
Generally, it is difficult to model the relation between rainfall and 
discharge because of its high nonlinearity. For the representation of 
nonlinearity, the neural network modeling is useful. Hsu et al. (1995) 
applied a hierarchical neural network (HNN) model to the runoff 
analysis and demonstrated its applicability. Even apart from this, there 
have been many works on runoff analysis using HNN model (e.g., 
Isobe et al., 1994; Abe et al., 2000; Tsukiyama et al., 2003; Seki et al., 
2013).  
 
However, increase or addition of layers to obtain more general 
representation leads to vanishing gradient and overfitting. Recently, 
deep learning methods (LeCun et al., 2015) are proposed. In this study, 
a deep neural network (DNN) model, which is an extended HNN based 
on the deep learning, is applied to the runoff analysis and is validated 
its effectiveness. 
 
HNN AND DNN 
 
The neural network is a nonlinear mathematical model which imitates 
biological nervous systems. A representative neural network model is 
HNN model, which is a three-layer feed forward neural network model 
consisting of input, hidden and output layers as shown in Fig. 1. In the 
HNN model, the output in j-th layer is described as follows. 
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where f(uj) is output value in j-th layer, xi is input in j-th layer, wij is 
weight coefficient, θ is threshold value, n is the number of unit in i-th 
layer. The training procedure is used the back propagation error 
algorithm (Rumelhart et al., 1986).  
 
DNN model is a HNN model which has more than two hidden layers. 
In order to avoid the gradient vanishing, the layer-wise pre-training is 
employed (Bengio, 2006). For the problem of overfitting, the number 
of training run is limited based on the early-stopping technique 
(Kamishima et al., 2015). 
 

 
Fig. 1 HNN model 
 
STUDY AREA 
 
The target area in this study is Shigenobu River basin, Ehime prefecture, 
Japan as shown in Fig. 2. Shigenobu River is 36 km length and flows 
into Seto Inland Sea. The basin area is 445 km2 and 70% of the basin is 
covered by forest. The alluvial fan, Dogo Plain, is formed in the 
downstream basin. The average annual rainfall in the plain is 
approximately 1,300 mm year-1, which is less than that of Japan (1,700 
mm year-1).  
 
The daily discharge and rainfall are observed at the observatory of Deai 
(N33° 48’ 21’’, E132° 43’ 31’’) and Matsuyama (N33° 49’ 18’’, E132° 
44’ 22’’), respectively. Those data can be obtained from Water 
Information System (Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and 
Tourism). 
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APPLICATION OF DNN 
 
A DNN model, which consists of one input layer, two middle layers, 
and one output layer and outputs daily discharge from daily rainfall as 
input, is developed as shown in Fig. 3. The daily discharge data is used 
as the teacher signal. Generally, daily discharge depends on daily 
rainfall before several days. Thus, daily rainfall before 10 days is used 
as input data based on the hyeto and hydro graph at the observatory of 
Matsuyama and Deai. While the number of units in two middle layers 
can be arbitrary determined, it is beyond the purpose of this study. Thus 
the number of units in two middle layers are set as seven and five in 
this study.  
 
In order to validate effectiveness of DNN model developed, the 
calibration and verification results are compared with those of HNN 
model. The training (calibration) period is set from 2001 to 2005, and 
prediction (verification) period is from 2006 to 2010 in this study. 
Parameters used in the learning is summarized in Table 1. 
 
 

 
Fig. 2 Study area 
 
APPLICATION RESULTS 
 
In order to compare the calibration and verification results of DNN 
model with those of HNN model, the root mean square errors (RMSE) 
are firstly summarized in Table 2. 
 
From Table 2, it is found that accuracy of DNN model are higher than 
that of HNN model by 20% to 45% and 10% to 35% in the calibration 
and verification, respectively.  
 
Next, the scatter diagrams for the calibration result of both DNN and 
HNN model are shown in Figs. 4 and 5 in order to investigate the 
reproducibility of the models in detail.  
 

 
Fig. 3 DNN model 
 
Table 1 Parameters used in the present study 

Item Value 
Number of data sets 1,816 

Learning rate 0.75 
Decay factor 0.80 

Number of learning runs 50,000 
 
Table 2 RMSE in DNN and HNN model 

  DNN HNN 

Calibration 
results 

2001 7.70 14.04 
2002 5.25 8.30 
2003 9.99 12.44 
2004 8.54 13.70 
2005 4.88 5.44 

Verification 
results 

2006 32.33 48.67 
2007 29.46 32.77 
2008 11.68 17.93 
2009 20.04 26.74 
2010 19.83 25.87 
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Fig. 4 Scatter diagram for calibration result of DNN model 
 

 
Fig. 5 Scatter diagram for calibration result of HNN model 
 

 
Fig. 6 Verification result for 2006 by DNN model 
 

 
Fig. 8 Verification result for 2007 by DNN model 
 

 
Fig. 10 Verification result for 2008 by DNN model 

 
Fig. 7 Verification result for 2006 by HNN model 
 

 
Fig. 9 Verification result for 2007 by HNN model 
 

 
Fig. 11 Verification result for 2008 by HNN model 
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Fig. 12 Verification result for 2009 by DNN model 
 

 
Fig. 14 Verification result for 2010 by DNN model 
 
 

 
Fig. 13 Verification result for 2009 by HNN mode 
 

 
Fig. 15 Verification result for 2010 by HNN mode 
 

From Figs. 4 and 5, it is found that both DNN and HNN model can 
reproduce the large discharge with high accuracy while it is difficult to 
reproduce the low-water discharge. The difference in the model 
accuracy is the reproducibility of the low-water discharge.  
 
Finally, the verification results of both DNN and HNN model are 
shown through Figs. 6 to 15.  
 
From Figs. 6 to 15, it is found that the reproducibility of peak discharge 
is improved by using DNN model.  
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
A DNN model is applied to runoff analysis and is compared prediction 
accuracy with that of HNN model. From the results, it is found that the 
DNN model could reproduce the observed discharge with higher 
accuracy than HNN model. 
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ABSTRACT  
 
This study applied precipitation ensemble forecast on urban flood 
simulation which is launched by Taiwan Typhoon and Flood Research 
Institute (TTFRI). The precipitation ensemble forecast is the product of 
Taiwan Cooperative Precipitation Ensemble Forecast Experiment 
(TAPEX). There are 22 members of dynamic models which are 
provided by different institutions in Taiwan. To better simulate urban 
flooding, overland flow model developed by National Taiwan 
University and Storm Water Management Model (SWMM) of US EPA 
are used in flood simulation which can simulate the overflow from the 
man holes to the overland flow. The study area is taken as Zhonghe 
District, New Taipei City, Taiwan. It is suffered floods frequently in the 
past. When the torrential rain warning is issued, the ensemble 
precipitation forecast are used as input, and the overland flow model 
and SWMM are performed. In addition, overland flow simulations are 
also conducted for precipitation forecast of each member. The flood-
prone area and the corresponding flood depth can be provided to related 
authorities for taking disaster-prevention measures. 
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ABSTRACT  
 
In this study, Storm Water Management Model (SWMM) was used to 
develop an urban sewer system model (1D model) for runoff simulation. 
In the meantime, a compound drainage system, which integrates the 
street network with the underground sewer system (1D/1D model), was 
built. Detail analysis was conducted to investigate the differences of the 
runoff simulations by applying the 1D and the 1D/1D models. The 
results showed that the flooding water was temporary stored in the 
entire predetermined ponded area in applying the 1D model. Whereas 
the flooding water in the 1D/1D model can only be stored in narrow 
streets in the early flooding stage, and then the flooding water spread 
over the subcatchment when the flooding water depth was higher than 
the height of the road curb. Consequently, the simulated runoff peak 
generated from the 1D/1D model was found always larger than the 
peak obtained from the 1D model. Moreover, in the flow recession 
simulations, the flooding water stored in the ponded areas can only be 
drained back to the sewer system in the 1D model when the 
downstream sewer flow was subsided. However, the flooding water in 
the 1D/1D model simulation can be transmitted through the roadway 
flowing adjacent non-surcharge manholes. Hence, the flooding water in 
the 1D/1D mode showed a quick recession than that simulated by 
applying the 1D model. 
 
Moreover, a series of numerical experiments was conducted to 
investigate the adequateness of the nonlinear runoff module in SWMM 
model for rainfall-runoff simulation in suburban mountain areas. The 
results showed that the runoff module can well imitate the rainfall-
runoff relationship in a simple terrain feature. Nevertheless, as the 
catchment area increased, runoff would follow gully/stream networks; 
hence the simplified detention tank in the SWMM model is unable to 
simulate the complex runoff collection system. It is recommended that 
when the suburban mountain area is larger than 5 km2, the nonlinear 
runoff module of the SWMM model may not be adequate. Further 
consideration is required to include the stream network structure of 
catchments for runoff simulation. 
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ABSTRACT  
 
In this paper, the development of a theoretical approach to integrate 
green infrastructures in catchment based model discretisation as well as 
its implementation in a conceptual semi-distributed rainfall-runoff 
model (RRM) is presented. This model type has been distinguished as 
most promising related to model application in practice. The approach 
integrates the differentiated description of sustainable urban drainage 
systems (SUDS) as polygon geometries overlaying the basic data of a 
catchment. These overlays are defined with an additional functionality 
to receive and redistribute water within the model net. The user 
interface (UI) of the model provides a work flow allowing the user to 
build up and maintain models containing various types of SUDS. The 
model has been applied to assess the efficiency of SUDS and retention 
spaces to mitigate the flood peak discharge in several case study areas 
summarised in this paper. The results demonstrate the potential of 
green infrastructures (e.g. SUDS) and multipurpose retention spaces for 
flood peak mitigation. 
 
KEY WORDS: Sustainable urban drainage systems (SUDS),  
conceptual semi-distributed rainfall-runoff model, efficient and 
pragmatic user interface, model application in practice. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
At present, a rethinking in urban drainage management is going on 
especially in areas that have a high population density. Advanced 
management approaches use more decentralised drainage systems and 
green infrastructure instead of centralized systems (Hoang, Fenner 
2015). Hence, green infrastructure incorporating sustainable drainage 
systems (SUDS) gain a growing importance in urban water 
management in the recent years, mainly due to their positive effects on 
water quality and quantity distribution over time as well as their 
adaptive or multifunctional nature. These approaches accentuate the 
implementation of a combination of ‘natural’ systems with 
‘engineered’ systems to collect, drain, treat, attenuate and reduce 
stormwater runoff (Zhou 2014; Butler, Davies 2011).  
 
Although the awareness and knowledge of these measures is enlarged 
recently, there is still a dearth of numerical tools that can be applied 
properly in practice. It has been stated that the availability of effective 
SUDS modelling tools may motivate and encourage the 
implementation of SUDS in urban areas (Elliott and Trowsdale 2007). 

The tools can be used to design these measures and demonstrate the 
outcomes that can be used for the decision-making process in polity 
and for education (Elliott and Trowsdale 2007). 
 
This paper presents a review of the state of the art in model 
development and the implementation of a theoretical approach to 
represent SUDS in a semi-distributed rainfall-runoff model (RRM). 
 
REVIEW OF RAINFALL-RUNOFF MODELS 
 
Models are playing an increasing role in urban water management to 
study the often highly complex systems in urban and rural areas. The 
main development of so called rainfall-runoff models and water-
balance models was in the period from 1950 to 1970 (Liebscher, 
Mendel 2010). The continuous enhancement of these models goes 
along with the fast development of computer technology. State of the 
art rainfall-runoff models may be classified according to their 
complexity (Vaze et al. 2011; Burton, Pitt 2002) ranging from simple 
empirical methods (e.g. curve number) to conceptual semi-distributed 
model approaches and fully-distributed physical based hydrological 
models. Despite of the complexity, all of these models conceptualize 
the “real” processes using some sets of mathematical equations and are 
distinguished with strength and weaknesses. Selecting the right model 
depends on understanding the objectives and the system being 
modelled (Vaze et al. 2011; Urbonas 2007).  
 
Although there is a tendency to use more and more physical based 
approaches, the more simple conceptual (semi-distributed) models 
don’t loose there importance in practical application. A high 
complexity of the hydrological catchment, missing data and errors on 
data sources, which are higher than the uncertainty in the applied model 
type, are some reasons why the more “simple” models are still more 
likely to be applied (Messal, 2000). The level of expertise with the 
conceptual type of RRM within water industry and the likelihood that 
previously calibrated models are available for catchments may be 
further criteria (Vaze et al. 2011).   
 
Progress is made in  incorporating attributes to model SUDS with 
different types of rainfall-runoff models, but there are still areas for 
further development, including the representation of small-scale 
hydrological elements (like SUDS) on a catchment scale (Elliott and 
Trowsdale 2007) and the correlation of measures within the overall 
catchment system. Integrating such large numbers of spatially 
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distributed heterogeneous measures and linking them into existing 
model nets is a tedious, time consuming and error prone work. Hence, 
an optimised approach to integrate such data into existing RRM is 
required. 
THEORETICAL APPROACH  
 
The design and implementation of SUDS and multipurpose spaces in 
urban areas depend on local features of the land use and soil type. For 
example, the distribution of green roofs depends on the availability of 
corresponding building types, whereas the distribution of retention 
spaces and infiltration measures depends on the availability of free 
spaces. Sufficiently detailed GIS-based land-use maps matching this 
spatial detail are mainly already available by municipalities for land-
use planning and have to be integrated in the modelling approach.  
 
SUDS such as green roofs and swales can be regarded as small-scale 
reservoirs where storage effects (retention) dominate over water 
movement (translation). Thus, hydrological models which are based on 
the linear reservoir theory are considered as appropriate to model the 
hydrological impact of SUDS. 
 
Semi-distributed conceptual models allow the simulation of the entire 
land-based part of the water balance on the basis of given precipitation 
time series. The catchment is divided into smaller hydrological systems: 
in the first order: sub-catchments and in the second order: hydrotopes 
(a.k.a. hydrologic response units), that is, units with distinguished land 
use, drainage and soil characteristics, for which the water balance is 
computed. Depending on the level of details, the defined land-use units 
are composed of heterogeneous elements. For example, the land-use 
class ‘detached buildings’ contains both, a building and a green space. 
In the case that several SUDS elements are to be applied, this 
differentiation has to be made as green roofs and swales can be applied 
only on buildings or green spaces, respectively (Hellmers et al. 2016). 
 
METHDODOLOGY 
 
In order to take into account the effects of SUDS, the existing data 
model concept of hydrotopes has to be redefined by integrating a 
differentiated description of the SUDS elements. Firstly, those SUDS 
elements should be spatially distributed to be in accordance with the 
given land-use data, as shown in Figure 1. The green roofs are, for 
instance, allocated on the existing or planned buildings, whereby the 
distribution of retention spaces is dependent on the availability of free 
space. The additional information of SUDS and retention areas is 
represented in the form of ‘overlays’. The final hydrotopes are created 
by geometrically intersecting the land use, soil type, watershed and 
overlay polygons. The main parameters and the data mapping processes 
are outlined in Figure 1. Secondly, for modelling the physical processes 
in the individual SUDS elements, they are subdivided into a sequence 
of vertical layers which are defined based on their characteristics and 
functionality as shown in Figure 2. For example, green roofs are 
subdivided into three layers: the upper layer with vegetation, the 
substrate layer and the drainage layer. In the substrate layer, vegetation 
is planted according to an extensive or intensive green roof definition. 
On the plane roof, a filter layer is provided above a root protection and 
insulating layer to drain the water to the rain water downpipe.  
 
The parameters of the vertical layers of different SUDS are assigned to 
the corresponding units (i.e. green roofs, swales or cisterns) in the 
redefined hydrotopes and input into the model. Further information 
about the parameters is given in Hellmers et al. 2016. 

 

 
Fig. 1 Spatial mapping (intersection and aggregation) to define equal 
hydrological response units containing the SUDS information as 
additional attributes (adopted from (Hellmers et al. 2016)). 
 

 
Fig. 2 Schematic design of SUDS (from left to right): green roof, 
swale-filter-drain system, cistern (adopted from (Hellmers et al. 2016)). 
 
IMPLEMENTATION 
 
The implementation of the theoretical approach has been done in the 
semi-distributed rainfall-runoff model KalypsoHydrology 1 . It is an 
open-source semi-distributed RRM for the simulation of the land-based 
water balances in river catchments (TUHH 2013) and has been 
enhanced to include the differentiated description of SUDS and 
retention areas in the form of overlays. The hydrological model 
supports the simulation of snow, evapotranspiration, evaporation from 
water surfaces in retention ponds, soil moisture, interflow, baseflow and 
groundwater flow processes.  
 

                                                           
1 Link: www.sourceforge.net/projects/kalypso/ 
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The calculation core written in FORTRAN has been reworked to 
support the new functionalities. The network in the hydrologic model 
used to describe the runoff concentration from upstream to downstream 
sections in a river system consists of sub-catchments, drainage strands 
and drainage nodes (cp. Fig. 3). 

 
Fig. 3 Implementation of overlays (here: green roofs and cisterns) in 
the system plan of a semi-distributed RRM (adopted from (Hellmers et 
al. 2016)) 
 
The enhanced methodology allows the conveyance of exceedance flow 
in a chain of small-scale SUDS measures and larger-scale retention 
spaces. For this purpose, the new model accounts for the possibility 
that a single SUDS measure or designated area may both receive and 
distribute water. For that purpose, the model network has been 
enhanced with additional linkages to redistribute water from drainage 
nodes to areas. The areas with the functionality to drain and receive 
water are defined in the model as overlays (see Figure 3 ‘system plan 
with overlays’). This functionality is defined here as “mapping” the 
information of small-scale units in a meso-scale system, e.g. the sub-
catchment. During the computation, these areas are transformed into 
additional hydrological systems, and an algorithm has been 
implemented in the model KalypsoHydrology to cross link these 
hydrological systems in the overall drainage net with drainage strands 
and drainage nodes. The partial or entire distribution of the water in the 
model network plan is attributed to drainage nodes. The exceedance 
flow is distributed to retention areas in the larger system (e.g. 
multipurpose spaces, such as a sports field) or to the drainage network, 
when the design capacity of the elements on properties (e.g. green roofs, 
swales) is reached by a storm event. 
 
MODELL APPLICATION KALYPSOHYDROLOGY 
 
A major issue for the model application in practice is an efficient user 
interface (UI) supporting the data management and the import of spatial 
data. The presented RRM in this paper is part of the open-source 
project Kalypso which comprises a set of applications and client 
specific developments based on Java technology. It is based on the Java 
version 8 and Eclipse 4.5. It is developed according to modern 
information and communication technologies (ICT) viewpoints (BCE 
2016). 

 
The Kalypso applications include modeling systems in the areas of 
flood forecasting, rainfall-runoff modeling (KalypsoHydrology), 
hydraulic modelling (Kalypso1D/2D), assessing of eco-morphological 
conditions, flood inundation (KalypsoFlood), flood risk assessment 
(KalypsoRisk) and the evacuation of flooded areas 
(KalypsoEvacuation). The modules are provided with a strong 
functionality on spatial GIS analysis, temporal time series management 
and data processing features. These are main functionalities in 
nowadays data management practice and software application. 
 
Furthermore Kalypso has been developed with a strong focus on early 
feedback to invalid user input or data which makes it especially 
efficient in regard to models linking hundreds of SUDS into an existing 
model network. Since KalypsoHydrology Version 13 the user is 
supported to build up a model by a workflow based interface (see Fig. 
4). 
 

 
Fig. 4 Workflow of KalypsoHydrology and parameter set-up for 
multiple layer elements (e.g. SUDS) 
 
Multiple layer elements like SUDS are defined in profile tables and 
multiple layer definitions. A more detailed description of the input 
parameters is given in (Hellmers et al. 2016). The UI supports a GIS 
based data management and basic GIS based functions (e.g. 
intersection of shape files). An example is illustrated in Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 5 GIS based data management and processing functions (e.g. 
creation of hydrotopes) 
 
CASE STUDYS 
 
The novel functionality to model SUDS with the presented RRM 
KalypsoHydrology has been applied for the following case studies and 
has been continuously optimised during the specific application cases. 
The first application case study was done for the small urban catchment 
Garforth, West Yorkshire in England (Pasche E. et al. 2009; Hellmers 
2008) and a first verification of the theoretical approach has been 
presented. The implementation has been enhanced in the second case 
study of the Krückau catchment area (274km²) in North Germany to 
analyse the effectiveness of green roofs, swales and swale-filter-drain 
systems (Hellmers 2010; Hellmers, Pasche 2011). The results 
illustrated promising results to mitigate the effects of climate change 
impacts on flood peak discharge. The third case study focused on the 
urban Wandse catchment (88km²). This case study was analysed in 
detail within the German Research Project KLIMZUG-Nord. Here, the 
module was enhanced with the functionality of multiple linked 
measures. The module was applied within the overall Kalypso set-up 
for flood risk management: KalypsoHydrology, KalypsoWSPM, 
KalypsoFlood and KalypsoRisk. The results demonstrate the potential 
to mitigate the flood risk and related damage costs [in €/a] of specific 
flood events (Hellmers et al. 2015).  
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
A semi-distributed conceptual RRM (namely KalypsoHydrology) has 
been enhanced with the attributes of mapping of multiple linked green 
infrastructure systems. This model type is distinguished to be the most 
promising type to be applied in practice for decision making processes 
in politics and for enlarging the knowledge in research. The strong 
features of a GIS based data management tool and the importance of a 
user friendly interface are presented within the Kalypso tool in this 
paper. The numerical model has been applied for different case studies 
in recent years, demonstrating the potential of green infrastructures (e.g. 
SUDS) and multipurpose retention spaces for flood peak mitigation. 
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ABSTRACT  
 
Model performance evaluation for real-time flood forecasting have 
been conducted using various criteria. Although the coefficient of 
efficiency (CE) is most widely used, we demonstrate that a model 
achieving good model efficiency may actually be inferior to the naïve 
forecasting, if the flow series has a high lag-1 autocorrelation 
coefficient. We derived sample-dependent and AR model-dependent 
asymptotic relationships between the coefficient of efficiency and the 
coefficient of persistence (CP) which form the basis of a proposed CE-
CP coupled model performance evaluation criterion. Considering the 
flow persistence and the model simplicity, the AR(2) model is 
suggested to be the benchmark model for performance evaluation of 
real-time flood forecasting models. We emphasize that performance 
evaluation of flood forecasting models using the proposed CE-CP 
coupled criterion should be carried out with respect to individual flood 
events. A single CE or CP value derived from a multi-event artifactual 
series by no means provides a multi-event overall evaluation and may 
actually disguise the real capability of the proposed model. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
An integrated hydro-meteorological system of combining a rainfall-
runoff model (kinematic wave based on geomorphologic instantaneous 
unit hydrograph model, KW-GIUH) with a numerical weather model 
(Taiwan cooperative precipitation ensemble forecast experiment, 
TAPEX) is proposed to perform reservoir inflow forecasting patterns in 
the Shihmen Reservoir, located in northern Taiwan. It found that using 
the average forecasting result derived by all TAPEX runs could be less 
uncertain than randomly choosing a run’s result. Results from the study 
demonstrate that the proposed system could be able to substantially 
represent reservoir inflow forecasting in the Shihmen Reservoir and 
provide valuable information for operating reservoirs. 
 
KEY WORDS: rainfall-runoff; ensemble precipitation forecast; 
reservoir inflow; typhoon; meteorology; TAPEX; KW-GIUH. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Taiwan is located in the northwestern Pacific, on one of the main 
typhoon paths, and an average of 3.75 typhoons strike Taiwan annually. 
The typhoons bring heavy rains and cause damage. Typhoon-induced 
floods lead to serious disasters (Lin and Wu, 2011; Huang et al., 2016). 
However, they are also important water resources. Yang and Yang 
(2014) indicated a reservoir serves as an important hydraulic structure 
for two purposes: managing flood water release at opportune times to 
decrease flooding downstream and storing inflows for future uses due 
to limited water resources in Taiwan during a typhoon period. Brath et 
al. (1998) indicated that quantitative rainfall forecasting (QPF) plays an 
important role in extending the lead time of flow forecasting, which can 
improve the timeliness of flood control mechanisms. Hence, accurate 
reservoir inflow forecasts with enough lead time will help reservoir 
authorities manage reservoirs to meet the purposes listed above. 
 
This study applies ensemble precipitation forecasts to extend the lead 
time and uses a rainfall-runoff model to generate hourly reservoir 
inflow forecasts. The reservoir operators can consider the results as a 
valuable reference to achieve the goal of maximizing flood protection 

while saving water for drier times of the year. Numerical weather 
predictions (NWPs) were adopted to forecast the rainfall and estimate 
the quantity of precipitation to extend the forecasting lead time. The 
ensemble technique of NWPs is widely used instead of a single 
deterministic model to capture rainfall forecasting uncertainties (Cloke 
and Pappenberger, 2009).  
 
Taiwan cooperative precipitation ensemble forecast experiment 
(TAPEX) started in 2010 and was the first attempt to design a high-
resolution numerical ensemble weather model in Taiwan (Hsiao et al., 
2013). It aims to provide 24-, 48-, and 72-h typhoon precipitation 
forecasts and generates four runs a day at a 5-km spatial resolution. To 
date, there are over than 20 ensemble members (20 numerical weather 
models) for precipitation forecasts. The ensemble statistical method and 
probabilistic forecasting concept are used to analyze the typhoon path 
and precipitation distribution (Lee et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2015). This 
study uses TAPEX’s rainfall forecasts, as well as real time rainfall 
gauge data as an initial condition to a rainfall-runoff model to generate 
reservoir inflows.  
 
Rainfall-runoff estimation techniques can be broadly classified as non-
physically based and physically based models. An artificial neural 
network (ANN), a kind of information processing systems with great 
flexibility in modeling nonlinear processes, is one of non-physically 
based models well-known for hydrologic forecasts, such as streamflow 
forecasts (Wu et al., 2014; Lin et al., 2014) and reservoir inflow 
forecasts (Lin et al, 2009a,b; Lin et al., 2010; Lin and Wu, 2011). 
However, an ANN requires a sufficient amount of hydrologic data to 
determine the adaptive weights, which are inadequate to be applied to 
data-sparse areas. There is only a limited number of studies on fully 
physically based reservoir inflow forecasting models with typhoon 
information as input. This study performs reservoir inflow simulations 
using a geomorphology-based and semi-distributed runoff model, 
named Kinematic Wave-geomorphology Instantaneous Unit 
Hydrograph model (KW-GIUH model) (Lee and Yen, 1997), which 
can account different geomorphologic and hydrological characteristics 
of the watersheds (Yen and Lee, 1997; Shadeed et al., 2007; Chiang et 
al., 2007; Kumar and Kumar, 2008; Lee et al., 2009; Ho and Lee; 2015). 
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The objective of this study is to provide the highly accuracy reservoir 
inflow forecasts during typhoon periods based on the integrated hydro-
meteorological system that combines ensemble quantitative 
precipitation forecasts (i.e. TAPEX) with geomorphology-based runoff 
model (i.e. KW-GIUH model). A study area of the Shihmen Reservoir 
in Taiwan is conducted. 
 
METODOLOGY 
 
Taiwan Cooperative Precipitation Ensemble Forecast 
Experiment (TAPEX) 
 
TAPEX is a collective effort among academic institutes and 
government agencies in Taiwan. It applied various models, including 
the weather research and forecasting (WRF), model, the fifth-
generation Penn State/NCAR mesoscale model (MM5), and cloud-
resolving storm simulator (CReSS), and initial conditions for 
precipitation forecast. The observed data gathered worldwide from 
satellites, radar, atmospheric sounding, and ground observations are 
used in aforementioned numerical weather models. 
 
The experiment started in year 2010 and was the first attempt to design 
a high-resolution numerical ensemble weather model in Taiwan. The 
experiment collects worldwide observation data (e.g. temperature, wind, 
surface pressure, relative humidity, and etc.) from satellites, 
atmospheric sounding devices, buoys, aviation routine weather reports, 
ships, and other available sources. Numerical weather models input 
these collected data as boundary conditions and perform simulations on 
a super computer (Lee et al., 2013).  
 
The experiment has an aim to provide typhoon precipitation forecasts 
and generates four runs per day at a 5-km spatial resolution. To date, 26 
ensemble members (26 numerical weather models) have been 
established for precipitation forecasting. The ensemble statistical 
method and probabilistic forecast concept are used to analyze the 
typhoon path and precipitation distribution. One can refer to previous 
studies (Hsiao et al., 2013; Lee et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2015) for 
details about the TAPEX. This study proposes a rainfall-runoff model 
coupled with ensemble quantitative precipitation forecasts to assess 
shallow landslide potential in the next 72 hours.  
 
Geomorphology-based Runoff Model (KW-GIUH) 
 
A computationally efficient geomorphology-based runoff model, called 
KW-GIUH model (Lee and Yen, 1997) was adopted for real-time 
reservoir inflow forecasting in this study. KW-GIUH model is a semi-
distributed runoff model based on the instantaneous unit hydrograph 
(IUH) theory. This model can be derived only by using watershed 
geomorphologic information obtained from a digital elevation model 
for easy usage. Hence, KW-GIUH model can operate with high 
efficiency to meet the requirements of real-time flow forecasting. The 
hydrological response function of the watershed can be expressed 
analytically as follows (Rodriguez-Iturbe and Valde, 1979): 
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where ( )u t is the watershed IUH;  W is the flow path space, which is 
expressed as ,  ,  ,...,  

io i jW x x x xΩ= ; ( )
oixf t  denotes the travel time probability 

density function in state jx with a mean value of 
jxT ; ∗ denotes a 

convolution integral; and ( )P w represents the probability of a raindrop 
adopting a flow path w. 
 
Based on the kinematic-wave approximation, the travel time equation 
for different orders of overland areas and streams can be derived 
(Henderson and Wooding, 1964; Lee and Yen, 1997) 
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where wT is the runoff travel time for a specified flow path w;  

iocT is the 
mean runoff travel time on the ith-order overland planes; 

kccT is the mean 
runoff travel time in the kth-order channels; Ω  is the order of the 
watershed stream network; on and cn represent the overland-flow and 
channel roughness coefficient;  

ioL denotes the mean ith-order overland 
length;  

kcL  is the mean kth-order channel length; ioS denotes the mean 
ith-order overland slope; kcS is the mean ith-order channel slope; ie 
represents the effective rainfall intensity; m is an exponent recognized 
as 5/3 in Manning’s formula. kB  is the kth-order channel width; and   

kcoh is the inflow depth of the ith-order channel caused by water 
transporting from upstream reaches. 
 
Hence, the runoff travel times for different orders of overland-flow 
paths and channels can be estimated, and the watershed IUH can then 
be derived by using Eq. 1. Consequently, the watershed runoff 
simulated by using KW-GIUH model can be expressed as 
 

( ) ( ),
0

sim tQ i u t d
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τ τ τ= −∫  (3) 

 
where ,sim tQ  is the simulated direct runoff at time t;  ( )i τ  is the rainfall 
intensity; and ( )u t τ− is the unit impulse response function derived from 
KW-GIUH model. Consequently, the runoff travel time for different 
orders of overland-flow paths and channels can be estimated by using 
Eq. 2, and then the travel time values can be substituted into Eq. 3 to 
obtain the watershed IUH for rainfall-runoff simulation. 
 
Performance Indicators 
 
Four indicators, including the percent error of peak inflow (EQp), the 
difference of time to peak inflow (ETp), the percent error of cumulative 
inflow (EQc) and the coefficient of efficiency (CE) as defined in Eqs. 4-
7, respectively, were adopted to evaluate the goodness of simulated 
results.  
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where the subscripts of ‘sim’ and ‘obs’ indicate the simulated and 
observed inflows, respectively. pQ  is the peak inflow (m3/s);  pT  is the 
time to peak inflow (h). ( )Q tobs  is the observed inflow at time t (m3/s); 

( )Q tsim  is the simulated inflow at time t (m3/s); t is time (h); ( )Q tobs  is 
the average observed inflow of the total simulated time (m3/s). The 
coefficient of efficiency (CE) is a suitable tool to describe the overall 
performance. As CE value is equal to 1, it indicates a perfect simulation 
overlapping exactly with the observation. 
 
STUDY AREA 
 
The Shihmen Reservoir, located in northern Taiwan, was selected as 
the study area, as shown in Fig. 1. It has a catchment area of 763.4 km2 
and an effective storage capacity of 82.33 10×  m3 that ranks the first and 
third among all reservoirs in Taiwan, respectively. Its main purposes 
are irrigation, water supply, flood control, hydroelectricity generation, 
and recreation. Water from the Shihmen Reservoir is supplied to more 
than two million households across 28 districts in three counties of 
northern Taiwan. Moreover, the reservoir has an important mission to 
cut peak flood flows during typhoon events due to that one-third of the 
total population of the Taipei metropolitan area, the largest one in 
Taiwan, is downstream. Therefore, to balance the goals of water supply 
and flood mitigation at the same time, the decision makers need to be 
precise when executing reservoir operation.  
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
In the study, a total of three historical typhoons, namely Morakot 
(2009), Fitow (2013) and Soulik (2013), were used for model 
calibration, validation, and further application.  
 
Model Calibration and Validation (KW-GIUH) 
 
As mentioned earlier, this study used KW-GIUH model to simulate 
reservoir inflow. In this model, only two major model parameters of nc 
(to decide channel roughness) and no (to assign overland-flow 
roughness) were calibrated and validated for obtaining adequate values. 
For model calibration and validation, firstly, the spatial rainfall data of 
above three typhoon events at 10 rain gauge stations as shown in Fig. 1, 
located in the Shihmen reservoir catchment, were averaged using the 
Thiessen polygon method to provide representative rainfall data. Next, 
the representative rainfall data was input the model as an initial 
condition to simulate reservoir inflow. 
 
Fig. 2 presents the simulations with time variations in comparison with 
the observations. The observed peak inflows obtained at Hsiayun flow 
gauge station (No. 1140H054 in Fig. 1) were 1,738 m3/s (Morakot) and 
1,429 m3/s (Fitow). The percent errors of peak inflow (EQp) were -3.2 
% for Morakot (model validation) and 4.8 % for Fitow (model 
validation), and all the relative errors can be controlled within 5%. The 
differences of time to peak inflow (ETp) were 1 h for Morakot and 
Fitow. The percent errors of cumulative inflow (EQc) were -18.4 % and 
-2.6 %. In addition, the coefficient of efficiency (CE) were 0.85 and 
0.94 in the two typhoons. Based on the above results, they confirmed 
that the calibrated KW-GIUH model is a reasonable representation of 
the actual system after the calibration and validation that minimize 
uncertainties originated from model parameters. Thus, it can provide 
predictions for the reservoir inflow with enough fidelity. 
 

Applications (KW-GIUH+TAPEX) 
 
After model calibration and validation, this study integrated the KW-
GIUH model and TAPEX as a hydro-meteorological system to evaluate 
the performance of reservoir inflow forecasts. Regarding the 
precipitation ensemble forecasts, the ensemble-mean precipitation 
forecasts that averaged all the members of TAPEX were used in the 
present study to show reservoir inflow forecasts. Typhoon Soulik 
(2013) was applied and below is the detailed discussion for the 
simulated results. 
 
For Typhoon Soulik, the landing warnings were issued from 20:30, July 
11 to 23:30, July 13 by the Central Weather Bureau of Taiwan. This 
typhoon had a concentrated rainfall distribution within a day. Fig. 3 
shows the rainfall hyetograph and the observed reservoir inflow of 
Typhoon Soulik. The total rainfall was 400 mm within the period of 
land warnings with the peak rainfall 66.9 mm occurred between 5:00 
and 6:00, July 13. At this time, the total observed inflow was 53,296 
m3/s and the peak inflow was 5,118 m3/s at 08:00, July 13. 
 
The reservoir inflow forecasts and TAPEX results during Typhoon 
Soulik were also plotted in Fig. 3. As to the forecasting process, there 
were a total of seven TAPEX runs from 08:00, July 11 to 20:00, July 
12, 2013. The time interval between two runs is 6 hours. Each run has 
its own reservoir inflow forecast. A run used the combination of 48 
hours real-time rainfall records and 72 hours precipitation ensemble 
mean forecast provided by TAPEX as an initial condition to generate a 
72 hours reservoir inflow forecast. 
 
Fig. 4 compares the simulated reservoir inflow forecasts of seven 
TAPEX runs with the observed data by using the indicators of EQp, ETp 
and EQc. It was found from Fig. 4(a) that the EQp of all runs ranged 
from -32.8 % (4th run) to 7.8 % (5th run) and the average EQp, which is 
the average error of all runs, was -6.2 %. Two out of seven runs had 
obviously less estimation than the average EQp. Fig. 4(b) shows that the 
ETp were between -1 h and 1 h and the average ETp was only 0.3 h. To 
understand reservoir inflow forecasting, not only the magnitude and 
timing of peak flow but also the performance of cumulative inflow 
needs to be considered. In Fig. 4(c), it shows a wide range of -16.4 % 
(4th run) to 25.8 % (5th run) in terms of the percent error of cumulative 
inflow, but a good average EQc with a value of 14.7 %. In addition, 
according to Fig. 5, it was found that the forecasted inflows by using 7th 
run were almost within the 95 % confidence interval (dash line). In 
general, all forecats generated a better agreement with the observations 
and the CE values of seven runs were more than 0.85. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
The present study integrates the KW-GIUH model and TAPEX as a 
hydro-meteorological system to provide reliable reservoir inflow 
forecasts for the Shihmen Reservoir. Based on the comparative results, 
it showed significant variations in reservoir inflow forecasts when 
using different TAPEX runs. It can be attributed to that there were too 
many uncertainties in predicting rainfall. However, the rainfall 
estimation was still valuable for us to forecast reservoir inflows with 
enough lead time. Therefore, the study suggested that using the average 
forecasting result could be less uncertain than randomly choosing a 
run’s result. Moreover, it is promising to apply the proposed system for 
reservoir inflow forecasts to avoid the flood disaster and keep the 
available water resource during typhoon events. In addition, more 
events and different study areas to implement the system need to be 
considered in the future works to ensure the findings in this study 
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Fig. 1 Location of the study area of the Shihmen Reservoir. 
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(a) Typhoon Morakot (2009) (model calibration) 
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(b) Typhoon Fitow (2013) (model validation) 

Fig. 2 Observed and simulated hydrographs of reservoir inflow. 
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Fig. 3 Observed and simulated hydrographs of reservoir inflow 
forecasts during Typhoon Soulik (2013). 
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Fig. 4 Comparison with the forecasts and observations (Typhoon 
Soulik): (a) the percent error of peak inflow, (b) the difference of time 
to peak inflow, and (c) the percent error of cumulative inflow. 
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Fig. 5 The observed reservoir inflows versus the forecasts of Typhoon 
Soulik (2013). 
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ABSTRACT 

In the field of hydraulic engineering, attention towards Computational 
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) has increased within the last years. In this study, 
flow over a two-dimensional ground sill is simulated and analyzed 
using the open source model OpenFOAM. Single-phase flow 
simulations are compared to experimental results obtained by Almeida 
et al. (1993) and two-phase flow simulations are compared to analytical 
solutions by using Bernoulli’s and continuity equation. The results 
show that the model is capable of simulating such hydraulic testcases. 
Different RANS and LES simulations were found to reproduce the 
analyzed flow behavior well. 

KEY WORDS: OpenFOAM, CFD, interFoam, two-phase flow, fluid 
mechanics 

INTRODUCTION 

Within the last years, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) has gained 
importance in the field of hydraulic engineering. Several publications, 
such as Bayón-Barrachina et al. (2015 a), Bayón-Barrachina & López-
Jiménez (2015 b), Schulze & Thorenz (2014) and Thorenz & Strybny 
(2012) have investigated complex hydraulic testcases such as hydraulic 
jumps, and filling and emptying of locks using the open source model 
OpenFOAM. In these publications the Volume of Fluid (VoF) 
approach for two-phase flows has been used in order to describe free 
surface flows. But the model also offers the possibility to simulate 
cases where two phases are of importance. One application is the 
simulation of in-sewer processes (Edwini-Bonsu & Steffler (2004), 
Gessner et al. (2014), Hvitved-Jacobsen et al. (2013)). In this work, a 
first step of the validation process regarding two-phase flows in closed 
ducts such as sewer pipes is made. The model is used to simulate flow 
over a two-dimensional ground sill. Validation is first performed by 
comparing the results of single-phase flow with measurements by 
Almeida et al. (1993). Two-phase flow simulations are performed for 
different two- and three-dimensional model setups, variations are made 
concerning the structure of the sill, discharge, water level and the flow 
regime.  

COMPUTATIONAL FRAMEWORK 

Numerical model 

Surface water flow is calculated by using the two-phase flow solver 
interFoam based on a volume of fluid (VoF) approach for one- and 
two-phase flows. Both phases are considered as one fluid with rapidly 
changing fluid properties, therefore one set of Navier-Stokes-equations 
is solved. The phases are distinguished by an additional transport 
equation for the volume fraction which is used as a marker to describe 
the distribution of the phases throughout the domain. The equations can 
be formulated as follows (Rusche, 2002):  
Mass conservation equation: 
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Momentum conservation equation: 
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where prgh is the static pressure minus hydrostatic pressure: 
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with the following parameters: 
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where U


 is the velocity field [m/s]; ρ is the density [m³/s]; t is time [s];
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p is pressure [Pa]; μ is dynamic viscosity [Ns/m²]; g


 is acceleration

vector due to gravity [m/s²]; x


 is a spatial position vector [m]; α is
volume fraction or indicator function [-]; Ur is the relative velocity 
between the phases [m/s]; the subscripts a and w denote different fluids 
air and water. 
The indicator function α is defined as: 

a fluid   
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 wfluid  
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    (7) 

For single-phase simulations the volume fraction α is 1 and constant 
over the whole domain and during the simulation time. 

Turbulence modelling 

Turbulence effects and their impact on the flow have been simulated 
using different Reynolds averaged (RANS) turbulence models and 
Large Eddy Simulations (LES). From the wide range of RANS models 
the Standard k-ε (Launder & Sharma, 1974), k-ω (Wilcox, 1988) and 
k-ω Shear Stress Transport (SST) model (Menter, 1993, 1994) were 
used. As subgrid scale model for the LES simulations the Smagorinsky 
model (Smagorinsky, 1963) was chosen.  

Boundary conditions 

For all cases presented in this paper, a similar set of boundary 
conditions has been used. The inlet of the domain has been subdivided 
in two components, an inlet for the air phase and an inlet for the water 
phase. The height of the water inlet depends on the desired water level 
and the flow is prescribed by using a fixed flow velocity or a discharge. 
The air inlet is specified by using a total pressure boundary condition. 
The upper and lower walls of the domain are defined using a no-slip 
condition. The outlet of the domain is specified by using a pressure 
boundary condition. The water level in the domain is fixed by defining 
a weir in close proximity to the outlet as outlined in Bayón-Barrachina 
et al. (2015 a). For three-dimensional testcases, the sidewalls are 
determined using a no-slip condition. Two-dimensional testcases are 
simulated with so-called empty boundary conditions which are 
implemented in OpenFOAM to describe sidewalls of a two-
dimensional geometry. 

Geometry and mesh 

Unstructured meshes with local refinements at the walls were set up 
using the open source mesh generation tool gmsh. The single-phase 
flow cases (Figure 1) consist of 12,106 cells for the RANS turbulence 
models and 89,284 cells for the LES simulations, leading to a cell 
length between 0.0042 m and 0.056 m for the RANS simulations and 
between 0.00035 m and 0.041 m for the LES simulations. 

The two-dimensional model domains of cases 1 and 2 consist of 68,542 
cells with a minimum cell length of 0.0024 m and a maximum cell length 
of 0.15 m. The three-dimensional setup is based on the two-dimensional 
domain but extended in z-direction by ten layers. The model 
consequently consists of 685,420 cells. The domain of case 3 consists of 
175,762 cells. The cell length ranges between 0.0035 m and 0.144 m.  

Figure 1. Model setup and measurement locations of single-phase case 

SINGLE-PHASE FLOW 

In order to analyze the accuracy of the interFoam solver regarding flow 
behavior behind a two-dimensional ground sill, a single-phase testcase 
has been implemented using different turbulence models. Experimental 
data for this case has been obtained by Almeida et al. (1993) and is 
available in the database of the European Research Community on 
Flow, Turbulence and Combustion (ERCOFTAC) (Davroux et al., 
1995). The domain consists of a two-dimensional duct bounded by an 
upper and lower wall with a polynomial shaped obstacle on its bottom. 
The mean centerline velocity at the inlet amounts to 2.147 m/s. At four, 
respectively two different locations the velocities in x- and y-direction 
were compared to the experimental results: x-03 = -0.30 m (in front of 
the sill, inlet profile), x00 = 0.00 m (top of the sill), x01= 0.03 m (end of 
the sill), x02=0.05 m (recirculation zone). Turbulence models used were 
the RANS and LES models previously outlined. 

The results show that the chosen RANS models as well as the LES 
simulations lead to a good approximation of the experimental results 
(Figure 2 and Figure 3), however, the LES simulations are able to 
capture fluctuations as well which can be of interest when analyzing 
eddy structures behind ground sills. One disadvantage of LES is the 
higher resolution of the mesh that is needed in order to display large 
scale eddies which lead to much higher computation times. 

Figure 2. Velocity profiles at x-03 = 
-0.30 m (inlet profile) 

Figure 3. Velocity profiles at 
 x01 = 0.03 m (end of sill) 
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TWO-PHASE FLOW 
 
When analyzing two-phase flow over a two-dimensional ground sill, 
two main aspects are of interest: eddy structures behind the sill and the 
water level drawdown. Since the accuracy concerning eddy structures 
has already been analyzed in the previous case, the focus of the two-
phase flow cases will lie on the water level drawdown. Since the water 
level drawdown is constant as soon as a quasi steady-state is reached, 
LES simulations are not necessary. Therefore, the Standard k-ε-
turbulence model has been chosen in this part in order to save 
computation time (approximately 1 h instead of 4 h for parallel 
computation on 16 processors). 
 
As a first step, the effect of the sill structure on the water level 
drawdown has been analyzed. A two-dimensional model setup similar 
to case 1 as listed in Table 2 has been used. Angular shaped structures 
with three different angles for the ground sill as well as a round 
structure have been investigated (see Table 1). The maximum height of 
the sill is 𝞓𝞓z = 0.20 m and similar for all cases. 
 
Table 1. Overview over different sill structures 

round angular, 30° 

  
angular, 45° angular, 90° 

  
 
Figure 5 shows the resulting water level drawdowns for the different 
structures. The maximum water level drawdown is the smallest (𝞓𝞓h = 
0.03 m) for the round structure. The drawdown for the 30° and 45° 
angular structure are in a comparable order of magnitude (𝞓𝞓h = 0.04 m). 
A significantly higher drawdown is caused by the ground sill with an 
angle of 90° (𝞓𝞓h = 0.09 m). With an analytically calculated drawdown 
of 𝞓𝞓h = 0.036 m (Table 2), the sill structures with small angles or round 
structures show the highest accuracy. The effect of the ground sill is 
higher for steeper hill structures which can be explained by higher 
single losses for steeper structures.  
 
Table 2. Subcritical two-phase flow: Properties of different testcases 

 Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 
Length of 
domain 25 m 25 m 35 m 25 m 

Height of 
domain 2 m 2 m 6 m 2 m 

h1 1.0 m 1.0 m 3.0 m 0.3 m 
v1 1.00 m/s 1.25 m/s 3.00 m/s 3.00 m/s 
𝞓𝞓z 0.2 m 0.2 m 0.2 m 0.1 m 
𝞓𝞓h, 

analytical 0.036 m 0.070 m 0.110 m 0.100 m 

𝞓𝞓h, 
numerical 0.042 m 0.090 m 0.140 m 0.055 m 

 

In a next step, changes have been made concerning the water depth and 
the flow velocity using the 30° angular structure of the ground sill. All 
cases have subcritical flow conditions and do not show a flow 
transition over the ground sill.  
 
The setups including the analytically calculated water level drawdown 
and the simulated water level drawdown are listed in Table 2 (case 1 to 
3), where v1 is the approaching velocity and h1 the water depth in front 
of the sill. The results show a good agreement of the simulated results 
with the analytical solution obtained by using Bernoulli’s and 
continuity equation. A reason for the slightly higher drawdown 
obtained by the numerical solution are additional energy losses which 
have already been shown when analyzing the influence of the structure 
due to the structure of the sill. 
 
Case 1 has also been extended to a three-dimensional geometry with a 
width of 1 m and sidewalls with no-slip condition.  
 
The resulting water level drawdown is compared to the drawdown 
resulting from the two-dimensional simulation in Figure 6. The figure 
shows that the three-dimensionality of the testcase causes a smaller 
drawdown and a shorter length of the water level drawdown. The 
reason for this is the influence of the sidewalls. The no-slip condition at 
the sidewalls causes additional continuous energy losses that were 
neglected in the two-dimensional geometry. 
 
As a next step, a strictly supercritical setup (case 4) has been analyzed. 
The supercritical flow case has been simulated with a height of the 
ground sill of 𝞓𝞓z= 0.10 m and an approaching flow velocity v1 = 3 m/s 
(see Table 2). Compared to the analytical rise of the water level (𝞓𝞓h = 
0.10 m), the maximum increase achieved in the simulations (𝞓𝞓h = 
0.055 m) is considerably smaller. The high difference between 
analytical and numerical solution can be considered reasonable since 
the high flow velocity of this testcase leads to higher single losses at 
the sill structure and therefore a higher deviation between analytical 
and numerical solution. 
 

 
t = 0 s 

 
t = 10 s 

 
t = 15 s 

 
t = 20 s 

 

 
Figure 4. Filling of the domain, segment of the computational domain 
for different time steps 
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In the last case, the stability of the simulations has been analyzed under 
initially dry conditions. A water level of h1 = 1 m and a flow velocity of 
v1 = 1m/s has been chosen at the inlet (similar to case 1) and at the 
outlet a free outflow without weir. Figure 4 shows the behavior of the 
two phases in the domain at different time steps. After a simulation 
time of 20 seconds a quasi-steady state is reached and subcritical 
conditions in the upstream part of the domain and supercritical 
conditions in the downstream part of the domain are reached. A flow 
transition occurs over the ground sill. Close to the inlet, a disturbance 
of the water surface can be found. This disturbance develops due to an 
eddy in the air phase that is caused by the increase of the water level 
from the ground sill upstream to the inlet. Due to the inlet boundary 
patch the eddy is trapped in this point. This effect could be moved 
further upstream by choosing an inlet in a higher distance to the ground 
sill. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this study, flow over a two-dimensional ground sill has been 
analyzed using OpenFOAM.  
 
First, a single-phase flow has been simulated and different turbulence 
models have been validated concerning their accuracy in describing the 
eddy structure behind the sill. All models analyzed led to a good 

accuracy, however, the LES turbulence model was capable to account 
for fluctuations as well. One disadvantage of the model is the smaller 
necessary grid size which leads to much higher computation times. 
 
In a second step, two-phase flow has been simulated using the k-ε 
turbulence model and different parameters such as the structure of the 
ground sill, discharge, water level and flow regime have been evaluated 
concerning their influence on the water level drawdown. 
 
Due to additional energy losses caused by the angular structure of the 
sill as well as losses due to sidewalls when a three-dimensional model 
is chosen, the analytically calculated drawdown is smaller than the two-
dimensional simulations but reasonably coincides for different 
simulations. Changes of the water level drawdown due to the structure 
of the ground sill and sidewalls when three-dimensional testcases are 
computed are plausible. The simulations are also stable for a filling 
case with initially dry conditions. 
 
Summing up, the VoF approach implemented in OpenFOAM is 
capable of describing flow over a ground sill and similar hydraulic 
cases. Future research aims to closer look at the behavior of the air 
phase. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Difficulties and complexities in elaborating flash flood early-warning 
and forecasting system prompt hydrologists to develop some techniques 
to substantially reduce the disastrous outcome of a flash flood in 
advance. An ideal to specify those areas that are subject at high risk to 
flash flood in terms of rainfall intensity is proposed in the paper. It is 
accomplished through design of the High Risk Flash Flood Rainstorm 
Area(HRFFRA), this paper has presented the development of the 
HRFFAR through the application of the end-to-end Regional L-
moments Approach to precipitation frequency analysis in combination 
with other techniques in Jiangxi province, South China. 
 
KEY WORDS: FRFFA; Flash Flood; RFA; L-Moments; rainfall 
intensity; Hydrometeorological homogenous region; south china. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
A flash flood is a flood that rises and falls quite rapidly with little or no 
advance warning, usually caused by intense rainfall over a relatively 
small area. Flash flood and herein induced muddy flow is one of the 
major rainstorm-related disasters in China. The worst flash flood with 
muddy flow, caused by extremely heavy rainfall with soil erosion, 
occurred on 8/8/2010 in Zhouqu, Gansu Province, took 1467 lives with 
198 missing. The outstanding flash flood with muddy flow caused by 
record heavy rainfall during the Molakot Typhoon on 8/8/2009, 
suffered in xiao-lin-zhuang, Taiwan, took more than 460 lives. The 
flash flood may also occur after the collapse of a human structure, for 
instance, the failure of the South Fork Dam located on the Little 
Conemaugh River 14 miles upstream of the town Johnstown, 
Pennsylvania, burst through on 5/31/1889, killed more than 2,200 
people and caused US$17 million of damage after several days of 
extremely heavy rainfall. The most recent catastrophe caused by flash 
flood across the world occurred in the town Kedarnath, India. With 
5000 people approximately dead, it suffered extensive destruction from 
flash floods triggered by torrential rains during June 2013. 
 
Changes in meteorological conditions and the utilization pattern of land 
have increased floods frequency across the globe (Mahmood, Khan, 
Ullah,2016). Moreover, a research of Mazzarana et al. has found that 
extreme rainfall events which causes extreme flood events will become 
more and more frequent across the world in the future (Mazzarana, 
Hubl and Fuchs, 2009). That means we would face a more frequent 
threats of flash flood. The prevention of flash flood is and will be a 
tough challenge across the world. Especially for China, since hilly areas 

and mountains covers as much as two thirds of its land surface (Zhang, 
Quan, and Zhang, 2015). Since the 1980s, researchers in China began 
to study Flood hazard mapping, but it was not until recently that flash 
flood hazard mapping was paid attention. It is of significant importance 
to map and manage the natural hazard causing by flash floods. 
 
The development of the HRFFRA based on statistical analysis of 
historical rainfall data, synoptic analysis of prevailing storm rainfalls as 
well as the field survey of historical flash flood events is presented in 
the paper. A HRFFRA is defined as the area potentially under hitting 
by higher intense-precipitation for a given duration with certain return 
period that may cause a flash flood disaster in the area. A Regional L-
moments Method (RLMM) is utilized to statistical analysis of rainfall 
series. Furthermore, the spatial interpolation scheme is used in 
combination of the contouring technique to form the HRFFRA. 
 
METHOLOGY 
 
The frequency analysis of extreme events is often limited by data 
availability at the desired temporal and spatial scales, while Regional 
Frequency Analysis (RFA), which involves ‘‘trading time for space’’ 
by pooling together data for stations with similar statistic characteristics, 
is an alternative approach for more accurate estimation of extreme 
events even in ungauged area or area with short records. RFA does not 
intend to provide regional estimates ( Lin, Bonnin, Martin, 2006), it 
only helps us to get more precise site-specific frequency estimations. 
 
Regional L-Moments Analysis 
 
Probability distributions and parameter estimation 
 
Frequency analysis employs a limited data sample to estimate its 
underlying population by selecting and parameterizing a probability 
distribution, which is uniquely characterized by a set of parameters. In 
hydrologic frequency analysis, the number of parameters of a plausible 
distribution ranges from 2 to 5. Three-parameter distributions, such as 
Generalized Logistic (GLO), Generalized Extreme Value (GEV), 
Generalized Normal (GNO), Generalized Pareto (GPA), and Pearson 
Type III (PE3), behave both relatively reliably and flexibly, are often 
selected to represent the data. Sometimes, the four-parameter Kappa 
and the five-parameter Wakeby distributions are used. The parameters 
of a probability distribution have traditionally been estimated by the 
Conventional Moments Method (CMM) which can be expressed as: 
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Here, µ is the mean of the sample data. The sample estimates based on 
CMM have some undesirable properties. The higher sample moments 
associated with skewness and kurtosis can be severely biased, and very 
sensitive or unstable to the presence of outliers in the data. If the data 
have a skewed distribution, the selection of the most fitted distribution 
could be unreliable and the quantile estimates are likely unreliable. Due 
to the linearity of its moment statistics, the L-moments Method (LMM) 
has become accepted as a more robust method for selecting and 
parameterizing fitted probability distribution functions. L-moments are 
expectations of certain linear combinations of order statistics (Hosking, 
1989). Since it’s a linear function of the order statistics, L-moments are 
more robust than conventional moments to the presence of outliers in 
the data, and provide more robust parameter estimates than the CMM. 
Letting X1:n, X2:n,…Xn:n be the order statistics of a random sample 
drawn from the population of X, the rth L-moment can be expressed as: 
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The following example taken from the 743 rain gauges in Jiangxi 
Province, China, demonstrates how differently the sample coefficient of 
skewness, Cs, and the sample coefficient of L-skewness, L-Cs, behaves 
in terms of bias when they were used separately to estimate the 
population parameters. The at-site Cs and L-Cs were computed and 
used as population parameters together with other parameter estimates 
to generate a plenty of synthetic data via M-C Simulation. Cs and L-Cs 
were calculated for each repeat of the simulation, then averaged over 
the repeats for each site. These averaged simulated Cs and L-Cs were 
separately compared with their original values obtained from the real 
data at each station. As shown in Figs. 1-1~1-2 L-Cs behaves much 
better than Cs in terms of bias. Sample Cs presents severe bias to its 
population Cs. The figures shown here used the GEV distribution. The 
same properties have been observed for other distributions. 

 
Figure 1 (1) Real data Cs vs. simulated Cs (2) Real data L-Cs vs. 
simulated L-Cs 

 
Figure 2 (1) Sample data Cs vs. simulated Cs (2) Sample data L-Cs vs. 
simulated L-Cs at #30-6420  

In the original data set, station #30-6420 in Jiangxi Province contains 
an unusual outlier of 346 mm (7/03/2009) in 6-hour AMS compared 
with its average 86 mm. The CMM could not handle such an outlier to 
make a credible estimate of Cs even with a synthetic data length of 500 
years, while the LMM handles it very well. Figs. 2-1~2-2 provide a 
comparison when the GEV is fitted to the synthetic data. Similar results 
are obtained for other distributions. Clearly, L-Cs estimated by L-
moments is more robust to the outliers than Cs estimated through CMM. 
In fact, the study showed that, when data size reached 100 years at all 
sites, the L-Cs estimates are quite stable regardless of outliers present in 
the data. 
 
The index-flood procedure 
 
In the NWS updates of precipitation frequency, a Regional L-moments 
Analysis (RLMA) with a so-called index-flood procedure (Wallis 1980; 
Wallis 1982) was used. The basis of the index-flood procedure is the 
assumption that the frequency distributions at the stations in a 
homogenous region are identical apart from a site-specific scaling 
factor. The index-flood is a location estimator, usually the at-site 
sample mean ix . The stations are assumed to have similar climatology 
with respect to extreme precipitation. The stations in the predefined 
homogenous region share a common dimensionless frequency 
distribution. The frequency values Tjq  at several desired return periods 
of the dimensionless regional distribution are called Regional Growth 
Factors. Then the site-specific quantiles jiTQ  can be written as: 
 

ji * , 2,5, ,100,1000T i TjQ x q j y= = L                                                      (3) 
 
Table2 illustrates that the RFA is better than the at-site analysis in 
terms of uncertainties of the quantiles. The comparison was done as 
follows: the stations with the longest record were selected from the 84 
daily regions in the Ohio River Basin that were previously developed 
and tested to be homogenous for NOAA Atlas 14 Volume 2. Each 
selected site underwent frequency analysis through at-site analysis and 
RLMA. Then, a plenty of synthetic data were generated to investigate 
the variation of the quantiles under the two scenarios. The coefficient of 
variation, Cv, was used as an index to describe the uncertainties. Table 
2 demonstrates that the Cv of quantiles in the RFA is much smaller than 
in the at-site analysis, proved that quantiles estimated through RFA are 
much more robust than through at-site analysis. 
 
Table 1 Uncertainties of at-site analysis vs. regional analysis 

 2y 5y 10y 25y 50y 100y 200y 500y 1000y 
At-site 0.031 0.049 0.050 0.073 0.095 0.121 0.015 0.193 0.228 
RFA 0.035 0.036 0.037 0.041 0.045 0.050 0.055 0.064 0.072 

 
Homogenous Regions 
 
The key to RLMA is to construct “homogenous” regions, which 
assumes frequency distributions at different sites in the region are 
identical apart from a scale factor. This assumption is rarely valid in the 
real world, because it requires the same statistics at different sites. 
However, an acceptable threshold of variation for these statistics can be 
established to measure the homogeneity. Variation of the L-Cv over 
stations in a region, VL-Cv, is investigated via M-C simulation. The 
standardized VL-Cv, H1, serves as an index to measure the homogeneity. 
 

1 -( ) /L Cv L Cv L CvH V V σ− −= −                                                                     (4) 
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Hosking suggests the region is “acceptably homogenous” if H1 < 2 
(Hosking, Wallis, 1997). In our studies this criteria has been found to 
be appropriate. However, in precipitation frequency studies, we found 
that sole use of H1 was not enough. The effect of L-Cs on the formation 
of homogenous regions was also considered. Attention was paid to 
those sites that have too high or too low values of L-Cs in comparison 
with the regional averaged L-Cs. Fig.3 shows the regionalization of 6-
hour AMS in Jiangxi Province, with 17 homogeneous regions grouped. 
Note that the regionalization of the 6-hour data was done based on the 
743 rain gauges of 20-years plus inside Jiangxi Province only without 
creation of a buffer zone surrounding it as data limitation for this study. 
 

 
Figure 3 Regionalization of 6-hr data for Jiangxi 
 
Goodness-of-fit 
 
Three tests were applied to select the best distribution in each region.  
The M-C Simulation test. In Fig. 4, the relation curves of the L-Cs vs. 
L-Ck for common theoretical distributions were plotted. The averaged 
L-Cs and L-Ck generated through 1,000 M-C simulations, plotted as a 
point in the diagram is an example from the Ohio River Basin 24-hour 
data over 4,253 daily stations. The goodness-of-fit is then judged by the 
deviation from the mean point to the distributions in the L-Ck scale. To 
account for sampling variability, the deviation is standardized, denoted 
as ZDIST. For a confidence level, say 90%, a distribution is acceptable if 
|ZDIST| ≤ 1.64. Among accepted distributions, the distribution with the 
smallest |ZDIST| is the most appropriate distribution (Hosking, 1989). 
Fig. 5 indicated GEV is the most appropriate distribution for the 4,253 
stations as a whole in the Ohio River Basin. 
 

 
Figure 4 M-C simulation test for Ohio daily data stations 
 
Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) of the sample L-moments. RMSE is 
originated from the Four Criteria test (Lin, Vogel, 1993). Unlike the M-

C simulation test, which emphasizes the effect of mean on deviation, 
the sample L-Cs and L-Ck at all sites are used to assess the variability. 
A weighted RMSE calculated for each of the plausible distributions 
serves as an index in the test. The distribution with the smallest RMSE 
is the most appropriate distribution. In eq.5, Si, L-Ck and Di, L-Ck are the 
sample L-Ck and the distribution’s L-Ck, respectively. 
 

1
2( )

N N
2

i i,L Ck i,L Ck i
i 1 i 1

RMSE n (S D ) n ,i 1,2,3, ,N− −
= =

= − =∑ ∑ L                  (5) 

 
Real-data-check test (Lin, Vogel, 1993) Comparing a quantile estimate 
from a fitted distribution at a given return period with the real data 
series, an empirical exceedance frequency, Fi,Tj, to the quantiles can be 
calculated, which is then compared with its corresponding theoretical 
probability PTj. A relative error, RE, can be calculated over several 
return periods to reflect the degree of the match between them. The 
smaller the RE is, the better the fitting will be. Due to sampling error, 
the RE for a single site or a few sites is meaningless. However, the 
regional averaged RE calculated over a number of sites is of statistical 
significance and can be used as an index for the goodness-of-fit. 
 

( )j j

j

N Ni,T T

j i 1 j i 1T

F P
RE 1,i 1,2,3, ,N, j 2y, ,100y

P= =

−
= = =∑∑ ∑∑ L L          (6) 

 
A final decision can be made based on a summary of the above three 
tests. It should be done on a region-by-region basis. The final results 
provide a strong statistical basis for goodness-of-fit. Sensitivity tests are 
then used to ensure there is a smooth transition in terms of variation of 
the RGFs across regions. The best fitted distribution of 6-hour data for 
each region in Jiangxi is given in Fig. 3 above.  
 
Internal Consistency Check and Adjustment 
 
The precipitation frequency is performed separately at each duration; 1-
hr, 3-hr, … , 24-hr. Sometimes estimate curves for two adjacent 
durations may meet or cross at some frequency. This result, based on 
sound statistical analysis, is physically unreasonable. The causes of 
such an anomaly are primarily discontinuities in selection and 
parameterization of distributions between durations, data sampling 
variability, and the application of average conversion factors to convert 
1-hr data to 60-min and to convert 1-day data to 24-hr for a specific site. 
Such anomalies, i.e. internal consistency violations, were removed by 
distributing the surplus of the ratio of the longer duration vs. the shorter 
duration of the previous frequency at a constant slope to the anomalous 
frequency and higher through 10,000-year plus, keeping the pattern of 
the ratios consistent until it converges at 1.0 after 10,000-year. An 
example the adjustment at site 30-9660 was shown in Table 2. And the 
frequency estimate curves for 1-hr, 3-hr and 6-hr before and after the 
adjustment for site 30-9660 was shown in fig. 5. It is clearly that after 
the adjustment the anomalies were missing. 
 
Table 2 Internal consistency adjustment 6-hr to 3-hr at 30-9660 

 2-y 5-y 10-y 25-y 50-y 100-y 
before 1.12 1.1 1.08 1.06 1.05 1.03 
after 1.12 1.1 1.08 1.06 1.05 1.03 

 200-y 500-y 1000-y 5000-y 10000-y 
before 1.02 1 0.99 0.95 0.94 
after 1.02 1.01 1.01 1.01 1 
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Figure 5 The frequency estimate curves for 1-hr, 3-hr and 6-hr before (a) 
and after the internal consistency adjustment, station 30-9660, Jiangxi 
 
Spatial Consistency Check and Adjustment 
 
Due to lack of rainfall stations, there may be gradients appeared in 
estimated quantiles between regions. An appropriate spatial adjustment 
to reasonably smooth the quantiles over regions is required. A two-way 
adjustment called “Two-time back-forth interpolation” scheme is 
proposed: firstly to develop a computation grid net to cover the study 
area, with a resolution equivalent in density to the rainfall stations 
available in the area, as shown in Fig. 6, secondary to spatially 
interpolate the quantiles at stations into each grids as pseudo stations, 
thirdly to interpolate the quantiles at grids back to the stations. A study 
showed that the RE between the empirical frequencies and the quantiles 
is reduced after the spatial adjustment on average over the entire study 
area. Figs. 7-1~7-2 gave a general view of the results for the spatial 
consistency check and adjustment of the 6-hour data. The quantiles in 
Fig. 7-2 looks more smooth spatially. 
 

 
Figure 6 The computation grid net for spatial adjustment 
 

 
Figure 7 (1) Before spatial adjustment  (2) After spatial adjustment 
 

HIGH RISK FLASH FLOOD RAINSTORM MAPPING 
 
Based on the results of quantiles for various durations such as 1-hour, 
3-hour, 6-hour over a range of return periods from 1-yr, 2-yr to 100-yr, 
200-yr up to 1,000-yr, an interactive visualization product, a frequency 
data server, has been developed to get spatial interpolation results for a 
given duration and for a desired return period. Figs. 8-1~8-2 are the two 
episodes as examples from the data server. Fig. 8-2 is a pop-up picture 
obtained instantaneously by moving the cursor showing in Fig. 8-1 as a 
red circle to a point inside the study area. This visual frequency data 
server is further employed to get the HRFFRA for a given duration and 
a desired return period. 
 

 
Figure 8 (1)The episode showing the study area with stations (2)The 
episode showing the quantiles in graph and table 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
Other aspects such as intersite dependency, confidence limits, ratios of 
PDS vs AMS have been extensively studied and developed for this 
study and omitted here for compactness. 
 
Due to the Difficulties and complexities exists in accurate and timely 
prediction of an incoming threatening flash flood, The HRFFA atlas 
with short durations, derived through spatial interpolation scheme and 
contouring technique, based on the quantiles calculated through RFA in 
combination with LMM, provides a scientific and practical foundation 
for early-warning and forecasting of flash hazard. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Neuro-Fuzzy Systems (NFS) are computational intelligence tools that 
take advantage of low-level learning ability of neural networks and the 
high-level reasoning ability of fuzzy systems. Approximate Analogical 
Reasoning Schema (AARS) is one of the approaches which employs a 
similarity measure to decide on rule firing for a specific observation 
and is believed to be capable of adding more flexibility to NFS 
structure. In this study, an NFS model is developed based on AARS for 
event-based rainfall-runoff modeling in Sungai Kayu Ara, an urban 
catchment in Selangor State of Malaysia. The model performance is 
then compared with ANFIS and ARX models. 
 
KEY WORDS:  Rainfall-runoff modeling; Neuro-fuzzy system; 
Similarity Measure; ANFIS  
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Modeling of rainfall-runoff process is one of the most important tasks 
in hydrology due to its vast applications in different hydrologic 
problems such as flood forecasting, design of spillways and waterways, 
water quality modeling, and water resources management. To-date 
several approaches have been introduced to model the rainfall–runoff 
relationship. These methods can be categorized into two main groups: 
physically-based models and system theoretic models. Physically-based 
models are designed to approximate the general internal sub-processes 
and physical mechanisms which govern the hydrologic cycle. They 
usually incorporate simplified forms of physical laws and are generally 
non-linear, time-varying, and deterministic, with parameters that are 
representative of watershed characteristics. Although physically-based 
models help us in understanding the physics of hydrological processes, 
they require sophisticated mathematical tools, and usually require 
significant user expertise. On the other hand, system theoretic models 
apply a different approach to identify a direct mapping between rainfall 
and runoff, without the need for a detailed consideration of the physical 
processes. Neuro-Fuzzy Systems (NFS) which combine the reasoning 
ability of fuzzy inference systems (FIS) with the learning ability of 
ANN through the incorporation of if-then rules have recently been used 
in many of hydrologic modeling. Based on the method chosen for 
determining the output, a FIS can be categorized as either linguistic 
also known as Mamdani-type NFS (Mamdani and Assilian, 1975) or 

precise which also known as Takagi-Sugeno-type NFS (Takagi and 
Sugeno, 1985) models. The NFS implemented has exclusively been the 
Takagi-Sugeno-type NFS while the Mamdani-type NFS has rarely if 
ever, been employed in rainfall-runoff modelling. The Mamdani-type 
NFS is advantageous as the consequent part of the rules is expressed in 
linguistic terms, which can help to provide a clearer description of the 
process as opposed to the Takagi-Sugeno-type NFS which specifies the 
rule consequents only as quantitative or crisp values. Neuro Fuzzy 
Syetems can also be categorized based on the reasoning schema 
adopted. Approximate reasoning is the process of concluding a possible 
imprecise conclusion from a group of imprecise premises (Zadeh, 
1973). Approximate Analogical Reasoning Schema (AARS) is one of 
the available reasoning schema in literature (Turksen and Zhong, 1990) 
which is constructed based on similarity measures and to the best of our 
knowledge has not been used for hydrological modeling yet. AARS 
employs a similarity measure or SM (distinguishing between the degree 
of similarity or dissimilarity) to determine whether a rule should be 
fired for a specific observation in the pattern matching phase. The same 
similarity measure is used to construct a modification function (ModF) 
to modify the right side of the rule in the consequent deduction phase. 
The objective of this study is to investigate the capabilities of a 
Mamdani-type NFS using the Approximate Analogical Reasoning 
Schema (AARS) in rainfall-runoff modeling and compare its 
performance with the commonly used Takagi-Sugeno-type NFS, 
Adaptive Network-based Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS). In this 
paper, the implementation of the AARS within a NFS model, known as 
Pseudo Outer Product Fuzzy Neural Network (POPFNN-AARS) 
developed by Quek and Zhou (1999) will be applied to model the 
rainfall-runoff process for an urban tropical catchment to assess the 
applicability of similarity-based NFS for rainfall-runoff modeling. For 
convenience, POPFNN-AARS will be abbreviated as POPFNN in this 
study.  
 
APPROXIMATE ANALOGICAL REASONING SCHEMA 
(AARS) 
 
Given an observed fact A’ and a simple fuzzy rule “if A then B”; the 
basic procedure in AARS is to modify the consequence B of the fuzzy 
rule according to the similarity between the observed value or A’ and 
the antecedent A, which are compared against a threshold. Based on 
this comparison, a rule can be fired and the conclusion B’ can be 
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deduced using a modification function which is constructed based on 
the same similarity measure Quek and Zhou (1999). As can be seen 
from Figure 1, a rule will be fired to estimate the true proposition of the 
consequence (B) when the observed variable (A’) is similar enough 
(SM larger than a threshold) to a true proposition (A) of the antecedent. 
Then by using a modification function, the conclusion (B’) will be 
deduced from the true proposition B.  
 

 
Fig 1. Schematic representation of AARS reasoning schema 
 
Distance measures (DM) have traditionally been employed in the 
development of similarity measures. In these models, the similarity or 
dissimilarity between different points in space can be represented by a 
distance measure (Zwick, Carlstein, and Budescu, 1987; Turksen and 
Zhong, 1990). Thus, a similarity measure can be expressed as: 
 

DM
SM

+
=

1
1                                                                                     (1) 

 
In AARS, a fuzzy rule “if A then B” is to be fired by using a ModF 
which modifies the consequent B of the rule based on the SM between 
the observed value A’ and the antecedent A. The ModF is thus adjusted 
in such a way that the whole system can function as closely as possible 
to the real situation, based on the SM. Turksen and Zhong (1988) 
introduced two types of ModF; namely: (1) Expansion form which is 
equivalent to the linguistic term of ‘more or less’; and (2) Reduction 
form.  
 
POPFNN 
 
POPFNN is a five-layer network that incorporates the connectionist 
structure of the neural network to implement a fuzzy rule-based system 
and the AARS fuzzy inference model. The five layers are defined as: 
Layer (1) - Input layer, Layer (2) - Condition layer, Layer (3) - Rule-
Base layer, Layer (4) - Consequence layer, and Layer (5) - Output layer. 
A detailed description for each layer is available in Quek and Zhou 
(1999). The learning process in POPFNN adopts batch or offline 
learning and consists of three phases; namely: (1) Self-organization for 
initialization of parameters; (2) POP learning for rule identification, 
and (3) Supervised learning for the fine-tuning of parameters. 
 
Initialization 
 
Membership functions of the input and output-label nodes of POP-FNN 
are important since the fuzzy information is stored in the membership 
functions. The correct determination of the centroids and widths of 
these membership functions is necessary if information in the training 
data is to be properly captured and stored. The Kohonen’s feature-map 
algorithm (Kohonen, 1989) is adopted in POP-FNN to identify the 
initial centroids and widths of membership functions of the input and 
output variables. At this stage, these centroids and widths are initial 
estimates; in the third phase of learning, the centroids and widths will 
be fine-tuned by a supervised learning process.  
 
 

Rule Identification 
 
POFNN uses a simple one-pass algorithm known as the Pseudo Outer-
Product (POP) learning rule (Zhou and Quek, 1996). Consider a simple 
example of having two input variables x1 and x2 and an output variable 
y1 where XT = [x1, x2 ] ∈ D1 , YT = [ y1 ] ∈ D2 and suppose that after the 
self-organization phase, each linguistic variable has a label set of 
{small, medium, large} that is abbreviated as {S, M, L}. The POPFNN 
learning algorithm considers all the possible rules (see Fig. 4) and each 
of these rules is fully connected to the output-label nodes in the 
consequence layer. Once the membership functions have been 
determined, the set of training data (X(r), Y(r)) is fed into both the input 
and output layers simultaneously. When X(r) is presented at the input 
layer, the membership values of each input-label node is derived using 
the membership functions that have earlier been determined during the 
initialization phase. Subsequently, the firing strength of the kth rule 
node in the rule-base layer is depending on the type of modification 
function used. Similarly, Y(r) is fed into the output layer to calculate the 
membership values of the output-label nodes. For instance, if the 
training data satisfies the rule “if x1 is large and x2 is small then y1 is 
medium” then the derived membership functions will have large values 
at the corresponding input-label nodes, namely the input-label node “L” 
for linguistic variable “x1”, the input-label node “S” for the linguistic 
variable “x2”, and the output-label node “M” for the defuzzification 
node “y1” (see Fig. 2).  On the other hand, the membership values of the 
other input-label nodes in the condition layer as well as the output-label 
nodes in the consequence layer will be relatively small. Therefore, the 
firing strength of the rule which has the label “L” for the input variable 
“x1” and the label “S” for the input variable “x2” as its condition will be 
larger than other rules. If the weights of the links which connect the 
rule nodes and the output-label nodes are raised by the product of their 
firing strength and membership function values, then the improvement 
in the strength of the link between the rule node having conditions “x1 
is L” and “x2 is S” and consequence “y1 is M” will be greater than other 
links. This is shown as a solid line in Fig. 2. Consequently, after 
training the fuzzy rules embedded in training data will have larger 
weights compared to other rules. After the POP learning process, the 
weights represent the strengths of the fuzzy rules having the 
corresponding output-label nodes as their consequence. Amongst the 
links between a rule node and all the output-label nodes of a 
defuzzification node, the link with the largest weight is chosen and 
others deleted. When the weights of the links between a rule node and 
the output-label nodes are very small this indicates that there is little or 
no relation to the output variable represented by that particular 
defuzzification node. Hence, among all the links between a rule node 
and all the output-label nodes, the link with the largest weight is chosen 
while others can be deleted without affecting the outputs.  
 
Supervised Learning 
 
The well-known back-propagation algorithm (Werbos, 1988) is 
employed for this phase where the error signals are calculated and then 
are fed back to the system to adjust the centroid and width of 
membership functions for both output-label and input-label nodes. 
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Fig. 2. Sample POP-FNN with two inputs and one output linguistic 
variable 
 
STUDY SITE AND DATA USED 
 
Sungai Kayu Ara river basin is located in southeast of Kuala Lumpur, 
Malaysia, and covers an area of 23.22 km² as shown in Fig. 3. The 
main river of this basin originates from the reserved highland area of 
Penchala and Segambut. Sungai Kayu Ara river basin lies in equatorial 
zone. In this study, 24 major 10-minutes interval rainfall-runoff events 
between March-1996 to July-2004 are considered from which the first 
18 (chronological order) were used for training while the remaining 6 
events were used as testing data.  
 

 
 
Fig. 3. Schematic map of Sungai Kayu Ara catchment, Selangor, 
Malaysia. 
 
Data standardization were implemented before model training and 
testing. Standardization concentrates the dispersed data to a defined 
interval. All input and output data were standardized over an interval 
between 0.1 and 0.9 using a standardization method proposed by 
Rajurkar, Kothyari, and Chaube (2002).   

INPUT SELECTION AND MODEL DEVELOPMENT 
 
Inputs for all models of this study consisted of antecedent rainfall from 
10 different rainfall stations and antecedent discharge from the outlet 
station. The rainfall-runoff time series of the 18 training events was 
used for input selection process. Two criteria were applied in the 
selection of inputs for both POPFNN and ANFIS models used in this 
study. Firstly, the inputs used should be highly correlated with the 
output and secondly, the inputs used should possess low mutual 
information (Talei and Chua. 2012). The input selection process 
showed that for POPFNN model the input combination of R1(t-2), 
R3(t-4), R5(t-2), and Q(t-1) gives the best performance in simulating 
runoff at present time Q(t); however, for ANFIS the input selection 
process resulted in R1(t-8), R3(t-3), R5(t-6), Q(t-1). It was concluded 
that the input selection method has chosen rainfall inputs from the same 
rainfall stations (stations 1, 3, and 5) for both models. Therefore, the 
afore-mentioned input combinations were considered to be used in 
testing phase. 
 
Using 2 Gaussian membership functions for each input variable and the 
output gave the best performance during the training process in 
POPFNN. Other parameters of the model were chosen based on trial 
and error during training phase. In ANFIS, employing 2 triangular 
membership functions for each input variable gave the best results in 
training. Moreover, a sensitivity analysis was also conducted for both 
models to identify the proper number of epochs to avoid over-fitting. 
Epoch number of 60 was resulted and adopted for both POPFNN and 
ANFIS models.  
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
POPFNN model results in testing phase were compared with the ones 
were obtained by ANFIS model. For further comparison an ARX 
model was also calibrated with the same training data set and was used 
for predicting Q(t) in testing data set. The average coefficient of 
efficiency (CE), r2, RMSE, MAE, and relative peak error (RPE) values 
obtained by the 3 models for the 6 testing events of this study are 
compared in Table 1. As can be seen, POPFNN performed comparable 
to ANFIS it outperformed ARX model significantly in terms of all 
statistics. In peak estimation, POPFNN model was able to produce the 
best result as it gave the lowest RPE value compared to the other two 
models.   
 
Table 1. Comparison of average CE, r2, MAE, RMSE, and RPE values 
of 6 testing events obtained by POPFNN, ANFIS, and ARX models  

Models CE r2 RMSE 
(m3/s) 

MAE 
(m3/s) RPE 

POPFNN 0.85 0.86 5.18 3.18 0.09 
ANFIS 0.87 0.88 4.96 2.49 0.11 
ARX 0.57 0.59 7.92 5.86 0.27 

 
A qualitative assessment of the predicted hydrographs is demonstrated 
in Fig. 4 to compare the observed and simulated Q(t) hydrographs by 
POPFNN and ANFIS models for Event 6 which is the biggest event in 
terms of peak flow. As can be seen, POPFNN was successful to predict 
the peak quite accurately (RPE = 0.06) while ANFIS overestimated the 
peak (RPE = 0.20). It is worth mentioning that both models had some 
delay in estimating the major peak of this event.  
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Fig.4. Comparison between the observed and simulated hydrographs by 
POPFNN and ANFIS models for event 6. 
 
As seen in the results, POPFNN showed comparable performance to 
ANFIS in terms of different statistics. It is worth mentioning that the 
rule creation procedure for POPFNN and ANFIS are different. For 
ANFIS, which is a Takagi-Sugeno-type NFS, the output is a crisp value 
which is defined by a linear function while in POPFNN, which is a 
Mamdani-Type NFS, the output is defined by fuzzy sets. Therefore, if n 
membership functions are specified for each of the input variables, nq 
rules where q is the number of input variables will be produced in 
ANFIS while mnq ×  rules where m is the number of membership 
functions for each output variable will be produced in POPFNN. In 
most batch learning models, n has to be selected by trial and error. 
Although the number of rules can be increased by the specification of 
greater number of membership functions, this can result in over-fitting 
leading to deterioration in the model results. On the other hand, 
decreasing the number of rules by choosing a smaller number of 
membership functions can also worsen model performance due to an 
insufficient number of rules required to properly capture the 
associations between inputs and output variables. POPFNN learning 
algorithm incorporates a rule pruning mechanism that begins with a 
large number of mnq ×  rules, with the unused or less important rules 
removed during the training process. This represents an advantage over 
the learning mechanism used in ANFIS where the number of rules is 
determined by the user from the specification of the number of member 
functions, where an improper choice may lead to redundant rules that 
may result in a deterioration in model performance. In contrast, 
POPFNN has the ability to select only the essential rules, via the rule 
pruning procedure, from all possible rules. Thus, the deteriorating 
effect of having redundant or an excessive number rules is avoided. 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
The following can be concluded from this study: 
(i) Pseudo Outer Product Fuzzy Neural Network (POPFNN) was 

tested against ANFIS and ARX models for a tropical urban 
catchment. POPFNN was comparable to ANFIS and superior to 
ARX models in terms of different statistics. 

(ii) Rule pruning mechanism used in the POPFNN learning algorithm 
has a more flexible rule structure with an optimal number of rules 
compared to ANFIS which has a fixed number of rules. This can be 
considered as an advantage of POPFNN model over ANFIS model 
in capturing the association between input and output. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Geysers are explosive eruptions of air-water mixture from manholes in 
drainage systems. Due to urbanization and climate change, the design 
capacity of storm water drainage systems in many cities is often 
exceeded during extreme rainfall; rapid inflows into the drainage 
network can lead to air-water interactions that give rise to geysers - 
causing damages to the water infrastructure and threatening human 
lives. Although extensive research has revealed the role of entrapped 
air in causing large pressure transients in drainage tunnels, the 
mechanism of geyser formation remains elusive mainly due to the lack 
of detailed observations. In this study, an unsteady 3D computational 
fluid dynamics model is developed to simulate the pressure transients 
and air-water interactions during geyser events using the Volume-of-
Fluid (VOF) technique. Model predictions of air-water interface in the 
vertical shaft are in good agreement with measurements by high-speed 
camera; the mechanism for the formation of geysers is elucidated.  
 
KEY WORDS:  Geyser; Urban drainage; Hydraulic transients; Air-
water interaction; Taylor bubble, Volume-of-fluid, Numerical modeling 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Geysers are explosive eruptions of air-water mixture from manholes in 
drainage systems. Due to urbanization and climate change, the design 
capacity of storm water drainage systems in many cities is often 
exceeded during extreme rainfall; rapid inflows into the drainage 
network can lead to air-water interactions that give rise to geysers - 
causing damages to the water infrastructure and threatening human 
lives. In previous studies, geysers have been attributed to pressure 
surges caused by rapid inflows (e.g. Guo and Song 1991) and air-water 
interactions due to instabilities associated with the transition from 
gravity to pressurized flow in pipe systems (e.g. Li and McCorquodale 
1999). The possibility that air pockets can give rise to significant 
pressures had also been demonstrated theoretically and experimentally 
(Martin 1976; Zhou et al. 2002a and 2002b).  More recently, systematic 
investigations have advanced significantly our understanding of the 
flow caused by entrapped air in pipelines (Wright et al. 2011; Wright 
2013; Vasconcelos and Wright 2006, 2008 and 2011). These 
experiments demonstrated the possibility of different types of air-water 
interactions as a function of riser and pipe diameters, and rate of 
increase of inflows into an existing pipeline partially filled with water. 

While the previous studies have confirmed the role of entrapped air in 
causing large pressure transients, the mechanism of geyser formation 
remains elusive, mainly due to the lack of detailed observations and 
measurements of key variables - e.g. interface velocities and air pocket 
pressure. In particular, the physical mechanisms under which geysers 
are formed have not been conclusively reported or elucidated.  
 
A comprehensive series of laboratory experiments has recently been 
performed on a physical model of a simplified drainage system (Cong 
et al. 2016; Cong 2016), which consists of a vertical riser and a 
horizontal pipe connected to a constant head tank. The system is filled 
with water; an air pocket is then released into the horizontal pipe and 
the trajectories of the air pockets in horizontal pipe and vertical riser are 
measured by videos and a high speed camera. Pressures are measured 
using pressure transducers near the pipe end and at the bottom of riser. 
Parameters considered include riser diameter, upstream head, and initial 
air pocket volume. From the experiments and physical considerations, 
the vertical air pocket motion in a geyser differs greatly from that of a 
Taylor bubble (Davies and Taylor 1950). The importance of the ratio of 
riser to pipeline diameter, and the volume of air in geyser formation 
was revealed by experiments and theory.  
 
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) modeling is useful in capturing 
greater details of the physical processes than 1D models based on the 
rigid column hypothesis.  Zhou et al. (2011) performed 2D Volume of 
Fluid (VOF) calculations on the transient flow of an air pocket trapped 
in a pipeline; the computed pressure variation compared well with 
experimental measurements. Catano-Lopera et al. (2014) conducted 3D 
two-phase flow calculations to study the occurrences of geysers for a 
small section of the Chicago tunnel and reservoir plan (TARP) system. 
Although the surging of the air-water mixture in the vertical riser is 
demonstrated, the physics of the geyser flow in the riser cross-section 
remains unresolved. The previous numerical and experimental studies 
failed to offer a clear explanation of the mechanism of geyser flow.  
 
This paper presents a CFD study on geyser events using the two-phase 
Volume-of-Fluid technique and the experimental configuration of Cong 
et al. (2016). The set-up of the CFD model will first be described. The 
computed detailed air-water interface motion in the vertical riser are 
presented and compared with experimental data.  The mechanism for 
the formation of a geyser is elucidated for the first time along with the 
conditions that will likely lead to geyser events.  
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NUMERICAL MODEL 
 
The Volume-of-Fluid (VOF) model can simulate two immiscible fluids 
(water and air) by solving a single set of momentum equations and 
tracking the volume fraction of each of the fluids throughout the 
domain. The tracking of the interface between the phases is 
accomplished by the solution of a continuity equation for the volume 
fraction of one of the phases. A single momentum equation is solved 
throughout the domain, and the resulting velocity field is shared among 
the phases. The density of air is related to the pressure using the ideal 
gas law. The turbulent viscosity is determined using the standard k-ε 
turbulence model. The VOF model in the ANSYS FLUENT 15 
software is used for the simulation. 
 
The model grid is configured the same as the experimental work of 
Cong et al. (2016) and Cong (2016). The physical model consists of a 
vertical riser and a horizontal pipe connected to a constant head tank. 
The pipe is 6.6 meter long with an inner diameter of D = 0.05m. A riser 
of height 1.8m of variable diameter Dr = 0.016-0.046m is connected to 
the pipe with a T-junction at x = 3.47m from the upstream. A number of 
PVC quarter-turn ball valves are used to separate the pipe into different 
sections to allow experiments with different air volume.  
 
In the numerical model, the tunnel-riser system is discretized using 
about 100,000 boundary-fitted grid cells. A schematic diagram of the 
model is shown in Figure 1. The tunnel cross section is discretized 
using 25 cells in the diameter, with finer grid size approaching the 
tunnel wall. The riser diameter is discretized using about 50 cells, with 
smallest grid size of 0.1mm to capture the film flow around the air 
pocket. Height of the riser in the computational model is 3.0m, 
compared to the 1.8m height in the physical experiment, to confine the 
air pocket and water column in the riser. The T-junction of the tunnel-
riser system is discretized using tetrahedral cells while the other parts 
using hexahedral cells (Fig. 1). 
 
Numerical experiments were performed similar to the laboratory 
experiments described in Cong et al. (2016). In an experiment without 
external pressure (Series A), the riser and horizontal pipe is filled with 
water to an initial head of H0; the downstream section of the pipe is an 
air pocket of length L0 and volume Vair = πL0D2/4. By closing a selected 
ball valve, air pockets of different initial lengths (or volumes) can be 
formed. Series B experiments are conducted with a pressurized pipe 
connected to a constant head tank with the initial water depth in the 
riser at the same level.  
 
In the simulation, two riser diameters are tested: Dr = 16 and 40mm, 
with upstream pressure head H0 = 0.88m. The length of initial pocket L0 
is 0.61 and 1.8m respectively for the two riser diameters. For Series A 
experiment, both ends of the tunnel is set as closed-end walls. For 
Series B experiments, the upstream end of the tunnel is prescribed as a 
pressure inlet with pressure = ρwgH0 and volume fraction of water = 1, 
to simulate the effect of the upstream reservoir. The top of the riser is 
prescribed as a pressure outlet of zero (atmospheric) pressure and 
volume fraction of water = 0. A smooth wall is assumed for the pipe 
wall with roughness length of 10-3 mm.  
 
The initial condition is set by prescribing a length of air of L0 near the 
closed end of the tunnel and a water level of H0 at the riser. The 
simulation starts at the time t = 0, equivalent to the opening of the ball 

valve in the experiment. It has to be noted that in the simulation the 
valve opening is instantaneous, while in the experiment the valve 
opening time is about 0.2s (Cong et al. 2016). Since the advection 
scheme of the VOF method is explicit, the Courant criteria has to be 
satisfied and the maximum Cr = uΔt/Δx = 0.75, an adaptive time step is 
used with minimum Δt ≈ 10-5s. The simulation is stopped when the 
upper air pocket bubble front has penetrated the free surface in the riser. 
The typical run time for a simulation on a quad-core computer (Intel 
i4790 3.6GHz CPU) is about 360-400 hours.  
 

 
Figure 1 The model grid for 3D CFD simulation of geyser formation 
by release of an air pocket from horizontal pipe into a vertical riser. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
When the simulation starts (equivalent to the valve opening in the 
physical experiment), a density current is formed; the air pocket moves 
upstream in the upper half of the horizontal pipe, while the water 
propagates downstream. As the water reaches the downstream end, it is 
reflected to form an upstream moving front. The front of the air pocket 
continues to move towards the vertical riser. 
 
Fig. 2a shows the pressure variation at Point A - the soffit of the 
downstream end of the pipe. The pressure increases sharply after the 
start of simulation due to the compression of the air pocket by the 
upstream pressure head. The volume of air in the system is estimated 
by summing up the product of the volume of computational cell and the 
air volume fraction inside. The reduction in air volume is about 10% at 
maximum (Fig. 2b), but it already creates the pressure increase of about 
1.7 times the upstream head. The water level at the riser also fluctuates 
due to the pressure variation. The pressure and air volume variation is 
gradually damped due to the friction of the pipe and riser, till the air 
pocket reaches the riser. The pressure variation in general compares 
well with the measurement at the same locations in the physical 
experiment (Fig. 2a) and is consistent with the experimental studies of 
Zhou et al. (2002a) which shows that entrapped air pocket can lead to 
large pressure transients. 
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Figure 2 (a) Pressure and (b) total air volume for Dr = 16mm, H0 = 
0.88m, L0 = 0.61m. Ta is the time when the air pocket arrives the riser.  
 
Fig. 3 shows the simulation after the air pocket arrives at the vertical 
riser for Dr = 16mm with an upstream head (Series B), for which a 
geyser (an explosive release of a column of air-water mixture) is 
observed in the physical experiment. The air pocket arrives at the riser 
at Ta = 7.8s. Only part of the air enters the riser; while the remaining air 
keeps advancing upstream. Initially the air pocket rises in the riser 
steadily similar to a Taylor bubble (Davies and Taylor 1950). After 
some time, the nose of the air pocket undergoes a fast acceleration, with 
a velocity much greater than that of a Taylor bubble. The free surface is 
pushed by the air pocket to rise rapidly, until the bubble breaks at the 
free surface. A mixture of air and water finally enters the riser from the 
tunnel. In the physical experiment, the water is ejected out from the 
riser top, due to the smaller riser height (1.8m). The pressure in the 
tunnel initially drops steadily as the air pocket rises, but rises again 
when water enters the riser at about t = 9s (Fig. 2a). The total volume of 
air in the system remains more or less unchanged (Fig. 2b). 
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Figure 3 Predicted motion of air pocket in the vertical riser (Dr = 16mm, 
H0 = 0.88m, L0 = 0.61m). 
 
Fig. 4a shows the computed level of the free surface in the riser Yfs and 
the nose of the air pocket Yint for the case of a geyser (Dr = 16mm). The 
predicted levels generally agree well with the measurement from high 
speed imaging, despite the greater predicted rise height due to the 
longer riser used in the simulation. The length of water column above 
the air pocket decreases due to the film flow around the air pocket, with 
a speed equal to the rising speed of the air pocket relative to the free 
surface. Initially the relative rising speed follows that of a Taylor 
bubble. At about 8.5s, there is a significant increase in the rising speed 
of Yfs and Yint (Fig 4b). On the other hand, the net rising speed of the air 

pocket is quite steady for the case without an upstream head (not 
shown), comparable to the Taylor bubble velocity:  
 

rTaylor gDV 345.0=                          (1) 

 
It can be noted that during a geyser event the computed average air 
pressure in the air pocket is much greater than the hydrostatic pressure 
due to the water column above (Fig. 4b). By the momentum 
conservation of the water column in the riser, the pressure difference 
creates an acceleration to push the water column out of the riser. 
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Figure 4 (a) Predicted air pocket front Yint and free surface Yfs in the 
riser (Series B); and (b) the pressure inside air pocket (Dr = 16mm). 
 
Fig. 5 shows the simulated rise of air pocket for a larger Dr = 40mm 
with H0 = 0.88m, L0 = 1.8m (Series B). In this case geyser is not 
observed both with or without the upstream head. As the air pocket 
reaches the vertical riser, almost all air rises up in the riser and escape, 
instead of propagating upstream of the pipe. Both the air pocket and the 
free surface rises up more rapidly than that without an independent 
pressure head at upstream (Fig. 6a). An air-water mixture of churning 
flow is observed at the bottom of the riser and moves up since t = 5.3s. 
This influx of air-water mixture resulted in the rise of air pocket tip and 
the free surface level. The pressure in the air pocket in the riser is 
similar to the hydrostatic pressure induced by the water column above 
(Fig. 6b), thus there is no acceleration of the water column. 
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Figure 5 Predicted motion of air pocket in the vertical riser (Dr = 40 
mm, H0 = 0.88m, L0 = 1.8m). 
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Figure 6 (a) Predicted levels of air pocket front Yint and free surface Yfs 
in the riser (Series A & B) and (b) the pressure inside air pocket (Series 
B, Dr = 40mm). 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
A numerical study on the physics of geyser events is conducted using a 
CFD model with the VOF technique. The predicted pressure variation,  
air-water interface and the free surface level in the riser compare well 
with experimental measurements. Geyser event occurs for the smaller 
riser diameter (Dr = 16mm) for the case with a prescribed independent 
upstream constant pressure head. The rising speed of both the air 
pocket tip and the free surface at the riser is much greater than those for 
the cases without an independent upstream pressure head. The pressure 
inside the air pocket in the riser is much greater than the hydrostatic 
pressure due to the water column above, resulting in the water column 
being rapidly pushed out of the riser, as observed in a geyser event. For 
the case with a large riser diameter (Dr = 40mm), the net rising speed of 
the air pocket relative to the free surface is similar to that of a Taylor 
bubble, without a net acceleration created by pressure difference. 
Further numerical study for examining the effect of riser diameter, air 
volume and other factors will be reported separately. 
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ABSTRACT  
 
In the past, the role of green infrastructure concept design has been 
almost ignored by civil engineers. The main purpose of the study is to 
examine the features at several public city parks in study area in order 
to support green infrastructure concept design. These studies also 
assessed public perspectives through satisfaction survey regarding the 
existing green infrastructure features and collect their opinion about 
how to improve the design in the study area. Green infrastructure 
investments in study area boost the economy, enhance community 
health and safety, and provide recreation, and other benefits that can 
increase public satisfaction level.  
 
KEY WORDS:  Aesthetic value; City parks; Public perspectives; 
green infrastructure; landscape attributes 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Unplanned land cover changes due to population explosion become 
more increased especially in developing countries. Green infrastructure 
concept design is an offered approach concerning sustainable land and 
water resources management. This concept design covered the benefits 
and values of natural environmental in certain area such as in aesthetic, 
economic, community and ecosystem.  Even not entirely implemented, 
the green infrastructure concept design has been applied in some open 
areas in Bandung City, West Java Province, Indonesia. Some 
restoration projects for city parks have been accomplished to achieve 
some important ecological, environmental and aesthetics values. The 
main purpose of the study is to examine the features at several public 
city parks in study area in order to support green infrastructure concept 
design. This study also assessed public perspectives through 
satisfaction survey regarding the existing green infrastructure features 
and collects their opinion about how to improve the design in the study 
area. 
 
PRINCIPLES OF GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE  
 
Natural environments are living and dynamic system. Therefore, it is 
necessary to preserve and improve the existing condition. Green 
infrastructure concept design is an approach to maintain, restores, or 
mimics the natural environment by design. Green infrastructure also 
incorporates both the natural environment and engineered systems to 
provide water, conserve ecosystem values and functions, and provide 

some of benefits to public and wildlife. It highlights the importance of 
the natural environment in decisions about land-use planning. In the 
beginning, this idea came up with concepts of urban farming and 
garden allotments, but now it already extend in the applications. Many 
case studies related green infrastructure projects are applied worldwide 
with some extensions and modifications. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Targeted Study Area 
 
The study was conducted in four city parks at Bandung City, Indonesia. 
Bandung City is counted as the capital of West Java province in 
Indonesia (Fig. 1). It became Indonesia's third largest city by 
population, with over 2.4 million persons from 30 districts. 
Geographically, Bandung City has an area of about 16.729,65 ha. In 
2014, the average temperature ranged between 22.5 °C and 23.7 °C. 
The average annual rainfall precipitation in 2014 is 198.8 mm. 
Meanwhile, Bandung City is reported to have around 600 parks, with 
the city government targeting the adoption of thematic concept in 30 
parks. The major purpose of the city parks in Bandung City is 
recreation intended for improving ecological environment with 
harmoniously formed landscapes and waterscapes of natural features. 
We selected four city parks in study area: Lansia Park, Maluku Park, 
Pet Park, and Balai Kota Park, to examine the features at several public 
city parks in order to support green infrastructure concept design. This 
study also assessed public perspectives through satisfaction survey 
regarding the existing green infrastructure features and collects their 
opinion about how to improve the design in the study area. 
 
Surveys and Sampling Method 
 
A simple and short presentation was prepared to introduce the purpose 
of this questionnaire. In the questionnaire, the respondents were asked 
to rank their satisfactions about the features at city parks related with 
green infrastructure concept design. Perspectives and selected 
connotative perceptual constructs were rated on a 5-point modified 
likert scale. Surveys were taken on-site in four city parks directly and 
off-site in randomly area in Bandung City (Fig. 2). Respondents were 
asked to rate each statement combined with figure by marking one of 
five boxes that most closely matched their perspectives. The responses 
were later coded on a five point numerical scale for analysis where 1= 
Dissatisfied, 2= Somehow dissatisfied, 3= Neither satisfied nor 
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dissatisfied, 4= Somehow satisfied, and 5= Satisfied. Then, the 
respondents were asked to respond to written items based on their 
suggestions if they have any. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
Many environmental assessment and evaluation projects use the 
perspective of people (Daniel 2001; Yao et al. 2012). Most studies used 
the opinions from visitors as respondents to get more in-depth 
information (von Essen et al. 2013; Meitner 2004; D'Antonio et al. 
2013; Pettebone et al. 2011; Iojă et al. 2011; Yamashita 2002). The 
current study used public perspectives through satisfaction survey both 
visitors and non-visitors as common people who knew the targeted 
parks. The respondents above 10 years and below 65 of age were 
selected. The quick sampling has been completed with statistical 
analysis that can be seen at Table 1 and Table 2. 
 
Table 1 Respondent’s characteristics of targeted study area 

City Parks Respondents 
Visitors % Non-visitors Total 

Lansia 35 28 50 78 
Maluku 27 23 73 

Pet 26 22 72 
Balai Kota 32 27 77 

Total 120 100 50 - 
 
Table 2 Descriptive Analysis (N=163) 

Parameters Bioretention Strips Pavement Canopy Others 
Mean 4.13 4.61 4.63 4.69 4.47 

Median 4.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 
Std. Deviation 0.946 0.593 0.557 0.550 0.811 

Variance 0.895 0.351 0.310 0.303 0.658 
 
The data obtained from the questionnaires was processed using the 
SPSS 17.0 program for statistical analysis. Specifically, Multivariate 
Analysis of Variance (MANOVA) was used, and this was a way to test 
hypotheses in which one or more independent variables, or factors, 
were proposed to have an effect on a set of two or more dependent 
variables (Mathew 1989). It can be seen as a form of ANOVA with 
several dependent variables. While ANOVA tests for the difference in 
means between two or more groups, MANOVA tests for the difference 
in two or more vectors of means (Abbas Alkarkhi et al. 2008). 
MANOVA was used in this work to test whether different types of 
respondents and locations of city parks affect the perceptions of the 
respondents with regard of a measure of aesthetic value based on 
various perceived green infrastructure attributes (bioretention, buffer 
strips, permeable pavements, canopy trees and others). In SPSS, there 
are four multivariate measures: Wilks’ lambda, Pillai's trace, 
Hotelling’s trace and Roy’s largest root. The difference between the 
four measures is the way in which they combine the dependent 
variables in order to examine the amount of variance in the data. The 
results of the multivariate analysis cannot be shown in this paper due to 
the limitation. However, in Wilks’ lambda criteria, the intercept showed 
Wilks’ λ = 0.003, F (5, 155) = 9008.768, p < 0.001, and the parks 
showed Wilks’ λ = 0.444, F (21, 1316) = 57, p < 0.001. 
 
We used Pearson correlation analysis to explore the relationships 

among the perceived waterscape attributes. According to the results of 
the correlation analysis, there was a statistically significant correlation 
between all of the perceived green infrastructure features (Table 2). 
Bioretention was more significantly correlated with pavement (r = 
0.296) compared to the other features. There was also a strong 
relationship between Pavement and other features, which showed 
strong relationship (r = 0.230), while canopy and other features showed 
the weakest relationship (r = 0.015).  
 
Table 3 Results of Pearson Correlations 

  A B C D E 
A Pearson 

Correlation 
1 0.084 0.296** 0.046 0.222** 

Sig. (2-tailed)  0.286 0 0.559 0.004 

N 163 163 163 163 163 
B Pearson 

Correlation 
0.084 1 0.095 0.037 0.119 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.286  0.230 0.635 0.132 
N 163 163 163 163 163 

C Pearson 
Correlation 

0.296** 0.095 1 0.079 0.230** 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0 0.230  0.317 0.003 
N 163 163 163 163 163 

D Pearson 
Correlation 

0.046 0.037 0.079 1 0.015 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.559 0.635 0.317  0.848 
N 163 163 163 163 163 

E Pearson 
Correlation 

0.222** 0.119 0.230** 0.015 1 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.004 0.132 0.003 0.848  
N 163 163 163 163 163 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
A = Bioretention; B = Strips; C = Pavements; D = Canopy; E = Others 

The results indicated that most visitors satisfied with the available 
green infrastructure features in targeted city parks (Table 3). Canopy is 
the most preferable of green infrastructure features according to public 
perspectives. Meanwhile, bioretention is the least preferable among 
green infrastructure features. Some comments from respondents 
mentioned that they agreed and supported green infrastructure concept 
design to be applied in public city parks. Most of them also stated it is 
necessary to improve aesthetic value by applying those features in 
study area. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
The outcomes showed that the public city parks are one of the most 
effective application areas for green infrastructure concept design. 
Green infrastructure investments in study area boost the economy, 
enhance community health and safety, and provide recreation, wildlife, 
and other benefits that can increase public satisfaction level. This study 
can guide local planners and decision makers from the other cities to 
create and develop their public city parks based on green infrastructures 
concept design. As with other forms of infrastructure, green 
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infrastructure requires sustainable management and maintenance 
arrangements to be in place if it is to provide benefits and services in 
the long term. Arrangements for managing green infrastructure, and for 
funding its management over the long-term, should be identified as 
early as possible when planning green infrastructure and factored into 
the way that it is designed and implemented. 
 

 
Fig. 1 Location of Bandung City 
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ABSTRACT 
 
In this research, we utilized a small portion of any construction site in 
an urban area to enhance its infiltration for storm water. By using 
multi-units to spread the storm water runoff and restore the local 
hydrologic cycle. Based on the geological situation of Taichung City, 
which is mainly several thick gravel deposits underneath a thin layer of 
top soil with about one meter thick. 
 
SWMM model was used to simulate the effect of installing infiltration 
pipe. Considering the amount of infiltration pipe and the reduction 
percentage of total runoff, the best configuration is changing interlock 
brick grass brick and installing infiltration pipe. In this scenario, 15% 
of surface runoff volume can be reduced under the 5 years return period 
rainfall. 
 
KEY WORDS: Low Impact Development, Infiltration, Detention, 
Gravel pile, infiltration pipe, SWMM Model 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The annual rainfall is around 2500 mm, but 70% of the rainfall was fall 
in the wet season. Due to the urbanization in recent years, demand of 
land development was tend to be ever-increasing and caused the 
impermeable surface increase as will. It will reduce the opportunity of 
storm water to infiltrate. Moreover, pump out massive amount of 
groundwater to lower the water table for construction. These are the 
main reasons that bring about the ever-lowering water table in urban 
area. 
 
So, we should take a more multivariate strategy on water resource 
conservation in downtown area. Thus, storm water treatment and run-
off detention are essential to create the value of the rainfall water, not 
only use it as secondary domestic water but also use it to recharge the 
groundwater. There for we can achieve a more comprehensive 
hydrologic cycle too. 
 
However, in the urban area, due to the cost of the land, it is very 
difficult to expand the drainage system or find a new location to build a 
detention pond. 
 
Thus, it is lower risk and easer to conduct by utilized small construction 

to enhance the storage ability and infiltration rate in a limited area, and 
to speed up the recession process. In a series rainfall events, it can play 
an important role on reduce the run-off and to protect dwellers and their 
own property. 
 
To consider with the possibility of pollution of the aquifer, these 
approaches should work with other LID unites to build a system that 
provided collection, depuration and reuse functions. This approach not 
only can reduces the pressure of the supply head, but also use the 
exceed water to recharged the groundwater. This study is aimed on 
develop system that combines storm water storage and infiltration 
approaches. 
 
LECTURE REVIEW 
 
Low Impact Development 
 
Development of urban area usually changed the hydrologic behavior 
such as shorten the flow peak time and increase the runoff discharge. 
The low impact development approaches, however, could manipulate 
the influence of hydrologic in the situation of past development by set 
up infrastructures that can disperse the runoff, extend the runoff path 
and increase the flow concentration time to enhance the storm water 
retention amount of the lands. 
 
Compared to conventional storm water management approaches, the 
LID techniques allow related water management authorities to control 
the run-off volume in the catchment. With these techniques, we could 
achieve the gold of dispersion of flood, by utilized the soil and planet, 
to enhance detention, infiltration, evaporation and filtration.  
 
Infiltration Enhance Facilities  
 
Conventionally, gravel pile approach was used to prevent soil 
liquefaction by take advantage of high conductivity of gravel pile. 
 
Instead, by using character of high conductivity of gravel pile to 
penetrate the low infiltration layers, it can increase the conductivity and 
enhance the lateral infiltration rate as fig. 1 shows.  
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Fig. 1 Conceptual sketch of installing a vertical gravel pile 

 
Infiltration pipe, is made by steel, deploy at the bottom of the 
permeable pavement. The rain full first collected by the pavement layer 
and through the pipe into the aquafer directly. Then the water infiltrate 
laterally from the holds on the sides of the pipe. This approach not only 
imports the surface water into the aquafer but also enhance the 
infiltration rate of the permeable pavement, the illustration of the 
permeable pavement combine infiltration pipe as fig. 2 shows.   
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Fig. 2 Conceptual sketch of installing a vertical infiltration pipe 

 
Study Area 
 
The site of the bio-retention pond of the office building as fig. 3 shows, 
the storm water collected from the rooftop then discharge into the pond 
via a triangular weir to calculate the amount of flow. The pressure 
gauges were applying to measure and record the water level data. The 
storm water will infiltrate into the aquafer from the bottom of the pond.  
 

 
Fig. 3 The experiment site of bio-retention pond next to office building 
 
The experiment site of the infiltration pipe was inside the university 
campus, the site is combined three different types of brick pavement. 

According to its function, the structure of pavement was separate to two 
parts; the upper part is pavement and the sublayer is graded gravel 
servers as the foundation. 
 
The upper layer brick pavement is made by same material, concrete, 
but the purpose and infiltration rate are all different, shows as fig.4; (A) 
drive way pavement is allow car to drive through, considering the load 
of car, the sublayer is use concrete to strengthen the foundation; (B) 
interlock brick pavement and (C) grass brick pavement are using in the 
parking area, so the sublayer is use graded gravel or sand as the foundation. 
 

 
Fig. 4 different types of pavement of parking lot 

 
Hydrologic Mmodel  
 
To simulate the office building, the SWMM model had been conduct. 
The simulation was based on 1-day rainfall events of different return 
pried, the rainfall were collected by the roof of the office building and 
import into the bio-retention pond (impermeable). The conceptualize 
model of office building site shows as fig.5.  
 

 
Fig. 5 the conceptualize model of office building site  

 
Based on the surface condition of the parking lot conceptualize six sub-
catchments. According to the slop of the parking lot and the observation 
of flow direction were used to set up the model. The conceptual model 
shows as fig. 6. 
 
The model simplify by the surface type, S1 and S4 are interlock brick 
pavement, S2 is grassplot, S3 and S5 are grass brick pavement, S6 is 
drive way pavement and an outlet of overland flow. This study use the 
current condition as the basic condition to compared with other 
scenarios. 

Topview 
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Fig. 6 the conceptualize model of the parking lot experiment site  
 
Field Examination 
 
The data collected from the artificial rain-full revealed that the original 
infiltration rate of the bio-retention pond was 24.7 cm/hr; after installed 
the gravel pile, the infiltration rate of the bio-retention pond increase to 
477 cm/hr, the data shows as table 1.  
 
By using experiment data and the rainfall event data to regress the 
formula then extend it into 24-hr as fig. 7 shows. The nature rainfall 
event, compared to the experiment data, the infiltration rate is 
approximately 10 times higher. The reason that the infiltration rate of 
experiment data was lower than nature rainfall event might because the 
water that have been infiltrate into the aquafer is more, the aquafer is 
close to situate. 
 

 
Fig. 7 24 hour infiltration condition of bio-retention pond in different 

context 
 
Table 1 the infiltration rate of bio-retention pond w/ and w/o gravel pile 

 before after 

Infiltration rate 24.7 cm/hr 477 cm/hr 
Magnification 19.3 

 
The experiment data rearrange as table 2 shows, the saturated 
infiltration rate of interlock brick pavement with the infiltration pipe is 
90.3 cm/hr, as fig. 8 shows the infiltration rate is 35 times higher than 
the current infiltration rate; the saturated infiltration rate of grass brick 
pavement with the infiltration pipe is 111 cm/hr, the infiltration rate is 

18 times higher than the current infiltration rate. According to the 
results, the infiltration rate was significantly increases after the pipes 
were installed.  
 
Table 2 the infiltration rate of inner ring before and after install 
infiltration pipe  

 Interlock brick 
pavement 

Grass brick 
pavement 

original condition 2.63 cm/hr 6.31 cm/hr 
after installing 92.5 cm/hr 113 cm/hr 
Magnification 35 18 

 

 
Fig. 8 the infiltration rate of interlock brick and grass brick with 
infiltration pipe 

 
Results of SWMM Modeling 
 
The bio-retention pond received the storm water collected from the roof 
top of the office building, the hydrograph of different return pried 
shows as fig.9. The runoff volume reduction are in the interval from 
20.3% to 8.9% and the flow peak reduce percentage are in the interval 
from 6.25% to 3.59% under different circumstance. 
 

 
Fig. 9 simulation result of bio-retention pond in the office building site 
 
The outflow amount of different set area of LID modal with grass brick 
pavement shows in the fig. 10. The outflow amount of different set area 
of LID modal with grass brick pavement and infiltration pipe as table 3 
shows.  

T(hr) 

Q 

25years (impermeable) 
25years (permeable) 
10years (impermeable) 
10years (permeable) 
5years (impermeable) 
5years (permeable) 
2years (impermeable) 
2years (permeable) 
 

After install gravel pile (rainfall) 

After install gravel pile 

Before install gravel pile 
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Fig. 10 hydrograph of altered the interlock brick pavement to grass 
brick pavement in the parking lot site   
 
Table 3. performance of different LID model area of different context  

 
Current  
condition  

Pavement change  
to grass brick 

LID model 

 5% 10% 15% 20% 
Infiltration 

 pipes -- -- 118 583 1164 2320 

Outflow  
volume (m

3
) 

1.11 0.99 0.948 0.912 0.894 0.844 

Reduction  
(%)   4.4 8.5 10.7 11.9 

peak flow  
discharge(m

3
/s) 

0.0180 0.0171 0.0158 0.0147 0.0136 0.0130 

Reduction  
(%) -- -- 8.1 16.7 25.9 32 

 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
According to artificial recharge examination’s results, it indicated that 
after installed gravel pile in a bio-retention pond, the infiltration rate 
was increased one order. And during nature rain full event, the 
infiltration rate was increased two orders. 
 
Estimated the run-off reduction of the bio-retention pond by SWMM 
model, after the gravel pile installed in the bio-retention pond, it has 
been reducing 14% of the outflow volume and cutting off 5% of the 
peak of flow. 
 
The parking lot, for instance, the infiltration rate of the permeable 
pavement with the infiltration pipe will enhance 18 to 35 times lager.   
Considering the amount of pipe and the runoff reduction percentage, 
the simulation result of the permeable pavement with the infiltration 
pipe shows the optima area rate is 10 percent of the original area; with 
the same alter area rate (10 percent of the original area), compared the 
interlock brick pavement to the grass brick pavement, the grass brick 
pavement could reduce 15% of the runoff volume in the 5-year return 
pried rainfall event. 
 
These examples are just using a small area of the development area to 
evaluate the beneficial result of LID approaches, the results show that, 
in the small rain full situation, this approach provide considerable effect.   
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ABSTRACT 
 
The cities of the developing world are poised to build extensive urban 
infrastructure in the coming decades, presenting opportunities to go 
directly to implementation of sustainable ‘green’ technologies in lieu of 
the conventional, ‘grey’ infrastructure, and thereby avoiding the costly 
infrastructure retrofits ongoing in the US and EU to meet evolving 
expectations for natural stormwater treatment and stream corridors.  
However, the opportunities for green infrastructure in the developing 
world have been largely missed to date.  We examined the case of 
Cuenca, the third largest city in Ecuador, to assess the feasibility and 
potential benefits of implementing green infrastructure for stormwater 
management.  We modeled potential hydrologic benefits from 
increased infiltration in urban and peri-urban areas; analyzed the 
distribution of existing green areas and gaps in riparian corridors; and 
assembled an expert team from academia, consultancies, NGOs, and 
various levels of government to assess potential opportunities and 
constraints in light of modeling results, gap analysis, and their 
professional experience. Significant riparian corridors remain along 
Cuenca’s four major rivers, with opportunities to expand riparian 
corridors to improve ecological connectivity, increase flood capacity, 
filter runoff before reaching river channels, and providing parkland. In 
upland areas, Low Impact Design (LID) techniques to increase 
infiltration of rainwater can provide hydrologic benefits and green areas 
for human use in the dense urban center, but our analysis indicates 
much greater potential hydrologic and ecological benefits from LID 
applications in rapidly urbanizing peri-urban areas by preserving wide 
stream corridors and green spaces for infiltration. 
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ABSTRACT  
 
The rivers in Taiwan are steep and swift. Their water levels vary 
greatly in different seasons. In the dry season, rivers dry up and river 
beds are exposed; in the monsoon/typhoon season, the strong 
southwesterly flows bring in heavy rains, which result in dike bursts 
and even bridge collapses. Such occurrences do great damage to 
people’s living and the economy. 
 
Bridge protection is usually achieved by utilizing apron protection, 
permeable piles or gabions. However, either method will decrease the 
cross section of a river and increase the speed of the water flow. Due to 
the swiftness of the rivers in Taiwan, the most ideal riverbed 
construction method is to create stepped cascades for the dissipation of 
hydraulic energy, so that the river current can be reduced in speed and 
erosion and sediment in amount. Nevertheless, under the extreme 
hydraulic conditions, the composition of the riverbeds and river 
topographies often cause the construction failures. 
 
In light of such situations, this study will utilize the example of the 
consolidation work and low-water revetment done on Gaomei bridge in 
2004 to discuss the effects of different hydraulic and topographical 
conditions on the consolidation work, in hope that river constructions 
can be effectively lower the damages done by floods. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Most fish use eyes and lateral line during swimming so that the 
turbidity may affect the swimming behavior of fish school. However, 
no study has been made on the relations between turbidity and 
swimming behavior of fish school. In this study, the swimming 
behaviors of fish school of Plecoglossus altivelis altivelis, by changing 
the turbidity and the number of fish in static water, were recorded. It 
was found that the fish school is divided into some fish school with an 
increase of turbidity. This is because Plecoglossus altivelis altivelis 
cannot find the other individuals by view due to turbidity.  
 
KEY WORDS:  turbidity, fish behavior, Plecoglossus altivelis 
altivelis, fish school, static water 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The water includes turbidity during and after the flood. It is required for 
an aquatic organism to be able to live also in various quality of water. 
Therefore, it is necessary to investigate the influence of turbidity on 
swimming behavior of fish. 
 
At first the elucidation of the feeding behavior of fish in the turbid 
water was tried. Gregory and Northcote pointed out that an eating 
action of small fish of the salmon was controlled with turbidity increase 
(Gregory and Northcote, 1993). Hazelton and Grossman showed a 
similar conclusion with rosyside dance (Hazelton and Grossman, 2009). 
Utne-Palm nominates a lowering the visibility in the water by turbidity 
increase for the reason why a feeding behavior is controlled (Utne-Palm, 
2002). On the other hand, Andersen showed that Salvelinus fontinails 
move more active in high turbidity (Andersen et al., 2008), and 
Prchalová showed that activity pattern of Rutilus rutilus and Perca 
fluviatilis were equally in static water and muddy water that 
transparency is 0.35m (Prchalová, 2010). Mayama changed quantity of 
the clay to issue in an open channel flow which velocity is 0.2m/s, and 
having observed feeding behavior of Oncorhynchus masou. As a result, 
feeding behavior became more active in muddy water, but feeding 
behavior is controlled when density exceed a fixed value (Mayama, 
1998). 
 
Then elucidation of survival rate of fish of muddy water and evasion 
action for the muddy water were studied. Muraoka inserted the muddy 
water which was eight kinds of high density as the figure of the adult 
fish of Plecoglossus altivelis altivelis can not be confirmed by viewing 

in a water tank of 610 410 315mm and lived and confirmed it (Muraoka 
et al., 2011). As a result, it was elucidated that gills died from 
suffocation because a particle in the range of 1.2-36μm attach to gills.  
Newcombe & MacDonald showed that survival of fish depend on 
not only density but also duration (Newcombe & MacDonald, 
1991). Honda poured clear water into one waterway and inserted 
clay, diatom and kaolin which changed density with each cases 
and counted the number of migration of Plecoglossus altivelis 
altivelis which are released downstream than a junction in the device 
that two waterways join. As a result, Honda showed that evasion 
behavior was not observed when all injection materials are less than 
15ppm. (Homda, 1983).  
 
From above studies, it is estimated that fish do not evade low 
concentrated turbid water, and evasion behavior become 
remarkable depending on increase in density. Moreover, the 
elucidation of swimming behavior in turbid water was studied. 
Inoue et al. observed rheotropism of Tribolodon hakonensis in 
rotary tank. Transparency was changed to 28, 17, 13cm. As a result 
positive rheotropism increase with turbidity increase is elucidated 
(Inoue et al., 1982). Berg & Northcote made clear that order 
characteristics in the fish school of the salmonidae collapse in 
highly concentrated floating sand (Berg and Northcote, 1985). 
Onitsuka et al. changed turbidity and observed the behavior of 
one Plecoglossus altivelis altivelis (Onitsuka et al., 2013). As a result, 
the swimming speed of the Plecoglossus altivelis altivelis decreased 
with turbidity increase was elucidated. However, the behavior is known 
to be different from the case fish school consist of three or more in the 
case fish school consist of one or two (Partridge and Pitcher, 1980), 
(Onitsuka et al., 2014). Therefore, this result (Onitsuka et al., 2013) 
is not necessarily applicable for the fish swimming in the fish school in 
a river. This study elucidated influence of turbidity on fish school 
behavior of Plecoglossus altivelis altivelis in static water. 
 
EXPERIMENTAL SET UP AND HYDRAULIC 
CONDITIONS 
 
A blue circular tank that the radius r was 0.9m was used. The depth of 
the water h was 0.04m. Turbidity was changed five patterns with turbid 
water. Table-1 shows experimental conditions. Measurement of 
turbidity was performed as follows. Muddy water was put into the 
transparent container and irradiated by the light of 120W light source. 
The illumination was measured with the illuminometer. The case name 
shows the initial of “Turbidity” and the illumination ratio. 3-7tails of 
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Plecoglossus altivelis altivelis put into the cylinder wire net in the 
center of circular tank. Averaged body length of Plecoglossus altivelis 
altivelis LB  is 70mm. Fig.1 shows five examples of the swimming 
trajectory of Plecoglossus altivelis altivelis in each illumination. The 
number of pixel of the digital video camera is 1440×1080, and 
recording speed is 30fps. Exposure time is 1min with each cases. After 
the experiment, the picture of swimming behavior of Plecoglossus 
altivelis altivelis when Plecoglossus altivelis altivelis start the 
swimming until reach the side wall was captured at 1s interval. 
Swimming distance, swimming speed, and the degree of angle of 
refraction were calculated with the statistic picture and coordinated plot 
software. 
 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
 
The swimming trajectory 
 
Fig. 1 shows the swimming trajectory of Plecoglossus altivelis altivelis 
in each turbidity every one second in any 30 seconds with each 
turbidity. The plots were shown with a different color every 5seconds 
in this figure. The swimming positions were shown with different color 
every five seconds. When turbidity is low, Plecoglossus altivelis 
altivelis is often distributed over the region where the same colors 
concentrate. The matter shows that ratio of individual acting in the fish 
school is high. On the other hand, standard deviation of the plots of the 
same color spread with turbidity increase. Therefore, proportion that 
the fish school separates and a fish swim alone is large. 
 
Distance between the individual in all individuals 
 
Fig. 2 (a), (b) shows the average of the distance between an individual 
in all individuals D  and standard deviation D′  divided by the average 
length LB  in each turbidity, and approximation line. Considering fig. 2 
(a), it is understood that the distance between the individual increases in 
all cases. Considering fig. 2 (b), it is understood that standard deviation 
of the distance between the individual increase with turbidity increase 

in all cases. It is judged that the distance between the individual of the 
Plecoglossus altivelis altivelis increases with turbidity increase, and the 
degree spread. Therefore, it is suggested there is a tendency that it 
becomes difficult to confirm the individual which is adjacent when 
turbidity increase, and school of fish swim independent or separation. 
 
Probability of the number of fish school in each school of fish 
 
In this study, the situation that fish swim alone apart from a fish school  
and fish school was divided into plural number was observed. However 
the distance between the individuals depend on the fish class when fish 
school is formed, the distance between an average individual is 1 time 
of the length. A group of separated fish which the distance between the 
individual leaves to some extent than 1 time of the length is not 
regarded as fish school. In this study, it is defined that the group of the 
fish which it was far more than 3 times of the mean length of the 
Plecoglossus altivelis altivelis, and was formed as a different school of 
fish. Because it was confirmed that it was rare that the Plecoglossus 
altivelis altivelis came close again when the distance between the 
individuals more than 3 times of the length in each turbidity.  
 
Table. 1 experimental conditions 

E n (lx) (E 1-E n)/E 1×100 3 5 7
E 1=1490 0 C00-3 C00-5 C00-7
E 2=1192 20 C20-3 C20-5 C20-7
E 3= 894 40 C40-3 C40-5 C40-7
E 4= 596 60 C60-3 C60-5 C60-7
E 5= 298 80 C80-3 C80-5 C80-7

N（尾）

Case name
(tails)
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Fig. 1 The swimming trajectory 
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Fig. 3 (a), (b), (c) shows the value which the number of the tails in the 
fish school in each school of fish tN  divided by the number of the tails 
inserted nN  in each turbidity. The number of the tails in the fish school 
decreases than the number of the tails inserted in each case. In addition, 
it is thought that Plecoglossus altivelis altivelis do not form fish school 
with individuals at a distance even if turbidity is low, because this 
tendency is remarkable when turbidity varied from 0 to 20. 
 
Duration of fish school formation 
 
In this study, a situation that Plecoglossus altivelis altivelis did not 
necessarily form one fish school was observed. However, a situation 
that Plecoglossus altivelis altivelis form plural fish schools was 
observed. Plural fish schools were not necessarily kept all in the 

experiment. Furthermore, some fish schools are divided. Therefore, Fig. 
4 (a), (b), (c) shows the value which formation duration nt  of fish 
school including the maximum number of fish during each experiment 
divided by total experiment time T in each turbidity. The duration of 
fish school decrease with the turbidity increase in all three cases. It is 
thought that because of deterioration of visibility by turbidity, it 
became difficult to go back to an original fish school. In addition, this 
tendency is remarkable when turbidity varied from 0 to 20. Therefore, 
when water is approximately clear, a tendency to keep the fish school is 
strong. In contrast, even if it is low concentration, a tendency that fish 
school divide in muddy water is strong.  
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Distance between the individual in all each school of fish 
 
Fig. 5 (a), (b), (c) shows average nD  of the distance between the 
individual divided by the average length LB  of Plecoglossus altivelis 
altivelis in each turbidity, and approximation line. Although there are 
some exceptions, the distance between the individual almost decreases 
with turbidity increase. It is thought that it occurred because 
recognizable distance that can recognize individual decreases with 
turbidity increase.  
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this study, the influence of turbidity and number of fish on 
swimming behavior of fish school of Plecoglossus altivelis altivelis 
in statistic water was analyzed. As a result, the following have 
been understood. 
(1) In comparison with clear water, the tendency that fish school 

divide into in muddy water towards higher. This tendency becomes 
remarkable with the turbidity increase. 

(2) In comparison with clear water, the distance between the individual 
in the school of fish decrease in muddy water. This tendency 
becomes remarkable with the turbidity increase. It is thought that 
such a result was shown because visibility is worse with turbidity 
increase. Therefore, distance that can recognize individuals nearby 
in muddy water shorten. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

River ecosystem evolution is one of key issues in earth science. With 

the increasing population size and rapid socio-economic development, 

the underlying surface conditions of almost river basins in the world 

have been seriously changed. Accordingly, the status of river 

ecosystem constantly evolves, and is followed by serious changes of 

the structure and function of river ecosystems. In the present study, the 

evolution and transition states of the river ecosystem in different stages 

have been analyzed, and guidelines for protection of the river water 

resources development have been proposed. 

 

KEY WORDS: river ecosystem, human activities, ecological 

engineering, evolution. 
 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Humans have long been fascinated by the dynamism of free-flowing 

waters. Yet we have expended great effort to tame rivers for 

transportation, water supply, flood control, agriculture, and power 

generation. It is now recognized that harnessing of streams and rivers 

comes at great cost: many rivers no longer support socially valued 

native species or sustain healthy ecosystems that provide important 

goods and services (Poff, Allan, Bain, Karr, Prestegaard, Richter, 

Sparks and Stromberg 1997). With the increase of population and rapid 

development of social economy, the river system suffers increasing 

disturbances by various types of human activities, which results in 

alterations for both natural flow regime and ecosystem of rivers. In the 

process of transformation of nature and earth, there forms a project 

geographical circle created by human activities. This project 

geographical circle is nested in the atmosphere, hydrosphere, 

lithosphere and biosphere, and expanding with the progress of human 

activities. It is the key to view the river ecosystem as a whole, and 

focus on restoring the natural variation characteristics of both the 

ecological process and biological richness in management and 

restoration of the river ecosystem. 

 

Despite the fact that several attempts have been made to assess the 

ecological or environmental status of waters or the influences they are 

suffered, in a dispersed or integrative manner, significant gaps still exist 

on understanding river ecosystem structures and functions and their 

response to human pressures. Ecosystem service concepts can offer a 

valuable approach for linking human and nature, and arguments for the 

conservation and restoration of natural ecosystems. In this study we 

review and analyze the current literature and propose an approach for 

assessing and valuing ecosystem services in the context of water 

management. In particular, to study the link between multiple pressures, 

ecological status and delivery of ecosystem services in aquatic 

ecosystems under different scenarios of measures or future changes 

Grizzetti, Lanzanova, Liquete, Reynaud and Cardoso 2016). Ecological 

models are currently one of the strongest approaches used to predicting 

and understanding the consequences of anthropogenic and climate-

driven changes in the natural environment. The use of robust and 

appropriate indicators that can assess whether an ecosystem and its 

services are well maintained and sustainably used (Layke 2009) has 

been recognized as an essential step for the practical implementation of 

conservation and management policies (Rombouts, Beaugrand, Fizzala, 

Gaill, Greenstreet, Lamare, Loc’h, McQuatters-Gollop, Mialet, Niquil, 

Percelay, Renaud, Rossberg and  Féral 2013). In addition, there are also 

lots of hydrologists or ecologists studied on river ecological runoff or 

environmental flow (Suen 2011),(Guo, Xia, Lin and Wang 2009), 

(Gillespie, Desmet, Kay, Tillotson and Brown 2015), such as minimum 

ecological flow, optimal ecological flow, etc, as the limitation to 

protect river ecosystem or develop water resources. However, there are 

very few researches on evolution characteristics and protection theory 

of river ecosystems, and even less studies both at home and abroad on 

balance relationships between river water resource development and its 

ecosystem protection from the perspective of engineering ecology. 

 

In the present study, impacts of human activities (especially water 

conservancy project) on the river ecosystem evolution and measures to 

protect the river ecosystem have been analyzed theoretically. Results of 

this work may provide the guidance of sustainable development for the 

future development and management in river water resources, and pave 

the way for in-depth theoretical study of river ecology. 

 

THEORETICAL BASIS 
 

Engineering Ecology Theory 
 

With the development of society and economy, the impact of human 

activities (especially the engineering construction) on geographic circle 

expands from the deep interior of the earth until to the outer space. A 

new man-made system - engineering circle has been created beyond the 
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terrestrial ecosystems (atmosphere, hydrosphere, geotechnical, and 

biosphere), that is, the engineering - natural geographical system 

constructed by the global human activities. 

 

Engineering Ecology is a new gradually developed discipline based on 

the integration of subjects of society, science and technology, 

ecological environment, and many other disciplines (Hu and Ma, 2008). 

It focuses mainly on the application of ecological security theory in the 

engineering constructions. The main issue concerned with in this 

subject is the comprehensive strategic issue of the coordination 

development among human beings- social and economics - natural 

environment. It puts attention on production, consumption, and 

development patterns of the whole society, and pursuits the coordinated 

development among humanity - social and economic - environment, the 

core part of the ecosystem. In which, the core is the ecosystem. The 

goal of Engineering Ecology is the protection of the global nature 

environment, sustainable use of natural resources and sustainable 

development of the economic society. Study on a certain specific object 

(such as hydraulic engineering) can not only focus on its production 

process, we should concern the entire life cycle including its raw 

materials, production (construction), products, services, and until 

finally abandonment. 

 

In the perspective of Engineering Ecology, the principle of nature 

environmental protection is that, the risk of destroying the balance in 

regional and nationwide nature (environment) is regarded as a 

comprehensive standard to reflect the ecological effects of human 

beings ‘production activities. The risk refers to the potential 

unrecoverable losses (or irreversible process), and the degree of the loss 

is associated with human activities. The nature environmental 

protection refers to the minimization of the accumulated loss both for 

the living substances and abiotic environment. It is embodied as the 

followings, ① Minimization of the irreparable losses beyond recovery 

limit which will result in the extinctions of the some species or 

transformation of the biogeocenose. ② Minimization of the quality 

losses for the abiotic environment compared with the original size, such 

as structural change of the soil fertility, soil denudation, 

hydrogeological change, soil degradation of the ecological fragile zone, 

and so on.③ Minimization of the abiotic environment losses within the 

context of self-healing or reversibility of artificial restoration. 

 

According to ecosystem reliability theory, the emergence of any kinds 

of damage has a certain allowable value. Under the engineering 

perspective, we call this damage as engineering disturbance. In the 

range of allowable values, the damage or interference causes chronic 

damage of the system, but all the natural objects have a protection 

mechanism to answer and guarantee the local countermeasure, 

adaptation, and compensation. 

 

Low impact development pattern in urban development 
 

Low Impact Development (LID) is current a popular new concept in 

the urban development. Low Impact Development is a comprehensive 

land planning and engineering design approach with a goal of 

maintaining and enhancing the pre-development hydrologic regime of 

urban and developing watersheds. The accelerating urbanization and 

the continuous growth of population, to the natural environment, 

especially water environment has brought great pressure, caused huge 

pressures to the natural environment, especially to the water 

environment. But unfortunately, traditional methods of urban 

development failed to ease the pressure, and even make things worse. 

In the end of 1990s, on the basis of technologies of heavy rain 

management and non-point pollution treatment, design and engineering 

technology of urban rain flood comprehensive management emerges at 

the right moment. This is known as the background of LID. 

 

LID is a development approach with the aim of sustainable water 

protection. Its main objective is to maintain a reasonable land use to 

minimize the adverse impact on the environment. Under the guideline 

of considering land development with environmental issues, the main 

idea of low impact development is to fundamentally change the land 

development mode, and minimize the negative effect on the 

environment and the local ecology. Similarly, the idea of LID provides 

a new thought to restore and protect the river ecosystem, and also offers 

a reference mode for utilization and transform of river system. 

 

As a concept and guiding ideology in the modern society’s 

development, low impact development has become a kind of advanced 

guidance idea in the aspects of urban development and land use. This 

provides a good reference for us in development, unitization, and 

protection other resources, such as water resources in rivers, lakes and 

other water bodies. 

 

DIFFERENT DEVELOPMENT STAGES OF RIVER 

ECOSYSTEM AFFECTED BY HUMAN DISTURBANCES 
 

Evolution of river ecosystem under the influence of human 

activities 

 

Fig.1 shows river ecosystem evolution caused by human interference 

in different development phases. According to history evolution of 

water system, the status of river ecosystem can be divided into history 

status and current status. According to the extent of stress of the river 

ecosystem born and that of the recovery goal could be achieved, the 

status of river ecosystem could be subdivide into four categories, the 

best state, slight disturbance state, minimum interference state, and 

serious interference state. Main factors considered in these 

classification methods for river ecosystem status include, whether the 

river ecosystem is disturbed by human beings, to what degree human 

activity developed (economic level), to what level theory & 

methodology of water ecosystem restoration developed (technical 

level). 
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Fig. 1 Schematic of different development stages of river ecosystem 

affected by human disturbances 

 

The history status refers to a state the river kept in a history moment. If 

there were no human disturbances in the selected history moment, the 
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river ecosystem is in a natural status with features of optimal physical, 

chemical, and biological habitat contained in a nature stream, that is the 

‘the best state’. If there were certain degree of human disturbances in 

the selected history moment, while the river ecosystem maintains its 

integrity and diversity, this status is ‘slight disturbance state’. The 

‘slight disturbance state’ is a best estimate of biological integrity. 

 

The current status refers to a state the river kept under the conditions of 

current economic and social development. When the river ecosystem 

suffered a certain degree disturbance by human activities under the 

current condition, although it could evolve towards the direction of 

deterioration, but the river ecosystem can keep the current status or 

recover to a certain extent under the current technical level, which will 

maintain the integrity and diversity of river ecosystem within a certain 

range. Therefore, this status is ‘minimum interference state’ (also 

known as low impact state or. low impact development model). The 

‘minimum interference state’ is a best accessible state under the current 

condition. While, if the structure and function of river ecosystem 

suffered serious degree disturbance by human activities under the 

current condition of social-economic development, it is difficult for the 

river ecosystem to restore to a good state. Therefore, this status is 

‘serious interference state’. 

 

Reference state 
 

The reference state aims to define and characterize a river state under 

the natural condition, and is increasingly used as the benchmark to 

evaluate the disturbance caused by human activities. As to the 

evaluation of river ecosystem status, we can compare the current status 

of the river ecosystem with the reference state. This can be used to 

identify the deviation degree of the current status with the reference 

state, including structure, composition, function and diversity. So this 

deviation degree can be used as a metric to estimate the health of river 

ecosystem. The reference state of river ecosystem should be 

theoretically a kind state of original and with no human interference or 

change. But, due to the depth and breadth of human influence since 

modern times, there are currently very few river ecosystems still in the 

original status. 

 

According to Stoddard’s definition of reference state Stoddard, Larsen, 

Hawkins, Johnson and Norris 2006) “the reference state of ecological 

integrity” is considered as the reference state in this study. In Fig.1, 

there are different levels of human interference in different ecological 

zones (or different types or scales of river), so there is big difference in 

setting the reference state. With the continuous development of society 

and economics, and along with the increasing disturbances on the water 

body come from the surrounding, as to the river system suffered serious 

disturbance, it is almost impossible to consider the best state under 

natural condition or the light distribution state as the reference state. 

However, it should be feasible to restore the river ecosystem from a 

serious interference state to a minimum interference state with the 

support of current technical level, or it should at least be feasible to 

maintain the status quo and not continue to deteriorate. This can meet 

the normal function of the river ecosystem.  
 

Mathematical methods were employed to express the 

evolution of river ecosystem function s in different stages 
 

The structure, function and dynamic process of river systems are 

characterized by time-space interaction, and the response of river 

ecosystem to natural or human disturbances also shall be conducted in a 

certain time and space scales. After suffered by distribution from 

human activities, functions of the river ecosystem will change 

accordingly. Fig.2 shows the process of function conversion of the river 

ecosystem under different stages of human beings’ development. 
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Fig. 2 Transition of the ecosystem function in different stages of human 

activities 

 

The issue of the status of river ecosystem transfers from one state to 

another is based on the addition theorem of probability in the 

methodology. Strictly speaking, this conditional probability depends on 

the degree of the river ecosystem function changed. The transition of 

conditional probability in the system show as follows.  

 

(Ⅰ-Ⅰ) Balance development stage of the ecosystem. In the absence of 

accumulated changes from human activities, ecosystem transfers from 

one state to another state. The balance of the river ecosystem was not 

destroyed. The probability of ecosystem balance (ecological stability) is 

expressed by p01. 

(Ⅰ-Ⅱ) Balance development stage of the ecosystem (the equilibrium is 

not damaged). Ecosystem transfers from an absolute stable state to a 

relatively stable state with a few obvious accumulated changes caused 

by human activity. The probability of ecosystem balance (ecological 

stability) is expressed by p12. 

(Ⅱ-Ⅱ) Partly damaged stage of the ecosystem balance. The stage of 

the ecosystem varies with effects of human activities from △ e1 level to 

△ ei level, and △ ei＞△ e1. The ecosystem balance has been partly 

damaged. The probability of ecosystem balance (ecological stability) is 

expressed by p2i. 

(Ⅱ-Ⅲ) Fully damaged stage of the ecosystem balance. The stage of the 

ecosystem varies with effects of human activities from △ e2 level to 

△ ep limit level, and △ ei＞△ e1. The ecosystem balance has been fully 

damaged. The probability of ecosystem balance (ecological stability) is 

expressed by p3p. 

 

PRINCIPLES OF RIVER ECOSYSTEM PROTECTION IN 

WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT AND 

UTILIZATION 
 

Normalized human activity to identify a reasonable 

reference state 

 

The premise to determine a reasonable reference state is to firstly 

determine a reasonable scope of threshold value to evaluate the affected 
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river hydrological characteristics by hydraulic engineering. In different 

stages of human being’s development, the structure and function of 

river ecosystem vary with the hydrological characteristics, habitat 

characteristics and hydraulic characteristics of rivers. Within the scope 

of the threshold value, these changes will not beyond the allowable 

scope in natural condition, so the status of river ecosystem is 

sustainable. Otherwise, if the disturbance from outside the river system 

makes the change degree of structure and function of river ecosystem 

beyond the allowable threshold, the ecosystem will neither be healthy 

nor sustainable. 

 

In analyzing and evaluating the evolution of river ecosystem, the 

reference state should be selected reasonably. The reference state will 

determine the recovery level of the river ecosystem when distributed 

during human being’s development and management of water resources. 

 

Low impact development model in development and 

utilization of river water resources 
 

Combined with low impact development pattern in urban development 

and the natural environment protection concept in engineering ecology, 

we can get the low impact development model in development and 

utilization of river water resources. This model can be used to analyze 

the availability level of river water resources.  Under the condition of 

no serious human interference, it is such a natural regime of growth, 

change and the related ecosystem changes for a river, and also the same 

for the rise and death for a river. While, in case of human activities, it 

will disturb the natural water cycle seriously, result in the unhealthy of 

the river system, and so accelerated the decline of the river. This is the 

core issue of river health which should be paid more attention to. The 

degree of the water resources development and utilization should not be 

controlled by the minimum ecological runoff as the critical value. In 

order to maintain the stability of river ecosystem and recoverability, the 

principle of water resources should be that the runoff retaining 

utilization should not make the river flow less than the optimal 

ecological runoff in wet years, and the runoff retaining utilization 

should not make the river flow less than the minimum ecological runoff 

in dry years. The low impact development model in development and 

utilization of river water resources proposed in the study is just the 

protection standard and rules, which is applicable to all rivers.  

 

CONCLUSIONS 
 

In the present study, the evolution and transition states of the river 

ecosystem under the influence of human activities in different stages 

have been analyzed. Furthermore, based on the main concepts in 

restoration ecology and ecological engineering, guidelines for the 

protection of the river water resources development have been 

proposed. Results could provide a theoretical basis for river ecological 

protection and water resources adaptability management. 

This article is just a preliminary study carried out in theory. A certain 

typical river basin should be chosen to conduct empirical analysis in the 

future. In this study, river ecosystem has been selected as the object. 

While, in fact, the research ideas, methods and conclusions in this study 

are also applicable to other aquatic ecosystems, such as lakes and 

wetlands. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
The instantaneous velocity in non-uniform turbulent open channel flow 
in the Three Gorges Reservoir, various backwater extent has been 
measured by ADCP and ADV. Analyzing the mean velocity profiles, 
turbulence intensities, power and pre-multiplied spectra, high- and low- 
speed structures in various backwater extent, the results indicated that 
with increasing backwater coefficient, compared with the uniform-flow 
profiles, the distributions of mean velocity profiles show a tendency 
toward more concave. The high- and low-speed structures are found to 
alternate in the outer layer, generally similar to other turbulent flow in 
the laboratory. The relationship between the maximum wavelength and 
backwater coefficient presented a power function, qualitatively. 
 
KEY WORDS: turbulent characteristics; large-scale turbulent 
structure; non-uniform open-channel flow; mean velocity profiles; pre-
multiplied spectra 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Non-uniform flows are often encountered in river engineering. 
Knowledge of the flow structure is of importance for determining 
sediment transport, pollution control, and flow resistance. Over the past 
decades, the velocity distributions in steady and uniform flows were 
extensively investigated. However, only few studied experimentally the 
effect of non-uniformity on velocity distributions (Cardoso and Graf 
1991, Kironoto and Graf 1995, Song and Chiew 2001, Yang 2009), bed 
shear stress (Zhang and Jin 2014, Zhang and Yang 2016). Compared 
with previous studies from non-uniform open channel flow, the 
research results focus on the mean parameters, such as velocity profiles, 
turbulence intensities, bed shear stress, etc. However, the research 
about instantaneous characteristics are comparatively few. 
 
Transition to turbulence has remained a classical research topic in fluid 
mechanics for over a century since the publication of Osborne 
Reynolds’ landmark experiment (He and Seddighi 2013, Xu 2015). 
Compared with the complex, multiscaled, random fields of turbulent 
motion, researchers are gradually aware of the turbulence is more 
elementary organized motions that are variously called eddies or 

coherent structures. One of the most fundamental and important 
characteristics of wall turbulence is its strong inhomogeneity in length 
scales (Kovasznay and Kibens 1970, Brown and Thomas 1997, Guala 
and Hommema 2006).  
 
The sediment deposition in the Three Gorges Reservoir (TGR) 
presented a ‘point siltation’ form with more than 90 percentage of the 
deposition occurring at the wide reaches and river bends in the 
permanent backwater region through field observations. The deposited 
sediments are mostly fine sediments with the median diameters less 
than 0.01 mm, which was not forecasted by previous studies (Li and 
Wang 2015). Improving understanding the relationship between 
turbulent characteristics, structures and fine sediments transport, 
therefore, field measurements were conducted at the reaches of 
Chongqing (at Chongqing city), Huanghuacheng (at Zhongxian town) 
and Chouyanqi (at Fengjie town). This work provides experimental 
evidence and detailed characteristics for turbulent characteristics, 
structures influenced by backwater. 
 
FIELD SITES AND INSTRUMENTS 
 
Field measurements were conducted at the reaches of Chongqing, 
Huanghuacheng and Chouyanqi. The Chongqing reach is 661 km away 
from the TGP, in Fig. 1a. The Zhongxian reach, which is approximately 
350 km away from the TGP, is a meandering and bifurcation reach, as 
shown in Fig. 1b. The Fengjie reach is located in the famous Qutang 
Gorge, 160 km away from the TGP. The downstream confluence, 
where the Meixi River flows in, Fig. 1c. 
 
At the Chongqing reach, 1 vertical line were arranged. At the 
Huanghuacheng reach, 8 cross sections were selected, and 3 or 4 
vertical lines with 6 to 10 points from the water surface to the river bed 
on each vertical line were arranged. A total of 27 vertical lines with 193 
points were measured. At the Fengjie reach, 5 cross sections were 
selected, and a total of 14 vertical lines with 127 points were measured. 
The flow velocities are measured by using ADCP and ADV. The 
sampling frequency of ADCP is 1 Hz, whereas that of ADV is 64 Hz. 
The fundamental quantities for the field measurements are stated in 
table 1. 
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Fig. 1 Chongqing reach (a), Zhongxian reach (b) and Fengjie reach (c) 
in the Three Gorges Reservoir 
 
Table 1 Parameters for field measurements 

Cases ADCP 
Sample size 

ADCP 
frequency 

ADV 
Sample size 

ADV 
frequency 

CQ1 8 065 1 Hz 288 736 64 Hz 
CQ2 5 314 1 Hz 284 028 64 Hz 
ZX1(S206L4) 16 643 1 Hz 201 600 64 Hz 
ZX2(S205L5) 16 306 1 Hz 216 960 64 Hz 
FJ1(S115L3) 53 1 Hz 20 000 64 Hz 
FJ2(S115L2) 52 1 Hz 16 384 64 Hz 

 
FLOW PARAMETERS AND TURBULENCE STATISTICS 
 
Analysis flow parameters 
 
We denote the ith component of the turbulent fluctuating velocity by 
ui(x, y, t) where u1 = u represents the streamwise component and u2 = v 
represents the wall- normal component. The mean streamwise velocity 
profiles is denoted by U. <U> represents the depth average of U. In 
order to study the inhomogeneity of flow depth in non-uniform flow, 
defined backwater coefficient ΓH : 
 
ΓH = H/H0                                              )1) 
 
Where, H is the actual flow depth of backwater, H0 as the uniform flow 
depth, which meet the Chezy Manning formula uniform flow, in the 
case of a certain discharge per unit width, roughness and slope of river 
bed condition. 
 

2132
0

1 JH
n

v =                                         )2) 

Table 2 Hydraulic parameters for the experiments 

Cases H 
m 

<U> 
m⋅s-1 Fr H0 ΓH 

CQ1 8.3 1.55 0.172 6.7 1.2 
CQ2 13.7 0.95 0.082 6.8 2.0 

ZX1(S206L4) 29.4 0.86 0.051 10.1 2.9 
ZX2(S205L5) 34.0 0.90 0.049 11.3 3.0 
FJ1(S115L3) 92.0 1.06 0.035 22.7 4.1 
FJ2(S115L2) 80.2 0.84 0.030 18.2 4.4 

 
Mean velocity and turbulence intensities profiles 
 
Figure 2a shows the mean-velocity profiles of the vertical. Here the 
mean velocity is normalized by local <U>, and the distance from the 
wall y is normalized by flow depth H. it is noticed in Fig. 2a that with 
increasing backwater coefficient, the free surface velocity gradually 
decreases and the distributions of velocity profiles become more 
concave. 
 
The turbulence intensities of streamwise velocity is scaled with <U> 
and plotted against y/H in figure 2b. The turbulence intensities depend 
on backwater coefficient, approximatively. The turbulence intensities 
distribution of near the wall and water surface is larger than the middle 
flow. 
 

 

 
Fig. 2 Mean streamwise velocity(a) and turbulence intensities profiles (b) 
 
Flow mean parameters influenced by backwater coefficient 
 
The mean velocity profiles of streamwise velocity is scaled with Hg  

and plotted against y<U>/υ in figure 3a. In the outer region (0.2H< 
y<0.6H), the velocity profiles follow a log-law, equation (3). 
 

BA
g

+





 ><

=
υ
Uyln

H
U                                       (3) 

 
By fitting measured data, The slope, A, plotted against backwater 
coefficient ΓH in Fig. 3b. Approximatively, the relationship between A 
and backwater coefficient is power function. 
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Fig. 3 (a) mean velocity profiles, (b) Relationship between Backwater 
coefficient and A 
 
VERY LARGE-SCALE MOTION IN NON-UNIFORM FLOW 
 
power spectra 
 
The existence of energetically significant large-scale structures in 
turbulent wall flow has been on a worldwide consensus. The pre-
multiplied, one-dimensional spectrum of the streamwise velocity 
measured by ADV has been analyzed in this work. The time-delayed 
one-dimensional cross-correlation is given by, 
 

( ) ( ) ( ), , , ,ij i jR u x y t u x y tτ =                              )4) 

 
The co-spectrum (cross power spectral density) is defined in terms of 
this correlation, 
 

( ) ( )1
2

i
jk jkS R e dωτω τ τ

π
∝ −

−∝
= ∫                                )5) 

 
To transform the spectral argument from frequency, ω, to streamwise 
wave number, kx, Taylor’s hypothesis of frozen turbulence was used, 
i.e., kx=2πf/U, wherein the local convection velocity is assumed to be 
equal to the local mean velocity U. 
 
figure 4 shows power spectra of streamwise fluctuation velocity for 
different flows. 
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Fig.4 Power spectra of u obtained with ADV at f = 64 Hz (a, CQ1; b, 
ZX1(S206L4); c, FJ1(S115L3)) 
 
The spectrum appears to possess a k-1 power law, as observed by Perry 
(1982), and it may possess a short region of k-5/3 power law. It is 
generally similar to spectra obtained in other turbulent flows. 
 
The structure of the spectrum in Fig. 4 is easier to interpret when 
plotted as the wave number times the spectrum, Fig. 5. Following Kim 
and Adrian (1999) pre-multiplied spectra of the streamwise velocity are 
used to identify the wavelengths λmax associated with the very-large-
scale structures (lower wavenumber peak). The lower wavelength peak 
represents the very large scale motion wavelength carrying the highest 
energy density. The results have been compiled in Fig. 6. 
 
 
 

a 

b 

a 

b 
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Fig. 5 Pre-multiplied power spectra of streamwise velocity fluctuation 
 

 
Fig. 6 Relationship between Backwater coefficient and  λmax/H 
 
Kim and Adrian (1999) conclude that the wavelength of the very large 
scale motion is approximately 12-14 times the pipe radius, in the outer 
layer of of fully developed turbulent pipe flow. also, Balakumar and 
Adrian (2007), Zhang and Yang (2015) indicated that the wavelength 
of very large scale motion is about greater than 10 times the flow depth 
(boundary-layer thickness). The variations in the wavelengths λmax/H 
are plotted versus the backwater coefficient for various flows in Fig. 6. 
The maximum wavelength of very large scale motion is 12.2 times the 
flow depth in case CQ1 at lower backwater coefficient. It is generally 

similar to distribution obtained in other pipe flows, and in channel flow 
and boundary layers. Generally, the values of λmax/H decreases with 
increasing backwater coefficient. By fitting measured data, the 
relationship between the maximum wavelength of pre-multiplied 
spectra peaks and backwater coefficient is power function, 
approximatively. 
 
Large scale high- and low- speed structures 
 
The existence of energetically significant large-scale structures in 
turbulent wall flow was recognized by Adrian and Meinhart (2000), 
Hommema and Adrian (2003), Elsinga and Adrian (2010), Dennis and 
Nickels (2011), Yang and Zhang (2016), etc. The high- and low- speed 
structures are important, and dominant feature of wall turbulence. This 
work shows that the large-scale streamwise high- and low-speed 
structures are the primary factor that alters the features of the 
instantaneous flow structures. The velocities were measured by ADCP. 
 
Contour plots of the streamwise fluctuating velocity show very long 
high- and low-speed structures in whole flow depth, in Fig.7. Generally, 
high- and low-speed structures are found to alternate in the various 
backwater coefficient. The streamwise average length of high-speed or 
low-speed structures is about 10 times the flow depth in case CQ1 at 
lower backwater coefficient. The height of high-speed or low-speed 
structures is approximately equal to the flow depth. With increasing 
backwater coefficient, the scale of high-speed (low-speed structures) is 
rapidly decreasing. This results are consistent with the pre-multiplied 
spectra of the streamwise velocity obtained by ADV. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
The instantaneous, three-dimensional velocity in non-uniform turbulent 
open channel flow in the TGR, various backwater extent has been 
measured by ADCP and ADV. The results present a visualization of the 
flow structures in the outer layer, and the relationship between 
turbulent characteristics, structures and backwater coefficient. The 
following conclusions can be drawn: 
1. With increasing backwater coefficient, compared with the uniform-

flow profiles, the distributions of mean velocity profiles and 
turbulence intensities show a tendency toward more concave at 
around 0.6H and waning, respectively. 

2. At lower backwater coefficient, the energy spectra for non-uniform 
flows in natural river are essentially the same as for uniform flow. 
The high- and low-speed structures are found to alternate. It is 
generally similar to other turbulent flow in the laboratory. 

3. The relationship between the maximum wavelength (λmax/H), slope 
(A) and backwater coefficient presented a power function, 
qualitatively. 
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Fig. 7 high- and low-speed structures in streamwise velocity fields (m/s, u>0.08<U> (red), u<-0.08<U> (blue). a (CQ1), b (CQ2), c(ZX1), d(ZX2)) 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Hydrologic changes caused by the Three Gorges Reservoir were 
assessed during the spawning seasons of four major Chinese carps and 
Chinese sturgeon. Hydrologic regimes were characterized by mean 
flow of spawning season, seasonal minimum and maximum 1-day flow, 
rise rate and fall rate. The hydrologic changes were analyzed by 
comparing the post-impact with pre-impact hydrologic regimes, and 
comparing the downstream with upstream hydrologic regimes. The 
reservoir exerted greater impacts on the hydrologic changes during the 
spawning season of Chinese sturgeon than four major Chinese carps. 
More attention should be paid to environmental flow requirements for 
the propagation of Chinese sturgeon. 
 
KEY WORDS:  Hydrologic changes, spawning season, four major 
Chinese carps, Chinese sturgeon, Three Gorges Reservoir, Yangtze 
River 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The Yangtze River is the longest river in China with abundant water 
resources, which plays a vital role in ecological environmental 
protection and socio-economic development. Four major Chinese carps 
and Chinese sturgeon are important fishes in the Yangtze River. Four 
major Chinese carps in the Yangtze River, i.e. black carp 
(Mylopharyngodon piceus), grass carp (Ctenopharyngodon idellus), 
silver carp (Hypophthalmichthys molitrix) and bighead carp (Aristichys 
nobilis), are commercially important fish species and also a dominant 
natural germplasm resource, which sustains gene diversity and 
maintains freshwater fish aquaculture of China. Adult carps usually 
spawn between May and June when flow and water level increase 
under natural conditions (Wang, Li, Duan, Chen, Feng, Luo, Peng and 
Liao 2014). Chinese sturgeon (Acipenser sinensis) is a kind of 
maricolous anadromous migratory fish, which is endangered and 
protected in China. It usually spawns in October and its historical 
spawning habitats were distributed at the upper reaches of the Yangtze 

River. But the Gezhouba Dam blocks its migratory route and it is 
forced to propagate in a new spawning ground, which is located at the 
downstream of the Gezhouba Dam (Zhou, Zhao, Song, Bi and Zhang 
2014).  
 
Natural hydrologic regime is of central importance in sustaining the 
ecological integrity of flowing water systems (Poff, Allan, Bain, Karr, 
Prestegaard, Richter, Sparks and Stromberg 1997). Life history, 
behavioral and morphological was identified as three modes of 
adaptation to natural hydrologic regime (Lytle and Poff 2004). Large 
dams often change hydrologic regime and result in fish spawning 
delays and larval abundance declines (Wang, Li, Duan, Luo, Feng, 
Peng and Liao 2014). The Three Gorges Reservoir is a key hydraulic 
engineering in the Yangtze River, which produces enormous economic 
benefits and also some ecological environmental impacts. It affects the 
hydrologic, sediment and thermal regimes of the downstream Yangtze 
River (Huang, Xia, Li and Wu 2013; Li, Li and Yu 2011; Yu, Li, Lu, 
Cai, Xie and Bai 2013). The previous studies have analyzed the 
impacts of the Three Gorges Reservoir on hydrologic alterations 
throughout a year (Gao, Yang and Yang 2013; Jiang, Ban, Wang and 
Cai 2014). The present study aims to analyze the hydrologic alterations 
specifically during the spawning seasons of four major Chinese carps 
and Chinese sturgeon. The results may be helpful for the managers to 
assess the environmental ecological impacts and modify reservoir 
operation to enhance fish spawning. 
 
STUDY SITE AND DATA 
 
The Cuntan and Yichang stations monitor the inflow and outflow 
regimes of the Three Gorges Reservoir, respectively. The Cuntan 
station is located at about 614 km upstream of the Three Gorges Dam, 
draining a catchment area of approximately 866,600 km2. The Yichang 
station is located at about 44 km downstream of the Three Gorges Dam 
and drains a catchment area of approximately 1,005,500 km2. Annual 
flow at the Cuntan station accounts for about 80% of annual flow at the 
Yichang station. Multi-year mean flows of the two stations are 3450 
m3/s and 4315 m3/s, respectively. Daily flow data during the spawning 
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seasons of four major Chinese carps and Chinese sturgeon was 
collected spanning the period of 1981~2013. 
 
METHODOLOGY 
 
The hydrologic regimes were statistically characterized by five 
hydrologic indicators, including mean flow of spawning season 
(abbreviation is mean value), seasonal minimum 1-day flow 
(abbreviation is 1-day minimum), seasonal maximum 1-day flow 
(abbreviation is 1-day maximum), rise rate and fall rate (Richter, 
Baumgartner, Powell and Braun 1996). Each indictor was computed 
based on the daily flow data. The hydrologic changes were analyzed by: 
(1) comparing the post-impact (2003~2013) with pre-impact 
(1981~2002) hydrologic regimes; and (2) comparing the outflow 
regime monitored at the Yichang station with the inflow regime 
monitored at the Cuntan station. Change magnitude was assessed 
quantitatively by change percentage which was calculated using post-
impact mean value minus pre-impact mean value and then dividing the 
pre-impact mean value. Two-sample t-test was applied to identify 
whether the post-impact mean value was altered significantly compared 
with the pre-impact mean value. The confidence level was set as 95%.  
 

 
Fig. 1 Locations of the Cuntan and Yichang stations 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
Figs. 2~3 display the hydrologic changes during the spawning seasons 
of four major Chinese carps and Chinese sturgeon, respectively. Sub-
figures (a) ~ (e) display temporal variations of each hydrologic 
indicator and sub-figure (f) display change percentages. The straight 
full lines denote multi-year mean values of the hydrologic indicators at 
the Yichang station. The straight dashed lines denote multi-year mean 
values of the hydrologic indicators at the Cuntan station.  
 
Hydrologic changes during the spawning season of four 
major Chinese carps 
 
The hydrologic regime at the Yichang station after 2003 was slightly 
changed compared with that before 2003. The absolute change 
percentages of the five hydrologic indicators were all less than 20%. The 
two-sample t-test revealed that none of the changes were significant. 
Except the fall rate, the change patterns of the other four hydrologic 
indicators at the Cuntan station were similar with those at the Yichang 
station. The fall rate was increased at the Yichang station, but decreased 
at the Cuntan station. The absolute change percentages of the five 
hydrologic indicators at the Yichang station were all less than those at the 
Cuntan station. The two-sample t-test indentified that the changes of 
mean value and 1-day maximum were not significant, but the reductions 
of the other three hydrologic indicators were all significant.  

According to current schedule rules, the Three Gorges Reservoir 
releases water from late May to early June for the preparation of 
downstream flood control (Wang, Sheng, Gleason and Wada 2013). It 
will drop its water level from 155 m to 145 m and release additional 
5.65 billion m3 water to the middle and lower Yangtze River (Dong, 
Liang, Li and Guo 2012). The reservoir regulation may mitigate the 
reductions in the hydrologic indicators of mean value, 1-day maximum, 
rise rate and fall rate. 
 
The previous studies suggested that occurrence of flow increase and 
localized flash flooding at the spawning grounds are needed to trigger 
four major Chinese carps spawning. The necessary minimum flow 
increase should last 1-2 days, with rise rate exceeding 300-500 
m3/s/day (Yi, Wang and Yang 2010). The flow regulation of the Three 
Gorges Reservoir may be beneficial to the spawning of four major 
Chinese carps, especially when the inflow regime may not satisfy the 
environmental water requirement. The Three Gorges Reservoir can 
release the redundant water by artificial flood, which satisfies the 
environmental water requirement of four major Chinese carps and 
triggers the spawning. More attention may be paid to the negative 
impacts of the Three Gorges Reservoir on the thermal regime, which is 
also a necessary environmental factor for the spawning of four major 
Chinese carps (Wang, Li, Duan, Luo, Feng, Peng and Liao 2014). 
 
Hydrologic changes during the spawning season of Chinese 
strugeon 
 
All hydrologic indicators at the Yichang station were decreased after 
2003 and the absolute change percentages were approximately 30%. 
The two-sample t-test revealed that the reductions of mean value, 1-day 
minimum and 1-day maximum were significant. The hydrologic 
changes at the Cuntan station were relative slight and the absolute 
change percentages were all less than 20%. The two-sample t-test 
detected no significant changes at the Cuntan station. The hydrologic 
changes were more obvious at the Yichang station than the Cuntan 
station. 
 
The Three Gorges Reservoir impounds water from mid-September to 
October for supply in the dry season (Wang, Sheng, Gleason and Wada 
2013). It will elevate its water level from 145 m to 175 m and retain 
water of approximately 22.15 billion m3. The reservoir releases water 
steadily during its impoundment, reducing the downstream seasonal 
mean flow, minimum flow, maximum flow, rise rate and fall rate. The 
water contradiction between the reservoir impoundment and the 
environmental water requirement of Chinese sturgeon spawning (Ban, 
Du, Liu and Ling 2011) may be intensified, especially during the dry 
year when the limited water may not satisfy all consumers.  
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
The hydrologic regime during the spawning season of four major 
Chinese carps was slightly changed after the impoundment of Three 
Gorges Reservoir. The absolute change percentages of the five 
hydrologic indicators, i.e. mean flow of spawning season, seasonal 
minimum 1-day flow, seasonal maximum 1-day flow, rise rate and fall 
rate, were all less than 20%. The Three Gorges Reservoir exerted 
greater impacts on the hydrologic changes during the spawning season 
of Chinese sturgeon than the spawning season of four major Chinese 
carps. All hydrologic indicators decreased obviously in October and the 
absolute change percentages were approximately 30%. More attention 
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should be paid to environmental water requirements for the propagation 
of Chinese sturgeon. 
 

 
Fig. 2 Hydrologic changes during the spawning season of four Chinese 
carps 
 

 
Fig. 3 Hydrologic changes during the spawning season of Chinese 
sturgeon 
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ABSTRACT 
 
There are four reservoirs in series located on the Be River in the 
Southern Vietnam. The major purpose of the three upstream reservoirs 
is hydropower generation; however the fourth one has the major 
purposes of water supply and irrigation. The management of water 
resources up to date of this river always focuses on hydropower. 
However the increasing water demands for household, industry and 
agriculture may be satisfied by improved policy of water management. 
This study will recommend a better strategy to increase energy 
generated and mitigate the shortage of water supply. 
 
This paper applied the GWASIM model (Chou and Wu 2010) to 
simulate the daily hydropower generation and water resources 
allocation of the system. The results showed that when domestic and 
industrial demand has prior priority access to water and energy 
generation comes second, the shortage index for all demands reduced 
and the hydropower generation was quite the same in both scenarios. 
This better strategy for operating cascade reservoirs can improve 
energy production from hydropower and water supply.  
 
KEY WORDS: hydropower; water supply, cascade reservoirs, Be 
River Basin, simulation. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Water is one the most important resources and irreplaceable for the 
maintenance of life. However, pressures related to overpopulation, 
urbanization and industrialization having the serious impact on water 
resources. Vietnam is located in the tropical monsoon and faces various 
disasters. Drought is one of the most frequent natural disasters and 
which has been becoming more severe due to the impact of climate 
change. This urgent situation requires national attention toward suitable 
solutions to protect and develop sustainability of critical water 
resources. 
 
The Dong Nai River Basin is the largest national river basin and the 
economic center of the country in southern Vietnam. This river basin 
ranks second in hydropower potential in the country and in 2000, total 
installed hydropower capacity reached 1,182 MW (Ringler et al., 2004). 
The Be River basin is one of sub-basins in the Dong Nai River Basin in 
the South Vietnam. It lies between latitudes 11º10’ to 12º16’N and 
longitudes 106°36’ to 107°30’E. It is located in the Dak Nong, Binh 

Phuoc, Binh Duong, and Dong Nai provinces and has a basin area of 
7,650 km2, including a small part of the basin in Cambodia with an area 
of about 200 km2. The average density of the river network is about 
0.56 km/km2. Fig. 1 shows a map of the Be River Basin with four 
reservoirs which are Thac Mo, Can Don, Srok Phu Mieng and Phuoc 
Hoa. The Be River Basin has hydropower potential with three 
hydropower plants. Furthermore, this catchment is an important water 
resource provides water for urban water supplies, agriculture, and the 
industry in not only Be River basin but also Sai Gon River basin. The 
conflicting objectives lead to significant challenges so it is necessary to 
have comprehensive solutions for this river basin. Moreover, the 
increasing water demands for household, industry and agriculture may 
be satisfied by improved policy of water management. In order to 
improve the existing situation, studies on generating strategy of 
hydropower are needed. 
 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
Many studies have concerned reservoir problems and also cascade 
reservoirs problems about planning and operation. It is difficult to give 
the best solution for water management. A reservoir system is in 
general made to meet many purposes, such as, water supply (domestic, 
industrial and irrigation), flood control, hydropower production etc (Ko 
et al., 1992). Many studies have concerned reservoir problems and also 
cascade reservoir problems about planning and operation. Studies vary 
in several ways, including the objective optimized, time horizon for 
optimization (long- vs. short-term), system size and configuration, and 
the representation of uncertainty (Olivares, 2008). Some studies 
concerned about operating rules such as optimal upper and lower rule 
curves studied by Rani and Moreira (Rani et al., 2010) and optimize the 
decision variables studied by Fang et al (Fang et al., 2014). Operating 
rules are always identified using either fitting or simulation-based 
optimization methods (Celeste et al., 2009; Rani et al., 2010). 
Simulation-based optimization methods are one of the most important 
and efficient methods of deriving reservoir operating rules within an 
implicit stochastic optimization framework (Celeste et al., 2009; Rani 
et al., 2010). Deterministic optimization techniques, including linear 
programming, nonlinear programming and dynamic programming, can 
be implemented to produce samples for fitting (Labadie, 2004; Rani et 
al., 2010; Yeh, 1985). 
 
Hydroelectricity is a renewable energy source that has been exploited in 
many countries, so the scheduling optimal hydropower problem has 
been studied. To solve the problem of scheduling optimal hydropower, 
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several hydropower optimization techniques have been developed. 
These techniques can be classified into two main categories. Firstly, 
mathematical programming techniques, which are applied to 
quantitative information with well-structured algorithmic processes, 
such as network flow optimization, linear programming, stochastic 
linear programming, nonlinear programming and dynamic 
programming (Fu et al., 2011). The second is these heuristic 
programming techniques. Moreover,  simulation is a modeling 
technique that is used to approximate the behavior of a system on a 
computer, representing all the characteristics of the system largely by a 
mathematical or algebraic description (Yeh, 1985). In addition, 
optimization models involve allocating resources, developing stream 
flow regulation strategies and operating rules, and making real-time 
release decisions within the guidelines of the operating rules (Wurbs, 
1993). Some study combined the simulation model and optimization 
model to get an optimal solution. Chen et al. (2013) proposed a 
simulation-based optimization model of dynamic control of the flood 
level water level that made an effective trade-off between the flood 
control and hydropower generation of the Qingjiang River cascade 
reservoirs (Chen et al., 2013). In a study by Suiadee and Tingsanchali 
(Suiadee et al., 2007), combined simulation-Genetic algorithm (GA) 
model software with graphical interface capability was developed to 
determine the optimal upper and lower rule curves and to optimal 
control of water quality, downstream of a reservoir (Dhar et al., 2008). 

 

Fig. 1 Location map of the Be River Basin 
 
 
 

METHODOLOGY 
 
Generalized Water Allocation Simulation Model 
 
The generalized water allocation simulation model (GWASIM) was 
developed based on Network Flow Programming (NFP). It is a 
generalized water allocation model referencing MODSIM of Colorado 
State University (Labadie) intended to resolving NFP problems by 
using the Out-of-Kilter Algorithm (Barr et al., 1974; Fulkerson, 1961). 
GWASIM sets cost coefficients on the artificial demand and storage 
arcs in order to guide the water allocation mechanism. The cost of arcs 
is not referring to the actual value of currency, but rather refers to some 
priority (or weighting factor). The cost of artificial storage or demand 
arcs in GWASIM is hypothesized as below: 
 

ii priorc ×+−= 1010000                                                   (1) 
 
where:  ci = Unit shipping cost of artificial arci; priori = Priority of 
artificial arc i 
In analyzing the reservoir operations, GWASIM precisely simulates the 
operating rule, non-consumptive demand such as minimum 
environmental flow or power generation demand, reservoir evaporation 
and channel losses, reduced yield in treatment plants. Since a regional 
water supply system can be schematically represented as a capacitated 
network flow, users can simulate the water allocation with GWASIM 
by preparing the data files and input hydrologic and demand data only, 
and without altering any computer code. 
 
A well-designed water-shortage index plays an important role in water-
resources planning and management. The GWASIM can simulate the 
yield of a regional system under specific design criteria, SI, with a 
simulation time step of 1 day 
 

∑
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where: SI = The shortage index; N = Total years of analysis duration; 
DFi = The water demand in the i-th year; Di = The shortage in the i-th 
year 
 
SIMULATION AND RESULT 
 
Simulation strategy  
 
The Strategy 
 
This study analyzed two strategies concerned with setting the first 
priority as hydropower generation and domestic and industrial demand. 
In strategy 1, water will be delivered to the hydropower plant demand 
first, and other water users will be satisfied later. This means that the 
main purpose of the Be River is to generate electricity. This object has 
been applied to Be River basin to date. However, domestic demand is a 
special demand, which is one of the most important for survival of the 
life. Domestic demand will be considered as the first target in the 
strategy 2. A decision made by the Prime Minister (No. 1590/QD-TTg 
dated October 9th, 2009) made industrial demand at the same level of 
priority as domestic demand. 
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The scenario 

In the original GWRASIM, rule curves based operation is simulated by 
assigning ordered cost coefficients to artificial storage and demand arcs 
to reflect the operating regulations. The discounting strategies adopted 
by this study are referred from the project report reservoir system 
operation studies in the Dong Nai - Sai Gon Basin for flood prevention 
of Ho Chi Minh City (2009). Comparative scenarios were simulated 
through changing the released water rations in different zones of the 
rule curve. The rations for scenario 1 which followed the current rule 
curve of the cascade reservoirs and those rations are descried below. 
When the storage is under the lower limit of rule curve, only 80% of 
the total domestic and industrial water demands and 70% of the 
agricultural demand will be satisfied first. When the storage lies 
between lower and upper limits, the water supplied to domestic and 
industrial demands should be restricted to 90% and the agricultural 
demand should be restricted to 90% of demand. When the storage is 
below the low hydropower limit, the hydropower plant should be 
generated with low hydropower generation hours (HL). When the 
storage is higher than high hydropower limit, the hydropower plant 
should be generated with high hydropower generation hours (HH). 
In scenario 2, the water supply rations in different reservoir storage 
zones are described below. 
 
When the total storage is under the lower limit, only 90% of the total 
domestic and industrial water use demand and 80% of the agricultural 
demand should be satisfied. When the total storage lies between the 
lower and upper limits, each consumptive demand in this system should 
be fulfilled. When the storage is below the low hydropower limit, the 
hydropower plant should be generated with low hydropower generation 
hours (HL). When the storage is higher than high hydropower limit, the 
hydropower plant should be generated with high hydropower 
generation hours (HH). 
 
The alternative 

Each scenario has six alternatives which consider about hydropower 
demand. According to the operating rule, the reservoir will release 
water to satisfy hydropower demand with low hydropower hours when 
water level in reservoir is below high hydropower limit and with high 
hydropower hours when water level in reservoir is higher than high 
hydropower limit. In six alternatives, the low and high hydropower 
hours are 6 hours and 13 hours; 9 hours and 13 hours; 9 hours and 15 
hours; 11 hours and 15 hours; 11 hours and 24 hours, and 24 hours and 
24 hours. 
 
Results 
 
Comparison of priorities of allocating water 

Strategy 1 is when the hydropower demand is the main purpose, and 
the domestic and strategy 2 is when industrial demand as the first 
priority. The performance indices of strategy 1 are listed in Table 1, and 
Table 2. These tables give the information about shortage index for all 
demand sites. In general, the drought was less serious when 
hydropower generation hours were reduced, and the drought for 
agricultural demand was more serious than it was for other water users. 
The water supply increased sharply at the Thac Mo and Can Don 
agricultural demand sites in all scenarios from alternative 6 to 
alternative 1. For agricultural demand, the water shortage decreased 
from 81.69 to around 5.65 in Thac Mo and from 50.49 to 3.68 in Can 
Don (Table 1).For domestic demand, the shortage index of Thac Mo 

and Can Don demand sites dropped sharply from near 57.75 to 1.39 in 
Case 1-1 (Table 1). The Thac Mo and Can Don demand sites have the 
largest shortage index. In table 1, the highest shortage index of the 
downstream area was 9.96 in alternative 6 while in upstream area, it 
was 81.69. 
 
Table 1 Shortage index of each demand site in scenario 1 (Case 1-1) 

Pu
rp

os
e 

Demand 

Alternative 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

HH = 13 HH = 13 HH = 15 HH = 15 HH  = 24 HH = 24 
HL = 6 HH= 9 HL = 9 HL  = 11 HL = 11 HL = 24 

D
om

es
tic

 
an

d 
In

du
st

ry
 Upstream 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Thac Mo  1.39 9.74 10.63 22.09 28.41 57.75 
Can Don  1.51 6.67 7.69 16.10 21.21 48.85 
SRPM  0 0.01 0.01 0.05 0.06 0.30 
Downstream  0 0.01 0.01 0.05 0.06 0.29 

A
gr

ic
ul

tu
re

 

Upstream 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Thac Mo  5.65 18.79 20.29 35.48 46.76 81.69 
Can Don  3.68 8.34 10.08 16.72 25.05 50.49 
SRPM  0.00 0.00 0.01 0.09 0.10 0.97 
Phuoc Hoa  0.00 0.05 0.06 0.36 0.41 1.45 
Downstream   0.00 0.04 0.05 0.55 0.66 5.36 

O
th

er
s Phuoc Hoa 

environment  
0.00 0.28 0.31 1.47 1.73 9.96 

Water 
diversion  

0.00 0.21 0.23 0.93 1.08 8.56 

 
Table 2 Shortage index of each demand site in scenario 1 (Case 2-1) 

Pu
rp
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e 

Demand 

Alternative 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

HH = 13 HH = 13 HH = 15 HH = 15 HH  = 24 HH = 24 
HL = 6 HH= 9 HL = 9 HL  = 11 HL = 11 HL = 24 

D
om

es
tic

 
an

d 
In

du
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ry
 Upstream 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Thac Mo  1.39 1.83 2.03 2.12 2.85 2.88 
Can Don  1.66 1.67 1.81 1.96 2.57 2.66 
SRPM  0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.31 
Downstream  0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.11 0.30 

A
gr

ic
ul

tu
re

 

Upstream 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Thac Mo  5.65 16.63 18.04 32.94 43.15 81.67 
Can Don  3.68 9.15 10.69 19.05 28.93 55.05 
SRPM  0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.99 
Phuoc Hoa  0 0.00 0.00 0.12 0.12 1.49 
Downstream   0 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.11 5.53 

O
th

er
s Phuoc Hoa 

environment  
0 0.04 0.04 0.51 0.53 9.95 

Water 
diversion  

0 0.05 0.05 0.37 0.38 8.17 

 
The obvious difference between the two strategies is the significant 
reduction in the shortage indexes for domestic and industrial demand in 
all sub-catchments in strategy 2. The Table 1 shows that the highest 
domestic and industrial shortage index for the Thac Mo and Can Don 
were 57.75 and 48.85 in alternative 6 while those indexes were only 
2.88 and 2.66 in alternative 6, as shown in Table 2. As shown in Table 
1, the highest water shortage in strategy 1 of the Thac Mo and Can Don 
demand sites were 57.75 and 48.85 respectively while the highest 
indices were 2.88 and 2.66 in strategy 2, as shown Table 2. This was 
significant with regard to guarantee water supply for the most important 
water user. 
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Comparison of different rations 

As mentioned a strategy has two scenarios, which were Case 1-1 and 
Case 1-2 analyzed in strategy 1 and Case 2-1 and Case 2-2 also 
analyzed in strategy 2. The difference of two scenarios is changing of 
the rations. The scenario 1 is the current rule curve rations and scenario 
2 use of changing rule curve rations. Six alternatives were considered 
with increasing hours for electric generation from alternative 1 to 
alternative 6. In general, all demand sites of scenario 2 involved the 
water shortage supply less than water shortage of scenario 1. 
Considering the Can Don agricultural demand and domestic and 
agriculture demand, in alternative 6 of strategy 2, the water shortage 
was 2.66 and 55.05 in Table 2, while this shortage was 0.59 and 51.48 
shown in Table 3. This was explained that the changing of the rations in 
rule curve in scenario 2 improved water supply in this basin. Beside 
average energy, the firm energy and secondary energy are critical 
issues in a restructured power market. These are commonly used to 
measure the reliability of supply. In this study, firm energy is defined 
that the energy that a plant can generate 95% of the time (Linsley et al., 
1992) and secondary energy is interruptible but is available more than 
50% of the time (Mays, 2010). 
 
Although the total annual average energy in all alternatives was quite 
the same, firm energy and secondary energy were significantly different 
between all alternatives Fig. 2 shows that the firm energy and 
secondary energy reduced sharply when hydropower generation hours 
were increased. The firm and the secondary energy in alternative 1 
were the highest compared to the other alternatives, which were 1,459 
Mwh/day and 1,649 Mwh/day, respectively. Firm energy and 
secondary energy dropped to around less than 200 Mwh/day and 600 
Mwh/day. 
 
Table 3 Shortage index of each demand site in scenario 2 (Case 2-2) 

 
Moreover, all of the scenarios had the same power generated while 
strategy 2 was a better policy for total firm power and secondary power 
as shown in Fig. 2. In addition, this figure also shows that annual total 
hydropower generation of the cascade reservoirs in all strategies and 
scenarios were stable and quite similar. 
 
 

 
Fig. 2 Annual average energy, firm energy and secondary energy in the 
Be River Basin 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
This study focused on reducing the water shortage of a cascade 
reservoir system of the Be River Basin of Vietnam by altering the 
reservoir operation in different hydropower generation policies. The 
GWASIM model for simulating water allocation was adopted to 
evaluate different policies while satisfying the requirement for 
generated energy. Two strategies, two alternatives, and six scenarios 
were considered. With various generating hours of hydropower in a day, 
six scenarios were analyzed in each alternative and strategy.  
 
Under different strategies, the trade-off between water shortage and 
hydropower generation of this cascade reservoir system was obtained. 
The results showed that strategy 2 which used different water release 
rations had less water shortage compared to strategy 1, which was 
actual operation adopted. With respect to hydropower generation, the 
average annual energy has a stable value in all strategies. 
 
In addition, the priorities of either hydropower or water supply were 
considered with two scenarios. Scenario 2 has the water shortages of all 
demand sites were less compared to another scenario, while the annual 
average energies were essentially the same for both scenarios. 
 
The results also showed that the alternative of generating hydropower 
in which hydropower is generated with fewer hours than in a day was 
better than 24-hour generation in terms of water supply and 
hydropower.  
 
The results demonstrated that the model could efficiently simulate the 
system performance of multipurpose cascade reservoirs and assist in 
decision-making for improving the performance of water supply and 
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 Upstream 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Thac Mo 0.21 0.39 0.41 0.47 0.53 0.71 
Can Don 0.18 0.33 0.35 0.41 0.46 0.59 
SRPM 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.31 

Downstream 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.30 

A
gr
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Upstream 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Thac Mo 2.28 9.70 9.91 25.12 33.62 80.16 
Can Don 1.43 4.46 4.99 12.90 18.98 51.48 
SRPM 0 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.99 

Phuoc Hoa 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.12 0.12 1.50 
Downstream 0 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.11 5.55 

O
th

er
s Phuoc Hoa 

environment 0.00 0.04 0.04 0.51 0.53 9.95 
Water 

diversion 0.00 0.06 0.07 0.37 0.38 8.17 
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hydropower generation of the cascade reservoirs of the Be River Basin. 
The efficient operation of this system is the most important task of 
water resources management. In the next phase, optimization of the 
cascade reservoir operation may be carried out with not only joint rule 
curves but also the balance curves among the reservoirs. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Human has a vested interest in hydrological services; we cannot live 
without any hydrological services. Unfortunately, hydrological services 
have been strongly affected by climate change. Therefore, it is crucial 
to quantify how the hydrological services have been affected by 
atmospheric change. This study aims to quantify hydrological services 
by using two models – one is a traditional hydrologic model – SWAT 
model and another is a new ecosystem model – InVEST model. Our 
study area is Datuan river watershed, which is located in the northern 
part of Taiwan. First, we use IPCC fifth assessment report(AR5) 
scenarios of RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 as components of the future 
precipitation regimes. Then we use SWAT model and InVEST model 
to calculate the hydrological services, including water yield, nitrogen 
retention, phosphorus retention, and sediment retention. Finally, we 
contrast SWAT model and InVEST model results. SWAT model is a 
long-term lumped model, and the results show that water yield in both 
wet season and dry season will be extremely high in the future. 
Moreover, the simulated results show that water yields derived from the 
InVEST model will be more significantly affected by climate change 
than those predicted by the SWAT model. Nitrogen retention, 
phosphorus retention and sediment retention will be less affected by 
climate change based on the results from the InVEST model. To sum 
up, by comparing results between two models, hydrological services 
analysis indicates that climate change will not only have a huge impact 
on overall hydrological services, particularly water yield, but also on 
the distribution of such services. 
 
KEY WORDS: hydrological services, SWAT model, InVEST model, 
climate change  
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ABSTRACT 
 
The Ecological Check for Reservoir Watershed Project (ECRWP) is the 
new resulted protocol to ensure a sustainable environmental 
management within the reservoir watersheds. The ECRWP focused on 
ecological assessments, public engagement, and open information, has 
been implementing in Shihmen, Zengwen, Nanhua and Wushantou 
reservoirs. The ECRWP is adapted to the engineering lifecycle, 
including planning, design, construction, operations & maintenance 
phase, and considered in interdisciplinary fields. Until 2015, we collect 
the total amount of 328 case studies and feedback to the procedure, 
formulate the working manual of ECRWP (draft). In response of the 
need for a more integrated watershed management, as well as the 
increasing awareness of conservation, the ECRWP has been widely 
applied and well accepted on reservoir engineering projects. 
 
KEY WORDS: ECRWP, ecological check, watershed management, 
public engagement, open information,  ecologically sensitive area 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Extreme weather events, including floods and droughts, are increasing 
in both frequency and intensity, posing a threat to life and property. 
The severe conditions and the water shortage has prompted the Water 
Resources Agency (WRA) to play an active role on the preservation 
and management of reservoir watersheds. Meanwhile, awareness of the 
need for watershed conservation is on the rise, demanding public 
engagement and open information. The Ecological Check for Reservoir 
Watershed Project (ECRWP) is the new resulted protocol to ensure a 
sustainable environmental management within the reservoir watersheds. 
The ECRWP focused on ecological assessments, public engagement, 
and open information, has been implementing in Shihmen, Zengwen, 
Nanhua and Wushantou reservoirs. 
 
DEVELOPEMENT 
  
The concept of the ecological checklist was first developed to fit with 
the phases of construction project life cycle in the Zengwen Reservoir 
Watershed Remediation Project 2007. 
 
The Ecological Survey & Assessment Specification for catchment 

management engineering (draft) was originally formulated by WRA 
between 2009 and 2010, involving a participatory consultation process 
with governmental engineers, specialists, experts and organizations, as 
well as a rolling assessment based on field experience. 
 
During the years, the 2010 draft were tested on 112 cases within 
Shihmen, Zengwen, Nanhua and Wushantou Reservoir Watersheds and 
the methods modified into a working manual of ECWP. 
 
PROCEDURE 
 
The ECRWP is adapted to the engineering lifecycle, including planning, 
design, construction, operations & maintenance phase, and considered 
in interdisciplinary fields. (as Fig.1) The ECRWP includes two main 
works (as Fig. 2):  
 
(1) Ecologists participate in the engineering projects, providing 

conservation measures based on data review, field investigation and 
environmental evaluation to mitigate potential impacts, at the same 
time documenting the whole process.  

(2) Direct and effective communication among engineers, ecologists 
and interested citizens are established through public engagement 
and open information.  

 

 
Fig. 1 the procedure of ECRWP. 
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Fig. 2 main work of ECRWP 
 
ECRWP emphasize the importance of public engagement and open 
information.  In order to facilitate public engagement, the responsible 
agency is required to hold public hearings during the phases of 
planning and construction, inviting local organizations, individual 
residents and stakeholders. Ideally the hearing should provide honest 
communication and mutual-understanding, allowing local environment 
and culture knowledge on to be considered. 
 
The main work of ecological assessment is (1) environmental review of 
the project site, (2) habitat evaluation and ecological survey, (3)  
mapping of conservational importance, (4) impact assessment and 
mitigation strategies. Among the assessment, mapping of ecological 
sensitive areas is the efficient method for optimal design to reduce the 
ecological effects. (as Fig. 3) 
 

 
Fig. 3 mapping of ecological sensitive areas. 
 

The ecological check process consisted of field inspections, public 
engagement, habitat assessments, mapping of ecologically sensitive 
areas and developing the proper strategies to reduce the impact from 
engineering projects. The basic philosophy of these strategies is that 
prevention is better than cure in avoiding the negative effects of 
ecosystem. Where avoidance or minimization is impossible or 
impractical, mitigation measures should be designed as an integral part 
of the scheme. Where mitigation is insufficient or significant residual 
impacts remain, then compensating measures should be considered as a 
last resort. (as Fig. 4) 
 

 
Fig. 4 ecological issues and mitigation hierarchy 
 
ISSUES AND STRATEGIES 
 
The common issues in reservoir watershed projects and upstream 
engineering projects are (1) protect natural habitats, (2) avoid/restore 
riparian area, (3) preserve large old trees of ecological importance, (4) 
avoid irreversible impacts on river ecosystems, (5) control negative 
side effects during construction phases, (6) avoid hard engineering 
methods, (7) avoid longitudinal connectivity of waterways, (8) provide 
wildlife escape ramps, (9) prevent spreading of invasive weeds, (10) 
consider local culture and land use, (11) protect the identified key 
species. (as Fig. 5) 
 

 
Fig. 5 The common issues in reservoir watershed projects and upstream 
engineering projects.  
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In the total of 112 cases, operated by Southern Region Water Resources 
Office, Chia-Nan Irrigation Association, Taiwan Water Corporation, 
Tainan City Government, and Chiayi County Government, 37 
strategies were avoiding constructions on recovered or sensitive areas, 
100 strategies were minimizing the affected areas, 222 strategies were 
reducing the magnitude of habitat impacts, and 20 strategies were 
recommending measures of ecological compensations.  The strategy of 
avoidance includes (1) cancelling the proposed project, (2) avoiding 
ecological impacts on natural forests and watercourses. The strategy of 
minimization includes (1) restricting the engineering sites, (2) buffer 
zones around designated sites or habitats of ecological importance such 
as native trees, rocks or bedrock. The strategy of mitigation includes (1) 
restricting and managing the extent of operational sites, (2) designing 
of wildlife-friendly and/or building wildlife escape ramps, (3) reducing 
noise and pollution during construction phases, (4) proposals for 
monitoring of environmental conditions, (5) precautionary measures to 
avoid disturbing the breeding and foraging grounds of key species, (6) 
re-planting with native plants, preventing the spread of invasive weeds. 
The strategy of compensation includes (1) transplanting the native 
saplings, (2) restoring the native environment, (3) planting to stabilize 
bare soil, (4) habitat reconstruction.  
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
Until 2015, we collect the total amount of 328 case studies and 
feedback to the procedure. The overall results of this project were 
successful in assisting reservoir managers to incorporate conservation 
engineering practices and refining the procedure. Based on 
implementing experience and effectiveness evaluation, the working 
manual of ECRWP (draft) was formulated by Water Resource 
Agency(WRA). 
 
In response of the need for a more integrated watershed management, 
as well as the increasing awareness of conservation, the ECRWP has 
been widely applied and well accepted on reservoir engineering 
projects. We hope that ECRWP will continue to be a useful approach in 
realizing both watershed management and environmental conservation 
in the future. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
This work was designed to build a tool for analysis and decision 
support regarding policy on the allocation of the water resource, 
allowing a better reflection on the issue of water valorization by the 
agricultural sector. Thus, an integrated model disaggregated by type of 
farms was developed for a pilot area named "Ait ben yacoub»; located 
in the East of Morocco. This model integrates economic, agronomic 
and hydraulic data. It can simulate the behavior of farmers faced 
climate change.One Major contribution of this model is a detailed 
disaggregation by spatial units (hydrological units, cropping areas, and 
grazing land), by agricultural production systems (irrigated and rainfed 
crops), and by farm sizes. Basically it’s an optimization model with a 
nonlinear objective function, and using the positive mathematical 
programming method technique for its calibration. The principal model 
results show the remarkable impact of surface water management on 
the overexploitation of the ground water and the risk of its depletion. 
 
CONTEXT AND OBJECTIVES 
 
Along the last decades, the production of knowledge on climate change 
has been highly fragmented. Recent research on climate change has 
approached the assessment of impacts, vulnerability and adaptation 
under biophysical or social perspectives (Downing, 2012; Füssel, 2007). 
 
In the field of agriculture and water resources, most assessments have 
been based on biophysical modelling focusing on one specific 
dimension of climate change, such as the agronomic dimension 
(Moriondo et al., 2010; Ventrella et al., 2012), or the hydrological 
dimension (Joyce et al., 2011; Rochdane et al., 2012). However, the 
recognition of water management and climate change as 
multidimensional and multi-scalar concerns (Downing, 2012; Meinke 
et al., 2009) evidence the need to integrate biophysical and social 
aspects looking at environmental and human contexts.  
 
In line with this, varied types of integrated modelling frameworks have 
been developed to address the different scales (from the crop to the 
river basin) and the different dimensions of climate change, water and 
agriculture (hydrological, agronomic, and socio-economic). However, 
these frameworks have not always represented the socio-economic 
dimension of water use in sufficient detail and in some cases they have 
undervalued the role of human response to climate impacts. 
 

Trying to better represent socio-economic issues, hydro economic 
modelling has been extensively used along the last decades as a 
prominent tool for guiding and implementing water policy decisions (El 
ouadi et al .,2014;Blanco-Gutiérrez et al., 2013; Brouwer and Hofkes, 
2008; Heinz et al., 2007). These models are capable to consider the 
economic behavior of water users and the economic principles that 
govern water allocation. 
 
Along this line, this paper presents a novel application of a hydro-
economic modelling framework that is used to assess climate change 
impacts and adaptation in the Ait ben Yacoub Basin, taking into 
account the agricultural, socio-economic and hydrology systems.  
 
The novelty of the approach presented here lies in the capability of this 
integrated framework to take into consideration agronomic, economic 
and hydrologic processes that take place at different scales. This 
research takes a step forward in hydro-economic modelling to advance 
in the analysis of climate change implications on irrigation agriculture 
systems from the crop to the farm and the water system levels.  
 
Using this integrated approach, this paper evaluates the impacts of a 
severe climate change scenario (on the water system, on farms and on 
crops, looking at farmers' capacity to adapt. 
 
WATER, AGRICULTURE AND CLIMATE CHANGE IN 
THE “AIT BEN YACOUB” AREA( MOROCCO ) 
 
In Morocco, water resources become increasingly scarce, scarcity that 
will become acute in the coming years due, Among Others, to a 
reduction in water supply, as a result of climate change, and the 
Increase in demand, Accentuated by the population Increase and the 
requirements of economic growth and development. Agriculture is 
regarded as a strategic sector for socioeconomic development .However, 
this sector faces challenges many, water management among other. 
 
The study area named "Ait Ben Yacoub " is  located in the east of 
Morocco and characterized by a semi-arid climate where water is a 
limiting factor, thus constituting an unfavorable conditions for a 
productive and competitive agriculture. Irrigation water resources 
Consist, on the one hand, Mainly by water from the source of 
"AinLaarais" share of the major most  sources of region  with a rate 
flow of up to 245 l / s and there Reviews the other hand, exploited by 
groundwater through wells and boreholes dug by farmers. 
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Currently, water is becoming a critical issue in the region. Water saving 
Represents now a major problem, since conflicts among uses and 
environmental pressures reached a critical level. In Climate change will 
add further Top pressure on the already Stressed water system and will 
pose additional challenges for the irrigation sector. 
 
This area is characterized by traditional agriculture based on cereal 
mainly annual crops, with the presence of apple and some winter 
vegetables, especially potatoes. The land in the study area is sized as 
Follows: 
 
Table 1. Representative farm types in “Ait ben yacout” area 

Farm type Size Average Effective Total size ( ha ) 
S_farm Less than 2 ha  95 164 
M_farm between 2 and 5 ha 50 228 
L_farm between 5 and 10 ha 59 519 

XL_farm More than 10 ha 58 1989 

Total    262 2900 
 
The study area is composed of two watersheds: lhardane basin and 
akhnig basin. 
 
METHODS: A HYDRO-ECONOMIC MODELLING 
FRAMEWORK 
 
To respond to the questions and challenges of climate change, we 
propose a hydro-economic  
 
Modeling framework. The model developed integrates economic, 
agronomic and hydraulic data. It can simulate the behavior of farmers 
faced with climate change taking account competition for resources. 
 
The proposed approach is based on nonlinear optimization techniques. 
It’s a hydrological and economic model that uses water resources so as 
to maximize  the profit  at the level of the basin while taking into 
account a set of constraints which are divided into hydrological, 
agricultural and resource availability constraints. One Major 
contribution of this model is a detailed disaggregation by spatial units 
(hydrological units, cropping areas, and grazing land), by agricultural 
production systems (irrigated and rainfed crops), and by farm sizes. 
 
The Positive Mathematical Programming Method (PMP) approach, as 
suggested by Howitt (1995), has been used to calibrate the models.  The 
fundamental idea of PMP is to reconcile the new optimization of the 
mathematical programming model with the economic and social reality 
as evidenced in the base data set. Essentially, PMP adds calibration 
constraints so that the base solution is close to the base data set. For 
reasons of computational simplicity and lacking strong arguments for 
other type of functions, a quadratic cost function is often employed 
(exceptions: PARIS and HOWITT 1998 and 2000). The general version 
of this variable cost function to be specified is: 
 

 
 
Cv = quadratic cost  
d    = (N×1) vector of parameters associated with the linear term  
Q   = (N×N) symmetric, positive (semi-) definite matrix of parameters 

associated with the quadratic term. 
However, the objective function of non-linear programming problem is 
composed of a quadratic cost   calibrated using observed area of crop. 
 

 
 
Subject to 
 

 
 

 
Where  
Z = objective function value 
p = (N×1) vector of product prices 
x = (N×1) vector of production activity levels 
A = (M×N) matrix of coefficients in resource constraints 
b = (M×1) vector of available resource quantities 
λ = (M×1) vector of dual variables associated with the resource 
constraints. 
 
RESULTS 
 
The model simulates the assessment of climate change impact on 
irrigated agriculture. This scenario provides insight into the behavior of 
farmers in conditions of water scarcity. Simulate the impact of a 
reduction of 50% of water allocation, groundwater recharge and rainfall 
at the basin level 
 
In this paper, the results of the assessment of climate change impacts 
and adaptation options in “ait ben yacoub “ commune are presented for 
three selected variables: irrigation water use , shadow price of water 
and farm’s income .These variables reflect the magnitude of climate 
change impacts and the potential for adaptation 
 
Irrigation water use 
 
Table 1 illustrates the effect of the climate change scenario on Irrigation 
water use.  In the baseline scenario, without climate change, the 
irrigation water use is equal to 43.6 Mm3. This value increases, in the 
climate change scenario, to 27.4 Mm3. The results presented in Table 2 
also demonstrate that climate change will produce increased use of 
groundwater for irrigation; this leads to overexploitation of 
groundwater subsequently a depletion of the round water resources. 
 
Table 2. Climate change impact Surface water for irrigation (Mm3) 

Volume of Irrigation water by 
Resource (Millions cubic meters) 

Baseline 
scenario 

Climate change 
scenario 

Surface water for irrigation 39,35 21,5 
Groundwater use for irrigation 4,31 5,92 

Total irrigation water use 43,66 27,42 
 
The model results show the remarkable impact of surface water 
management on the overexploitation of the groundwater and the risk of 
its depletion. A management policy of surface water based on 
administrative pricing, pumping cost, and water supply, marginal cost 
is proven inadequate for a sustainable resource management since it 
underestimates the overall water scarcity at the basin level (Fig. 1). 
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Fig. 1 Evolution of the volume of water stored in “itzer-injel” aquifers 
in million m3 (reference Year and climate change scenario) 

Fig. 2 Climate change impact on farm’s income (millions MAD). 

 
Shadow price of water  
 
In terms of economic price, there is a significant increase in the 
marginal value of water relative to the reference situation. This value 
increased from 2. 2 Moroccan Dirham (MAD)/m³ observed in the 
reference year to 5.7 MAD/m³. In fact, water resource is becoming a 
constraint for production in the basin during a dry year. 
 
Farm’s income 
 
The results presented in Fig. 2 demonstrate that climate change will 
produce significant reductions of farm’s income from 118.7 to 110.6 
millions MAD. Small farms will be most vulnerable to climate change. 
In this scenario, their income will become deficient. 
 
A deficit in income will probably be compensated by livestock 
production. In fact, there is a need to develop the livestock component 
in the model in a future work to better understand the decisions of 
farmers. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Visual information is one of the factors that fish decide actions, so 
taking control their behaviors by light can be considered. However, the 
action control technique with light has not been established well. In this 
study, the position of an installed white lamp in the pool was changed 
and the swimming behavior in statistic water was recorded with the aid 
of two set of digital video cameras. As a results, taking control their 
behaviors can be expected and it is effective to improve migration rate 
in pool-and-weir fishway with white lamp. 
 
KEY WORDS:  Plecoglossus altivelis altivelis, white lamp, 
statistic water, swimming behavior, pool-and-weir fishway, 
migration rate 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
In the existing fishway, it is preferable to improve migration rate by 
small construction. Fish bear a sense of sight, smell, taste and touch 
(Arimoto, 1991). In these senses, the relationship between visual 
information and action properties was focused on. 
 
Reactions against light of fish in habiting the river have been studied. 
Nemeth and Anderson showed high illuminance has threat effects for 
Cyprinus carpio (Nemeth and Anderson, 1992). Terazono et al. 
observed swimming behavior of Oncorhynchus masou with the light of 
various wavelengths irradiated from the upper part of the experiment 
channel. As a result, Oncorhynchus masou was attracted to the light of 
all wavelengths and it is found that they bear phototaxis (Terazono et 
al., 1997). Therefore, it is thought the reactions against light vary 
according to fish species. 
 
Sekiya et al. showed that Plecoglossus altivelis altivelis which is 
worthwhile in the fishery field gets active when it becomes brighter 
than 60Lx morning (Sekiya et al., 2005). Koyama pointed out that 
Plecoglossus altivelis altivelis bear phototaxis to blue and green light 
(Koyama, 1978). These knowledge suggests that taking control their 
behavior by light is possible. However, the action control technique 
with light has not been established well. In this study, the position of an 
installed white lamp in static water was changed and an improvement 
of migration rate of Plecoglossus altivelis altivelis in pool-and-weir 
fisfway was elucidated. 

EXPERIMENTAL SET UP AND HYDRAULIC CONDITIONS 
 
Fig. 1 shows the pool of pool length L=0.9m, width B=0.8m and water 
depth h=0.3m. x axis is taken in the direction of long side of the pool, y 
axis is taken in the upper direction of the vertical and z axis is taken in 
the direction of short side of the pool. The sidewall of x-y section in 
z=0m is made of an acrylic board and the others are made of wood 
painted gray. Table 1 shows experimental conditions. In the vertical 
section (x-y) as shown in Fig. 1(a), the position of the white lamp was 
changed three place, Above water, Underwater and Bottom. In addition, 
in the horizontal section (x-z) as shown in Fig. 1(b), the position of it 
was changed two place, Inside and Outside. Experiments were 
performed 6 cases in total. Each case name was defined based on the 
positions. The light distribution angle of the white lamp was 
approximately 300 degrees and total luminous flux of it is 810lm. 

 

Above water

Bottom

Underwater

x

y

L

h

Inside
Outside

x

z

L

B

 
              (a) Vertical section                 (b) Horizontal section 

Fig. 1 Installed position of the white lamp 
 

Table 1. Experimental condition 
 Case name

Above water OA
Underwater OU

Bottom OB
Above water IA
Underwater IU

Bottom IB

White lamp position

Inside

Outside
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10 tails (N) Plecoglossus altivelis altivelis that average length ( LB ) 
was 80mm were put into the pool in each case. Swimming 
behavior was recoded with two digital video cameras from 
sidewall and upper part of the pool for 1 minutes after 
confirming Plecoglossus altivelis altivelis steady by watching. 
Swimming position was investigated after recording. The illuminance 
of white lamp in the pool were measured at 8×7=56points composed 
with every 0.1m in x axis and z axis in y/h=0.05. When the illuminance 
in the pool is measured, water is not poured into the pool. 
 
 
 
 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
 
Illuminance in the pool 
 
Fig. 2 shows the illuminance in the pool in y/h=0.05 for the cases of 
OB, IB and that the white lamp was not installed (Non). When the 
white lamp was installed, the illuminance was more than 3000Lx near it 
and was approximately 200Lx at the farthest place in the pool. In the 
other cases, the illuminance was high at the lower part of the white 
lamp and was more than 200Lx in the whole place in the pool. On the 
other hand, when the white lamp was not installed (Non), the 
illuminance was 100~300Lx in y/h=0.05. 
 

   

 
                       (a) Outside Bottom                                            (b) Inside Bottom                                                   (c) Non 

 
 

Fig. 2 Contour of illuminance  
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(d) Above water, Horizontal section        (e) Underwater, Horizontal section            (f) Bottom, Horizontal section 

Fig. 3 Swimming trajectory 
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Swimming trajectory 
 
Fig. 3 shows an example of the swimming trajectory of Plecoglossus 
altivelis altivelis for each case. The swimming trajectory was analyzed 
by locating the swimming position of Plecoglossus altivelis altivelis 
with every 0.2second in 10seconds after 25seconds of starting the 
experiment for each case. 
 
Fig. 3(a)~(c) show swimming trajectories in vertical section. In the 
changes of y axis for the case of OA and IA as shown in Fig. 3(a), the 
swimming trajectories of them are neighborhood of water surface and 
bottom. The case of OU and OB drawn with green as shown in Fig. 
3(b) and (c) are neighborhood of water surface and bottom. On the 
other hand, the case of IU and IB drawn with red as shown in Fig. 3(b) 
and (c) are neighborhood of bottom. In the changes of x axis for the 
case of Outside (OA, OU, OB) drawn with green, clear differences are 
not observed among each case. In contrast, the case of Inside (IA, IU, 
IB) drawn with red get away from the white lamp in order of IA, IU 
and IB. 
 
Fig. 3(d)~(f) show swimming trajectories in horizontal section. In the 
case of Outside (OA, OU, OB) drawn with green, clear differences are 
not observed among each case. In contrast, in the case of Inside (IA, IU, 
IB) drawn with red, although the swimming trajectory of IA is 
neighborhood of the acrylic board, the others of IU and IB are 
neighborhood of the acrylic board in addition to other place far from 
acrylic board. 
 
 

Relationship between the position of the white lamp and the 
swimming position 
 
Fig. 4 shows the contour figure of existing probabilities for each case of 
Inside (IA, IU, IB) that it was calculated by locating the swimming 
position of Plecoglossus altivelis altivelis with every 1second. 
 
Fig. 4(a)~(c) show contour figures of existing probabilities in vertical 
section. In the case of IA, each distributed width to x axis and y axis is 
large. In the case of IU, the distributed width to y axis is smaller than 
IA and the distributed position to x axis is farther from the white lamp 
than IA. In the case of IB, the distributed width to y axis is as small as 
IU and the distributed position to x axis is farthest from the white lamp 
of three cases. 
 
Fig. 4(d)~(f) show contour figures of existing probabilities in horizontal 
section. In the case of IA, the distributed width to z axis is small. In the 
case of IU, the distributed width to z axis is larger than IA. In the case 
of IB, the distributed width to z axis is even larger. 
 
Judging from these result, the swimming position of Plecoglossus 
altivelis altivelis changes depending on the position of the white lamp. 
 
Distance between the white lamp and Plecoglossus altivelis 
altivelis 
 
Fig. 5 shows frequency distributions of the value (dxy/ LB , dxz/ LB ) for 
each case. Vertical and horizontal distances (dxy, dxz) between the white 
lamp and each Plecoglossus altivelis altivelis are divided by the 
average length of Plecoglossus altivelis altivelis ( LB ). 
Fig. 5(a)~(c) show frequency distributions in vertical section. In the 

 
(a) Inside Above water, Vertical section       (b) Inside Underwater, Vertical section             (c) Inside Bottom, Vertical section 

   (d) 
Inside Above water, Horizontal section    (e) Inside Underwater, Horizontal section       (f) Inside Bottom, Horizontal section 

 
 

Fig. 4 Contour figure of existing probability 
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case of Outside (OA, OU, OB) drawn with green, clear differences of 
frequency distributions of dxy/ LB  are not observed among each case. In 
contrast, in the case of Inside (IA, IU, IB) drawn with red, the 
frequency distributions of dxy/ LB  shift to high value of dxy/ LB  in 
order of IA, IU and OB. 
 
Fig. 5(d)~(f) show frequency distributions in horizontal section. In the 
case of Outside (OA, OU, OB) drawn with green, clear differences of 
frequency distributions of dxz/ LB  are not observed among each case. In 
contrast, in the case of Inside (IA, IU, IB) drawn with red, the 
frequency distributions of dxz/ LB  shift to high value of dxz/ LB  in 
order of IA, IU and OB. 
 
Fig. 6 shows the value ( Lxy Bd̂ , Lxz Bd̂ ) for each case. Mode values 

( xyd̂ , xzd̂ ) in vertical and horizontal distances (dxy, dxz) are divided by 

the average length of Plecoglossus altivelis altivelis ( LB ). 
 
Fig. 6(a) shows mode values in vertical section. In the case of Outside 
(OA, OU, OB), clear differences of mode values are not observed 
among each case. In contrast, in the case of Inside (IA, IU, IB), Lxy Bd̂  
demonstrate an upward trend in order of IA, IU and OB. 
 
Fig. 6(b) shows mode values of horizontal section. In the case of 
Outside (OA, OU, OB), clear differences of mode values are not 
observed among each case. In contrast, in the case of Inside (IA, IU, 

IB), Lxy Bd̂  demonstrate an upward trend in order of IA, IU 
and OB. 
 
Judging from these result, even if the white lamp is installed outside of 
the pool, the swimming position of Plecoglossus altivelis altivelis is 
hardly influenced. However, when the white lamp is installed inside of 
the pool, Plecoglossus altivelis altivelis gets away from the white lamp 
with the white lamp approaching the bottom. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this study, the position of an installed white lamp in static water was 
changed and an improvement of migration rate of Plecoglossus altivelis 
altivelis in pool-and-weir fisfway was elucidated. As a result, the 
following have been understood. 
(1) Even if the white lamp is installed outside of the pool, the 

swimming position of Plecoglossus altivelis altivelis is hardly 
influenced. However, when the white lamp is installed inside of the 
pool, Plecoglossus altivelis altivelis gets away from the white lamp 
with the white lamp approaching the bottom. 

(2) Taking control of rest position and directing Plecoglossus altivelis 
altivelis to the neighborhood of notch are possible, when the white 
lamp is installed in bottom of the pool-and-wear fishway. Therefore, 
the decrease of the distance to migration entrance is anticipated and 
improving migration rate is expected. It is effective to use the white 
lamp as the action control technique of Plecoglossus altivelis 
altivelis. 

 

        

 
(a) Above water                         (b) Underwater                               (c) Bottom                                 (a) Vertical section 

        

 
(d) Above water                        (e) Underwater                                (f) Bottom                              (b) Horizontal section 

Fig. 5 Frequency distribution of distance between the white lamp and Plecoglossus altivelis altivelis           Fig. 6 Mode value of distance 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Tracing study using EC (electrical conductivity) was conducted to 
investigate the transverse mixing characteristics at the confluence of the 
Nakdong River, Korea. Hydraulic and concentration data was collected 
simultaneously with the sensors attached to the moving boat. 
 
The measured EC showed uniform distribution transversely at upstream 
of the confluence. After two tributaries met the main stream, the 
uniform distribution was changed to skewed distribution, having peak 
concentration at left bank. Transverse dispersion coefficient was 
calculated using the moment-based methods and routing methods.  
 
KEY WORDS: Pollutant Mixing; Natural Tracer; Confluence Mixing; 
Electric Conductivity; Transverse Dispersion Coefficient;  
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Understanding of pollutant mixing in rivers with complex geometry 
such as meandering and confluence is important for water resource 
management and safe water supply. Especially, most of waste water 
treatment plants release waste water effluent continuously to rivers and 
these pollutants in water seriously impact on the river ecosystem. These 
effluents are usually introduced to mainstream when smaller tributaries 
are converged into the mainstream. Therefore, not only longitudinal but 
also detailed transverse mixing analysis is indispensable as natural 
streams generally involve confluence.  
 
Various researches were conducted to study transverse mixing 
characteristics of pollutant in river. Especially in transverse mixing, 
most of studies were focused on the estimation of transverse dispersion 
coefficients which is the most important parameter to analyze 
transverse mixing in river. Determination of the transverse dispersion 
coefficients can be briefly classified into two methods (Jeon et al., 
2007), one is observing method and the other is predicting methods. 
The former method is generally used to estimate transverse dispersion 
coefficients, but it cannot be performed without the fine-quality set of 
concentration data. Therefore, many field and laboratory tracer tests 
(Yotsukura et al., 1970, Yotsukura and Cobb, 1972, Beltaos, 1980, Lau 
and Krishnappan, 1981) were conducted to collect fine-quality dataset. 
 
However, most of tracer tests used fluorescent dye, because of its 

conservative properties which are important to collect accurate 
concentration data. Nevertheless, using fluorescent dye such as 
Rhodamine-WT dye for tracer test need lots of cost and labor, and the 
appearance of bright color of tracer cloud makes nearby citizens 
uncomfortable. To avoid these problems, an alternative is to use 
dissolved substance already present in river, which can measure 
concentration distribution influenced by the flow conditions. These 
tracers will be called as natural tracer for convenience. For some 
particular cases, the natural tracers, such as EC, suspended solid, 
thermal pollutants can be a good alternative than artificial tracers 
because previous tracer tests using the artificial tracer like Rhodamine-
WT are inadequate in large rivers due to financial problem from 
amount and cost of injecting tracer materials and environmental 
problems, i.e. eco-system damages from effect of tracer materials. 
Besides there are numerous substance dissolved in natural river, most 
of water quality monitoring system widely use EC and water 
temperature as standard parameters. Particularly, EC is one of the best 
representing parameters to measure pollutant’s concentration in river 
due to its indicating characteristic of ion concentration in water (Hem, 
1985). Some recent researches show EC can be used as natural tracer in 
mixing analyisis (Vandenberg, Jerald A., et al, 2005). Moreover, the 
advancement of measuring device enabled to measure accurate 
concentration of EC in field easily, which means real-time 
concentration and hydraulic data measurement is feasible for tracer test. 
In this study, real-time tracing test using EC as natural tracer was 
performed at the confluence region, where pollutants are introduced 
from tributaries from nearby wastewater treatment plant at Nakdong 
River, Korea. The concentration data was collected using in-situ 
conductivity meter at 7 sections along 5km reach of the river. The 
hydraulic data using ADCP and boat tracks from GPS were also 
collected at the same sections where concentration data was collected.  
 
This paper covers following contents. First, it covers theoretical 
backgrounds for 2D mixing analysis and method for estimating 
dispersion coefficients. Subsequently, the process and methodology of 
conducting field work and data collection is discussed. For result 
analysis, hydraulic data containing velocity, water depth, and discharge 
for measured sections and lateral concentration distribution data of EC 
were analyzed in detail. Observed mixing aspects for steady flow were 
discussed and transverse dispersion coefficients were estimated and 
compared with empirical equations. Finally, the paper concludes with a 
brief summary of all the contents of the research were presented. 
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THEORY 
 
Transverse Mixing Process in River 
 
When pollutant were introduced to the river, concentration of pollutant 
decrease slowly by mixing process. This mixing process of pollutants 
can be caused by several factors, advection process by currents and 
diffusion terms by molecular process and turbulent flow (Rutherford,  
1994). However, most of rivers are composed with relatively much 
larger lateral width than water depth (i.e. large aspect ratio) which 
means vertical mixing finish in short time. The distance required to 
complete vertical mixing is known as 50 to 100 times the flow depth 
(Yotsukura and Sayre, 1976). Therefore two-dimensional model is used 
in common. 
 
The two-dimensional advection-dispersion equation can be derived 
from depth-averaging three-dimensional equation. Due to most of 
mixing characteristics analysis in natural river follow streamwise 
direction, most of equations are derived to curvilinear coordinate 
system (Seo et al., 2008 and Lee and Seo, 2013). 2D advection-
dispersion equation can be written as (Eq. 1) 
 

s n L T
c c c c cu u D D
t s n s s n n

∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂   + + = +   ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂   
                         (1) 

 
Where s  denotes streamwise distance, n  is lateral distance, c is 
depth-averaged concentration, su  and nu  is local s and n direction 
depth averaged velocity, LD  is longitudinal dispersion coefficient; TD   
is transverse dispersion coefficient and t is time. 
If the river flow in constant discharge and concentration of 
contaminants is in steady state, above equation can be rewritten as 
(Eq.2) 
 

s n T
c c cu u D
s n n n

∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ + =  ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ 
                                                    (2) 

 
The lateral direction velocity nu  in natural river is negligibly small 
compare to streamwise direction. The final form of equation can be 
written as (Eq.3) 
 

s T
c cu D
s n n

∂ ∂ ∂ =  ∂ ∂ ∂ 
                                                                             (3) 

 
For this constant-coefficient model, the transverse dispersion 
coefficient TD  is most important parameter for using the model and 
should be provided to the users, but for most cases these coefficients 
are simply estimated just using the range of DT/HU* = 0.15 ~ 1.0 
proposed by Rutherford (1994). Nevertheless, verification of range of 
transverse coefficients is still not sufficient enough and needs more 
verification for accurate analysis. 
 
Method of Estimating Transverse Mixing Coefficients 
 
Moment Method 

Beltaos (1980) developed the streamtube moment method model to 
overcome disadvantages of simple moment method, which is hard to 

apply the method in complex geometry such as meandering and 
confluence. Following equations is governing equation for streamtube 
model 
 

2

2T
dC d CE
dx dq

=                                                                        (4) 

 
Where q denotes cumulative discharge from left bank and yE  denotes 

diffusion factor which is defined as 2
T TE D UHψ= . 

ψ  is shape factor, U and H is reach averaged values.  
Detail information for streamtube moment method is well explained in 
Beltaos (1980). 
 
Routing Method 

After Fishcer (1968) first applied the routing process in mixing analysis 
for estimating longitudinal dispersion coefficient in the 1D mixing 
model, routing method have been known as a reliable dispersion 
coefficient estimation method for the mixing analysis of soluble 
contaminants (Baek and Seo, 2010).  
 
To apply these routing procedure in steady-state 2D flow, analytical 
solution for line source mixing of streamtube model by Yotsukura and 
Cobb (1972) was used. Following equation shows the solution of line 
source considering wall reflection. 
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erf is the error function defined as 
 

2

0

2 q
q perf e dp

π
−= ∫                                                                            (6) 

 
(Eq. 5) was applied in this study by assumption of the upstream EC 
distribution consisted of a series of line sources. Predicted EC 
distribution was compared with the measured distribution by computing 
the RMS and variance of EC difference to estimate best-fit diffusion 
factor D. 
 
FIELD TRACING TESTS 
 
The field test using EC was conducted to investigate the transverse 
mixing characteristics at the confluence of the Nakdong River, Korea. 
Pollutants are continuously introduced from two tributaries, the 
Keumho River and Jincheon Creek merging to the main stream, the 
Nakdong River from the left bank (Fig. 1), including various 
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contaminants from several waste water treatment plants located along 
urban areas and industrial complexes.  
 

Sec. 1

Sec. 2

Sec. 3Sec. 4

Sec. -1

Sec. 3-1 Sec. 2-1

Sec. 1-1

KeumhoNakdong

Jincheon

 
Fig. 1 Field study area and measurement sections (adapted from Google 
Earth). Copyright 2016 Google. 
 
In this study, EC was used as a tracer of the contaminants in the river. 
EC has been generally used to monitor water quality in natural rivers 
due to its characteristic representing amounts of soluble ions in water. 
In study area, concentration of EC in the tributaries was relatively high 
enough, compared to that in the main stream, which shows EC is well 
tracing pollutants from tributaries.  
 
Even though there will be various source of pollutant to the river, both 
two tributaries in study area discharge effluents from large scale waste 
water treatment plants. Therefore major factors of pollutant from the 
tributaries can be assumed as effluents from the plants. For most cases, 
pollutant from the plants could be assumed as a steady source, which 
means tracers continuously injected into the flow at a steady rate.  
 
Field tests were conducted at 18 Sep. 2015 and 8 Oct. 2015, during late 
summer and autumn months of 2015. All data was collected in real-
time using moving boat which measuring sensors are installed. Total 7 
cross sections downstream from confluence were measured. 
 
Conductivity meter used in this study was YSI-6600 OMS. This senor 
can basically measure water temperature, conductivity and water depth. 
This conductivity meter can measure conductivity from 
0 ~ 100000 /S cmµ  with 1 /S cmµ  sensitivity. Conductivity were 
measured with sampling frequency 1Hz. The data were collected near 
water surface (30cm down from water surface). 
 
Hydraulic data were also collected using RDI Workhorse Sentinel 
ADCP (Acoustic Doppler Current Profilers). Using ADCP, water 
velocity and water depth were measured in 1Hz sampling frequency, 
installing ADCP at the bottom of boat. All the tracks of moving boat in 
field test were recorded using portable GPS: Magellan eXplorist 610. 
GPS’s accuracy is up to 3 ~ 5 meters.  
 
ANALYSIS OF FIELD DATA 
 
Hydraulic Data 
 
The measured velocity and water depth data were used to calculate the 
river discharge, and to elucidate the transverse distribution of water 
depth and velocity. Table.1 shows summarized average data from 
hydraulic measurement. Overall discharge shows low flow condition 

due to drought effect in Korea 2015. The results showed that, due to the 
effect of meandering and confluence of the tributaries from left side of 
the river, the water depth is deeper at the left side which means 
discharge of early sections after the confluence showed left skewed 
discharge distribution. 
 
Table 1 Summary of average hydraulic measurement  

Case Date Q(m3/s) H(m) U(m/s) W/H U/U* 
ND-

EC21 18 Sep. 2015 38.8 4.40 0.055 108.
2 11.6 

ND-
EC22 08 Oct. 2015 58.6 4.36 0.059 100.

6 11.4 
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Fig. 2 Velocity-depth distribution in transverse direction for Sec.1-1 in 
Case.1 
 
EC Data 
 
The transverse EC data was plotted for Sec.-1 ~ Sec.2.1 of Case.2, 
where x-axis is normalized transverse distance(y/W). The results of the 
EC data showed that, at the upstream section of the Nakdong River 
before the confluence of the Keumho River (Sec.-1), the EC 
concentration is low, showing uniform distribution in the transverse 
direction compared to the high concentration level in the Keumho River 
and Jincheon Creek. However, effluents from the plants were 
introduced from two tributaries at the left bank side of the river, thus 
most of the transverse concentration distribution showed peak 
concentration at the left side. At the first downstream section of the 
Nakdong River, after two tributaries merged at the left bank (Sec.1) 
showed the steep concentration gradient at the left side of the river. At 
right half of the river cross section, EC concentration is almost the 
same as the background concentration before the confluence. This steep 
gradient of the EC concentration was slowly smoothed due to 
transverse mixing at further downstream sections. 
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Fig. 3 EC distribution in transverse direction for Sec.-1 ~ Sec.2-1 in 
Case.2 
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TRANSVERSE DISPERSION COEFFICIENT 
 
Transverse dispersion coefficient was calculated using the stream-tube 
moment method suggested by Beltaos (1980) and routing method as 
mentioned above. Before estimating the coefficients, mass check was 
conducted using (Eq.7) and to consider some inevitable reasons in field 
test, recovery ratio suggested by Nordin and Sabol (1974) was applied 
to concentration data.  
 

1

0 0

Q
m Cdq Q Cdq′= =∫ ∫                                                                         (7) 

 
Applying routing method, number of the dispersion coefficients came 
out for one case because of diversity of selecting sections in study area, 
for example, Sec.1 to Sec.2, Sec.1 to Sec.3, Sec.2 to Sec.3, etc. From 
these different dispersion coefficients, values in early stage of mixing 
was selected as the representative value for each case. 
 
The calculated values of the dimensionless transverse dispersion 
coefficient were 1.003 ~ 3.050, which were in the range of the values 
suggested by Rutherford (1994) for sharply curved channels. Both 
effects of confluence and meander caused these high dispersion 
coefficients. It is hard to define the reasons of difference between 2 
methods with only 2 cases and high uncertainty from difference 
between the model and natural rivers. The estimated values were 
compared with the empirical equation (Eq.8) for transverse dispersion 
coefficient suggested by Deng et al. (2001) and Jeon et al. (2007). The 
non-dimensional transverse dispersion coefficients by Deng et al. (2001) 
overestimated than calculated values, while Jeon et al. (2007) 
underestimated the coefficient. 
 

1.38

* *

1Deng et al. (2001) :  0.145  
3520

TD U W
HU U H

  = +   
  

               (8.a) 

0.46 0.3
0.73

* *Jeon et al. (2007) :  0.03  T
n

D U W S
HU U H

   =    
   

                   (8.b) 

  
Table 2 Summary of estimated transverse dispersion coefficients  

 Moment Method Routing Method 
Case DT(m2/s) DT/HU* DT(m2/s) DT/HU* 

1 0.0213 1.003 0.0645 3.050 
2 0.0363 1.752 0.0262 1.278 

 

 Deng et al. Jeon et al. 
Case DT(m2/s) DT/HU* DT(m2/s) DT/HU* 

1 0.0478 2.259 0.0095 0.450 
2 0.0413 2.024 0.0089 0.436 

 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
The EC tracing study was conducted in the Nakdong River at the 
downstream reach of confluence of the Keumho River and Jincheon 
Creek. The results of EC measurements showed that, at the first 
downstream section after two tributaries merged at the left side, the peak 
concentration was found at the left side leading to the steep concentration 
gradient to the right side of the river. At further downstream sections, the 
gradient of the EC concentration was gradually reduced due to transverse 

mixing. The transverse dispersion coefficient was calculated using the 
stream-tube moment method and routing method. The dimensionless 
transverse dispersion coefficient had a range of 1.003 ~ 3.050, which 
were close to the values suggested by Rutherford (1994) for sharply 
curved channels. From the results of this study, tracer test using EC as a 
natural tracer can be suggested as a viable solution for collecting data in 
natural stream to analyze the characteristics of transverse mixing of 
soluble pollutants. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
A water supply system with multiple water purification stations 
supplying tap water to different clients in the district has to satisfy 
water pressure requirements as the rule of thumb. Water allocation 
combined with pipeline network hydraulic analysis has not been 
applied to obtain the minimum total operating costs of all water 
purification stations. In this study, we developed a heuristic approach to 
gradually adjust water yield of each water purification station, network 
hydraulic analysis is executed to check the  pressure requirements after 
each adjustment. Under the conditions satisfying to pressure 
requirements, this approach gradually and effectively adjusts water 
yields of all water purification stations until overall operating costs 
cannot be further reduced. Additionally, we adopted a brute-force 
search method to verify the above results. Under limited water source 
of every purification station, this method developed all feasible water 
yield combinations of purification stations in which the total water 
supply is equal to the total demands. The pipe network hydraulic 
analysis is performed for every yield combination to check whether the 
hydraulic head of each node is satisfied. Further, head required at the 
purification station need to be lower than the elevation of each station 
to ensure the water supply via gravity only. If the heads of all nodes are 
satisfied, then the operation cost of this combination is compared with 
the minimum cost of previous combination, and the smaller cost 
combination is reserved for further screening of minimum cost 
combination. Subsequently, this method screens out the minimum cost 
water yield combination of all purification stations. Finally, we found 
that both the heuristic approach and the brute-force search method both 
obtained same minimum operating cost, but the heuristic approach 
significantly reduces the computation burden. 
 
KEY WORDS:  heuristic method; minimum cost; operation strategy 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Owing to different methods of water extraction, the raw water coming 
from a tap can be divided into three categories: surface water, 
groundwater, and hyporheic water. Raw groundwater has the best water 
quality and the cost of dosing in subsequent water purification procedures 
is the lowest, but sites for groundwater extraction are mostly located in 
low-lying places, so its power cost is the highest. Raw surface water has 
the worst water quality and it is vulnerable to increasing rainfall-induced 
turbidity and to man-made pollution with poor stability. The cost of 
subsequent dosing is the highest. Meanwhile, the relevant characteristics 
of hyporheic water lie somewhere in between these two. 

 
After the raw water is extracted, a water purification plant needs to 
decide the subsequent dosing treatment procedure according to the 
water quality characteristics of the raw water and to drinking water 
quality standards. Finally, depending on the elevation of the water 
purification plant’s location, the clean water will be sent to the water 
supply area by gravity or dynamic compression. As described above, 
the operating costs of a tap water supply system include the raw water 
charges, power costs, chemical costs, personnel costs, depreciation 
charges, mechanical equipment maintenance costs, interest, etc. Of 
these, the raw water charges, power costs, and chemical costs will have 
different operating costs owing to different water source positions, 
elevation, water yields volume, and water quality situations. 
 
In a water supply system with multiple water purification plants, to 
meet the water pressure needs of different clients within the water 
supply area, it is necessary to distribute the water outputs of each water 
purification plant appropriately. However, different operators do not 
have the same distribution methods because of different preferences. In 
order to improve operational performance, this study explores the 
operating strategies for water purification plants for minimum water 
source cost in a tap water supply system, under different water source 
restrictions and minimum pressure requirements at the water-use side. 
 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
Among the optimization studies related to distribution network systems, 
linear programming, dynamic programming, neural networks, genetic 
algorithms, and other methods are often applied to determine the the 
optimal design for the network, such as in the study of Bi and Dandy 
(2014). However, few have discussed the best operation for a network 
system. The research outcomes of relevant scholars are as follows. 
 
Bagirov et al. (2013) took the energy consumptions of pumps in a water 
distribution network system as an objective function, developed a set of 
algorithms based on a combination of the grid search method and the 
Hooke–Jeeves pattern search method, and used EPANET software to 
conduct network hydraulic analysis to determine the optimal operating 
time for the pumps. Kurek and Ostfeld (2014) took the energy 
consumptions of pumps and the water quality in a water distribution 
network system as objective functions, and used EPANET to conduct 
network hydraulic analysis, using multi-objective genetic algorithms to 
determine the optimal operation modes for pumps and dosing. 
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Kuo (2006) adopted the water supply operation of the Tainan area of 
Taiwan. as a case study. Its water sources are extracted mainly from 
Zengwen Reservoir and Nanhua reservoir. Considering that both 
reservoirs supply the tap water of the Chiayi and Kaohsiung areas, Kuo 
drafted eight different types of water extraction strategies. Through 
simulations of water dispatching (supply), Kuo explored timings for 
more economical water storage and water overuse during wet, normal, 
and dry hydrological years to increase the operating performance. Chen 
(2009) adopted the water supply operation of the Hsinchu area as a case 
study, applied linear programming, and used LINGO software to 
analyze the raw water, purified water, and water supply costs of major 
water purification plants, in order to explore the optimal water 
allocation for water supply costs. 
 
RESEARCH METHODS 
 
To develop operating strategies for minimizing water source cost in a 
tap water system, the analysis methods include distributing and 
adjusting the water outputs of water purification plants, as well as 
performing network hydraulic analysis to examine and verify the water 
pressures at the water-use sides. Under the assumption that the water-
source sides supply water only through gravity, this study adopted the 
EPANET software to conduct network hydraulic calculations. It also 
developed a heuristic method and used an exhaustive method to adjust 
the water outputs of the water purification plants in order to find an 
operating strategy for minimal water cost. 
 
Heuristic Method 
 
First, under the conditions of the maximum available volume of water 
supply and a gravity-fed water supply at the water source, performing 
the network hydraulic calculation yields the initial volume of water 
output for each water purification plant. Then, based on the cost level 
of the unit water output, the aim is to reduce the volume of water output 
starting from the water purification plant with the highest cost. Under 
the condition that the total water supply volume equals the total water 
volume required, the water volume that is reduced from the water 
purification plant with the highest cost must be complemented by the 
increased volume of water output from the other water purification 
plants with lower costs. However, it is necessary to examine and verify 
that the volumes of water output from each water purification plant are 
not greater than the maximum available volume of water output, and 
the water pressure at the demand side needs to meet the minimum 
acceptable water pressure. If these two conditions are both met, then we 
continue to reduce the volume of water output until we find the 
minimum volume of water output when the water purification plant 
with the highest cost is in line with the two conditions mentioned above. 
This type of water-volume adjustment method can effectively reduce 
the cost of a water source. Subsequently, it is used again to reduce the 
volume of water output from the water purification plant with the 
second-highest cost for a water source, based on the aforementioned 
process. Deduction through this process can continue to reduce the total 
cost of the water source. Therefore, the alternative water output method 
based on reducing the cost can determine an operating strategy with 
minimal total cost. The detailed process is shown in Fig. 1. 
 

 
Fig. 1 Flowchart of the heuristic method 
 
Exhaustive Method 
 
In this study, we also employed an exhaustive method to search the range 
of configurations of water sources with minimum cost. This method first 
takes the volume increment of water output from each water purification 
plant as 10 cubic meters per day (CMD) and then sorts and combines all 
water source volumes of each water purification plant in the system from 
0 to the maximum volume of water output. The combinations of water 
source volumes that are in line with the total water use volume at the 
demand side are retained, and then network hydraulic calculations are 
conducted on every combination to obtain the hydraulic head of each 
node and the required hydraulic pressure head at the water-source end. 
The aim is to examine and verify that the hydraulic head of each demand 
side is greater than the minimum required pressure and that the required 
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hydraulic head at the water-source end is lower than the elevation of the 
water purification plant. The aim is then to filter out the water source 
combinations that can supply water merely through gravity. Finally, the 
aim is to compare and determine the combination of water source 
volumes with the minimum cost, which is the optimal solution. The 
detailed process is shown in Fig. 2.  
 

 
Fig. 2 Flowchart of the exhaustive method 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF CASE STUDY 
ANALYSIS 
 
The case study for analysis is defined to be a network system with 
multiple sources of water supply. There are a total of four water sources 
and twelve demand nodes. The required water volume for each node is 
300 CMD, all the elevations are 0, all the pipeline diameters of L1–

L17 are 100 mm and all the pipeline diameters of L18–L21 are 200 
mm. The system configuration map is shown in Figure 3, the pipeline 
lengths are shown within the map with units of meters and V22–V25 
are the flow control valves used to distribute volumes of water output 
from each water purification plant. For the maximum available volume 
of water output, terrain elevations, and unit costs of water output of 
each water purification plant, please refer to Table 1. 
 

Table 1 Maximum volume of water output and unit cost of water output 
for each water purification plant 

Node no. of the water 
purification plant 

Maximum water output 
(CMD) 

Elevation 
(m) 

Unit cost 
(NT$) 

R13 1,800 30 1.2 
R14 1,200 20 1.5 
R16 500 15 2.0 
R15 1,200 20 1.0 

 

 
Fig. 3 System layout 
 
When conducting network hydraulic analysis, we adopted the Hazen-
Williams equation (in SI units) for the calculation of hydraulic head 
loss. All the C values for each pipeline are 100. The equation is shown 
as: 
 
ℎ𝐿𝐿 = 10.666 ∗ 𝐿𝐿 ∗ 𝑄𝑄1.85 ∗ 𝐶𝐶−1.85 ∗ 𝐷𝐷−4.87                                (1) 
 
where hL is the head loss (m), L is pipeline length (m), Q is the flow 
(CMS), C is the roughness coefficient and D is the pipeline diameter (m). 
 
Assuming that the system has no leakage loss and has a gravity-fed 
water supply, the volume of water output from each water purification 
plant cannot be greater than the maximum available volume of water 
output and the hydraulic head of the demand node must be at least 10 
meters. The results of analysis using the heuristic method and 
exhaustive method are shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5, respectively. 
The node numbers are the hydraulic head heights and the line numbers 
are the flows. The results of analysis for both cases are listed in Table 2. 
 
Table 2 Comparisons of the water output costs of each water 
purification plant 

Node no. of 
the water 

purification 
plant 

Maximum 
water 
output 
(CMD) 

Unit cost 
(NT$/CMD) 

Water output 
by heuristic  

method 
(CMD) 

Water output by 
exhaustive 

method 
(CMD) 

R13 1,800 1.2 1539 1540 
R14 1,200 1.5 1023 1020 
R16 500 2 57 60 
R15 1,200 1 981 980 

  Cost 
Subtotal 

4476.3 
NT$ 

4478 
NT$ 
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Fig. 4 Map of the hydraulic network analyzed using the heuristic 
method. 
 

 
Fig. 5 Map of the hydraulic network analyzed using the exhaustive 
method. 
 
As shown in Table 2, the minimum water source cost and the water 
output of each water purification plant obtained using the heuristic 
method and the exhaustive method are found to be almost the same. For 
this case study, the heuristic method can be used sequentially to fine-
tune the water output of the water purification plant with the highest 
water source cost to 1 CMD, whereas the exhaustive method takes 10 
CMD as the smallest unit for a thorough search to find all 
configurations that are in line with the restrictive conditions and then 
select the configuration with the lowest cost. If the heuristic method 
and the exhaustive method are required to have identical accuracy, then 
calculations will take a very long time, or will be impossible under the 
restriction of a lack of sufficient computing equipment. From the 
results of the exhaustive analysis, node N9 with minimum pressure had 
9.98 meters of hydraulic head height. The difference from the case with 
10 meters under restrictive conditions is minimal. 
 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
The minimal cost of water resources in the system obtained using the 
heuristic method proposed in this study produced almost the same 
results as that using the exhaustive method, which validates the 
heuristic method. The heuristic method can significantly reduce the 
number of calculations compared to the exhaustive method. Hence, 
applying the heuristic method to the system in this case study can allow 
the water volume of the source to be adjusted very efficiently, yielding 
an operating strategy for the minimum total cost of a water source. 
 
The case study for analysis assumed that the system has four water 
sources each with different unit costs of water output. If there are more 
water resources in the network system, and the unit costs of water 
output of some of the water source units are similar or even identical, 
then the analysis results of using the heuristic method to adjust the 
water volume in accordance with the cost level may produce multiple 
sets of water source distribution methods. Therefore, it is recommended 
to consider other case studies of different scenarios for in-depth 
analysis. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Global climate change has resulted in frequent and severe droughts, 
prompting many countries to develop corresponding adaptation 
technologies. In Taiwan, since there is uneven space-time distribution 
of rainfall, global climate change causing severe drought has raised 
more stringent challenges in irrigation water management. Therefore, 
the government officials and research institutions have worked together 
to develop new adaptation technologies to increase the abilities to adapt 
frequent drought events. 
 
Because Yunlin and Changhua County belongs to the most serious 
water-shortage area in Taiwan, Council of Agriculture (COA) promote 
8-year project to alleviate the problem of groundwater overdraft as well 
as water shortage condition within project zone as the demonstration 
area. Adaptation technologies includes renewal of irrigation canals, 
promotion of upland farming, development of high efficiency irrigation 
system, etc. Besides the evaluation results of water-saving quantities by 
official reports, the study utilizes the method developed by ICID to 
calculate irrigation efficiency, composed by conveyance efficiency, 
distribution efficiency and on-farm irrigation efficiency. The economic 
value of crop after irrigation is also evaluated each year by economic 
value of unit water volume. The results show the irrigation efficiencies 
of upland fields are higher than paddy fields. In addition to the 
production function, paddy fields are also beneficial for ecological and 
social aspects. In all, it is suggested to promote water-saving measures 
in long term to increase irrigation efficiency during drought period and 
reduce groundwater pumpage in all water-shortage zones in Taiwan. 
 
KEY WORDS: Climate change, Irrigation efficiencies, Adaptation 
technologies  
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ABSTRACT 
 
We optimized two-dimensional flood simulation model by using 
Streaming SIMD Extension (SSE/SSE2) and Parallel Patterns Library 
which enables concurrent processing, and made our program 2 to 4 
times faster than normal implementation on a Personal Computer (PC) 
with a multi-core Central Processing Unit (CPU). Because SSE and 
concurrent processing is supported by almost all PCs, proposed method 
is applicable to wide variety of PCs (laptop, desktop, workstation, etc.).  
 
KEY WORDS: 2D flood model; shallow water equations; Streaming 
SIMD Extensions (SSE); concurrent processing; dynamic domain 
defining method (Dynamic DDM), urban flood resilience; DioVISTA 
Flood. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Two-dimensional (2D) flood model is an important tool in flood risk 
management. The model outputs time series of flood depth distribution, 
which is essential information for flood hazard mapping, flood warning, 
emergency response, flood insurance programs, and so on. A variety of 
software packages with the 2D flood modelling solvers are available on 
the market (Néelz and Pender, 2013).  
 
The accuracy of the flood modeling is drastically improved by using 
high-resolution digital elevation model (DEM). High-resolution DEM 
is already available in many areas. For example, Japanese major cities 
have been covered by Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR)-based 
DEM with 5-m spatial resolution.  
 
In order to use the high-resolution DEM, it is necessary to use a finer 
grid in the flood modeling. A finer gird makes computational burden 
heavier. For example, if we reduce the grid size to half, the number of 
the grid is quadrupled. The model solver might require reducing its 
time step length (dt) to half, which makes the number of calculation 
steps double. As a result, computational burden becomes 8 times in this 
case. A real situation is sometimes more serious. We sometimes want 
to reduce the grid size from 50 m (typical conventional DEM resolution) 
to 5 m (typical LiDAR-base DEM resolution), then computational 
burden might become 1000 times. 
 
Demand for rapid calculation methods is strong. Recent promising 
approach is general-purpose computing on graphic processing units 
(GPGPU). For example, Kalyanapu et al. (2011) implemented their 
flood model in CUDA, and calculation time was drastically reduced 

(1/88 to 1/80, compared to normal implementation in their test cases). 
Several software packages also provide GPGPU version of flood model 
solvers (Néelz and Pender, 2013).  
 
Although utilizing GPGPU technology is a reasonable approach, 
conventional personal computers (PCs), which are not suitable for 
GPGPU, are still widely used in many organizations such as 
engineering consulting firms, governmental agencies, and universities. 
In this paper, we propose optimization methods without GPGPU. Our 
objective is to develop a rapid flood model solver, which works on 
conventional PCs. 
 
PROPOSED METHODS 
 
Governing Equations 
 
2D shallow water equations are used. The equations are as follows: 
 
𝜕𝜕ℎ
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕 +

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕ℎ
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕 +

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕ℎ
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕 = 0 (1) 
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𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕 +

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕2ℎ 
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕 +

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕ℎ 
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕 = −𝑔𝑔ℎ

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕 −

𝑔𝑔𝑛𝑛2𝜕𝜕√𝜕𝜕2 + 𝜕𝜕2

ℎ1 3⁄  (2) 

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕ℎ
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕 +

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕ℎ 
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕 +

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕2ℎ 
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𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕 −

𝑔𝑔𝑛𝑛2𝜕𝜕√𝜕𝜕2 + 𝜕𝜕2

ℎ1 3⁄  (3) 

 
where, ℎ is the water depth, 𝜕𝜕 is the water surface elevation, 𝜕𝜕 is 
the velocity in the 𝜕𝜕-direction, 𝜕𝜕 is the velocity in the 𝜕𝜕-direction, 𝜕𝜕 
is the time, 𝑔𝑔  is the acceleration due to gravity, and 𝑛𝑛  is the 
Manning’s roughness coefficient.  

 

Fig. 1 Variable position in a staggered cell (ℎ: depth, 𝜕𝜕: velocity in the 
x-direction, 𝜕𝜕: velocity in the y-direction, variable positions of i-th cell 
are shaded) 
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Rectangle cell is used for spatial discretization. Variables are allocated 
as a staggered grid (Fig. 1). A first-order upwind finite difference 
numerical scheme is used. Both the continuity and momentum 
equations are solved explicitly. The time step length (dt) is 
automatically determined to meet the Courant-Friedrich-Lewy (CFL) 
stability condition. 
 
Dynamic DDM 
 
We use dynamic domain defining method (Dynamic DDM, Yamaguchi 
et al., 2007). The Dynamic DDM automatically expands or shrinks the 
calculation area during the simulation. 
 
In conventional 2D flood model solver, we need to define calculation 
domain in advance to the calculation (Fig. 2a). The calculation domain 
must include the whole flood area (wet cells) and should exclude 
non-flood area (dry cells). Since flood area and non-flood area are not 
known until the calculation is finished, the user defines the domain by 
trial and error. 
 
In the Dynamic DDM, the calculation domain is automatically defined 
to include all wet cells and to exclude dry cells during the simulation. 
The modeling engine divides the entire space into subdomains. In Fig. 
2b, subdomain consists of 4x4 cells. The modeling engine detects wet 
cells (Fig. 2b1), and loads the subdomains in which those cells are 
included (Fig. 2b2). Data in the subdomain is fetched from our spatial 
database. The equations are solved only at the loaded subdomains. 
Neighboring subdomains are automatically loaded when the water 
reaches the current domain boundary (Fig. 2b3). A subdomain will be 
unloaded when all the cells in the subdomain become dry. Thus, the 
Dynamic DDM keeps nearly optimal calculation domain during the 
simulation. 
 
The efficiency of the Dynamic DDM depends on the number of cells in 
a subdomain. Usage of smaller subdomain results in a better 
optimization of the calculation domain but more frequent access to GIS 
is required. Yamaguchi & Iwamura (2007) compared the calculation 
time of flood simulation with 50 x 50 m cell for three size of 
subdomain (16 x 16, 32 x 32, and 64 x 64 cells). They concluded that 
when flood area is 1 – 100 km2 (400-40,000 cells), 32 x 32-cell 
subdomain is most efficient. Therefore, we use the Dynamic DDM with 
32 x 32-cell subdomain (Fig. 3). The ghost cells (copy of cells in 
neighboring subdomain) are also shown as shaded cells. 
 
Implementation Using SSE and PPL 
 
We implemented the model using C++ in Microsoft Visual Studio 2015, 
especially its intrinsic functions of Streaming SIMD Extensions (SSE 
and SSE2) and Parallel Patterns Library (PPL). 
 
The SSE and SSE2 were introduced in Intel Pentium III in 1999, and in 
Intel Pentium 4 in 2001, respectively. Now almost all Windows PCs 
support those instruction sets. Thus, we can take advantage of SSE and 
SSE2 even on conventional PCs. SSE introduces a 128-bit width data 
type __m128 which can contain four 32-bit floating point (float) 
values. Though a normal arithmetic instruction processes single float 
values at a time, a SSE arithmetic instruction processes single __m128 
value at a time. Normal and SSE sample code are shown in Table 1 and 
Table 2, respectively. We made SSE wrapper class (float4) by used 
C++ operator overloading, and the SSE code is similar to normal code. 
This facilitates code implementation and maintenance. Note that some 

heavy arithmetic instructions such as square root (_mm_sqrt_ps) are 
not used. Those instructions are replaced with as normal functions 
(such as sqrt) and conducted only if the cell is wet. Thus the rate of 
wet/dry cells in a subdomain affects the calculation time. 
 

 
Fig. 2 Workflows of inundation models with (a) conventional method 
and (b) our Dynamic Domain Defining Method (Dynamic DDM) 
 

 
Fig. 3 Subdomain containing 32 x 32*cell 
 
Table 1 Sample C++ code (normal version) 
float var0[4] = { 0, 1, 2, 3 }; 
float var1[4] = { 4, 5, 6, 7 }; 
float var2[4]; 
for (int k = 0; k < 4; k++) { 
    var2[k] = var0[k] + var1[k];  
} 
 
Table 2 Sample C++ code (SSE version) 
#include <emmintrin.h> 
__declspec(align(16)) float var0[4] = { 0, 1, 2, 3 };  
__declspec(align(16)) float var1[4] = { 4, 5, 6, 7 }; 
__declspec(align(16)) float var2[4]; 
__m128 xmm0 = _mm_load_ps(var0); 
__m128 xmm1 = _mm_load_ps(var1); 
__m128 xmm2 = _mm_add_ps(xmm0, xmm1); 
_mm_store_ps(var2, xmm2); 
 

River          Overflow point        wet cell       dry cell  domain boundary

(1) t = 0 (2) t = 1 (3) t = 2

(1) t = 0 (2) t = 1 (3) t = 2
(a) Conventional method

(b) Dynamic DDM

isize

jsize

__m128

Ghost cell

128 bit
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Because each subdomain is independent to other subdomains, we can 
concurrently process all subdomains. Unlike OpenMP, the PPL 
provides a dynamic scheduler that adapts to available resources and 
adjusts the degree of parallelism as workloads change. The PPL creates 
threads, and a work task (solving the equations in a subdomain) is 
assigned to a thread. The PPL dynamically moves work tasks which 
have not yet started to other threads which run out of work tasks. Thus 
all work tasks finish in the least overall time. 
 
CASE STUDY 
 
System Integration 
 
We integrated the model into our flood modeling software (DioVISTA 
Flood), which is composed of (a) four-dimensional geographic 
information system (GIS), (b) spatial database containing worldwide 
maps, satellite image, digital elevation data, land-use data, and online 
maps available through the internet, and (c) modeling engine which 
provides a distributed runoff model, a one-dimensional river model, an 
empirical levee failure model, and the two-dimensional flood model. 
Yamaguchi et al. (2012) illustrates the system in detail. 
 
Experiment Setting 
 
Calculation time of the model was measured by three kinds of PCs 
(laptop, desktop, and workstation). Each PC has different number of 
CPU cores (2, 4, and 6). Because of Hyper-Threading each core has 
two virtual cores. The laptop PC is lightweight (1.03 kg) and thin (13.2 
to17.9 mm), and highly portable. As shown in Table 3, it has no 
graphic card suitable for GPGPU. The desktop PC with mini tower 
computer case is newest one in the three PCs (its manufacturing year is 
2016, see Table 4). The workstation is in middle tower computer case 
(Table 4).  
 
We used the flood event in Fukui flood disaster (2004, Japan). In this 
event, a 54-m length section of levee was breached on July 18, and 2.3 
km2 area was flooded. We already have validated our model 
(Yamaguchi & Iwamura, 2007). The comparison between the 
simulation result and the site investigation conducted by Yamamoto 
(2007) is shown in Fig. 4.  
 
RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
We simulated the flood event for 10 hours in 10-m grid. The number of 
cells and the time step length were automatically adjusted. The results 
were saved as a binary formatted file. We saved the result in every 10 
minutes, so 600 time-slices were saved. The file size was 45.3 MB. 
 
Speedup by using SSE is shown in Fig. 5. The speedup effect is x1.45 
to x1.63, and it is almost independent on the PC specs. Speedup by PPL 
is shown in Fig. 6. The more CPU cores we use, the higher the speedup 
effect becomes. Multiplying speedup by SSE and speedup by PPL, and 
you get a close value shown in Fig. 7. This suggests that the effect of 
SSE is almost independent on the effect of PPL. The calculation time 
(Fig. 8) indicates that the flood event of 2.3 km2 flood extent in 10-m 
grid in 10 hours were simulated in 385 /179 seconds on the laptop, 262 
/65 seconds on the desktop, and 406 /93 seconds on the workstation by 
normal /optimized versions of the solver, respectively.  
 
 
 

Our method is similar to Castro et al (2008). They divided the 
calculation domain into multiple subdomains using domain 
decomposition method (DDM). Arithmetic operations in a subdomain 
were implemented by SSE. Solving multiple subdomains is parallelized 
by using Message Passing Interface (MPI). Major differences between 
our method and theirs are dividing method of the calculation domain 
and parallelization with/without load balancing. They used DDM, and 
we used Dynamic DDM. Dynamic DDM dynamically changes the 
number of subdomains. In addition, as we mentioned above, the rate of 
wet/dry cells in a subdomain also affects the calculation time of 
subdomain in our method. So the load balancing mechanism provided 
by PPL is important for our implementation.  
 

 
Fig. 4 Comparison between the simulation result with 10-m grid size 
and the site investigation conducted by Yamamoto (2007). 
 
Table 3 Spec of laptop computer (PC1) 
CPU Core 2 
CPU Intel® Core™ i7-5500U CPU @ 2.40GHz 
Memory 8.0 GB 
GPU Intel HD Graphics 5500 
OS Windows 8.1 Pro Update, 64-bit  
Storage SSD 256 GB x 1, PCI Express x 4 
Computer Model VAIO Pro 13 mk2 
Manufacturing year 2015 
 
Table 4 Spec of desktop computer (PC2) 
CPU Core 4 
CPU Intel® Core™ i7-6700 CPU @ 3.4GHz 
Memory 16.0 GB 
GPU NVIDIA GeForce GTX 960 
OS Windows 7 Professional, 64-bit (Service Pack 1) 
Storage Seagate Desktop HDD ST500DM0 
Computer Model EPSON Endeavor MR7400 
Manufacturing year 2016 
 
Table 5 Spec of workstation (PC3) 
CPU Core 6 
CPU Intel® Core™ i7 CPU X 990 @ 3.47GHz 
Memory 12.0 GB 
GPU NVIDIA GeForce GTX 570 
OS Windows 10 Pro, 64-bit  
Storage Hitachi HDS721010CLA332 
Computer Model Mouse Computer MDV-AGG9230X 
Manufacturing year 2011 
 

Site investigation 
Simulation  

0 1 km 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
1. We proposed an optimization method of two dimensional flood 

model using Streaming SIMD Extensions (SSE/SSE2) and 
concurrent processing. We implemented the model using 
programing language Microsoft Visual C++, especially its 
intrinsic functions of SSE and Parallel Patterns Library (PPL). 
The normal code and optimized code are almost identical by 
using of C++ operator overloading. This facilitates code 
implementation and maintenance. 

2. We evaluated the optimized effect on three personal computers; 
laptop PC, desktop PC, and workstation. The normal /optimized 
versions simulated the 10-hours event in 385 /179 seconds on the 
laptop, 262 /65 seconds on the desktop, and 406 /93 seconds on 
the workstation. Speedup effects are x2.16 on the laptop, x4.04 
on the desktop, and x4.39 on the workstation. We conclude that 
optimization with SSE and concurrent processing is effective in 
speeding up the solver on variety of PCs. 
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Fig. 5 Optimized effect by using Streaming SIMD Extensions (SSE). 
 

  
Fig. 6 Optimized effect by using Parallel Patterns Library (PPL). 
 

  
Fig. 7 Optimized effect by using SSE and PPL. 
 

  
Fig. 8 Calculation time comparison of normal implementation with 
optimized implementation by using SSE and PPL. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
This paper presents the development of 3Di flood model in Ayutthaya 
City Island. This area is the confluence of Chao Phraya River, Lopburi 
River and Pasak River caused frequent flooding. The sub-grid and quad 
tree techniques in 3Di model are capable of using high resolution 
LIDAR based elevation data as input to the flood model. 3Di is an 
innovative new model system for making high speed hydraulic 
computations to support decision making in water management. It can 
immediately show decision makers, including non-water specialists, the 
impact of their ideas in various scenarios. 
 
KEY WORDS:  3Di; flood; Ayutthaya; flood management. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Ayutthaya Province as a part of lower Chao Phraya River Basin suffers 
from frequent flooding throughout the history. The flood in 2011 
emphasized this with 5 tropical storms hit Thailand causing a 
widespread flooding more than half of a country especially in the Chao 
Phraya River Basin. With its importance as one of the UNESCO world 
heritage site registered since 1991 and country’s major industrial 
estates, Ayutthaya suffered from serious damages with almost all area 
were under water for months. In response to this crisis there is a need 
for a fast flood model that can support decision making and at the same 
time enhance the understanding and communication among various 
parties who involve in the flood management. A 3Di model is a fast 2D 
hydrodynamic model that can provide a 3D interactive web portal and 
realistic 3D-animations of flooding. Higher resolutions of digital 
elevation maps could be enhanced with the sub-grid technique that 
allows a faster computation. Different scenarios can be easily compared 
and analyzed with a possible decent time. The 3Di model has been 
designed to operate on cloud. This allows an easy access to the flood 
model and its applications via smart phone or tablet with internet 
connection. Flood management becomes more manageable and 
effective.  

STUDY AREA 
 
Ayutthaya Province is located on an island in the lower Chao Phraya 
River Basin. The focus of this study is on the Historical City of 
Ayutthaya or so called Ayutthaya City Island. This 8 sq. km. study area 
is surrounded by three rivers, Chao Phraya, Pasak and Lopburi Rivers 
connecting the city to the sea (Fig 1). Ayutthaya Historical Park was 
internationally inscribed as a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1991. In 
Ayutthaya City Island there are three major canals which are Thor 
canal, Maha Chai canal and Makham Rieng canal. The elevation of 
Ayutthaya City Isand is in general rather low with an average height of 
about 3 – 4 m.MSL. Due to this low lying area Ayutthaya has 
experienced frequent flooding throughout the history. 
 

Fig. 1 Ayutthaya City Island 
 
Meteorological Condition 
 
Ayutthaya province has an annual rainfall of about 1,097 mm. 
Maximum rainfall occurs in September and is equal to 256.2 mm. 
Minimum rainfall occurs in January and is equal to 5 mm.  The avg. 
maximum and minimum temperatures are 40.1oC and 35.6oC occur in 
May and in October respectively. 
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RECENT INUNDATION EVENTS 
 
The Chao Phraya River Basin frequently faces flood inundation events 
(pluvial and/or fluvial). There was an extreme flooding event in the fall 
of 2011. This is the worst flooding event which Thailand has 
experienced in decades. The capacity of the Chao Phraya River at 
Ayutthaya is about 1,500 m3/s but the total inflow on 4th  October 2011 
was about 3,300 m3/s. Fig 2 shows a true-color satellite image showing 
flooding in Ayutthaya (right), compared to the situation before the 
flooding (left). 
 

 
Fig. 2 True-colour satellite image showing flooding in Ayutthaya and 
Pathum Thani Provinces in Central Thailand (right), compared to 
before the flooding (left). 
 
The flood event of 2011 has been worsened by a number of failures of 
dykes and structures in the Lower Chao Phraya basin and the flood 
defense systems of industrial estates around Bangkok. Several large 
breaches occurred in the canal dykes in the Lower Chao Phraya River 
Basin mainly due to overflow and consequent erosion of the dyke body 
that consisted of clay. Most breaches occurred at weak spots in the 
system at lower parts of the dyke, near connections with structures and 
at obstructions (Jonkman et al., 2012). The Ayutthaya City Island 
flooded because the Uthong dike breached on 7th October 2011 leading 
to significant flooding (Vojinovic et al., 2014). The Wat Chai 
Wattanaram temple, located at the river bank is protected by movable 
flap gates on the river site and masonry walls on the other sites of the 
area. Flooding occurred at the southern corner at the connection of the 
movable gates and the wall, illustrating the vulnerability of such 
connections (Jonkman et al., 2012). Ayutthaya City Island is located on 
the flood prone area with the flood frequency repeats every 1 – 3 times 
in every 10 years. (Fig 3) 
 

 
Fig. 3 Flood Frequency 

DEVELOPMENT OF 3Di MODEL 
 
3Di Model 
 
3Di is a flood model developed in the Netherlands by the 3Di 
consortium consisting of Deltares, the Delft University of Technology, 
Nelen & Schuurmans consultancy and regional water authorities. 3Di 
combines four methods in its solver: the sub-grid method (Casulli, 
2009), bottom friction based on the concepts of roughness depth 
(Stelling, 2012), the finite-volume staggered grid method (Stelling et al, 
2003) and quad tree techniques (Wang et al, 2004). 3Di uses Cartesian 
grids with the square grid. 
 
Sub-grid: The sub-grid technique is based on two grids with different 
resolution. Bottom values are given in DEM or a find grid. For the 
computation of water level and velocities the grid cell are clustered into 
larger cell show in Fig 4, ζl,m,n is the water level above the reference 
plane,  ℮i,j is the bottom elevation above the reference plane and Ωl,m,n 
is the hierarchical quad tree ordering. 3Di uses the relation between 
water level and volume for the large cell. Therefore detailed 
information aggregated and used when solving the 2D shallow water 
equations. The sub-grid technique cans faster analysis. 
 

 
 

Fig. 4 Example of sub-grid 
 
Quad tree: 3Di is the use of quad tree. The cell size is small on 
locations where large detail is required. Local grid refinements are 
made by recursively splitting cells in 4 quadrants. In 3Di, the minimum 
and maximum cell size to be used in the computations must be 
specified. 3Di can generate a quad tree grid as shown in Fig 5. 
 

 
Fig. 5 Example of quad trees 
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Digital Elevation Model: DEM 
 
For the Ayutthaya City Island and surrounding area, a LIDAR DEM 
with resolution of 2x2 meter is used (Fig 6).  
 

 
Fig. 6 Lidar data resolution 2 x 2 m. 
 
Model Boundaries 
 
The existing Chao Phraya River model used in the forecasting system 
developed at Hydro and Agro Informatics Institute (HAII) in 2012 
(Sisomphon, 2013) has been used as a baseline model providing 2D 
input for the 3Di. Although the study is mainly focused on Ayutthaya 
City Island but to simulate the 2011’s flood correctly the model 
boundary has to be carefully defined as the inundation occurred in a 
large extent. Fig 7 shows selected a model boundary. 

 
Loburi River Pasak River

Extract to 3Di

Chaopraya River Flood
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Fig. 7 Boundary area 
 
3Di model was developed to simulate the discharge and water level in 
the 1D river network, 2D flow model of the inundation areas and 
coupling 1D2D for simulating natural river channels with floodplains. 
In this study, the existing Chao Phraya River Basin model was used to 
generate the 2D lateral flow input for the 3Di model. The discharges 
from Chao Phraya River, Pasak River and Lopburi River were added. 
For downstream use 1D rating cure boundary and 2D downstream 
discharge boundary. 

 
Fig. 8 Example of 3Di model in Ayutthaya City Island 
 
Model Validation 
 
3Di model was setup and simulated the flood in 2011. The results were 
validated with the observations. Fig. 9 shows the comparison results 
between observed and computed discharges at C.35 station in Chao 
Phraya River and S.5 in Pasak River. It can be seen that there is good 
agreement between the observations and the computed discharges. 
Although the model tends to over compute the observed discharge 
which might due to unclear water management data. In overall picture 
the model is able to illustrate the flood propagation and its extent 
satisfactorily. Fig. 10 shows the comparison between the 2D simulated 
inundation area with the satellite image.  
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Fig. 9 Comparison of 3Di model at C.35 Chaopraya river (left) and S.5 
Pasak river (right).  
 

  
Fig. 10 Comparison of the flood area from 3Di modeling (right) 
between satellite image (left). 
 
The computed flood levels were also compared with the observed flood 
marks. It is found that the computed flood levels are in good agreement 
with the observed flood marks. (Fig. 11). 
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Fig. 11 Comparison between observed flood marks and computed flood 
level 
 
VISUALIZATION 
 
Interactive visualization is one of the key performances of the 3Di 
model. The visualization system helps enable the understanding of the 
event and verify the effectiveness of possible measures in an easy way. 
During the calculation, the user can retrieve information and make 
changes in the model scenarios. As the model is running on cloud it is 
an easy access from everywhere with internet connection. Fig. 12 
shows the interactive view to see the cross-sectional discharge in the 
Ayutthaya City Island.  
 

 
Fig. 12 The 3Di flood simulation in Ayutthaya City Island  
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
With the sub-grid technique developed in 3Di model, high resolution of 
DEM can be effectively use for the flood simulation. This allows more 
accurate coupling between 1D river and 2D overland flows in the 
higher resolution DEM with a faster speed. In this study the 3Di model 
developed for Ayutthaya City Island has shown its performance in 
simulating the flood event in year 2011. The computed flood map 
provides good detail and more realistic of the inundation area.  
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ABSTRACT 
 
A heavy rainfall generated by a stationary front in rainy season attacked 
northern Kyushu, Japan, in July 3-14, 2012. In this paper, picking up 
the Tatsuta Zinnai 4 district, where is most vulnerable one to flood 
disasters in Kumamoto city, we investigated the flood inundation in 
detail by hydraulic model experiments and clarified the main factors 
that affect death or injury to people during floods, which include flow 
velocity, flow depth, and the degree to which people are exposed to the 
flood on evacuation routes. 
 
 
KEY WORDS:  The Shirakawa River; Hydraulic model experiments; 
Flood disasters; Evacuation routes. 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Existing hazard maps, however, do not fully reflect the opinions of the 
residents of flood risk areas. There is much room for improvement, and 
there are even cases where places that have been identified as high 
flood hazard areas are shown on hazard maps as refuges. Furthermore, 
although current hazard maps show flood depth information, they do 
not show flow velocity. Both flow velocity and flood water depth are 
information needed to evaluate the force of fluid working on the human 
body during evacuation. It is therefore necessary to perform highly 
reliable flooding simulation based on flooding analysis and physical 
model experiments. In cases where local residents' concept of risks 
deviates considerably from realities, the government's evacuation 
advisories and evacuation orders cannot be expected to be very 
effective. In such cases, human suffering due to a failure to make the 
correct evacuation decision will be inevitable. In reality, when 
evacuation is necessary because of flood risk, many local residents do 
not obey evacuation advisories or orders. It is meaningful, therefore, to 
identify the factors leading to such behavior in order to improve the 
disaster preparedness of the public. 
 
At 6:41 am on July 12, 2012, the Japan Meteorological Agency issued a 
warning about heavy rains occurring mainly in Kumamoto and Oita 
prefectures, describing them as "heavy rains of an unprecedented 
magnitude that require the local residents to be on full alert." These 
typical end-of-rainy-season downpours inflicted unprecedented damage.  

 

The purpose of this study is to reproduce the flood flows in the Tatsuda 
Jinnai 4-chome area in Kita-ku, Kumamoto, resulting from the July 12, 
2012 flood and the June 26, 1953 flood in hydraulic model experiments, 
analyze channel flow, land-side flood water depth and flood flow 
velocity, evaluate the flood risk level4) of evacuation routes and 
examine the tractive force of the flows in steep channel sections. 
 
EXPERIMENT METHOD AND CONDITIONS 
 
The model used for the purposes of the experiments, which is designed 
to model the entire flooding area in Tatsuda Jinnai 4-chome shown in 
Fig. 1, is a non-distorted 1/100-scale model measuring 450 cm in length 
and 450 cm in width. The sizes of features such as houses and their 
positions relative to other features such as alleys were reproduced 
according to aerial photographs and topographic maps. Each house 
model was fabricated with impermeable materials. The roads in the 

 
Fig. 1. Flooding area and depth measurement positions 
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levee-protected (land-side) area were reproduced precisely at a scale of 
1/100, and special (non-earthwork) levees were reproduced by 
installing thin plates. Houses were assumed to be 5 m high. Ground 
level was determined according to the elevation data obtained through 
airborne laser ranging. The left bank runs along the hillside, so there is 
no overflow from the left bank side. Overflow in excess of the 
discharge capacity, therefore, flows in and out over the right bank. 
 
Similarity requirements were met by adjusting the Froude numbers of 
the model and the real landform so that they became the same. To 
reduce the influence of surface tension, the roads, buildings, etc. in the 
land-side area were wetted with water before starting the experiment. 
 
The roughness coefficient of the bed of the real river channel is 0.034, 
which translates to a roughness coefficient of the bed of the 1/100-scale 
model of 0.016. To achieve the abovementioned roughness coefficient 
in the model channel, silicate sand having a d50 diameter of 5 mm was 
spread on the channel bed to create a surface having the required degree 
of roughness. 
 
Flow velocity was measured by particle image velocimetry (PIV) and 
particle tracking velocimetry (PTV), both of which are widely used 
non-contact measuring methods, and the electromagnetic flow meter 
method, which is a contact-type point measurement method. Water 
level was measured with point gauges. Table 1 shows the flow settings. 
 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
In-channel Water Level and Flood Water Depth 
 
Fig. 2 shows the changes in mid-channel water level in the direction of 
flow at different flow rates, along with the changes in bed elevation in 
the direction of flow. As shown, at all flow rates, water level tends to 
show similar changes in the direction of flow. It can be seen that water 
level shows increases at 18k700, 19k000 and 19k300 at all flow rates. 
Since these locations correspond to bend entrances where phenomena 
similar to dam-induced backwater effects occur, it can be inferred that 
at 19k300, the water level rose because of the bend effect and the 
channel bottleneck effect. 
 
Although the average bed slope in the section between 18k600 and 
19k500 was 1/300, the water surface slope is was 1/377 at the flow rate 
of 1500 m3/s, 1/415 at 2000 m3/s, 1/407 at 2000 m3/s and 1/452 at 3000 
m3/s. Thus, the water surface slope tended to be smaller than the bed 
slope and become smaller as the flow rate increased. 
 
Visualization experiments were conducted. The experimental results 

showed that the flood flow in the levee-protected area in Tatsuda Jinnai 
4-chome tended, though certain variations were observed depending on 
the flow rate, to overtop the special levee in the 19k300–19k500 
channel section from the river channel to the land-side area and return 
to the river channel in the 18k700–18k900 section. Thus, the flood 
showed a stream-type flooding pattern. Fig. 3 shows changes, in the 
direction of flow, in the depth of water overtopping the special levee 
from the river channel to the land-side area and from the land-side area 
back to the river channel. Fig. 3 also shows changes, in the direction of 
flow, in the height of the special levee built on the right-bank side. At 
the flood discharges of 2300 m3/s and 3000 m3/s, the flood water 
flowed into the land-side area from the river channel in two sections, 
namely, 19k000–19k100 and 19k300–19k500, and flowed out back to 
the river channel in two other sections, namely, 18k600–18k950 and 
19k100–19k200. This suggests the reason why the water surface slope 
was small relative to the bed slope and tended to become smaller as the 
flow rate increased as shown in Fig. 2. To be more specific, as the flood 
flow that overtopped the levee from the river channel returns to it in the 
19k100–19k200 and 18k600–18k950 sections, the lower momentum in 

Table 1 Installation discharge 
Q (m3/s) Reason 

1,500 m3/s ・Present flood discharge capacity. 
・Return period: 10 years. 

2,000 m3/s ・Return period: 30 years. 
2,300 m3/s ・Forward planning. 

・Flooding in July 12, 2012. 
・Return period: 150 years. 

3,000 m3/s ・Flooding in June 26, 1953. 
・Return period: 150 years. 
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Fig. 2 Water level change in center of river channel 
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Fig. 3 Over flow depth in floe direction change 
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the land-side area is transported to the river channel so as to increase 
resistance, raise the water level and make the water surface slope 
smaller. 
 
By using the measured values of overflow water depth and overflow 
width obtained through the measurement, the rate of flow from the river 
channel to the land-side area was calculated from the overflow formula. 
The inflow rates thus obtained were about 250 m3/s when the flood 
discharge was 2300 m3/s and about 1300 m3/s when the flood discharge 
was 3000 m3/s. Since the experiments were conducted under constant 
flow rate conditions, this means that water flowed into the land-side 
area at these rates. 
 
Fig. 4 shows the flood water depth distribution in the land-side area 
determined from the flood marks left in the Tatsuda Jinnai 4-chome 
area flooded on July 12, 2012. The flood water depth here was defined 
as the height from the road surface to the level of the water that flooded 
the houses. Land uses in this area used to be agricultural (rice paddies 
and fields), but in May, 1971, the area was designated as an 
urbanization promotion area. In 1973, the Riverside Town Project was 
launched, and rapid urbanization has been underway since then. The 
residential land was mostly raised by 0.5 m to 1.0 m by filling to its 
present level, but the muddy flood water overtopped the special levee to 
turn the land-side area into part of the river. The mud transported from 
the Shira River buried the Tatsuda Jinnai 4-chome area, and two houses 
located near the water impact zone were destroyed by driftwood. Flood 
water depth was 2.3 m to 3.4 m in the low-lying land along the river 
channel between 18k800 and 19100 and reached the maximum value of 
3.4 m at the bend near Rendai Temple's Tatsuda Branch Temple at 
18k800. In the overflow section along the special levee between 
19k300 and 19k500, flood water depth was 2.8 m to 3.3 m and was 

maximized near the park. 
 
Figs. 5 - 7 show the spatial distributions of flood water depths at flood 
discharges of 2000 m3/s, 2300 m3/s and 3000 m3/s obtained through the 
model experiments. As shown, as the flow rate increased, flood water 
depth tended to increase, showing similar distribution tendencies. 
Comparison with Fig. 4 reveals that the flood water depth observed in 
the model experiments tended to be somewhat greater. As shown, the 
maximum value of 3.6 m occurred at a point immediately upstream of 
the park at 19k400, and another peak value of 3.0 m occurred at a point 
immediately upstream of the Rendai Temple's Tatsuda Branch Temple 
in the section between 18k800 and 19k100. At the flood discharge of 
2000 m3/s, a peak value of 3.0 m was shown at a point immediately 
upstream of the part at 19k400, and another peak value of 2.0 m was 
shown in the vicinity of Rendai Temple's Tatsuda Branch Temple at 
18k800. At the flood discharge of 3000 m3/s, a peak value of 4.2 m was 
shown at a point immediately upstream of the part at 19k400, and 
another peak of 3.8 m occurred at a point immediately upstream of 
Rendai Temple's Tatsuda Branch Temple at 18k400. 
 
Flood Flow Velocity in the Land-side Area 
 
Figs 8 - 9 show the spatial distributions of the surface velocity vectors 
of the flood water flow in the land-side area at the flood discharges of 
2300 m3/s and 3000 m3/s, respectively, obtained through image analysis. 
 
Surface velocity is significantly high in the two sections, A-line and B-
line, shown in Fig. 1. In the A-line section, the flood flow that has 
overtopped the special levee from the 19k300–19k500 section of the 
river channel to the land-side area flows fast over the road along the 
special levee, and part of the flood water flows back from the land-side 
area to the river channel after passing through the 19k100–19k200 
section of the special levee along the river channel. In the B-line 
section, the flood flow running fast along the A-line turns right at the 
house located in the water impact zone immediately downstream of the 
park on the right bank at 19k300, and a fast flow zone is formed along 
the B-line. 
 
 

 
Fig. 4 Flooded depth                 Fig. 5 Exp. depth in 2000m3/s 
 

 
Fig. 6 Exp. depth in 2300m3/s   Fig. 7 Exp.t depth in 3000m3/s 
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Fig. 8 Flood surface flow velocity in 2300m3/s 
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The maximum flow velocity along the A-line is 4.3 m/s when the flood 
discharge is 2300 m3/s and 4.8 m/s when the flood discharge is 3000 
m3/s. The maximum velocity along the B-line is 3.1 m/s at the flood 
discharge of 2300 m3/s and 3.7 m/s at the flood discharge of 3000 m3/s. 
Thus, the flood flow velocity along the A-line is by far higher. It can 
also be seen that the direction of flow is mostly parallel with the B-line. 
In the vicinity of Rendai Temple's Tatsuda Branch Temple in the 
18k800–19k100 section, flood flow velocity is low although flood 
water depth is large. 
 
Risk Level Evaluation of the Land-side Area 
 
Fig. 10 shows the risk level of the land-side area based on the flood 
water depth and flood flow velocity at the flood discharge of 2300 m3/s. 
The solid line is the evacuation limit curve, and the rhombic marks 
represent the measurement points shown in Fig. 1. It can be seen that 
the most dangerous area is the A-line zone acting as an overflow 
section along the special levee, followed by the B-line zone. 
 
At the height of the flood, the roads in the Tatsuda Jinnai 4-chome area 
were in an extremely dangerous condition because of the flood flow. If 
people living to the south of the B-line along the road, where flow 
velocity was very high, had tried to evacuate to the north, they would 
have been very vulnerable. 
 
The muddy flood water contained large amounts of sediment and 
driftwood, which probably made the situation even more dangerous. 
This is an area that requires further study. It is believed that the 
residents left stranded made a wise decision when they decided to wait 
for public rescue. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this study, a series of model experiments was conducted to simulate 
the stream-type overtopping flood event that occurred in Tatsuda Jinnai 
4-chome, Kita-ku, Kumamoto, Japan. The surface velocity of the flood 
flow was also calculated by visualizing the flood water flow. The 
findings of this study are as follows: 

 
(1) The flood flow in the Tatsuda Jinnai 4-chome area has been 
expressed in terms of surface velocity vectors and flood water depth, 
and the flood flow regimes at the flood discharges of 2000 m3/s, 2300 
m3/s and 3000 m3/s have been shown in detail. 
(2) It has been shown, from both the surface flow velocity and flood 
water depth results, that at the height of the flood, when the flood 
discharge was 2300 m3/s or 3000 m3/s, the A-line and B-line areas 
shown in Fig. 1 could not be used as evacuation routes for pedestrians. 
The A-line zone and the B-line zone included areas where flow velocity 
exceeded 4 m/s and 3 m/s, respectively. 
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Fig. 9 Flood surface flow velocity in 3000m3/s 
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Fig. 10 Risk level of the land-side area in 2300 m3/s 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Flood flow causes heavy damage to people and property. In Nagasaki 
flood in 1982, flooded cars damage to the structures. Therefore, it is very 
important to study car behaviors on flooded roads. In this study, flume 
experiments were conducted using two types of model cars. The 
experimental data obtained for the small-scale model cars were used to 
determine the incipient velocity for flooded cars. We also measured the 
drag force exerted on the cars in flood roads. The results revealed the 
relationship between depth and velocity and produced a limit of stability 
for flooded vehicles. These results can be used as preliminary assessment 
to define the hazards to cars on flooded roads. We applied the flume 
experimental results to the numerical simulation results of a flood in 
underground parking in Osaka. The results revealed that the cars near the 
access road in underground parking were floated by a flood flow. 
 
KEY WORDS:  Directional stability; drag force; flooded car; 
incipient velocity. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Flood flow causes heavy damage to people and property. In Nagasaki 
flood in 1982, flooded cars damage to the structures. Some previous 
research conducted the flume study and investigated the floating 
condition under which vehicles were swept away during a flood. 
 
Shu et al. (2011) investigated incipient velocity for partially submerged 
vehicles by using three 1:18 scale models. They found that incipient 
velocity decreases with water depth. However, the location of the 
center of gravity is not considered in their research. The weight of the 
engine is the heaviest part of the real vehicle and rests almost on the 
front wheels. Humphries (2012) improved this (giving a weight 
distribution of 60:40 (front: rear)) and evaluated the incipient velocity 
for flooded cars accurately. Oshikawa & Komatsu (2014) measured the 
drag force on the model cars (compact car and SUV) by a 3-component 
force gage and calculated the drag coefficients. The drag coefficients 
raged between 0.7 and 5.2 in their research. 
 
Still more works are needed because the drifting condition of cars and 
their behaviors on flooded roads are not understood. So, in the present 
study, incipient velocity for flooded cars was estimated using two 
different approaches. 1. Estimation of the velocity using small-scale 
model cars (Flooded car experiment), 2. Computation of the velocity 
based on the force analysis of a stationary vehicle in flood by using 
drag force coefficient. 
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Fig. 1 Experimental setup (Drag force measurement) 
 
EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 
 
Drag Force Measurement 
 
Two kinds of experiments were carried out in a 10.0m long and 40.0cm 
wide tilting flume, as shown in Fig.1. One is the measurement of drag 
force on the model car. The other is the measurement of the critical 
incipient floating condition using model cars. x, y and z are the 
streamwise, vertical and spanwise coordinates, respectively. The 
vertical origin, ,0=y  was chosen on the channel bed. H is the water 
depth and k is the model car height. 
 
Fig.2 shows the drag force measurement set-up. Hydrodynamic force 
on the model car in x-direction was measured by the electronic scale. 
For measuring the drag force, a gap (1-2mm) is required between the 
model car and the channel bed to remove the effect of the bed-friction 
resistance (see Takemura & Tanaka (2007)). Two model cars were used 
in this study including SUV-type car (TOYOTA ESTIMA 1:18scale: 
L=25.5cm length, k=9.0cm height, b=9.6cm width) and sedan-type car 
(TOYOTA CROWN 1:18scale: L=26cm length, k=8.0cm height, 
b=9.6cm width).  
 
Table 1 shows the hydraulic condition (drag force measurement). Bulk 
mean velocity Um and relative water depth H/k were changed (H/k=0.25, 
0.5, 1.0). The angle φ  between the unidirectional flow and the model 

cars was also changed (φ =0, 90 and 180 degree). Re ν/HUm≡  is the 

Reynolds number, and Fr gHUm /≡ is the Froude number. 
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Table 1 Hydraulic condition 
Depth Height Depth ratio
H (cm) k (cm) H/k Um(cm/s) Re Fr Direction(? With or without Brake

22.5 4500 0.51 0, 90, 180 Without brake, emrgency brake and Parking brake
31.25 6250 0.71 0, 90, 180 Without brake, emrgency brake and Parking brake

45 9000 1.02 0, 90, 180 Without brake, emrgency brake and Parking brake
60 12000 1.36 0, 90, 180 Without brake, emrgency brake and Parking brake
75 15000 1.69 0, 90, 180 Without brake, emrgency brake and Parking brake
10 4000 0.16 0, 90, 180 Without brake, emrgency brake and Parking brake
20 8000 0.32 0, 90, 180 Without brake, emrgency brake and Parking brake
30 12000 0.48 0, 90, 180 Without brake, emrgency brake and Parking brake
40 16000 0.64 0, 90, 180 Without brake, emrgency brake and Parking brake

4.0 0.50

Seden

2.0 0.25

8.0

Depth Height Depth ratio
H (cm) k (cm) H/k Um(cm/s) Re Fr Direction(? With or without Brake

22.5 4500 0.51 0, 90, 180 Without brake, emrgency brake and Parking brake
31.25 6250 0.71 0, 90, 180 Without brake, emrgency brake and Parking brake

45 9000 1.02 0, 90, 180 Without brake, emrgency brake and Parking brake
60 12000 1.36 0, 90, 180 Without brake, emrgency brake and Parking brake
75 15000 1.69 0, 90, 180 Without brake, emrgency brake and Parking brake
10 4000 0.16 0, 90, 180 Without brake, emrgency brake and Parking brake
20 8000 0.32 0, 90, 180 Without brake, emrgency brake and Parking brake
30 12000 0.48 0, 90, 180 Without brake, emrgency brake and Parking brake
40 16000 0.64 0, 90, 180 Without brake, emrgency brake and Parking brake

SUV型

2.0 0.22

4.0 0.44

9.0
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Fig. 2 Experimental setup (Flooded car experiment) 
 
Flooded Car Experiment 
 
The measurement of the critical incipient velocity which the vehicle 
starts to float was carried out by using 1:18 scale wooden model cars, 
as shown in Fig.1. The model car was positioned half way between the 
upstream and downstream gate. The weight of both model cars (SUV 
and sedan types) was adjusted to match the position of the center of 
gravity between the models and the prototypes. The apparent density of 
the model car was also adjusted. To determine the incipient velocity 
under three vehicle orientation angles (φ =0, 90 and 180 degree), the 
discharge in the flume was adjusted gradually. 
 
Table 2 shows the hydraulic condition (critical incipient velocity 
measurement). Bulk mean velocity Um and relative water depth H/k 
were changed. In this experiment, the car brake conditions were 
changed, i.e. 1.Without brake (Wheels are unlocked), 2. Emergency 
brake (The rear wheels are locked) and 3. Parking brake (All four 
wheels are locked). If wheels are unlocked, they are able to freely rotate 
and need little force to imitate movement. 
 
RESULTS 
 
Drag Force Coefficient of Flooded Car  
 
Fig.3 shows the relation between bulk mean velocity Um and drag force 
FD for sedan-type and SUV-type cars ( °= 0φ ). Drag force exerted on 
the model car is calculated as follow: 
 

xmDD AUCF 25.0 ρ=                                                               (1) 
 
CD is drag force coefficient. Ax is projected area normal to the incoming 
flow. It is observed that the drag force values increase as relative water 
depth becomes larger. The increase in FD with relative depth is because 
when the flow is deeper, the frontal area Ax also increases. 
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Fig. 3 Drag force exerted on car 
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Fig. 4 Drag force coefficient 
 
Fig.4 shows the relation between relative depth H/k and drag 
coefficient CD. The drag force coefficient values range from 2.0 to 4.0. 
These values are in the same order of magnitude with the measured 
data of Oshikawa & Komatsu (2014). It is also observed that the values 
of CD decrease as relative depth decreases. This tendency is in good 
agreement with Oshikawa & Komatsu (2014) and Humphries (2012). 
The values of the drag force coefficient for vehicle orientation angle 

°= 90φ  are larger than those for °= 0φ  and °180 . 
 
Incipient Velocity for Flooded Car 
 
Fig.5 shows the relation between relative depth H/k and incipient 
velocity Uc. The results revealed that the incipient velocity increase 
with decreasing water depth for each model car and any orientation 
angle. 
 
The incipient velocity for 90° case is smaller than that for 0° and 180° 
cases. This indicates that the increased projected area Ax creates more 
drag force for 90° case. Similar relationships between H/k and Uc are 
observed for 0° and 180° cases. 
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Fig. 5 Incipient velocity for flooded car 
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Fig. 6 Floating motion of flooded car 
 
Fig.6 shows the floating motion of the flooded car. When the flow is 
deeper, buoyancy force is more influential. The rear of the model car is 
detached and the buoyancy force becomes smaller. This is because the 
gravity-center position of the present model cars is biased to the front 
wheel (SUV-type car: LG=0.45L, sedan type car: LG=0.44L). 
 
Fig.7 shows the directional stability of floating car in flood. We 
observed the tendency of the model car to return to the upstream 
direction (the angle 0°) for 90° and 180° cases. The increased projected 
area Ax creates more drag force for 90° and 180° cases and tends to 
force the model car return to the angle 0°. For 0° case, the rotation 
motion was not observed. This is because the gravity-center position is 
biased to the front wheel. 
 
Table 2 shows the floating motions of sedan-type car. For shallow flow 
and low-velocity case (H/k=0.25, Um=22.5 cm/s), rear axel of the 
model car is detached. 
 
In contrast, for deep flow case (H/k=0.5), front and rear axels are 
floating and the bed-friction force becomes smaller. 

Table 2 Floating condition of flooded car(Sedan) 
Depth Depth ratio
H (cm) H/k Um(cm/s) Direction(? Floating motion Angle(?

22.5 0 Rear axle floating 1.87
31.25 0 Rear axle floating 5.36

45 0 Rear axle floating 5.36
60 0 Front and Rear axles floating -
75 0 Front and Rear axles floating -
10 0 Front and Rear axles floating -
20 0 Front and Rear axles floating -
30 0 Front and Rear axles floating -
40 0 Front and Rear axles floating -

Sedan

2.0 0.25

4.0 0.50
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Fig. 7 Directional stability of floating car 
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Fig. 8 Comparison between measured incipient velocity and calculated 
incipient velocity 
 
Incipient Velocity Formula 
 
At the critical incipient floating condition which the vehicle starts to 
float, drag force exerted on the model car is equal to the frictional 
resistance S as follows: 
 

)(5.0 2
bxcDD FMgSAUCF −=== µρ                                       (2) 

 
μ is the dimensionless coefficient of friction. M is the weight of the 
vehicle and Fb is the buoyancy force. Fb is calculated as follows: 
 

( )pgVoFb −= 1ρ                                                                             (3) 
 
Vo is the vehicle volume in water. p is the car porosity. In the present 
study, p=0. By using Eqs. (2) and (3), we can calculate the incipient 
velocity Uc. 
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Fig. 9 Incipient velocity for flooded car (Real scale) 
 
Fig.8 compares the calculated incipient velocity Uc with the measured 
incipient velocity Uc (see Fig.5). The calculated incipient velocity Uc is 
in good agreement with the measured data. So, it is judged that the 
present incipient velocity formula (Eqs. (2) and (3)) can calculate the 
incipient velocity Uc accurately. 
 
Fig.9 shows the incipient velocity Uc for prototype cars calculated from 
the small-scale model cars using scale ratios. The car porosity p was 
changed (p=0, 0.3 0.5). For the same water depth, the incipient velocity 
which the SUV-type car starts to float is larger than that for the sedan-
type car. Both model cars are swept away when the water reaches 
roughly to 50cm with the flow velocity of 2.0m/s (p=0). 
 
When the car porosity p (ingress of water into flooded car) increases, 
the buoyancy force Fb decreases. Consequently, the incipient velocity 
Uc increases (see Eqs.(2) and (3)). 
 
We compared the flume experimental results with the numerical 
simulation results of a flood in underground parking (A-F) in Umeda 
station (Osaka). Figs.10 and 11 shows the time series of the flow 
discharge entering the underground parking in Umeda station with a 
consideration of the heavy rain (the same level as the rain in Okazaki in 
2008). It is observed that a flood flow ingresses into the underground 
parking A-F. 
 
By using Manning formula, we calculated the flood flow depth and the 
flow velocity. The water depth is 20cm and the flow velocity is 3.9m/s 
when the flow discharge entering the underground parking F takes a 
maximum value (assuming that the slope of the access road is 5% and 
Manning coefficient of the road is 0.02). The numerical simulation 
result of a flood in Umeda station is also indicated in Fig. 9. 

 
Fig. 10 Underground parking near Umeda station 
 

 
Fig. 11 Time series of the flow discharge entering the underground 
parking in Umeda station 
 
The results revealed that the Sedan-type cars near the access road in 
underground parking F were floated by a flood flow. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
In the present study, incipient velocity for flooded cars was estimated 
using two different approaches. 1. Estimation of the velocity using 
small-scale model cars (Flooded car experiment), 2. Computation of the 
velocity based on the force analysis of a stationary vehicle in flood by 
using drag force coefficient. 
 
The calculated incipient velocity Uc is in good agreement with the 
measured data. So, it is concluded that the present incipient velocity 
formula can calculate the incipient velocity Uc accurately. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
At the time of localized torrential rains, large driftwood blocks the river, 
which lead to a decreased discharge capacity and increased water levels. 
However, there is almost no detailed information about the log jam 
formation and the flood damage to a house by a detour flood-flow 
around a bridge. In this study, three kinds of flume experiments were 
performed. For Experiment 1, we measured the pitching moment 
stability of driftwood to investigate the projected area (angle of attack) 
of driftwood. Cylinder wood pieces were used to model driftwood. We 
changed the gravity center position. For Experiment 2, we investigated 
the blocking probability of driftwood model at the model bridge. The 
results revealed that a blocking probability of driftwood at the model 
bridge is determined by the projected area of driftwood. After large 
amount of driftwood models accumulated around the model bridge, the 
backwater surface rose and the flood-flow reaches the model house on 
floodplain. For Experiment 3, the drag force exerted on the model 
house on floodplain was measured using a push-pull gage. The 
measured data was compared with the Wooden house demolitions 
criteria.  
 
KEY WORDS:  Driftwood; bridge; pitching moment; log jam; detour 
flood-flow; drag force; flood damage to house  
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Driftwood in rivers seriously increases the destructive power of flood 
flow. Large driftwoods accumulate at a bridge and block the river 
(Fig.1), which lead to a decreased discharge capacity and increased 
water levels. In Uji city in August 2012, the detour flood-flow occurred 
around the bridge and the house along Shizugawa River was washed 
away. Some previous research conducted the flume study and 
investigated a log jam formation. 
 
Schmocker & Hager (2011) conducted flume experiments and 
evaluated the drift-blocking probability at bridge decks depending on (1) 
driftwood dimensions (single logs and single root stocks) and (2) bridge 
characteristics. Prister et al. (2013) investigated the interaction between 
various piano key geometries and woody debris sizes. They found that 
the floating debris blocking probability is highly influenced by trunk 
diameter and upstream head. Recently, Rusyda et al. (2014) examined 
the relationship between a logjam and an obstruction in a channel, and 
proposed an empirical equation for predicting the volume of a logjam at 
a bridge.  

 
Fig. 1 Log jam formation around the bridge (Sep. 2014, Fukuchiyama 
city) 
 
However, still more works are needed because there is almost no 
detailed information about the log jam formation around a bridge and 
flood damage to a house by a detour flood flow in a blocked river. So, 
in the present study, three kinds of flume experiments (1. Pitching 
moment measurement of driftwood, 2. Driftwood accumulation 
experiment, 3. Drag force exerted on the model house measurement) 
were performed. The results revealed that a blocking probability of 
driftwood at the bridge is determined by the projected area of driftwood. 
After large amount of driftwood models accumulated around the model 
bridge, the backwater surface rose and the flood-flow reaches the house 
on floodplain. The measured data of drag force was compared with the 
Wooden house demolitions criteria. 
 
EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 
 
Pitching Moment Measurement 
 
Fig. 2 shows the Pitching moment experimental set-up. The 
experiments were conducted in a 10m long and 40cm wide glass-made 
flume. x, y and z are the streamwise, vertical and spanwise coordinates, 
respectively. H is the water depth. 
 
We measured the pitching moment of driftwood by using a digital 
push-pull gauge. Cylinder wood pieces (d=2.0, 3.0, 5.0cm diameter and 
l=40cm length) were used to model driftwood. The driftwood model 
was half-submerged. The angle of attack α was changed at intervals of 
1.0° from -15° to 15°. The 3.0mm diameter and 40cm length metal 
cylinder was attached to the driftwood. The attachment point 
corresponds to the virtual gravity center. The virtual gravity center  
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Fig. 3 Experimental setup (Driftwood accumulation experiment) 
 
position was changed for three patterns (upstream edge, center, 
downstream edge). Downstream edge (Upstream edge for Case Gd-2) 
of the driftwood model was attached to the push-pull gauge. 
 
We can calculate the pitching moment of the driftwood around the 
gravity center by using the measured value of a push-pull gauge and the 
distance between the (push-pull gauge) attachment point and the 
gravity center.  
 
Driftwood Accumulation and Drag Force Measurement 
 
Fig. 3 shows the driftwood accumulation experimental set-up. 
Floodplain models (made of hard vinyl chloride) were placed on both 
sides of the channel, as shown in Figs.2(b) and (c). The width of both 
floodplains (Bf=10cm) is half the width of Main-channel region 
(Bm=20cm). The bank height is constant for both bank ( D =10cm). 
 
The model bridge was mounted 4.0m from the upstream edge of the 
floodplain and 9.0cm above the channel bottom. The model bridge was 
composed of deck and two piers (1.0cm width). The bridge roadway is 
20cm long, 2.0cm wide and 1.0cm thickness. The model bridge was 
fixed to the floodplains. 
 
Cylinder wood pieces (6.0mm diameter and 12.0cm length) were used 
to model driftwood. The wood density is 0.5g/cm3. The wood pieces 
were soaked in water for 1 hour prior to a test. Driftwood models were 
supplied to the flow at 4.0m upstream from the model bridge 
( 0.4−=x m). The number of wood pieces was 140 pieces/180s. We 
used a weight to change the gravity center position of driftwood model 
(center or upstream edge of driftwood model). 

Table 1 Hydraulic condition 
Q (l/s) U m (m/s) H (cm) l (cm) d (cm) l/d Fr Gravity center

CaseGu-5 30.0 50.0 15.0 20.0 5.0 4.0 0.41 upstream edge
CaseGc-5 30.0 50.0 15.0 20.0 5.0 4.0 0.41 center
CaseGu-3 30.0 50.0 15.0 20.0 3.0 6.7 0.41 upstream edge
CaseGc-3 30.0 50.0 15.0 20.0 3.0 6.7 0.41 center
CaseGu-2 30.0 50.0 15.0 20.0 2.0 10.0 0.41 upstream edge
CaseGc-2 30.0 50.0 15.0 20.0 2.0 10.0 0.41 center
CaseGd-2 30.0 50.0 15.0 20.0 2.0 10.0 0.41 downstream edge  
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Fig. 4 Experimental setup (Drag force measurement) 
 
After large amount of driftwood models accumulated around the model 
bridge, the backwater surface rises and the flood-flow reaches the 
house on floodplain. 
 
Fig. 4 shows the drag force measurement set-up. Hydrodynamic force 
on the model house in x-direction was measured by the digital push-
pull gauge with 180s sampling time. For measuring the drag force, a 
gap (1-2mm) is required between the model house and the channel bed 
to remove the effect of the bed-friction resistance (see Takemura & 
Tanaka (2007)). The model house was constructed of foam polystyrene, 
with 6cm height, 6cm width and 6cm length (1/80 scale).   
 
Table1 shows the hydraulic condition. For Experiment 1(Pitching 
moment experiment), driftwood diameter was changed (d=2.0, 3.0, 
5.0cm, l=40cm length). The bulk mean velocity is Um=50.0(cm/s) and 
the flow depth is H =15.0cm. 
 
For Experiment 2 (Driftwood accumulation and drag force experiment), 
cylinder wood pieces (6.0mm diameter and 12.0cm length) were used 
to model driftwood. The bulk mean velocity is Um=30.0(cm/s) and the 
flow depth in Main-channel is H =8.5cm (<D=10cm). 
 
For Experiment 3 (Drag force experiment), the bulk mean velocity is 
Um=30.0(cm/s) and the flow depth in Main-channel is H =8.5cm. A 
punctured metal sheet (15cm height, 20cm width, 3.0mm thickness and 
3.0mm hole-diameter) was placed in front of the woody model bridge 
in Main-channel to mimic a blocked river (due to a logjam) at a bridge. 
 
RESULTS 
 
Pitching Moment Stability of Driftwood 

 
To examine the projected area of driftwood in flood flow, we 
investigated the pitching moment stability of the driftwood. Fig. 5 
shows the pitching moment of driftwood (d=2cm) versus the angle of 
attackα . It is observed that the pitching stability is greatly affected by 
the gravity center position of driftwood. When the gravity center 
position was the center of the driftwood (Case Gc-2), MGc decreases 
with an increase of an angle of attack α (Static stability). MGc takes the  
positive value at α < 0° and MGc takes the  negative value at α > 0°. 
This indicates that the driftwood (Case Gc-2) is floating at α = °0 .  
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Fig. 2 Experimental setup(Pitching moment measurement) 
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Fig. 5 Pitching moment of driftwood (d=2cm) 
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Fig. 6 Pitching moment of driftwood (gravity center: upstream edge) 
 
When the gravity center position was the upstream edge of the 
driftwood (Case Gu-2), the pitching moment GuM  decreases with an 
increase of an angle of attack α . This condition is determined as 
‘Static stability’. The pitching moment GuM takes the negative value 
at α = °0 . The pitching moment GuM is zero at α = °− 1.4 and 

GuM takes the positive value at α < °− 1.4 . This indicates that the 
driftwood (Case Gu-2) is floating at α = °− 1.4 (negative angle of 
attack). The projected area of driftwood becomes larger for Case Gu-2 
than that for Case Gc-2. 
 
When the gravity center position was the downstream edge of the 
driftwood (Case Gd-2), the pitching moment GdM decreases with an 
increase of an angle of attack at α < °1.4 . GdM takes the constant 
value (around zero) at α > °1.4 . This condition is determined as 
‘unstable condition’. 
 
Fig. 6 shows the pitching moment of driftwood (d=2, 3, 5cm) versus 
the angle of attack α . For all cases, the pitching moment GuM  
decreases with an increase of an angle of attack α (Static stability). 

GuM takes the zero value at α = °− 1.4 (d=2cm, Case Gu-2),  at 
α = °− 2.8 ( d=3cm, Case Gu-3) and  α = °− 3.12 ( d=5cm, Case Gu-
5). This indicates that the driftwood is floating at α = °− 1.4 ( d=2cm, 
Case Gu-2),  at α = °− 2.8 (d=3cm, Case Gu-3) and  
α = °− 3.12 ( d=5cm, Case Gu-5).  
 
The results revealed that as the driftwood diameter increases, the angle 
of attack of driftwood in flood flow becomes larger. 

50 pieces 140 pieces(a)

 
(b) 50 pieces 140 pieces

 
Fig. 7 Driftwood accumulation around the bridge (a) gravity center:  
center, (b) gravity center: upstream edge 
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Fig. 8 Sketch of driftwood accumulation (a) gravity center:center, (b) 
gravity center:upstream edge 
 
Driftwood Accumulation at Bridge 
 
To examine the effect of the driftwood projected area on the blocking 
probability at a bridge, we conducted the driftwood accumulation 
experiment. Fig. 7 shows photographic example of the driftwood 
accumulation for Case1 (the gravity center location is center position) 
and Case2 (the gravity center location is upstream edge). For Case1, the 
driftwood models were floating at α = °0 . Some wood pieces were 
trapped and accumulated at the bridge. The other pieces passed through 
the bridge. The blocking probability of driftwood is P=0.3-0.4.  
 
Once a single driftwood model is trapped by the bridge, the blocking 
probability increases. The driftwood accumulation resulted in an 
increase in water level upstream from the model bridge.  The flood-
flow depth was Hf=0.5cm (right bank and left bank). 
 
For Case2 (the gravity center location is upstream edge), the driftwood 
models were floating at α < °0 (negative angle of attack). The 
blocking probability of driftwood becomes larger (P=0.5-0.6) for Case2 
than that for Case1. This indicates that the blocking probability of 
driftwood at the bridge is determined by the projected area of driftwood. 
After large amount of driftwood (140 pieces) accumulated at the bridge, 
the water overflowed the banks and the flood-flow depth was Hf=2.0cm 
(right bank and left bank). This implies that the increase of the 
driftwood projected area resulted in the increase in the blockage ratio 
A/Ab of an obstruction in Main-channel (see Fig.8). 
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Fig. 9 Time series of drag force exerted on the model house on flood 
plain 
 
Flood Damage to House around Bridge 
 
To examine the flood damage to house around a bridge by flood flow, 
we measured the drag force exerted on the model house. Figure 9 
shows the time series of the drag force exerted on the model house 
(right bank). The drag force values are normalized by the Wooden 
house demolitions criteria Fwd. A wooden house is broken when the 
drag force per meter reaches over 1.06 tf/m (Koshimura & Kayaba 
(2011)). By using scale ratios (1/80: model house), we calculated the 
Wooden house demolitions criteria Fwd.  
 
At time t=0(s), the flood-flow reaches the house on the floodplain and 
drag force is exerted on the house.  
 
The drag force values (x/Bm=0.25) increase with time and exceed the 
Wooden house demolitions criteria (Fmax/Fwd>1.0) at time t=8.0(s). The 
drag force values reach the maximum value Fmax at t=70.0(s). 
 
The maximum value of the drag force Fmax decreases significantly at 
x/Bm=0.5 and increases again for x/Bm ≥ 0.75. This implies that the 
detour flood-flow flows around the side of the house at x/Bm=0.5 
(Fig.10). 
 
The drag force values exceed the Wooden house demolitions criteria 
(Fmax/Fwd>1.0) for x/Bm=0.0-1.5 (right bank and left bank, Fig.10). This 
indicates that the wooden house is broken and washed away in the 
region of x/Bm=0.0-1.5 on the right bank and left bank. The drag force 
becomes negligibly small for x/Bm ≥ 2.0 and the house is at little risk of 
flood hazard in this region. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
In the present study, three kinds of flume experiments (1. Pitching 
moment measurement of driftwood, 2. Driftwood accumulation 
experiment, 3. Drag force (exerted on the model house) measurement) 
were performed to investigate the log jam formation around a bridge 
and flood damage to a house by a detour flood flow in a blocked river. 
Main findings are as follows: 

1. The pitching moment stability is greatly affected by the gravity 
center position of driftwood. When the gravity center position is the 
upstream edge of the driftwood, the driftwood is floating at  α < °0  
(negative angle of attack) and the projected area of driftwood in 
flood flow becomes larger. 

Right bank Left bank
Flow

0=x
Detour flowDetour flow

Wooden house is broken 
and washed away mB

mBx 5.0=

mBx 5.1=

Wooden house is broken 
and washed away

Model bridge

mBx 5.0=

mBx 5.1=

 
Fig. 10 Time series of drag force exerted on the model house on flood 
plain 
 
2. The results of Driftwood accumulation experiment revealed that a 

blocking probability of driftwood at the bridge is determined by the 
projected area of driftwood. When the gravity center position was the 
upstream edge of the driftwood, the water overflows the banks. The 
increase of the driftwood projected area resulted in the increase in 
the blockage ratio A/Ab of an obstruction in Main-channel. 

3. We investigated the flood damage to a house around a bridge by 
flood flow in a blocked river. The values of the drag force exerted on 
the model house are larger than the Wooden house demolitions 
criteria for x/Bm=0.0-1.5. The drag force becomes negligibly small 
for x/Bm ≥ 2.0 and the house is at little risk of flood hazard in this 
region. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Convective storms often lead to intense rainfall concentrated in local 
areas that overwhelms the drainage capacity and causes flash flooding. 
Such events are difficult to capture by scattered rain gauges, while the 
rainfall radar could provide a viable alternative to get the required 
precipitation information. However, the observations from rain gauges 
and radar often disagree with each other and efforts have been made to 
get a better estimation via blending the radar and rain gauge 
information. 
 
In general, the radar rainfall measurements are calibrated with rain 
gauge observations such that the records of the both datasets are 
consistent. Nonetheless, the spatiotemporal variations of convective 
rainfall events are rapid and difficult to capture by sparse rain gauges. 
In that case, the calibration using the rain gauge data that are outside 
the track of the rain storm may underestimate the radar rainfall. 
 
The paper presents such a convective event for which the radar 
observations offered good representation of spatiotemporal pattern of 
rainfall distributions, but not for the magnitude. The rainfall 
concentrated in a local area that official rain gauges did not record the 
event. Fortunately, two additional rain gauges provided extra 
information such that the rain gauge observations were used to calibrate 
the radar rainfall estimation.  
 
The rainfall data were then applied to simulate a flash flooding event in 
Exeter, UK. The spatiotemporal varied rainfall was used as the input to 
the hydraulic model to reconstruct the flood event via numerical 
modelling. The constant infiltration rate was used to reflect the capacity 
of the storm drainage network. The flood modelling results using the 
non-uniform rainfall showed better agreement to the flood records. 
Furthermore, the function of drainage network was also found to play a 
critical role during the event.  
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ABSTRACT 

 

The newly available and more detailed and accurate elevation data sets, 

such as Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) generated from imagery 

acquired using terrestrial LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) and 

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), can be used to improve flood 

model input data and consequently increase accuracy of flood 

modelling results. In this paper, the impact of using off-the-shelf raster 

data merging tools for combining DEMs in flood modelling results is 

presented. Advantages of a recently developed raster data merging 

method are also discussed. 
 

KEY WORDS: Data fusion; DEM merging; Overland flow modelling. 

 

ELEVATION DATA SETS AND URBAN FLOOD 

MODELLING 

 

Urban floods are one of the largest natural risks. According to Adikari 

and Yoshitani (2009) floods account for approximately 30% of the total 

losses caused by natural disasters. In order to assess risk of flooding 

(e.g., generate risk maps) detailed and accurate modelling results are 

required. The accuracy of the model results are, as in most modelling 

cases, strongly dependent the quality (e.g., accuracy, resolution) of the 

model input data. For flood models, terrain elevation plays an 

important role as the overland flow is mainly driven by gravity. In 

urban areas, fine-resolution data is of utmost importance as they 

encompass a large number of man-made features. This explains the 

need to explore new methods and solutions to generate terrain elevation 

data sources that (i) are easy and flexible enough to conduct frequent 

surveys in order to capture the changes in the catchment occupation and 

(ii) produce cost-effective and fine-resolution data of specific areas, 

such as those more prone to flooding. 

 

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) make new terrain elevation data 

sets easy to generate (Leitão et al., 2016b). They are becoming 

increasingly common and their application wider. UAV operation is 

very simple, so surveying parts of urban catchments is a cost-effective 

solution with the advantages of flexibility (e.g., time of the day and 

calendar season) and the high accuracy achieved due to the possibility 

of flying much lower than conventional platforms, namely, airplanes or 

helicopters, for acquiring such type of data. However, surveys 

conducted using UAVs have also some drawbacks, such as the limited 

battery capacity that restrict the flight duration and the maximum flight 

altitude – in many countries, UAVs can be operated only if they are 

continuously seen by the operator, which creates limitations in terms of 

the flight altitude as UAVs are, in many cases, small aircrafts. As such, 

terrain elevation data sets generated from UAV imagery, may not cover 

the whole area of study. This is also valid for ground-based LiDAR 

solutions; in urban areas, this solution is able to provide very-fine-

resolution elevation data sets, but cannot survey the backyards that are 

behind buildings or walls. 

 

Hence, the new available elevation data may require to be combined, 

i.e., merged, with existing elevation data sets to cover the whole area of 

interest to take advantage of the best available data sets 

 

This paper discusses the influences on flood modelling results due to 

using different raster merging methods to prepare a Digital Elevation 

Model (DEM) that covers the whole catchment; the differences are 

quantified and discussed. The paper is organised as follows: the 

following section briefly present the raster data set merging methods. 

Then, the case study used to illustrate the effect of the merging 

methods on the flood modelling results is described. Finally, the 

obtained results are presented and the main conclusions of the study are 

summarised. 

 

ASSESSING THE IMPACT OF DEM MERGING IN URBAN 

FLOOD MODELLING RESULTS 
 

Methods for Merging Digital Elevation Models 
 

Most Geographic Information Systems (GIS) software packages 

provide tools to merge raster data sets, e.g., DEMs. These raster data 

merging tools are known as (i) Cover type methods, (ii) Average type 

methods and (iii) Blend function methods (Eastman, 2012; ESRI, 2011).  

 

Cover type methods. Cover type methods do not operate any elevation 

adjustment on the DEMs; DEMs are just superimposed. 

 

Average type methods. Average type methods assign the mean 

elevation value within the overlapping area of the two DEMs. Hence, 

the elevation values within the overlapping area are changed; changing 

the values of the more accurate DEM. 

 

Blend type methods. Blend type methods use a weighted average 

function within the overlapping area of the DEMs. As average type 

methods, this type of methods also change the more accurate (and 

detailed) DEM. 

 

More recently, Leitão et al. (2016) proposed a new method, MBlend 
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method, to merge raster data sets, which shows advantages when 

compared with the traditional methods available in the GIS software 

packages. This recently proposed method by Leitão et al. (2016b) 

preserves the accuracy of the most accurate DEM and generates smooth 

elevation transitions along the boundary between the two original 

DEMs. Figure 1 presents the flowchart of the MBLend algorithm 

(Leitão et al., 2016b) 

 

 

Fig. 1. Flowchart of the MBlend method proposed by Leitão et al. 

(2016b) 

 

Flood Modelling 
 

The CADDIES/CAFlood model (Ghimire et al., 2013) was used to 

simulate overland flow in the catchment. It is a cellular automata based 

flood model that when compared with two-dimensional shallow water 

equation based models is substantially faster and provides similar flood 

modelling results (i.e., water depth and flow velocity). 

 

Assessment of DEM Merging Methods Performance 
 

The comparison of the overland flow modelling results focused on the 

analysis of the minimum, maximum, mean and standard deviation 

water depth values. The flood simulated time period was three hours to 

ensure complete runoff draining of the catchment. 

 

CASE STUDY 
 

Catchment Description 
 

The catchment used to demonstrate the importance of the methods used 

to merge DEMs for overland flow/ flood modelling is located in 

Lucerne (Switzerland). Its land use is mixed (natural and urban areas) 

with 1.6 km2 and is typical of a suburban Swiss catchment. The urban 

part of the catchment is located downstream and is much flatter than 

the upstream natural part. 

 

Digital Elevation Models 
 

To model overland flow and flooding in the catchment described above, 

two DEMs were available: a LiDAR DEM covering the whole 

catchment and a UAV DEM covering only part of the catchment area. 

In this specific case, the vertical accuracy of the UAV DEM was higher 

than the LiDAR DEM, and for that reason this latter one should also be 

considered when modelling urban pluvial flood risk. Although the 

study had included these two specific DEMs, raster elevation data sets 

of different sources can also be used to demonstrate the challenges of 

existing DEM merging methods and the advantages of MBlend. A brief 

description of the two DEMs used in this study is presented below. 

 

LiDAR DEM. The LiDAR DEM was provided by the official cadastral 

service of the Canton of Lucerne (Switzerland). It has a spatial 

resolution of 0.5x0.5 m and a vertical accuracy of approximately 0.5 m. 

It was last updated in July 2012 (Doe, 2014) and covers the whole 

catchment (1.6 km2). The minimum, maximum, average and standard 

deviation elevation values of the LiDAR DEM are, respectively, 

434.3 m, 602.1 m, 485.9 m and 46.0 m. In terms of slope, minimum, 

maximum, average and standard deviation are 0%, 1127.9%, 46.0% 

and 126.1%, respectively. 

 
UAV DEM. The UAV DEM was generated based on aerial photos 

obtained in March 2014, using a fully autonomous fixed-wing UAV 

(senseFly SA). The UAV is electric powered, has a wingspan of 0.96 m, 

and weighs approximately 0.7 kg including a payload of 0.15 kg. The 

UAV can cover around 0.1 km2 in approximately two hours, which is 

important for the economic viability of UAV remote sensing. The 

photos were taken using a 16 MP compact digital Canon IXUS 127 HS 

camera and then processed to generate an orthophoto using the Pix4D 

software package (Strecha et al., 2011). The UAV flight was conducted 

at approximately 114 m above ground, which enables the generation of 

a DEM with approximately 3.5 cm spatial resolution. Despite this 

maximum resolution, the UAV DEM was downsampled to the same 

horizontal resolution as the liDAR DEM (0.5x0.5 m). It was 

downsampled to match the spatial resolution of the LiDAR DEM. The 

vertical accuracy of the UAV DEM was estimated of approximately 

2 cm. The UAV DEM covers an area of 0.35 km2, corresponding to the 

urbanized part of the catchment. The minimum, maximum, average and 

standard deviation elevation values of the UAV DEM are, respectively, 

434.3 m, 602.1 m, 485.9 m and 46.0 m. In terms of slope, minimum, 

maximum, average and standard deviation are 0.0%, 2885.0%, 72.7% 

and 185.0%, respectively. 

 

The LiDAR and the UAV DEMs are presented in Figures 2 and 3, 

respectively. 
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Fig. 2. LiDAR DEM used in this study (the shadowed polygon in (a) 

represents the area used to compare (i) the different merged DEMs and 

(ii) the flood modelling results) 

 

 

Fig. 3. UAV DEM used in this study (as shown, it does not cover the 

whole catchment area) 

 

Merged DEMs. To cover the whole catchment retaining the UAV 

DEM information, it needed to be merged with the LiDAR DEM. This 

was achieved by merging the UAV DEM with the LiDAR DEM using 

the various raster merging methods briefly described in above. Four 

different DEMs were generated using the DEM merging methods 

described above. 

 

Rainfall Input 
 

A synthetic rainfall event of 10-year return period and with 60 mins 

duration was considered. The hyetogram was generated using the 

empirical relation proposed by Hörler and Rhein (1962) and the 

alternating block method (TxDOT, 1997). The maximum intensity of 

the synthetic rainfall event is approximately 120 mm h-1. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

The elevation and slope characteristics of the merged DEMs are 

presented in Table 1 (only for the buffer analysis area presented in 

Figure 2). As can be seen from the figures presented in this table, the 

elevation and slope maximum, minimum, mean and standard deviations 

do not present substantial differences. 

 

Table 1. Elevation and slope descriptive statistics of the DEMs used in 

this study calculated on a buffer area around the two DEMs boundary 

DEMs Minimum Maximum Mean St. Dev. 

Elevation (m) 

Cover DEM 430.7 526.9 477.3 21.2 

Average DEM 430.7 526.9 477.3 21.2 

Blend DEM 430.7 526.9 477.3 21.2 

MBlend DEM 430.7 526.4 477.1 21.3 

Slope (%) 

Cover DEM 0 2884.0 55.8 140.5 

Average DEM 0 2884.0 55.7 141.1 

Blend DEM 0 2884.0 55.8 140.5 

MBlend DEM 0 2884.0 55.4 139.4 

 

The water depth results obtained (within the area defined along the 

original DEMs boundary) using the different DEMs were different 

(Table 2). This was especially relevant for the results obtained using 

the DEM generated using the conventional merging methods (cover, 

mean and blend methods). 

 

As can also be seen in Table 2, the maximum water depth obtained 

using the conventional DEM merging methods is smaller than that 

obtained using the LiDAR DEM (original DEM covering the whole 

area) and the MBlend DEM; this may be explained due to the fact that 

the artifacts created by the DEM merging conventional methods store 

some water, contributing thus to shallower localised water depths as 

less water is available to fill in the “real” terrain depressions. 

 

Table 2. Overland flow modelling results; maximum water depth 

descriptive statistics obtained on a 20 m buffer area around the two 

DEMs 

DEMs 
Water depth (m) 

Maximum Minimum Average St. Dev. 

LiDAR DEM 4.220 0 0.042 0.156 

Cover DEM 3.858 0 0.061 0.242 

Average DEM 3.858 0 0.061 0.242 

Blend DEM 3.858 0 0.061 0.242 

MBlend DEM 4.287 0 0.054 0.161 

 

These results clearly highlight for the importance of DEM merging 

methods for overland flow models, and, in general, data fusion methods 

for all other types of data merging applications. 

 

In Figures 4 and 5, the flood modelling results, maximum water depth, 

using the Cover and MBlend merging methods are presented. The blue 

colours presented the water depth: light blue represent smaller water 
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depth while darker blue represents higher water depths. The results 

obtained using the Average and Blend methods are not presented as 

they are similar to those obtained using the Cover method. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Flood modelling results obtained using the cover DEM – similar 

results were obtained using the Average and Blend DEMs (maximum 

water depth in the area defined by the shadowed area defined in 

Figure 2; darker blue represents higher water depth values). The three 

highlighted areas show artifacts created by the merging method 

algorithm along the two DEMs boundary. 

 

 

Fig. 5. Flood modelling results obtained using the MBlend DEM (max. 

water depth in the area defined by the shadowed area defined in 

Figure 2. Most of the artifacts highlighted in Figure 4 are not visible. 

 

 

CONCLUSIONS 
 

This study investigated the impact of DEM merging methods on flood 

modelling results. One specific objective was to evaluate best ways to 

incorporate newly available but incomplete terrain elevation data sets 

into flood modelling. The main results of this study are as follows: 

 The incorporation of newly available terrain elevation data 

sets with existing data sets needs to be carried out prudently. 

 Most of the conventional raster data set merging methods 

available in most of software packages do have some 

problems (e.g., creation of flood artifacts) when raster data 

sets are DEMs meant to be used for flood modelling. These 

problems are related essentially with the elevation differences 

between the two data sets, which may create surface 

discontinuities, contributing to flood modelling errors, e.g., 

erroneous water depths. 

 The MBlend method proposed by Leitao et al. (2016b) was 

able to reduce the problems identified using the conventional 

merging methods. In contrast to the other results, no visible 

errors (erroneous water depth artifacts) were visible in the 

flood modelling results along the surroundings of the DEMs 

boundary in the presented case study. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Pluvial flooding occurs because of excess rainfall when surface runoff 
cannot be fully drained by the artificial network (i.e. surface drainage 
deficiency) and/or when the drainage systems overflows (i.e. drainage 
systems failures). Because of surface drainage deficiencies, however, 
flooding events occur quite frequently as a consequence of rain events 
of lower intensity than the design one, even in case of proper 
dimensioning of the drainage system. Inlets are in those cases the 
critical nodes, and efficient drainage is only ensured when care is taken 
on their appropriate design and positioning within the drainage area.  
 
In the present work, a methodology is proposed to stochastically assess 
the optimal positioning of inlets for reducing urban pluvial local 
flooding and mitigate the consequent flooding hazard. The optimal 
inlets positions are determined by means of a derivative-free multi-
objective trade-off algorithm coupled with a hydrodynamic model 
(FLURB-2D) describing the propagation of flood waves. A dedicated 
parameterization of the inlets spatial distribution is addressed with the 
aim of minimizing a suitable object function and improving the 
efficiency of the system. The FLURB-2D model (Aronica and Lanza, 
2005), originally developed for simulating rainfall excess propagation 
over initially dry areas, is here implemented on a selected study area in 
the town of Genoa (Italy). The study area is located in the eastern part 
of the town centre developed mainly during the thirties and therefore 
characterized by a regular urban structure (grid plan). Synthetic 
hyetographs based on both univariate e bivariate statistical analysis 
with suitable return periods were used as input to the FLURB-2D 
model. 
 
Simulation results allow highlighting, as expected, that sewer inlets’ 
position can indeed have a large impact on the occurrence of urban 
pluvial flooding. In particular, the combined analysis of flood 
occurrence probability and hazard class maps confirm that topographic 
effects have the potential to produce local flooding with significant 
water depths and that inlets’ position conditions may affect the 
behavior of the urban drainage system as a whole.  
 
Overall, the stochastic approach proposed in this study constitutes a 
useful tool for dealing with uncertainties in sewer inlet operational 
conditions and, as compared to deterministic approaches, it allows a 
more comprehensive assessment of urban pluvial flood hazard, which 
in turn enables better-informed flood risk assessment and management 
decisions.  
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ABSTRACT 
 
Extreme hydrological and hydrogeological events have appeared in 
different climate zones. In this study we presented extreme events in 
the frigid zone(Russia) and the subtropical zone (Taiwan). In the 
example of frigid zone, extreme hydrological events on the rivers of 
European part of Russia are closely related to the hydrological regime 
transformation answering recent climate changes. Rivers in this region 
used to be traditionally attributed to the Eastern-European type with 
well-pronounced seasonal flood wave and quite low flow period during 
summer and winter. During the last twenty years the role of the 
occasional floods became more and more important. Number of winter 
floods, connected with thaws rose dramatically, in the same manner as 
summer flash floods. Due to results increase in natural runoff 
regulation, does not reduce frequency of extreme events, in some 
regions it raises. In the example of subtropic zone, the large demand on 
water resources causes the groundwater overpumping in Taiwan to 
result in serious subsidence of plain area. Clarifying the causes and 
identifying the contribution of compaction from different pumping 
sources is a challenge for a multi-layer aquifer system. An integrated 
model was applied to Yuanchang, in the center of the Yunlin 
subsidence area, Taiwan. Data of groundwater level and compaction at 
aquifers 2 and 3 in dry-season periods were used to explore the 
pumping effects on compaction. The results show that single-layer 
groundwater users are responsible for the large-area compaction and 
that significant local compaction can be attributed to multi-layer users. 
Constraining multi-layer pumping activities and reducing the amount of 
groundwater exploitation are required to mitigate the subsidence in 
Taiwan. 
 
KEY WORDS:  extreme hydrological and hydrogeological event, 
subsidence, climate change. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The occurrence of extreme hydrological and hydrogeological 
conditions associated with either high or low water content creates risks 
and economic losses associated with water use. Such extreme events 
may not be rare in occurrence but typically affect large areas, resulting 
in a damage in several economic sectors. In the frigid zone such as 
Russia only in the last 5 years there were three disasters like that. In 

2010, the abnormal processes in the atmosphere and a breakdown of a 
typical atmospheric circulation led to deep water shortage that affected 
the most part the European territory of Russia. More than 40 
temperature records were broken. The drought resulted ina large 
number of forest fires. Smog in Moscow on some days has reduced 
visibility to 100 m (Fig. 1 а). Due to long-term water supply that was 
stored in reservoirs, large losses were avoided (Alekseevskiy, Frolova 
et al., 2013). Water deficit was observed only in the Don basin and the 
Ural region. Thus, in the Belaya river basin navigation was completely 
closed for two months. On the Northern Dvina from the end of July till 
the end of August water level was below normal by 60-120 cm. 
However, navigation was guaranteed by intensive and costly dredging.  
   

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1.a) Smog in Moscow, 2010 (D. Zverev’s photo) b), c) 
Catastrophic flood in 2013 Oka river (N.Frolova's photo and A. 
Kamensky’s photo) d) Flooded by Rybinsk Reservoir city Mologa, 
which came out of the water in 2014 (Y. Rassulin’s photo) 
 
Next situation arose in winter 2012 - 2013, when snowpack in central 
Russia reached a height of 80 cm and more. This led to formation of a 
spring flood of very low probability. Water levels on the Oka River, for 
example, rose to a level close to dangerous. Most of the valley was 
flooded, including all levels of the flood plain. In dozens of settlements 
water came right up to the houses (Fig. 1 b,c). In 2014, by contrast, it 
was a very warm and unstable winter. Water storage in the snowpack 
was minimal, resulting in the early start of dry season. The Volga 
reservoirs replenishment schedule was disrupted. The old city Mologa 
that was flooded by Rybinsk reservoir years ago, started to appear from 

c) d) 
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under the water (Fig. 1 d).Navigation on the upper Volga and Okawas 
stopped in July, causing multimillion losses to the cruise tourism 
business. According to RosHydromet (Federal Hydrometeorological 
Service),number of dangerous hydrolometeorogical events doubled 
from 150-200 in the early 1990s to 350-450 by the end of 2000's (Fig. 
2). Potential loss of each hazard can be up to 1.3-1.6 billion euro 
according RIHMI – IDC (International Data Center). Under these 
circumstances, studying the prerequisites for the formation of extreme 
hydrological events is one of the most urgent problems in Russian 
hydrology. 
 

 
Fig. 2.Number of dangerous hydrometeorologicalphenomena  
(http://www.meteorf.ru)  
 

 
Fig. 3.The map of representative basins (the numbers of the basins 
corresponds to Table 1) 
 
Different climate zone may expose different hydrological condition. In 
the subtropical zone such as Taiwan the normal annual temperature on 
the land surface was found to increase in the beginning of the 21st 
century by 0.6oC on the land as a whole, 0.9oC in the territory of 
Russia, and even 1.1oC in Taiwan. The rate of the rise is uneven and 
shows a tendency of acceleration in recent years. Just in the last two 
decades the average temperature has been elevated one degree Celsius 
in Taiwan. The deviation also appears in the precipitation in addition to 
the temperature.  On one hand, drought has become more frequent and 
longer lasting. For example, 2015 is the most serious drought year in 
recent 68 years in Taiwan. On the other hand, the highest precipitation 
record is renewed more frequently and unexpectedly. For example, 
Typhoon Kalmaegi in July 2008 broke the one-hundred-year rainfall 
intensity record and brought one third of Taiwan’s average annual 

precipitation (about the world average annual precipitation) within 
consecutive twenty four hours. These symptoms of climate fluctuation 
tend to induce instability in the utilization of surface water resources. 
With an erratic supply of surface water resources, it is clear that 
Taiwan’s groundwater resources will be increasingly relied upon in the 
future. The huge demand on groundwater results in subsidence in plain 
area. 
 
Study Area 
 
The extreme hydrological cases are introduced in Russia. The European 
territory of Russia is a vast territory with an area of about 4 million km2. 
This region includes basins of river Volga, Don, the Northern Dvina, 
Pechora, Ural, and many others. Extreme hydrological events on the 
rivers of European part of Russia are closely related tothe 
transformation of the hydrological regime due to the recent climate 
changes. Rivers in this region used to be traditionally attributed to the 
Eastern-European type with well-pronounced seasonal flood wave and 
quite low flow period during summer and winter. Currently, the ratio 
between runoff indifferent periods of the year is changing dramatically. 
Statistical and spatial analysis of data from 300 gauging stations shows, 
that these changes are represented by an increase in low flow and a 
reduced runoff during high-water period. For example, the low-flow 
period runoff of Don river increased almost twice from the first to the 
second half of the XX century (Dzhamalov R.G.,et al, 2013). A similar 
situation is typical for the Oka and the Upper Volga, where the growth 
in low flow is about 50-70% (Dzhamalov R.G., et al., 2013). In the 
Kama basin changes are less significant, about 15 – 30%. For the 
northern rivers such as the Northern Dvina and Pechora, increased 
runoff in the low-water period is less pronounced and ranges from 5 to 
15%. For Mezen and Neva these changes are almost insignificant 
(Dzhamalov R.G., et al., 2014). Along with the increase in runoff in 
winter and summer a drastic reduction in the seasonal flood runoff is 
observed. The decline is most evident in those regions where the low 
flow period runoff is growing the most. In the Don basin the seasonal 
flood weakly stands out among many winter and spring flash floods, 
and the maximum discharge is halved (Kireeva M.B. and Frolova N.L., 
2013). Degradation of the seasonal flood is observed in the Volga basin 
too, the maximum discharges there reduced by 20-40%. Thus, there is 
an equalization of intra-annual flow distribution, and an increase in the 
natural runoff regulation rate. The details of these changes are 
discussed in (Frolova N.L., et al., 2014).The main goal of this work was 
to determine the impact of water regime changes on the occurrence of 
extreme hydrological events. 
 
In the subsidence study, Yuanchang is located in the middle of the 
southern part of the Choshuishi alluvial fan, which is the largest 
groundwater reservoir in Taiwan. The alluvial fan has a multi-layer 
aquifer system composed of Holocene sediment. According to 
subsurface lithology and hydraulic conductivity data of the fan, the 
proximal, mid, and distal sections are distinguished from east to west. 
Four main aquifers are delineated, namely aquifers 1, 2, 3, and 4, from 
top to bottom (CGS, 1997). The aquifers are mainly composed of 
gravel or coarse sand and are separated by an aquitard of clay and silt. 
The proximal part of the Choshuishi alluvial fan is mainly composed of 
gravel; aquifer layers cannot be distinguished in this region. The 
vertical alternation of gravel/sand-dominated units and clay-dominated 
units reflects cyclic variations in the sea level, with fluvial coarse 
material deposited during sea-level low stands and fine material 
deposited during transgressive high stands. The depths below the 
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ground surface (BGS) for aquifers 1 to 4are0 to 32 m,64 to 152 m, 170 
to 212 m, and below 238 m, respectively. The thickness of aquifer 4is 
uncertain because not all wells penetrate this aquifer. The estimated 
thickness is around 24 m based on the available well logging data. The 
natural direction of water flow in the aquifer system is essentially 
westward. The aquitards serve as barriers for interlayer movement of 
groundwater. Leakage may appear through aquitards. Although 
aquifers are defined, interbedding clay within the aquifers is clear and 
thought to be the major material that causes compaction of aquifers. 
Thick aquitard 1 appears at the Yuanchang station and the upper 
alluvial fan. Thin aquitard 2 separates aquifers 2 and 3 with 
groundwater flows between the two aquifers. Many field tests were 
performed to determine the hydraulic conductivities and storage 
coefficients for the aquifers in the Choshuishi alluvial fan. Very few 
hydrogeological properties were measured for the aquitard. Hsu et al. 
(2006) applied harmonic analysis to acquire the hydraulic conductivity 
of an aquitard in the Choshuishi alluvial fan. Low hydraulic 
conductivities were found, being three to five orders of magnitude 
lower than those of adjacent aquifers. The major identified groundwater 
users are Taiwan Yunlin Irrigation Association (TYIA) and Taiwan 
Water Corporation (TWC).The main goal was to identify the 
contribution of water users to subsidence on the extreme 
hydrogeological events. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS, RESULTS 
 
For an objective assessment of the impact of hydrological events on the 
economy the integral criteria are often used. They are based on the 
comparison of observed characteristics with the "threshold" values that 
were selected. According to the difference between the two, the impact 
of the event on people's lives and economy can be estimated. It is also 
common to take into account not only the actual difference, but the 
period of time for which the characteristic was exceeding the limit. 
These calculations allow to estimate the total deficit or excess of water. 
The resulting number corresponds with the duration of the phenomenon 
and represents an integral index of "severity" of the event. As a 
threshold it is most common to use the water discharge of specified 
repeatability. In this work, the analysis was made based on the 
threshold numbers of 10% and 90% probability discharges. 19 
hydrological stations with the area more than 20,000 km2 were chosen 
in different geographical zones for the analysis. The analysis was based 
on the monthly discharge data (Fig. 3). 
 
Unit discharge, corresponding to the upper threshold values, varies 
according to changes in the zonal runoff. The highest values were 
found in the north-east of European Russia in the basins of Usa, 
Pechora, Vishera river – 49, 42, 42 liters per second per km2 (l/s·km2), 
respectively. The average value for the north river is from 20 to 30 
l/s·km2and decreases from north-east to south-west. Adjacent to the 
south basin of the Upper Volga, Oka and Ugra thresholds are reduced 
to 12-16 l/s·km2. Kama River basin have significantly higher 
thresholds of runoff - an average of about 20-23l/sec·km2. Minimum 
values are typical for the Don basin, especially Medveditsa river (less 
than 4l/s·km2). In the spatial distribution of low threshold observed a 
similar pattern. Low threshold (10% probability) more than 2 l/s·km2is 
typical for northern rivers of ETP. In the basins of the Upper Volga and 
Oka, it is reduced to 1.7 l/s·km2and Vetluga and Moksha – 1 l/s·km2. 
In the Kama basin, the rate increases  to 1.6-1.7 l/s·km2. In the Don 
basin the unit discharge threshold is reduced to 0.5-1 l/s·km2 (Table 1). 
For northern rivers the number of cases that exceeds the high threshold 

value is between 60 and 75, in the basin of the Oka, Moksha and Ugra - 
about 70. In the Kama basin it increases reaching 80-87. Don basin 
number of exceedances is about 65 cases. The number of deficits on the 
contrary increases from 35 - 40 in the north to 50 - 60 in the south of 
European Russia. An interesting fact is that the number of extremely 
low and extremely high-water periods associated with each other: the 
more the river there is an extremely low monthly discharges, the more 
there is in it and extremely high discharges (Fig. 4). 
 

 
Fig. 4.Relationship between the number of periods of extremely low 
and extremely high flow (a) and total volume deficit and surplus (b) 
 

 
Fig. 5.Dependency between the “Severity” and catchment area for 0,1 
(a) and 0,9 (b) probability 
 
The volume of deficit is clearly related to the volume of surplus, the 
correlation coefficient is greater than 0.9 (Fig. 5). Thus, every river, has 
some integral rate of "extreme", which characterizes the amount of 
water shortages and the number of highs. The more "extreme" is the 
water regime of the river, the more it’s runoff as abnormally low or 
high. In world practice in such estimates is often used so-called index 
of severity (Sev). It is the ratio of the excess or shortage of water for the 
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duration of this phenomenon. 
 

 (1) 

where Sev - indicator of severity, ΔV - the deficit or surplus, km3, T - 
the duration of abnormally low or high values of discharge, days, i– 
probability, percent. 
 
The data obtained enable to calculate severity of the conditions for 
excess and deficiency of water (Table 1). At extremely high flow the 
severity of the studied rivers varies from 0.55 - 0.57 in the Don basin 
and the Upper Volga to 13.7 in the basin of the Northern Dvina. There 
is a close relationship between the severity and the catchment area 
(Figure 6 a). With the increase in the catchment area severity rises quite 
rapidly. At extremely low flow rates the severity varies from 0.1 in the 
basin of the Upper Volga and the Don to 0.37 in the basin of the 
Northern Dvina. Dependence is also a linear - the higher the catchment 
area, the greater the severity of water shortages, observed on the river 
(Figure 6 b). 
 
For some regions there is a tendency to group the most extreme years in 
time. So, in the basins of the northern rivers, the most severe water 
shortage occurred in 1938 – 1945 and 1965 - 1975 years were 
extremely abounding. Water scarcity is observed on these rivers also in 
the 2000s. In the basin of the Upper Volga were extremely dry 1945, 
1950, 1967-1969, and abounding - 1966, 1974, 1947-58 years. But last 
case of the extreme shortages was 1977, according to calculations. So, 
conditions of 2010 and 2014 are completely normal for water regime. 
Tributaries of the Volga behave somewhat differently. On the Oka, 
Ugral, Moksha water shortage is mainly observed in the 1937 - 1939 
years, and the high-water period was in 1958, 1970, 1979 - 1981. Last 
deficits observed here in 1973 - 1975 (except p. Moksha, which tends 
to Kama river basin). By the rivers of the Kama basin water shortage 
observed in the 1920s - 1940s, and water excess – in 1960 - 1970s and 
early 1990s. However, even in recent years (2006, 2008) as well as 
from 1976 - 1977 some deficiencies are allocated here. 
 
Table 1 Characteristics of extreme events for 10 % and 90% probability 
threshold values 

 

 
Fig. 6 Volume of surplus (a) and deficit (b) for the Volga – Staritsa and  
volume of surplus (c) and deficit (d) for the N.Dvina – Ust-Pinega 
 
Dynamic of the extreme rates is also very interesting. Northern rivers 
are characterized by smooth increase in elevation above the thresholds, 
and the reduction in deficits. The frequency of occurrence of extreme 
water discharges is reduced from 80 - 100% at the start of observations 
up to 20 - 30% at the moment. For instance, the deficits on the Northern 
Dvina, mostly observed in the 30s - 40s. After that began a steady 
decline in the frequency of water shortages, but the duration of the 
deficits, on the contrary increased from 1 - 2 months to 3 and 
sometimes 4, and its volume decreased. On Onega and Mezen trends 
are very different from other rivers. Here comes the decline in excess 
water and increase indeficits. In the basin of the Upper Volga different 
picture is observed. There is a marked decrease in volume of extremly 
high water events and simultaneous decline in deficits - the water 
regime significantly leveled. To the east of the region - in Kama basin, 
different pattern observed, similar to the trend in the north ETR. There 
is a smooth increase in water excess and decline in deficits. Low-flow 
period becomes less deep and volume of seasonal-flood conversely 
increases. The southern part of the ETP, Don and Oka shows the most 
obvious changes. Surplus reduced at times, and deficits in general no 
longer occur since 1975-77. 
 
For the extreme hydrogeological events, an integrated model was 
constructed. A two-aquifer/one-aquitard system (Neuman and 
Witherspoon, 1969) was adopted to model the groundwater in the 
multi-layer aquifer system. Neuman and Witherspoon (1969) used 
Laplace and Hankel transforms and inverted the results. The analytical 
solution of drawdown in the pumped aquifer is: 
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And that in the unpumped aquifer is: 
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where 0 1( )J yψ    must be set to zero when ( )2

1 0yψ < , and 
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The total compaction from several soil layers can be written as 
(Gambolati andFreeze, 1973):  
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The effect of groundwater users on the cumulative compaction of 
aquifer 2 was investigated. TWC pumps groundwater from both 
aquifers 2 and 3 and TYIA pumps groundwater only from aquifer 2. 
With the assumption that TWC and TYIA are the only users in the 
Yuanchang area, Figure 7 shows that for the area far from the TWC 

well field, the compaction can be attributed to TYIA pumping. It covers 
more than half of the total area. The maximum compaction is 0.2 cm 
for the period of 2009/12/3-2010/5/6. Figure 8 shows that in the area 
close to the TWC well field, compaction is significant. Although the 
influence area of compaction is smaller, the compaction is more 
significant, reaching a maximum value of 1.25 cm. 

 
Fig. 7. Percentage of cumulative compaction of aquifer 2 due to single-
layer pumping for period of 2009/12/3-2010/5/6. 

 
Fig. 8. Percentage of cumulative compaction of aquifer 2 due to multi-
layer pumping for period of 2009/12/3-2010/5/6. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Summing up, it should be noted that according to the calculations 
arising now extreme hydrological events are not exclusive. During the 
period of long-term observations, there are cases of deeper water  
shortages. In the case of frigid zone, all the rivers of the European part 
of Russia is characterized by a reduction of scarce periods. For the 
Volga and the Don River basin real deficits in general no longer occur 
since 1975-77 years mostly. If we talk about the extremely high water 
periods, for the Northern Rivers and the basin of the Kama frequency 
and severity of such events increases, while for the south and center of 
the region, by contrast, is reduced. In the case of extreme 
hydrogeological events, both single-layer and multiple-layer users 
contributes the subsidence. The single-layer groundwater users are 
responsible for the large-area compaction and that significant local 
compaction can be attributed to multi-layer users. Constraining multi-
layer pumping activities and reducing the amount of groundwater 
exploitation are required to mitigate the subsidence in Taiwan. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Over decades morphodynamic developments in a bifurcation zone in 
the Lower Danube led to an unequal discharge distribution towards the 
northern arm resulting in decreased water depths in the southern arm 
and a detour for navigation (~110 km). This study focuses on the 
expected morphological developments caused by hydraulic engineering 
measures. The objectives were thus given by determining sediment 
transport characteristics and associated alterations of hydromorphology. 
The processes were computed employing non-uniform transport 
equations embedded in the sediment transport model iSed. The results 
show improved navigation conditions for two scenarios. However, also 
scouring processes downstream transverse structures are expected.  
 
KEY WORDS: Danube River; numerical model; bifurcation, 
sediment transport; morphodynamics. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The present study focuses on the impacts of different conceptual 
hydraulic engineering measures on morphodynamics of a widely intact 
bifurcation zone in the Lower Danube. A modification of the 
bifurcation zone has become necessary due to the fact that at low to 
medium discharges the water depths in the southern branch 
downstream the bifurcation are insufficient for navigation, leading to a 
required detour for vessels of about 110 km. The shallow water depths 
result from an unequal discharge distribution between the northern and 
southern branch. 
 
According to Tubino et al. (2007) the parameters responsible for water 
and sediment partition at bifurcations are morphological asymmetry 
(e.g. topographical effects, transverse bottom inclination, inlet step, etc.) 
of the morphological configuration at the node. Additionally they found 
that the discharge increases with the width and depth of the branch. 
Kleinhans et al. (2008) confirm that the slope and width of the branches 
influences the water and sediment distribution. Miori et al. (2012) 
support the statement that an inlet step influences the discharge 
distribution at the bifurcation. According to Miori et al. (2012) 
bedforms and flow structures exert only a secondary influence, while 
bed discordance between the distributaries is responsible for discharge 

partition. Federici et al. (2003) noted that if the incoming flow 
concentrates on one side of the channel, the branch of the bifurcation 
on the opposite side loses discharge and may close.  
 
These findings are based on results of either observations in nature, 
physical model tests or numerical models. Kleinhans et al. (2008) 
applied a one-dimensional model for simulating the long-term 
evolution and an idealized quasi-three-dimensional model for 
predicting the propagation of sediment and morphodynamics at 
bifurcations on a timescale of decades to centuries. The quasi-three-
dimensional model was based on the nonlinear shallow-water equations 
simplified by a hydrostatic pressure assumption. Dargahi (2004) and 
Hardy et al. (2011) applied a three-dimensional flow model based on 
the RANS-equations using the RNG k-ε turbulence model and a non-
equilibrium wall function for simulating bifurcations. Hardy et al. 
(2011) focused on the simulation of different artificial bifurcations, 
while Dargahi (2004) modelled a natural bifurcation in Sweden. 
Dargahi (2004) analysed the sediment transport employing a model 
based on a 2-D sediment transport continuity equation in combination 
with the flow model.  
 
A modelling approach similar to Dargahi (2004) and Hardy et al. (2011) 
was adopted in this study. Based on hydrodynamic results (Glock et al., 
2015; Habersack et al., 2015), sediment transport and morphodynamics 
are predicted using the model iSed (Tritthart et al., 2011a). Successful 
applications of the model iSed are reported in Tritthart et al. (2011b) 
and Tritthart et al. (2012). In contrast to Dargahi (2004) and Hardy et al. 
(2011) this study focuses on impacts of conceptual engineering 
measures implemented in an existing natural bifurcation. 
 
The objectives of the sediment modelling task were thus given by the 
determination of sediment transport characteristics (i.e., suspended 
sediment concentrations) and the associated alteration of 
hydromorphology due to the construction works planned.  
 
INVESTIGATION AREA 
 
Reference Conditions 
 
The investigation area of this study represents a widely intact 
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bifurcation zone of the Lower Danube (Fig. 1, encircled area) in 
Romania. The modelling domain comprised a length of 3.5 km 
upstream the bifurcation and downstream lengths of 3.5 km (northern 
arm) and 7 km (southern arm). The average width of the river is around 
600 m and it is delimited by levees in the north-east and north-west, 
while in the south it is bounded by natural hillsides. The bathymetry of 
the bifurcation at reference conditions represents the year 2012 and is 
shown in Fig. 1. A defining characteristic at the bifurcation are the 
large bed level differences between the northern and southern arm. In 
the first two kilometres downstream of the bifurcation the bed levels of 
the southern arm are in the range of 1.5 to 3.5 m above mean sea level, 
while the bed levels of the northern arm are only -3.0 to -1.0 m above 
the sea level in a comparable section. Moreover, remains of old 
constructions characterize the inlet into the northern arm. These 
dilapidated structures were built in the second half of the 20th century 
and include a transverse structure around 700 m downstream the 
bifurcation node and a guiding wall at the river bank of this branch. 
Sediments in the river are mostly sandy, characterized by an arithmetic 
mean diameter (dm) of 0.29 mm, a median diameter (d50) of 0.20 mm, a 
diameter d90 of 0.78 mm and a standard deviation of the grading curve 
(U) of 2.75. The hydrology of the Danube at the investigation area is 
characterized by a regulated low flow (RNQ; 94% probability of 
exceedance) with a discharge of 2745 m3s-1, by a mean flow (MQ) with 
a discharge of 5048 m3s-1 and a highest navigable flow (HSQ; 1% 
probability of exceedance) with a discharge of 11164 m3s-1. 
 

 
Fig. 1 Bed levels of the bifurcation area at reference conditions  
(m a.s.l. = m above sea level) and overview of the investigation area. 
 
Overview of Different Conceptual Measures 
 
In the course of various feasibility studies different conceptual 
measures at the bifurcation were planned by Administratia Fluviala a 
Dunarii de Jos R.A. Galati (AFDJ, personal communication, 2013), 
Pessenlehner (2014) and Glock et al. (2015). Based on these 
considerations five different scenarios (Fig. 2) were exemplarily 
selected to estimate their effects on the alteration of morphology. The 
reference situation without any structures is depicted in light grey in all 
variants. In variant “a” (Glock et al. 2015) a modification of the river 
course (M) by linking a former waterbody to the western arm, a guiding 
wall (G) and a dam cutting off (C) the original course of the northern 
branch were planned. Variant “b” (Pessenlehner, 2014) includes a spur 
(S) at the node of the bifurcation, a lowering of the bed elevation (L) in 
the southern arm and the filling of the scour hole (F) in the northern 
arm. In addition a renaturation (R) of longitudinal structures built 
several decades ago was planned. In variants “c”, “d” and “e” (AFDJ, 
2013) various transverse structures (T1, T2, T3) in the northern arm 
and a guiding wall (G) cutting off the western side arm of the river 

were tested. Compared to variant “c” the crest of the transverse 
structure in variant “d” was reduced by around 1 m and in variant “e” 
by around 2.6 m. Only in variant “d” an additional bed elevation 
lowering due to dredging operation (D) was planned in the southern 
arm. The implementation of bed protection measures up- and 
downstream of the transverse structure are shown in detail “f”. 
 

 
Fig. 2 Overview of the investigation area (light grey) including five 
different conceptual measures and detail of bed protection measures up- 
and downstream of the transverse structure. 
 
FIELD MEASUREMENTS 
 
Bathymetry 
 
The underlying digital elevation model was compiled in a 2 x 2 m 
raster grid based on terrain elevation data originating from airborne 
Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR), multi-beam river bed 
bathymetry (06/2011) and single-beam measurements (03-09/2012). 
 
Bed Layer Material and Suspended Sediment 
 
Sediment samples of the bed layer material were taken in 7 cross 
sections on the left and right river bank by grab samplers. All samples 
were sieved in 7 classes, ranging from 0.09 to 2 mm. The suspended 
sediment concentration was sampled in 7 cross sections. In each cross 
section 4 values (left bank 0.5 m below water level (b.w.l.); centre 
0.5 m, 1.5 m and 3.0 m b.w.l.; and right bank 0.5 m b.w.l.) were taken. 
 
METHODS 
 
Sediment Transport Model 
 
Based on the hydrodynamic results (Glock et al., 2015; Habersack et al., 
2015) sediment transport and morphodynamics were predicted using 
the model iSed (Tritthart et al., 2011a). This model is capable of 
calculating suspended load and bed-load separate from each other. Due 
to the fact that sediments in the river are mostly sandy (dm = 0.29 mm), 
bed-load was disregarded. The suspended load was determined by 
solving an advection-diffusion equation. Calculations of bed evolution 
were performed using the Exner equation (Tritthart et al., 2011a). 
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Coupling with the 3D-hydrodynamic simulations 
The computation mesh of the 3D hydrodynamic model was also used in 
the sediment transport model iSed. The results of each steady-state 
hydrodynamic simulation were used as initial conditions for the 
sediment transport simulation at the corresponding discharge. 
 
Boundary conditions 
Suspended sediment concentrations were prescribed at the inflow 
boundary depending on the corresponding discharge. The correlation 
between the suspended sediment concentrations and the discharges is 
based on measurements and calculated rating curves (Habersack et al., 
2015). The calibration was done based on hydrodynamic simulation 
results at a discharge of 3840 m3s-1 and a suspended sediment 
concentration of 10 mgl-1 was assigned at the inflow boundary. In the 
validation stage, which was defined as scenario for comparing the 
reference conditions with all variants, an independent case (5530 m3s-1 
with an inflow sediment concentration of 33 mgl-1) was simulated using 
the calibrated sediment transport model. 
 
Bed layer material 
The initial bed layer material in the river was assigned to the 
computation mesh according to the available sediment samples using 
the Kriging interpolation method. In the floodplains an artificial 
sediment material was assigned, characterized by grain sizes much 
larger than the limit of suspended sediment, i. e. 1 mm. The use of this 
material led to a significant decrease of morphological changes at these 
areas, which corresponds to the natural processes occurring there. 
Moreover, the remains of old constructions at reference conditions as 
well as the newly designed constructions implemented in the variants 
were defined as inerodible structures. In these areas morphological 
changes were prohibited in the model to protect the designed 
constructions from morphological changes. 
 
RESULTS 
 
Calibration and Validation of the Sediment Transport Model 
 
The aim of the calibration was to find a dynamic equilibrium of the 
sediment transport in the entire investigation area by adjusting scaling 
parameters of the empirical bed exchange flux terms (erosion and 
deposition) embedded in the advection-diffusion equation of the model. 
The steady-state simulation result of the calibration shows a 
homogeneous distribution of the suspended sediment concentration of 
around 10 mgl-1 in the whole investigation area (Fig. 3). 

 
Fig. 3 Suspended sediment concentrations at reference conditions for 
the steady-state simulation of the calibration discharge of 3840 m3s-1 
and position of the measurement cross sections (CS). 

In the calibration and validation stage the modelled suspended sediment 
concentrations were compared with measurements in 4 cross sections. 
A good agreement was found for all cross sections over the whole 
investigation area. The comparisons between the modelling results and 
the observations are exemplarily shown for two cross sections in Fig. 4. 
 

 
Fig. 4 Calibration and Validation: Comparison between measured and 
modelled suspended sediment concentrations in the cross sections (CS) 
2 and 4. 
 
Impact Analysis of Different Measures on Morphodynamics 
 
In Fig. 5 the morphological developments after 3 months of steady-
state simulations are depicted for the reference conditions and all 
variants for a mean discharge of 5530 m3s-1.  
 

 
Fig. 5 Morphological developments after 3 months of steady-state 
simulations for reference conditions and all variants, for a mean 
discharge of 5530 m3s-1; “no change” indicates morphological changes 
in the range of ± 1 cm. 
 
The results for the reference conditions show a quite homogeneous 
evolution of the morphology over the whole investigation area. 
However, at the bifurcation entrance in the northern arm and around 
two kilometres downstream of the bifurcation in the southern arm the 
model predicts notable erosions. In contrast to the reference conditions, 
the simulations of variant “a” show intensified erosions in the southern 
arm. Moreover, an aggradation is predicted downstream the mouth of 
the new side arm. Slight erosions at the entrance and mouth of the new 
side arm indicate local scouring processes in these areas. Compared to 
the reference conditions, the simulations of variant “b” depict 
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substantial erosions downstream of the spur in the northern arm. The 
implemented guiding wall in variants “c”, “d” and “e” leads to similar 
intensified erosions at the bifurcation entrance in the northern arm. 
Moreover, the different heights of the transverse structure in the 
northern arm affect the morphological developments in the whole 
investigation area. The higher the transverse structure, the lower are the 
erosions in the northern arm downstream of the construction and the 
higher are the erosions in the southern arm. 
 
Detailed Analysis of Bed Protection Measures 
 
The morphological developments in the longitudinal section LS1 after 
3 months of steady-state simulations are depicted in Fig. 6 for variant 
“e” with planned bed protection in place and without bed protection 
measures up- and downstream of the transverse structure at the 
bifurcation entrance in the northern arm. Compared to the simulation 
with bed protection erosions downstream of the transverse structure are 
expected for the simulation without bed protection, leading to a scour 
whole with a length of around 100 m and a mean depth of 0.8 m.  
 

 
Fig. 6 Morphological developments in the long section (LS) 1 after 3 
months of steady-state simulations for variant “e” with and without bed 
protection measures up- and downstream of the transverse structure, for 
a discharge of 5530 m3s-1; inset: position of the longitudinal section. 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
Glock et al. (2015) and Habersack et al. (2015) showed that the 
implementation of variants “a” and “c”, which are reducing the bed 
level differences between the northern and southern arm, leads to a 
harmonisation of the discharge distributions at the bifurcation. Tubino 
et al. (2007) and Miori et al. (2012) also found that bed level 
differences influence the discharge distribution at the bifurcation. The 
resulting discharge distributions, inducing higher bed shear stresses in 
the southern arm, lead to substantial erosions in this branch in the 
morphodynamic simulations. Initially these erosions are expected to 
improve the navigation requirements regarding the water depths. 
However, over a longer period of time these morphological changes 
might cause a new unequal discharge distribution in favour of the 
southern arm. Moreover, the concentrated discharge into the new side 
arm of variant “a” leads to erosion processes at the entrance and mouth 
of this branch. An extension of the protected areas by artificial 
constructions has the potential to reduce these scouring processes. 
 
Due to the fine sediments in the investigation area any attempt not to 
implement bed protection measures downstream of the transverse 
structure leads to serious erosion processes downstream of this 

construction. Therefore appropriate measures are essential to ensure 
sustainable functionality of the transverse structure independent of the 
crest height. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this study the evolution of hydromorphology was simulated for 
different conceptual hydraulic engineering measures. It was found that 
the morphological developments are directly linked to the resulting 
discharge distributions due to the construction works planned. 
Therefore a discharge increase in the southern arm of the bifurcation 
leads to higher bed shear stresses followed by substantial erosions in 
this branch. An improvement of the navigation requirements regarding 
water depths is expected in this branch, however due to the fine river 
bed sediments in this investigation area, over time morphological 
changes might reverse the discharge distribution towards the southern 
arm. Further additional investigations using quasi-steady or fully 
unsteady sediment transport simulations over longer time spans in the 
range of several decades are recommended to yield a sound basis for an 
assessment of the long-term stability of river morphology. For such 
modelling approaches a monitoring program resulting in a more 
detailed data set is an indispensable prerequisite. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Water heritage usually involves with water environment that often 
faces inevitable changes due to demands of the later generations. 
Although the idea of ‘degrees of intervention’ has long been developed 
in conservation practice of cultural heritage, the intervention on water 
heritage nowadays particularly becomes more complicated and 
controversial; it impacts not only on heritage structure but also on 
water environment. The study hence presents a new concept of degrees 
of intervention specifically for water heritage as a common language 
for bridging people from different fields, and discusses their 
classifications to provide a further understanding towards water 
heritage.  
 
KEY WORDS: degrees of intervention; water heritage; water 
environment; classification; heritage conservation; World Heritage 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Among cultural heritages, although water heritages play such an 
important role, only a minority of them are individually valued and 
discussed as a special category. Many water heritages exist inseparably 
within historic sites, which makes them easily be ignored. As we all 
know water heritages usually involve with water environment, hence 
they are particularly vulnerable to changes of water environment. 
While an increasing number of extreme climate phenomena and 
inappropriate human activities are posing significant problems in 
managing and preserving cultural heritage around the globe, improving 
sustainable adaptation and enhancing hazard mitigation towards water 
environment of heritage have become extremely urgent. More 
importantly, water heritage and its water environment should be 
considered together while dealing with conservation and sustainability 
of heritage site, as they jointly shape the value of a heritage site; it is 
hence necessary to protect water environment simultaneously. 
 
In the past, not enough attention has been drawn to such adverse effects 
of water environment towards heritage. During the late decades, news 
of massive flooding, subsidence and decay caused by change of water 
level, landslide, seawater intrusion, and heavy rain erosion have caused 
great concerns to heritage conservation community. Although 
conservation community has started to raise more emphasis to water 
heritage in this decade, not many discussions or conservation practices 
have been made on it globally thus far. Since World Heritage is 
currently the most recognizable and well-known system in conserving 
heritage, Section 2 explores whether World Heritage covers most of the 

important types of water heritage, whether water heritage accounts for a 
considerable proportion in World Heritage, and how water heritages are 
protected or managed by different international conservation programs, 
by further discussing the classification of water heritage. 
 
Although the conception of degrees of intervention for architectural and 
monumental heritage has long been discussed for decades, it has 
become merely a concept and a description of the different degrees, 
which is reviewed in Section 3. It explains that the concept is not easily 
understandable and accessible for anyone, especially for someone 
without professional knowledge in heritage. Since water environment 
has the feature of change at times and often involves issues of 
utilization for the present or future generations, it is often inevitable to 
make some interventions on water heritage in order to conserve or 
sustainably reuse the property. Hence Section 4 discusses why 
interventions of water heritage are inevitable, and are different from 
other cultural heritage, by discussing three case studies including the 
Roman Baths (World Heritage, England), Dujiangyan irrigation system 
(World Heritage, China), and Yueya Spring (China). On the other hand, 
this section also indicates the ‘landscape’ is another key aspect as the 
same important as ‘water environment’ and ‘heritage structure’ in 
determining the degree of intervention on water heritage. Hence the 
study proposes a new perspective of the degrees of intervention for 
water heritage, so that it could be more applicable and communicable 
for both heritage professionals and the others when dealing with the 
issue of intervention on water heritage. 
 
THE CLASSIFICATION OF WATER HERITAGE BY 
FUNCTIONS 
 
In order to explore the present status regarding water heritage in the 
World Heritage system, our study investigates the Cultural World 
Heritage list site by site, which includes the cultural sites and the mixed 
sites (cultural and natural mixed), 834 sites in total to date (Jan 2016), 
from the search of literature and World Heritage official publication  
(Willems et al., 2015; ICOMOS, e.g. 2011). Although many of the 
water heritages coexist within architectural or monumental heritage 
sites, and are not listed or considered as a separate or individual ‘water 
heritage’, the study still identifies these water heritages by the principle 
of heritage value. Among 834 cultural World Heritage sites, there are 
144 sites that belong to or possess water heritage, which accounts for 
17 per cent as shown in Figure 1. The water heritages identified also 
show the fact that water heritage usually coexists with the water 
environment. The result manifests that the water heritage accounts for a 
considerable proportion within cultural World Heritage. Since water-
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related issues have become one of the biggest challenges towards 
heritage conservation, our study also explores how water issues affect 
none-water World Heritage sites. We investigate further in all 834 sites, 
identifying at least another 62 sites (none-water heritage) with 
significant water content that accounts for 8 per cent. The site with 
water content means the heritage or its water environment is under risk 
of damage, or under risk of loss of value, due to water or the change of 
water environment. It also means some measures are in need towards 
water, in order to protect those heritage sites for sustainability. The 
measures can generally be the intervention on the heritage structure, or 
on its water environment, or even on both, which actually faces similar 
situation with water heritage. 
 

 
Fig. 1 The proportion of water heritage sites and sites with water 
content among cultural World Heritage. 
 

 
Fig. 2 Water World Heritage classified by functions. 
 
In order to get further understanding of water heritage in World 
Heritage system, by classifying the 144 water heritages identified, 
Figure 2 presents a statistical analysis sorted by main functions. As 
Figure 2 concludes merely from water World Heritage, it means the 
quantity of certain types of functions would be underestimated because 
some important water heritages have not been listed in World Heritage 
yet. Since World Heritage system requests a very high standard in 
outstanding universal value, as well as in authenticity and integrity that 
directly involves with the status of conservation. Therefore, some types 
of water heritages that are particularly not propitious for conservation 
status are less likely being listed in the system, such as agricultural 
heritage, aquaculture heritage, and underwater heritage (the last is 
included in the Cultural Landscape of Figure 2). Furthermore, as World 
Heritage highlights the value rather than the age of heritage, as time 
goes on, one can imagine some portions will increase due to newer 
heritage sites are registered (e.g. Hydraulic Application); and, some 
new portions will be added in (e.g. Water Purification).  
 

As for how international organizations or programs manage heritage, so 
as to understand how different systems cover water heritages globally. 
Figure 3 shows all different kinds of heritage systems managed by 
United Nations (blue blocks) and other international organizations 
(green blocks) thus far. In UN’s group, the five systems of UN have 
covered all different parts of the territory, including tangible and 
intangible, and natural and cultural, which means water heritage can be 
included in the five systems that seem to have covered the whole 
territory. However, although GIAHS can cover the ‘natural intangible’ 
section, and help manage some heritage sites with significant value but 
not being qualified to list in World Heritage, yet only in agricultural 
scope. Some more points can also be seen from the figure, firstly, water 
heritage is the only category being considered and established as a 
conservation system among heritage scope, such as UCH, GIAHS, HIS, 
and WHS, showing heritage community has started to recognize the 
significance of water-related heritage. Secondly, on the global scale, 
the figure reveals there are still many more water heritage sites with 
significant value but not being selected as World Heritage because of 
unqualified conservation status or belonging to intangible side, such as 
category of agriculture, aquaculture, and underwater. The last point is 
that, since there are some overlaps between different conservation 
systems, such as World Heritage vs. HIS, GIAHS vs. HIS, GIAHS vs. 
WHS, and ICH vs. WHS, there would be some competitions evolving 
into levels of the heritage systems. For instance, a heritage site listed as 
World Heritage or world Intangible Cultural Heritage may not 
participate in the registration of HIS or WHS. However, those none-UN 
heritage systems are still substantially contributive to the conservation 
of heritage or water heritage as a whole, because they can cover some 
significant sites not being selected as UN’s system, or ‘World’ level. 
Nevertheless, the paper still poses the weakness of the combined 
systems. Considering that HIS cannot help other categories of heritage 
out of World Heritage, even regarding water heritage it can only 
contribute to irrigation heritage. Similarly, WHS defines its scope as 
natural or mixed sites. As a complement of ICH, It could be more 
helpful for intangible water heritage if it extends its scope to the 
cultural section. 
 

 
Fig. 3 Integrated international heritage conservative conventions or 
programs (based on Tyagi & Yamaoka, 2015). 
 
LITERATURE REVIEW – DEGREES OF INTERVENTION 
 
Since 1970s, some scholars and international organizations have 
presented the concept of degrees of intervention in heritage 
conservation. However, those concepts can mainly applied on heritage 
structure (i.e. architecture, monuments, built structures). For instance, 
the Burra Charter (Australia ICOMOS, 1981), Feilden (1982), 
MacGilvray (Austin et al., 1988), and Charter for the Conservation of 
Places of Cultural Heritage Value (ICOMOS NEW ZEALAND, 1992) 
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all define a variety of degrees of intervention. The last has become the 
most widely recognized one in international conservation practice, 
which includes non-intervention, maintenance, stabilisation, repair, 
restoration, reconstruction or adaptation. However, it is apparent that 
there are many differences in definition and scope between those 
degrees of intervention; it is not easy to understand the definition and 
sorting by non-professionals for applying in practice. Therefore, the 
degrees of intervention have eventually become a concept and a 
conclusive principle that promoting a minimum intervention in a 
protected structure is best summed up by the maxim ‘do as much as 
necessary and as little as possible’. 
 
DEGREES OF INTERVENTION ON WATER HERITAGE  
 
As mentioned earlier, the developed concepts of the degrees of 
intervention are mainly for conserving heritage built environment. 
However, when it comes to water heritage, the demand of sustainability 
regarding its water environment would cause considerable variation 
and influence on heritage structure. By discussing with the following 
three cases of water heritage that represent three different kinds of 
water heritage with different issues from their water environment, this 
study intends to explore a more integrated perspective of the degrees of 
intervention for water heritage. 
 
The Roman Baths  
 
The Roman Baths complex is located in the English city of Bath where 
has been famous for the mineral-rich and healing hot springs that are 
the only ‘hot’ springs in the UK. Built by the Romans around 300AD, 
the bathhouse is a well-preserved Roman site. However, the emergence 
of pathogenic amoebae in the hot springs in 1977 led to a death of a 
child and the close of the Roman Baths. In response to this disaster, 
Bath City Council constructed an inclined borehole on Stall Street 
outside the Roman Baths, which has successfully supplied biologically 
clean thermal water to the spa and the fountain (Kellaway, 1991). The 
measure satisfies the principle and purpose of conservation, on the 
heritage and the water environment. In this case, the degree of 
intervention on the heritage structure is nearly none; the only 
intervention is on its water environment beneath the ground. It is even 
removable and reversible that would not cause any damage or change 
to the hot springs resource and its mechanism. As the whole city is a 
World Heritage site, the measure also prevents from visible variation of 
the landscape above the soil, except for some tiles and pavement. 
 
Dujiangyan Irrigation System (DIS) 
 
Dujiangyan is a surviving non-dam irrigation system in China, which 
was built in 256 BC and located in the Minjiang River in Sichuan 
province. Scientists and engineers around the world admire it for its 
ingenious mechanism that conforms to natural laws of water flow and 
utilizes the local natural topography to affect the flow for distributing 
water, which is a clever use of hydraulics rather than intending to 
barricade or resist water force by artifact. The system has turned a 
constant flooding area (Sichuan) into the most productive agricultural 
area in China, and also dramatically mitigated the frequent thread of 
flooding in the downstream area. However, considering future demands 
for utilizing water resource, hydropower and flood control, there were 
two controversial ‘sister dams’ built in the heritage buffer zone in the 
last two decades: the Zipingpu and the Yagliuhu project. The Zipingpu 
dam (with power plant) was built upstream of DIS, the power plant did 

not operate because of the risk of damaging the heritage. In order to 
make the plant operable, the Yangliuhu reservoir is under construction 
downstream between the Zipingpu dam and DIS, so that it can reduce 
the fast and powerful flow from the Zipingpu towards the heritage. This 
is a good example showing how a water heritage easily faces inevitable 
interventions due to demands of the present or future. Although the two 
projects did not directly make intervention on the heritage structure, 
they did change its water environment of which the natural mechanism 
would be mitigated. Moreover, this case also shows how a surrounding 
landscape is impacted and conflicted by the modern mega structures, 
which is the reason why World Heritage system greatly cares about the 
management of the ‘buffer’ area. 
 
Yueya Spring 
 
Located along Silk Road in Gobi Desert of China, the natural crescent 
lake oasis has existed for 2,000 years. Since the Tang (c.618 AD), more 
than 100 temples and pavilions have been constructed along it. The site 
is a natural wonder combining with heritages of high cultural value. 
The spring lake was recharged naturally by the water infiltration in 
Dang River. After the river was dammed in 1975, which led to a dry 
downstream and insufficient recharge to the springs causing 
consequently dry in 1990s. A constructed underground infiltration 
facility with pumped water for recharging the spring aquifer has 
reversed the trend of drying in 2008 as a measure of intervention. 
However, although the intervention has never changed the heritage 
structure and landscape, the change of the natural recharge mechanism 
has mitigated the value of the water heritage. 
 
The Matrix of Degrees of Intervention 
 
From the descriptions of the aforementioned cases, the three water 
heritage sites all exist and evolve with their water environment at all 
times, which indicates one of the most significant feature of water 
heritage. Since water environment tends to change over time (it could 
because of natural cause such as the Roman Baths; or by human cause, 
such as DIS and Yueya Spring), water heritage sites often face 
inevitable situation of receiving different degrees of intervention on its 
water environment. In order to fulfill the conservation principle of 
minimizing impacts on heritage, more precisely, on heritage structure, 
it would be quite common that the intervention applied is only on the 
water environment, rather than on the heritage structure, as the three 
cases show. However, as the descriptions in DIS and Yueya Spring, 
although the intervention applied was only on the water environment 
and consequently has merely changed the original mechanism of it, the 
value of the water heritage has still been affected or reduced. Besides, 
the initial purpose for emphasizing on the concept of degree of 
intervention was to prevent the risk of irreversible damage towards 
heritage. However, as the example of DIS, the possibility of an extreme 
flood to cause failure of the dams, or an operational mistake to lead to 
destructive flood discharge has been formed because of the intervention. 
It means that even though the intervention is merely applied on the 
water environment, it can sometimes cause a risk of damage towards 
heritage structure. From the above two reasons, no matter from the 
value or the risk perspective, one can understand the ‘water 
environment’ and ‘heritage structure’ are both the crucial aspects when 
considering or assessing the issue of intervention on water heritage.  
     
Another point can also be revealed from the discussions of the three 
cases, which is the importance of the surrounding landscape. The 
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World Heritage system highly emphasizes the concept of the ‘buffer 
zone’ of a heritage site, because it is one of the key points for 
conserving and sustaining a heritage site, as well as maintaining the 
value of aesthetics and integrity of heritage ensemble (Martin, 2008). 
Parallel to the concept of the ‘buffer zone’, the surrounding landscape 
plays such a crucial role towards water heritage; hence any major 
intervention measure affecting the landscape of heritage should also be 
posed and put in the consideration as the same as the ‘water 
environment’. However, the same as the intervention on water 
environment, the intervention on the surrounding landscape can hardly 
be described or identified as the way on heritage monument or 
architecture that is generally a conservation measure or procedure. It is 
more appropriate to describe as a ‘degree’ or ‘extent’ of the influence 
of intervention, rather than to apply as a conservation measure of 
architectural heritage as mentioned earlier in the literature review 
section. Besides, the degrees of intervention on the above two aspects 
(i.e. water environment and landscape) could be altered depending on 
different water heritage sites. Therefore, a better way to keep it 
applicable and flexible for expressing the degrees from low to high is 
by quantification and indexation. By ranging an integer scale from 0 to 
10 to summarize the degree, it can be easier for applying as a 
communication bridge between heritage professionals and the other 
users to assess the influence of an intervention towards water heritage.  
 
Since the special features and conditions of water heritage, this study 
presents three essential aspects to identify and assess the degrees of 
intervention, which are ‘heritage structure’, ‘ water environment’, and 
‘landscape’. A matrix (Figure 4) is developed so that the three aspects 
can be assessed separately. Then they can be summarized as an overall 
index so that it can represent the whole degree of intervention on the 
water heritage site. Therefore, the principles of the matrix on the 
degrees of intervention are, 
 Assessment and discussion separately with all the three aspects is 

necessary with regard to water heritage, including ‘heritage 
structure’, ‘water environment’, and ‘landscape’;  

 Quantification makes an assessment of the degrees more accessible, 
objective, and communicable, which replaces the text descriptions 
developed for built environment; 

 The three aspects have different importance and weights on 
different sites, hence site by site discussion is necessary; 

 The three aspects of the degree of intervention should be assessed 
respectively, then summarized as a final index of the degree of 
intervention. 

 
The assessment and calculation steps to obtain the Index are: 
I. Decide A: B: C ratio of the target site with agreement from all users; 
II. Set n, where n is recommended from 5 to10, in order to make the 

degrees easier to be assessed and to reach a consensus; 
III. Assess the degrees of intervention respectively in ‘landscape’, 

‘water environment’, and ‘heritage structure’ as DA, DB, and DC; 
IV. Calculate the Index of the Degree of Intervention with                          

Index = 10 × (A×DA + B×DB + C×DC) / (A×n + B×n + C×n), so 
that 0≤Index≤10. 

 
The Index may also be presented in a color code scale: white, green, 
yellow, orange, and red, so as to help build a recognizable sense 
regarding the overall degree of intervention. Each color code may have 
a general meaning with text explanations if necessary. The proposed 
matrix is the first attempt to quantify the degree of intervention and 
there is still room for improvement as more studies are carried out by 
the community stimulated from this proposal. 

 
Fig. 4  Matrix of the degrees of intervention and the color code scale of 
the Index 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
Water is the foundation for life, from the past to the future generations. 
As both natural heritage and cultural heritage are related to human 
society, they are inherently linked to water. This study has found that at 
least 25% of the cultural World Heritage sites are identified as a site 
with water heritage or a site with water issue. Further by discussing 
with the classification of water heritage, the paper describes the pattern 
of water heritage in typology of function, and reviews how 
international conservation conventions and programs manage heritage, 
especially water heritage. In order to develop the concept of degrees of 
intervention on water heritage, the study proposes a new perspective 
that strengthens the importance of the surrounding ‘landscape’ and 
‘water environment’ towards a water heritage site. Furthermore, the 
presented method may also extensively be applied on other cultural 
heritage sites (non-water heritage sites) with issues on the water 
environment. Although the theory of the matrix proposed still has room 
to be improved, the authors sincerely hope to raise more attention in 
encouraging researchers to come forward with more valuable 
contributions to water heritage, as the spirit and purpose of ‘The 
Statement of Amsterdam’. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
This paper describes the flow structure, suspended load concentration 
and bed deposition characteristics around a group of Bandal-like 
structures with experimental methods. The experiments demonstrate 
that the local flow around Bandal-like structures are complex due to the 
flow separation, the upward flow, the flow circulation and the 
interaction between the mainstream and the bay area. In particular, the 
upward flow passing through the lower part of the Bandal-like 
structures plays an important role in supplying sediment to as well as 
promoting sediment deposition in the bay area.  
 
KEY WORDS:  Suspended sediment; Bandalling, Bandal-like 
structure; sediment concentration; indigenous knowledge. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Bandalling is an indigenous method of river training in the India 
subcontinent for maintaining navigable channels of alluvial rivers 
during low water season. A Bandalling structure physically appears as a 
vertical screen mounted on a frame. In general, the screen is made of 
bamboo mats and the frame consists of a series of bamboo sticks. As 
bamboos are locally available and inexpensive labors are easily 
employable on site, Bandalling structures have achieved a wide use in 
some large continental rivers such as the Ganges River and the 
Brahmaputra River. According to the physical appearance, a Bandalling 
structure can be described as a combined structure of an impermeable 
groyne in the upper part and a permeable groyne in the lower part 
(Zhang et al., 2010). When the sediment-laden flow approaches a 
Bandalling structure, the low sediment-concentrated flow of the upper 
layer is diverted to the mainstream and is accelerated, resulting in 
mainstream bed degradation and increase of water depth. It is the 
mechanism for the navigability enhancement. On the other hand, the 
high sediment-concentrated flow of the lower layer passes through the 
Bandalling structure and sediment deposition occurs behind it due to 
the velocity reduction there (Rahman et al., 2004). As sediment 
deposits along the river bank, the risk of bank erosion is reduced and a 
new agricultural land is created. In other words, Bandalling is not only 
effective for the improvement of domestic navigation but also 
promising in farmland protection and disaster mitigation. 
Unfortunately, the performance of Bandalling is not always as efficient 
as desired according to analyses of field data obtained in major 
Bangladeshi Rivers (Rahman et al., 2003). In order to take full use of 
this indigenous method, there is a crucial need to combine updated 

insight of river dynamics with local indigenous knowledge and 
experiences. The structure having the similar functions as Bandalling 
structures is defined as Bandal-like structure herein despite its 
construction materials, shape and layout. In the past decade, several 
groups have conducted research on the flow and the bed morphology 
around Bandal-like structures, e.g. Rahman et al. (2004), Zhang et al. 
(2010), Uddin (2010), Nakagawa et al. (2013) and Rahman and Osman 
(2015). These research revealed the complex flow structure around 
Banal-like structures and some of the advantages of Bandal-like 
structures over other traditional river training works. Nevertheless, one 
of the most important parameters, the suspended load around Bandal-
like structures, is yet unknown. In this paper, detailed measurements 
and analyses are conducted for the local flow, suspended load 
concentration and bed deposition around Bandal-like structures. 
 
EXPERIMENT METHOLDS 
 

Unit: cm 

 
(a) Plan view 

 
(b) Section A-A 

 
(c) Details of Bandal-like structure 

 
Fig. 1 Experiment setup (not to scale). 
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Experiment Setup 
 
Experiments were conducted in a straight tilting flume at the Ujigawa 
Open Laboratory of Kyoto University (Japan). The flume was 8m-long, 
40cm-wide and 30cm-deep as shown in Fig.1. In the experiment, a 7m-
long and 20cm-thick wooden deck was set at the bottom of the flume so 
that a sediment trap was formed at the most downstream part of the 
flume. The longitudinal slope of the flume, as well as the wooden deck 
was 1/1,280. Four Bandal-like structures were installed on the wooden 
deck along the right side of the flume, labelled as structure A, B, C and 
D from the upstream to the downstream hereafter. The distance 
between two consecutive Bandal-like structures was 20cm. Each 
Bandal-like structure consisted of 5 piles and an impermeable upper 
layer as shown in Fig.1(c). The Bandal-like structure was 10cm long 
and 1cm thick, perpendicular to the right side of the flume and being 
high enough to maintain non-submerged in the experiment. 
 
Table 1. Hydraulic conditions in the experiment 

Flow discharge  (l/s) 5.70 
Channel slope 1/1280 
Uniform flow depth (cm) 4.43 
Uniform flow velocity (cm/s) 32.17 
Near-bed friction velocity (cm/s) 1.67 
Sediment density (g/cm3) 2.65 
Sediment mean diameter (μm) 92.9 
Sediment settling velocity (cm/s) 0.57 
Reynolds number Re 10,894 
Froude number Fr 0.49 

 
Experiment Measurements 
 
The hydraulic conditions in the experiment was described in Table1, 
which were determined based on the results of several trial experiments 
to ensure active suspended sediment transport in the approach flow 
area. The model sediment was a kind of silica sand. The sediment was 
almost uniform with a mean diameter of 92.9um and a specific gravity 
of 2.65. The sediment was continuously supplied from the most 
upstream of the wooden deck. The amount of sediment supplied was 
decided based on the examination of the propagation of the bed forms 
in the approach flow area. With the sediment supply, the properties of 
the bed forms in terms of ripples in the approach flow area almost 
maintained throughout the experiment. During the experiment, the flow 
discharge was kept constant. A quasi-equilibrium condition was 
reached when the bed forms in the approach flow area and the 
deposition patterns in the bay areas formed by two consecutive Bandal-
like structures showed insignificant changes. It took 3 hours. The water 
levels, three-dimensional velocity distributions, suspended sediment 
concentrations and bed deposition depths were measured at the final 
stage of the experiment. The water levels and the bed deposition were 
measured with an ultrasonic displacement meter and a Laser 
displacement meter, respectively. The flow velocities in the water 
column and on the water surface were measured with an 
electromagnetic velocimetry and a PIV (particle image velocimetry) 
analysis method, respectively. Water with suspended sediment was 
sampled at the height of 40% of the water depth at several 
representative points with a syphon-type sampling system. After that, 
the samples were analyzed and the sediment concentrations were 
obtained. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
Flow Velocity 
 
The authors have previously investigated the flow structure around an 
individual Bandal-like structure under scoured bed conditions (Zhang et 
al., 2010 and Zhang et al., 2013). According to the results, the flow 
velocity around a Bandal-like structure was quite complex and strongly 
three-dimensional. As the flow velocity played a crucial role in the 
transport of suspended sediment, detailed flow velocity measurements 
were conducted in this study.  
 
Flow velocity on water surface. The longitudinal and transverse 
velocity vectors (u, v) on the water surface were plotted in Fig.2. It was 
well recognized from the figure that the diversity of the flow field was 
significantly enhanced in the proximity of the Bandal-like structures. 
The velocity in the mainstream was much larger than that in the bay 
areas between two consecutive Bandal-like structures. In the 
mainstream, the flow almost maintained parallel to the side of the flume. 
While in the bay areas, the flow structures were quite sophisticated and 
exhibited evident spatial changes from the upstream to the downstream. 
For clarity, the sketches of typical flow patterns in the bay areas were 
drawn in Fig.2 based on the measured velocity vectors. 
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Fig. 2  Flow velocity vectors (u, v) on the water surface.  
 
According to Fig.2, the flow separation was observed at the head of 
each structure, being the most significant around structure A. The 
circulation flow was one of the most typical flow patterns in front of 
each structure. The size of the circulation cell in the bay area became 
larger and larger from the upstream to the downstream. In bay AB, the 
circulation was confined at the corner in front of structure B due to the 
strong flow passing through the lower part of structure A. The existence 
of this flow resulted in an obvious surface-oriented upward flow in bay 
areas and influenced the circulation cells in the bay area. This flow has 
significant implications for the transport of suspended sediment, which 
distinguished Bandal-like structures from other types of groynes. Due 
to the velocity reduction, the influence of this flow turned weaker and 
weaker towards downstream. In bay CD, the circulation cell almost 
occupied the whole bay area and the center of the circulation almost 
coincided with the geometrical center of the bay. Behind structure D, a 
wake circulation was easily recognizable, somewhat similar to that 
formed behind a group of impermeable groynes (Zhang et al., 2015). 
 
Flow velocity along transverse cross-sections. The flow velocities 
along typical transverse cross-sections were plotted in Fig.3, which 
provided more detailed information on the complexity of the local flow. 
At x=45cm (in front of structure A) as shown in Fig.3(a), the flow was 
partially toward the right side of the flume and partially diverted to the 
mainstream. The former was due to the existence of a small circulation 
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near the upstream corner of structure A, while the latter was attributed 
to the flow separation at the head of structure A as shown in Fig.4. In 
the bay areas AB (x=55cm and 65cm) and BC (x=75cm and 85cm), the 
upward flow was evidently observed. The flow structure in the vertical 
plane of bay AB was quite complex due to the existence of various 
flow patterns, corresponding to the complex flow on the water surface 
(Fig.2). On the other hand, there was an interesting finding on the flow 
in bay BC according to Fig.3 (d) and Fig.3 (e). The flow was toward 
the mainstream in the upstream (i.e. x=75cm) and was toward the bay 
area in the downstream (i.e. x=85cm). It indicated that flow exchanges 
took place between the mainstream and the bay area. 
 

  
 

 
 

 
 
Fig.3 Flow velocity vectors (v, w) at different locations.  
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
Fig.4 Flow velocity vectors (u, w) at different locations.  

Flow velocity along longitudinal cross-sections. The longitudinal 
change of the flow velocity at y=6cm in the vertical plane was shown in 
Fig.4 (a-d). The approach flow was partially blocked in front of 
structure A. As a result, the velocity gradually became smaller when 
the flow approached structure A. After passing each Bandal-like 
structure, the flow gained an upward velocity and at the same time, the 
longitudinal velocity was significantly reduced. The upward velocity 
maintained in all of the bay areas. Fig.4 (e) and Fig.4 (f) drew an image 
on the flow along the right side of the flume (y=2cm) and near to the 
mainstream (y=10cm) in bay BC. It was found that the flow was toward 
upstream near the flume side and was toward downstream near to the 
mainstream. It was consistent with the observation in Fig.2. Moreover, 
the upward flow velocity along the flume side was found to be larger 
than that near to the mainstream. 
 
Bed Deposition Patterns 
 
The change of the bed level from the initial flatbed to the final bed and 
the photo of the bed deposition patterns were shown in Fig.5. Due to 
sediment deposition, bed forms in terms of ripples took place on the 
bed in the approach flow area. In the reach with Bandal-like structures, 
sediment deposition was mainly observed in the bay area and the wake 
zone behind structure D. There was almost no sediment deposition in 
the mainstream. As the flow velocity was accelerated, the mainstream 
bed had a potential to be continuously eroded. In this area, most of the 
sediment coming from the upstream was transported by water to the 
downstream directly and a very small amount exchanged with the 
adjacent bay areas. 
 

   
Fig.5 Bed deformation from the initial flatbed. 
 
The deposition patterns in the bay areas varied from the upstream to the 
downstream. Although a large amount of sediment was carried by the 
flow passing through the lower part of structure A, the deposition area 
in bay AB was very small and the area was consistent with the 
circulation cell where the flow velocity was relatively small (Fig.2). 
The reason was that the strong surface-oriented flow in bay AB 
prevented most of the sediment from deposition there. On the other 
hand, the deposition patterns in bay BC and bay CD were similar. The 
deposition covered most of the bay area and two ridges were evidently 
distinguishable in each bay. The upstream ridge was related to the 
upward flow, while the downstream ridge was associated with the 
circulation flow as shown in Fig.2. The sediment carried by the upward 
flow or trapped by the circulation flow settled down in the bay areas 
where the flow velocity was small enough. Behind structure D, a long 
distance of sediment deposition occurred due to the velocity reduction 
in the wake circulation zone. 
 
Sediment concentrations 
 
The distributions of sediment concentrations in the mainstream 
(y=25cm) and near the Bandal-like structures (y=2cm, 6cm and 10cm) 
were plotted in Fig.6 and Fig.7, respectively. In the mainstream, the 
concentrations exhibited insignificant changes from the upstream to the 
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downstream according to Fig.6. The averaged concentration was 
128ppm. It was much lower than 187ppm which was the concentration 
in the same flume without any hydraulic structures, and was close to 
133ppm which was the concentration in case of the installation of 
impermeable groynes (Zhang et al., 2015). Due to backwater effect, the 
flow velocity in this experiment at the upstream inlet was slightly 
smaller than that without any hydraulic structure. As a result, the 
amount of sediment supplied in this experiment was a little smaller than 
that without hydraulic structures in order to maintain the suitable bed 
forms. The concentrations near the Bandal-like structures, however, 
varied depending on the locations. In front of structure A, the mean 
concentration was 134ppm, slightly higher than that in the mainstream. 
The highest concentration was found along the side of the flume due to 
sediment accumulation by the small circulating flow there (Fig.2). The 
averaged sediment concentration decreased gradually from the 
upstream bay AB to the downstream bay CD according to Fig.7 (b), (c) 
and (d), coinciding with the reduction trend of the flow velocity in the 
bay areas. The concentrations in the bay areas were closely related to 
the local flow field and showed complex distributions. In the wake zone 
behind structure D, concentrations were generally low along the side of 
the flume due to the large area of low velocity. 
 

 
Fig.6 Sediment concentration in the mainstream. 
 

    
 

     
 

 
 
Fig. 7 Sediment concentrations near Bandal-like structures. 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
The laboratory experiments revealed the detailed local flow structure 
and suspended load distribution and deposition properties around 
Bandal-like structures. The Bandal-like structure soundly enhances the 
flow diversity in their vicinity. In general, the local flow is strongly 
three-dimensional due to the existence of flow separation at the head, 
the upward flow passing through the lower part, the circulating flow in 
front of and behind Bandal-like structures, and the interaction between 
the mainstream and the bay area. The suspended sediment 
concentrations in the bay area are closely related to the flow field, 
which decreases from the upstream bay to the downstream bay. In the 
mainstream, sediment concentration is constant and maintains at a low 
level, possessing an erosive potential. Sediment deposition was evident 
in the bay area and the geometry of the deposition is governed by both 
the upward flow and the circulating flow. The experiments were 
conducted under fixed bed conditions, while local scouring and bed 
degradation took place in actual rivers, which would influence the flow 
field and the sediment transport. Further research considering the 
movable bed dynamics is planned in the future. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Arrival processes of sediment particles at the reservoir are temporally 
and spatially random in the occurrences of natural events such as 
landslides and mudflows. Changes of sediment concentration in 
reservoirs can easily affect the water quality, resulting in a shortage of 
water supply in the human society. In this paper, a stochastic framework 
is proposed to quantify the uncertainty of particle arrival processes, 
random-sized batch arrivals (RSBA). Random-sized batch arrivals 
including random occurrences and random magnitude of particles 
simulated by the batch Poisson process are believed to account for the 
randomness of particle arrivals more comprehensively. The number of 
sediment particles in each arrival defined as random magnitude is a 
binomially-distributed random variable, while random occurrences of 
particle arrivals are simulated by Poisson process. Random particle 
trajectories are simulated by the stochastic diffusion particle tracking 
model (SD-PTM), considering the deposition and resuspension process. 
A probabilistic description of particle concentrations and transport rates 
can be displayed through ensemble statistics. 
 
KEY WORDS: sediment transport; random arrival processes; particle 
tracking model; batch Poisson process; random-sized batch arrival. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Random occurrences of nature disasters such as typhoons, extreme 
rainfalls and floods often lead to random sediment supply to the 
reservoirs due to landslides, mudflows and dam breaches. Changes of 
sediment concentration in reservoirs can easily affect the water quality, 
resulting in a shortage of water supply in the human society. Therefore, 
an accurate estimation of sediment concentration should include both 
the uncertainties of sediment supply and sediment transport. This study 
aims to quantify the randomness of sediment arrival process both in 
occurrences and magnitude. In the present study, random–sized batch 
arrivals (RSBA) including random occurrences and random magnitude 
of incoming sediment particles simulated by batch Poisson process are 
believed to account for the randomness of particle arrivals more 
comprehensively. The number of sediment particles in each arrival, 
defined as random magnitude, is a binomially-distributed random 
variable, while random occurrences of particle arrivals are simulated by 
Poisson process. Subsequently, random trajectories of suspended 
sediment particles are simulated by stochastic diffusion particle tracking 
model (SD-PTM) proposed by Man and Tsai (2007). Probabilistic 
description results of ensemble statistics of sediment concentrations and 
particle transport rates can provide more information and assist in risk 
assessment for decision making in water quality control.  

METHODOLOGIES 
 
Random-Sized Batch Arrivals (RSBA) 
 
Referred to Ross (2007), the arrivals occurring in accordance with a 
Poisson process, consisting a random number of customers, are defined 
as random-sized batch arrivals. In the perspective of batch Markovian 
arrival process (BMAP), random-sized batch arrivals can be simulated 
by batch Poisson process (Cordeiro and Kharoufeh, 2011). In batch 
Poisson process, the phase process J(t)  is a collection of random 
variables; and the counting process N(t)  is governed by the Poisson 
process. The theoretical mean of a batch Markovian arrival process 
( , ) ( ), , 0{ }N J N t J(t) t ≥≡  is equal to λB. In this study, the random-
sized batch arrival process (RSBA) of sediment particles is applied to 
more comprehensively quantify the randomness of particle arrival 
process, including the random occurrences and random magnitude. The 
random occurrences are simulated by a Poisson process with a mean 
Poisson rate λ. The random magnitudes for arrivals are random 
variables of a binomial distribution B(n, p) where n represents the 
number of trails and p is the probability of event occurrence.  
 
Fig. 2 is provided to better illustrate the perspective of RSBA. Fig. 2(a) 
illustrates the random number of arrivals according to the Poisson 
process with λ = 5 events per second. Fig. 2(b) shows the numbers of 
particles in each arrival along with simulation time. The random 
quantity of suspended sediment particles is generated by the binomial 
distribution B(100, 0.02). In other words, one arrival would include two 
particles on the average. The joint event of Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b) will 
lead to the numbers of particles that arrive at the control volume along 
with simulation time shown in Fig. 2(c). Theoretically, the ensemble 
means of incoming rate of particles would be 10 beads per second. It 
must be noted that Fig. 2 only displays one realization of the incoming 
particle arrival patterns.  
 
Stochastic Particle Tracking Model 
 
The stochastic diffusion particle tracking model (SD-PTM) addresses 
the random trajectories of suspended sediment particles in turbulent 
flows (Man, 2007; Man and Tsai 2007; Oh and Tsai 2010; Fan et al. 
2014). The governing equation of sediment particle position 

{ ( ), ( ), ( )}TX t Y t Z tt =X  is shown as the Eq.1: 
 

( , ) ( , )d t dt t dt t t t= +X u X σ X B   (1) 
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where ( , )t tu X  denotes the drift velocity vector; ( , )t tσ X  symbolizes a 
diffusion coefficient tensor; and d tB  stands for the Wiener process at 
time t in three-dimensional vector form.  The first term of the right-hand 
side of Eq.1, mean drift term ( , )t tu X , comprises two components, 

mean drift flow velocity U  and turbulence diffusivity D . The mean 
drift term can be expressed as follow (Man and Tsai, 2007): 
 

( , , , ) /

( , )= = ( , , , ) /

( , , , ) /

U t x y z D xx
t V t x y z D yyt

W t x y z w D zs z

 +∂ ∂


+ ∇ +∂ ∂


− +∂ ∂

u X U D

 (2) 
 
The relationships between the diffusion coefficients σ  and the turbulent 

diffusivities D  can be described as 21/2 ,  , ,i x y zi ii= =D σ  (Man and 
Tsai, 2007). 
 
Pickup Probability 
 
Einstein (1950) first proposed the pickup probability as the probability 
of the dynamic lift greater than the submerged weight of a sediment 
particle.  Based on this concept, Wu and Lin (2002) proposed pickup 
probability for sediment entrainment by assuming the instantaneous 
velocities are log-normally distributed.  Resuspension criteria of the 
instantaneous velocities can be obtained by comparing the lift force and 
the submerged weight of a particle: 
 

( )42  
3

d s fu gb CL

ρ ρ
ρ
−

≥
 (3) 

 
where ub denotes the instantaneous flow velocity approaching the 
particle on the bed; d represents the particle diameter; CL is the lift 
coefficient; and ρf and ρs are densities of fluid and sediment particles, 
respectively.  Thus, after taking logarithm of ub , a normally distributed 

random variable ln( )v ub b= can be obtained.  The mean ln(5.52 )*v ub=  

and variance 2 0.123vσ =  of ub approximated by the analytical method 
with optimal lift coefficient CL 

= 0.21 are suggested by Wu and Lin 
(2002).  
 
MODEL SIMULATIONS 
 
In the simulation, the batch-sized arrivals of incoming suspended 
particles are simulated by batch Poisson process. Random magnitude in 
each arrival is a random variable and is modeled by the binomial 
distribution B(100, 0.02). The random arrivals are simulated by a 
Poisson process with rate λ = 5 (arrival/second). The mean incoming 
rate of suspended sediment particles is 10 beads per second. In the 
simulation, a control volume with 1 meter in longitudinal direction is set 
to examine particle movement. The size of the control volume is not 
constrained; it could be any size based on the demand of the survey 
region. Random trajectories of suspended sediment particle in the 
control volume are simulated by SD-PTM (Mean and Tsai, 2007). After 
a sediment particle deposits on the reference height which is equal to 
twice the particle diameter (2d), the log-normally distributed 
instantaneous flow velocities approaching the particles are used to 

determine whether the particle will resuspend or not (Wu and Lin, 2002). 
In the simulations, flow velocities are assumed to follow the logarithmic 
velocity profile (u / ) ln(z/ z )* 0U κ= . Flow conditions and particle 

properties used in stochastic transport models are laboratory 
observations proposed by Kaftori et al. (1995) (Table 1). With random 
trajectories, the concentrations and transport rates can be calculated 
based on (Table 2). For instances, a particle with position lager than 
zero and smaller than the size of control volume in longitudinal 
direction is calculated and summed as concentration N which denotes 
the total number of particles in the control volume. Nd and Nm are the 
number of deposition and moving sediment particles respectively. In the 
simulation, transport rates are calculated based on the comparison with 
previous particle position. Deposition is defined when the position of a 
sediment particle in the vertical direction (Zn-1) is above the reference 
height (Z0) at time n-1, while at time n, it is at reference height (Zn= Z0). 
Conversely, resuspend of a particle is when the opposed condition is 
satisfied (Zn> Z0| Zn-1= Z0). Based on 10,000 simulations, ensemble 
means and ensemble variances of the concentrations and transport rates 
can be calculated. In the simulations, a time step of 0.1 seconds is used 
for a total simulation time up to 30 seconds. Moreover, the equilibrium 
of the system is defined as when the number of moving particles in the 
control volume becomes a constant. 
 
Table 1 Flow conditions and particle parameters. 

Variables value units 
Particle diameter, d 275 μm 
Particle density, ρs 1050 kgm-3 
Flow density, ρf  1000 kgm-3 
Settling velocity, Ws 0.0025 m/s 
Roughness height 0.000550 m 
Reference height 0.000275 m 
Von Karman constant, κ 0.4  
Shear velocity, u* 0.0086 m/s 
Flow height, H 0.0284 m 
 
Table 2 Conditions for transport rates. 

Concentration (bead/meter) Condition 
Total number, N | X 0X Ln n≤ >  

Deposited particles, Nd | X  & X 00Z Z Ln n n= ≤ >  

Moving particles, Nm N Nd−  
Transport rates (bead/sec) Condition 

Depart Rate, μ | 1X L X Ln n> ≤−   

Deposition Rate, μd | Z0 1 0Z Z Zn n= >−  

Resuspension Rate, λs | Z0 1 0Z Z Zn n> =−  

 
SIMULATION RESULTS  
 
As listed in Table 3, simulation results of concentrations and transport 
rates are calculated when the system reaches equilibrium after 16 
seconds. Transport rates in the control volume are depicted in Fig. 3 to 
better present the dynamic equilibrium. The sum of arrival rate and 
resuspension rate is almost equal to deposition rate plus the depart rate. 
Fig. 4 presents the simulation results of concentrations and transport 
rates along with the simulation time.  
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Table 3 Simulation Results. 

Results (at steady state) value units 
Concentration N 84.71 bead/meter 
Concentration Nm  78.05 bead/meter 
Concentration Nd  6.66 bead/meter 
Arrival rate, λa 9.99 bead/sec 
Depart rate, μ 9.99 bead/sec 
Deposition rate, μd 34.42 bead/sec 
Resuspension rate, λs 33.89 bead/sec 
 
The ensemble means and ensemble variances of concentrations N, Nd, 
Nm are presented in Fig. 4 (a) and Fig. 4 (b). In the beginning of the 
simulation, the control volume is empty. Therefore, as the random 
amount of particles being released into the control volume at random 
time, concentrations increase. As soon as the system reaches dynamic 
equilibrium, ensemble means of concentrations N, Nd, Nm in Fig. 4 (a) 
would be approximately constant. Fig. 4 (c) shows the ensemble means 
of depart rates along with simulation time. At first, it takes a particle 
some time to transport through the control volume, which is reflected on 
the zero values at the beginning of the simulation. The time when zero 
values of the depart rate are present can be used as the representative 
mean time for particles to transport through the control volume. After 
particles start to leave the control volume, the depart rates start to climb 
up and asymptotically reach the incoming rates when the system 
becomes steady. Fig. 4 (d) presents the ensemble variances of depart 
rates with the similar tendency as ensemble means of depart rates in Fig. 
4 (c). Fig. 4 (e) and Fig. 4 (f) schematize the curves of ensemble means 
and ensemble variances of deposition and resuspension rates. 
Probability for a particle to deposit and resuspend will increase when 
the number of particles increase at the beginning of simulation. Results 
of resuspension rate are almost a little bit smaller than the deposition 
rate in Fig. 4 (e) and Fig. 4 (f). It indicates that when deposition happens, 
resuspension is likely to occur. However, not all the deposited particles 
would resuspend, and therefore the resuspension rates are slightly 
smaller than the deposition rates.  
 
Table 4 

segment 1 2 3 4 5 6 
region ≤ 0.000275 0.000275 0.0031 0.0059 0.0087 0.0115 
region >  0.0031 0.0059 0.0087 0.0115 0.0143 
segment 7 8 9 10 11  
region ≤ 0.0143 0.0172 0.0200 0.0228 0.0256 m 
region> 0.0172 0.0200 0.0228 0.0256 0.0284 m 
 
As for spatial results, concentrations in z-direction along with 
simulation time are presented in Fig. 5. We divided ten segments above 
reference height and below the flow depth (Table 5). The last bottom 
segment represents the number of deposited particles. Concentrations 
(number of particles per longitudinal length1, bead/ meter) represent by 
different colors in Fig. 5. Fig. 6 illustrates the concentration in vertical 
distance. The lowest points of all the curves in Fig. 6 (a) and Fig. (b) 
represent the number of particles which have deposited on the reference 

                                                           
1 The unit of concentrations is the number of particle per longitudinal 

length. Therefore, concentrations in longitudinal direction are spatially 
averaged.  

height at corresponding time. Fig. 6 (a) presents the concentrations in 
vertical direction at the beginning of the simulation (0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 
and 0.5 second). Notice that random numbers of particles are released at 
random time, therefore the areas under the curves in Fig. 6 are not the 
same. In Fig. 6 (a), particles concentrate at the middle at the beginning 
of the simulation due to the released position which is the middle of the 
water depth. As the simulation time goes by, particles tend to settle to 
the lower region as shown in Fig. 6 (b) and Fig. 5. The highest 
concentration focuses on the upper segment 2. It is possibly due to the 
deposition and resuspension of particles at this region.  
 
CONCLUSION 
 
The random-sized batch arrivals simulated by batch Poisson process are 
applied to quantify the randomness of the incoming sediment particles. 
In this study, the number of particles in each arrival is modeled by the 
binomial distribution B(100, 0.02) while the occurrences of events are 
generated by a Poisson process with rate λ = 5 (event/second). Flow 
conditions and particles characteristics are from experimental data by 
Kaftori et al. (1995). The stochastic diffusion particle tracking model 
(Man and Tsai, 2007) is used for particle transport in the control volume. 
Particle deposition and resuspension process is considered (Wu and Lin, 
2002). Ensemble means and variances of concentrations and transport 
rates from 10,000 model simulations are presented. There are four 
random variables taken into consideration in the simulations, the 
random arrival time, the random number of incoming particles in each 
arrival, and the particle Brownian motion caused by turbulence in SD-
PTM and the log-normally distributed instantaneous velocity 
approaching the deposited particles. Thus the ensemble variances will 
fluctuate along with the simulation time. The spatial ensemble mean of 
concentrations in the vertical direction are also displayed to examine 
particle movement. Compared to the deterministic models, the 
probabilistic descriptions of the simulation results (spatial and temporal 
concentrations and transport rates) can better describe the movement of 
suspended sediment particle when the input of sediment particles are 
uncertain both in occurrences and magnitude. Such scientific 
information can provide a more scientific and comprehensive 
information to assist decision makers in risk assessment for hydraulic 
structure design, sedimentation and water quality control. 
 

 
Fig. 1. Illustration of random-sized batch arrivals (RSBA) of incoming 
sediment particles. 
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Fig. 2 (a) The number of arrivals along with simulation time in one 
realization. (b) The number of particles in each arrival of one realization. 
(c) The number of particles arriving at control volume versus simulation 
time of one realization. 
 

 
Fig. 3 Transport rates in the control volume. 

 
Fig. 4 (a) Ensemble means of concentrations (bead/meter). (b) 
Ensemble variances of concentrations. (c) Ensemble means of depart 
rate (bead/sec). (d) Ensemble variances of depart rate. (e) Ensemble 
means of deposition and resuspension rates (bead/sec). (f) Ensemble 
variances of deposition and resuspension rates. 

 
Fig. 5 Concentrations in vertical distance versus simulation time. 
 

 
Fig. 6 Concentrations in vertical distance at different times. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
The variability of weather causes some difficulties in water 
management in local or river basin resulting in damages from flood and 
drought. When the related government agencies do not have accurate 
future seasonal weather information, it could lead to management 
failure. Water management planning needs a seasonal weather forecast 
system in order to prepare an action plan in response to uncertain 
weather. Water balance analysis is a tool that uses water supply and 
water demand as input data to conduct an understanding of the water 
situation in sub-river basin level. Water analysis system is developed 
by composing bias correction of a seasonal weather forecast system, 
rainfall-runoff model, and water demand model. The bias correction 
system will correct biases of seasonal global circulation model data, 
and provide input variables for the two models, while the rainfall-
runoff (SWAT) model is applied to simulate the direct runoff in river 
basin and the water demand model is used to estimate the crop water 
requirement. The water balance analysis system will integrate output of 
both models to calculate the water balance in each sub-river basin 
based on spatial analytic approach and generate a water balancing map 
for identifying drought risk areas. This paper proposes an integrated 
water balance system for indicating water deficit and surplus situation, 
especially in rain fed-agriculture areas. The results reveal that this 
system can produce a water situation map corresponding to the real 
situation. 
 
KEY WORDS:  bias correction; seasonal weather forecast; water 
demand; rainfall-runoff model; general circulation model. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
In 2015, Thailand experienced the severe drought condition that caused 
agriculture crop disaster and income loss. The government had advised 
farmers to adapt themselves to cope with water shortage in dry season 
by changing the crop types to low water consuming plants and stopping 
cultivation in agricultural areas. Water is an important factor for 
cultivating paddy rice and upland crops, which is the farming practice 
in rain fed areas. Since rain fed agriculture does not rely on irrigation 
system for water supply, but utilizes water from rainfall or natural 
water resources, the rain fed area is prone to risk of water shortage or 
surplus. Therefore efficient water management should be able to 
identify water deficit and surplus areas in advance for planning some 
measures to respond to water situation. The water balance analysis is a 
tool helps us understand the water status in the river basin.  
 

There are many researches that used rainfall-runoff model or SWAT 
model as a tool for water balance analysis. Adeogun et al. (2014) 
suggested SWAT model as a promising tool to predict water balance 
and water yield in sustainable management of water resources. 
Furthermore some researchers developed SWAT model to predict the 
impacts of land use change on water balance. (Watson, 2003) Bansode 
and Patil (2016) applied SWAT model to determine the availability of 
resources in small watershed. Shawul et al. (2013) analyzed the 
influence of hydrologic parameters on the stream flow variability and 
estimated monthly and seasonal water yield. 
 
Even though SWAT model (rainfall-runoff model) can be used to 
analyze water balance, it cannot deal with the changing water demand 
at a specific cultivating area. For water operation in practice, the water 
manager needs to know water status in real situation. Furthermore, the 
cultivation system varies dynamically and depends on farmers’ crop in 
each sub river basin. That SWAT model cannot be adjusted according 
to the changing crop growth is the weakness of SWAT model. Thus 
this study tries to handle this problem and adds more ability for water 
balance analysis by integrating the weather forecast system, water 
demand model, and rainfall-runoff model conjunctively. Due to the 
multi-proposes of water balance results and clear information, the 
authors attempt to simplify the water balance map corresponding to 
water status for both flood and drought.  
 
The objectives of this study are to integrate the forecasting results to 
analyze water balance in main river basin in Thailand and to implement 
the spatial water balance display system. The outcome of water balance 
analysis is water balance map in sub river basin. The advantage of this 
water balance analyzed results is that they provide spatial information 
to water managers indicating possible water deficit areas so that 
farmers can use to decide cropping in sub river basin. 
 
STUDY AREA  
 
Thailand is located in the tropical zone of South-East area of the 
continent between latitude 5o37’ N - 20o27’ and longitude 97o22’ – 
105o37’ covering 513,115 square kilometers. The climate of Thailand is 
under the influence of monsoon winds of seasonal character, i.e., 
southwest monsoon and northeast monsoon. The southwest monsoon, 
which starts in May, brings a stream of warm moist air from the Indian 
Ocean towards Thailand causing abundant rain over the country, 
especially on the windward side of the mountains. Rainfall during this 
period is caused not only by the southwest monsoon, but also by the 
Inter Tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) and tropical cyclones, which 
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produce a large amount of rainfall. The onset of monsoons varies to 
some extent. Southwest monsoon usually starts in mid-May and ends in 
mid-October, while northeast monsoon normally starts in mid-October 
and ends in mid-February. 
 
DATA USED 
 
The input data in this study is separated corresponding to the model in 
Table 1. The observed weather data of 106 rain gauge stations were 
collected from Thai Meteorological Department (TMD) such as rainfall, 
temperature, relative humidity, wind speed, solar radiation, and 
sunshine hours which based on daily and monthly basis from January 
2015 to March 2016. The distribution of observed weather stations is 
shown in Figure 1. The seasonal forecast general circulation model 
(GCM) precipitation and temperature data is CCM3.6.6 with 
persistence SST anomalies (psst) which is the latest version of the 
NCAR Community Climate Model (Acker et. al., 1996) within 
forecasting period Aril 2016 to September 2016. 
 

 
Fig. 1 Distribution of weather stations 
 
METHODOLOGY 
 
The methodology of this study includes four main procedures as follow. 
1) forecast seasonal weather, 2) simulate seasonal runoff model, 3) 
estimate water demand, and 4) analyze the water balance based on 
monthly basis. The schematic diagram of integrated water balance 
system is illustrated in Fig. 2. For the detail of each procedure can be 
described as follows. The seasonal weather forecast is adopted the ratio 
of gamma CDF parameter bias correction method (Chaowiwat, 2016). 
The weather forecasts system is adopted from Chaowiwat (2016) by 
using bias correction method which performed a good agreement with 
the observed data. This bias correction method can reduce the root 

mean square error (RMSE) between 8.28% to 31.35% and reduce the 
mean absolute error (MAE) between 5.10% to 31.86% when compared 
with the original GCM rainfall. 
 

 
Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of integrated water balance system 
 
The rainfall-runoff (SWAT) model is adopted from the development of 
database system and flood and drought model for 25 river basins of 
Thailand (HAII, 2012). For the hydrological of sub river basins can be 
distinguished to 860 sub river basins and formulated 137 models cover 
the 23 main basin of Thailand.  The consistency of this model is 
performed a good agreement with the observed data that Nash-Sutcliffe 
model coefficient is in range 0.56 to 0.91. It is implied that the results 
of this model can be used for water balance analysis. The water yield of 
sub river basin will be applied as the water supply input data. 
 
The water demand can be estimated by using the agricultural water 
demand estimation model (AWADEM 1.0) which developed by 
Chaowiwat (2015). AWADEM 1.0 was developed by MATLAB 
programing based on Penman-Monteith evapotranspiration equation 
(1948) and USDA SCS (1993) effective rainfall equation (Chapagain, 
2009). The relevant monthly weather input data is employed the 30 
year-average weather as the constant variables such as wind speed, 
relative humidity, and sunshine hour. Furthermore, the observed and 
bias corrected climate data include rainfall, maximum and minimum 
temperature, and relative humidity, and annual cultivated area include 
the main economical plants from Office of Agricultural Economic 
(OAE) and Royal Irrigation Department (RID) such major rice, second 
rice, maize, sugarcane and cassava. It is considered the parameter based 
on Thai agricultural pattern and calculated water demand in the sub 
river basin scale. The start date of cropping in wet and dry season is 
May 1st and November 1st, respectively. The percolation is assumed 
about 7 mm/week. 
 
In additional, the other water demand includes domestic water demand 
and industrial water demand is integrated as the input data to the water 
balance analysis tool. The domestic water demand is estimated from the 
population multiply with water consumption rate and the industrial 
water demand is estimated from the horse power in each factory type 
multiply with the water consumption rate. 
 
The water balance analysis tool is written by Python 2.7 program. The 
procedures are conducted as follow: 1) Import the related data to water 
balance analysis tool includes forecasting weather, water demand and 
water yield data. 2) Analyze the water balance in each sub river basin. 3) 
Generate the water balance map in each sub river basin. The water 
situation can be indicated by setting up the criteria of water balance 
results. 4) Summarize the water balance in each sub river basin.   
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According to the magnitude of water balance results varied very wide 
range, it lead to difficultly illustrate on the map in both flood and 
drought terms.  Therefore the authors attempted to definite the criteria 
as the scale or legend of map. Normally the water deficit will be 
defined when the water balance result provided the minus value around 
20% of water demand. In the other hand the flood also can be defined 
as the exact values based on general condition of Thai watershed yield 
capacity or carryover (about 40 million cubic meter/month).  
 
The criteria of water balance results can be classified as 1) high water 
surplus is more than 200 million cubic meter/month, 2) low water 
surplus is in range 40 to 200 million cubic meter/month, 3) sufficient is 
in range 0 to 40 million cubic meter/month, 4) low water deficit (minus 
value) is in range 30% to 50% of water demand, and 5) high water 
deficit (minus value) is more than 50% of water demand. The water 
balance map will be generated seasonal water balance 6 months.     
 
In order to the weather and water demand data is need to be continue 
calculating, so it would be combined the dataset of previous period and 
forecasting periods together.    
 
RESULTS 
 
The example of water balance results are illustrated the water balance 
results of Thailand in April and September in Fig.3 and 4.  Nan river 
basin which locates in Northern of Thailand is used to represent the 
water balance results as shown in Table 1. It shows that highest surplus 
and deficit will occur in May and September with 1,332.9 million cubic 
meter /month and 575.3 million cubic meter/month. Furthermore, it 
shows that August and September will be shortage about 59% of river 
basin area. (see Table 1 (b)) 
 
Table 1 Summary of water balance in Nan River Basin 
(a) Water balance analysis results 

Month Water 
supply 
(MCM/
month) 

Water 
demand 
(MCM/
month) 

Surplus 
(MCM/
month) 

Deficit 
(MCM/
month) 

Water 
balance 

(MCM/mo
nth) 

Apr 1019.8 323.6 799.9 -103.7 696.2 

May 1576.0 251.9 1332.9 -8.8 1324.1 

Jun 1483.5 415.1 1069.5 -1.1 1068.4 

Jul 930.5 617.0 434.1 -120.5 313.5 

Aug 706.0 941.5 310.1 -545.5 -235.4 

Sep 288.6 751.3 112.6 -575.3 -462.7 

 
(b) Number and area of surplus and deficit basins 

Month Number 
of 

surplus 

Number 
of deficit 

Surplus 
area 
(km2) 

Deficit 
area 
(km2) 

% Deficit 

Apr 22 25 19455 14686 43 

May 34 13 28712 5429 16 

Jun 42 5 33609 532 2 

Jul 27 20 24287 9854 29 

Aug 13 34 14079 20062 59 

Sep 13 34 14079 20062 59 

 
Fig. 3 Forecasting water balance map of rain fed agricultural area in 
main river basins in April 
 

 
Fig. 4 Forecasting water balance map of rain fed agricultural area in 
main river basins in September 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
The weather forecast output can be applied to monitor the consequence 
on the runoff, water demand, and water balance results. The integrated 
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water balance results can be used to identify the flood and drought risk 
area in the term of spatial and magnitude. Furthermore the water 
manager is able to apply the water balance map to plan the water 
management and adaptation measures in the specific sub river basin. 
However the overall results depend on the weather forecast output, so 
this system can be improved the accuracy by enhancing reliable 
weather forecasts capacity. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Based on the flood data at the Danba station on the Dadu River in 
China, the flood characteristics (peak flow and flood volume) are 
extracted and analyzed. Considering the mutual correlation between 
peak flow and flood volume, copula-based flood frequency analysis, as 
an alternative to the commonly used univariate flood frequency 
analysis, is applied in the study to represent the joint distribution of the 
two correlated variables. Among different copula families, 
Archimedean copula family is chosen, wherein the Gumbel-Hougaard 
copula (GHC) is employed with parameter estimated by two-
dimensional maximum likelihood (ML) method. On the basis of 
marginal distributions, the joint distribution of peak flow and flood 
volume can be deduced. The applicability of the proposed bivariate 
flood frequency analysis model is demonstrated through the case study, 
and the results indicate that the proposed model is reasonable, feasible 
and useful for describing the joint probabilistic behavior of bivariate 
flood events. 
 
KEY WORDS: copula function; joint distribution; marginal 
distribution; Gumbel-Hougaard copula. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The flood is a multi-attribute natural hazard and is characterized by 
mutually correlated flood properties peak flow, volume, and duration of 
flood hydrograph (Jozef, and Patrick, 2013). Therefore the most 
commonly used univariate frequency analysis can only provide limited 
assessment results, and copula is often regarded as its good alternative. 
Copula is applied in many fields, such as hydrology, decision-making, 
risk management, etc. A copula is very useful to implement efficient 
algorithms for simulating joint distributions in a more realistic way. In 
fact, copula is able to model the dependence structure independently of 
the margin distributions, and is a function that links univariate marginal 
distribution functions to construct a multivariate distribution function.  
It is then possible to build multidimensional distributions with different 
margins, the structure of dependence being mathematically formalized 
through the copula (Favre, Adlouni, Perreault, Thiémonge, and Bobée, 
2004). The main advantage of copula function over classical bivariate 
frequency analyses is that the selection of marginal distributions and 
multivariate dependence modeling are two separate processes, giving 
additional flexibility to the practitioner (Favre, Adlouni, Perreault, 
Thiémonge, and Bobée, 2004).  
 

A number of attempts have been made to perform bivariate and 
multivariate flood frequency analyses that take into consideration the 
dependence among flood variables but with restrictive assumptions 
(Goodarzi, Mirzaei, Shui, and Ziaei, 2011). In practice, extreme events 
such as flood peak and flood volume may be represented by the 
Gumbel distribution. Thus, it may be advantageous to directly use a 
bivariate extreme value distribution to analyze the joint behavior of two 
correlated Gumbel distributed random variables (Sheng, 2001). In this 
paper, a copula-based bivariate model for flood frequency analysis of 
peak flow and volume is developed. The objective of this paper is 
therefore two folds: 1) to investigate the possibility of applying the 
copula approach to model the joint distributions of flood flow and peak 
volume for a studied case; 2) to investigate the performance of the 
copula approach in flood frequency analysis by stochastic simulation. 
 
BIVARIATE FREQUENCY ANALYSIS 
 
The bivariate model for two random variables can be uniquely 
constructed based on chosen marginal distributions and the copula 
representing the dependence between variables independently (Dung, 
Merz, Bárdossy, and Apel, 2015).  
 
Multivariate distribution construction using copulas was developed by 
Sklar. Every joint distribution can be written in a copula and its 
univariate marginal distributions (Li, Guo, Lu, and Guo, 2013). There 
are different families of copulas, and the Archimedean copula family is 
more desirable for hydrologic analyses because it can be easily 
constructed, and it can be applied whether the correlation among the 
hydrological variables is positive or negative. Gumbel-Hougarrd, Ali-
Mikhail-Haq, Cook-Johnson, and Frank copulas were introduced as 
one-parameter Archimedean copulas (Nelsen 1997). Typically, 
Gumbel-Hougarrd copula (GHC) played an important role in 
hydrologic frequency analysis, and is found to be the most suitable 
dependence model for flood peak and volume because of its good 
property of upper tail-dependence and because of good performance in 
many applications (Li, Guo, Lu, and Guo, 2013). For this study the 
one-parameter GHC is chosen to be used. The GHC function is 
expressed as:  
 

1/( , ) exp{ [( ln ) ( ln ) ] }, [1, )C u v u vθ θ θ θ= − − + − ∈ ∞               (1)  
 
where θ is the parameter describing the association between two 
random variables u and v . 
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Let ( )Xu F x=  and ( )Yv F y=  be marginal cumulative probability 
distributions of peak flow and volume, then the cumulative distribution 
function (CDF) of the bivariate GHC can be expressed as (Zhang and 
Singh 2007): 
 

2 2 1

1/

( , ) ( ( ), ( )) [ ( ) ( )]

exp{ [( ln ) ( ln ) ] }, ( 1)

X YC u v C F x F y u v

u v

θ θ

θ θ θ

ϕ ϕ ϕ

θ

−= = +

= − − + − ≥
               (2) 

 
and its probability density function (PDF) is presented as: 
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1/ 2/ 2 1/ 2
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u v
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θ
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θ θ θθ θ

−

− −

∂
=
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−
= − + − ≥

       (3) 

 

where ( ln ) ( ln )w u vθ θ= − + − ; θ  is the unknown parameter to be 
estimated. 
 
In order to build up the copula-based bivariate statistical model for 
flood frequency analysis for a particular case study comprising two 
studied random variables, two fundamental and steps need to be taken: 
parameter estimation and goodness-of-fit testing. The former is to 
estimate parameter θ  assuming that the fitting distribution belongs to a 
known distribution class. The selection of a candidate distribution class 
(marginal, copula, bivariate) for the fitting practically depends on 
studied variables. The latter is to test the validity of that assumption 
(Dung, Merz, Bárdossy, and Apel, 2015).  
 
Different method exist for estimating the copula parameters, such as 
direct method based on common rank correlation measures like 
Kendall’s τ  and Spearman’s ρ , maximum likelihood (ML) (Dung, 
Merz, Bárdossy, and Apel, 2015). For this study, the ML method is 
used to estimate the parameter of GHC. The ML estimation method 
does not require any prior assumptions regarding marginal distributions 
of the dependent variables. The procedure consists of transforming the 
marginal variables into uniformly distributed vectors using its empirical 
distribution function (Jozef, and Patrick, 2013). The likelihood function 
of the copula function can be expressed as: 
 

2 1/

2/ 2 1/ 2

ln ( , ; ) ln ( 1) ln(ln ln )

ln[ ( 1) ]

C u v uv u v w

w w

θ

θ

θ θ

θ θ

θ− −

= − + + −

+ + −
                     (4) 

 

where ( ln ) ( ln )w u vθ θ= − + − ; 2Cθ  denotes the density function; 
θ is the parameter of the GHC (Kong, Huang, Fan, and Li, 2015). 
The parameter θ of GHC can be obtained by: 
 

2

1

arg max ln ( , ; )
n

i

C u vθθ θ
=

= ∑                                                           (5) 

 
Akaike information criterion (AIC) is computed from the ML value of 
the fitted distribution. The goodness-of-fit evaluation was performed by 

means of Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) tests (Dung, Merz, Bárdossy, 
and Apel, 2015).  
 
AIC is a measure of the relative quality of statistical models for a given 
set of data, and deals with the trade-off between the goodness of fit of 
the model and the complexity of the model. It can be expressed as: 
 

[ ]
2

1 2 1 2
1

1
( , , , ) ( , , , )

ln( ) 2

n

emp i i im i i im
i

MSE F x x x C y y y
n

AIC n MSE k
=

= −

= +

∑ L L

              (6) 

 
where 1 2( , , , )emp i i imF x x xL  and 1 2( , , , )i i imC y y yL  are empirical 

frequency and theoretical frequency; m  is the function's dimension; k  
is the number of model parameters. The smaller the ACI value, the 
better the fitting result of copula function. 
 
The K-S test is a nonparametric probability distribution free test, and 
quantifies the largest vertical difference between the specified and 
empirical distributions. Given n increasing ordered data points, the K-S 
test statistic is defined as: 
 

*sup ( ) ( )n
x

T F x F x= −                                                                     (7) 

 
where * ( )F x  stands for the specified distribution; ( )nF x  stands for the 
empirical distribution; and 'sup' stands for supermum (Kong, Huang, 
Fan, and Li, 2015).  
 
CASE STUDY 
 
In this study, daily streamflow records from 1960 to 2008 at the Danba 
Hydrometric Station on the Dadu River Basin in China are analyzed, 
and the data is from the reference (Zhang, Lu, Yan, Mu, Chen, 2015). 
The Gumbel-Hougaard copula is selected as the most appropriate for 
the pair of peak flow and volume (Q-V). 
 
The Kendall correlation coefficient ( τ ) and Spearman correlation 
coefficient ( ρ ) between the peak flow and volume are estimated using 
Eq. 8, and are 0.502 and 0.546 respectively. Thus, we can employ the 
bivariate extreme distribution to model the joint distribution of the peak 
flow and volume.  
 

[ ]

[ ]

2

2

0,1

0,1

4 ( , ) ( , ) 1

12 ( , ) ( , ) 3

C u v dC u v

C u v dC u v

τ

ρ

= −

= −

∫

∫
                                                          (8) 

 
The P-III distribution has been recommended by MWR (2006) to 
model the occurrences of flood in China. The probability density 
function (PDF) of the P-III distribution is defined as  
 

1 ( )( ) ( ) , 0, 0,
( )

xf x x e x
α

α β δβ
δ α β δ

α
− − −= − > > ≤ < ∞

Γ
           (9) 
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where ( )αΓ  is gamma function; α , β and δ  are shape, scale and 
location parameters of the P-III distribution, respectively (Li, Guo, Lu, 
and Guo, 2013). 
 
Te parameters of the P-III marginal distributions for peak flow and 
volume are estimated by using the L-Moments approach respectively as: 
 
peak flow: 3060.70, 0.22, 0.49,

flood volume: 7900.00, 0.64, 1.45.
v s

v s

x C C

x C C

= = =

= = =
            (10) 

 
GHC is used to establish the joint distributions of peak flow and 
volume, and the copula parameter θ  is estimated by the ML method as: 

1.557θ = . 
 
To test the goodness-of-fit of the GHC distribution, the K-S test is 
executed. The critical K-S value is D = 0.106. The goodness-of-fit tests 
indicate a good agreement between observed and theoretical 
probabilities for both marginal and joint distributions. Therefore, it can 
be concluded that all these two characteristics of flood events can be 
represented by the GHC distribution. The comparisons of theoretical 
frequency and empirical frequency for two marginal distributions of 
peak flow and volume are shown in Fig.1.  
 

 

 
Fig. 1 Comparison of empirical frequency and theoretical frequency for 
peak flow and flood volume 

The empirical and theoretical joint probabilities are plotted in Fig. 2, in 
which the solid-line represents the theoretical joint frequencies of peak 
flow and volume, which are arranged in ascending order, and the 
corresponding empirical joint frequencies are expressed by the dot. The 
x-axis is the corresponding order number of a combination of ui and vi. 
It can be seen that the theoretical frequencies fit the empirical ones well. 
It is therefore concluded that the model is suitable for representing the 
joint distribution of peak flow and volume. 
 

 
Fig. 2 Fit of empirical frequency and GHC theoretical frequency 
between peak flow and volume 
 
It can be seen from Fig.2 that the empirical frequency points and 
theoretical frequency points are distributed in the vicinity of the 45 
degree line, which shows that the fitting of two variables of empirical 
frequency and theoretical frequency is well, and indicates the joint 
distribution function is reasonable. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
This paper proposes a bivariate flood frequency analysis model based 
on the GHC. Application of the GHC method involves: constructing 
marginal distributions of peak flow and volume; establishing the joint 
distributions of peak flow and volume; estimating the parameters of 
marginal distribution and joint distribution by using L-matrix method 
and ML method respectively; and performing the goodness-of-fit 
statistic test for both marginal and joint distributions.  
 
One advantage of applying such technique in flood frequency analysis 
is the separation of the margins and dependence structure which 
simplifies the analysis greatly. The flood data from 1958 to 2008 from 
Danba station, Dadu River Basin, China, are used to demonstrate the 
usefulness of the copula technique. The analyzing results demonstrate 
that the proposed model is useful for representing the joint distributions 
of peak flow and volume. The proposed method also provides 
additional information of two correlated flood characteristics, which 
cannot be obtained by univariate flood frequency analysis.  
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ABSTRACT 
 
The objective of this study was to provide a probabilistic risk 
assessment of the reservoir operation for the Shihmen Reservoir. The 
probability-based assessment was achieved by coupling a deterministic 
network flow reservoir operation model and a stochastic reservoir 
inflow simulation model. Stochastic inflow simulation was composed 
of a Poisson model for typhoon occurrences, a bivariate-gamma 
typhoon flood flow simulation model, and an ARMA(1,1) model for 
non-typhoon daily inflow simulations. Yearly series of simulated 10-
day-period reservoir inflows were used in reservoir operation 
simulation using the network flow model. Results of reservoir operation 
simulation were then used for reservoir operation evaluation. It was 
found that the risk of agricultural water shortage was highest in 
February and lowest in September. The simulation results can also 
facilitate a drought frequency analysis.  
 
KEY WORDS: Reservoir Operations; Network Flow Model; 
Flow Simulation 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
From time to time, Taiwan experienced droughts which resulted in 
various degrees of water shortage in different seasons and different 
regions. Although a sound reservoir operation practice can alleviate the 
economic losses of water shortages, effects of reservoir operation are 
highly variable due to the random nature of reservoir inflow. Reservoir 
operations in Taiwan are based on rule curves which generally provide 
satisfactory results. However, there have been concerns about the 
performance of reservoir operations based on rule curves, and 
quantitative evaluations of reservoir operations have been conducted. 
For instance, Huang et al. (2000) used simulation methods to evaluate 
the operation rule curves of the Shihmen reservoir. Using a minimum 
cost network flow model, Chou and Wu (2014) established a model, 
WRASIM, for reservoir operation simulation. The WRASIM model has 
since then been extensively used in reservoir operation simulation in 
Taiwan. In general, performance of the rule curves was often evaluated 
by simulating reservoir operations with the observed (deterministic) 
reservoir inflows series.  
 
It is also desired to understand the risks of water shortage in different 
seasons and the probability of occurrences of hydrological droughts 
(Wilhite & Glantz, 1985) through a quantitative evaluation of the 
performance of reservoir operations. A critical issue in drought 

frequency analysis is that the sample size of observed droughts may be 
too small for a reliable estimation. In this study, a large number of 
simulated reservoir inflow series were used to circumvent the problem 
of sample size, and a network flow model was used to simulate the 
reservoir operation.  
 
Besides the network flow model, other simulation and optimization 
models have also been used in simulating reservoir planning and 
management. The network flow model was chosen for this study 
because of (1) its capability of providing an upper bound of 
performance that can be achieved in reality (Yerrameddy and Wurbs, 
1996); (2) its intuitive and tractable decision making framework; and (3) 
its superior computing efficiency among the optimization models.  
 
METHODS 
 
Synthetic Flows 
 
Typhoons mostly occur during the summer season (Jluy – October) and 
flood flows induced by typhoons are much higher in magnitudes and 
variations than non-typhoon flows. Therefore, in this study, daily 
typhoon and non-typhoon flows were independently generated and then 
combined to form the synthetic daily flow series. Daily flows induced 
by individual typhoons were extracted from historical flow records by 
referencing to the warning periods of individual typhoons issued by the 
Central Weather Bureau and a lower threshold (185 m3/s-day) of daily 
flows. Following the typhoon-induced flows, a period of flow recession 
which characterizes withdrawal of stored water was also considered for 
generation of typhoon flood flows. After removal of typhoon flows, the 
observed daily non-typhoon flow series were interpolated by a 
nonparametric method to fill in missing non-typhoon flows. 
 
Typhoon daily flows. Daily inflows of the Shihmen Reservoir of the  
1975-2013 period were analyzed. There were 101 typhoon occurrences 
in the 39-year period. Flood flows induced by these typhoons were 
characterized by four characteristic variables – (1) inter-event time, (2) 
event-total flow, (3) duration and (4) annual counts of typhoons. As 
shown in figure 1, the inter-event time represents the time span between 
two typhoons; duration represents the elapsed time length of a typhoon; 
the event-total flow is the total flow volume of a typhoon. Table 1 
summarizes the probability distributions of these typhoon characteristic 
variables through the chi-square goodness-of-fit tests. 
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Fig. 1 Characteristic variables of typhoons. 
 
Table 1. Probability distributions of typhoon characteristic variables 
determined by the chi-square goodness-of-fit tests. 

Variable Distribution P-value 
Counts of typhoons Poisson 0.224 

Duration Gamma 0.227 
Event-total flow Gamma 0.220 
Inter-event time Gamma 0.084 

 
Non-typhoon daily flows. Non-typhoon daily flows exhibited periodic 
(seasonal) non-stationarity and a non-Gaussian distribution. Thus, the 
non-typhoon daily flow series (Xt) was log-transformed and the 
resultant series (Yt = logXt) were checked for presence of periodic 
components by examining its periodogram. Upon identifying 
significant periodic components ),,1,/1( niwi K= , the log-transformed 
series Yt can be represented as follows:  
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   (1) 

 
where Ai and Bi are coefficients and wi is the frequency. The 
periodogram (figure 2) of Yt suggests the existence of several periodic 
components, with periods of 6.7 to 8 years and one single year. These 
periodic components capture the seasonal variation pattern of the non-
typhoon flows. 
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Fig. 2 Periodogram of the non-typhoon daily flows 

After removing the seasonal effect, the flow was fitted by a 
ARMA(1,1), according to the smaller AIC and the principal of 
parsimonious. The fitted ARMA models of various parameter settings 
were listed in Table 2 and Table 3. 
 
Table 2 ARMA model fitting for non-typhoon flows. 

ARMA(p,q) AIC 
ARMA(1,0) 5752.53 
ARMA(0,1) 21240.81 
ARMA(1,1) 5691.55 
ARMA(2,1) 5555.12 
ARMA(1,2) 5618.17 
ARMA(2,2) 5555.80 

 
Table 3 Coefficients of ARMA(1,1) 

Variable Estimation P-value 

Intercept 0 0.0372 

AR1 0.9387 0.0031 

MA1 -0.0777 0.0098 
 
Synthetic flows simulation. Non-typhoon daily flows were generated 
by coupling the ARMA(1,1) simulation with parameters listed in Table 
3 and periodic flows simulation using equation (2). Simulation of 
typhoon-induced flood flows was achieved by conducting Poisson 
simulation of annual number of typhoon occurrence, followed by a 
bivariate gamma simulation of the typhoon duration and event-total 
flows. All parameters were estimated by the maximum likelihood 
method. The duration and the event-total flow of typhoon events were 
highly correlated with a correlation coefficient of 0.879. The bivariate 
gamma distribution has been widely used in hydrology (Yue et al., 
2001). In this study, the typhoon duration and event-total flows were 
simulated using a frequency-factor based approach of bivariate gramma 
simulation which was derived by Cheng et al. (2010). 
 
Network Flow Model 
 
The Shihmen Reservoir provides water supplies for different sectors 
including irrigation, industrial, and domestic and public usages on a 
ten-day-period (TDP) basis. The amounts of water demands vary with 
sectors and seasons in a year. Predetermined priorities have been 
assigned for different sectoral water supplies. In our network flow 
modeling, a set of cost coefficients reflecting such predetermined 
priorities was used. In the network flow model, each arc (xij) represents 
a particular water supply. Most reservoir system analyses were 
formulated as a minimum cost flow problem, which can be presented in 
the following format: 
 
Minimize:  

∑∑
j

ijij
i

xc       (3) 

 
Subject to: 

0=−∑∑
j

ji
j

ij xx      (4) 

ijijij uxl ≤≤        (5) 
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where i=1,…, m and j=1,…, n ; m = n = the numbers of nodes; xij is an 
arc, meaning the quantity flowing from node i to node j; cij is the unit 
cost of flow from node i to j; lij and uij is the lower bound and the upper 
bound of the flow that allowed in arc xij. Because the network flow 
model aimed to minimize the total cost, arcs of higher priorities were 
assigned lower cost coefficients, and the model would therefore supply 
water to individual arcs based on their priorities and achieve the 
minimum cost for the whole reservoir water supply system.  
 
Priority order. The flows were distributed into three target releases -  
the agricultural release (RAt), the public release (RPt) which represents 
the total release for domestic and industrial usages, and the storage (St) 
in the period t. However, with a set of three rule curves, any of the three 
target releases was divided into four components:  
 

∑∑∑
===

===
4

1
,

4

1
,

4

1
, SRPRA

i
itt

i
itt

i
itt SRPRA   (6) 

 
, where the subscript i denotes the status of the water stage. The relation 
of the status and the rule curves was shown in figure 3. 

 
Fig. 3 Rule curves of the Shihmen Reservoir and illustration of the four 
release components. 
 
Priorities of these 12 target release components should be determined 
by considering the water right, operating rule curves, and the physical 
law. The superscript * of the notation X* represents the priority of the 
target release (X). Management of the Shihmen Reservoir requires the 
agricultural usage be given a higher priority, and thus the following 
priority order was given in this study. 
 

4,3,2,1RPRA *
it,

*
it, => i        (7) 

 
The reservoir operation further requires that, in case of reservoir 
storage being lower than the rule curve, demands were supplied at 
discounted rates. The following priority order was given 
 

4,3,2,1SRP;SRA *
it,

*
it,

*
it,

*
it, =>> i      (8) 

 
Physical law requires that the status close to the bottom should be 
satisfied first. And, thus the priority order was 

3,2,1SRASRA *
it,

*
it,

*
1it,

*
1it, =>>> ++ i                        (9) 

3,2,1SRPSRP *
it,

*
it,

*
1it,

*
1it, =>>> ++ i  (10) 

 
Combining the above priority order, the priority order of these 12 arcs 
was: 
 

3,2,1SRPRASRPRA *
it,

*
it,

*
it,

*
1it,

*
1it,

*
1it, =>>>>> +++ i             (11) 

 
RESULTS 
 
Synthetic flows 
 
Synthetic flows generated in this study were evaluated by comparing 
the statistical characteristic of the historical and synthetic flows. Table 
4 shows that the interval of the 2.5 percent quantile and 97.5 percent 
quantile of the simulation results included the history record. Thus, 
synthetic flows were close to the reality. 
 
Table 4 Statistical characteristics of synthetic flows. 

Variable 2.5% quantile 97.5% quantile History 
Mean of 
Duration 

(m3/s-day) 
3.34 4.01 3.01 

S.E. of 
Duration 

(m3/s-day) 
1.36 1.98 1.70 

Mean of 
event- total 

flow 
(m3/s-day) 

1652.31 2349.79 1843.30 

S.E. of event-
total flow 
(m3/s-day) 

1309.21 2191.76 1743.68 

Correlation 0.73 0.89 0.84 
Counts of 
typhoons 1.92 2.77 2.59 

Mean of flow 
(m3/s-day) 44.71 54.53 47.79 

S.E. of flow 
(m3/s-day) 91.96 126.66 130.57 

 
Network flow model 
 
Performance of the network flow model was also evaluated by 
comparing its simulation results against historical record of reservoir 
operation. Figure 4 demonstrates that the results of the network flow 
model simulation (blue line) and the historical operation record (red 
line) had a similar pattern, suggesting that reasonable cost coefficients 
were set in the network flow model and it could mimic the real 
reservoir operation. 
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Fig. 4 Historical stage and simulated stage 
 
Risk assessment 
 
From the results of network flow simulation, continuous periods (or 
durations) of water shortage and the corresponding cumulative amounts 
of water shortage could be determined. In this study, hydrological 
droughts were defined as water-shortage events having durations longer 
than two ten-day-periods and the cumulative amount of water shortage 
was defined as the severity of a drought event. Figure 5 illustrates the 
relation between the duration and the severity of drought events. The 
large number of simulated drought events, with various durations and 
levels of severity, can be used to estimate the return period of a specific 
drought event.  
 
For a given TDP, the probability distribution of water shortage rate can 
be derived. Water shortage rate of 0.3 is considered as a critical 
threshold for occurrences of agricultural droughts because crop yields 
may be affected if the shortage rate exceeds 0.3. Figure 6 illustrates the 
exceedance probabilities of the critical water shortage rate of individual 
TDPs. The exceedance probability represents the risk of critical 
agricultural water shortage. It was found that the risk of agricultural 
water shortage was highest in February and lowest in September. Such 
results are consistent with the reality in the study area that fallow often 
occurred in February due to larger demands of irrigation water supplies 
in the dry season.  
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
This study provides a probabilistic risk assessment of the Shihmen 
reservoir operation based on the network flow model and synthetic 
flows. By a suitable formulation and an appropriate setting of cost 
coefficients, the network flow model could simulate the reservoir 
operation well. Synthetic flows were composed of the non-typhoon 
daily flows, fitted by a log-normal ARMA(1,1) model and typhoon 
daily flows, in which occurrences of the typhoon were modeled by a 
Poisson process and their durations and event-total flows were 
characterized by a bivariate gamma distribution. A few concluding 
remarks were drawn as follows:  

1. Not only can the network flow model simulate the reservoir 
operation of the Shihmen Reservoir well, it also provide a 
benchmark of reservoir operation. 

2. Separation of the flood flows induced by typhoons and non-
typhoon flows is beneficial to generation of synthetic daily flows. 

3. The duration and event-total flow of typhoon-induced floods can 
be characterized by a bivariate gamma distribution. 

4. The risk of agricultural water shortage was highest in February 
and lowest in September in our study area.  

Fig. 5 Duration and severity of droughts 
 

 
Fig. 6 Risk of water shortage rate greater than 0.3 
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Driftwood Occur, Migration and Disaster Risk Assessment In The Watershed 
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ABSTRACT  
 
Driftwood accompanied by floods downstream migration, constitute a 
hazard to human life and property, especially in the event of disaster 
comes, accompanied by a flood peak, landslides and driftwood mixed 
meantime, increasing the destructive floods. Such events in Japan are 
called "driftwood Disaster" (Ishikawa, 1989). According to official 
statistics, about 19,000 at the time of driftwood serious disasters. The 
same event in 1980, also occurred in the U.S. Mississippi River 
tributary the Great Raft on the Red River, 320 km of length was piled 
driftwood, shipping and causing ecological catastrophe. 
 
When Typhoon Morakot in Taiwan in 2009, Driftwood disaster also 
caused considerable: according to South Region Water Resources 
Office statistics show a total of Typhoon Morakot brought down from 
the upper catchment Tsengwen 130,000 cubic the Driftwood. A lot of 
driftwood scattered surface water reservoir, causing difficulties for the 
operation and management of the reservoir. With Driftwood 
transported move plants ladder, then cause abnormal operation of the 
generator set. Not only occur in the upper reaches of the reservoir basin 
disasters, while in Gaoping River has nearly 715,000 tons of driftwood 
piled in the middle and lower reaches of the large number of driftwood 
hanging bridge movement causing serious silting problems, leading to 
destruction of many bridges, such as the Qiwei bridge, double park 
bridge. At the same time blocking the channel due to the large 
driftwood seriously affect river water movement, increasing the scale 
and intensity of disasters sediment basin as a whole. 
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ABSTRACT  
 
In recent years, climate change is a pressing fact and a lot of people in 
Taiwan have suffered the consequence of it in their daily life. Water 
resources is the one directly under the threat of climate change. To 
against climate change causing deleterious impacts on regional water 
resources and increase drought risk, it is very important to find where 
the most vulnerable area is and adapt the whole water resources system 
from it. The 5th IPCC assessment report (AR5) defines key risks as 
potentially severe adverse consequences for humans and social-
ecological systems resulting from the interaction of climate-related 
hazards with vulnerabilities of societies and systems exposed. Risks are 
considered “key” due to high hazard or high vulnerability of societies 
and systems exposed, or both. To have robust and resilient water 
resources system, this study will use a systematic method to identify 
the key issue of water resources to climate change, evaluate the current 
and future risk, identify the key risk of water resources, and purpose 
and assessment the adaptation options to describe the adaptation 
pathways for a sustainable water resources. 
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ABSTRACT  
 
Shoreline protrusions upstream intakes at rivers and canals result in 
unfavorable flow conditions into the intakes where shore irregularities 
deflect the flow away while, under pump suction, eddies and non-
uniform velocity occur at inlet bays.  
 
Eddies cause transport of sediments into the intake, while the non-
uniform velocity creates internal eddies that can reach pumps.  This 
paper describes the phenomena and its impact in morphology and 
hydrodynamics. It describes a physically modeled engineering solution 
by introducing an array of deflector walls in front of the intake at the 
offshore area. The 1:40 scale model has demonstrated a remarkable 
mitigation of eddies, reduction of sediment transport and better velocity 
distribution along the inlet bays.  
 
KEY WORDS: Protrusion; deflector; meander; mitigation; swirl; 
array; acquisition; dissipate.  
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
An intake structure is to be constructed to extract 72 m3/s for the Once 
Through cooling water of a huge Thermal Power Plant. The intake is 
located on the right bank of the Nile River. The right bank, just 
upstream from the intake structure, protrudes about 15-20 m into the 
river (Fig. 1).  
 

 
 
Fig. 1 Layout of power plant intake with upstream shoreline protrusion 
 
A physical model of 1:40 scale was constructed for the study. Modeling 
the intake and the adjacent Nile shoreline shows that the flow patterns 
deflected around the protruding shoreline and meandering at an angle 
of almost 30o  with the direction of flow (Fig. 2). 

 
Fig. 2 Recirculation and eddies occur in front of the intake structure 
after pump operation (baseline case without deflectors) 
 
Under the impact of the suction force of the pumps, the flow patterns 
are drawn back towards the intake bays, resulting in medium size 
eddies (Figs 2-3-4). 
 

 
Fig. 3 Tracers of deflected flow patterns away from the intake due to 
protrusion upstream the intake due to protrusion upstream the intake 
(baseline case without deflectors) 
 

 
Fig. 4 Developed eddies in front of the intake due to protrusion 
(combination of deflected flow at the protrusion and suction during 
pump operation (case without deflectors) 
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These eddies disturb the riverbed material at the intake area, and 
accelerates the migration of sediments into the front intake basin (Figs. 
5-6).  
 

 
Fig. 5 Deposition progress in the vicinity of the intake. Sediments are 
shown in black (baseline case before the deflectors) 
 

 
Fig. 6 Sedimentation at the basin and inside the intake structure 
after long time of operation (without deflectors) 
 
SITE CONDITION COMPLICATIONS  
 
This is a site dedicated for the power plant, and thus the plant cannot be 
relocated. The protruding formation is mainly rocky soil with a top 
sandy layer of  2-3 m.  Removal of the protrusion could not be 
considered for land acquisition limitation. Accordingly, a solution to 
bring the flow and morphology of the area to an acceptable condition 
was needed to ensure efficient and safe performance of the intake and 
its associated pump house.   
 
HYDROGRAPHIC AND HYDRODYNAMIC CONDITIONS 
 
In the modeling phase of the river and intake structure, the preliminary 
results of the baseline model have demonstrated that remarkable 
amounts of sediments are transported in the basin at variable running 
periods of operation. In addition, significant eddies develop just in front 
of the offshore intake sedimentation basin. Per the model (Figs. 5-6),  
sedimentation accumulates in the basin over different periods. As also 
observed (Figs. 3-4) they show the flow patterns into the intake with 
appreciable eddies being developed inside the common bay of the 
pump house. Internal swirls in the pump house, once develop, are 
extremely harmful to the pump performance and durability.    
 
PERFORMANCE OF INTAKE WATER ABSTRACTION IN 
BASELINE CASE 
 
The excessive sedimentation will entail small frequency of dredging to 
keep the basin at the intake entry free from sediments.  If these 
sediments migrate into the pump house, they will block the pump filters 

and damage the bearings and impellers. The induced eddies will also 
result in non-uniform velocity distribution at the 20 intake bays, 
introducing unfavorable flow conditions to the pumps (Fig. 7).   
 
MEASUREMENTS 
 
The physical model setup was prepared to enable measuring the 
sediment build-up in the intake basin and to measure the velocity 
distribution in the intake bays. It was noticed that the velocity 
distribution at intake bays show negative values in the first 10 upstream 
bays (Fig. 7). 
  

 
Fig. 7 Non-uniform velocity distribution at intake vents due to 
eddies (-ve velocity at the first 10 vents (without deflectors) 
 
THEORY OF PROBLEM SOLUTION 
 
The solution of the problem was based on the following: 
 
- Directing the river flow uniformly towards the intake bays 
- Introducing a vortex breaker at the entrance of the basin. 
- Providing a barrier to minimize the sediment transport in the basin   
- Adherence to the regulations by not placing a solid obstruction in 

the river beyond the shoreline (local regulation restriction) 
 
Deflectors were introduced over a horizontal concrete sill in an L shape 
on the offshore side of the intake basin to regulate the sediment 
transport and unfavorable flow. Geometrically, the orientation of the 
deflectors array on the sill normal to the flow (Fig. 8) deflects the water 
flow back in the direction towards the intake bays thus increasing the 
flow in the areas where the negative flow occurred (Fig. 7).  
 

 
Fig. 8 Deflectors developed local vortices which prevented sediment 
transport from outside to inside the basin 
 
As commonly practiced, the deflectors in the center of the eddies 
interrupt eddy circles development and dissipate the energy of the eddy.  
 
The deflectors, at the side parallel to the flow direction (long side), 
develop small local swirl at the outer side of the basin. These local 
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swirls constitute a curtain (Fig. 8) that minimizes the sediment 
migration from the riverbed to the intake basin (Fig. 9).  
 

 
Fig. 9 Sedimentation inside the basin after introducing the deflectors 
after long term operation (Sediments in black)  
 
These local swirls resulted in a slightly eroded strip just outside the 
basin. To migrate local erosions at this strip, a strip of rip rap was 
added at this local swirl location to prevent successive erosion (Fig 10).  
 

 
Fig. 10 Introducing deflectors caused local erosion around the basin 
close to the deflectors. Protection using rip rap 
 
Mitigation of the sediment with a significant decrease of sedimentation 
into the basin is an evidence that the target of the deflectors has been 
met. Tracers have been used to demonstrate the damping of the eddies 
(Fig. 11) and improvement in the velocity distribution (Fig. 12). 
 

 
Fig. 11 Tracers showing damping of the eddies at the basin and 
dragging flow towards the inlet bays in a better velocity distribution 
using deflectors.  

 
Fig. 12 Improvement in velocity distribution at intake vents due 
to deflectors 
 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
 

- Modeling shows that protrusions of the shoreline upstream from the 
intake structure at the power plant intake create eddies, sediment 
transport in front of the intake area, and non-uniform flow velocities at 
the intake entry bays.   

 
- Introducing an L-shaped array of deflectors  oriented at an angle of 60o 

to the flow directions negates the eddies, significantly reduces sediment 
transport into the basin and improves the uniformity of flow velocity at 
the intake bays. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
The process of scour surrounding objects freely settling on the seabed 
on the effect of typhoon was evaluated based on numerical models, 
SWAN for waves and DRAMBUIE for scour process. 
 
Generally the orbital velocity is smaller when the water depth gets 
deeper, and there exists an order of magnitude difference between the 
orbital velocity caused by winter monsoon and that by typhoon. The 
depth of scour pit is continuously increasing till the final depth when no 
infilling occurs. There is a positive relationship between the final depth 
of scour pit and the near-bottom current velocity, while they are not 
proportional.  
 
KEY WORDS:  The effect of typhoon; near-bottom wave-induced 
orbital velocity; the accelerated process of scour; objects freely settling 
on the seabed; the DRAMBUIE scour model; the SWAN wave model. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Bottom mines in shallow water are particularly difficult to find when 
they are partially or wholly buried. The ability to predict mine burial 
both for planning and during operations is, therefore, of great 
importance to the Naval forces. Processes known to contribute to mine 
burial include burial at impact, usually in low-strength muddy 
sediments, scour and fill in sandy sediments, focused by this paper, 
bedform migration or transverse bedform movement, liquefaction or 
fluidization of the sediment, and so on (Wilkens & Richardson 2007).  
By now there have been some models for predicting the scour burial. 
Comparing with WISSP (Wave-Induced Spread Sheet Prediction) 
model, NBURY model (developed in 1980 for German Navy), and 
Mulhearn model (a model about large migrating bedforms developed 
by the Australian Defense Science Technology Organization), 
DRAMBUIE (Defense Research Agency Mine BUrIal Environment) 
model can combine tidal current, wave, sediment grain size, water 
depth and the characteristics of bottom-resting objects better when 
estimating scour and burial progress, and it is more easily implemented 
than Vortex-Lattice model (developed by Jenkins and Inman at Scripps) 
(Friedrichs 2001). Moreover it has been verified by in-situ experiments 
((Elmore & Richardson 2003), and been widely used by many 
researchers (Testik et al. 2007; Guyonic et al. 2007; Cataño- Lopera et 
al. 2007). Therefore, this paper predicts the scour-induced burial of 
cylinder objects freely resting on the seabed on the effect of typhoon 
using the DRAMBUIE model. 

 
Most experimental investigations, along with the dimensional analysis, 
showed that the scour burial depth of the object is primarily a function 
of the following: the Keulegan–Carpenter (KC) number, the Shields 
parameter, or both parameters. Other properties that might also play a 
role are the mean grain size, the density of the sediment and the density 
of water, the length to diameter ratio of object, and so on (Cataño- 
Lopera et al. 2007). In this paper, two primary external parameters 
determining scour burial characteristic are investigated during the scour 
process, which are the Shields parameter and mean grain size. In shelf 
seas, the dominant forcing from which the Shields parameter is 
calculated, are comprised of tidal current and wave motion, expressed 
as bottom orbital velocity. Over long time scales (such as season) the 
tidal current remains nearly stable, while the bottom orbital velocity 
changes intensively, particularly during typhoon events. Hence, this 
paper will explore the bottom orbital velocity under the action of 
typhoon events, grain size of seabed and their impacts on the scour 
depth surrounding the cylinder object in the shelf sea using the 
DRAMBUIE model. The SWAN (Simulation WAve Nearshore) model 
is used to numerically simulate the near-bottom wave orbital velocity 
on the effect of typhoon.  
 
NUMERICAL MODELS AND THEIR IMPLEMENTATIONS 
 
The SWAN Model and Its Implementation 
 
SWAN from http://swan·ct·tudeflt·nl/ is a third-generation wave model 
for obtaining realistic estimates of wave parameters in coastal areas, 
lakes and estuaries from given wind, bottom and current conditions. 
The model is based on the wave action balance equation with sources 
and sinks. 
 
In this paper, the SWAN model (version: 40.85）is used to simulate 
the wave-induced bottom orbital velocity Ub and the period of waves.  
The main setup of model: the domain is 2°×2°, the spatial 
resolution is 3’×3’, all boundary condition is open; initial current 
velocity and wave height is zero.  
 
The Theory of DRAMBUIE and Its Implementation 
 
DRAMBUIE model is developed to predict the burial of isolated free-
settling objects (e.g., cylinder mines) resting on a bed of mobile sandy 
sediment under the action of waves and tidal currents (Friedrichs 2001). 
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The scientific basis of DRAMBUIE model 
 
An empirical formula (Whitehouse 1998) is used to describe the 
increase in scour pit depth over time about a target located in a steady, 
unidirectional flow 
 

]})/(exp[1{)( PTtStS −−= ∞                                                        (1) 

 
where S∞ is final scour depth as time approaches infinity, and also 
named as equilibrium scour depth, T is the burial time-scale factor 
which governs the rate of scour pit growth, P is a fitting coefficient, P = 
0.6 for a horizontal cylinder, P = 0.5 for a vertical cylinder. 
 
The value of S∞ is given as a relationship between Shields parameter θ∞ 
and critical Shields parameter θcr in the following manner 
 

0=∞S                                              
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max∞∞ = SS                                      crθθ /25.1 ∞<
               

 
where DS 15.1max =∞  is the maximum depth of scour pit, D is the 
diameter of cylinder. The presence of cylinder locally speeds up the 
current velocity via an empirically determined “velocity multiplier”, so 
the initial grain movement happens when 75.0/ ≥∞ crθθ . 

 
The critical Shields parameter θcr for initial sediment movement is 
evaluated empirically to be 
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where 3/12

50* ]/)1[( νgsdD −=  is the dimensionless grain size, ν=10-6 
m2/sec, is the kinematic viscosity of water, s is the ratio of sediment 
density to water (2.65 for siliceous sediment), g is gravitational 
acceleration, d50 is the median diameter of sediment particles. 
 
The another variable T is empirically calculated by the following 
formula 
 

22/13
50 ])1[( DgdsAT B −

∞ −= θ                                                         (4) 
 
where A = 0.095 and B = -2.02. 
Both S∞ and T∞ contain Shields parameter θ∞, so the last unknown 
variable needed to be solved, is defined as 
 

])/[( 50gdws ρρτθ −=∞                                                                  (5) 
 
where τ is the total bed shear stress, ρs is the density of sediment, ρw is 
the density of water at the sediment interface. 
 
Calculating the total bed shear stress 
 
In this paper, the widely used and well-proven method presented in 

book by Soulsby (1997), and being assessed its performance with 
experiment data by Elmore and Richardson’s paper (Elmore and 
Richardson 2003) is chosen to calculate τ. The total shear stress τ is 
obtained from the stresses induced by wave action, τw, and by currents, 
τc. The following formulae show their relationship 
 

5.022 ])sin()cos[( φτφτττ wwm ++=                                          (6) 
 
whereφ is the angle between the current stress and wave stress vectors, 
τm is the mean shear stress induced by waves and currents, in the same 
vector direction as τc 
 

})]/([2.11{ 2.3
wcwcm τττττ ++=                                                   (7) 

 
τc is calculated by the depth-averaged current velocity U, and wave-
induced stress τw is given by the wave-induced bottom orbital velocity 
Ub. 
 
Implement DRAMBUIE model with MATLAB 
 
The DRAMBUIE model is coded to run on a PC in MATLAB in time-
stepped fashion to make it applicable to quasi steady-state conditions. 
The program is designed to calculate the scour pit depth by inputting 
current data and wave data at every time step. Here the size of time step 
is set to be 1 hour for the assumption of quasi-steady state. 
 
Inputs involve the diameter of cylinder D=0.5 m, water depth h, median 
diameter of sediment d50, depth-averaged tidal current velocity U, 
wave-induced bottom orbital velocity Ub, and wave period T with time 
resolution of 1 hour. Outputs include total bed shear stress τ, Shields 
parameter θ∞, final or equilibrium scour pit depth S∞ and scour pit 
depth S.  
 
Numerical tests have been performed to explore the impacts of grain 
size and bottom orbital velocity on the scour depth surrounding the 
cylinder objects freely resting on the seabed. The East China Sea is 
chosen as an ideal locale for the study. In every summer, the East China 
Sea is strongly affected by the passage of severe typhoon for several 
times. Storm-waves and currents associated with the passage of severe 
typhoon generally cause widespread mobilization of bottom sediments, 
and rapid scour burial of cylinder objects. In this study, the scour 
processes impacted by typhoon-induced bottom orbital velocities are 
manifested using numerical tests.  
 
RESULTS 
 
Wave-induced Orbital Velocity Driven by Typhoon 
 
According to the statistic typhoon data, three typical wind fields are 
used in this study, including winter monsoon of 10 m/s, an outer wind 
speed of 25 m/s, and a maximum of 35 m/s of typhoon, with  the wind 
direction of 135 degree. Near-bottom orbital velocity numerically 
simulated by SWAN is shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 1 Orbital velocity at various water depths driven by winter  

monsoon of 10 m/s in solid black line, orbital velocity induced by 25 
m/s outer wind speed of typhoon in solid blue line with cross marker, 
orbital velocity generated by 35 m/s maximum wind speed of typhoon 
in dashed red line  

Generally, the orbital velocity is smaller when the water depth got 
deeper. However, the orbital velocity is not the largest in the smallest 
depth because of the dissipation of energy induced by wave breaking 
and bottom friction in shallow waters. As shown in Fig. 1, the largest 
orbital velocity is 0.45 m/s at 10 m on the effect of 25 m/s wind, which 
is much larger than 0.35 m/s at 5 m, and can maintain the high level till 
20 m water depth. For the 35 m/s typhoon, similar to 25 m/s, the largest 
orbital velocity is 0.68 m/s at 20 m and remains large till 30 m. 
 
There existed an order of magnitude difference between the orbital 
velocity caused by winter monsoon of 10m/s and that by typhoon at the 
same water depth. In Fig. 1, at 20 m, the orbital velocity is 0.04 m/s, 
0.43 m/s and 0.68 m/s for winter monsoon, outer wind speed, and 
maximum speed of typhoon respectively. 
 

 
(a) speed: 25, depth: 10                      (b) speed: 25, depth: 30 

 
(c) speed: 35, depth: 10                      (d) speed: 35, depth: 30 

Fig. 2 Near-bottom wave-induced orbital velocity (m/s) driven by 
typhoon in the domain of 1°×1°  
(wind speed in m/s, water depth in m) 
 

The Fig. 2 displays that the wave-induced orbital velocity in the 

domain of 1°×1° is not uniform distributed at the same water depth. 
When waves are breaking, the orbital velocity distributes randomly, 
and the difference between the minimum and maximum is slight, 
less than 0.01 m/s (shown in Fig. 2c). When the water depth is 
enough deep, the wave energy will accumulate towards the wind 
direction due to remainder wind energy. As shown in Fig. 2a, 2b 
and 2d, the orbital velocity on the northwest gradually enhances 
towards the southeast as a result of the continuous input of wind 
energy when the wind direction is northwest. Moreover, the larger 
wind is, the more obvious energy accumulation is, and the greater 
velocity difference between the minimum and maximum is.  
 
Process of scour surrounding objects on the effect of typhoon 
 

 
(a) water depth: 5m                   (b) water depth: 10m 

  
(c) water depth: 20m                  (d) water depth: 30m 

  
(e) water depth: 50m                 (f) water depth: 100m 

Fig. 3 Process of scour surrounding the object freely settling on the sea 
bed at various water depths and two different grain sizes of surface 
sediment on the effect of typhoon and winter monsoon 
 (red cross line: 35 m/s wind speed, blue circle line: 25 m/s, black line: 10 
m/s; solid lines: median diameter of grain size 4µm, dashed lines: 200µm) 
 
The scour processes surrounding the object with the diameter of 0.5 m 
freely resting on the seabed are displayed by several numerical tests 
with various water depths and two different grain sizes of surface 
sediment on the effect of typhoon and winter monsoon using the 
DRAMBUIE model. The inputs include the wave-induced orbital 
velocity calculated by the SWAN model and the semi-diurnal tidal 
current of averaged 0.4 m/s with the fluctuations on the order of 0.2 
m/s.  
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The scour processes surrounding the object under the 12-hr combined 
action of tidal currents and wind-generated waves at various water 
depths are illustrated in Fig. 3.  
 
With the presence of object, the combined velocity mostly exceeds the 
threshold for mobility for the surface sediment due to “velocity 
multiplier”, even if the bottom orbital velocity is very small and can be 
nearly ignored under the action of winter monsoon. Although the shear 
velocity from the tidal currents alone is regularly above the 3/4 of 
threshold level to mobilize the sediment, the presence of object will 
increase the current velocity in front of the object which might exceed 
the threshold. Once mobilized, the sediment in front of the object will 
be transported by the mean currents due to both tides and wind, and the 
local scour firstly in the front of object, then surrounding the object will 
develop. 
 
As shown in Fig. 3, the scour pit depth generally increases with time 
under the combined shear stresses exerted on the seabed even though 
assuming the infill occurrence. Nevertheless, as soon as the currents 
subside and the shear velocity decreases down to 3/4 of critical velocity, 
the sediment would fill the pit, and the infill occurs causing the 
decrease of the scour pit depth. For example, at the ninth hour, when 
the shear velocity created by both tidal current and 10 m/s wind wave 
action is less than 3/4 of critical value for sand of 0.2 mm, the scour pit 
depth diminishes due to infill, as shown in black dashed lines of Fig. 3b 
at 10 m and Fig. 3d at 30 m.  
 

 
Fig. 4 Final depths of scour pit at various wave-induced orbital 
velocities (m/s) and two different grain sizes of surface sediment 
(solid line: median diameter of grain size 4µm, dashed line: 200µm) 
 
There is a positive relationship between the scour pit depth and the 
bottom orbital velocity after experiencing 12-hr wave action, while the 
relation is not linear (Fig.3). For example, at the water depth of 20 m, 
the depth of scour pit for sand with median diameter of 0.2 mm is 0.10 
m, 0.35 m, and 0.48 m respectively, responding to the orbital velocity 
of 0.04 m/s, 0.43 m/s and 0.68 m/s for winter monsoon, outer wind 
speed, and maximum speed of typhoon. The orbital velocity of 0.68 
m/s at 20 m water depth induced by 35 m/s typhoon is much larger than 
0.49 m/s orbital velocity at 10 m, but their scour pit depths are almost 
equivalent. When the water depth is deeper than the typhoon-impacted 
maximum, the scour depth surrounding the object will be neglected 
(Fig. 3f). 
 
The increasing rate of scour depth is not only related to bottom orbital 
velocity, but also connected with median grain size of sediment on the 
seabed (Fig. 3 and Fig. 4). That is to say, the depth of scour pit varied 

with median grain size of sediment even in same dynamic conditions, 
whereas the difference between variable grain sizes is not significant. 
Furthermore, the other protruding phenomenon is that the mobility (or 
erodibility) of sand alters with the increasing bed shear stress mainly 
produced by the increasing orbital velocity, causing their scour depths 
to vary simultaneously. Shown in Fig. 3d and 3e, the curves of scour 
evolution with different grain size intersect at the second hour at 30 m 
for 35 m/s wind-generated storm, and at the third hour at 50 m. Fig.4 
will partly elucidate the unique phenomenon. In Fig. 4, the final scour 
depth for clay is all through much deeper than that for medium sand 
when the orbital velocity is less than 0.33 m/s, whereas the final scour 
depth for clay is mostly same as that for medium sand when exceeding 
the value of 0.33 m/s. Therefore, the finer sediment is easier to be 
scoured when near-bottom current velocity is less than a certain value 
(such as 0.33m/s in this study). The situation is reversed when the 
velocity is larger than the value. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
The process of scour surrounding objects freely settling on the seabed 
on the effect of typhoon was evaluated based on numerical models, 
SWAN for waves and DRAMBUIE for scour process. 
 
Generally, the orbital velocity is smaller when the water depth gets 
deeper. However, the orbital velocity is not the largest in the smallest 
depth because of the dissipation of energy induced by wave breaking 
and bottom friction in shallow waters. 
 
There exists an order of magnitude difference between the orbital 
velocity caused by winter monsoon of 10m/s and that by typhoon 
(assuming an outer wind speed of 25m/s, and a maximum of 35m/s at 
the center).  
 
The depth of scour pit surrounding cylinder objects is continuously 
increasing till the final depth (as time approaches infinity) when no 
infilling occurred. There is a positive relationship between the final 
depth of scour pit and the near-bottom current velocity, while they are 
not proportional. At the water depth of 20m, the depth of scour pit is 
0.48m, 0.35m, and 0.10m respectively, responding to winter monsoon, 
outer wind speed, and central speed of typhoon.  
 
The depth of scour pit varies with the median grain size of surficial 
sediment in same dynamic conditions. Furthermore, the finer sediment 
is easier to be scoured when near-bottom current velocity is less than a 
certain value (such as 0.33m/s in this study). The situation is reversed 
when the velocity is larger than the value. 
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ABSTRACT  
 

In this study we evaluate the impacts of climate change on sediment 

yield, and soil and deposition distribution at a basin located in southern 

Taiwan. A numerical model, Physiographic Soil Erosion-Deposition 

(PSED) Model is verified and applied to simulate the above factors 

under baseline (1980-1999), and climate change (A1B), for a 24-hour 

design rainfall for 7 return periods (2, 5, 10, 25, 50, 100 and 200). The 

model was verified first, by using data from typhoon Morakot in five 

stations distributed over the basin. Flow hydrographs and sedigraphs 

were in close agreement for the observed and simulated data. Sediment 

yield is reduced by 9 % under A1B, 2-year return period and increased 

by up to 41 % for 200-year return period. Erosion and deposition maps 

for the basin could be used by the respective personnel for planning and 

management purposes. 

 

KEY WORDS: soil erosion, deposition, climate change, Kaoping 

watershed. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Climate change is one of the most significant challenges that all living 

matters on earth needs to face. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 

Change (IPCC, 2013) reaffirms that the climate is changing in ways 

that cannot be accounted for by natural variability and that global 

warming is occurring. It has reported that both land and sea surface 

temperatures have increased by 0.4 to 0.7ºC since the late 19th century. 

Much of the increase in precipitation that has been observed worldwide 

has been in the form of heavy rainfall. In Taiwan, for example, the 

frequency of typhoons was one time for every two years before 2000, 

but it has since increased to an average of 3 to 4 in a year (Tfwala, 

Wang, and Lin, 2013). This is often accompanied by severe erosion and 

landslides, especially in Taiwan where on average about 2500 mm falls 

annually. As such, watershed management is an important component 

in the control of soil erosion and sediment yield. Understanding soil 

erosion and deposition, and their distribution is essential for hydraulic 

installations and for mitigating the consequent impacts. To accomplish 

such a task, it is necessary to discuss the mechanisms of flood occurrence 

and soil erosion-deposition caused by significant changes in natural 

conditions under extreme rainfall within a basin or watershed. In this 

study, we evaluate the impacts of climate change on erosion and 

deposition at Kaoping River basin, located in southern Taiwan. A 

physiographic soil erosion–deposition (PSED) model is used in 

conjunction with GIS; to simulate soil erosion inundation under 24-hour 

design rainfall for baseline (1980-1999) and climate change scenario 

(2020-2039) A1B for 2, 5, 10, 25, 50, 100 and 200-year return periods. 

The results from the study will aid government decision-making units 

related to the development of reference adaptation strategies. 

 

PHYSIOGRAPHIC SOIL EROSION-DEPOSITION MODEL 

 

To construct the physiographic soil erosion-deposition model in this 

study, GIS was applied to partition the river basin into computational 

cells based on the spatial distribution of the physiographic parameters. 

The computed cells were divided into either land or river cells. The 

physiographic and hydrological data of each cell were obtained through 

ArcMap modules and the respective computations were done in two 

parts as described below: 

 

Water Flow Simulation 

 
The purpose of water flow simulation is to calculate the transport of 

runoff in the watershed. The calculations are based on the continuity 

equation and discharge formulas. Continuity equation is based on Yang 

(2000): 

 

   tPhhQ
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 (1) 

 

where t is time; iA  is the area of the i -th cell; ih  is the water depth in 

the i -th cell; kh  is the water stage in the k -th cell; kiQ ,  is the 

discharge from the the k -th cell into its neighboring i -th cell; and eiP  

is the effective rainfall volume in the i -th cell, which is equal to the 

effective rainfall intensity multiplied by the area of the cell. 

The effective rainfall volume can be obtained using the following Eqs. 

2~3 (Chow, Maidment, and Mays, 1988): 

 

   SPSPP 8.02.0
2

  (2) 

25425400  CNS  (3) 

 

where P  is the depth of the total precipitation (mm); P  is the depth 

of excess precipitation or direct runoff (mm); S  is less than or equal to 

the potential maximum retention (mm); and CN  is the curve number. 

Using finite differentiation, Eq. 1 may be expressed as: 
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where 
1m

ih  is the water stage in the i -th cell at time m+1; 
m

ih  is the 

water stage in the i -th cell at time m; kiQ ,  is the discharge from the i -

th cell into the k -th cell at time m; t  is time increment between t  

and 1t . 

 

Soil Erosion Calculations 

 
Using continuity equations for suspended sediment, the sediment 

transport rate can be determined. For any cell i , the continuity 

equations for suspended sediment can be written following the work of 

Chen et al. (2006): 
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where siV  is the volume of suspended sediment in the i -th cell 

( iii CDA  ; where C  is the volumetric concentration of suspended 

sediment); 
kiSCQ

,
 is the transport rate of suspended sediment from the 

neighboring k -th cell into the i -th cell; DTiR  is the rainfall detach rate 

of the i -th cell; seiQ  is the entrained sediment volume of bed in the i -

th cell; and sdiQ  is the deposited sediment volume of bed in the i -th 

cell. 

 

Rainfall detach rate. When flow depth is less than three times the 

raindrop diameter, rainfall detachment rate in the cell may be expressed 

as (Mutchler and Young, 1975): 

 

i

b

DTi AIaR   (6) 

 

where a  and b  are variables yet to be determined. Sharma, Gupta, and 

Foster (1995) suggested that b  be less than 1. Hu et al. found that the 

range of a  was between 18.36 and 21.72, and that of b  was between 

0.81 and 1.29. In this study, a = 20 and b = 1 was selected. 

 

Entrained sediment and deposition sediment. According to Itakura and 

Kishi (1980), the entrained rate of channel bed takes the form: 
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where  )(s s   is the submerged specific gravity of the 

sediment; 
s  is the density of the sediment;   is the density of the 

water; d is the diameter of the sediment; s  is fall velocity of the 

sediment; and   is the non-dimensional bed shear stress ( sgdu
2

 , 

where u is the shear velocity). 

 

Volumetric concentration of suspended sediment. For the i -th cell, 

the explicit finite differentiation representation of Eq. 5 is: 
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where 

kiSCQ
,

is the sediment discharge between neighboring i -th and 

k -th cells, which can be determined by the direction of kiQ ,  that is the 

discharge from the k -th cell into the i -th cell. If the discharge flows 

from the k -th cell into the i -th cell, then kkiSC CQQ
ki

 ,,
. 

Conversely, if the discharge flows from the i -th cell into the k -th cell, 

then ikiSC CQQ
ki

 ,,
. 

 

THE STUDY AREA 

 
Kaoping River is the largest river in southern Taiwan with a 171 km 

long main stream and a watershed area of 3257 km2. The main 

tributaries of Kaoping River include Laononog, Zhuokou, Ailiao, 

Wuluo and Qishan rivers (Fig. 1). Due to significant erosion problems, 

resulting from the river’s geographic characteristics and a steep main 

channel slope, the Kaoping River is famous with serious erosion and 

sediment deposition among river channels in Taiwan. 

 

 
Fig. 1 The study area 

 

ArcGIS™  software (ArcMap® and ArcInfo®) are used to analyse a 

Digital Elevation Model (DEM) shown in Fig. 2, and to divide the 

study area into sub-watersheds and computational cells based on 

topography, landform, vegetation and land use. The entire basin was 

divided into17635 irregular grids as illustrated by Fig. 2 using 

automatic modelling-cell-delimitation method offered by the spatial 

analyst, hydrologic model and object-oriented programming of ArcMap. 

All attributes of data fields were calculated to build the necessary 

database for the PSED model. Further, hydrological data needed for 

discharge hydrograph and suspended sediment hydrograph simulation 

were obtained from 28 precipitation gauging stations shown in Fig. 3. 
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RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 
Prior to applying the PSED model, simulation results are compared 

with observed data to verify the model’s reliability in the simulation of 

runoff and suspended sediment concentration hydrographs. 

 

Model Verification  

 

The model is verified using observed data of discharge and suspended 

concentration during Typhoon Morakot in 2009. Five hydrological 

gauging stations (Shan-Lin, Da-Jin, Liou-Guei, San-Di-Men and Li-lin 

bridge stations) from the Kaoping river basin were used for validation. 

The simulated and observed discharge hydrographs for the most 

downstream (Li-lin bridge station) are shown by Fig. 4. 

 

 
Fig. 2 DEM and computed cells in Kaoping River basin. 

 

 
Fig. 3 The precipitation gauge stations and Thiessen polygons. 

 
Fig. 4 Comparison of observed and simulated flow discharge for 

typhoon Morakot. (Li-lin bridge station) 
 

Figure 4 shows the comparison between simulated and observed data. 

The results show a good fit for the runoff hydrograph. To further 

validate the PSED model, relationship between observed flow at 

normal discharge levels and sediment rates obtained from the five river 

gauging stations is compared with simulated relationships at the same 

station. The results are shown in Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 5 Comparison of observed and simulated sediment transport rates 

at the five gauging stations. 
 

Sediment yields under climate change 
 

Table 1 shows the sediment yield produced (one-day) at Kaoping River 

basin from the baseline and climate change scenario A1B for the 

different return periods. The sediment yields are lower under climate 

change A1B for return periods 2 and 5 year compared with the 

respective baseline. They are respectively reduced by 9 % and 2 %. 

Moreover, sediment yield increases more than the baseline from 10 to 
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200 years return period. This illustrate the possibility of low rainfall 

amounts in short return periods under climate change and severe 

rainfall under long return periods is to be expected. Rainfall has been 

shown to be positively correlated to sediment yield by several 

researchers (Braun et al., 2000; Kao et al., 2011). 
 

Table 1 Summary of sediment yield under baseline and climate change 

scenarios 

Return period Baseline A1B % Change 

2 4,353,244.34 3,950,238.18 -9.26 

5 6,203,087.07 6,058,622.59 -2.33 

10 7,257,919.91 7,609,300.66 4.84 

25 8,454,585.32 9,747,650.38 15.29 

50 9,260,978.86 11,448,940.39 23.63 

100 10,002,272.50 13,238,706.82 32.36 

200 10,685,705.11 15,137,640.18 41.66 

 

a) b) 

  
Fig. 6 Erosion distribution under a) baseline and b) A1B 100-yr return 

period 

 

a) b) 

  
Fig. 7 Deposition distribution under a) baseline and b) A1B 100-yr 

return period 

 

Figure 6 and 7 shows illustrates the distribution of erosion and 

deposition within the study area from the baseline (1980-1999) and 

climate change scenario A1B (2020-2039), respectively, under design 

rainfall of 24-hour for a 100-year return period. There are visible 

differences between the baseline and climate change scenarios for both 

erosion and deposition. Erosion and deposition depths greater than 1 

cm increases in both cases. It can also be observed that erosion mainly 

occurs in areas having steep slopes. For example, greater than 2 cm 

erosion corresponds to elevation beyond 1000 m, as shown by Fig. 2. 

This eroded soil is deposited on the low-lying areas (see Fig. 2) as 

demonstrated in Fig. 7. It is usually in proximity to river systems, and 

could be an attribute to the huge sediment yield from this basin. Further, 

it could explain the accelerated agriculture activities observed during 

reconnaissance visits within the basin. Fertile soils are deposited next to 

the streams and the combined benefits with nearby water sources are 

utilised by the land occupants. This could further impact negatively the 

erosion and deposition rates. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 
 

Soil erosion is shown to be worsened by climate change at Kaoping 

River basin. A PSED model was applied to simulate both erosion and 

deposition under baseline and climate change. The model was verified 

using data from 5 stations. Simulated and observed results of both flow 

and sediments were in close agreement, and that justified the adoption 

of the model. Sediment yield is reduced under climate change scenarios 

for return periods less than 5, and increased for return periods beyond 5. 

Sediment yield is increased by up to 41 % under 200-year return 

periods. Erosion and deposition distribution maps were also produced 

and these are crucial in identifying areas more sensitive to erosion and 

could provide the necessary information for better management. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Physical modeling and experimental research have become effective 
methods to study bed load transport phenomena. In this paper, results 
of flume experiments are presented and discussed in the light of the 
results of earlier experimental studies found in the literature. Beside its 
advantages, physical modeling of unsteady bed load transport has a lot 
of problematic aspects due to a large number of parameters that have to 
be controlled. Selected aspects, reported in the literature and 
encountered in the present study, are highlighted in the paper.  
 
KEY WORDS: bed load transport; bed shear stress; flood wave; 
hysteresis; laboratory experiments; unsteady flow 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Bed load transport during flood event has been a significant research 
topic for last decades (Bombar, 2016; Lee et al., 2004; Mrokowska et 
al., 2016; Phillips and Sutherland, 1990; Wang et al., 2015). Flood 
waves intensify sediment transport, trigger morphological changes in 
rivers, and affect water quality (De Sutter et al., 2001; Julien et al., 
2002; Mao, 2012). The problem of bed load transport is still open for 
systematic research, and it is necessary to derive reliable mathematical 
expressions for engineering applications.   
 
Bed load transport dynamics is tightly connected with the flow 
conditions characterized, for example, by flow rate and bed shear stress. 
Phillips and Sutherland (1990) indicated that under unsteady flow, bed 
does not react instantaneously to the changing flow. Beside flow 
conditions, bed load transport depends on sediment availability. 
Intensified bed load transport is expected for high values of bed shear 
stress, but only in unarmored conditions where sediment is free to 
move; otherwise, the maximum sediment transport does not correspond 
with the maximum bed shear stress (Humphries et al., 2012; Mao, 
2012). In real cases, complex processes from grain scale to bulk 
transport take place, and it is difficult to identify and model all 
significant processes in a particular case. This leads to high uncertainty 
of bed load transport predictions. 
 
As Tabarestani and Zarrati (2015)  have recently reported, more and 
more researchers have taken effort to work out methods dedicated to 
unsteady flow, and resigned from approximating unsteady flow by 
step-wise steady flow conditions. In that research, laboratory studies 
are predominant for two reasons. Firstly, experimental conditions are 
controlled, and impact of unknown processes is reduced; secondly, 

detailed measurements in natural settings during flood event are not 
feasible due to safety and practical reasons. 
 
This paper presents advantages and capabilities of laboratory studies, as 
well as some problematic aspects which have to be kept in mind when 
planning, performing or analyzing experimental data.  
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS  
 
Experimental set-up  
 
Experiments  performed  by authors in cooperation with the laboratory 
of Faculty of Environmental Engineering and Land Surveying, 
Agricultural University of Krakow will be used to illustrate the 
meaning and severity of the problems encountered in the studies of 
sediment transport under unsteady flow conditions. Experiments were 
carried out in 12 m-long, 0.485 m-wide and 0.60 m-deep flow-
recirculating channel. The bed slope was  0.0083. Detailed description 
of experimental settings has been already published in (Mrokowska et 
al., 2016) 
 

 
Fig. 1 Definition sketch of terms used to characterize experiments. 
 
Two sets of unsteady flow, denoted by Hyd1 and Hyd2, were generated, 
both in the form of triangular hydrographs. They were generated by 
manual stepwise changing of valve opening.  Each experimental flow is 
characterized by the base flow, Qb, peak flow, Qmax, base water depth, 
hb, peak water depth, hmax, and duration of rising limb, tr. Definitions of 
terms used to describe flow characteristics are presented in Fig. 1. 
Unsteadiness degree of hydrographs is expressed by dQ/dt denoted by 
αr and αf  along rising and falling limb, respectively. Additionally, 
unsteadiness parameter introduced by (Bombar et al., 2011) is 
evaluated: 
 

𝑃𝑃𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 =
�𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔−

𝑈𝑈𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚−𝑈𝑈𝑏𝑏
𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟

�

𝑔𝑔
                                                    (1) 
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where g – gravitational acceleration [m s-2], I – the bed slope [-], Umax –
 the peak mean velocity [m s-1], Ub – the base mean velocity [m s-1]. 
Values of these paramenters for the experiments are listed in Table 1. 
There is evident difference in Qmax, hmax, and α between the sets of 
unsteady flow. In both cases, the flow is subcritical with Froude 
number, Fr, approaching critical value for the maximum flow rate.  
 
The channel bed was composed of gravel of mean grain size 4.93 mm. 
The bed was scraped flat before the experiments. During the 
experiments sediment was supplied manually from upstream. The 
following measurements were carried out: the flow rate, Q, in delivery 
pipe by ultrasonic flow meter; the water level, H, in 5 profiles along the 
flume x = 2.6 m, x = 3.6 m, x = 4.6 m, x = 5.6 m, x = 6.6 m by resistive 
sensors; the cumulative mass of sediment, M, was measured 
continuously in the outlet of the flume with a frequency of 1 Hz. 
Temporal and spatial variability of H is presented in Fig. 2 and 
cumulative mass measurements along with flow rate measurements in 
Fig. 3.

  
Evaluation of bed load rate

  
Bed load transport expressed as the weight of sediment transported per 
unit time, q, has been evaluated from measured cumulative mass M(t) 
as its first derivative. Measurement data were noisy, and smoothing or 
filtering of results was necessary. In this study, Savitzky-Golay filter 
implemented in Matlab has been used to evaluate and filter q.  Moving 
window of 41 elements has been applied to smooth data by a quadratic 
polynomial. As was shown in (Mrokowska et al., 2016), this filter gives 
results comparable to approximation of q by difference quotient 
followed by filtering by Fourier Transform method, very popular in 
filtering unsteady flow data (Bagherimiyab and Lemmin, 2013; 
Rowiński, 1998; Song and Graf, 1996). However, straightforward 
application of Savitzky-Golay filter makes this method more 
convenient in this case.  
 
Evaluation of water slope and bed shear stress 
 
Water slope, Sw, is a significant variable to characterize water flow. It is 
input variable to evaluate flow resistance, e.g., friction velocity, u*, or 
bed shear stress, τb, from relation derived from flow equations  
(Mrokowska et al., 2015a,b): 
 

1/22

*
1b

w
U Uu gh S
gh gh g

τ
η ϑ ζ

ρ
  

= = + + −  
   

                                   (2) 

 
where /h tη = ∂ ∂ , /h xϑ = ∂ ∂ , and /U tζ = ∂ ∂ . In particular cases, 
acceleration terms are small enough to neglect them, and Eq. 2 takes 
the following form: 
 

( )1/2
* wu ghS= .                                                                                    (3) 

 
Table 1. Characteristics of experiments. 

Parameter Hyd1 Hyd2 

Qmax [m3s-1] 0.0435 0.0430 

Qb [m3s-1] 0.0021 0.0035 

hmax [m] 0.102 0.103 

hb [m] 0.019 0.024 

tr [s] 411 256 

Frmax 0.94 0.89 

Frb 0.58 0.56 

αr 0.00010 0.00016 

αf -0.00010 -0.00016 

Pgt 0.0081 0.0081 

 
 

Fig. 2 Variation of water level in time and space. 
 

 
Fig. 3 Temporal variation of flow rate and cumulative mass transport – 
experimental data. 
 
To evaluate Sw, spatial measurements of water level have to be taken in 
several locations along the channel. Then, Sw may be evaluated as a 
difference quotient (Mrokowska et al., 2015a). In this study, five point 
difference quotient, Eq.  4,  and central difference quotient, Eq. 5, have 
been applied. 
 

     (4) 
 

( 2 ) 8 ( ) 8 ( ) ( 2 )
12w

H x x H x x H x x H x xS
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≈
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+ ∆ − − ∆
≈

∆                                                                (5) 
 
where ∆x – the spatial step [m]. Water surface slope results require 
further filtering. In this study Fourier Transform has been applied. 
Results of bed shear stress have been corrected for side-wall effects by 
the procedure proposed by (Guo, 2015). 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Bed load rate and flow rate 
 
Figure. 4 presents the temporal variability of bed load rate, q, and flow 
rate, Q. Time scales for flow and sediment transport are: Hyd1: 740 s 
for Q; 340 s for q, Hyd2: 470 s for Q, 220 s for q. As could be seen 
from the figure, there is a time lag between the peak values of variables 
– the maximum bed load rate occurs before the peak flow rate. Bombar 
et al. (2011) showed that the time lag is directly correlated with the 
unsteadiness of the hydrograph evaluated from Eq. 1. In this study, a 
time lag is 8s for Hyd1 and 9s for Hyd2. It is consistent  with results of 
Bombar et al. (2011), as both hydrographs have the same value of Pgt 

(Table 1). 
 
The relation between bed load rate and  flow rate is in the form of a 
clockwise hysteresis (Fig. 5). It is characteristic of unarmored bed, 
when sediment is free to move from the beginning of flood wave 
(Humphries et al., 2012; Mao, 2012). In the case of Hyd2, q(Q) 
relationship perfectly follows a clockwise hysteresis. In the case of 
Hyd1, for Q > 0.03 m3 s-1 bed load transport is more intensive along the 
falling limb than along the rising one, and hysteresis is not perfectly 
clockwise.  
 
Water surface slope  
 
Water surface slope results are critical for evaluation of bed shear stress 
from Eq. 3. For this reason, results of water surface slope are presented 
and discussed. As has been mentioned before, when measurements of 
water level are taken in several cross-sections, the water slope may be 
approximated by difference quotients. In this study, there were five 
measurement sections and water slope has been evaluated in the central 
one. Results of Eq. 4 and Eq. 5 followed by filtering by Fourier 
Transform for different configurations of sections have been compared 
in Fig. 6. Sw1 has been evaluated from five point quotient, Eq. 4, for ∆x 
= 1 m; Sw2 –  evaluated from central quotient, Eq. 5, for ∆x = 2 m; Sw3 –  
evaluated from central quotient, Eq. 5, for ∆x = 1 m. For Sw1 and Sw2 , 
there are additionally shown results without filtering. It is apparent that 
the results are much more noisy for five point quotient. Sw2 proved to be 
the most reliable evaluation, and it is in line with the observed 
negligible spatial variability of water level in the channel (less than 1 
cm). Results of Sw2 are close to bed slope I, as expected. 
 

 
Fig. 4 Time evolution of bed load rate, flow rate, and bed shear stress. 
 

 
Fig. 5 Relation between bed load rate and flow rate for experimental 
data. 
 

 
Fig. 6 Temporal variation of water surface slope. 
 
Despite the fact that temporal and spatial variation of water level (Fig. 
2) seems to be satisfactory, minor spatial fluctuations of water level 
make water slope Sw1 to vary in unexpected way (Fig. 6), because water 
surface slope results are sensitive to the fluctuations of measurement 
data. In mobile bed conditions, such local fluctuations are more 
probable than in experiments with fixed bed, especially when the flow 
is shallow; in this experiment, the maximum water depth was about 10 
cm (Table 1). Moreover, water surface slope is difficult to be controlled 
in laboratory channels, which has been pointed in  (Qu, 2002). The 
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effect of water slope may be mitigated in longer channels. Bombar 
(2016) published measurement data on water depth along rising limb in 
18 m-long channel. In this respect, a question arises what dimensions of 
a channel can be treated as minimum to obtain unsteady flow 
undisturbed by boundary conditions.  
 
Figure. 4 presents bed shear stress results, τb, obtained from Eq. 3 
where water slope, Sw, has been evaluated in three presented ways 
denoted by subscripts 1, 2, and 3. It is apparent from the figure that all 
three bed shear stress sets follow the same pattern; hence, tested 
difference quotients do not affect bed shear stress results in this respect. 
However, it is not recommended to analyze the relation between the 
peaks of bed shear stress and bed load transport, especially when time 
lags are small and estimated time instant when the maximum value 
occurs may be due to the uncertainty of results. As each method of bed 
shear stress evaluation is uncertain to some extent, comparison of a few 
methods may be advantageous to interpret the results  as shown in 
(Bombar, 2016; Qu, 2002).  
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
Studies on bed load transport in unsteady flow have been carried out 
for a few decades but only recent years have brought increased interest 
in this topic. Laboratories all over the world try to uniform some 
procedures and experimental protocols to obtain compatible results. 
However, there is still a number of problematic issues that need to be 
solved. Some of them have been presented in this paper: controlling 
water surface slope during experiments, data filtering, interpretation of 
time lags between peak values. Other problems related to experimental 
design are: sediment supply methods (feed or no feed experiment, 
recirculation of sediment), sediment type and grain size distribution, the 
shape of hydrograph and the rate of unsteadiness.  All these aspects 
should be considered in the light of the aim of research which is to 
discover the laws that govern sediment transport in nature. This cannot 
be achieved without applying scaling laws. Some effort in this respect 
have been already done, e.g., in (Cooper and Tait, 2009; Parker et al., 
2003; Wang et al., 2015) 
 
In our opinion, the future experimental studies have to develop more 
rigorous physical modeling procedures and scaling laws to take into 
account how experimental settings correspond to natural conditions.  
Comprehensive analysis of all experimental sets from presented 
experiments will be provided in a separate paper.  
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ABSTRACT 
 
Turbidity currents are likely to result from flow with high sediment 
concentration flow into reservoirs in extreme events. The turbidity-
currents deposit is an issue for reservoir desilting. This paper employs 
the multi-state discrete-time Markov chain approach to stimulate the 
turbidity flow. Markov chain can describe the random and memoryless 
movement of particles. The control volume is divided into various 
segments along the streamwise direction in this proposed model. 
Transport process with each segment is simulated by multi-state 
discrete-time Markov chain. In each state, the transition probabilities in 
the suspended load is determined by instantaneous fluctuating vertical 
velocity versus terminal settling velocity and in the bed load is 
determined by sediment entrainment. Moreover, adjacent segments are 
modeled by the birth-death process. Birth-death process imitates the 
sediment transition rate along the streamline and is controlled by the 
velocity profile. Therefore, the model is able to quantify the sediment 
concentration at different time and position. Model results are validated 
against experimental data. It is expected that this model can develop the 
deposits of turbidity currents in different slope and water depth 
considering stochastic process. 
 
KEY WORDS:  Discrete time Markov chain; sediment transport; 
particle tracking method; stochastic modeling; suspended sediment 
concentration.  
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
In Taiwan, the reservoirs lifespans are an important issue. According to 
the Water Resources Agency, Deposition volume of Zengwun 
Reservoir has been reach thirty-seven percent of total capacity. In the 
past thirty years, nine typhoons cause 75% of  total Siltation. Our study 
provides this stochastic model with more theoretical foundation to 
conquer the problem and focus on the extreme event. In extreme event, 
the sediment under rapid current can be seen as suspended load 
dominant. This study will focus on the suspended load using the 
Multiple-state Discrete-time MC Approach. The Multiple-state 
Discrete-time MC Approach is based on the stochastic particle tracking 
which provided by Man and Tsai (2007). With the drift term and 
diffusion term, the particle trajectory is described as a stochastic 
process. The equation proposed by Man and Tsai (2007) provides the 
probability of the particle motion and is applied in the Multiple-state 
Discrete-time MC Approach. In the study, we will first introduce the 

MC Approach and stochastic particle tracking method. Then, the 
proposed model is validated against Wang and Qian (1989) with two 
different Rouse numbers. Finally, the constraint of the proposed model 
will be demonstrated.  
 
Literature Review 
 
The probabilistic nature of sediment incipient motion from a channel 
bed is a good example of stochastic hydraulics (Yen 2002). The 
uncertainty of sediment transport is mainly due to shape and size 
distribution of sediment and the turbulent near the bed. Sediment 
transport can be implicitly divided into two part, the entrainment on the 
bed load and instantaneous fluctuating velocity on the suspend load. 
Bed load transport results from particle rolling, sliding, and saltation. 
Wu and Lin (2002) provided the pickup probability using the 
Lognormal Velocity Distribution. The instantaneous fluctuating 
velocity is used to decide the particle motion. With further 
improvement, Wu and Yang (2004) introduced entrainment 
probabilities of mixed-sized sediment using the fourth-order Gram-
Charlier type probability density function to describe the near-bed 
turbulent. In their paper, the topography of bed was considered as 
random process. Assuming that the exposure height and friction height 
are all uniformly distributed, one allows further consideration of 
sediment properties. Ancey (2010) used the Exner equation for planar 
bed to show different bed forms and combined with birth-death Markov 
Chain to illustrate a transport rate. 
  
The sediment transport under turbulence can be seen as a memoryless 
process or Markovian properties. The motion of particle is primarily 
dependent on the current state (Einstein 1950; Sun and Zhu 1991; Lisle 
et al.1998). According to this property, Wu and Yang (2004) provided 
a Pseudo four-state continuous Markov Chain to calculate the number 
of particles and compared them with experimental data. Tsai et al. 
(2015) coupled a multiple-state discrete-time Markov chain to 
determine the suspended particle motion with fluctuating velocity. 
However, in their study, the layer thickness and the time step will cause 
some discrepancies on the result. In this paper, we will use the 
stochastic diffusion particle tracking model (Man and Tsai (2007)) to 
simulate the suspend load. The particle tracking model (PTM) has been 
compared with advection-diffusion (AD) equation (Man and Tsai 
(2007)).  
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METHODOLOGIES 
 
The model can be divided into two parts, suspended load and bed load 
based on a reference height a=0.01*h(Van Rijn 1984). In the Multiple-
state Discrete-time MC Approach, the suspended load is simulated by 
the particle tracking method and bed load is the fourth-order Gram-
Charlier fluctuating velocity. 

 
Multiple-state Discrete-time MC Approach 
 
We adapt an Eulerian point of view by considering a control volume, 
which is divided into various segments along the streamline. Each of 
the segments is subdivided into equal thickness layers L. Figure 1 
depicts these concepts. Each segment can be seen as a Markov Process. 
By the definition of the Markov chain, the probability from state i to 
state j can be demonstrated as  
 

1 1 1 1 1 0 0{X | X ,X ,..., x ,X }k k k k ijP j i i i i P+ − −= = = = = =      (1) 

 
The future state Xk+1 is mainly relying on the current state. We define 
that a particle moves from layer i to layer j after one step. Layer 1 
depicts the particle which is static on the bed and Layers 2 to n 
demonstrate the particles in different positions in the water. n is equal 
to water depth divided by layer thickness L.The motion of particles can 
be seen as stochastic process. One-step transition probabilities  can be 
expressed by matrix P as follow. 
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t
jN  vector presents the number of particles in each layer, in time step, 

1 *t t
j jN N P+ = . With the initial condition, the multiple-state 

Discrete-time MC Approach can determine the concentration in each 
time step.  
 
Transition Probability Determination (Stochastic Particle Tracking 
Method) 
To describe the motion of suspended load, Man and Tsai (2007) 
provided the stochastic particle tracking method based on the Langevin 
equation. The governing equation includes the drift term and diffusion 
term. 
 

( , ) ( , )t t t tdX u t X dt t X dBσ= +                                              (3) 
 

tX  represents the particle position and ( , )tu t X  mean drift term can 
be simulated by the mean velocity and turbulent diffusion D which can 
be expressed as follows. 

( , , , t) D /

( , ) { ( , , , t) D /

( , , , t) D /

x

t y

s z

U x y z x

u t X U D V x y z y

W x y z w z

+ ∂ ∂

= +∇ = + ∂ ∂

− + ∂ ∂

               (4) 

 
( , )t tt X dBσ diffusion term consists of the diffusion coefficient 

tensor ( , )tt Xσ  and a three-dimensional vector of Wiener process 

tdB .  In this study, the vertical motion (direction z) of particle is 
described by the Stochastic Particle Tracking Method. The turbulent 
diffusivity D is assumed to be k →∞  where H  is the water depth. 
Von Kármán constant ( k ) is about 0.4, as suggested in HÖGSTRÖM 

(1996). The shear velocity ( *u )is based on the flow condition. The 
Stochastic Particle Tracking equation based on the Euler-Maruyama 
method can be simplified as  
 

1 * * *( 2 ) ( 2 (1 )n n
n n s n t

z zZ Z w ku ku t ku z B
H H+ = + − + − + −V V                 (5) 

 

( (0,1))tB t N=V V (= Gaussian-distributed random variable. 
Assumed that the particle starts with the center of each layer in each 
time step, with the extremely small thickness layers L, this assumption 
can be close to nature, and the discrepancy can be ignored. By the 
Stochastic Particle Tracking Method, the probability of the particle 
moving up to the other layers can be calculated. Similarly, the particle 
moves down when i <0.    
 

* * *( 2 ) ( 2 (1 )( (0,1)) i*(2 1) / 2 1,2,...,H/ L  i= 1n n
s n

z zw ku ku t ku z t N n L n
H H

− + − + − = − = ±V V V
    (6) 

 
According to the equation 6, the transition probability can be estimated. 
 

 * * *

* * *
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n n
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   (7) 

 
On the boundary, we assume that the sediment particle will not leave 
the boundary. On the water surface, the moving up probability is added 
up and seen as the particle stays on the surface. In other words, the 
particle will not go through the water surface.   
 
Birth and Death Process 
 
To combine each segments, the Birth and Death Process is used in the 

study. t
ijλ is defined as the arrival rate. Similarly,  t

ijµ  is defined as 

leaving rate. These parameters present the sediment exchange from 
each segment. The first subscript (i) represents each segment; the 
second subscript (j) donates each layer. Nelson et al.(1995) observed 
entrainment is low when u<0(reverse). Proposed model ignored the 
motion of sediment reversing the streamline.  Therefore for the adjacent 

segment with same layer, 1
1,

t t
ij i jµ λ +

+= . t
ijλ  is determined by the 

boundary. The volumetric transport rate per unit width can be expressed 
by 
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, * *t
ij i j ij ijN V Uµ =                                                                              (8) 

 

where 3 / 6iV Dπ=  is the particle volume; U is the streamline 

velocity; N  is the particle number in each layer. 
 
MODEL SIMULATIONS 
 
Case Study: laboratory experiment 
 
To consider a steady state, Wang and Qian (1989) experimented with 
two large discrepancy specific gravity particle(Plastic particle and 
beach sand). The experiment is conducted in a flume with dimensions 
of 20m length, 30cm width, and 40cm height. The bed slope was 1%. 
The channel is lined with concreter plate. Therefore, in this case, the 
proposed model does not consider the bed load. It is assumed that the 
state 1 is one class, which did not communicate with other state.  

1 10, 0t t
j jP P= =  Considering steady state, t t

ij ijµ λ= . Experiments 

SF2, SQ1 conducted in clean water, are validated against the proposed 
model.  

 
Limiting Probabilities 
 
According to the Chapman-Kolmogorov Equation,  
 

( ) *K M K MP P P+ = . When k →∞ , 
 

lim  P ( lim  )K
ijk

iting probabilitiesπ
→∞

=  which is seen as 

steady condition. The layer depth-average concentration can be 
expressed by following: 
 

1 2
1 2

1 2

, ,..., n
n

n

c c c
L L L

ππ π
= = =                                                   (9) 

 

With the equal thickness height, 1 2 1 2:: : ... : : : ... :n nc c c π π π= . 
The concentration of the particle is substituted by the limiting 
probabilities under steady state and then compared against experiment 
data.  
 
MODEL RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
 
Figure 2 demonstrates the comparison with experimental data and the 

proposed model. Reference concentration ac is defined as the 
corresponding concentration at 0.16h. The time step is chosen as 0.3s; 
the thickness height donates 0.05*H. The discrepancy between the 
proposed model and experimental data is insignificant. However, the 
result from the Markov chain slightly underestimated the concentration. 
Figure3 demonstrates the condition SF2 and the simulation result under 
lower Rouse number which is defined as */sw ku . The simulation is 
based on the time step =0.025s and layer thickness= 0.0025h. With 
lower Rouse number, the motion of particle is dominated by suspended 

layer. The simulation result shows some discrepancies in Figure3 
compared to the Figure2. Near the bed, the concentration of the 
sediment particle seems to be underestimated. On the suspended load, 
the discrepancy can be caused from ignoring the fluctuation velocity 
along the streamline. It can be observed from Figure 3 that the 
experiment data are not so steady (smooth curve) which demonstrates 
the importance of the streamwise fluctuation.    
 
Numerical stability condition of Multiple-state Discrete-time 
MC Approach 
 
The MC process is a complicated implicit method. The maximum 
eigenvalue is always equal to one. Therefore, the MC process is always 
stable. However, considering thick layer thickness and short time steps, 
the sediment does not move to the adjacent state but always stays in 
current state. In this situation, the assumption that a particle is 
uniformly distributed in each layer will be violated. For the sake of this 
problem the relation between time steps and layer thickness should be 
determined. With available experimental data, using the Coefficient of 
determination r2 (P.Krause et al. 2005), the model results with different 
time steps and layer thickness, see Figure 4 and Figure 5. The figure 4 
(condition SF2) with higher Rouse number has high coefficient of 
determination under some conditions. Compared with different layer 
thickness, a model with layer thickness which is equal to 0.01 has best 
behavior in three conditions. However, Figure4 shows that r2 suddenly 
decreases when the time step is much smaller in all three conditions. 
This constraint between time step and layer thickness is not a linear 
function. In lower Rouse number, the time step is recommended to be 
0.1~1s. For a higher Rouse number, Figure 5 shows the comparison 
between conditions SF2 with the proposed model. Under suspended 
load dominant condition, the same layer thickness is not suitable in the 
case. Finer layer thickness is needed for lighter particle and faster flow 
condition.  
 
CONCLUSION 
 
The Motion of sediment particles can be seen as a stochastic process. 
The Multiple-state Discrete-time MC Approach is introduced in this 
study. In the two conditions (high and low Rouse number), the 
Multiple-state Discrete-time MC Approach provides good accuracy 
compared to experimental data (Wang and Qian 1989). r2 is equal to 
0.98 in the high Rouse number and equal to 0.93 in the lower Rouse 
number. For the stability, the Multiple-state Discrete-time MC 
approach is always stable but constrained by  assumption Time steps 
need to be determined. In the study, the time step is implicitly decided. 
Condition under lower rouse number, layer thickness should be finer. 
The ratio between time steps and layer thickness is a nonlinear function 
(constant) which depends on the particle and flow condition.  
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Fig. 1 The conception of the proposed model  
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Fig. 2 Comparison between experiment data (SQ1) and propose mode 
with time step=0.3s layer thickness=0.05H.  Rouse number=0.533 
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Fig. 3 Comparison between experiment data (SF2) and proposed model 
with time step=0.025s layer thickness=0.0025H. Rouse number=0.064 
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Fig. 4 The numerical analysis between the proposed model and 
experiment data(SQ1) 
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Fig. 5 The numerical analysis between the proposed model and 
experiment data(SF2) 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Many different techniques to determine bedload discharge in rivers 
exist. The “integrative bed load measurement system” includes several 
of these techniques to comprehensively analyze bedload transport 
processes. We are aiming is to better understand these processes and to 
determine bedload discharge. Therefore we clustered different 
techniques like calibrated geophones, Reid slot samplers and basket 
samplers. In was found that the formulae we applied underestimate 
bedload transport at high discharges and initiation of bedload motion 
starts at lower discharges than estimated. Relevant new parameters - 
such as the effective transport width could be implemented for the 
optimization of calculations 
 
KEY WORDS: bedload transport, geophone, bedload slot sampler, 
integrative bedload measurement system 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Bedload transport data form an essential basis for the planning of river 
engineering works, flood protection, torrent control and waterway 
management. This information is further needed for issues concerning 
ecology and hydropower. Bedload monitoring is a prerequisite to 
extend the understanding of natural processes and to select, apply, 
calibrate and validate bedload transport formulas (Habersack & 
Laronne, 2002). Nevertheless, it remains difficult to predict and to 
monitor bedload transport in nature (Rickenmann et al., 2012). Many 
bedload transport formulas were developed by using data of laboratory 
investigations with controlled boundary conditions, equilibrium 
transport and bed level stability (Habersack & Laronne, 2002). 
 
Comparisons with monitoring data showed that measured transport 
rates differed from the calculated values (Bathurst, 1978, Haddadchi et 
al., 2013). There are many known adverse effects like the temporal and 
spatial variability (Habersack et al., 2008), varying grain sizes, high 
flow velocities, turbid flow (Lucía et al., 2013) and different modes of 
movements that complicate the measurement and also calculation of 
bedload transport. 
 
The first integrative bedload monitoring system was built in 2006 and 
has been installed at the straight river section of the Drau River. Since 

2007, bedload transport monitoring is performed at this site. An 
“integrative bed load measurement system” combines several bedload 
monitoring techniques and therefore facilitates the determination of the 
initiation of motion of bedload particles, bedload transport rates and 
total bedload yields. Furthermore, the bedload texture and the spatial 
and temporal variability of the transport process can be examined. 
 
At the measuring stations direct (mobile basket samplers, bedload traps) 
and indirect (geophone devices, hydrophones) methods are applied. 
Each of these measurement techniques has its deficits, which are 
compensated by combining the different methods. This offers the 
opportunity to comprehensively monitor the bedload transport process. 
Mobile basket samplers allow many opportunities in bedload 
monitoring but they also have disadvantages in quantifying the 
underlying bedload transport processes. For example, at a specific 
range of discharges and flow velocity, the lowering of the sampler on 
the streambed is limited (Kreisler et al., 2011). 
 
Further problems arise from the measurement itself, when sampling 
disturbes the flow field (Gray et al., 2010). With bedload traps, which 
are installed at the stream bed, direct measurements of the bedload 
transport become possible at all water levels (Kreisler et al., 2014) and 
do not impact the flow field until the filling stage reaches 80% 
(Habersack et al., 2001). Longer sampling durations and continuous 
recording of the bedload transport process are feasible with bedload 
traps (Reid et al., 1980, Habersack et al., 2001, Kreisler et al., 2016). 
 
Indirect bedload monitoring methods have the advantage of 
continuously recording the bedload transport processes over time and 
over the channel width (Reid et al., 1980, Aigner et al., 2016). For the 
calibration of indirect measurement devices direct measurements are 
indispensable and therefore the employment of traditional basket 
samples will increase (Gray et al., 2010, Kreisler et al., 2016).The 
monitoring results of the Drau River from 2009 to 2015 enable a useful 
comparison of measured bedload data with commonly used bedload 
transport equations. 
 
The aim of this paper is to present the integrative monitoring system, 
the results of the different measurement results and a comparison 
between the calculated and measured results. Further, different ways to 
optimize the calculation results are shown.  
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STUDY SIDE 
 
Figure 1 gives an overview of the Austrian river network where all 
integrative measurement stations, deployed by BOKU are tagged. The 
station Dellach - Drau is highlighted, as this paper presents its results. 
 

 
Fig. 1 Overview of the integrative measurement stations in Austria 
 
The Drau River is a large alpine river. Altogether, it drains an area of 
41.000 km2. The catchment area upstream of the gauging station in 
Dellach encompasses 2.131 km2. The Drau River displays a nivo-
glacial water regime with a discharge maximum in June. Discharge is 
dominated by snow- and glacial melting processes as well as by 
precipitation. The mean annual discharge at the gauging station 
Oberdrauburg is 63 m3s-1.The study site at the Drau River is placed at a 
straight river section. Riverbanks are protected by riprap and there is 
almost no vegetation that influences the flow up to bank-full discharge. 
The bed width of the Drau River at the study site extents to 50 m with a 
bed slope of 0.18 %. The bedload monitoring station was built in 2006 
and extended with a hydraulically liftable slot trap in 2008. The 
measuring station is situated at the mid-course of the Drau River near 
the town Dellach. A stream gauging station is located directly at the 
station and is operated by the hydrographic survey of Carinthia. Water 
levels are measured using hydrostatic pressure sensors. Flow velocity 
measurements are conducted by a calibrated hydrometric impeller and a 
radar based flow velocimeter. An array of geophones is embedded in 
the stream bed, where 40 geophones are installed equidistantly, in 
intervals of one meter at the orographic right half of the river and every 
two meters at the left half of the river. The bedload traps are mounted 
in the right section of the river directly upstream from geophone 19, 25 
and 32. Measurements using the Large Helley-Smith sampler (LHS-
sampler) are conducted with a mobile crane from a bridge. Figure 2 
provides an overview of the arrangement of instruments at the 
measurement site. 
 

 
Fig. 2 Integrated automatic and continuous bedload monitoring station 
Dellach at the Drau River in Austria, view upstream. The station 
contains mobile basket samplers, 3 slot-type bedload samplers, 40 plate 
geophones, 1 hydrophone and additional suspended sediment and 
gauging station equipment. 

INTEGRATIVE BEDLOAD MONITORING METHODS 
 
The suitability of several bedload monitoring devices to measure 
selected parameters of interest was recently described (Habersack et al., 
2010). It is not possible to monitor bedload transport processes 
satisfactorily using one single measurement device, as each method has 
its specific advantages and restrictions (Habersack et al., in prep.). 
Hence the integrative bedload monitoring system was developed 
consisting of a basket sampler, bedload traps and geophone devices. 
(see arrangement in Figure 2) As the deficits can be compensated by 
combining the different methods, the monitoring system offers the 
possibility to entirely monitor the bedload transport processes. 
 
Direct bedload monitoring methods enable the determination of 
(specific) bedload rates and the texture of the bedload material. In the 
following the basket sampler and the bedload trap, both part of the 
integrative monitoring system at the Drau, are introduced. Mobile 
basket samplers have been applied in bedload monitoring for decades 
(Mühlhofer, 1933, Van Rijn, 1986). At the Drau River a LHS-Sampler 
with an intake width of 0.152 meters and a 0.5 mm net is deployed. 
Using a cable winch, the sampler is lowered from a bridge onto the 
riverbed. Measurements are conducted at 10 defined verticals and are 
conducted three times consecutively (Emmett, 1981, Habersack & 
Laronne, 2001). The measuring time is depending on the prevailing 
bedload transport rate.  
 
At the bedload traps the sample box is covered by a lid with a 
longitudinal sampling slot. The sampling slots are 1.6 m long and 0.25 
m wide at the two fix traps and 0.5 m wide at the hydraulically liftable 
trap. When starting the monitoring, the slot is opened hydraulically via 
manual control, the transported bed material gets trapped in the sample 
box and load cells automatically record the mass increase within the 
box. Bedload traps enable measurements at all discharge stages and 
thereby also bedload monitoring at flood events can be performed. 
Habersack et al. (2001) presented that both hydraulic and sampling 
efficiency are high. Furthermore the measurement of bedload rates and 
the determination of bedload texture is possible. Disadvantages of the 
bedload trap are its fixed position in the stream bed and the high 
maintenance effort.  
 
Geophones are vibration sensors originating from seismic technology. 
To detect bedload transport, the geophone sensors are mounted on the 
underside of 0.36m long, 0.5m wide and 0.015m thick steel plates 
(Figure 4a). These steel plates are embedded on the same level as the 
stream bed (Figure 4b).  
 
Bedload particles moving over the steel plates produce vibrations 
which are registered by the geophone sensors. The geophone signal is 
sampled continuously at a rate of 10 kHz. Good correlations are found 
for the geophone data and bedload mass, when bedload material is 
larger than 10-30mm (Rickenmann & McArdell, 2007). 
 
For the comparison of measured bedload data and calculated bedload 
rates, bedload transport equations were selected with an application 
range fitting to the Drau River. The applied formulae were Meyer-Peter 
and Müller (1948), Formula of Wu et al. (2000) and the Formula of 
Recking (2013). 
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Fig. 3 a: Mounting of the geophone sensor at the steel plate, b: 
Arrangement of the geophones at the measuring site 
 
RESULTS 
 
Since 2006, Bedload transport monitoring is operated at the Drau River. 
Several direct measurements using the mobile basket sampler and the 
bedload trap have been performed and geophone data is available 
continuously since 2006. In the following, some results of the bedload 
monitoring program are presented. Thereafter, measured bedload rates 
at the Drau River are compared to calculation values. 
 
From 2006 to 2016, direct measurements were conducted at different 
discharges (Figure 4) The blue diamonds represent all LHS-samples 
and the red triangles represent all bedload trap measurements.  
 

 
Fig. 4 Overview of performed direct measurements 
 
The application of geophones in the Drau River produces high-
resolution data of the bedload transport process. The temporal and 
spatial distribution of geophone impulses from 24.06.2016 to 
22.06.2016 at the Drau River is shown in Figure 5. In the illustrated 
time period, various bedload peaks occurred and most bedload 
transport was registered in the middle of the channel between geophone 
7 and 35. We observed areas within the cross-section, where bedload 
transport rates are comparably higher (peaks are located between 
geophone 16 and 23 on 17.06.2016). The graph in Figure 5 highlights 
possibilities of continuous data coming from geophone records.  
 

 
Fig. 5 Spatial and temporal distribution of geophone impulses 
(24.05.2016-22.06.2016) 

A critical flow value for the initiation of motion is determined by 
comparing geophone data from the years 2010 to 2014 to flow 
discharge. The diagram, showing the discharge categories at the x-axes 
and the average geophone impulses at the y-axes, is depicted in Figure 
6. It shows that at the measuring site sediment material starts to move 
between discharges between 60 and 80 m3s-1. 
 
The back line displays the effective transport width, which increases 
from the point of motion until bank full discharge.  The transport width 
is calculated by considering the influence width of every impinged 
geophon and increases from 0.5 m up to 40 m. This means that at 
discharges higher than 300 m³s-1 bedload transport occurs within the 
total river cross-section. The effective transport width could also be 
observed in Figure 5 where the variance of the local transport is shown.  
 

 
Fig. 6 Initiation of motion and effective transport width 
 
Bedload monitoring over a period of 7 years at the Drau torrent showed 
that transported bedload mass does not solely depend on hydraulic 
conditions. Availability of sediment is another point affecting the 
bedload transport process. This information coming from measured 
data is crucial to interpret the results of calculated bedload data.  
 
In Figure 7 the directly measured specific bedload transport rates using 
bedload traps and the LHS sampler are related to the calculated specific 
bedload transport rates and are presented in dependence of discharge. 
For this comparison the three listed bedload transport formulae were 
used. 
 
The red squares indicate the comparison of measured data with the 
equation of Meyer-Peter and Müller. The formula underestimates 
measured bedload rates at discharges ~150m3s-1 and for high discharges. 
The comparison shows a good fit at a discharge around 200 m³s-1. The 
blue diamonds show the comparison with the formulae of Wu et al. 
(2010). It properly reflects initation of motion, overestimates until a 
discharge of 160 m³s-1 and underestimates bedload transport above a 
discharge of 260 m³s-1. The comparison with the formula introduced by 
Recking (2013) is represented by green triangles. It also shows a fit 
regarding initiation of motion, overestimates until a discharge of 160 
m³s-1, and underestimates the bedload transport over a discharge of 260 
m³s-1. 
 
The mobile basket sampler is an appropriate tool for direct bedload 
measurements at the River Drau but measurements with these samplers 
are limited for high discharges as woody debris impedes a safe 
handling and measurements can only be performed during daytime. 
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Measurements with a mobile basket sampler are only possible up to a 
discharge of 250 m³s-1 wherefore bedload traps are used for high flow 
rates. The highest measured bedload transport was 196.6 kg s-1 at a 
discharge of 323 m3s-1. The geophone device shows the variable spatial 
and temporal distribution of bedload transport. This variability favors 
the combination of direct and indirect methods in order to eliminate the 
variance of bedload transport in the calculation. When comparing 
Figure 4 and Figure 6 it can be seen that direct and indirect 
measurement devices are indicating a equal value for initiation of 
motion. Calculating specific bedload transports with formulas of Wu et 
al. (2010) or Recking (2013) the initiation of motion for the River Drau 
was shown to be reproduced accordingly. Only the formula of Meyer-
Peter and Müller (1948) failed in calculating the point of initiation of 
motion accordingly. Generally, all used formulae, overestimated 
bedload transport at low discharges and underestimated the transport 
for high flow conditions. These findings are consistent with literature, 
where calculated values of bedload transport formulas were shown to 
be higher than the measured bedload data at low to middle flow 
conditions (Bathurst, 1978, Nitsche et al., 2011, Rickenmann & 
Recking, 2011). The measured bedload transport rates during high flow 
conditions showed that this effect changes for discharges above about 
230 m³ s-1. As rarely bedload data for high discharges is encountered, 
this phenomenon is not found in literature. 
 

 
Fig. 7 measured bedload transport compared to the calculated specific 
bedload transport in dependence of the discharge 
DISCUSSION 
 
The effective transport width, which is shown in Figure 6, could be 
used to optimize the transport calculations as it could be increased with 
discharge. Hence the comparison of measured and calculated results is 
essential for optimizing the application of the bedload transport 
formulae, and therefore increasing the reliability for engineers. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
The monitoring experiences showed, that an integrative monitoring 
system is crucial to obtain comprehensive bedload transport data. Only 
by combining different measurement methods disadvantages of single 
devices can be compensated. The comparison of calculated and 
measured bedload data for all measured events since 2009 and the 
thorough analysis of these data allowed for the enhancement in 
application bedload transport formulae. One promising aspect for 
further optimization is the effective transport width but still additional 
work is needed for detailed analysis and improvements in application 
of bedload transport formulas 
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ABSTRACT   
 
“Soil-Water-Atmosphere-Plant (SWAP)” model was used to investigate 
the effect of land use and climate change on groundwater recharge in 
the Gnangara Groundwater System, Perth, Western Australia. The 
hydrological and meteorological data (1992-2012) were collected from 
Bureau of Meteorology and Department of Water, Government of 
Western Australia. Six different land use scenarios were identified in 
the spatial map of the area and the results suggest a decline in 
groundwater recharge under all scenarios. The results revealed that the 
groundwater recharge is greatly affected by annual rainfall, vegetation 
and soil hydraulic properties. The rooting depth and leaf area index 
have significant impact on groundwater recharge. But plant 
transpiration was found as the major limiting factor for groundwater 
recharge. Results further showed a non-linear relationship between 
rainfall and recharge because of non-linearity among other factors such 
as, weather, soil and crop data. 
 
KEY WORDS: Groundwater recharge; Soil-water; Land-use; Rainfall. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Climate change, and its effect on temperature and rainfall, is an 
important factor contributing to the change in groundwater recharge. 
Changes in temperature and precipitation alter groundwater recharge 
and cause shifts in water tables as a first response to climate change 
(Changnon et al., 1988 and Zektser and Loaiciga, 1993; IPCC, 2007; 
Nicholls et al., 1997; Stanley et al., 1988). Groundwater recharge is a 
vital element in the water cycle, and thus the factors affecting 
groundwater are of high importance. About three quarters of all water 
used in the south-western Australia is from groundwater (Ali et al., 
2012). The Gnangara Groundwater System (GGS), located in the 
southwest region of Western Australia covering an approximate area of 
214896 ha, is the main source of drinking water supply for Perth, 
providing about 165 GL a year for residential and commercial use 
(Tapsuwan et al., 2009). Land usage in GGS consists of 69000 ha of 
native woodlands, 22000 ha of commercial pine plantation, 37174 ha of 
urban land (with another 3569 ha for future urban expansion) and 4395 
ha of agricultural and horticultural land (Ranjan et al., 2009).  
 
The continuing drier conditions, extraction of groundwater for public 
and private purposes, and reduced recharge has resulted in groundwater 
storages in the upper and mid parts of the GGS declining by about 45 

GL per year since late 1990s (Dawes et al., 2012). Rapid economic 
development has resulted in total water use rising dramatically. Since 
1963, Perth’s population has grown from 590,200 to 1.7 million, with 
projections indicating that the city’s population will increase to 2.45 
million by 2031, 2.82 million by 2041, and 3.1 million by 2051 (WAPC 
2013). With the increase of population in Perth, it is forecasted that 
GGS will have increase in water demand in future. In order to assess 
the groundwater recharge, several groundwater models have been used 
in the past such as, WAVES (Ali et al., 2012), HELP3 (Jyrkama and 
Sykes, 2007), SWAT (Eckhardt and Ulbrich, 2003), HUMUS 
(Rosenberg et al., 1999), MODFLOW (Xu et al., 2012) and SWAP 
(Anuraga et al., 2006). This study will use SWAP (a hydrologic model: 
Soil-Water-Atmosphere-Plant) to investigate the effect of land use and 
climatic factors on groundwater recharge in GGS for 1992-2012. 
 
METHODOLOGY 
 
In this study, the hydrologic model Soil-Water-Atmosphere-Plant 
(SWAP) model was used to estimate the groundwater recharge. SWAP 
simulates transport of water, solutes and heat in the vadose zone 
incorporating land-use and climatic data using Richard’s equation (van 
Dam et al., 2008). The Mualem-Van Genuchten function was used for 
determining hydraulic conductivity in SWAP (Mualem, 1976; van 
Genuchten, 1980). The SWAP was chosen in this study because of the 
availability of data such as daily rainfall, soil properties, drainage and 
vegetation. Meteorological data was collected from the weather station 
of Bureau of Meteorology located at Perth Airport (station ID 009021) 
for 1992-2012. This weather station was chosen due to its close 
proximity to the study area and completeness for all parameters 
compared to other stations nearby. The SWAP is a one-dimensional, 
vertical directed model conceptualized as a single soil column. Upper 
boundary is represented by the atmosphere and vegetation, and the 
lower boundary is represented by different soil types. In order to show 
the impacts of climate change and land use on GGS, six scenarios were 
considered based on the land-use pattern, leaf area index (LAI) and 
rooting depth as shown in Table 1. Detail description and local 
distribution of Banksia and Pine plantation can be found in FloraBase 
(2016a, 2016b) and UBC (2016). 
 
The SWAP model was developed using catchment hydrological and 
meteorological data and calibrated with the observed groundwater level 
data of GGS. The observed available groundwater level data was 
collected from the Department of Water, Western Australia for 8 years. 
The calibration of SWAP model is shown in Fig. 1. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Interception 
 
Interception is an important factor in the hydrologic cycle as it largely 
influences the amount of precipitation that reaches the ground surface. 
The interception results for each scenario are shown in Fig. 2. The 
simulation of the pine plantation land use resulted in the greatest 
interception, with an annual average of 179.5mm and 208.5mm (25.6% 
and 29.7% of the annual average rainfall) for the low density and high 
density plantations respectively. This is due to the large LAI for the 
pines resulting in a large canopy. The native vegetation land use 
resulted in a lower interception with an annual average of 69.4mm and 
101.7mm (9.9% and 14.5% of the annual average rainfall) for the low 
density and medium density banksia woodlands respectively. The 
interception in the agriculture land use simulated an annual average of 
40.5mm of precipitation (5.7% of the annual average rainfall) for the 
pasture.  
 
Table 1. Land Use Scenarios 

Scenario Land Use 
Category 

Description LAI Rooting 
Depth 

(m) 

Soil type 

1 Native 
Vegetation 

Banksia – 
Low Density 1.00 8.00 Bassendean 

2 Native 
Vegetation 

Banksia – 
Med Density 1.50 8.00 Bassendean 

3 Pine 
Plantation 

Pine – 
Med Density 2.00 10.00 Spearwood 

4 Pine 
Plantation 

Pine – 
High Density 2.50 10.00 Spearwood 

5 Agriculture Pasture 1.00 0.50 Guildford 

6 Urban Soak well/ 
Basin N/A N/A Spearwood 

 

 
Fig. 1 Calibration of SWAP model 
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Fig. 2 Annual rainfall and interception for different scenarios 

Transpiration 
 
Often transpiration is expressed combined with evaporation as 
evapotranspiration. This process is a part of the water cycle as it is the 
process by which moisture is carried through plants from roots to small 
pores on the underside of leaves, stems, flowers and roots, where it 
changes to vapour and is released to the atmosphere. The measurement 
of transpiration is hard and it varies with local hydrological situations. 
SWAP takes basic weather data as input and simulates transpiration 
using Penman-Monteith equation shown in Fig. 3 for all scenarios. The 
highest transpiration was found in the agriculture land use with an 
annual average of 439.7mm (62.7% of the annual average rainfall) for 
the pasture. The native vegetation had an average of 404.2mm and 
418.3mm (57.6% and 59.6% of the annual average rainfall) of 
transpiration for the low density and medium density banksia 
woodlands respectively. The pine plantation has the least amount of 
transpiration of 381.8mm and 393.9mm (54.4% and 56.2% of the 
annual average rainfall) for the low density and medium density 
plantations respectively. 
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Fig. 3 Annual rainfall and transpiration for different scenarios 
 
Evaporation 
 
Soil evaporation is a term of major loss in water balance. Most cases, 
this water balance parameter is combined with plant transpiration as 
evapotranspiration (ET). But SWAP treats evaporation and 
transpiration separately in the simulation because of difference in the 
physical behavior of these parameters. Soil evaporation results found in 
SWAP are shown in Fig. 4.  
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Fig. 4 Annual rainfall and soil evaporation for different land use pattern 
 
The greatest soil evaporation was found from the agriculture land use 
with an average of 126.2mm (18.0% of the annual average rainfall) for 
the pasture. This is because of larger amount of soil reaching the 
ground surface due to low LAI. This region also contains more clayey 
soil (Guildford Clay) with a relatively lower hydraulic conductivity 
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compared to the soil in the pine plantation and native vegetation land 
use, causing slower percolation thus more chance of the soil to be 
evaporated. The lower LAI also means more direct solar radiation will 
hit the ground surface thereby increasing soil evaporation. The native 
vegetation land use had an average evaporation of 80.2mm and 72.1mm 
(11.4% and 10.3% of the annual average rainfall) for low density and 
medium density banksia woodlands respectively. Whereas the pine 
plantation land use had an average of 47.9mm (6.8% of the annual 
average rainfall) of evaporation for the low density pine plantation, and 
an average of 37.5mm (5.3% of the annual average rainfall) for the 
medium density pine plantation respectively. 
 
Groundwater Recharge 
 
Groundwater recharge levels for each scenario are shown in Fig. 5. The 
average annual recharge was 65.9mm (9.4% of average annual rainfall) 
and 16.1mm (2.3% of the average annual rainfall) for the low and 
medium density pine plantations respectively. In both scenarios, the 
groundwater recharge levels show a gradual decline throughout the 
study period, although a much more pronounced decline is evident in 
the low density scenario. The results suggest that groundwater recharge 
under the pine plantation scenario is relatively low and also that the 
density of the plantation is a large factor in the total recharge and the 
decline of recharge. The reason for lower recharge rates under the pine 
plantation is due to the soil hydraulic characteristics, the rooting depth 
of pines, and the depth to water table. The large rooting depth of the 
pines (10m) means the pines can extract large amounts of groundwater 
for fulfilling its water requirements. The larger LAI of pine plantation 
also contributes to the low recharge. Less precipitation ultimately 
reached the ground due to the high interception and transpiration. 
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Fig. 5 Groundwater recharge for different land use scenarios 
 
The recharge from native vegetation scenario produced an annual 
average recharge of 199.9mm (28.5% of annual rainfall) and 102.1mm 
(14.6% of annual rainfall) for the low and medium density banksia 
woodlands respectively. The results suggest a decline in the recharge 
from 1992 to 2005, with a further reduction evident from 2006 to 2012. 
The lower rainfall in 2006 (479.6mm) and 2010 (483.4mm) have 
significant effect on the decline of groundwater recharge. Results also 
suggest that the banksia woodlands are more sensitive to a lower 
rainfall than pine plantations with a greater decline. Recharge is higher 
in the banksia woodlands due to lower LAI and shallower rooting depth 
(8m). More precipitation reaches the ground surface thereby increasing 
the potential for a greater recharge. A shallower rooting depth of 
banksia means they are not able to extract as much water as pines; but 
they still extract groundwater. 
 

Results for the agriculture land use scenario showed an average annual 
recharge of 305.9mm (43.6% of the annual average rainfall). Results 
show similar pattern of decline of groundwater recharge with respect to 
relatively drier year such as 2006 and 2010. As stated earlier, the 
vegetation under pastures and agricultural fields use lesser water 
compared to deep rooted trees (Ali et al., 2012). This is shown by the 
larger amount of recharge experienced under the agriculture land use 
scenario compared to that of pine plantation and native vegetation. The 
shallow rooting depth of pasture (0.5m) means the ability to extract 
groundwater is greatly reduced even though the depth to the water table 
is shorter than pine or banksia woodlands. The shallow rooting depth 
also negated the effect that the clayey soil profile had on the recharge.  
 
The simulated results under the urban scenario showed an average 
annual recharge of 360.2mm (51.4% of the annual average rainfall). 
The reduction of recharge was not prominent as found in other land use 
scenarios. This was because of the collection method of urban rainfall. 
Rainfall input data for urban scenario was taken as the run-off from 
impervious surfaces such as roofs and roads that flow into soakwells, 
sumps or storm infiltration basins, acting as point sources. This means 
that the interception, transpiration and soil evaporation was zero as the 
water passed through pipes and deposited directly into the soil. 
Changes in the soil hydraulic characteristics therefore have relatively 
less impact on recharge in this scenario. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
The effect of ago-climatic factors was investigated for GGS using 
SWAP model. The model was calibrated for groundwater level data. 
Six different scenarios were considered based on different land use 
pattern in the study area. The results revealed that groundwater 
recharge is decreasing under all land use scenarios with the greatest 
reduction in agriculture land and urban scenarios. Results also suggest 
that the rooting depth and LAI have significant impact on the overall 
groundwater recharge. The smallest recharge was found for the medium 
pine plantations. The pines cover a total area of 22000 ha of GGS 
(10.24% of the land) and situated in the central part of the mound 
where the main superficial aquifer is located. This has greater influence 
on the overall groundwater recharge in the area because pine plants 
have greater interception, transpiration and/or soil evaporation. 
However, the model results might have some degree of uncertainties 
because of SAWP one-dimensional nature and simplification of land 
use pattern in the study area.  
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ABSTRACT 
 
Floods resulting from extreme events like tsunami may inundate 
widespread inland area. Although rigid shielding infrastructure (hard 
protection structures) such as flood protection walls reduce flood risks, 
but these structures may fail if flow conditions exceed the design 
threshold. Vegetation (forest) can act as a natural buffer zone to reduce 
the inundation area and dissipate energy of flowing water. The present 
paper summarizes a series of laboratory experiments where the energy 
loss through emergent vegetation was investigated. The energy loss 
was determined against vegetation of constant thickness, changing 
density and initial Froude number. The results highlight the significant 
effect of denser vegetation on energy loss.  
 
KEY WORDS:  Tsunami; Vegetation; Forest density; Steady Flow; 
Backwater rise; Energy Loss; Drag coefficient 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Various researchers have worked in the recent years to derive the best 
possible method for tsunami mitigation. Artificial methods (hard 
solutions) like construction of sea walls & embankments, installing 
tsunami gates, putting up breakwater structures etc can prove to be 
costly for developing countries as it requires huge capital investment 
(Tanaka, 2009). Further, tsunami has a possibility to exceed the 
designed capacity of artificial structure.  
 

Coastal forests have proved to be a vital solution in mitigating 
catastrophic coastal phenomena like tsunami and storm surges. 
Previous studies have also shown by post-tsunami surveys that coastal 
trees helped to reduce the damaging effects of natural disasters 
(Kathiresan and Rajendran, 2005; Tanaka et al., 2007; Mascarenhas 
and Jayakumar, 2008). A forest can offer sufficient resistance to a 
tsunami force depending upon its structure and density. Iimura and 
Tanaka (2012) investigated the effect of vegetation density both 
experimentally and analytically and confirmed that both the level and 
velocity of the water behind the vegetation are reduced considerably by 
increasing the density of vegetation.  

 
However, no research has been done in order to quantify the 

amount of energy loss due to vegetation itself. Vegetation thickness 
and forest densities are one of the vital parameters to be investigated. 
The energy reduction behind vegetation is discussed by many 
researchers (Thuy et al., 2009; Iimura and Tanaka, 2012) but energy 
reduction due to hydraulic jump formed behind vegetation has never 

been studied previously. In this study, laboratory experiments were 
conducted in a flume to figure out the amount of energy loss through 
emergent vegetation of constant thickness, changing density and initial 
Froude number. This study will help in deciding forest width in relation 
to different flow conditions and vegetation arrangements. 
 
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND CONDITIONS 
 
Experimental Procedure and Flume Characteristics 
 
Laboratory experiments for 3 different cases (Table 1) were conducted 
in a water flume (constant bed slope 1/500), which is 5m in length, 
0.7m in width, and 0.5m in height, in Saitama University. In an 
experimental channel, the ground conditions and tsunami 
characteristics implicated were not specific to any location but were 
considered in general. Froude similarity was applied to set the flow 
condition for the model scale (1/100) of the physical experiment. In the 
current study, as a first step, the initial Froude number (Fo, where 
reference velocity and water depth are used without a vegetation model 
placed in a channel) was set around 0.55-0.75 representing steady flow 
conditions. The water depths selected in the experiment were 3, 3.5, 4, 
4.5, 5, 5.5, 6, 6.5, 7, 7.5 cm at the channel start, setting the Fo 
approximately equal to 0.55-0.75. 
 

After mounting the full width of forest model about 2.5m from the 
upstream inlet, the water level was measured throughout the center of the 
channel by using a point gauge. Using flow meter (Signet 8150 Flow 
Totalizer), the discharge value (Q) was measured. Mean velocity was 
computed using the measured water depth and discharge. The water 
velocity calculated from flow meter discharge reading was compared 
with the depth averaged velocity calculated from particle image 
velocimetry (PIV) (Laser Light Sheet: G200, high speed digital CCD 
camera: K-II, fps: 600, flow analyzing software: FlowExpert2D2C, 
Katokoken Co., Ltd.). The difference was less than 5%. The drag force 
on individual cylinder was measured using a two-axis load cell (SSK Co., 
model LB60) having resolution of 1/1000 and can measure 1N for the 
maximum load. In addition to measure the drag force, a gap is required 
between individual cylinder and the channel bottom. The experiments 
were conducted with the smallest possible gap, 0.001m, similar to the 
measurement by Takemura and Tanaka (2007).   
 
Forest Conditions 
 
The tree species selected for the forest model was the Japanese pine 
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tree (average tree height = 15m and trunk diameter = 0.4m) found on 
the Sendai Plain; the tree crown of which was high compared with the 
tsunami height, and can be considered as circular cylinders (Tanaka et 
al., 2014).  For a 1/100 scale model, the trees were modeled by wooden 
cylinders with a diameter of 0.004m set in a staggered arrangement, 
based on the average diameter of pine trees. Fig. 1 and Table 1 show 
the details of vegetation arrangement where D is the distance between 
cylinders and W is the width of vegetation model. According to 
Takemura and Tanaka (2007), flow structures are different depending 
upon the G/d arrangement of forest model (forest density), where G 
represents the spacing between each cylinder in a cross-stream 
direction, and d is the diameter of a cylinder (Fig. 1). The G/d ratio also 
indicates whether a forest is sparse or dense. In order to investigate the 
energy loss through vegetation, forests with 3 different values of G/d 
(0.25, 1.09 and 2.13) were made. D and W were determined under same 
vegetation thickness: dn which is defined by a product of the diameter 
of breast height of tree and no. of trees in a rectangle with a frontage of 
unit length along shoreline and depth equal to width of forest (W) (Fig. 
1), (Shuto, 1987). In this study dn was calculated as: 
 

4
2

10
3
2

×= Wd
D

dn                                                                            (1) 

 
Where 104 in above equation adjust a unit in Shuto’s definition of dn 
because D and W are in cm, and d (0.004) is in m.  In the experiment dn 
was set ~380 in all experiments. As the forest density increases, the 
width of vegetation becomes narrower because dn is fixed.  
 
Table 1 Experimental Conditions 

Case 
No. 

Fo G/d D
 

(cm) 
W

 
(cm) 

dn 
(No. 
cm) 

Forest 
Type 

1 
0.57, 0.62, 0.65, 
0.66, 0.68, 0.69, 
0.70, 0.71, 0.73 

0.25 1 8.23 380 Dense 

2 
0.57, 0.62, 0.65, 
0.66, 0.68, 0.69, 
0.70, 0.71, 0.73 

1.09 1.67 23.60 391 
Interm-
ediate 

3 
0.57, 0.62, 0.65, 
0.66, 0.68, 0.69, 
0.70, 0.71, 0.73 

2.13 2.5 52.48 388 Sparse 

  

Flow

G

d

W

D

Side wall

√3 D

 
Fig. 1 Detailed arrangement and the definition of forest model 
 

Non-dimensional pi groups 
 
Using Buckingham’s Pi theorem, the following dimensionless groups 
were developed: 
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Where, b = channel width, ho = initial water depth without forest, ∆h = 
backwater rise, Vo = velocity at ho, Fo = Froude number at ho,  FUS = 
Froude number on the upstream of forest against water depth h1 and 
velocity V1, g = gravitational acceleration, ρw = density of water, μ = 
viscosity of water, y1 = minimum water depth during the jump, y2 = 
mean water depth after the hydraulic jump, LJ = length of hydraulic 
jump, V2 = mean velocity after hydraulic jump, HGL = hydraulic grade 
line, EGL = energy grade line, E1 = specific energy at forest front, E2 = 
mean specific energy after formation of hydraulic jump where the flow 
is sub-critical, ∆E1 = total energy loss (E1-E2) and ∆E2 = energy loss 
due to hydraulic Jump [(y2-y1)3/4y1y2] (Figs. 1~2).  
 

ho, Vo, Fo

∆h

y1 y2

LJ

h1, V1, FUS

HGL EGL

g
V
2

2

Forest
E1

E2

W  
Fig. 2 Flow structure scheme and definition of various parameters 
 

Since width of channel (b) is same for every case during the 
experiment, so first pi group can be ignored. In addition, viscosity and 
density of water are same for every case and Froude scaling is 
commonly used for free surface gravity flows, thus pi-5 group which is 
Reynold’s number, is also ignored. Therefore, energy loss is mainly a 
function of initial Froude’s number (Fo) and forest density (G/d); 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
Effect of forest density and Froude number on backwater 
rise 
 
Increasing the density of a forest raises the maximum water level in 
front of the forest, and increases the water surface slope inside the 
forest (Iimura and Tanaka, 2012). It can be seen from Fig. 3 that 
backwater rise is lower for the sparse forest conditions (G/d - 2.13) as 
compared to dense conditions (G/d – 0.25) for a given Froude number. 
Dense arrangement of trees exhibit a higher flow resistance compared 
to sparse arrangement and consequently results in a higher back water 
rise. 
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Fig. 3: Relative Backwater rise ∆h/ho for three different forest densities 
(G/d) and initial Froude numbers (Fo)  

 
The initial flow conditions without forest model placement in the 
channel was varied between Fo = 0.55 and Fo = 0.75. After placing the 
forest in the channel, the water level at forest front increased and the 
water surface slope inside the vegetation became larger (Fig. 4). 
Relative backwater rise which is the ratio of backwater rise to initial 
flow depth, slightly increased with increasing initial Froude conditions. 
This shows that initial flow depth has very little effect on the relative 
backwater rise for a given Froude number. 
 

 
Fig. 4 Flow phenomenon 

 
Energy reduction behind vegetation 
 
Hydraulic resistance and reflection of water from trees can reduce 
energy of flowing water, inundation depth, inundation area and 
hydraulic force behind the forest. The water passing through the forest 
becomes weaker which results in minimizing damage behind the forest. 
However, understanding hydraulic resistance of forest needs to be 
further investigated.  
 

As the tree density increases (i.e., vegetation width becomes 
smaller), the maximum water level and maximum velocity behind the 
vegetation decrease (Iimura and Tanaka, 2012). In the current study, 
the water level was measured at the channel center and throughout the 
length of channel. The specific energy which is defined as the energy 
per pound of water at any section of a channel measured with respect to 
channel bottom (Chow, 1959).    

g
VyE
2

2

α+=                   (4) 

 
Where; E is specific energy, y is water depth, V is velocity and α is 
coefficient to account for variation in velocity. In the current study the 
value of α is considered as 1. Since the flow is steady, therefore against 
the known discharge (Q), mean velocity was calculated using 
relationship V=Q/A. A clear difference of water depths on upstream 
(U/S) and downstream (D/S) of vegetation was observed which resulted 
in an energy loss to a certain extent (Fig. 4).  The energy loss (∆E) 
through vegetation is the difference between specific energy upstream 
and downstream of vegetation.  
 
With increasing the forest density, the water level was increased in 
front of vegetation by reflection and damming up (Iimura and Tanaka, 
2012, Pasha and Tanaka, 2016). Under the current conditions, the water 
flow passing through the vegetation became critical just D/S of 
vegetation, which resulted in a formation of undular hydraulic jump. 
Although the intensity of hydraulic jump was small, still it contributed 
to energy loss to some extent. In the present study, the energy loss is 
subdivided into two portions: 

1. Total energy loss (∆E1= E1 – E2) 
2. Energy loss due to hydraulic jump (∆E2=(y2-y1)3/4y1y2 ) 
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Fig. 5 Relative energy loss for three different forest densities (G/d) and 
initial Froude numbers (Fo) (a) Total energy loss, (b) Energy loss due 
to hydraulic jump 
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Where E1 is specific energy at forest front, E2 is mean specific energy 
after formation of hydraulic jump where the flow is sub-critical, y1 = 
minimum water depth during the jump, y2 = mean water depth after the 
hydraulic jump. The mean values of E2 and y2 are considered because 
of the fluctuations in water surface after the hydraulic jump. 
 
Fig. 5a shows the relationship between the relative total energy loss 
(∆E1/E1) and the initial Froude number. This figure shows the total 
energy reduction due to forest and due to hydraulic jump. It is clear 
from the Fig. 5a that total relative energy loss is greater for dense forest 
and least for the spare forest. However relative total energy loss almost 
remained constant when initial Froude number was increased from 0.55 
to 0.75. Vertical bars represent standard deviation.   
 
In case of dense arrangement (G/d=0.25), the last three plotted points 
showed comparatively low value of energy reduction (Fig. 5a). This is 
because the length of hydraulic jump increased with increasing the 
Froude number and for these three plots, the length of jump exceeded 
the available channel length downstream of forest model. In such a case 
E2 was calculated against super critical flow conditions which resulted 
in low energy reduction. This shows the contribution of hydraulic jump 
in energy reduction. 
 
Fig. 5b shows the relationship between the relative energy loss due to 
hydraulic jump (∆E2/y1) with the initial Froude number. For most of the 
experimental conditions, breaking undular hydraulic jump was formed 
in case of dense vegetation while non breaking undular jump occurred 
against the intermediate and sparse vegetation. The intensity of 
hydraulic jump was also increased by increasing the Froude number. 
The maximum energy reduction due to undular jump reached 6.34% for 
dense conditions which reduced to 1.74% and 1.38% for intermediate 
and sparse conditions, respectively. Fig. 5b also shows that, at low 
Froude number flow, the difference in energy reduction by sparse forest 
was slightly higher compared to intermediate forest because mean 
water depth y2 was greater for sparse forest compared to intermediate 
forest. Against same vegetation thickness, higher forest density (lesser 
width) resulted in higher energy loss; therefore considerable width of 
land can be saved by adopting dense forest arrangements.  
 
Variation of drag coefficient with forest density and Froude 
number: 
 
The drag coefficient Cd for each solid circular cylinder is defined as: 
 

dHU
FCd 2

2
ρ

=                   (5) 

 
Here, F (N) is drag force on individual centrally positioned cylinder at 
forest front, ρ (kg/m3) is the fluid density, d (m) is diameter of cylinder 
and H (m) is water depth in front of cylinder. U (m/s) is the calculated 
mean velocity against water depth H (m) and discharge Q (m3/s). The 
relationship between drag coefficient of cylinder and initial Froude 
number against different forest densities is shown in Fig. 6.  Against all 
the sub-critical flow conditions (Froude No. 0.55 - 0.75), the drag 
coefficient increased slightly by increasing the Froude number. 
However, for the last three values of Fo (G/d - 0.25) the drag coefficient 
abruptly increased due to occurrence of cylinder oscillations. During 
oscillations, additional mass acts on the cylinder which resulted in 
higher drag force. Among the three forest densities, dense forest 
showed maximum drag coefficient which started to reduce as the 
spacing between the cylinders was increased (sparse forest).  
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Fig. 6 Drag Coefficient of individual cylinder at forest front for three 
different forest densities (G/d) and initial Froude numbers (Fo)   
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
Against constant vegetation thickness dn, on the upstream of vegetation 
model, the backwater rise was found to increase by increasing the 
density of forest due to higher vegetation resistance. Contrarily on the 
downstream side, energy was lost due to forest resistance and due to 
formation of undular hydraulic jump. The maximum energy loss in case 
of dense vegetation arrangement (G/d=0.25) reached 6.34% by 
breaking undular hydraulic jump. However, with increase in spacing 
between cylinders (G/d=2.15), the maximum amount of energy loss 
reduced to 1.38% due to non-breaking undular hydraulic jump. The 
drag coefficient (Cd) of vegetation was also reduced by decreasing the 
forest density.  
 
The findings are important for optimum forest design, as dense 
arrangement can save considerable width of land in order to reduce the 
maximum energy. In the future, more experimental study is required 
for high Froude number flow in order to further investigate the 
phenomena.  
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ABSTRACT 
 
A numerical wave modeling study using B2D and CMS-Wave models 
was conducted to evaluate impacts of infrastructure modifications for 
improving navigation at Faleasao Harbor in the American Samoa. The 
harbor, sitting on a coral rocky bottom with the northward entrance 
exposing to Pacific Ocean, is sheltered on the west by a rocky natural 
headland and partially protected by a detached west breakwater. Three 
infrastructure modifications including breakwater addition, widening 
and deepening entrance channel were proposed and modeled. Modeling 
results indicated that with addition of a new west breakwater provides 
more efficient protection to the harbor. 
 
KEY WORDS: Faleasao Harbor; wave modeling; breakwater; 
alternative. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Faleasao Harbor in the American Samoa (territory of the U.S.) is a 
small federally constructed shallow-draft harbor located on the 
northwest coast of Tau Island, approximately 17 square miles in conical 
shape and the largest of the Samoa Islands in the south-central Pacific 
Ocean. Navigation in the harbor is affected by large waves passing over 
reef bottom at and outside the harbor entrance. Swells from the north 
and northwest breaking on the reefs create unfavorable conditions to 
boats entering, berthing, and exiting the harbor. The harbor entrance is 
sheltered on the west by a rocky headland and flanked by an unraveling 
west breakwater now more like a detached spur (Fig. 1). A jetty along 
the east side of navigation channel extends a short distance northeast 
from the boat launching ramp. Both existing west breakwater and east 
jetty have been deteriorating in recent years that they no longer provide 
effective protection to harbor interior from large sea swells and waves. 
 
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), Honolulu District, and 
USACE Research and Development Center are presently conducting a 
joint study to conduct numerical wave modeling for proposed 
infrastructure modifications to improve the navigation and docking 
condition at Faleasao Harbor. The main goal is to determine how the 
proposed modifications can accommodate larger vessels for safer 
navigation in the entrance and better maneuvering inside harbor. The 
modeling effort investigates potential alternatives include deepening 
the navigation channel and turning basin, and reconstructing the west 
breakwater for more effective shield of incoming waves. 

 

 
Fig. 1  Faleasao Harbor study area. 
 
INFRASTRUCTURE MODIFICATIONS 
 
The wave modeling includes the existing harbor geometry and three 
infrastructure modifications. The existing harbor is denoted as 
Alternative 0 (Alt 0) while three modifications are referred to as 
Alternative 1 (Alt 1), Alternative 2 (Alt 2), and Alternative 3 (Alt 3). 
 
Alt 0 Depths in the present navigation channel vary from 10 to 13 ft (3 
to 4 m), Mean Sea Level (MSL). Channel widths at the south and north 
ends are approximately 135 and 150 ft (41 and 46 m), respectively. 
  
Alt 1 This alternative involves deepening the channel from 13 to 19 ft 
(4 to 6 m), and turning basin from 11 to 19 ft (3.3 to 6 m), MSL. The 
channel widths at the north and south ends remain the same as in Alt 0. 
 
Alt 2 This alternative involves reconstructing a 230-ft (70-m) long west 
breakwater to the tip of west peninsula that extends eastward toward 
the channel entrance. It is a rubble-mound breakwater with the crest 
elevation of 6.6 ft (2 m), MSL, and side slopes of 2 on 3 (2V:3H). 
 
Alt 3 This alternative involved reconstructing a 280-ft (85-m) long west 
breakwater to the tip of west peninsula that extends eastward toward 
the channel entrance. It is a rubble-mound breakwater with the same 
cross section as in Alt 2. 
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Table 1 presents a brief description of four alternatives (Alts 0 to 3) and 
Fig. 2 shows the footprint of these alternatives. 
 
Table 1 Four harbor configurations evaluated 

Case Configuration Features 

Alt 0 Existing Harbor Existing harbor geometry 

Alt 1 Deepen channel 
and turning basin 

Deepen navigation channel and turning 
basin from 10.5 ft (3.2 m) to 19 ft (5.8 
m) MSL 

Alt 2 Alt-1 with 230-ft 
west breakwater 

A 230-ft (70-m) long breakwater from 
the tip of peninsula eastward toward the 
channel, is added to Alt 1 

Alt 3 Alt-1 with 280-ft 
west breakwater 

A 280-ft (85-m) long breakwater from 
the tip of peninsula eastward toward the 
channel, is added to Alt 1 

 

 
Fig. 2  Faleasao Harbor study area. 
 
BATHYMETRYAND METOCEAN DATA 
 
The harbor interior, channel, and structure data were based on the 
Honolulu District surveys. The offshore bathymetry was based on the 
5-m grid map from the Pacific Islands Benthic Habitat Mapping Center 
(www.soest.hawaii.edu/pibhmc/pibhmc_amsamoa_tau_bathy) and on 
the National Geophysical Data Center (NGDC) 3-arc-sec bathymetry 
and topography of coastal digital elevation models (DEMs) 
(www.ngdc.noaa.gov/dem/squareCellGrid/download/647). Coastal and 
shoreline digital data were extracted from the NGDC database 
(www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/shorelines/shorelines.html). Geo-referenced 
image files were downloaded from Google Earth (earth.google.com). 
 
Water level data were available from the NOAA Coastal Station 
1770000 (14o 16’ 48” S, 170o 41’ 24” W) at Pago Pago, Tutuila Island, 
approximately 70 miles west of Tau Island. The local tide was mixed 
semi-diurnal, with a mean range of 0.77 m, a spring range of 0.83 m, 
and a neap range of 0.4 m. 

Coastal wind data are available from NOAA Pago Pago Station 
(1770000).  In this region of the southern hemisphere, trade winds from 
the east are strong during May to November and moderate in other 
months. The cyclonic typhoon season is during the winter months. On 
average, tropical storms have caused coastal damage every 3 to 5 years. 
 
Waves at American Samoa and vicinity include wind seas generated by 
the easterly trade winds and the ocean swells from south or north.  
There are no wave measurements at Tau and nearby Ofu Island (Fig. 3).  
Offshore wave hindcasting data are available from the Wave 
Information Studies (WIS; http://wis.usace.army.mil/hindcasts.html). 
Fig. 3 shows the nearest WIS stations north and west of Tau.  In the 
present study, WIS Sta 81137 (13.5o S, 169.5o W) provides incident 
wave conditions. Fig. 4 shows the wind and wave rose diagrams for 
1980-2012 at Sta 81137. WIS data at Sta 81137 indicated seasonality in 
wave height and wind speed. Annual mean significant wave height and 
wave period are equal to 1.6 m and 10.5 sec, respectively. The 
corresponding annual average wind speed is 6 m/sec. The majority of 
waves coming from the east sector are caused by the trade winds. 
 

 
Fig. 3  WIS Stations near Faleasao Harbor. 
 

 
Fig. 4  Wind and wave rose diagrams for 1980-2012 at WIS Sta 81137. 
 
WAVE MODELS AND SIMULATION CONDITION 
 
Two classes of wave models, BOUSS-2D (B2D) and CMS-Wave, were 
used to investigate improvement of navigation at Faleasao Harbor.  
B2D is a Boussinesq type two-dimensional (2D) wave model 
(Demirbilek and Nwogu 2007; Demirbilek et al. 2005a, 2005b; Nwogu 
and Demirbilek 2001). This model is used in this study to investigate 
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proposed alternatives at Faleasao Harbor to represent different 
infrastructure changes. CMS-Wave is a steady-state 2D spectral wave 
model (Lin and Demirbilek 2012; Lin et al. 2011; Lin et al. 2008; 
Demirbilek et al. 2008) to transform WIS waves to nearshore for input 
conditions to B2D. CMS-Wave is part of an integrated Coastal 
Modeling System (CMS) for coastal inlet navigation and regional 
sediment modeling applications (Demirbilek and Rosati 2011).  
 
Model Domains 
 
CMS-Wave model domain covers a large coastal region while the B2D 
model domain covers the local harbor channel and basin area.  Figs. 5 
and 6 show the CMS-Wave and B2D model domains with depth 
contours for Alt 0. The CMS-wave grid covered a rectangular area 
approximately 21 mi x 24 mi (13 km x 15 km).  It included the eastern 
coast of Olosega and northwest coast of Tau. The grid cell size in the 
model varied from 20 to 1,640 ft (6 to 500 m), and water depths 0 to 
7,550 ft (0 to 2,300 m).  Four B2D grids, each extends from Harbor to 
approximately 160-ft (50-m) depth offshore, were generated for 
simulation of incident waves from N, NNE, NNW, and NW directions.  
A constant 5-m size was used in all B2D grids. 
 

 
Fig. 5  CMS-Wave model domain. 
 

 
Fig. 6  B2D model domains. 

Incident Wave Conditions 
 
Storm and average waves affecting Faleasao Harbor were selected as 
incident waves for wave modeling. Based on the WIS Sta 81137 
hindcast, storm events were selected from the top 10 events ranked by 
maximum wave height. Three wave conditions representing storms 
from N and NW directions were selected. Two of these conditions 
corresponded to recent Category-5 cyclones Heta in January 2004 and 
Olaf in February 2005. The third corresponded to Category-1 Hurricane 
Tusi, which made a direct hit on Tau in January 1987. Table 2 presents 
wind and wave conditions for three storms modeled with CMS-Wave at 
two different water levels of 0 and 0.5 m, related to the Mean Sea Level 
(MSL), representing the mean and high water levels, respectively. 
 
Table 2 Storm wave heights (Hs), peak periods (Tp), and directions. 

Date/Time  
(UTC) 

Wind and Wave 
Condition* 

Water Level 
(MSL) 

Label 

2005/02/16 
14:00 

Hs=9.83 m,  
Tp=13 sec,  
θm=320 deg,  
Uw=30 m/sec, 
θw=315 deg 

0 m H9.8T13D320W0 

0.5 m H9.8T13D320W0.5 

2004/01/06 
00:00 

Hs=9.09 m,  
Tp=14 sec,  
θm=330 deg,  
Uw=23 m/sec, 
θw=350 deg  

0 m H9.1T14D330W0 

0.5 m H9.1T14D330W0.5 

1987/01/18 
00:00 

Hs=7.45 m,  
Tp=11 sec,  
θm=0 deg,  
Uw=29 m/sec, 
θw=340 deg 

0 m H7.5T11D0W0 

0.5 m H7.5T11D0W0.5 

* Wave direction θm and wind direction θw are in meteorological 
convention (from).  Wind speed Uw is at 10 m above sea surface. 

 
Annual mean height (Hs=1.5 m) and mean period (Tp=10 sec) at WIS 
Sta 81137 were simulated for three directions (θm = 0°, 320°, and 340°) 
and two water levels (0 and 0.5 m, MSL). Table 3 presents the average 
wave conditions selected for wave modeling.  Wind forcing was 
dismissed in the simulation for average wave conditions. 
 
Table 3 Average wave conditions. 

Average Wave Condition Water Level  
(MSL) 

Label 

Hs=1.5 m, Tp=10 sec,  
θm=320 deg   

0 m H1.5T10D320W0 
0.5 m H1.5T10D320W0.5 

Hs=1.5 m, Tp=10 sec,  
θm=340 deg   

0 m H1.5T10D340W0 
0.5 m H1.5T10D340W0.5 

Hs=1.5 m, Tp=10 sec,  
θm=0 deg   

0 m H1.5T10D0W0 
0.5 m H1.5T10D0W0.5 

 
Wave modeling was conducted for all twelve incident wave conditions 
listed in Tables 2 and 3. In CMS-Wave, default lateral and backward 
reflection coefficients of 0.5 and 0.3, respectively, were used in model 
simulations.  Calculation of infra-gravity wave forcing was activated 
for potential long-period swell effects. 
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MODELS RESULTS 
 
Model results were saved over the entire computational domain, 
including three engineering wave parameters (significant wave height, 
peak period, and mean direction). Calculated directional spectra were 
saved at 70 output locations along nine transect lines (T1-T9) shown in 
Fig. 7 that cover the areas of interest inside and outside the harbor.   
 
Fig.8, for example, shows CMS-Wave calculated wave fields for Alts 0 
to 4 in the incident wave condition of H9.1T14D330W0 (storm wave 
input of 9.1 m and 14 sec from 330 deg with water level = 0 m). Fig.9, 
for example, shows CMS-Wave calculated wave heights along T1 
(channel centerline) for Alts 0 to 4 in storm event H9.1T14D330W0.  
Alt 3 generally shows smaller wave height in the entrance channel. 
B2D and CMS-Wave results are similar inside the harbor. Table 4 
provides B2D calculated average wave height reduction from different 
incident wave directions along the channel centerline (Transect T1) and 
along the face of the dock (T7) for Alts 1 to 3 as compared to Alt 0. Alt 
3 has overall greater wave height reduction than Alts 0, 1, and 2. 
 

 
Fig. 7  Output 70 locations along nine transects T1 to T9. 

 

 
Fig. 8  Harbor wave field for storm event 9.1T14D330W0 (Alts 0 to 4). 

 
Fig. 9  Model wave heights along T1 for H9.1T14D330W0. 
 
Table 4 Average wave height reductions for Alts 1 to 3 as compared to 
Alt 0 along the channel centerline (T1) and along dock (T7). 

Wave 
Direction 

Channel Centerline (T1) Dock (T7) 

Alt 1 Alt 2 Alt 3 Alt 1 Alt 2 Alt 3 

315° 6% 25% 30% 12% 27% 30% 

337.5° 6% 25% 28% 11% 25% 29% 

0° 6% 21% 26% 15% 24% 28% 

22.5° 6% 17% 22% 14% 24% 27% 
 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
Faleasao Harbor is located on a wide fringing reef on the northwest 
corner of Tau Island, the largest of the Samoa Islands in the south-
central Pacific Ocean. The small turning basin and docking space at the 
harbor have limited the use of this facility by larger vessels. Waves 
outside of harbor are consistently large year-round including ocean 
swells from north sector and wind seas generated by the easterly trade 
winds. The cyclonic typhoon/hurricane season is during the winter 
months, and strong tropical storms have caused coastal damage in the 
harbor surroundings every 3 to 5 years (Demirbilek et al. 2015). 
Vessels access the harbor through a narrow navigation channel 
approximately 300 m long, 40 m wide, and 4 m deep. The harbor 
entrance was protected by an unraveling west breakwater that extends 
from a rocky natural headland west of the harbor, and a long east jetty 
along the east side of navigation channel. Both existing west 
breakwater and east jetty have been deteriorating in recent years that 
they no longer provide adequate protection to harbor interior from large 
sea swells and storm waves. 
 
Numerical wave modeling was conducted to investigate the existing 
harbor configuration (denoted as Alt 0) and three infrastructure 
modifications (denoted as Alt 1, Alt 2, and Alt 3) which include 
deepening of the navigation channel and turning basin, and adding 
structures to the tip of west peninsula (headland) from the existing 
harbor (Fig. 2). Wave processes in both exterior and interior areas of 
the harbor were investigated to determine benefits and consequences of 
proposed infrastructure modifications for improving navigation in the 
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harbor. Design incident wave conditions were based on the offshore 
wave hindcasting data for 1980-2012 from WIS Sta 81137. Design 
water levels were based on data from the NOAA Coastal Station 
1770000 at Pago Pago, Tutuila. 
 
Two advanced wave models B2D and CMS-Wave were used in the 
investigation. CMS-Wave, a steady-state directional wave spectral 
wave, was used to transform offshore waves to the nearshore of 
Faleasao Harbor. B2D, a Boussinesq type two-dimensional wave model, 
was used to simulate the waves entering and transforming inside the 
harbor.  Model simulations were completed for three severe storm 
events and three average wave conditions from four different directions 
and with respect to two water levels representing the mean and high 
water levels. 
 
Model wave heights were saved along nine transacts (T1 to T9) 
covering local areas of interest inside and outside the harbor.  Wave 
height estimates inside the harbor were approximately proportional to 
the incident wave height.  Large storm waves come from difference 
directions reaching the navigation channel and entering harbor interior 
have similar heights as such waves are quickly dissipating energy due 
to the depth-limited condition.  
 
Model results suggested that with adding a new breakwater to the west 
side of the harbor and repairing existing structures (Alts 2 and 3) would 
greatly improve navigation in the harbor. As compared to the existing 
harbor configuration, the average wave height reduction along the 
navigation channel centerline T1 to the dock front face T7 ranges from 
17 to 27 percent for Alt 2 and 22 to 30 percent for Alt 3. There was not 
a significant change in wave height throughout the harbor from the 
channel deepening configuration (Alt 1), with 15 percent or less wave 
height reduction along T1 and T7.  Relative larger wave heights inside 
the harbor correspond to incident waves from north. Because both Alt 2 
and Alt 3 had a significant reduction of wave energy inside the harbor, 
either alternative could be a reasonable long-term solution for 
improving navigation at the harbor. 
 
In addition to the extent of wave height reduction criterion for 
improving navigation in Faleasao Harbor, another key factor to 
consider is the effect of the proximity of structures to the navigation 
channel. The effects of wave diffraction and reflection are increasingly 
important when structures are close to a channel, possibly causing local 
wave height to increase. Model results indicated a potential increase of 
wave height in the channel near the structures.  
 
Aside from the impacts of dredging on the reefs inside and outside the 
harbor, the implementation of Alt 1 is straightforward. Sedimentation 
in this harbor is not a concern, and consequently channel deepening is 
neither expected to increase the cost of maintenance dredging or create 
increased sedimentation problems in the back harbor. The 
implementation of Alt 2 or Alt 3, however, could present a few 
challenges and consequences.  The three potential concerns which are 
worthy to mention are: 1) increase in wave action at the entrance 
channel, 2) reduced maneuvering space in the entrance channel, and 3) 
risk of boats colliding with the structure.  These concerns arise because 
both Alt 2 and Alt 3 structures are expected to reflect more wave 
energy into the channel.  Depending on the characteristics of the 
superposed incident and reflected waves, the wave heights in the 
channel could increase or decrease. If structures are protruding too 
much into the harbor entrance, the navigation channel could be 
realigned for a safer transit of vessels in and out of the harbor.  Minor 

channel realignment eastward could provide more maneuvering room 
to avoid grounding and collision of boats with adjacent structures. If the 
detached spur on the west side were removed, stone from this structure 
could be used in the construction of the selected infrastructure 
modification, either Alt 2 or Alt 3. The removal of the existing 
detached spur would provide additional maneuvering space to the boats 
in the very narrow channel and allow future widening of the channel to 
accommodate access to harbor by larger vessels.  
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ABSTRACT 
 
Climate change and increasing relative sea level threaten vulnerable 
coastal communities. The Coastal Modeling System (CMS) was 
applied to simulate coastal inundation with design SLR scenarios 
during the passage of Typhoon Maemi and to understand the effects of 
sea level rise and coastal storms on changes in City of Masan and 
natural systems. The maximum surge level would reach to 2.3 m under 
the existing condition. Associated with storm surge and SLR, extensive 
inundation occurs at Masan. 
 
KEY WORDS: Coastal inundation; hydrodynamics; numerical 
modeling, sea level rise; storm surge; Typhoon Maemi. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Based on long-term data and observations, increasing atmospheric 
concentrations of greenhouse gases are warming the atmosphere and 
the oceans at an accelerated rate (IPCC 2014, Parris et al. 2012). The 
global warming and the rise in ocean temperature result in an increase 
of ocean volume and a change in sea level. Global sea level rise (SLR), 
combined with coastal storms, will cause increased damage to coastal 
infrastructures, beach erosion and shoreline recess, saltwater intrusion 
into aquifers and surface waters, rising water tables, and changes in 
tidal prism (Church et al. 2010). Recognizing climate change with sea 
level rise threats, the measures needs to be taken to assess vulnerability 
of coastal communities, to develop technologies to conduct quantitative 
risk assessment, and to make sound decisions regarding threats to 
existing and future coastal development. 
 
In this study, ERDC-CHL and Korea Environment Institute (KEI) will 
identify and utilize the advantage of the vulnerability assessment model, 
and develop plans to assess vulnerability of coastal communities and to 
develop technologies for quantitative risk assessment of coastal 
infrastructure. As the first step of the effort, the pilot study will be 
conducted at Masan, Korea (Fig. 1), where a coastal modeling system 
will be developed. The risk assessment study with quantitative 
modeling technology is developed to understand the effects of sea level 
rise and coastal storms on changes in both the selected site and natural 
systems (Burks-Copes et al., 2014).  

 
Fig. 1 Masan, Korea. The red rectangular indicates the CMS modeling 
domain. 
 
METHOD 
 
Model 
 
The Coastal Modeling System (CMS) is used to capture nearshore 
effects of coastal storms combined with SLR in this study. The CMS is 
an integrated suite of numerical models for simulating water surface 
elevation, current, waves, and sediment transport for coastal and inlet 
applications. The CMS consists of a hydrodynamic and sediment 
transport model, CMS-Flow, and a spectral wave transformation model, 
CMS-Wave.  
 
CMS-Flow is a two-dimensional (2D) finite-volume model that solves 
the mass conservation and shallow-water momentum equations of 
water motion on a non-uniform Cartesian grid or a telescoping grid. 
(Sanchez et al. 2011). 
 
CMS-Wave is a 2D spectral wave transformation model that solves the 
steady-state wave-action balance and diffraction equation on a non-
uniform Cartesian grid (Lin et al. 2011). The model simulates 
important wave processes at coastal inlets including diffraction, 
refraction, reflection, wave breaking and dissipation mechanisms, 
wave-wave and wave-current interactions, and wave generation and 
growth.  
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CMS-Flow is forced by offshore water surface elevation (typically 
from tide and storm surge), wind, waves, and river discharge. CMS-
Wave is driven by wave spectra and wind, which are often obtained 
from offshore ocean buoys. During Typhoon Maemi, the sea level rise 
scenarios are prescribed as 0 (existing condition), 0.5, and 1 m. The 
CMS capability for nearshore surge calculations was demonstrated with 
measurements from Typhoon Maemi. The CMS was set up to simulate 
Typhoon Maemi for the period from 11-15 September, 2003.  
 
Model Domain 
 
A CMS domain is established surrounding Masan (Fig. 2). The model 
domain, covering the city and the bay area, extends approximately 8 
km from east to west and 12 km from north to south. The southern 
open boundary is located at the mouth of the bay. In this application, a 
telescoping grid system with more than 250,000 grid cells is created to 
discretize the entire city and the nearshore region. The grid system 
permitted much finer resolution (10 m) in areas of high interest such as 
the city of Masan. The mesh of the regional model will be coupled with 
the CMS through data mapping. 
 

 
Fig. 2 The Masan model domain and telescoping grid, and water depth 
and land surface topography contours (relative to MSL). 
 
Coastline information is extracted from the aerial photographs from 
Google Earth Pro 5.1 (http://earth.google.com, accessed 15 September 
2014) (Fig. 1). Topographic information of land areas and bathymetry 
for the water domain are provided by a 5-m resolution coastal digital 
elevation model (DEM) of Masan. Fig. 2 also shows water depth and 
land surface topography contours (relative to the WGS84 datum) from 
the dataset. The figure displays the deep bay area with an average water 
depth of 11.0 m. The data ranges from the highest elevation of about 10 
m on land (negative values) to 30 m at the entrance of the bay (positive 
values).  
 
The CMS-Wave modeling was performed on a nested grid system with 
a parent grid covering the regional coastal region and a child grid 
covering the entire Masan Bay (Fig. 3). The parent grid domain covers 
an area of approximately 58 x 62 km.  It consists of 239 x 246 cells 
with constant cell spacing of 250 m. The bathymetry data were based 
on Digital Nautical Chart (DNC) by the US National Geospatial 
Intelligence Agency (http://msi.nga.mil/NGAPortal/DNC.portal, 
accessed 20 November 2014). The child grid covers the same area as 
the Masan Bay flow model domain, a rectangular area of approximately 
8.5 x 12 km. The child grid consists of 850 x 1185 cells with a constant 
cell spacing of 10 m. The orange zone corresponds to the area with the 
ground elevation between 0 and 5 m (WGS84). 

 
Fig. 3 CMS-Wave parent and child rectangular grid domains with 
bathymetry contours and with potential flooding area (orange zone). 
 
Model Input 
 
Tide, surge, wind, and waves will serve as physical forcing input to the 
nearshore modeling. Surge information is retrieved from a large scale 
regional model output, ADvanced CIRCulation model (ADCIRC) 
(Luettrich and Westerink 2004), and tide data are obtained from the 
tidal gauge. The combination of the two datasets provides the water 
surface elevation forcing along the CMS open boundaries. 
 
Wind and wave data are provided at a tidal gauge and an ocean buoy 
near Masan, Korea (Fig. 4). The 2012 wind speed and direction, and 
wave parameters were measured at the moored buoy (GEOJEDO) 
offshore Busan, which indicate that two strong storm events occurred 
in late August and mid-September. Peak wind speeds are greater than 
20 m/sec during the storms. Storm waves propagated from west-
northwest with wave periods of 13 sec and significant wave heights 
greater than 6 m. Local wind is much weaker due to land sheltering 
effect. Hourly water surface elevations show a tidal range of about 2 m.   
 
TYPHOON MAEMI 
 
Category 5 super Typhoon Maemi occurred in 5-13 September, 2003. 
Maemi formed initially from a disturbance in the west central Pacific 
Ocean. It intensified to a typhoon on 8 September and became 
Category 5 on 10 September while passed over the Japanese island of 
Miyako-Jima. It made landfall west of Busan, South Korea, as a 
Category 3 cyclone on 12 September. The typhoon became extra-
tropical in the Sea of Japan the next day and remnants persisted for 
several days lashing northern Japan with strong winds. Damage was 
heaviest with extensive coastal flooding and wind damage to properties 
in the southern Korea Peninsula, particularly where it moved ashore 
(Yasuda et al. 2005). 
 
The CMS was set up to simulate Typhoon Maemi for the period from 
11-15 September, 2003. Each simulation is designed to run over a four-
day duration to cover a 12-hour ramping of transition from normal to 
storm condition, and the passage of the storm. Specifications of the 
primary driving forces for Typhoon Maemi are described as follows.  
 
Water Surface Elevation 
 
Astronomical tide and storm surge were measured at Masan gauge (Fig. 
4) and specified along the CMS open boundary at the bay entrance (Fig. 
2). Fig. 5 shows the input water surface elevation data during the 5-day 
simulation period (11-15 September 2003). The time series data 
displays that Typhoon Maemi made landfall during spring tide and the 
maximum surge level reached 4.2 m above the WGS84 datum, which is 
2 m higher than mean high water spring tidal level.  
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Fig. 4 Location of Masan tidal gauge and GEOJEDO buoy. 
 

 
Fig. 5 The 2003 water level measured at the Masan tidal gauge.  
 
Wind and Waves 
 
Wind and waves were measured from the GEOJEDO buoy. Fig. 6 
shows the wind speed and direction for 11-15 September, 2003.  The 
maximum wind speed was approximately 27 m/sec and the change in 
wind direction from east to south southwest indicates the typhoon 
passage. The time series of wave parameters indicate that incident 
storm waves propagated from the East China Sea through Korea Strait 
with a wave period of 16.7 sec and a peak wave height of 7 m.  
 

 
Fig. 6 Wind speed and direction, and wave parameters measured at the 
GEOJEDO buoy during Typhoon Maemi. 
 
Wave Model Forcing and Specifications 
 
CMS-Wave is normally forced by either incident waves specified along 
the seaward boundary or atmospheric wind input applied to the model 
domain or both. In the present grid system, the parent grid is forced by 
incident waves provided at the southeast boundary (Korean Strait) and 
wind input over the parent grid domain. Both incident waves and wind 
input information are based on the hourly data collected from the 
GEOJEDO buoy. For the child grid, CMS-Wave is coupled with CMS-
Flow with incident waves computed from the parent grid along the 
south boundary (lower Masan Bay) of the child grid. Wave run-up is 

calculated in the child grid in the area with the ground elevation 
between 0 and 5 m (WGS84). It contributes to water level rise and 
provides wave stresses to increase the flow rushing up the shore and 
overtopping structures. 
 
RESULTS 
 
CMS-Flow and CMS-Wave were dynamically coupled during the 
simulation at a 1-hour interval. The coupling process was repeated for 
the 5-day duration of the Typhoon Maemi simulation. 
 
Fig. 7 shows the location of three selected sites in Masan Bay and the 
hourly water surface elevation at those sites. The maximum typhoon-
induced surge occurred on 12 September, 2003 at 22:00 LST. 
Corresponding to the typhoon passage, water pileup against coast is 
displayed by the maximum surge values of 4.1, 4.4 and 4.5 m (WGS84) 
at Lower Bay, Masan, and Upper Bay, respectively.  
 
Current fields during the typhoon passage (12 September at 20:00 to 13 
September at 02:00) are analyzed. The flow pattern in the bay clearly 
corresponds to the typhoon passage. The current speed is between 0.2 
and 0.4 m/sec in the lower and middle bay, and can be as high as 0.8 
m/sec in the upper bay with a narrow waterway.   
 

 
Fig. 7 Location of three selected sites in Masan Bay and the hourly 
water surface elevation at those sites. 
 
Fig. 8 shows the calculated maximum wave height fields corresponding 
to strong surface wind on 12 September, 2003 at 21:00 LST in the 
parent and child grids, respectively. The incident wave height specified 
at the seaward boundary of the parent grid is approximately 7 m. At the 
same time, the incident waves enter the lower Masan Bay at the child 
grid south boundary is approximately 1m as calculated from the parent 
grid. With strong wind and extreme storm surge, the calculated 
maximum wave height reaches to 0.8 m along the northwest perimeter 
of Masan Bay. 
 

 
Fig. 8 Calculated wave fields in the parent and the child grid on 12 
September 2003 at 21:00 LST. 
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To assess the land inundation, a land area is defined based on the 
Google map. The area is shown in Fig. 9 with a maroon line polygon, 
within which the land elevation varies from the zero mean sea level to 
10 m above the WGS84 datum. Fig. 9 also shows the spatial 
distribution of the water surface elevations on 12 September, 2003 at 
22:00 LST. The color shaded area within the polygon indicates the 
flooded land area along the shoreline in Masan Bay. The results show 
that about 30% of the defined polygon area around Masan was 
inundated from Typhoon Maemi. The flooded harbor area is generally 
flat and has a ground elevation of about 2.5-3 m above WGS84, and the 
other areas have a ground elevation of less than 4.5 m above WGS84. 
Because waves break in shallow water, the CMS-calculated significant 
wave heights at the flooded higher ground have a small averaged value 
of 20 cm.  
 

 
Fig. 9 The spatial distribution of the water surface elevations on 12 
September, 2003 at 22:00 LST. The blue line polygon delineates the 
land area around Masan, within which the land elevation varies from 
the zero mean sea level to 10 m above the WGS84 datum. 
 
The maximum surge level induced by Typhoon Maemi would reach to 
2.3 m under the existing condition (0 m sea level rise). Associated with 
the storm surge and sea level rises, extensive inundation occurs at 
Masan. Corresponding to the 0.5 m and 1 m SLR scenarios during 
Typhoon Maemi, the extreme water level could inundate approximately 
30-35% of the Masan area defined in this study. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this pilot study, oceanic and atmospheric data were assembled 
around Masan and CMS input was prepared. Based on the available 
data, flow and wave simulations were conducted for Typhoon Maemi. 
The model results show that the maximum surge was 4.5 m (WGS84), 
2 m above the mean high water, and the maximum vertically averaged 
current speed was 0.8 m/sec in the upper Masan Bay during the passage 
of Typhoon Maemi. The calculated maximum wave height reaches to 
0.8 m along the northwest perimeter of Masan Bay. Based on the model 
calculations, the flooding map was generated in Masan Bay. 
Approximately 30% of the land area defined around Masan was 
inundated from Typhoon Maemi.  
 
The CMS was used to evaluate coastal inundation caused by storm 
surge, waves, and wind. The accuracy of the model results is 
determined by the calculated water surface elevations and the 
measurements of land surface topography. Land inundation maps will 
provide assistance to coastal vulnerability and risk assessment, and 
need to be updated with designed sea level rise scenarios. 
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ABSTRACT. 
 
A large scale numerical model covering the entire Taiwan coastline has 
been developed to understand the tidal hydrodynamics, under the India-
Taiwan programme of cooperation in Science and Technology. In this 
study, a finite difference based numerical model, Delft3D-FLOW is 
used to simulate the tidal levels and currents along the east and west 
coast of Taiwan. The steep bathymetry along the east coast and shallow 
and narrow Taiwan straight on its western side lead to a unique tidal 
pattern along Taiwan coastline. Estimation of tidal levels and 
associated currents along the east coast of Taiwan is challenging, as it 
is influenced by global circulation patterns and strong reflective nature 
of steep sea bed contours. The numerical model was forced with global 
tidal constituents along the offshore boundary. The simulated model 
results are validated with the collected water level and currents from 
various existing literature. The comparison of water level and currents 
are found to be in good agreement. The details of numerical model, 
methodology, field measurements and results are discussed in this 
paper. 
 
KEYWORDS:  Taiwan coast, Tidal Hydrodynamic, Delft3D, 
Currents 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The gravitational pulls of the moon and the sun cause a periodic, up and 
down motion of the ocean tide. Tides are predictable in the surface 
level, which cause the flow on the Earth’s surface to move in different 
directions. Tidal currents are the movement of water driven by changes 
in tidal height. These current are small in the deep waters but it often 
increases in nearshore areas. 
 
Taiwan is located between the continental shelf of China and the west 
side of the Pacific Ocean. This country has a different geographical 
formation and climate scenario along the east and west coasts. The 
steep bathymetry along the east coast and shallow and narrow Taiwan 
straight on its western side lead to a unique tidal pattern along Taiwan 
coastline. Estimation of tidal levels and associated currents along the 
east coast of Taiwan is challenging, as it is influenced by global 
circulation patterns and strong reflective nature of steep sea bed 
contours. The process based numerical modelling tools are extensively 
used to understand the various coastal processes, including tidal 
hydrodynamics in gulfs and continental shelf. 

 
Fig 1 Model domain with observation stations 

It is a cost-effective method of evaluating the marine environment as 
they require limited data collection and may be utilized to access tidal 
hydrodynamics and other processes. Already several researchers has 
been extensively used various numerical modelling techniques across 
the world. Notably, Yu, H., et al (2015) found asymmetric M2 tidal 
amplitude in the cross shore direction of Taiwan Strait using finite 
difference numerical model. Lin, X., et al (2016) developed Taiwan 
Strait Nowcast/Forecast system (TFOR) using Regional Ocean 
Modeling System, which includes both tide and circulation processes. 
Liu, W.C., et al (2015) developed a two-dimensional finite element 
based numerical to investigate the tide-surge interaction along the 
Taiwan coast. Tsai, C.H., et al (2015) estimated the tidal current energy 
potential at Cape Fuguei through field measurements of tidal current 
data using ADCP and X-band radar techniques. Wang, A., et al (2014) 
studied cohesive sediment behaviours and their time-variability along 
the northern Taiwan Strait using acoustic Doppler velocimeter (ADV), 
upward acoustic Doppler current profiler (ADCP) and a Seapoint 
turbidity sensor. [Satheeshkumar and Balaji (2015), Kumar, S and 
Balaji (2015)] developed a two-dimensional hydrodynamic model 
based on finite element and difference techniques along the Gulf of 
Khambhat, India implemented spatially varying bottom friction 
coefficients. This study aims at modelling tides hydrodynamics using a 
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two-dimensional finite difference model for the entire Taiwan coastal 
region. Measurements available from literature were used for the 
validation of results of the developed numerical model.  
 
STUDY AREA 
 
Taiwan is located between the continental shelf of China and the west 
side of the Pacific Ocean (Fig. 1). It is subject to severe sea-state and 
often affected by typhoons during summer and autumn seasons. Taiwan 
has a typical geographical formation, the east coast which faces the 
Pacific Ocean consists of rocks and gravels and the west coast along the 
Taiwan Strait consists of finer sands. The Taiwan Strait is located 
between the East China Sea and South China Sea and forms part of 
China’s continental shelf. The depth of strait is shallower than 60m. Due 
to the variation in depth contours, the strait is dominated by strong current 
circulation patterns. Apart from the circulation of the water mass, the tidal 
current also plays an important role in the hydrodynamics in estuarine, 
coastal and shelf environments. The semidiurnal M2 tide is by far the 
most predominant one (Wang et al 2003). 
 
NUMERICAL MODEL DESCRIPTION 
 
Delft3D-FLOW is a multi-dimensional (2D or 3D) hydrodynamic (and 
transport) simulation program which calculates non-steady flow and 
transport phenomena that result from tidal and meteorological forcing 
on a rectilinear or a curvilinear, boundary fitted grid. These equations 
are solved over an orthogonal curvilinear grid using finite difference 
technique, with appropriate initial and boundary conditions. 
 
The continuity (1) and momentum equations in x (2) and y (3) 
directions are: 

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

+ 𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

(𝑑𝑑 + 𝜕𝜕)𝑢𝑢 + 𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

(𝑑𝑑 + 𝜕𝜕)𝑣𝑣 = 0  (1) 
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where u, v, are the flow velocities in x, y, directions respectively; f is 
the Coriolis parameter; ρw is the reference density of water; τx and τy 
are bottom stress parameters; Fx and Fy are the external forces in x and y 
direction, respectively; ν is the vertical eddy viscosity. 
 
For two-dimensional depth-averaged flow, the bottom stress induced by 
the flow in Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) is governed by a quadratic friction law, 
given by: 

𝜏𝜏𝜕𝜕 = 𝜌𝜌𝑔𝑔𝑢𝑢 |𝑢𝑢|
𝐶𝐶2      (4) 

where u is the depth-averaged velocity in x direction, and C is the 

Chezy’s coefficient. 
Similarly, for y direction, the bottom stress formulation is given as: 

𝜏𝜏𝜕𝜕 = 𝜌𝜌𝑔𝑔𝑣𝑣 |𝑣𝑣|
𝐶𝐶2      (5) 

Under the shallow water assumption, which is valid for large horizontal 
scales, the vertical momentum equation is reduced to the hydrostatic 
pressure equation. Vertical accelerations due to buoyancy effects or 
sudden changes in bottom topography are neglected, and only 
gravitational acceleration is taken into account. The hydrostatic 
pressure equation depicts pressure forces being balanced by weight of 
the water column, and is given by: where v is the depth-averaged 
velocity in y direction. 
 
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
≅ −𝜌𝜌𝑔𝑔      (6) 

 
Fig 2 Computational model grid 

 
Fig 3 Bathymetry variations of model domain 
 
MODELLING METHODOLOGY 
 
The numerical model domain, in this study, covers the entire Taiwan 
located between the continental shelf of China and the west side of the 
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Pacific Ocean, as shown in the Fig. 2. The model domain was 
discretized in a small rectilinear part with a spatial resolution of 150m 
along the entire domain. For the horizontal discretization the Arakawa 
C-grid was used (Arakawa et al., 1983), a staggered grid in which water 
levels ζ are defined in the center of the grid and velocities are computed 
at the mid points of grid cell faces, respectively. The bathymetry of the 
present study was extracted from GEBCO global bathymetry dataset. 
The depth contours of the model domain various from 0m to 6000m as 
shown in Fig. 3. The offshore boundary of the model domain was 
forced with thirteen tidal constituents (M2, S2, N2, K2, K1, O1, P1, Q1, 
MF, MM, M4, MS4 and MN4), extracted from a global tidal model 
TPXO 7.2 (Egbert et al., 1994). Other simulation parameters such as 
Chezy’s bottom friction and horizontal eddy viscosity were also used 
for this simulation. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
In order to validate the tidal levels and currents, estimated from the 
numerical model, comprehensive collection of various data sets, from 
available literatures, was carried out. The location of collected data was 
shown in Fig. 1.The model simulation has been carried out to the 
respective measurement period of collected datasets. As spin-up period 
is essential to ensure the initial conditions do not affect the numerical 
results during the validation period, 15 days was chosen for the spin-up 
period for all simulations. Fig. 4 shows the comparison of water level 
between simulated and collected data from the 25 Sept to 1 Oct 2008, 
indicating a reasonable agreement between each others. Fig. 5 and 6 
shows the comparison of current velocity at Cape Fuguei during 21 to 
25 July 2013 and on 19 Sept 2013.It is clear from the figure that the 
model demonstrates its capabilities to predict the tidal levels and 
current velocity along the study domain. 

 

Fig 4 Time series comparison of water levels during 25 Sept to 1 Oct 
2008 

 
Fig 4 Continued 

Further, the estimation of tidal level and velocity across the study 
domain, the spatial variation of hydrodynamic parameters extracted 
from simulated model results. Fig. 7 and 8 shows the typical spatial 
variations of water level and current velocity across the domain during 
mid-flood and mid-ebb on spring and neap tidal cycles. It is clear from 
that figures the maximum current velocity during spring and neap tidal 
cycles are 2.6m/s and 1.8m/s respectively. 
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Fig 5 Comparison of current velocity during 21-25 July 2013 

 
Fig 6 Comparison of water level and velocity at Cape Fuguei on 19 
Sept 2013 

 
Fig 7 Typical variations of water level and currents during spring tidal 
cycle 

 
Fig 8 Typical variations of water level and currents during neap tidal 
cycle 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
A finite difference based hydrodynamic model has been developed to 
study a hydrodynamic characteristic along the Taiwan coastline. The 
study domain covers the entire coast of Taiwan. The model was forced 
with tidal constituents as an offshore boundary condition and the 
simulated model results are validated with the existing available 
literature based collected water levels and current data. The validated 
results shown the model can well enough to reproduce the 
hydrodynamic characteristics along the Taiwan Coastline. The 
maximum estimated values of tidal current velocities are of the 2.6m/s 
and 1.8m/s during spring and neap tidal cycles respectively. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
A low-cost disposal Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS)-
tracked surface drifter is developed for nearshore current mapping. 
Cluster consisted of more than 30 drifters were deployed in the vicinity 
waters around Wu-Shi fishery harbor in the northeastern coast of 
Taiwan where exhibited severe coastal erosion. This paper describes 
the design of the drifter array system and the results from two field 
campaigns in Nov. 2015 and Feb. 2016.  
 
KEY WORDS: low-cost drifters array; coastal hydrodynamic; groin 
effect; dispersion coefficient; turbulent kinetic energy 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The hydrodynamic is the dominating factor for the coastal processes 
such as material transport and mixing, sedimentation, coastal accretion 
and erosion. Considering the coastal water in a control volume from a 
macro perspective, the dynamic characteristics are controlled by the 
combined effect of a variety of external forcing on the boundaries of 
the volume. These forces include the wind shear stress on the surface, 
the seabed friction at the bottom, the tidal and larger scale current or 
riverine discharge at the lateral boundaries, the wave radiation stress on 
the offshore lateral boundary and the pressure gradient induced by the 
difference of surface level. The actual situation can be more complex 
with the changing bathymetry, various stratification conditions and 
various scales of eddy-shedding caused by the cragged coastline or 
coastal structures. The understanding of the whole picture of the coastal 
hydrodynamic is always a challenge. The hydrodynamic environment 
in coastal zone features significant spatial heterogeneity and temporal 
variability. Therefore the temporal and spatial information of 
hydrodynamic parameters should be obtained simultaneously with fine 
enough resolution. 
 
The oceanic observation could be divided into two categories: Eulerian 
and Lagrangian approaches. Eulerian method could give high temporal 
resolution data at some fixed locations. The Eulerian method is not 
satisfactory for coastal hydrodynamic applications because of the rapid 
increasing cost when deploying a mass number of instruments spread 
out the domain to obtain the spatial information of hydrodynamic 
parameters. On the other hand, the Lagrangian method is a sequent 
tracking observation method and could obtain temporal and spatial 
features of parameters simultaneously. For the sediment and material 

transport studies, the Lagrangian method maybe more suitable. In 
reality, Lagrangian method had been adopted since 1940. The surface 
drifters were tracked by compass on boat or shore (Shepard et al., 1941; 
Shepard and Inman, 1950; Sonu, 1972) or by swimmer (Short and 
Hogan, 1994; Brander and Short, 2000). Besides, the aerial 
photography technique was employed to track the dye in water 
continuously (Bowen and Inman, 1974; Rodriguez et al., 1995; 
Takewaka et al., 2003).  In the last decade, the satellite-tracked surface 
drifters were widely used for water dispersion characteristics analysis 
(Schmide et al., 2003; Johnson, 2004; Spydell et al., 2015). However, 
the above-mentioned drifters are not yet widely used in present coastal 
engineering applications because of the following reasons: (1) the cost 
of drifters are rather high, and the fee for data transmitting through 
satellite or GMS network is high; both restrict the mass deployment 
over the study area to give a valid observation with high spatial 
resolution; (2) the size of drifters are not small enough to ensure high 
current following ability for the small scale processes in the coastal 
zone. 
 
In present paper, we address on the development of small low-cost 
GNSS-tracked surface drifters. We will also demonstrate the results of 
field experiments, in which more than 30 drifters were deployed in the 
vicinity waters around Wu-Shi fishery harbor where severe coastal 
erosions occurred. We found that the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) in 
downstream area of breakwater is relatively stronger and the dispersion 
coefficient around the coast with severe erosion is also relatively higher. 
 
METHODS and DATA 
 
Drifters Array 
 
The whole system consisted of 3 sub-systems, i.e. 1. the drifter, 2. The 
coastal relay station sub-system for data transmitting, 3. real-time data 
display and management sub-system that support the In-situ operation. 
The spherical drifter (Figure 1), with the diameter of 12 cm, exhibits 
good surface flow following capacity. The drifters are designed for at 
least 96 hours deployment as the data transmitted back to the shore 
station every 10 sec. via digital RF network (Tabel 1). Each drifter on 
the sea can communicate with any other elements in the cluster; once 
the link is established, the data of the array can be downlink to the 
shore station. A novel data display and manage sub-system was 
developed for easy deployment and retrieval.  
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Fig. 1 Drifter element and data transmitting sub-system 
 
Tabel 1 Specifications of drifter element 

Diameter 12 cm 
Weight 600 g 
Power Alkaline battery 

Lifetime ≥96 hours 
Positioning systems GPS \ GLONASS 

Positioning accuracy 2.5 m CEP 
Positioning precision 0.167 m 
Sampling frequency 1 - 10 Hz 

Transmitting frequency 0.1 - 1 Hz 
Communication systems RF 

 
Field Experiments and Data Processing 
 
In the winter from Nov. 2015 to Feb. 2016, two field experiments were 
carried out around Wu-Shi fishery harbor in Yi-Lan bay, Taiwan 
(Figure 2). More than 30 drifters were launched in each experiment, 
and most drifters experienced a flood and ebb tidal cycle. Some drifters 
were retrieved and replaced as they ran aground to maintain a high 
spatial resolution and a large time span of drifter observations. 

 
Fig. 2 Study area: Yi-Lan bay (dash box) and Wu-Shi fishery harbor 
(black dot). 
 
The QA/QC flow of drifter data is as follows: 
(1) Distinguish and remove the data that were collected while the 

drifter was not in the flow. 
(2) Eliminated poor positioning data, i.e., data with low GNSS 

satellite number and invalid positioning data. 

(3) Rationality check: The velocity is calculated via finite differencing 
of the raw fixes. A velocity greater than four standard deviations 
from the mean velocity are removed. 

(4) Continuity check: The velocity of drifter should change in a linear 
fashion when the drifter drift freely on sea surface. Velocity 
difference between adjacent sampling time is calculated via finite 
differencing of the velocities. A difference fall outside the interval 
of 95% confidence level should be removed. 

(5) Interpolation of fixes. The cubic spline interpolation is applied to 
the part that data missing within 1 min (the sampling frequency is 
0.1 Hz). 

 
Hydrodynamic Parameter: Dispersion Coefficient 
 
Mixing and dispersion are key processes on the interface between 
riverine outlets and seas especially within the surf zone and coastal 
waters considering the ability of coastal waters to receive and dilute 
discharged suspended sediment. The quality controlled data is then 
used to derive the dispersion behavior of the water body. The 
dispersion coefficient can be calculated by the following equation: 
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where ( )2xxi − and ( )2yyi − are, respectively, the cross-shore and along-
shore squared displacements of the ith drifter relative to the cluster 
centroid. For all clusters, the positive cross-shore axis was oriented 
towards 107° T (e.g. in an ESE direction) and the positive along-shore 
direction was oriented towards 17° T (e.g. in a NNE direction). 
 
Empirical Orthogonal Function 
 
Empirical Orthogonal Function (EOF) analysis is a statistical method 
used to decompose a space- and time-distributed dataset into a linear 
combination of orthogonal functions called modes (Baldacci, et al.; 
2001). Most of the variance of the dataset can generally be captured by 
a small number of modes. The decomposition is useful to reduce the 
dimensionality of the dataset and to analyze its spatial and temporal 
variability. In fact only the modes that explain a significant percentage 
of the total variance of the dataset are considered in the analysis while 
the remaining percentage of variability due to the noise present in the 
data is neglected. Therefore, the dataset could be expressed as linear 
combination of different modes with different weight after EOF 
decomposition.  
 
The EOF was first published by statistician Pearson in 1902 and was 
first introduced into meteorological and climate study by Lorenz in 
1956. This paper follows Lorenz’s algorithm. 
 
RESULTS and DISCUSSIONS 
 
Potential Influence of Kuroshio Boundary on Yi-Lan Bay 
 
The Yi-Lan bay and Wu-shi harbor are just adjacent to the Kuroshio, 
which flow along the eastern coast of Taiwan. But due to the blockage 
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of the Yi-Land ridge, the current pattern in the coastal zone in this area 
is not clear. Firstly, we investigate the role of Kuroshio in the vicinity 
waters using hourly data that observed by the coastal High-Frequency 
(HF) radar. The HF coastal radar systems were installed and operated 
by Taiwan Ocean Research Institute (TORI) in operational mode. The 
resolution is about 5 km. It is noted that the Yi-Lan Bay is in the region 
of the blind zone of the long-range (5 MHz) radar system. Figure 3 
shows the EOF result of east-west (u) velocity in Jan. 2016. Figure 3a 
is the first spatial EOF mode with the contribution up to 65%. The first 
temporal mode (Figure 3d) and its spectrum (Figure 3c) show the 
significant signal of M2 tide over the northern coast. The second mode 
is the modulation of Kuroshio with the tidal wave as shown in Figure 
3b and Figure 3e for spatial and temporal modes, respectively. Figure 
3b shows a clear frontal boundary in the eastern Yi-Lan bay waters, 
which indicated the boundary of the main stream of Kuroshio.  
 

 
Fig. 3 EOF result of sea surface current field measured by high 
frequency radar in June 2016 (current data provided by Taiwan Ocean 
Research Institute) 
 
The EOF analyses were then repeated for monthly current fields that 
mapped by HF radar, from Apr. 2015 to Apr. 2016. Figure 4 shows the 
second spatial modes in summer and winter. It is seen that the location 
of the frontal boundary of Kuroshio is affected by the seasonal 
oscillation phenomena. It deviates to the west (closer to the Yi-Lan bay) 
in winter and moved offshore in summer. This implies that the west 
boundary of Kuroshio is likely to affect the hydrodynamic in Yi-Lan 
bay. Hu (1994) found that the main stream of Kuroshio could move 
away from and approach to Taiwan in Spring\Summer and 
Autumn\Winter, respectively, based on the trajectories of Argo floats. 
Lee and Hu (1998) conducted eight CTD surveys from Apr. 1994 to 
Mar. 1996 around Yi-Lan bay and concluded that the water body in Yi-
Lan bay are basically the same as the shelf water in northern Taiwan 
during Apr. to Oct. They also identified using the T-S diagram that the 
water body in Yi-Lan bay maybe similar to Kuroshio water in March. 
Lee and Hu (1998) suspected that the Kuroshio water is likely to 
intrude the Yi-Lan ocean ridge (Figure 2) and flow into Yi-Lan bay. 
However, up to present, there is lack of evidence showing the intrusion 
of Kuroshio into Yi-Lan bay.  
 
Current Mapping of Yi-Lan Bay by Drifters Array 
 
Two field drifter clusters experiments are conducted around Wu-Shi 
fishery harbor on Nov. 26-27, 2015 (early winter) and Feb. 25, 2016 
(late winter), respectively. Both experiments are influenced by strong 
northeast monsoon and there should be strong southwestward 
alongshore current. Coupled with the effects of tide, the drifters are 
likely to float follows the tide and the net movement is southwestward 

in theory. But things are definitely different. Almost all the drifters 
flows northeastward whether flood or ebb tide in the early winter 
experiment (Figure 5a). And almost all the drifters flows 
southwestward in the late winter experiment (Figure 5b). It means that 
the west boundary of Kuroshio have intruded into Yi-Lan bay in the 
early winter and dominated the current field in the bay. In this case, the 
alongshore and tidal current become secondary impacts. Meanwhile, 
we found no evidence of the impact of Kuroshio in the late winter. The 
current field of Yi-Lan bay is dominated by alongshore current and the 
tide takes the second place. 
 

 
Fig. 4 Second EOF modes of sea surface current field in winter (Jan. 
Feb.) and summer (Jun. Jul.) 
 

 
(a)                                                      (b) 

Fig. 5 Drifters array trajectories and velocities on Nov. 26-27, 2015 (a) 
and Feb. 25, 2016 (b). The red star represent the start point of drifter. 
 
Coastal Hydrodynamic: Dispersion Coefficient and TKE 
 
Figure 6a and b are the distributions of alongshore and cross-shore 
dispersion coefficient in early winter experiment, respectively. Figure 
6c and d are the distributions of alongshore and cross-shore dispersion 
coefficient in late winter experiment, respectively. By comparison of 
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Figure 6a,b and Figure 6c,d, the dispersion coefficient of water affected 
by Kuroshio is relatively larger. In early winter experiment, both the 
alongshore and cross-shore dispersion coefficients in the coastal area of 
northern Wu-Shi fishery harbor are larger than surround area. That's 
probably because the disturbance of the rugged coast there. In late 
winter experiment (Figure 6c), the strongest alongshore dispersion 
coefficient appear in the front of Tou-Cheng beach. This can be used to 
explain the reason why serious erosion occurred here. From Figure 6d, 
the south area close to Wu-Shi fishery harbor shows negative 
dispersion coefficient. This can be interpreted as the groin effect of the 
harbor. 
 

 
(a)                                                      (b) 

 
(c)                                                      (d) 

Fig. 6 Along-shore (a, c) or cross-shore (b, d) dispersion coefficients 
distribution on Nov. 26-27, 2015 (a, b) and Feb. 25, 2016 (c, d) 
 

 
(a)                                                     (b) 

Fig. 7 Turbulent kinetic energy distribution on Nov. 26-27, 2015 
(a) and Feb. 25, 2016 (b) 
 
The groin effect is also shown in the distribution of turbulent kinetic 
energy (TKE) (Figure 7). TKE is often used to describe the strength of 

turbulent, its formula is shown as the following: 
 

( )22 ''
2
1 vuTKE +=   (3) 

 
where u and v represent the west-east and south-north velocity, 
respectively. As can be seen on Figure 7, the downstream area of Wu-
Shi fishery harbor shows the higher TKE. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
The small low-cost disposal GNSS-tracked surface drifters array 
system developed by this study is suitable for coastal hydrodynamic 
research. After two field experiment around Wu-Shi fishery harbor 
where severe coastal erosions occurred, we found that the turbulent 
kinetic energy (TKE) in downstream area of breakwater is relatively 
stronger and the dispersion coefficient around the coast with severe 
erosion is also relatively higher.  
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ABSTRACT   
 
Sediment movement from the river to the intertidal flat has not been 
clarified. Erosion of the Nakatsu Intertidal Flat in the Oita Prefecture in 
Japan was suspected in these days. However, the truth has not been 
shown. In this study, high precision bottom survey by using the RTK-
GPS and the ADCP had been conducted and sediment discharge from 
the Yamakuni River was estimated. From these results, sediment 
budget on the flat was discussed. Finaly, numerical simulations of 
morphodynamic change was conducted in order to estimate the 
forecasting of future topography and to propose countermeasures for 
the erosion. 
 
KEY WORDS:  Intertidal Flat; Sediment Discharge; Morphodynamic 
Change; Field Observation; Numerical Simulation 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The catch of fish of Nakatsu Intertidal Flat in Oita prefecture in Japan, 
which is the second largest intertidal flat in Japan, decreased to the half 
of that in 10 years ago. As the cause of this decrease, the changes of 
intertidal flat, which are the erosion and the increase of muddy 
sediments, are suspected. Reasons of these changes are thought to be 
caused by the expansion of Nakatsu Port, which is located at the middle 
part of this flat, and by the Heisei weir and the Yabakei Dam of 
Yamakuni River. However, what is the truth has not been cleared. In 
general, sediment movement on an intertidal flat and the budget from 
the river to the flat have not been cleared, so that effective 
countermeasures to maintain the flat have not been proposed. Today, 
these uncleared problems are very important because intertidal flats are 
considered to play an important role on the water quality of inner bay. 
In this study, the morphodynamic change of the Nakatsu Intertidal Flat 
and the sediment discharge from the Yamakuni River were observed. In 
addition, numerical simulations of morphodynamic change were 
conducted. Results of this study give the truth of erosion/deposition and 
the mechanism of morphodynamic change of this flat. Furthermore, the 

method to evaluate the morphodynamic change of intertidal flats are 
given. 
 
FIELD OBSERVATIONS 
 

Field observations of the bottom topography survey were 
conducted in spring and in autumn in 2014 and 2015 by using the 
ADCP and the RTK-GPS (M9 : YSI Nanotek Co. Ltd.). In the 
nearshore zone, 14 cross-shore measuring lines were set with 500 m 
span in longshore direction and 4 longshore measuring lines were also 
set with 500 m span in the offshore zone. Totally, the measuring area 
was set at 3 km offshore and at about 8 km longshore. Mrophodynamic 
changes were calculate by using these bottom survey data. Furthermore, 
data of bottom survey for about 10 years obtained by the Ministry of 
Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism (MLIT), which manages 
the Nakatsu Port, were also analyzed. In addition, water sampling were 
also conducted at the Yamakuni River in order to estimate the sediment 
discharge from the river to the flat. Fig. 1 shows the observation area  

 

Fig. 1  Observation area and measuring lines. 
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Fig.2  M9 composed of the ADCP and the RTK-GPS. 
 
and measuring lines. Fig. 2 shows the M9. 
 
OBSERVATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
Two results of observed bottom topography in 2014 and 2015 are 
shown in Figs.3 (a) and (b), respectively. At the sea route from the 
rivermouth of Yamakuni River, the dredging of sediments was 
conducted. Values of dredged sediments were considered in the 
estimation of total amount of morphdynamic change. The 
morphodynamic change from 2014 to 2015 is shown in Fig.4. From 
this figure, we can see the erosion over the almost whole area and it 
was estimated to be the total amount of about 4,800,000 m3/year from 
bottom topographic survey data. From the analysis of AMEDAS data, 
which is the national climate data, and NOWPHAS data, which is the 
national wave data network, it is suggested due to the small rainfall and 
high waves. The sediment discharge from the Yamakuni River was 
estimated at 142,345 m3/year. It was estimated by using the water 
sampling data and the C-Q curve for the suspended load and by using 
the Ashida-Michiue equation (1972) for the bedload. Fig.5 shows the 
C-Q curve obtained by using the SS data of water sampling. The 
morphodynamic change in summer of 2015 was shown to be the 
deposition of about 190,000 m3. The sediment discharge from the 
Yamakuni River was estimated at about 80,000 m3. The sediment 
budget of erosion rate and sediment discharge rate was not agreed in 
both years. It suggests the existence of longshore sediment transport 
from the northwest of the flat, which will be caused by longshore tidal 
residual currents from the northwest to the southeast.  
 
Figs. 6 (a) and (b) show dependences of the erosion/deposition on the 
rainfall and the significant wave height. Plot data indicate the 
topography survey data for about 10 years obtained by the MLIT. Each 
figure shows linear dependence on each factor, so that the multiple 
regression analysis was applied linearly to the topography survey data 
for about 10 years obtained by MLIT. The equation was shown in 
Equ.(1) 

 
 dh = 5.51×103 r - 1.11×107H1/3+2.46×106                       (1) 
 
Fig. 7 show the results of the multiple regression analysis. The contour 
map derived from equ.(1) was well agreed with the plot data. 

  

 
(a) May, 2014. 

 

 
(b)  Sep., 2014. 

 

 
(c) May, 2015. 
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(d) Sep., 2015. 

Figs. 3  Bottom Topography. 
 

 
Fig. 4  Morphodynamic change May, 2014 – May, 2015. 
 
NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS 

 
Numerical simulations were conducted by using “WD-POM”, which 
was the three-dimensional morphodynamic change model due to the 
mud and the sand considering tides and waves. This model was  

0 200 400 600 8000
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150C=a*Q2

a=2.27e-04
|r|=9.48e-01

 
Fig. 5  C-Q curve obtained by the SS data of water sampling. 

 

 
(a) Dependence of the erosion/deposition on the rainfall. 

 

 
(b)  Dependence of the erosion/deposition on the significant wave  

height. 
Figs. 6  Dependences of the erosion/deposition on two factors. 

 
developed by the authors based on the Princeton Ocean Model. Wave 
field was calculated by using the energy balance equation, the mud 
transport by using the advection diffusion equation, the sand transport 
by using the Bailard model and topography change by using sediment 
budget equation. Details of this model was summarized in Uzaki et al. 
(2007). Numerical simulations were conducted by the nesting method. 
Firstly, the numerical domain was set for the Suo-Nada Sea and 
secondary for the Nakatsu Intertidal Flat. Figs. 8 shows the numerical 
domains of the Suo-Nada Sea. 
 
NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
By using this model, longshore tidal residual currents were calculated 
from the northwest to the southeast due to the unti-clockwise 
circulation of the Suo-Nada Sea as shown in Fig. 9. Nakajima et al. 
(2010) and Yagi et al. (2011) also showed such residual currents by 
using numerical simulations and field observations, respectively. It may  
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Fig. 7  Results of the multiple regression analysis. 
 

 
Fig. 8 Numerical domain of the Suo-Nada. 
 
cause the longshore sediment transport on the Nakatsu Intertidal Flat 
toward the Nakatsu Port. Fig.10 shows coastal currents and tidal 
currents of the Nakatsu Intertidal Flat at the flood of 21th, June at the 
ebb tide. Around the rivermouth, a clockwise circulation can be seen. 
However, the cause of this circulation has not been cleared. This figure 
shows an example of present simulation progress. In the future work, 
the forecasting of morphodynamic change of this flat will be made and 
effective countermeasures will be proposed by using numerical results. 

 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
Field observations of the bottom topographic survey and the water 
sampling at the Yamakuni River were conducted. From 2014 to 2015, 
the heavy erosion was observed, which was suggested due to the small 
rainfall and the high waves. In summer of 2015, the deposition was 
observed. However, it will be eroded in winter. Results of sediment 
budget between the erosion/deposition of the Nakatsu intertidal flat and 
the sediment discharge from the Yamakuni River suggested the 
importance of longshore sediment transport from the northwest to the 
southeast. Numerical results indicated the longshore tidal residual 
currents which was caused the longshore sediment transport along with 
wind-driven currents and coastal currents due to winter winds. In the 
future work, the forecasting of morphodynamic change and 
countermeasures to maintain the flat will be proposed. 

 
 

Fig. 9  Numerical result of tidal residual currents of the Suo-Nada Sea. 
 

 
Fig.10  Numerical result of coastal and tidal currents of the Nakatsu 
Intertidal Flat. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
In this paper we review the ongoing research on developing procedures 
which allow realistic reconstructions of sea states and extreme waves, 
including so-called rogue waves recorded in Taiwanese coastal waters. 
We confine the approach to the assumption of unidirectional wave 
propagation; the focus is made on the spatio-temporal evolution of 
surface waves. Some examination of limits of applicability of the 
reconstruction method, and elements of the short-term forecasting are 
presented. The potential usefulness of the stochastic simulations of 
irregular wind waves is discussed. 
 
KEY WORDS:  numerical simulations; wave dynamics 
reconstruction; short-term forecasting; extreme events; rogue waves; 
nonlinear wave kinematics; finite water depth. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The rogue (or freak) waves are a threat that has been recognized rather 
recently, and nowadays attracts much attention, see for reviews (Kharif 
and Pelinovsky, 2003; Dysthe et al., 2008; Kharif et al., 2009; Slunyaev 
et al., 2011). The number of in-situ registrations of rogue wave is still 
insufficient, and many related questions (dominating mechanisms, 
probability of accuracy, favourable sea conditions, possibility of 
prediction, etc) still challenge trustworthy answers. 
 
Measurements of the surface elevation at a certain point provide only 
limited information about waves. In this paper we discuss an approach 
to reconstruct the lacking wave data with the purpose to complete the 
picture of extreme wave dynamics. Numerical reconstructions of the 
wave dynamics on the basis of instrumental records were performed in 
(Trulsen, 2001; Divinsky et al., 2004; Slunyaev et al., 2005, 2014; 
Slunyaev, 2006; Sergeeva et al, 2014). As a result, not only the full 
detailed wave information in the vicinity of the measurement point can 
be obtained, but the rogue wave evolution can be also recovered. 
 
In this paper we show at first how the reconstruction technique may be 
applied, using a record from the Taiwanese coastal water. The direct 
verification of the reconstruction procedure requires in-situ 
measurements at several downstream locations, which are not available 
at present. Instead, in the second section we use strongly nonlinear 
simulations as the reference, and validate our approximate approach. In 
the last section we discuss possible applications of the realistic 

simulations of stochastic sea waves, and present some results of 
analysis of the spatio-temporal wave data of strongly nonlinear wave 
simulations over different depths, which at present can be hardly 
obtained from laboratory measurements. 
 
RECONSTRUCTION OF IN-SITU ROGUE WAVE 
REGISTRATIONS 
 
In this section we use the general idea that a time series of the surface 
elevation recorded in one point may be used to reconstruct the wave 
dynamics in the vicinity of the registration point, if only one major 
assumption is applied, that the waves in the position of registration are 
unidirectional. If so, then the surface displacement and potential on the 
surface are related, and the momentary velocity may be calculated (in 
our work we generally use the nonlinear theory for modulated waves, 
the extended nonlinear Schrodinger (NLS) framework, see Slunyaev et 
al (2014)). When the full information on waves is available in one point 
(i.e., the surface displacement η(x0, t) and the surface velocity potential 
ϕS(x0, t)), then the equations which integrate the evolution in space are 
most convenient (the boundary problem). Different equations may be 
applied for the simulation in space: linear equations, equations for 
weakly nonlinear weakly modulated waves (modifications of the NLS 
theory), spatial modifications of the Zakharov equations. 
 
The nonlinear Schrodinger equation (NLSE) is the simplest nonlinear 
theory for modulated waves. The coefficients of the equation depend on 
the local depth, and thus vary in case when waves propagate over 
slowly changing bathymetry. For this problem the NLSE may be 
written in form 
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dB
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2)( νλµ ++−−= ,                            (1) 

 
where B(x, t) the is the complex amplitude of the envelope. The surface 
displacement and surface velocity potential are in the leading order  
 

( )( )ikxtiB −= ωη expRe ,        ( )( )ikxtiBgS −= ω
ω

ϕ expIm .        (2) 

 
Here x is the horizontal coordinate directed onshore (x = 0 corresponds 
to the shoreline and the wave gauge is situated at x = x0), t denotes the 
time; ω and k are the carrier frequency and wavenumber; g is the 
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gravity acceleration. When the water depth h is constant, equation (1) 
reduces to the classic NLSE with shoaling coefficient µ = 0. The term 
with µ is responsible for the conservation of wave energy flux cg|B|2, 
where cg is the group velocity. 
 
Eq. 1 may be used for reconstruction of waves which propagate strictly 
onshore with wave crests aligned with depth isolines. While waves 
propagate over variable depth, the carrier frequency remains constant, 
ω = ω0, and the wavenumber k varies in accordance with the dispersion 
relation ω2 = gk tanh(kh), hence it is a function of x, k = k(h(x)).  
 
In Sergeeva et al (2014) we applied this framework for reconstruction 
of a few registrations of abnormally high waves, which were selected 
from the bank of long-term instrumental measurements near the coasts 
of Taiwan (Doong et al., 2007). The conditions of wave registration 
correspond to the sloping bottom, see Fig. 1a for measurements at 
station Hsinchu. The dimensionless water depth kh is also a function of 
x, see the broken line in Fig. 1a. Thus, equation (1) with variable 
coefficients is an appropriate basic model. 
 

(a) 

(b) 
Fig. 1. The uneven bathymetry in the vicinity of the measurement by 
the Hsinchu buoy (a). The circles and the connecting line show the 
depth. The local dimensionless water depth kh is shown with broken 
line and corresponding right-side axis. The simulated rogue wave 
evolution in the vicinity of the buoy (b). Numbers at the left side give 
values of x in meters. The thick red curves show rogue waves with 
H/Hs > 2. 
 
An example of the rogue wave reconstruction is shown in Fig. 1b. The 
time series are plotted for different locations. The rogue wave emerges 
a little bit prior the buoy location (x0 = –2440 m) and propagates for 
about 550 m during about 60 seconds, from time to time exceeding the 
conventional threshold of a rogue wave, 2Hs. 
 
Three more reconstructions of rogue waves from Taiwanese coasts may 
be found in Sergeeva et al (2014). A dozen more reconstructions were 
performed for time series from the North Sea at constant depth 
conditions (Slunyaev et al, 2005, 2014; Slunyaev, 2006)). A more 

accurate model, the modified NLSE (Dysthe equations), was used for 
that simulations. In many cases the anomalously high waves live 
relatively long, up to about 1-1.5 minutes. 
 
INDIRECT VALIDATION OF THE RECONSTRUCTION 
PROCEDURE AND POSSIBLE FORECASTING 
 
In the reconstruction shown in Fig. 1 weakly nonlinear weakly modulated 
theory was employed, which is marginally applicable in situation of 
realistic sea storms. In this section we present a justification of the 
approach in the condition of infinitively deep water. The strongly 
nonlinear simulations of irregular sea waves with JONSWAP spectrum 
by means of the HOSM solver are used as the reference (the HOSM 
simulations are described in Sergeeva & Slunyaev, 2013). At some 
moment of the reference simulation the surface displacement ηref(x, t*) is 
taken and considered as it would be an instrumental record (the fluid 
velocity data is not used). The surface velocity potential is reconstructed 
at first, and the obtained initial condition is then simulated within 
different frameworks: the linear theory, the NLSE with full linear 
dispersion, and the Dysthe model with full linear dispersion. 
 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
Fig. 2  Average difference (rms) in percents between the reference and 
the reconstruction for cases Hs = 3.5 m (kpHs/2 = 0.07) (a) and Hs = 
6.6 m (kpHs/2 = 0.13) (b). An example of the most pronounced 
disagreement between surfaces for case Hs = 6.6 m at t = 2 min (c). 
 
The reconstruction result (i.e, the simulated surface displacement η(x, 
t > t*)) is compared with the reference strongly nonlinear simulation 
ηref(x, t > t*). The relative average squared errors for two sea conditions 
are shown in Fig. 2a,b. The first case is characterized by relatively 
smooth waves without breaking (Hs = 3.5 m, Tp = 10 s, γ = 3, five 
examples are shown in Fig. 2a), while in the second (Hs = 6.6 m, Tp = 
10.5 s, γ = 3.3, Fig. 2b) waves occasionally break. The reconstruction 
rapidly gains a certain error due to the imperfect reconstruction of the 
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velocity field; later on the error grows much slower. One may conclude 
from Fig. 2a,b that the NLS framework practically has no advantage in 
comparison with the linear theory; in both the cases the reconstruction 
quickly depart from the reference. In the case of simulation of the 
Dysthe model the error is essentially smaller. In the steeper sea state 
(Fig. 2b) the error grows faster (note different scales in Figs. 2a, b). In 
Fig. 2c the wave interval is shown, which exhibits the maximal 
deviation between the reference and reconstruction. It corresponds to 
instant t = 2 min of the steeper sea state simulation (Fig. 2b), when the 
average error is of order of 30%. One may see that the maximum 
excursion of the reconstructed wave corresponds to slightly different 
locations of waves, what in many cases may be practically insignificant. 
Thus, we may conclude that the time of reliable wave dynamics 
reconstruction from a given sea surface snapshot can be of order of a 
few minutes. Under another viewpoint, this estimate gives an idea 
about the feasible horizon of a deterministic forecasting of dangerous 
waves, when the simulation is used to foresee the wave evolution. 
 
NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS OF IRREGULAR 
NONLINERAR WAVES IN FINITE-DEPTH BASINS 
 
The fast realistic numerical simulations of nonlinear surface waves help 
to obtain statistical information on sea waves which can be hardly 
obtained otherwise. In particular, the direct numerical simulations may 
be used to obtain the wave statistics for given sea states. We report here 
some results of simulations of quasi-stationary sea states. The initial 
conditions for the simulations are characterized by the JONSWAP 
spectrum; after a transient stage waves attain quasi-stationary state, and 
then the statistical data is collected (Sergeeva & Slunyaev, 2013; 
Slunyaev et al, 2016). The approach allows a twofold consideration: the 
traditional, based on time-series of the surface elevation; and the 
consideration of a spatial domain (snapshots), which is often preferable 
when waves are simulated in time. We show below that the wave 
statistics if time and space domains may look noticeably different. 
 
The wave height exceedence probabilities for two different water 
depths kph ≈ 2 (Fig. 3a,b) and kph ≈ 1.2 (Fig. 3c,d) (where kp denotes 
the peak wavenumber) and two characteristic wave steepnesses are 
presented in Fig. 3. The data in Figs. 3a-d corresponds to runs A2, E2, 
A1.2 and E1.2 from Slunyaev et al (2016). The blue and red lines 
correspond to down-crossing and up-crossing analysis respectively; the 
statistics in time domain is given by plane curves, while curves with 
dots denote the space domain consideration. The Rayleigh law is shown 
for reference by the green thick line, and the Glukhovskiy distribution 
(in original formulation) is given by magenta curves for time series and 
space series (solid and broken lines correspondingly). 
 
One may see from Fig. 3 that the probability distributions for time 
series and space series exhibit rather different behaviour in the interval 
of large wave heights when water is deep (Fig. 3a, b); the difference is 
less evident in the shallower case kph ≈ 1.2 (Fig. 3c,d). The horizontal 
axes in Fig. 3 are scaled by the standard deviation of the surface 
elevation, which is the same for the consideration in time or space. The 
significant wave height, however, is dependent on the approach; it is 
somewhat larger for time series, since the frequency spectrum is 
narrower than the wavenumber spectrum, and thus the wave heights in 
time series diverse less than in space series. The mean wave heights 
also depend on the domain of analysis, what leads to different 
Glukhovskiy distributions (see solid and broken magenta curves in 
Fig. 3). The difference between Glukhovskiy distributions becomes 
smaller over shallower water (cf. Fig. 3a, c); it is interesting to note that 

for steeper waves this difference diminishes to even a larger degree (see 
magenta curves in Fig. 3a,b, and also Fig. 3c,d). 
 
The effect of nonlinearity on the wave height probability is evident 
from Fig. 3. In еру steeper sea state over deep water high waves are 
more frequent. The probability curves lie well below the Rayleigh law 
in Fig. 3c (intermediate depth, moderate wave steepness), they exceed 
the Rayleigh prediction when waves are rougher (Fig. 3b,d). 
 
It is interesting to note that the up-crossing and down-crossing analyses 
exhibit significant difference in the steeper wave situations regardless 
the domain of consideration (time or space series), the probability 
distribution curves split in two in the large height interval, see Fig. 3b,d. 
This difference corresponds to a larger number of high crests with rear 
slopes deeper than their front slopes. This asymmetry of high waves in 
irregular seas was probably first mentioned in our work Sergeeva & 
Slunyaev (2013); it was also observed in 3D numerical simulations by 
Xiao et al (2013) and in in-situ data Pinho et al (2004). 
 

(a)  (b) 

(c)  (d) 
Fig. 3  Wave height exceedence probability distributions for two depths: 
kph ≈ 2 (a, b) and kph ≈ 1.2 (c, d) and two characteristic wave 
steepnesses: kpHs/2 = 0.07 (a, c) and kpHs/2 = 0.13 (b, d). See 
description in the text. 
 
The maximum wave amplification H/4σ in the reported simulations is 
about 3. The probability distributions drop down at the maximum wave 
heights in Fig. 3 may be caused by the small number of events; in 
addition, the curves in Fig. 3b,d (steeper waves) may be affected by the 
employed regularization of eventual wave breaking.  
 
Another promising application of the direct numerical simulations is 
related to obtaining the information on wave kinematics and pressures 
beneath the surface, which are extremely difficult to be measured in 
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laboratory facilities. The Monte-Carlo type simulations allow obtaining 
statistical data. The Eulerian surface velocities are given by formulas 
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These quantities were calculated for irregular waves over infinitively 
deep water in Sergeeva & Slunyaev (2013). It was concluded that the 
overlap between very high waves and waves with extreme kinematics is 
only partial. It was also noticed that the 3-order Stokes theory gives 
reasonable estimations for the maximum values of the surface 
velocities in relatively rough sea states. 
 
The work by Sergeeva & Slunyaev (2013) was extended in Slunyaev et 
al (2016) to cases of finite depth basins, when waves start to ‘feel’ the 
bottom. The wave kinematics in the coastal area is probably of even 
greater importance than in the limit of infinite depth, thus we have 
considered how the fields of surface velocities depend on the depth. 
 

(a)  (b) 

(c)  (d) 
Fig. 4  Horizontal (Vx) and vertical (Vz) surface velocity probability 
densities for two characteristic wave steepnesses: kpHs/2 = 0.07 (a, b) 
and kpHs/2 = 0.13 (c, d), and three depths (see the legend). 
 
The probability densities are calculated for Vx and Vz; they are shown in 
Fig. 4. Two characteristic wave intensities are considered (Fig. 4a,b for 
moderate steepness and Fig. 4c,d for steeper waves) at three depths, 
kph ≈ 2, 1.6, and 1.2 (see the legend). The normal (Gaussian) 
distribution is given for the reference as well.  
 
A striking feature of Fig. 4 is that the curves for different depths 
collapse in one, and do not show any certain dependence on the depth 
(of course, the water is still not really shallow, kph ≥ 1.2). The 
probability density for the horizontal velocity is strongly asymmetric; 

its tails depart essentially from the Gaussian curve. In the rougher case 
the right-hand tail of Vx has complicated dependence (Fig. 4c). At the 
same time, the vertical velocities Vz almost comply with the normal 
distribution in the case of moderate wave steepness (Fig. 4b); it 
becomes skewed when waves are steeper (Fig. 4d). 
 
The probabilistic description of nonlinear wave kinematics is poorly 
developed so far. The presented examples of stochastic numerical 
simulations prove the efficiency of this approach for considering the 
wave statistics with minimal restrictions. 
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ABSTRACT   
 
Field data on undular and breaking bores observed in a coastal zone and 
river estuaries were collected. The existing criteria of distinction of 
these two regimes of bores, which depend on the ratio between the bore 
height and unperturbed water depth, are applied to the collected data. It 
is shown that criterion H/h > 1.5 (where H is bore height measured 
from the bottom and h is unperturbed depth of reservoir) is sufficient 
for the rough separation of the bores by their type. 
 
KEY WORDS: breaking bore; undular bore; shallow water theory; 
field data 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
In the coastal zone wind waves are often presented as asymmetrical 
waves and their crests are separated by extended troughs. From the 
point of view of the shallow water theory (Korteweg-de Vries equation 
or a system of Boussinesq) [Zakharov et al., 1980, Newell, 1985, Lamb, 
1983; Kudriashov, 2008], such waves are called cnoidal and when the 
distance from the crests is large enough, cnoidal waves consist of a 
sequence of solitary waves called solitons. Frequently they can be 
observed when a tidal bore enters a river estuary and transforms into a 
braking bore (hydraulic jump) or an undular bore. 
 
Wonderful photos of such bores are collected in the book [Chanson, 
2012] and a few of them are shown in Fig. 1. 
 

    
Fig.1 Wave forms in the coastal zone 
 
However, in addition to undular bores (represented by a set of solitons) 
in shallow water breaking bores can exist naturally as well. Frequently, 
they are found close to each other in one place, as illustrated in Fig. 2. 
 
Undular bores propagate in the center of bays where depths are greater, 
and a change in regime is clearly seen closer to the coasts of the bay 

where the formation of the breaking bore occurs. The formation of both 
types of bore is clear from physical considerations, in particular, when 
a tidal wave or tsunami enters the river. 
 

 
Fig. 2 Photograph of the bore in the Cook Gulf, Alaska (Credit: Scott 
Dickerson, www.surfalaska.net). 
 
If the nonlinearity of such a wave is sufficiently weak, dispersion 
prevents breaking of the tidal wave and facilitates the formation of 
undulating oscillations over the body of the long wave, which later 
transform into a series of solitons. This process is qualitatively well 
described by the well known solution of the Korteweg - de Vries 
equation [Zakharov et al., 1980]. If nonlinearity is strong, dispersion 
cannot prevent the rapid steepening of the wave front and its breaking. 
This process has also been well studied within the hyperbolic shallow 
water system [Stocker, 1959, Pelinovsky, 1972]. Unfortunately most of 
the known applied numerical models of wave dynamics in the coastal 
zone cannot take into account both these effects together. In the most 
widespread shallow water equations for the description of the tidal and 
tsunami waves, the smoothing of the wave front is performed by the 
introduction of horizontal viscosity (diffusion). In realistic basins, the 
spatial step appears sufficiently large so that nonlinear wave 
deformation is not clearly seen [Zahibo et al. 2006]. On the contrary, in 
the new models of nonlinear dispersion theory (the Boussinesq 
equations of different order), the formation of the undular bore has been 
well described, in particular, during the tsunami in the Indian Ocean in 
2004 [Dao & Tkalich, 2007], wave breaking is not observed. Nonlinear 
dispersion models do not have a significant performance, and therefore 
they are rarely used. In this relation one would like to have a simple 
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criterion to judge the validity of application of one or another model to 
describe a real situation. Such criteria are known from the results of 
numerous laboratory experiments in the ideal conditions of a one 
dimensional flow [Stocker, 1959, Docherty & Chanson, 2010; Favre, 
1935; Nakamura, 1973; Teles Da Silva & Peregrine, 1990]. However, 
to our knowledge, these were not verified by the field observations of 
the wave processes in the coastal zone. The goal of this paper is to 
analyze field data that will allow us to judge the applicability of criteria 
obtained under laboratory conditions. This will help us to perform a 
preliminary zoning of the water basins by the type of the waves that 
propagate in these basins. 
 
FIELD DATA 
 

Unfortunately, photos of different tsunami forms are rare. They are 
frequently fragmentary and do not contain any information about the 
depth of the place and wave height. At the same time, a sufficiently 
large collection of tidal bores exist, which are formed when a tide 
enters a river estuary. The classical tidal bore is the bore on the Severn 
River in England, which has a height of more than two meters during 
spring tides downstream from Gloucester. Tidal bores, unlike tsunami 
or the waves formed by the breaking of a dam, have a very useful 
property: the periodicity of their appearance, which makes possible to 
accumulate a large amount of data relatively quickly. Many of them are 
described in the book [Chanson, 2011], where quantitative parameters 
are also given. Therefore, tidal bores were selected to analyze the types 
of shallow water wave breaking regime. We used different sources to 
collect field data of recorded tidal bores in the mouths of rivers from 
the entire globe. They are presented in Table 1.  
 

 
Table 1. Field data of tidal bores (Brealing - B, undular -U) 
№ River, date h, m H, m H/h Bore type Reference 
1 Seine River, France 1 1.9 1.9 B [Chanson, 2008] 
2 Sélune River, France, 24/09/10 0.38 0.72 1.89 B [Mouaze et al., 2010] 
3 Sélune River, France, 25/09/10 0.33 0.74 2.25 B [Mouaze et al., 2010] 
4 Garonne River, France, Podensac, 10/09/10 3.1 4.2 1.35 U [Bonneton et al.,  2011] 
5 Garonne River, France, Podensac, 4/09/10 1.85 2.1 1.13 U [Bonneton et al.,  2011] 
6 Qiantang River, China, October 2007 1 4 4 B [Cun-Hong   and Hai-Yan, 2010] 
7 Rio Mearim, Brazil, 30/01/91 1.8 2.7 1.5 U/B [Kjerfve and Ferreira, 1993] 
8 Dee river, Great Britain, 15/05/2002 0.8 1.05 1.3 U [Simpson et al., 2004]  
9 Garonne river, France, Arcins channel, 10/09/10 1.74 2.3 1.32 U [Simon et al., 2011] 
10 Dee river, Great Britain, 22/09/72 1 1.8 1.8 U [Chanson, 2009] 
11 Dordogne river, France, 26/04/90 1.12 1.602 1.43 U [Chanson, 2011] 
12 Daly river, Australia, 2/06/2003 1.5 1.78 1.19 U [Chanson, 2011] 
13 Qiantang River, China, 19/09/09 7.12 7.90 1.1 U [Zhu, 2011] 
14 Garonne River, France, 7/06/12 2.65 3.17 1.2 U [Reungoat et al., 2014] 
15 Garonne River at Arcins, France, 19/10/13 2.05 2.35 1.15 U [Reungoat et al., 2014] 
16 Dee River, Great Britain, 6/09/03 0.72 1.17 1.63 B [Simpson et al., 2004], [Reungoat et al., 2014] 
17 Sée River, France, 7/05/12 0.9 1.46 1.62  U [Reungoat et al., 2014], [Furgerot et al., 2013] 
       

All records were selected so that there are no repeated data, for 
example, where measurements were made at the same place and in 
close time periods, where indicators are approximately the same. The 
type and height of the bore relative to the bottom (H) and also the depth 
of the basin before the bore front (h) are input parameters. The total 
number of cases in Table 1 is 17; five of them are cases of a breaking 
bore, eleven are related to an undular bore, and one type is intermediate. 
To some extent, we can speak about the available data as a statistically 
representative sampling. 
 
CRITERIA OF TRANSITION FROM AN UNDULAR TO A 
BREAKING BORE 
 
The available data are based on different parameters of wave flux; the 
simplest of them use the ratio of the bore height calculated from the 
bottom (H) to unperturbed depth of the basin (h). For example, the 

following simple criterion is given in [Favre, 1935]: if H/h > 1.75 the 
bore is breaking (hydraulic jump); in the intermediate situation, undular 
bores are observed with the effects of breaking ones. The author of 
[Stocker, 1959] gives a more general criterion: if H/h < 1.5, the bore is 
considered undular; if H/h > 1.5 the bore is breaking. Stoker’s criterion 
is supplemented in experimental work [Nakamura, 1973] by one more 
condition: if H/h > 9 a parabolic wave is realized (as in the wave 
occurring after the breaking of a dam). 
 
Favre’s criterion is generalized in [Teles Da Silva & Peregrine, 1990]. 
In this paper, a similar parameter (Δ) is responsible for the change in 
the regime of the bore, which is determined as Δ=(H-h)/h. If 7.0≥∆  
the bore has a breaking front. If the values of parameter Δ are 
intermediate, both effects are observed: breaking and dispersion 
decomposition. If we reduce the values of parameter Δ to the previous 
case, the intervals of our criterion shift: the undular bore should appear 
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at H/h < 1.3, and the breaking bore is considered to occur if H/h > 1.7. 
At the same time, in some publications [Docherty & Chanson, 2010] a 
transition criterion of the bore was related to the Froude number based 
on the bore motion in the rivers and laboratory tanks. The undular 
regime of the bore appeared at the value Fr < 1.8 (H/h < 1). If Fr > 1.8 
(or H/h < 1), the bore transfers to the breaking regime. Field data in 
Table 1 can be tested whether they satisfy the criteria (Fig. 3). 

 

 
Fig. 3 Distribution of the data of observations by parameter H/h 

 
One can see that undular and breaking bores are well separated by the 
threshold value H/h = 1.5 excluding one case with H/h = 1.8, which is 
on the threshold of the Favre–Teles da Silva interval. In general, 
criterion H/h = 1.5 can be used as a rough estimate of the type of wave 
motion and correspondingly for the selection of the appropriate 
numerical model to describe long wave dynamics. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
Thus, collected data of observations of tidal bores confirm that the 
criteria of the bore character regime presented here are satisfied 
practically in all cases, while the most dangerous breaking bores (with 
a large height difference) occur in such rivers as Seine, Selune, Dee, 
Quintang, and Mearim. On the basis of the field data, criterion H/h can 
be used as a rough estimate of the wave motion type and 
correspondingly for the selection of the appropriate numerical model to 
describe long wave dynamics. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
The geographical location and climatic condition of Bangladesh are 
responsible for cyclone and other natural disasters. In coastal areas, 
afforestation is a proven cost-effective method to dissipate wave energy 
and reduce inundation during storm surges. In this study, hypothetical 
1km wide afforestation is considered along the coast from shoreline. 
Here effectiveness of afforestation as a buffer against the storm surge 
inundation is calculated based on relative roughness of the lower part of 
the Sundarban. The Delft3D dashboard, flow model and distributive 
force model are applied to simulate the impact of coastal afforestation 
on inundation due to cyclone generated storm surge. From this study it 
has been found that around 30% velocity, 32 to 35 % thrust force and 
11.41% inundated area are reduced due to coastal afforestation. 
 
KEY WORDS: Afforestation; Buffer; Storm Surge; SIDR; 
Bangladesh Coast;  Thrust Force 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Bangladesh very often becomes the landing ground of cyclones because 
of the funnel shaped coast of the Bay of Bengal. On an average, a 
severe cyclone strikes the country every three years (GoB, 2008) and 
more than 14 severe cyclones are generated in the Bay of Bengal in 
every ten years (IWM, 2002). Approximately one sixth of tropical 
cyclones that develop in the Bay of Bengal make landfall on the 
Bangladesh coast (Islam, Bala, Hussain, Hossain, Rahman, 2011). 
Cyclones in this region cause damage when it is associated with storm 
surge. This is because of the geographical location i.e. low flat terrain, 
high density of population and poorly built houses. Inundation due to 
cyclone induced storm surges causes significant loss in the coastal 
livelihood (Gonnert, Dube, Murty, Seifert, 2001). In the past 500 years 
a total of seven tropical cyclones with fatalities of between 100,000 and 
500,000 impacted mostly Bangladesh and neighboring Indian coastlines 
(Singh, Khan, Rahman, 2001; Webster, Holland, Curry, Chang, 2005). 
SIDR, a category 4 type cyclone that devastated the coastal zone of 
Bangladesh in 2007, was one of the most catastrophic natural disaster 
causing nearly 2,388 human casualties and $2,300 billion property 
damage (World Bank, 2010). As the cyclone made landfall in the east 
of Sundarban, the mangrove couldn’t reduce the thrust with its full 
potential.  
 
Coastal vegetation has been widely recognized as a natural method to 
reduce the energy of storm surges and tsunami waves (Rahman and 

Rahman, 2013). Afforestation can alter surface properties relevant to 
climate, generate favourable atmospheric circulations for precipitation, 
control ground water, and increase evaporation.  Using afforestation to 
induce favourable climate has been discussed over many years 
(Abiodun, Salami, Matthew, Odedokun, 2013). This was evident during 
cyclone SIDR but couldn't play the desired role in reducing inundation 
area as the landfall location was not exactly at the Sundarban. This 
study mainly focused on the impact of afforestation due to storm surge 
flooding. In this study, a hypothetical 1km wide mangrove forest is 
considered along the coast from shoreline. The impact of this 
afforestation on storm surge inundation is studied by imposing a SIDR 
strength cyclone to make landfall on different locations along the 
Bangladesh coast. 
 
STUDY AREA 
 
The study area comprises south-western, south central coastal region 
including the estuarine system of the Ganges-Brahmaputra-Meghna 
(GBM) delta (Rabeya, Sakib, Rahman, Sumaiya, Haque, Rahman, 
Islam, 2016). The Ganges-Brahmaputra-Meghna (GBM) delta is one of 
the world’s most significant deltas that comprises world’s largest 
mangrove forest – the Sundarban. Some of the devastating cyclones 
which made landfall in this region are Bhola cyclone (1970), 
Chittagong cyclone (1991) and cyclone SIDR (2007). It is generally 
believed that Sundarban acts as a buffer against the cyclone wind and 
surge impacts (Sakib, Nihal, Haque, Rahman, Ali, 2015).  
 

 
Fig. 1  Study area showing hypothetical afforestation, cyclone track and 
model validation locations  
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The lower southern part of Sundarban (35% of the total Sundarban area) 
is considered as densely populated with the plant habitats and thus is 
the most effective in reducing the thrust of a cyclone and the resulting 
inundation (Sakib, Nihal, Haque, Rahman, Ali, 2015). In the study area, 
1km hypothetical afforestation is considered (Fig. 1). A hypothetical 
cyclone with the strength of SIDR is generated and allowed to make 
landfall in different locations of the coast. Fig. 1 shows the study area 
with a 1km wide hypothetical afforestation. The figure also shows the 
cyclone track and model validation locations.  
 
MODEL DESCRIPTION 
 
In this study, 2 models are applied – a storm surge model and a 
distributive force model. For storm surge model, Delft 3D flow model 
coupled with Delft Dashboard is applied. To calculate force exerted by 
the cyclone wind and cyclone generated storm surge, a distributive 
force model is applied (Akter, Haque, Rahman, Alim, 2017).Time 
series of discharge is specified as the upstream boundary condition, 
with a time series of water level for the downstream boundary 
condition. Discharge data is used from the measurement of Bangladesh 
Water Development Board (BWDB) for the year 2007. For downstream 
water level boundaries, tides are generated by using GCOMS (Kay, 
Caesar, Wolf, Bricheno, Nicholls, Islam, Haque, Pardanes, Lowe, 2015) 
data for the year 2007. SIDR track was collected from Indian 
Meteorological Department (IMD) (http://www.rsmcnewdelhi.imd.gov. 
in).  Cross sectional data for each of the estuarine systems of the GBM 
delta are measured under the ESPA delta project 
(http://www.espadelta.net). The domain of the measurements covers the 
entire study area. Open access General Bathymetric chart of the Oceans 
(GEBCO) data is used as the bathymetry of the Bay of Bengal. The 
inland ground elevation data is collected from Centre for 
Environmental and Geographic Information Services (CEGIS), 
Bangladesh.  
 

 
Fig. 2(a)  Model Domain (Before Afforestation) 
 
The Sundarban itself was divided into three regions (Fig. 2(a)). The 
lower part (35% of the total Sundarban area) was considered as densely 
populated with the plant habitats and thus is most effective in reducing 
the thrust of a cyclone and the resulting inundation. These impacts 
slowly diminish when middle (35% of the total Sundarban area) and 
upper (30% of the total Sundarban area) parts were considered (Sakib, 
Nihal, Haque, Rahman, Ali, 2015). In Fig. 2(a), the entire coast except 
Sundarban is ineffective as a buffer against the storm surge inundation. 
In Fig. 2(b), the coast is effective to act as a buffer against the storm 
surge inundation. In this study, effectiveness of afforestation as a buffer 
against the storm surge inundation is calculated based on relative 
roughness of the lower part of the Sundarban. In addition to SIDR, one 
hypothetical cyclone with strength similar to SIDR but different 
landfall location is considered. 

 
Fig. 2(b)  Model Domain (After Afforestation) 
 
MODEL CALIBRATION AND VALIDATION 
 
The storm surge model is calibrated and validated by using measured 
hourly tidal water level data during cyclone SIDR. Calibration and 
validation locations are shown in Fig. 1. Roughness and wind drag 
coefficients are used as the calibration parameters. Performances of the 
model during the calibration exercises are evaluated by computing the 
model reliability (Haque, Sumaiya, Salehin, Rahman, 2017). Using this 
indicator, the maximum model reliability of the storm surge model for 
the ‘most acceptable model parameters’ is obtained approximately 60%. 
The calibrated model is then validated where measured hourly tidal 
water level data was available during the time of landfall of the cyclone. 
The calibration and validation performances of the model are shown in 
Fig. 3. 
 

 
Fig. 3  Storm Surge Model Calibration and Validation 
 
RESULTS 
 
Inundation 
 
SIDR Actual Case (Before and After Afforestation) 
 
For SIDR actual case when no afforestation is considered along the 
coast, significant inundation takes place in the lower and upper south 
central coast (Figs. 4~5). Although the landfall of cyclone SIDR was 
close to the Sundarban, its effectiveness to reduce the impacts of 
cyclone and storm surge was not noticeable in this particular case. The 
reason is – landfall location of SIDR was in the east of Sundarban, 
whereas, the maximum sustained wind speed of SIDR was in the 
further east (right side of the track due to northern hemisphere). So, 
Sundarban did not have the scope to play its role. In a previous study, it 
was found that Sundarban as a buffer against storm surge is effective 
when landfall location of a cyclone is exactly at Sundarban (Sakib, 
Nihal, Haque, Rahman, Ali, 2015). After introducing 1 km wide 
afforestation, reduction of inundation area and inundated depth is 
noticeable. No inundation is found in the lower central region where 
effectiveness of afforestation is the maximum.  
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Fig. 4  Areal extent of inundation due to SIDR and SIDR at Lohalia 
before and after afforestation 
 
SIDR Landfall at Lohalia (Before and After Afforestation) 
 
Without afforestation when a cyclone similar to the strength of SIDR 
made landfall at the mouth of Lohalia river (Fig. 1), there is significant 
inundation in the upper central coast of the region (Figs. 4~5). 
Introduction of afforestation for the same cyclone reduces the extent of 
inundation (Figs. 4~5). 

 
Fig. 5  Inundation area due to SIDR and SIDR at Lohalia before and 
after afforestation  
 
Polder Overtopping  
  
A polder is a low-lying tract of land enclosed by dikes that forms an 
artificial hydrological entity, meaning it has no connection with outside 
water other than through manually operated devices. Polders are at risk 
from flooding at all times, and care must be taken to protect the 
surrounding dikes. Dikes are typically built with locally available 
materials, and each material has its own risks: sand is prone to collapse 
owing to saturation by water; dry peat is lighter than water and 
potentially unable to retain water in very dry seasons. Initially polders 
helped protecting agricultural land from salinity during the dry season, 
while also allowing fertile silt to settle on the fields and flood plains 
during the monsoon. Dutch-style polders were deemed the optimal 
solution for the dual purpose of flood protection and providing food 
security through better water control, independent of local ecology. 
Polders have also some negative impacts like preventing the silt from 
the rivers from being deposited on the flood plains, resulting in high 
rates of sedimentation, congesting both rivers and canals and causing 
many of them to dry out over a period of decades. The sedimentation in 
the riverbeds raised water levels in the rivers higher than the land 
within the embankments and led to drainage congestion, which later 
became permanent water logging. The maximum, minimum and 
average polder heights in the study region are 5.75m, 4.5m and 4.79m 
respectively (Source: Bangladesh Water Development Board and 

Center for Environmental and Geographic Information Services data 
archives). 
 
SIDR Actual Case (Before and After Afforestation) 
 
For SIDR actual case several polders were overtopped in the lower 
central coastal region. After introducing 1 km wide afforestation, 
reduction of inundation depth is noticeable (Fig. 4). As a result, no 
polder overtopping incident occurred for SIDR actual case (Fig. 6). 
 
SIDR Landfall at Lohalia (Before and After Afforestation) 
 
When a hypothetical cyclone similar strength as SIDR made landfall at 
Lohalia, the region inside the polder was fully protected from surge 
water (Fig. 6) as the polder heights of the right side of the track are 
much higher than the polders which were overtopped during SIDR 
actual case. The scenario was similar i.e. no polders were overtopped 
after considering 1 km wide afforestation (Fig. 6). Fig. 6 depicts polder 
overtopping incident for both SIDR and a hypothetical cyclone, 
strength same as SIDR. 
 

 
Fig. 6  Polder Overtopping Map for SIDR and Hypothetical Cyclone 
Strength Similar to SIDR (Before and After Afforestation)  
 
Reduction of Velocity Magnitude 
 
SIDR Actual Case (Before and After Afforestation) 
 
For SIDR actual case when no hypothetical afforestation was 
considered, magnitude of velocity was noticeable in the encircled area 
(Fig. 7). The magnitude of velocity in the encircled area was 2 to 5 m/s 
(Fig. 7). On the other hand, after considering 1 km wide afforestation 
along the coast, reduction of velocity magnitude was found 30% for the 
same encircled area. The maximum magnitude of velocity lowered to 
3.5 from 5 m/s in the encircled region. 
 

 
Fig. 7  Velocity Magnitude Map for SIDR and Hypothetical Cyclone 
Strength Similar to SIDR (Before and After Afforestation) 
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SIDR Landfall at Lohalia (Before and After Afforestation) 
 
After landfall of a SIDR strength cyclone at Lohalia, the magnitude of 
velocity in the encircled area was found 2 to 5 m/s (Fig. 7). But this 
magnitude reduced to 3.5 from 5 m/s when same cyclone made landfall 
at 1 km wide afforested coast. So velocity reduction was 30%.  
 
Thrust Force 
 
SIDR Actual Case (Before and After Afforestation) 
 
Coastal vegetation has been widely recognized as a natural method to 
reduce the thrust force of storm surges (Rahman, Rahman, 2013) which 
has also been proved after applying a distributive force model (Akter, 
Haque, Rahman, Alim, 2017) for this study. For SIDR actual case 
maximum thrust force was found 115 KN/m around cyclone landfall 
location (Fig. 8).Magnitude of thrust force had been reduced 34.78% 
after considering 1 km wide afforestation (Fig. 8). 
 

 
Fig. 8  Thrust Force Map for SIDR and Hypothetical Cyclone Strength 
Similar to SIDR (Before and After Afforestation) 
 
SIDR Landfall at Lohalia (Before and After Afforestation) 
 
After landfall of a hypothetical cyclone similar strength as SIDR at 
Lohalia, thrust force was found about 100 KN/m around landfall 
location (Fig. 8). But the value of thrust force reduced 32% when this 
cyclone made landfall at 1 km wide afforested coast (Fig. 8). 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
For both SIDR actual and a hypothetical cyclone similar strength as 
SIDR, one kilometer wide hypothetical afforestation reveals the 
following: 

(1) Coastal afforestation plays an important role in decreasing 
inundation area, depth and velocity magnitude. 

(2) Reduces polder overtopping incident  
(3) Coastal afforestation works as a buffer in reducing thrust force 

Bangladesh often suffers from cyclonic storm surges that cause severe 
damages to human life and property. So afforestation along the coast 
can play significant role as an adaptive measure by working as a buffer 
against the cyclone-generated storm surge flooding. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Long-term observations along the Polish Baltic Sea coast show that a 
safe beach with sufficient flood and erosion resilience should contain 
the volume of sand of at least 1500 m3/m in a cross-section between the 
elevations z1 = 2 m and z2 = -6 m, with respect to mean sea level (the 
so-called active volume). These observations can be schematized by 
Dean-type equilibrium profiles, relating the Dean coefficient A to a 
mean sediment diameter D50. For the Polish coast the volume of 
1500 m3/m corresponds to A = 0.094 and to D50 = 0.21 mm. This 
sediment diameter is typical for the prevailing number of coastal 
segments in Poland. In this way, a purely empirical beach resilience 
concept can be embedded in one of the most important parameters (D50) 
that is responsible for beach morphology. Thus, the beach safety 
(resilience) criterion in the form of volumes of sediment between +2 m 
and -6 m can be generalized to shores with different grain sizes by 
computing the corresponding Dean coefficients and then the related 
cross-shore volumes. 
 
KEY WORDS: coastal morphodynamics; coastal resilience; beach 
processes; shoreface sediment volume; sediment diameter, beach 
equilibrium profile.  
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The beaches in Poland are located on the southern shores of the Baltic 
Sea. Basically, they feature dissipative coastal systems with gently 
sloping seabed and multiple sandbars, flat and relatively wide emerged 
beach and from one to several dunes. An exemplary photo of a 
dissipative beach in Poland is shown in Fig. 1.  
 

 
Fig. 1 Typical dissipative beach with wide and flat emerged beach and 
vegetated dune strip at Świnoujście, Poland  

Long-term monitoring of the beaches along the entire Polish coast 
revealed that a resilient beach should be some 40 m wide with the 1:20 
inclination, the dune foot elevation should be +2 m above the mean sea 
level (msl) and the seabed should have a mean slope of 1:100 
(dissipative system). Also, it should include several bars, demonstrating 
sufficient volume of sediment in the system. The volume of sand in a 
safe profile between z1 = 2 m and z2 = -6 m should equal V =1500 m3/m. 
This concept is presented in Fig. 2. 
 

 
Fig. 2 Safe beach configuration  
 
The parameter V has been defined in accordance with the Dutch 
approach and adapted to the Polish conditions by Cieślak (2001).  
 
GENERALIZATION OF BEACH RESILIENCE CRITERION  
 
Relation to Dean Equilibrium Profiles  
 
The safe beach configuration can be schematized by the Dean-type 
equilibrium profile, see Fig. 3.  
 

 
Fig. 3 Safe beach for Polish conditions schematized by Dean profile 
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The schematized safe beach configuration was obtained for the Polish 
conditions using the following two equations: 
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The first equation features the line of Dean-type equilibrium profile 
(see Dean 1976, 1985) at the intersection with -6 m elevation (point xc), 
the second one represents the active shoreface volume between +2 m 
and -6 m. It originates from integration of Eq. (1) from the shoreline to 
xc. The first element on the right hand side of Eq.(2) represents the 
emerged beach volume and equals 280 m3/m for z1 = 2 m, |z2| = 6 m 
and L = 40 m. The remaining two elements describe the wet volume. 
The solution to these two equations yields xc = 508.33 m and 
A = 0.094 m1/3.  
 
Relation to mean sediment diameter D50 
 
The equations (1) and (2) describe the geometry of the schematized 
safe beach. As is widely known, Dean-type equilibrium profiles are 
related to a mean sediment diameter D50. Equations (3) and (4) provide 
such relationships, derived by Hanson and Krauss, 1989: 
 
A = 0.41 ⋅ (D50)0.94 for D50 < 0.4 mm            (3) 
 
A = 0.23 ⋅ (D50)0.32 for 0.4 mm ≤ D50 ≤ 10 mm      (4) 
 
Equations (3) and (4) can be rearranged to evaluate D50 for a given 
Dean coefficient A. For A = 0.094, determined by equations (1) and (2), 
we obtain the value D50 = 0.21 mm using Eq. (3). This value very well 
corresponds to the predominant value of D50 for the entire Polish coast. 
Therefore, a relation between the safe shoreface volume and the 
predominant mean sediment diameter for coastal systems in Poland was 
established.  
 
Generalization of resilience criterion to other beaches 
 
The establishment of a relationship between the purely empirical beach 
resilience criterion, derived from a number of nearshore bathymetric 
records measured over decades, and the mean sediment diameter D50 is 
the major advance, achieved by our study. It allows for generalization 
of this criterion to other shores, with different D50. To do so one should 
use the equations (3) and (4) for various values of D50 and calculate the 
corresponding Dean coefficients A. Next, we can use the equations (1) 
and (2) in order to calculate the safe shoreface sediment volumes. The 
results are put together in Tab. 1. Naturally, an immediate question 
emerges if the elevations z1 = 2 m and z2 = -6 m were chosen correctly 
irrespective of variations of the mean sediment diameter. Since no 
sufficient data on shoreface volumes from other sites is available, we 
were unable to verify these elevations and adopted the same values for 
all diameters D50. For the same reason we made another auxiliary 
assumption that the ratio of emerged beach volume to the total safe 
volume is constant and equals 187.075/141500/280 ≈= . We 
understand that these assumptions can be inaccurate, so further 
refinement of the resilience criterion is necessary by follow-up research. 
It can only be done by execution of numerous in-situ measurements of 
shoreface volumes for beaches with varying D50, though.  

 
The examination of Tab.1 shows that the shoreface volume is very 
large for fine sediments but declines rapidly for coarser sediment 
diameters. For the finest sediments the volume of emerged beach seems 
to be exaggerated, resulting in beach widths above 100 m. By contrast, 
for coarser D50 (near 1 mm) we can see that the volumes do not differ 
much. It indicates that coarser beaches are becoming less dissipative 
and (much) more reflective. This is clearly visible in Fig. 4; for D50 ≥ 
04 mm the shoreface volumes are very similar, indicating that the 
response of such coasts to waves does not depend significantly on the 
shoreface volume. This illustrates the reflective character of such 
beaches, which basically reflect the wave energy. On the other hand, 
for fine sediments, between 0.1 – 0.2 mm, the shoreface volumes 
change dramatically. This signifies dissipative character of such 
beaches, which absorb the wave energy predominantly by sediment 
transport. The intermediate diameters between 0.2 and 0.4 mm have a 
transitional character, where both reflective and dissipative properties 
can be present. Such beaches are the prevalent coastal systems.  
 
Table 1  Elements of beach resilience criterion for various mean 
sediment diameter D50 and z1 = 2 m, z2 = -6 m 

D50 
(mm) A (m1/3) xc 

(m) 
L  

(m) 
V 

(m3/m) 
Vemerged 
(m3/m) 

0.1 0.047 1442 113 4256 794 
0.2 0.09 544 42.5 1598 298 
0.3 0.132 306 24 902 168 
0.4 0.171 208 16 613 114 
0.5 0.184 186 14.5 549 102 
0.6 0.195 171 13 503 94 
0.7 0.205 158 12.4 467 87 
0.8 0.214 149 11.7 438 82 
0.9 0.222 141 11 415 77 
1.0 0.23 133 10.4 393 73 
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Fig. 4 Safe shoreface volumes for D50 ≥ 0.1 mm and D50 ≤ 1 mm  
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SHOREFACE VOLUME AND OTHER PARAMETERS OF 
BEACH MORPHOLOGY  
 
The shoreface volume as means of determination of safe beach 
condition must be interrelated with other beach parameters. To gain 
insight into this issue, bathymetric measurements along a coastal 
segment in the northernmost part of the Polish coast was examined, see 
Fig. 5  
 

 
Fig. 5 Coastal segment in Poland investigated with shoreface volume 
method 
 
This segment encompasses the area between Km 125 and 174 of the 
National Coastal Chainage from the town of Władysławowo to Lake 
Łebsko. Bathymetric cross-shore profiles were recorded in this area in 
2005 and 2011 every 500 m, yielding 202 transects. These transects 
served for determination of shoreface volumes, Dean coefficients, 
emerged beach volumes and beach widths.  
 
Fig. 6 demonstrates beach widths at the studied segment in 2005 and 
2011. We can say that the widths between Km 125 and 137 are narrow 
(below 40 m), whereas between Km 138 and 174 are sufficiently wide. 
It is associated with the presence of soft cliff west of Władysławowo 
and typical dissipative beaches with dunes west of Km 137. The 
narrowest beach (Km 131 – 132) results from the presence of massive 
revetment there (cliff support), and the associated beach loss and 
seabed scour.  
 
Fig. 7 shows the corresponding shoreface volumes for +2 and -6 m 
elevations. We can see that the safe volumes are present west of Km 
137, confirming the observations of beach widths. However, the 
volumes in 2011 are somewhat less than in 2005, which is in contrast 
with the associated beach widths. It indicates that the beach width does 
not capture all aspects of beach safety (apparently wide beaches 
coincide with relatively steep seabed). Still, it must be stressed that in 
both 2005 and 2011 the beach west of Km 137 is safe. Also, the beach 
between Km 124 and 137 remains in relative equilibrium, despite 
insufficient shoreface volumes. This state is related to both engineering 
activities in that area (revetment at Km 131-132 and harbor breakwaters 

at Władysławowo) and different coastal morphology in general (soft 
cliff), whose granulometry may differ from standard dissipative 
segments. Therefore, sediment in this area should be investigated to 
determine the local value of D50. The established link between D50 and 
shoreface volume allows for such inference.  
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Fig. 6 Beach width in 2005 and 2011 at studied coastal segment 
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Fig. 7 Shoreface volumes in 2005 and 2011 at studied coastal segment 
 
In order to summarize mutual relationships among various 
morphological parameters correlation matrices were computed for both 
measurements (2005 and 2011) among the shoreface volumes, Dean 
parameters, beach width and emerged beach volumes (between +2 and 
0 m above msl). They are presented in Tab.2 and 3. 
 
Table 2  Correlation coefficients for 2005 seabed configuration 

 Dean coeff. Beach width Emerged beach vol. 
Shoreface vol. -0.87 0.71 0.68 

Dean coeff.  -0.49 -0.46 
Beach width   0.98 
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Table 3  Correlation coefficients for 2011 seabed configuration 

 Dean coeff. Beach width Emerged beach vol. 
Shoreface vol. -0.75 0.76 0.73 

Dean coeff.  -0.43 -0.41 
Beach width   0.92 

 
We can see there is a very high negative correlation between the 
shoreface volumes and Dean coefficients. It demonstrates the obvious 
rule that steeper profiles (associated with coarser grains – greater D50) 
exhibit smaller shoreface volumes and that this relationship is very 
strong (close to perfect negative correlation). Next, negative but less 
pronounced correlations of Dean coefficients with beach widths and 
emerged beach volumes point to the same conclusion. Furthermore, 
high positive correlations of the shoreface volume with beach width 
and emerged beach volume point to the conclusion that shoreface 
volumes describe beach resilience with a pattern that greater wet 
volumes correspond to greater emerged volumes. Again, this is related 
to D50 and underlines the importance of this morphological parameter. 
Finally, almost perfect correlation of beach width and emerged beach 
volume is obvious.  
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
A physical background of purely empirical beach resilience criterion in 
Poland, which was derived solely from numerous observations and 
some engineering intuition, was investigated. A clear relationship 
between the safe shoreface volume and mean sediment diameter D50 
using the concept of Dean-type beach equilibrium profile was 
established. The relationship is a 1D criterion and its elaboration is 
justified by the main underlying process – wave breaking induced 
energy dissipation in wave-dominated environment. Results of multiple 
physical experiments also confirm the selection of the 1D criterion, cf. 
Users Guide to Physical Modelling and Experimentation (2011).  
 
Determination of the relationship between the shoreface volume and 
mean sediment diameter allowed for generalization of the safe 
shoreface volume concept to beaches with other granulometries. This 
generalization displayed a clear division between dissipative, 
transitional and reflective beaches as the function of beach 
granulometry. 
 
Very strong negative relationship between the shoreface volume and 
Dean coefficient demonstrates that the steeper the profile the less the 
needed shoreface volume.  
 
The shoreface volume criterion works as a ‘global’ criterion, 
integrating both emerged and submerged elements of beach 

morphology. Beach width and emerged beach volume reflect only the 
emerged beach. Significant correlations between the shoreface volume 
and emerged beach parameters illustrate the fact that they all describe 
beach safety. However, the shoreface volume includes the entire 
morphology, as can be seen in Figs. 6 and 7, where greater beach 
widths coincide with lower shoreface volumes. It shows that despite 
greater beach widths the beach is less safe in 2011 than in 2005 west of 
Km 137. 
 
Significant but moderate and negative correlations of Dean coefficients 
with beach width and emerged volume confirm the fact that beaches 
made of coarser sediment usually feature steeper shoreface and 
narrower beach widths.  
 
The major practical conclusion for future management practices related 
to beach maintenance should include the measurements of sediment 
granulometry. Detailed knowledge of mean sediment diameters in 
various locations will be helpful for cost-effective maintenance 
practices, such as determination of re-nourishment intervals.  
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ABSTRACT 
 
To develop the improved Maximum Wind Speed (iMWS) Method to 
account for the influence of global warming, long term data based on 
the maximum wind speed of typhoons is required. However, the 
maximum wind speed of typhoons was not routinely observed prior to 
1977. The lack of data concerning the maximum wind speed is 
compensated for using the relationship between central pressure and 
maximum wind speed. An analysis conducted with fragmentary wind 
speed data is reported based on the long term data. Furthermore, 
categorized numerical vulnerabilities of the coastal region are estimated 
using the iMWS Method. 
 
KEY WORDS:  iMWS Method; Coasts; Global Warming; Typhoon 
Weather; Vulnerability; Categorize; Smoothed damage length 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Typhoons strike Kyushu Island, located in western Japan (Fig. 1), many 
times in a year. The maritime structures along the coastal lines in 
Kumamoto Prefecture are routinely affected by typhoons passing 
through Kyushu Island. The forecasting of damage levels which occur 
along coastal areas is very important to the safety and economic 
activities of fishermen, the management and operation of port facilities, 
and the security of residents along the coastal region. The forecasting 
method introduced in this paper targets the damage length of maritime 
structures along the coastal areas of Kumamoto Prefecture (Fig. 2).  
 
In this prefecture the coasts face open and closed seas. The open sea is 
the East China Sea and the closed seas are the Ariake and Yatsushiro 
Seas. In this paper, we divided these areas into 4 coasts. Each coast has 
different topographical characteristics (Fig. 2). 
 
The analysis of iMWS is done on the length of damage to maritime 
structures in harbors and coastal areas, according to the path and scale of 
typhoons during a 25 year period from 1980 to 2004 (Hashimura,R., 
2007). Based on the analysis, a forecasting method is proposed for the 
damage in each coast caused by a typhoon. All typhoons dealt with in this 
paper passed through an area delineated by a latitude of 30° N to 35° N 
and a longitude of 127° E to 132° E in the period from 1951 to 2010. The 
number of typhoons passing through the delineated area is 137. A 
statistical analysis of the long term data of typhoon is presented, and the 
length of damage to the maritime structures based on these data is 
discussed. Finally, an estimation of the vulnerability of coastal areas is 
presented using the strongest wind speed of typhoons from 1950 to 2013. 

 

 
Fig. 1 Location of Kyushu Island of Japan 
 
CLASSIFICATION OF TYPHOONS 
 
The above mentioned area was determined judging from the possibility 
of damage to the maritime structures along the coasts in Kumamoto 
Prefecture. The typhoons are divided into 13 groups based on their 
paths (Fig. 3). Typhoons which did not follow the paths of any of these 
13 groups are neglected. 
 
In the northern hemisphere, the strength of the wind in the right area of 
a typhoon in the direction of movement is greater than that in the left 
area. The direction of strongest wind is between ENE and SE. 
 
Therefore, a coast facing the sea rightwards near the center of the 
typhoon in the right area of typhoon is largely affected by high waves 
coming from SE. 
 
In this paper, an attempt is made to estimate the damage to maritime 
structures at the coasts from the maximum wind speed near the center of 
typhoon. The maximum wind speed is obtained from data observed 
periodically at a latitude of 30° N by the Japan Meteorological Agency 
(JMA). The reason a latitude of 30° N is selected is that the direction of 
movement of typhoon is roughly fixed and the scale becomes stable there. 
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Fig. 2 The 4 coastal regions located in the Kumamoto Prefecture 
 

 
Fig. 3 Historical typhoons paths 
 
 

 
Fig. 4 The annual lowest central pressure, 1951-2010 
 
 
MAXIMUM WIND SPEED NEAR TYPHOON CENTER 
BETWEEN 1802 AND 2012 
 
Central Pressure of Typhoon 
 
The maximum wind speed near the center of typhoon occurring before 
1977 is not presented in the formal site of JMA (Japan Meteorological 
Agency). On the other hand, the relation between the maximum wind 
speed and the central pressure is shown by Eq. (1) which is proposed by 
Takahashi (Nyomura, Y., 1993), 

 
Vmax = 6(1010 – P)1/2                                                                          (1) 
 
where Vmax is the maximum wind speed (m/s) near the center of 
typhoon and P the central pressure (hPa). 
Similarly, Eq. (2) is written in the reference (Nyomura, Y., 1993). 
 
Vmax = 6(1015 – P)1/2                                                                          (2) 
 
Applying regression analysis to a relation between the central pressure 
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and the maximum wind speed near the center of typhoons at a latitude 
of 30° N, we get 
 
Vmax = - 0.001844P2 + 3.127769P-1266.830082                               (3) 
 
Therefore, the author proposes Eq. (3) for the relationship between 
maximum wind speed and central pressure. As a result, the central 
pressure of typhoons before 1977 is used to establish the maximum 
wind speed using Eq. (3). 

Figure 4 shows that the value of the annual lowest central pressures is 
gradually increasing. In other words, the intensity of typhoons shows a 
gradually decreasing trend. Similarly, Fig. 5 shows that the annual 
strongest maximum wind speed including the maximum wind speed 
calculated based on the central pressure during 1951 to 1976. The 
annual intensity of typhoons shown in Fig. 5 means a gradually 
decreasing trend. 
 

 

 
Fig. 5 The annual strongest maximum wind speed during 1951 to 2010 
 
 
FORECASTING OF DAMAGE USING iMWS METHOD 
 
The damage length for each coast is defined as the damage length of 
maritime structures affected by each typhoon, which can be given by 
Eq. (4).  
 
Ls = (Ld/Lt)×100                                                                                  (4) 
 
where Ls is the smoothed damage length, Ld is the damage length 
caused by each typhoon for each coast and Lt is the total damage length 
by all typhoons for this particular coast. The smoothed damage length 
indicates the contribution to the total damage length for the coast by 
each typhoon. 
 
The smoothed damage length is expected to increase rapidly with an 
increase in the maximum wind speed. In this paper this trend can be 
expressed by Eq. (5). 
 
Ls = exp [{(Vmax – m) ln8}/10]                                                        (5) 
 
where Vmax is the maximum wind speed near the typhoon center, Ls is 
the smoothed length of damage. Based on the classification of JMA, the 
value of m for the first 7 ranks are 17, 25, 29, 33, 37, 41 and 44 m/s 
respectively for lines a, b, c, d, e, f and g (Hashimura, R., 2007). 
 
The horizontal axis in Fig. 6 shows the maximum wind speed near the 
typhoon center at a latitude of 30° N. The vertical axis shows the 
smoothed damage length for each typhoon along each coast as plotted 
points. The symbols represent the different coasts. The lines a to g in 

Fig. 6 show the theoretical values predicted using Equation (2), with 
the values of m varying from 44 to 17. 
 
The numerical values, 1 to 6, shown outside of the figure, denote the 
six areas delineate by lines b to f. 
 
The value given in Table 1 is termed the “sensitivity value” for typhoon 
MWS based on the damage length. The sensitivity value indicates the 
vulnerability of the coast to individual typhoons. It should be noted that 
a typhoon with the largest smoothed damage length at the coast does 
not always have the largest sensitivity value. 
 
Table 1 shows the maximum sensitivity value for each path along the 
individual coasts. This table indicates the vulnerability index for an 
individual typhoon path at each coast. 
 

 
Fig. 6 Maximum wind speed and smoothed damage length 
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Table 1 The vulnerability values at each coast 

 
 
The total length of damage induced by a coming typhoon for a coast 
can be estimated as follows: The path is determined based on the Fig. 3 
from the track of typhoon, which is forecasted by the JMA, near a 
latitude of 30° N. The maximum wind speed at a latitude of 30° N is 
calculated based on data obtained from JMA. Then the maximum 
sensitivity value of maximum wind speed is determined from the path 
and the coast based on Table 1. The smoothed length of damage is 
determined in Fig. 6 by giving the maximum wind speed and the 
maximum sensitivity value. The total length of damage by this typhoon 
for a coast is forecast by substituting the value of smoothed length and 
the total length of damage by all 75 typhoons during a 25 year period 
from 1980 to 2004 for the same coast in Eq. (4). 
 
THE APPLICATION OF THE PATHS TO THE MOST 
SEVERE TYPHOON 
 
Typhoon 194516 moved northward and entered its strongest stage on 
the south at about 110 km from a latitude line of 30° N in the south sea 
of Kyushu Island on September 17th, 1945. The central pressure was 
910 hPa. The central pressure of Typhoon 194516 at Makurazaki 
Station on the north of 130 km from a latitude line of 30° N was 916.6 
hPa. The typhoon 194516 was named the Makurazaki typhoon by JMA. 
The central pressure at a latitude of 30° N as adjusted by the author is 
913 hPa. Therefore, the calculated wind speed using Eq. (3) is 51.1 m/s. 
Enormous damage was caused by the Typhoon in the western area of 
Japan. A total of 2,473 people were killed, 1,283 people were missing, 
and reported 89,839 houses were damaged. 
 
Comparing the track of Typhoon 194516 with the 13 tracks shown in 
Fig. 3, the path corresponds to that of No. 6. In considering the most 
dangerous case for the western coast of the Yatsushiro Sea for Typhoon 
194516, track of No. 8 is applied. 
 
Based on Table 1, the vulnerability values along the western coast of the 
Yatsushiro Sea for path No. 8 is 6. The smoothed damage length, Y, is 
obtained from Eq. (5) using Fig. 6 for the sensitivity value 6 and the 
maximum wind speed of 51.1 m/s. The minimum smoothed damage 
length is 227.5, which is obtained by substituting m=25 for the line f in 
Fig. 6. Thus, the minimum damage length for Typhoon 194516 is 
estimated to be 227.5% of 16,544 m, that is, 37,638 m. This damage 
length is about 4.7 times larger than the actual damage length (L=8,047 m) 
due to the wind speed of 51.1 m/s caused by Typhoon 199918. The 
estimated minimum damage length for Typhoon 199918 based on the 
iMWS method is 13,880 m. The damage length of 37,638 m for Typhoon 
194516 is about 2.7 times longer than 13,880 m. 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
The lack of data concerning the maximum wind speed of tropical 
cyclones is compensated for using the relationship between central 
pressure and maximum wind speed. An analysis conducted with 
fragmentary wind speed data is reported. As a result, the MWS Method 
is discussed based on the long term data from 1951 to 2010.  
 
Paper proposes Equation for the relationship between maximum wind 
speed and central pressure at a latitude of 30° N. The intensity of 
typhoons shows a gradually decreasing trend.  
 
The damage length to maritime structures caused by Typhoon 194516 
is estimated using the iMWS method, which is determined by the 
position and the direction of the typhoon at a latitude of 30° N and is 
compared with the actual damage length and the estimated damage 
length due to Typhoon 199918. 
 
The maximum wind speed of Typhoon 194516 is only 5 m/s higher 
than the speed of Typhoon 199918. The estimation of the damage 
length due to 194516 is more than 4.7 times longer than the real 
damage length of maritime structures caused by Typhoon 199918. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
The damage of Indonesia coastal areas are many and need to be dealt 
with coastal protection efforts, either natural or artificial protection. 
The value of coastal vulnerability assessment and the level of 
importance for each beach’s damage are used to determine the priority 
of the beach in each region. This study was conducted to analyze 
shoreline changes that occur and determine the level of vulnerability of 
the Lontar’s coastal area in Serang, Banten province, Indonesia. The 
results can afterward be determined the priority handler beach and so 
can be done by making a soft and/or a hard protection structure. 
 
KEY WORDS: Coastal management; coastal structure; coastal 
vulnerability 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The construction costs of coastal protection structure is very expensive, 
so that it needs to arrange the priorities rank to handling the coastal 
damage and necessary studies to determine the extent of damage and 
prioritizing the handling of damage to the coastal areas in various 
regions in Indonesia. There are three parameters that are taken into 
account in determining the level of damage, i.e. beach erosion/abrasion, 
sedimentation, and environment. Each parameter is given a value 
corresponding to the level of damage. Further prioritization of 
countermeasures is done by associating coastal damage level with the 
level of interest. Total value of coastal vulnerability assessment and the 
level of importance for each coast’s damage is used to determine the 
priority handling of the coastal in each region. 
 
Results of this study are the arrangement of the damage level and the 
priority handling of the coast. The level of damage grouped under 
conditions of low, medium, high and very high. The priority handling 
classified as less favored, preferred, highly preferred, and very highly 
preferred.The issues that will be examined is collecting wind data, soil 
data, and topography of the shoreline position early at Lontar’s coastal 
area in Serang, Banten province, analysis of the determination of the 
effective fetch, hind casting, and waves, analysis of shoreline change, 
the coastline changes, visual observation of the damage, the damage 
length, the width of the damage, lithology, wave height, tidal range, 
land use, and the slope of the beach, the width of the green belt is not 
included in the weighting of the vulnerability of coastal areas, analysis 
of the vulnerability of coastal areas and its handling priority. 
 

This research was conducted with the aim to analyze coastline changes 
that occur and determine the level of vulnerability coast at Lontar’s 
coastal area in Serang, Banten province in order to obtain priority 
handling of the coast. The results of the coastal vulnerability can be 
further assessment to the priority handling of the coast by making the 
coastal protection structure in the form of soft structure (planting 
mangrove) and/or a hard structure (breakwater, building coastal wall, 
etc.). 
 
METHODOLOGY 
 
Framework and research hypothesis is as follows: 
a. Beach location of this research is Lontar’s coastal area in Serang, 

Banten Province 
b. Wind data is used as the main generator and required for 

forecasting wave height and wave period. Hourly wind data taken 
from Tanjung Priok station (from the year 2000 to 2011) 

c. Soil and topography data (shoreline initial position data) at 
Lontar’s beach in Serang, Banten province obtained from direct 
measurement. The majority of Serang district consists of rock fire 
with surface sediment mostly located on the north and eastern 
coast. From the northern coastal morphology has a flat area, with a 
slope of 0-5%. Besides, the existing soil on the north coast is 
generally sandy and pebbly. 

d. In the review the generation of waves in the ocean, fetch limited 
by the form of land surrounding the sea. In the area of formation 
of the wave, the wave is not only raised in the same direction as 
the wind direction but also in a range of angles to the wind 
direction. Fetch effectively calculated using the base map and 
software Autocad in order to obtain precise calculation. The 
efective fetch is calculated for 8 direction of the wind and is 
determined by Eq. 1. 
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where iF  is the fetch length (m) in the i direction and iα  is the 

angle ( o ) between the wind direction and the i direction. 
e. Wind data and fetch parameters entered for numerical calculations 

using the software so that obtained the hindcasting 
f. The wave data, soil data, and the data is the initial position 
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coastline enter parameters for numerical computations in order to 
obtain the end position coastline that occurs within a certain time 
with existing conditions. 

g. Changes in shoreline position data obtained from the line start and 
end at the Lontar’s beach in Serang, Banten province 

h. Changes coastline parameter is important to determine the level of 
vulnerability of the coast 

i. Physical variables are included in the determination of coastal 
vulnerability index value of the coastal areas is the coastline 
changes, visual observation of the damage, the damage length, the 
width of the damage, lithology, wave height, tidal range, land use, 
and the slope of the beach. 

j. The coastal areas of vulnerability index gained an early stage in 
determining the priority handling of the beach to choose the 
alternative of an effective coastal protection structure. 

 
COASTAL DAMAGE 
 
Damage to the beach in the whole of Indonesia is numerous, ranging 
from light damage, severe to very severe. According to Triatmodjo 
(2012), the damage needs to be addressed with efforts to protect the 
coast, either naturally or artificially protection. Natural protection can 
be done if the level of damage was mild or moderate and infrastructure 
is protected away from the coastline. If the level of damage has been 
very severe, where the coastline is already very close to the protected 
facilities such as residential areas, shopping malls, roads, places of 
worship, etc. then the artificial protection is the most effective. 
 
The vulnerability of coastal areas against the threat of damage that 
occurred on the shore is determined on the weighting of 10 physical 
variables beaches, namely: Shoreline change rate (PP), Observations 
visual damage (K), Length of damage (PK), Width of damage (LK), 
Lithology (L), Wave Height (H), Tidal range (PS), Land Use (PL), and  
beach slope (β). Based on the weighting to nine physical coastal’s 
variables are then calculated the value of Coastal Vulnerability Index 
(CVI) by adopting and modifying the equation of coastal vulnerability 
index of some researchers (DKP, 2004). In this study coastal 
vulnerability index is calculated by using Eq. 2. 

9
PLPSHLLKPKKPPCVI β××××××××

= ............................. (2) 

Based on CVI, the level of damage can be clasified as shown in Table 1. 
 
Table 1 Level of damage based on the CVI 

CVI 0-25 25-50 50-75 >75 

Level of damage Low Medium High Very high 
 
In detail, the physical vulnerability of coastal weighting variables are 
shown in Table 2-10. 
 
Table 2 Ranking of shoreline change (m/year) 

Very Low 1 0 
Low 2 0-1 

Moderate 3 1-5 
High 4 5-10 

Very High 5 >10 
 

Table 3 Ranking of observations visual damage 
Very Low 1 Visible symptoms of damage 
Low 2 Looks scours but still stable 
Moderate 3 Scour occurs and will happen collapse 
High 4 Scour and debris occur but not jeopardize 

facilities or infrastructures 
Very High 5 Scour and debris occur and endangering facilities 

or infrastructure 
 
Table 4 Ranking of length of damage (km) 

Very Low 1 <0.5 
Low 2 0,5-2 
Moderate 3 2-5 
High 4 5-10 
Very High 5 >10 

 
Table 5 Ranking of width of damage (m) 

Very Low 1 0 
Low 2 1-10 
Moderate 3 10-50 
High 4 50-100 
Very High 5 >100 

 
Table 6 Ranking of width of damage (m) 

Very Low 1 Igneous, sedimentary and metamorphic, compact and 
hard 

Low 2 Fine-grained sedimentary rocks, compact and soft 
Moderate 3 Gravel and coarse sand, rather compact 
High 4 Sand, silt, clay, rather compact 
Very 
High 

5 Sand, silt, clay, mud, loose 

 
Table 7 Ranking of wave height (m) 

Very Low 1 <0.5 
Low 2 0,5-1 
Moderate 3 1-1.5 
High 4 1.5-2 
Very High 5 >2 

 
Table 8 Ranking of tidal range (m) 

Very Low 1 <0.5 
Low 2 0,5-1 
Moderate 3 1-1.5 
High 4 1.5-2 
Very High 5 >2 

 
Table 9 Ranking of land use 

Very Low 1 Moor, mangrove forests, vacant land and bogs 
Low 2 Domestic tourist areas and traditional farms 
Moderate 3 Rice fields and intensive ponds 
High 4 Settlements, ports, offices, schools and provincial 

roads 
Very High 5 cultural heritage, international tourist areas, 

industry, country roads, and national defense 
facilities 

 
Table 10 Ranking of coastal slope (%) 

Very Low 1 0-2 
Low 2 2-5 
Moderate 3 5-10 
High 4 10-15 
Very High 5 >15 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
The location coastline study is Lontar’s beach in Serang, Banten 
province, Indonesia. The fecth, also called the fetch length, is the length 
of water over which is given wind is blown. Fetch length, along with 
the wind speed determines the size (sea state) of waves produced.Table 
11 shows the effective fecth of Lontar’s coastal area for 8 directions. 
 
Table 11 Effective fetch of Lontar’s coastal area 

Direction Effective fetch (m) 
North 603878 
North East 524244 
East 1103373 
South East 0 
South 0 
South West 0 
West 11114 
North West 45052 

 
Wave data can be derived from wind field information by used of 
method known as hindcasting. Hindcasting is applied for estimating 
wave height at given site from knowledge of the windspeed, effective 
fetch, and duration. The windspeed used in this study is obtained from 
Tanjung Priok’s station during the years of 2000-2011. The wave 
height estimation for several return period (in years) can be seen in 
Table 12. The wave height estimation at Lontar’s offshore location is 
used 4.8 m for return period in 50 years. 
 
Table 12 Wave height estimation at several return period in Lontar’s 
offshore location 

RT (in years) H (m) 
2 3.4 
3 3.7 
5 3.9 

10 4.2 
25 4.6 
50 4.8 

100 5.0 
200 5.3 

 
The prediction of shoreline change can be obtained using numerical 
method over a given period (Hanson and Kraus, 1989). The initial 
position of Lontar’s shoreline is firstly done as an input by making the 
grids at a certain distance in accordance to the long coastline that will 
be modeled. The distance between the grid is 30 m with grid number is 
81. Figure 1 shows the shoreline model for Lontar’s shoreline. 
 

 
Fig. 1 Shoreline model for Lontar’s coastline 

 
The output of shoreline change for Lontar’s coastline can be seen in 
Figure 2. The shoreline change can be obtained by substracting the 

shoreline origin (input) and the shoreline change (numerical output) 
and divided by 12 based on the used of wind data from the year 2000-
2011. 
 

 
Fig. 2 Shoreline change at Lontar’s coastal area 
 
The maximum of shoreline change rate is 19.3 m/year. The shoreline 
change shows that grid 11-15, 18-40, 72-80 contain erosion, and grid 
2-10, 16-17, 41-71 have sedimentation. The result shows that Lontar’s 
shoreline encounter the sedimentation with the volume 163.000 m3 and 
also the length of Lontar’s shoreline damage is 3.579 km. The width of 
Lontar’s coastal damage is determined based on the change in shoreline 
position with the maximum distance forward/retreat of the shoreline. 
The width of the coastal damage occurred on the grid 77 and the 
maximum value obtained by sedimentation 231.4 m to estimate for the 
next 12 years. Lithology is a description of the characteristics of rock 
types including color, mineral composition, rock size, and shape. 
Lithology of the Lontar’s coastal area based on the results of drilling to 
a depth of 6.00 m, the unit is composed of a layer of sand silt, clay and 
silt, light brown, light gray, very low plasticity, moist, very soft. 
Lontar’s coastal area has a beach slope of 0-5%. Maximum tidal range 
that occurs around the Lontar’s coastal area is 0.89 m. The use of land 
around the Lontar’s coastal areas are Manggroves plant and breakwater 
(Figure 3), dock for fishing boat (Figure 4), and the fish auction place 
and settlement (Figure 5). 
 

 
Fig. 3 Breakwater and Mangrove plant Lontar’s coastal area 
 

 
Fig. 4 Dock for fishing boat at Lontar’s Pier 
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Fig. 5 Fish Auction Sites and Settlements in Lontar’s coastal area 
 
Lontar coastal erosion is one of the areas in Serang. The problems is 
already damaging the coastal area and the pond has begun to threaten 
the road connecting to the villages (Figure 6-10). 
 

 
Fig. 6 Erosion at Westward Lontar’s coastline 
 

 
Fig. 7 Erosion at East Lontar’s coastline 

 

 
Fig. 8 Combine Mangrove plant and breakwater 
 

 
Fig. 9 Condition Lontar’s coastline protected by breakwater parallel to 
the beach combined with early mangrove plant 

 
Fig. 10 Sand Mining at Lontar’s beach 
 
The rank of coastal vulnerability variables for Lontar’s coastal area can 
be seen in Table 13 which shows the rank of the 9 variables that 
influence the vulnerability of Lontar’s coastal area. 
 
Table 13 Ranking of Coastal Vulnerability for Lontar’s coastal area 

Variable Result of analysis and 
observation Rank 

Shoreline change rate 
(m/year) 19.3 5 

Observations visual damage Occurs scouring but still 
stable 2 

Length of damage (km) 3.579 3 
Width of damage (m) 231.4 4 
Lithology Silt, clay 4 
Wave height (m) 4.8 5 
Tidal range (m) 0.89 2 
Land use Settlements, Magrove Plant, 

Pond, Wharf 4 
Coastal Slope (%) 0-5 2 

 
Thus, the Coastal Vulnerability Index of Lontar’s coastal area values, 
as follows: 
 

73
9

242544325CVI =
××××××××

=  

 
Based on the Lontar’s Coastal Vulnerability Index value of 73 and 
based on the level of vulnerability (Table 1) can be determined that the 
vulnerability of coastal Lontar classified as high. In the other hand, 
with a high degree of vulnerability, the priority coastal management for 
Lontar’s coastal area is highly preferred to make the soft and/or hard 
coastal protection structure.  
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
The evaluation of coastal vulnerability assessment is based on the 
coastal vulnerability index. The variables that affect the value of coastal 
vulnerability index for Lontar’s coastal area in Serang, Banten Province, 
Indonesia is the shoreline change rate, observations visual damage, 
length of damage, width of damage, lithology, wave height, tidal range, 
land use, and coastal slope. Lontar’s coastal vulnerability index to the 
value of 73 is high, so the priority of coastal management is highly 
preferred. The urgent priority of coastal management for Lontar’s 
coastal area is build the soft and/or hard coastal protection structure at 
Lontar’s coastal area. Further studies to complete the determination of 
coastal vulnerability index by including the variable coastal green belt. 
However, further research can be done to determine the proper location 
of the coastal protection structure to reduce the coastal vulnerability. 
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ABSTRACT  
 
Understanding the dynamics and physics of turbulence  is important to 
the momentum mixing and sediment transport in surf zones. Studies 
reported by Ting and Kirby (1995; 1996) suggest that the mechanism 
of turbulent energy transfer is significantly different between the 
spilling and plunging breakers. The time-averaged turbulent kinetic 
energy (TKE) in the water column is relatively uniform over depth in a 
spilling breaker in comparison with plunging breakers (Yoon and Cox, 
2010). Such results lead a hypothesis that the turbulence level in the 
water column should be related to the intensities of the jet impingement 
and the breaker type, which depend on the scale of the breaking wave, 
wave conditions, and bottom slopes (in terms of surf parameter). Few 
studies directly investigate how the turbulence statistics vary with wave 
conditions in the near-prototype scale breaking waves.   
 
Studies of surf-zone turbulence have mostly been conducted in small-
scale laboratory flumes (e.g., Ting and Kirby, 1996; Huang et al., 2009; 
among many others) and in fields (Ruessink, 2010). The large-scale 
flume experiment may be one of the solutions to fill the gap between 
the small-scale flume experiments and field observations (Yoon and 
Cox, 2010).   
 
Except for turbulent motions, recent study indicates that the horizontal 
and vertical wave-induced velocities in many nearshore environments, 
u ̃ and w ̃, are not in quadrature due to effects of bottom slope, bottom 
friction and wave breaking (ex., Wilson, 2014). The magnitude of wave 
shear stress can be larger than the turbulent shear stress, and hence it 
may provide an additional contribution to the sediment suspension.  
 
In this study, we conduct a large-scale experiment to investigate the 
vertical structure of turbulent and wave-induced motions in the surf 
zone. The main goals are to compare the turbulence properties, such as 
TKE distribution and wave shear stress, induced by different incident 
waves. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
The Gulf of Thailand receives a direct impact from the northeastern 
monsoon and normally receives the effect of tropical storm which can 
produce a larger wave propagating into the inner gulf. An abnormal of 
sea level rise at a coastline caused by very low pressure accompanied 
with very strong wind is called storm surge. Water is piled-up at the 
shore and spilled over lands. This causes serious hazards to coastal 
regions. There is a strong need for a forecasting and warning system 
that can provide accurate and reliable information on the possible storm 
surge. 
 
KEY WORDS:  The Gulf of Thailand; Storm surge; Forecasting; 
Warning system 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The Gulf of Thailand is characterized as an estuary of drowned river 
valley with the seabeds which was once emerged above sea surface. It 
is relatively shallow with the average depth ranging from 58-85 m. The 
main tidal characteristic is diurnal with average tidal range of about 2.6 
m. Based on its location, the Gulf of Thailand receives a direct impact 
from the northeastern monsoon which can produce a larger wave 
propagating into the inner gulf. Strong wind and wave can induce 
coastal flooding and damages in the coastal area. Generally, the waves 
in the Gulf of Thailand are relative small with the average height of 1 - 
2 m. An abnormal of sea level rise at a coastline caused by the driving 
forces in terms of a very high horizontal atmospheric pressure gradient 
and very strong surface wind is called storm surge. Water is piled-up at 
the shore and spilled over lands. This causes serious hazards to coastal 
regions, such as flooding, coastal erosion and devastating the properties 
of people who live in the areas. The previously 6 disastrous tropical 
cyclones crossed over Thailand as shown in Fig. 1, typhoon “VAE” 
(October, 1952) attacked the Upper Gulf of Thailand, typhoon 
“HARRIET” (October, 1962) caused disaster at Laem Talumpuk of 
Nakhon Si Thammarat province due to its devastation winds and surges 
causing 800 deaths, tropical storm “RUTH” (November, 1970) attacked 
Ko Samui and coastline of Surat Thani and Chumphon province, 
tropical storm Forrest (November, 1992) struck Nakhon Si Thammarat 
province, 3,000 people were evacuated and 1,700 houses were damaged, 
typhoon “GAY” (November, 1989) hit Pathio of Chumphon province, 
killed more than 400 people and 40,000 houses destroyed and typhoon 
“LINDA” (November, 1997) attacked at Thapsake of Prachuap Khiri 
Khan province, resulting in 30 people dead, 102 people missing, and 
more than 640 sq.km of agricultural land destroyed (Vongvisessomjai, 

2009). Therefore, there is a strong need for a forecasting and warning 
system that can provide accurate and reliable information on the 
possible storm surge. In this study the Delft3D Flexible Mesh has been 
developed to simulate hydrodynamic condition and SWAN wave model 
to simulate wave characteristics in the Gulf of Thailand. The Delft-
FEWS system has been employed for the operational forecasting 
platform. The wind forcing is derived from the WRF-ROMS 
forecasting system. The system is expected to run once per day and 
provide a sea level and wave forecast for the next 3 days.  
 

 
Fig. 1 The 6 disastrous tropical cyclones crossed over Thailand 
 
STUDY AREA 
 
The Gulf of Thailand is a semi-enclosed sea located in the western part 
of South China Sea and bordered by Thailand, Malaysia, Cambodia and 
Vietnam. The boundary of the Gulf is defined by the line from Cape 
Camau in southern Vietnam to the coastal city of Kota Bharu on the 
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east coast of Peninsular Malaysia. The Gulf of Thailand is relatively 
shallow. The average depth is 44 m and the maximum depth in the 
center of the gulf is 86 m (Department of Mineral Resources, 2012). 
 
METHODOLOGY 
 
The Modelling System 
 
Generally, storm surge simulating system comprises meteorological, 
hydrodynamic and wave models. In this study, Delft3D FM 
hydrodynamic model used to simulate the hydrodynamic effects caused 
by wind, atmospheric pressure and tidal forces on unstructured grid. 
SWAN wave model used to calculate the wind driven waves. The 
forcing for hydrodynamic and wave models computed by the coupled 
WRF-ROMS numerical weather prediction model designed to simulate 
the atmospheric circulation is considered an air-sea interaction. An 
operational storm surge modelling system consists of the following 4 
core components as shown in Fig.2 
 
Hydrodynamic Model based on Delft3D Flexible Mesh (Delft3D FM) 
developed by Deltares. It can carry out simulations of flows, tide, water 
level, storm surge, water quality and ecology. The key component of 
Delft3D FM is engine for multi-dimensional (1D, 2D and 3D) 
hydrodynamic simulations on unstructured grids (Deltares, 2016). The 
hydrodynamic model covers the Gulf of Thailand extended to southern 
part of the South China Sea and simulated on different horizontal 
resolution grids are 250 m along Thailand coast, 1,000 m along other 
coasts and 8-16 km over deep waters (Fig. 3). Tidal boundary 
conditions obtained from satellite altimetry. 
 
Wave Model based on Simulating WAves Nearshore (SWAN) 
developed by Delft University of Technology, a third-generation wave 
model computes random, short-crested wind-generated waves in coastal 
regions (The SWAN team, 2015). SWAN model was created in 
rectangular grid. The grids contain 1.5 km horizontal resolution for 
regional wave model, which covers 6°N-14°N latitude and 99°E-105°E 
longitude and 300 m horizontal resolution for local wave model 
simulated wave characteristics in shallow water along the coast of the 
southern part of Thailand from Nakhon Si Thammarat to Narathiwat 
province (Fig. 4). The offshore boundary conditions for regional wave 
model were derived the wave parameters from WAVEWATCH III 
simulation, which is operationally run at NOAA. The nested local wave 
model carried out with the boundary conditions obtained from a 
regional wave model simulation. 
 
Numerical Weather Prediction Model, Hydro and Agro Informatics 
Institute (HAII) has been developing a coupled atmosphere and ocean 
modeling system since 2014. The component models consist of the 
Weather Research and Forecasting Model (WRF) and the Regional 
Ocean Model System (ROMS). The system setup in high performance 
computer and used parallel processing. The WRF-ROMS model covers 
the areas of Asia, Southeast Asia and Thailand with 3 different 
resolutions are 27, 9 and 3 km respectively (Torsri et al., 2014). 
Presently the WRF-ROMS model is processed twice per day. It can 
forecast precipitation, wind and other weather parameters 7 days in 
advance (available on http://www.thaiwater.net/). The u and v 
components wind at 10 m above the sea surface and the surface 
pressure from 9 km WRF-ROMS output used in this storm surge 
forecasting system 
 

Early Warning System based on Delft-FEWS, an operational 
forecasting platform, the key features of the system is its flexibility in 
integrating and linking data and models in real-time and automatically 
producing forecasts on a daily basis (Werner et al., 2013). The 
objective of Delft-FEWS Gulf of Thailand is connecting Delft3D FM 
hydrodynamic model and SWAN wave model, linking multi-data 
sources as input for models and provide daily accurate water level, 
storm surge, and wave forecasts automatically with various data exports. 
 

 
Fig. 2 The components of storm surge modelling system 
 

 
Fig.3 Delft3D FM hydrodynamic model extent 
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Fig. 4 SWAN regional and local wave models extent 
 
Bathymetric Data 
 
The bathymetric data used for hydrodynamic and wave models was 
combined from 3 sources as Fig. 5 the bathymetry consists of 1) local 
data in the upper Gulf of Thailand surveyed by Department of Mineral 
Resources (pink area) 2) the nautical charts produced by Thai Royal 
Navy (orange area) and 3) the global GEBCO 30 arc-seconds 
bathymetry from the British Oceanographic Data Centre (green area). 
The global bathymetry is satellite-derived gravity data and works best 
in deep water that are not otherwise surveyed directly. In shallow water, 
the gravitational effects that can be measured from the satellite are too 
small to be reliable. In coastal area of the Gulf of Thailand, the local 
high resolution survey data have been used. It is useful, in particular for 
constructing detailed bathymetry for local or nested models. 
 

 
Fig. 5 The bathymetric data used for hydrodynamic and wave models 
 
 

System Architecture 
 
The early warning system based on Delft-FEWS. It has open interfaces 
to input data and supports a wide range of input data formats. As such, 
by using Delft-FEWS, data from a wide range of monitoring stations 
and forecasting agencies can be made accessible in one place. Delft-
FEWS deployed in a client-server based architecture, with a central 
server running tasks and clients accessing through the internet or 
intranet. The users can monitor data feeds, produce model forecast at 
regular intervals / forecast cycles, view the measurement data and run 
specific tasks. The tasks will also be scheduled with certain time 
interval to allow automatic running of workflows. Delft-FEWS 
configured to manage data prior to presentation or prior to feeding this 
data into the forecasting models, the modelling framework applied to 
run the hydrodynamic and wave forecasts (in this system both models 
are not dynamically coupled), the post-process of model output and the 
export of these forecasts (Fig. 6). An example of WRF-ROMS 
meteorological forecast imported by Delft-FEWS as shown in Fig.7 
The early warning system consists of the following functionalities: 
• Automatic import of real time data feeds provided to the system 
• Pre-processing of meteo-data (forecasts) before using it in the 

hydrodynamic and wave models 
• Execution of the hydrodynamic and wave modelling framework 
• Visualization of measurement data and forecasts 
• Exporting of forecasts in various format 
• Dissemination of forecasts (e.g. internet, intranet) 

 

 
Fig. 6 An overview of the early warning system workflow 
 

 
Fig.7 WRF-ROMS meteorological forecast imported by Delft-FEWS 
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Model Validation 
 
The hydrodynamic and wave models were setup based on an event that 
has high surge and wave height in March 2011. By using Delft3D FM 
with input data of GFS reanalysis data and tidal constituents from 
TOPEX/Poseidon. The results of Delf3D FM compared with the 
observed data 16 stations from Marine Department, Thailand and 1 
station from the University of Hawaii Sea Level Center (UHSLC). As 
the simulated water level results, the model has a good agreement with 
observed data with the average root mean square error is 15 cm and the 
average correlation coefficient is 0.90 Fig.8 illustrates an example of 
the good agreement between observed and simulated water level, tide 
and surge at Ko Lak station, Prachuap Khiri Khan province. 
 
SWAN model was setup for the Gulf of Thailand, forced by ERA-
interim winds and used ERA-interim wave parameters as boundary 
conditions. Due to the limitation of the observed data, the simulated 
wave height was compared with 13 locations ERA-interim wave height. 
The comparison of ERA-interim data and SWAN simulation results 
reveal a generally good agreement for significant wave height, mean 
wave period and mean wave direction. Fig.9 shows an example of the 
comparison of significant wave height, mean wave period and mean 
wave direction at 10.5°N latitude and 99.75°E longitude. 
 

 
Fig. 8 Comparison of Delft3D FM at Ko Lak station 
 

 
Fig. 9 Comparison of SWAN model at 10.5°N latitude and 99.75°E 
longitude 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
The Gulf of Thailand has experienced already 6 severe storm surges 
due to tropical cyclone since 1952. The combined effect of surge, tide, 
water level and wave can worsen the situation as it can increase the 
strength of the surge causing a larger coastal flooding and damages. In 
the past, the absence of real-time monitoring systems makes it difficult 
to provide information and warning people in the coastal area. 
Prediction of the storm surge by numerical models become a popular 
tool nowadays, it can provide the good estimation. The development of 
an operational forecasting system is also important for human life and 
properties in the coastal area. 
 
According to this study, the overall Delf3D FM hydrodynamic model 
and SWAN wave model performance is sufficient to forecasting for the 
Gulf of Thailand. Delft-FEWS system also provides flexibility to adjust 
data format, link the models and presentation of data and model output. 
This helps the forecasting system become more efficient, stable and 
robust. The storm surge forecasting system is being implemented in the 
Gulf of Thailand aiming at the integration of meteorological data with 
simulation models to provide storm surge forecasts more in advance. 
This system will be useful for the decision making for coastal 
management and early warning procedures to protect and reduce the 
losses in the Gulf of Thailand. 
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ABSTRACT  
 
Characteristics of a fish nest and a fish pool installed for conserving 
fish habitat in an agricultural drainage canal were evaluated in view of 
flow turbulence and fish energy expenditure. Three-dimensional 
instantaneous current velocities were observed at fifteen points in the 
canal seven times. The recorded data were used to compute the time-
averaged velocities, turbulent kinetic energy, degree of turbulence, 
Reynolds shear stresses, and fish energy expenditure. Using the 
pairwise Mann-Whitney U-tests, it can be concluded that the fish nest 
has greater function of reducing turbulence than the fish pool and the 
control. 
 
KEY WORDS:  Fish nest, Fish pool, Habitat, Canal, Turbulence, 
Energy, Agriculture. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Small-scale rehabilitation schemes for fish habitat conservation have 
been introduced to rivers and canals in Japan. In agricultural canals, 
eco-friendly physical structures like fish nest and fish pool have been 
installed with projects on modification of drainage, flood control, 
concrete lining, etc. However, lack of established scientific method for 
evaluating and designing fish habitat is a serious problem. 
 
Evaluation methods of fish habitat such as IFIM (Instream Flow 
Incremental Methodology), HEP (Habitat Evaluation Procedure) and 
HSI (Habitat Suitability Index), etc. (e.g., Tharme, 2003; Yi et al., 2010; 
Maeda, 2013; Fukuda et al., 2015) could be used to design effective 
eco-friendly physical structures. These methods usually employed the 
time-averaged current velocity as a key environmental factors of fish 
habitat (Lacey et al., 2011), and the effect of turbulent flow on the fish 
behavior was not taken into account. Therefore, the currently-
conducted designs of fish nest and fish pool in agricultural canals in 
Japan have payed less attention to the effect of flow turbulence on fish 
rheoreaction. 
 
Recent laboratory experiments have, however, shown that flow 
turbulence significantly affects the behavior and energetics of fish 
(Pavlov et al., 2000; Liao, 2007; Enders et al., 2009). Influence of 
turbulence on fish behavior have been studied in the experimental 
channels, fishways, and spillways (e.g., Pavlov et al., 2000; Enders et 
al., 2009; Lupandin, 2005; Smith et al., 2005; Tritico and Cotel, 2010; 
Santos et al., 2014; Silva et al., 2012, 2015). Pavlov et al. (2000) 

revealed based on their successive studies that alternations in the 
turbulence intensity of flow cause significant changes in fish 
rheoreaction: in the threshold, cruise and maximum swimming speed, 
as well as in their swimming capacity. Silva et al. (2012) have provided 
insights on barbell swimming behavioral responses to turbulence by 
three submerged orifice arrangements in an experimental pool-type 
fishway. Reynolds shear stress appeared as one of the most important 
turbulence descriptors explaining fish transit time in the experiments. 
 
This study aims at evaluating effectiveness of a fish nest and a fish pool 
installed in an agricultural drainage canal in Ibaraki Prefecture, Japan, 
using the equation of fish energy expenditure presented in Pavlov et al. 
(2000) and turbulent descriptors. Turbulent kinetic energy, degree of 
turbulence (or turbulent intensity), Reynolds shear stresses were 
estimated with data on instantaneous current velocities in the fish nest 
and fish pool. Water bodies in the target canal were categorized into 
five regions including control. Observed data in the corresponding five 
groups were supplied for statistical analysis to examine significant 
difference among the regions. 
 
METHOD 
 
Study Area 
 
The study area is a pair of sections of agricultural drainage canal 
located in Ibaraki Prefecture, Japan. The canal conveys water issuing 
from paddy fields surrounding the canal to the Takahashi River which 
is one of the influent rivers of Lake Kasumigaura. In the downstream 
rehabilitated canal section, named ‘Section 1’, six artificial fish nests 
were installed by the local government as cavities on the sidewalls of 
the canal made by concrete in 2002 (see Fig. 1). The fish pool was also 
created by uniformly lowering the canal bed by 0.7m in Section 1, 
where fish can survive in the pool under extremely low discharge 
conditions in the canal. Section 1 is 3.9km upstream of the mouth of the 
Takahashi River. In contrast to Section 1, a control canal section 
without artificial fish nests and pool is selected, which is called 
‘Section 2’. Since Section 2 is located about 100m upstream of Section 
1, hydraulic impact from the rehabilitation scheme in the downstream 
of Section 2 is negligible. These two canal sections have rectangular 
cross-sections in general, and the sidewalls are made by concrete. 
 
Fig. 2 shows the side view of A-A’ cross section indicated in Fig. 1. 
Sand settled on the canal bed within the fish nests because of rapid 
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decrease of current velocity caused by the expansion of cross-sectional 
area in Section 1. 
 
The bed of the fish pool consisted of artificially scattered gravel and 
sediment on them. Therefore its canal bed elevation was highly variable. 
In contrast, the canal bed of Section 2 had little sediment due to fast 
flow. 
 

 
Fig. 1 Locations of fish nests, fish pool, and nine monitoring spots in 
Sections 1 and 2 (plane view) 
 

 
 

Fig. 2 Transversal A-A’ cross section of the canal shown in Fig. 1 and 
vertical arrangements of upper and lower monitoring points at S2 and 
S5, (S2u, S2d) and (S5u, S5d)  
 
Field Observations 
 
Hydraulic observations were carried out seven times on the dates in 
2014 and 2015. These were all sunny or cloudy days. Since the canal 
sections were surrounded by paddy fields, the stream was affected by 
agricultural practices in the fields. As shown in Fig. 1, nine and three 
monitoring spots S1-S6 and S7-S9 were set in Sections 1 and 2, 
respectively, for observing instantaneous current velocity and water 
depth for the seven days. The three-directional current velocities were 
measured at a frequency of 80Hz for a sampling period of 30 seconds at 
each monitoring point by electromagnetic current meter VP3500 
(Kenek). The x component of the reference axis was lengthwise along 
the canal, the y component across the width of the canal and the z 
component the water depth (see Figs. 1 and 2). 
 
Current velocities changed vertically even in the same monitoring spot. 
The vertical locations of some monitoring points depended on the local 
water depth at the spots. In order to monitor vertical difference in 
current velocity at S1-S6, points of 80% (i.e., near the canal bed, called 
“lower point” hereafter) and 20% (i.e., near the water surface, called 
“upper point” hereafter) of the local water depth from the water surface 
were chosen. Since water depth in Section 2 is shallow, points of 60% 
of the depth from the surface were selected at S7-S9 for the 
measurements. Locations of monitoring spots and points are depicted in 
Figs. 1 and 2. 

The monitoring points were categorized into five groups, G1-G5. The 
groups G1 and G2 corresponded to upper and lower regions of fish nest, 
respectively, represented by the observed data at upper and lower 
points at spots S1-S3. The groups G3 and G4 were associated with 
upper and lower regions of fish pool, respectively, expressed by the 
observed data at upper and lower points at spots S4-S6. The remained 
group, G5, was the control related to spots S7-S9. The recorded data at 
the points were used to compute the turbulence descriptors and the 
energy expenditure defined below. 
 
Turbulence Descriptors and Fish Energy Expenditure 
 
The observed i-th instantaneous current velocity component 
( )1, 2, ,i N= L  in the Cartesian coordinate (x, y, z), , ,i i iu v w% % %, in space 
can be expressed as 
 

, ,i i i i i iu U u v V v w W w= + = + = +% % %                  (1) 
 
where , ,U V W = x, y, z components of time-averaged current velocity 

vector, respectively; , ,i i iu v w = fluctuating x, y, z components of i-th 
turbulent velocity vector, respectively; and N = number of recorded 
samples on instantaneous current velocity. Then turbulent kinetic 
energy (Silva et al, 2012) is computed by 
 

( )2 2 21
TKE

2
u v w= + +                                                                    (2) 

 
where the term with over bar in Eq. 2 denotes the time-average of the 
related fluctuating variable. 
The degree of turbulence (Pavlov et al., 2000), or often called as 
turbulent intensity, K, can be written as 
 

0

K
V

σ
=                                                                                                  (3) 

 
where σ = magnitude of pulsation standard vector, or standard 

deviation of instantaneous current velocity; and 0V = magnitude of 
time-averaged current velocity. Since the degree of turbulence is the 
ratio of pulsation standard to time-averaged current velocity, it is useful 
in comparing spatial difference in magnitude of turbulence among the 
observation points. 
Reynolds shear stresses, xyτ , yzτ and xzτ , are defined for the plane of xy, 

xz and yz, respectively as 
 

xy uvτ ρ= − , yz vwτ ρ= −  , xz uwτ ρ= −        (4) 

 
where ρ  = water density; and , ,u v w = fluctuating x, y, z components 
of turbulent velocity vector, respectively. The absolute values of the 
shear stresses reflect magnitude of velocity variation to a certain axis 
direction. 
The energy spent by fish to overcome the water resistance in the 
turbulent flow in the canal can be mathematically expressed as (Pavlov 
et al., 2000) 
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20EE (1 3 )
2

C SV T
K

ρ
= +                                (5) 

 
where C  = coefficient of drag force; S  = projected area of the target 
fish to the time-averaged flow direction; and T  = time. The energy 
expenditure, EE , at a point can be used as a measure for evaluating the 
value of the point as a fish habitat, because it is certain that the less 
energy expenditure (swimming cost) is, the more desirable it is for the 
fish. It is noteworthy that degree of turbulence, K , is appearing in Eq. 
5 as well as the time-averaged water velocity, 0V , so that the 
turbulence-induced swimming costs can be quantified with this 
equation. In this study, by assuming the body shape of fish is slender, 
the drag coefficient, C, is estimated with diameter of the projected area 
(assumed a circle) of fish body and Reynolds number based on the fish 
total length (Azuma, 1993). A target coarse fish was gobiid Tridentiger 
brevispinis whose total length was 0.063m and body height was 0.01m 
captured in Section 1 on 22 May 2014. 
 
The recorded data at the monitoring points were used to compute the 
time-averaged velocities, Reynolds number based on the total length of 
the fish, K, TKE, Reynolds shear stresses, and EE for 30 seconds. 
Using SPSS Statistics Ver. 22 (IBM), pairwise Mann-Whitney U-tests 
were conducted between the groups in G1-G5 to identify significant 
differences at the significance level p < 0.05 in each hydraulic variable 
mentioned above estimated with the 21 (= 3 spots× 7 days) samples. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Observed stream discharge and water depth in the monitoring spots in 
the seven days ranged from 0.16 to 0.31 m3/s and 0.13 to 0.54 m, 
respectively. Box-plots of the representative variables evaluated based 
on the observed data in the five groups are shown in Figs. 3-8. Larger 
current velocity and shear stresses are observed in the fish pool (G3 and 
G4) and the control (G5) (Figs. 3, 6,7).  
 

It was found that 0V , TKE, xyτ , xzτ , and EE in the fish nest (G1 and 

G2) were all significantly smaller than those in G5. Additionally, the 
U-tests indicated no significant difference in EE and the turbulent 
descriptors between G1 and G2. Although K in the fish nest was larger 
than that in the control, EE in Fig. 8 in the fish nest was smaller due to 
the much influence of 

0V on EE compared with K. The median value of 
EE decreased from 0.027 J in G5 to 0.00030 J in G1 and 0.00010 J in 
G2. Therefore, it can be judged that the fish nest produced less 
turbulent regions in the agricultural canal successfully.  
 
It was also illustrated that 0V and EE in the fish pool were significantly 
reduced by comparing with those in G5. Thus, the fish pool were found 
effective to lessen the turbulence described with respect to those 
parameters. In contrast, no significant differences were detected in TKE, 

xzτ , and xyτ  between G4 and G5. This implies that the overall 

turbulent condition in the fish pool is fairly similar to that in the control 
section, compared with the fish nest. Larger vertical change of x-
directional current velocity in the lower region of the fish pool, G4, 
shown in Fig. 7 is probably due to large roughness at the sites. 
 

 
Fig. 3 Box plot of time-averaged current velocity 
 

 
Fig. 4 Box plot of turbulent kinetic energy 
 

 
Fig. 5Box plot of degree of turbulence 
 

 
Fig. 6 Box plot of absolute Reynolds shear stress xyτ  
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Fig. 7 Box plot of absolute Reynolds shear stress xzτ  
 

 
Fig. 8 Box plot of estimated fish energy expenditure 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
Both the fish nest and the fish pool have created flow regions with low 
fish energy expenditure in the agricultural drainage canal of interest. 
The fish nest provided less turbulent water regions than the fish pool in 
terms of lowered shear stresses and fish energy expenditure. From an 
ecohydraulic viewpoint, therefore, it could be concluded that 
introduction of fish nest to agricultural canals is more effective than 
fish pool for fish habitat conservation. Habitat selection by fish also 
depends on water quality, size-dependent choice of prey, and 
physiological state, such as hunger, of fish. Further research should, 
therefore, be conducted to evaluate effectiveness of fish nests and pools 
more comprehensively from various scientific viewpoints. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
This paper presents the application of a two-dimensional numerical 
model for simulating the flow field and water quality distribution in 
Beasley Lake, an oxbow lake in the Mississippi Delta. In this lake, 
wind shear is the major driving force for flow hydrodynamics. The 
flow fields were simulated using CCHE hydrodynamic model, and the 
CCHE_WQ model was applied to simulate the concentrations of 
nutrients and chlorophyll in Beasley Lake. The simulated results were 
generally in good agreement with field measurements. The model was 
also applied to conduct analyses of the sensitivity of chlorophyll 
concentration to the suspended sediment concentration in the lake. It 
was found that the lake primary productivity is greatly limited by 
suspended sediment concentration.  
 
KEY WORDS:  Numerical model, Wind-induced flow, Water quality, 
Beasley Lake, Mississippi Delta  
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The Mississippi Delta is one of the most intensively farmed agricultural 
areas of the United States. The quality of surface water resources in this 
area are particularly vulnerable due to excessive sediment, nutrients, 
and pesticides transported from upland agricultural fields. Beasley Lake 
watershed (BLW) located in Sunflower County of Mississippi Delta, 
was selected as one of the Conservation Effect Assessment Project 
(CEAP) benchmark watersheds to assess environmental benefits 
derived from implementing USDA conservation programs. In this lake, 
weekly or biweekly samples of suspended sediment, nutrients, 
chlorophyll, bacteria, and other selected water quality variables were 
collected and analyzed by the USDA-ARS National Sedimentation 
Laboratory (NSL). Field measurements show that the concentrations of 
nitrate and ammonia in the lakes were very low, while the 
concentration of phosphorus was relatively high. Suspended sediment 
concentrations were also relatively high during the winter and spring, 
exceeded the published levels known to adversely impact fish growth 
and health (Rebich and Knight, 2001). 
 
Numerical modeling is an effective and efficient approach for studying 
water quality constituents in surface water bodies. A water quality 
model, CCHE_WQ, has been developed by National Center for 
Computation Hydroscience and Engineering, and applied for predicting 
the distributions of nutrients, phytoplankton, dissolved oxygen, etc., in 
natural lakes. The model considers processes in the water column, the 

bed sediment layer, and their exchange processes. In this model, the 
effects of sediment on the water quality processes were also taken into 
account (Chao et al. 2010).  
 
In Beasley Lake, wind shear is the major driving force for flow 
hydrodynamics. The CCHE hydrodynamic model (Jia et al. 2013) was 
applied to simulate the flow fields in Beasley Lake, and CCHE_WQ 
model was applied to simulate the concentrations of nutrients and 
chlorophyll in the lake. The simulated results were compared with field 
measurements. The model was also applied to conduct analyses of the 
sensitivity of chlorophyll concentration to the suspended sediment 
concentration in the lake.   
 
MODEL DESCRIPTIONS 
 
Numerical modeling is an effective tool to study the flow fields and 
water quality constituents in surface water bodies. A two-dimensional 
water quality model was developed based on CCHE2D hydrodynamic 
model (Jia et al. 2013), and applied to predict the distributions of 
nutrients, phytoplankton, dissolved oxygen, CBOD, etc., in natural 
lakes affected by surrounding watershed. Several biochemical 
processes were selected for modeling: the phytoplankton kinetics, 
nitrogen cycle, phosphorus cycle, DO balance and pathogen processes. 
The conceptual framework for the eutrophication kinetics in the water 
column was mainly based on the WASP6 model (Wool et al. 2001). 
 
Eight state variables were involved in the interacting systems: ammonia 
nitrogen (NH3), nitrate nitrogen (NO3), phosphate (PO4), 
phytoplankton (PHYTO), carbonaceous biochemical oxygen demand 
(CBOD), dissolved oxygen (DO), organic nitrogen (ON), and organic 
phosphorus (OP). Three major sediment-associated water quality 
processes were simulated, including the effect of sediment on light 
penetration, the adsorption-desorption of nutrients by sediment and the 
release of nutrients from bed sediment (Chao et al. 2010).   
 
Governing Equations 
 
The free surface elevation of the flow is calculated by the continuity 
equation: 
 

0h uh vh
t x y

∂ ∂ ∂
+ + =

∂ ∂ ∂
                (1) 
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The momentum equations for the depth-integrated two-dimensional 
model in the Cartesian coordinate system are: 
 

1 xyxx sx bx
Cor

hhu u uu v g f v
t x y x h x y h

ττ τ τη
ρ

∂ ∂ −∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
+ + = − + + + + ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ 

   (2) 

 
1 yx yy sy by

Cor

h hv v vu v g f u
t x y y h x y h

τ τ τ τη
ρ

∂ ∂ − ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
+ + = − + + + − ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ 

 (3) 

 
where u and v are the depth-integrated velocity components in x and y 
directions, respectively; t is the time; g is the gravitational acceleration; 
η is the water surface elevation; ρ is the density of water; h is the local 
water depth; fCor is the Coriolis parameter; τxx, τxy, τyx and τyy are depth 
integrated Reynolds stresses; τsx, τsy and τbx, τby are surface and bed 
shear stresses in x and y directions, respectively. 
 
In the water column, each one of the water quality constituents can be 
expressed by the following mass transport equation:  
 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )i i i i i
x y i

C uC vC C CD D S
t x y x x y y

∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂

+ + = + + ∑  (4) 

 
in which Ci is the concentration of the ith water quality constituent; 
Dx,and Dy are the diffusion coefficients in x, and y directions, 
respectively; ΣSi is the effective source term, which includes the kinetic 
transformation rate, external loads and sinks for ith water quality 
constituent.  
 
The water quality model was decoupled with CCHE2D hydrodynamic 
model (Jia et al 2013). The CCHE2D model is based on the finite 
element method. A second-order upwinding scheme was adopted to 
eliminate oscillations due to advection. The velocity correction method 
was applied to solve the pressure and enforce mass conservation. The 
system of algebraic equations was solved using the Strongly Implicit 
Procedure (SIP). Based on the flow fields computed by CCHE2D, the 
concentration distribution of water quality constituents can be obtained 
by solving mass transport equations (4) numerically. 
 
Sediment-Associated Water Quality Processes 
 
The effect of sediment on the growth of phytoplankton 
Phytoplankton plays a central role in the carbon and nutrient cycles that 
comprise the model ecosystem. Total chlorophyll is used as a simple 
measurement of phytoplankton biomass. The effective source term for 
phytoplankton is determined by the growth rate, death rate, and settling 
rate of phytoplankton. The growth rate is calculated by   
                     

p mx N I TG P f f f=                                                    (5) 
 
in which Pmx is the maximum growth rate; and fN, fI and fT are the 
limitations due to nutrient availability, light intensity, and temperature, 
respectively. The nutrient limitation factor fN is obtained based on 
Michaelis-Menten equation and Liebig’s Law of the minimum. The 
temperature limitation factor fT is calculated by the formula proposed 
by Cerco and Cole (1995). The light limitation factor fI is obtained by 
integrating the Steele equation over depth and time:  

0 02.72 exp expK Hd e
I

e m m

f I If e
K H I I

−
    

= − − −            
 (6) 

 
in which fd is the fractional daylight; H is the water depth; I0 is the daily 
light intensity at the water surface (ly/day); Im is the saturation light 
intensity of phytoplankton (ly/day). Ke is the total light attenuation 
coefficient, and it is determined by the effects of water, chlorophyll and 
suspended sediment(SS), and can be expressed by (Stefan et al. 1983, 
Wool et al. 2001): 
                             
                 0.67

0 0.0088 0.054e chl chlK K C C sγ= + + +      (7) 
 
where K0 is the light attenuation by pure water (m-1);  Cchl is the 
concentration of chlorophyll; s is the concentration of suspended 
sediment (SS); γ is a coefficient. The parameter γ can be obtained based 
on field measurements. 
 
Processes of adsorption-desorption of nutrients by SS 
 
Adsorption and desorption are important processes between dissolved 
nutrients and SS in the water column. In water quality processes, the 
reaction rates for adsorption-desorption are much faster than that for 
the biological kinetics, an equilibrium assumption can be made (Wool 
et al. 2001). Many experimental results show the Langmuir equilibrium 
isotherm is a better representation of the relations between the dis-
solved and particulate nutrient concentrations (Bubba et al. 2003, Chao 
et al 2010).   
 
Release of Dissolved Nutrients from Bed Sediment 
 
Bed release is an important source of inorganic and organic 
nutrients in the water column. In many models, the release rate 
of nutrients from bed sediment is determined based on the 
concentration gradient across the water-sediment interface. In 
fact, the bed release rate is also affected by pH, temperature and 
dissolved oxygen concentration (Romero 2003, Chao et al. 2010).   
 
MODEL APPLICATION TO BEASLEY LAKE 
 
Study Site 
 
The Mississippi River Alluvial Plain is one of the most intensively 
farmed agricultural areas of the United States. The quality of surface 
water resources in this area are particularly vulnerable due to excessive 
sediment, nutrients, and pesticides transported from upland agricultural 
fields. Beasley Lake watershed (BLW) (Fig.1) located in Sunflower 
County, Mississippi, was originally one of the three watersheds studied 
in the Mississippi Delta Management Systems Evaluation Area project 
(MDMSEA), which sought to develop and assess alternative innovative 
farming systems for improved water quality and ecology in the 
Mississippi Delta (Locke, 2004). In 2004, BLW was selected as one of 
the Conservation Effect Assessment Project (CEAP) benchmark 
watersheds to assess environmental benefits derived from 
implementing USDA conservation programs.  
 
In this study, CCHE hydrodynamic and water quality models were 
applied to simulate the flow fields and water quality distributions in 
Beasley Lake. The BLW has a total drainage area of approximately 
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9.15 km2, and the receiving oxbow lake (0.25 to 0.30 km2) was formed 
from a cutoff meander of the Big Sunflower River. The average water 
depth of the lake is about 2m. The watershed topography is very flat, 
with a maximum 5 m difference in elevation from the top of the 
watershed boundary to the lake surface. Therefore, the watershed 
drainage is largely dependent on man-made ditches and a large riparian 
area. The watershed is a relatively closed system except during extreme 
wet periods (usually in spring or fall) when the lake overflows into the 
Sunflower River. The Sunflower River levee defines the northern part 
of the watershed boundary, and a large forested area (1.25 km2) is 
located on the eastern side of the lake. 
 
Weekly or biweekly samples of suspended sediment, nutrients, 
chlorophyll, DO and other selected water quality variables were 
collected at Stations B1, B2 and B3. The measured water quality data at 
those stations were used for model calibration and validation. Three of 
the major inflows of the lake were located at the Stations BC3, BC5 
and SRP3 and monitored for water quality and quantity by the ARS 
National Sedimentation Laboratory (NSL). The inlet boundaries of 
water quality constituents were calculated based on those field 
measurements. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1 Study Site: Beasley Lake in the Mississippi Delta 
 
Measured Results 
 
The measured suspended sediment concentration, light intensity, water 
temperature, etc., were used as inputs data for the water quality model. 
Fig. 2 shows the measured daily light intensity near the lake.  
 
Simulation Results 
 
Flow simulation 
 
In Beasley Lake, wind shear is the major driving force for flow 
fields. CCHE2D hydrodynamic model was applied to simulate 
the wind-driven flow. Fig. 3 shows the flow patterns of the lake 
induced by wind. In this shallow closed oxbow lake, the wind-
driven circulation will normally promote the complete mixing 
processes. 
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Fig. 2 Measured daily light intensity 
 

 
 
Fig. 3 Wind-driven circulation in Beasley Lake 
 
Water quality simulation 
 
CCHE_WQ model was applied to simulate the water quality distributions 
in the lake. Fig. 4 shows the simulated concentration of chlorophyll of the 
lake. The simulated results were generally in good agreement with field 
measurements provided by NSL. In the summer, the chlorophyll 
concentration is relatively higher due to the higher temperature; However, 
the chlorophyll concentration is relatively lower in the winter due to the 
lower temperature as well as higher SS concentration.  
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Fig. 4 Concentration of chlorophyll in the lake 
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SENSITIVITY STUDY 
 
Field data show that major water quality problems in the Mississippi 
Delta lakes were caused by excessive sediment loads carried by runoff 
from surrounding cultivated lands. To show the sensitivity of chlorophyll 
concentration to SS, a series of hypothetical lake SS concentrations were 
input to the model, while the flow conditions and nutrient loadings at 
inlet boundaries were kept the same. The current conditions of SS, 
nutrients, and chlorophyll were set as base conditions (100% SS by 100% 
chlorophyll). It was assumed the SS levels were varied from 10% to 
500% of the base condition, and the model was applied to simulate the 
responses of chlorophyll concentrations in the lake. The simulation 
results (Fig. 5) show when lake SS is reduced by 50%, the simulated 
mean chlorophyll concentration may increase about 40%. When lake SS 
is doubled, the chlorophyll concentration may reduce to 37% of the base 
condition.   
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Fig. 5 Sensitivity of chlorophyll concentration to SS concentration 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
CCHE2D hydrodynamic model and water quality model have been 
successfully applied to simulate the flow fields and water quality 
distributions in Beasley Lake. Three major sediment-associated water 
quality processes were considered in the water quality model, including 
the effect of SS on the light attenuation coefficient, the processes of 
adsorption-desorption of nutrient by sediment, and the release of 
nutrient from bed sediment. The trends and magnitudes of chlorophyll 
concentrations obtained from the numerical model generally agreed 
with field observations. The model was also applied to conduct the 
sensitivity study of chlorophyll concentration to the suspended 
sediment concentration. The concentration of chlorophyll is inversely 
related to the sediment concentration. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
The purpose of this study is examined the resistance coefficient of 
group of column.  Therefore, the experiments were done.  As the results, 
drag coefficient (CD) changed the various values by the using velocity.  
Moreover, in case of group of column, each column increased the value 
of drag coefficient (CD).  It is thought that fish habitat evaluation and 
fell of trees can be calculating more accurately by using appropriate 
drag coefficient (CD). 
 
KEY WORDS:  group of column drag coefficient, drag force, 
characteristics flow velocity, characteristics water depth, pile dikes, 
trees 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
To examine fish habitat evaluation, management of trees and all that in 
the rivers, the forecasting calculation of river stream are implemented.  
On this occasion, drag coefficient (CD) of pile dikes, trees, and all that 
are using approximately 1.0.  In the anamnestic research, column is 
using in the similitude of tree, pile dike, and all that.  Moreover, drag 
coefficient (CD) of group of column equals drag coefficient (CD) of 
single column that is approximately 1.0.  On another front, value of its 
drag coefficient (CD) is the result of a single column in the same flow 
velocity.  However, the flor velocity distribution is formed in actual 
river stream.  Therefore, drag coefficient (CD) is guessed to be different 
depending on the positions, arrangements, density and all that of pile 
dikes, trees and all that.  Additionally, there is a possibility that the 
value of drag coefficient (CD) is different in a single column and the 
group of column.  Moreover, drag force (FDx) is shown by using drag 
coefficient (CD).  When drag coefficient (CD) is calculated, it is 
important to use appropriate the characteristics flow velocity (U) and 
the water depth (h).  Eventually, this study aimed at using the suitable 
drag coefficient (CD) for numerical analyses.  At first, the part of this 
study is examined the drag coefficient (CD) of group of column.  
Therefore, the experiments were done.   
 
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 
 
The experiments were carried out by using a small open channel in the 
laboratory of Toyo University. Figure 1 shows the open channel used 
for the experiments.  Width size of open channel; B is 0.8(m), total 
length of open channel is 10.8(m).  Material of the column is stainless 
whose diameter is 0.01(m), and set up in the center of open channel.  
Table 1 shows the cases considered in the experiment. 

 
a) Run1 (Single column) 

 
b) Run2 (Group of column; single line) 

 
c) Run3-1 (Group of column; alignment arrangement) 

 
d) Run3-2 (Group of column; zigzag arrangement) 
Fig. 1 Plain view of open channel for the experiments  
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Table 1. Cases considered in the experiments 

Case 

Quantity 
of 

flow 
Q(m3/s) 

Mean 
depth 
hm(m) 

Column 
diameter 

d(m) 

Number 
of  

column 
T 

Installation  
coordinate(m) /  
Line number / 
Arrangement 

Interval 
in y 

direction 
s(m) 

Interval 
in x 

direction 
l(m) 

s/d 
l/d 

Group of column 
Densitiy 

λ Width 
b(m) 

Length 
L(m) 

Run0 

0.016 

0.0705 - none - - - - - - - 
Run1-1 0.0709 

0.01 

1 

x=0, y=0.04 

- - 

4 

- - - 

Run1-2 0.0700 x=0, y=0.08 
Run1-3 0.0709 x=0, y=0.12 
Run1-4 0.0708 x=0, y=0.16 
Run1-5 0.0707 x=0, y=0.20 
Run1-6 0.0707 x=0, y=0.24 
Run1-7 0.0707 x=0, y=0.28 
Run1-8 0.0707 x=0, y=0.32 
Run1-9 0.0706 x=0, y=0.36 
Run1-10 0.0705 x=0, y=0.40 
Run2 0.0731 19 single line 0.04 - 0.73 0.01 0.204 

Run3-1 0.0729 57 alignment  
arrangement 0.04 0.04 0.73 0.09 0.068 

Run3-2 0.0738 58 zigzag  
arrangement 0.04 0.04 0.77 0.09 0.066 

 

 
Fig. 2 Set up the multi-component load cell for measuring the drag 
force  
 
Measurement of drag force 
 
Figure 2 shows the set up the multi-component load cell.  The multi 
component load cell was used to measure the drag force acting on each 
column.  Drag force FDx is defined Eq. 1.   

22

2
1

2
1 UhdCUACF DDDx ⋅⋅⋅⋅=⋅⋅⋅= ρρ                                  (1) 

 
Here, ρ, water density (=1,000(kg/m3)); CD, drag coefficient; d, 
diameter of column; h, characteristics water depth; U, characteristics 
flow velocity.  
 
Measurement of flow velocity and water depth 
 
Figure 3 shows the measurement point of flow velocity and water depth.  
Flow velocity was measured by one-point method, two-point method 
and three-point method, because to decide the measurement point of the 
characteristics flow velocity (U).   

 

 

 
a) Run2 (Group of column; single line) 

 
b) Run3-1 (Group of column; alignment arrangement) 

 
c) Run3-2 (Group of column; zigzag arrangement) 
Fig. 3 Measurement point of flow velocity and water depth  
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a) Run1 (Single column) 

 
b) Run2 (Group of column; single line) 

 
c) Run3-1 (Group of column; alignment arrangement) 

 
d) Run3-2 (Group of column; zigzag arrangement) 
Fig 4 Drag force distribution in transverse direction in each case 
 
RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS 
 
Drag force 
 
Figure 4 shows the drag force and flow velocity distribution in 
transverse direction in each case.  Drag force was measured maximum 
value in the center of channel.   
 
Flow velocity 
 
Figure 5 shows the flow velocity distribution in transverse direction in 
each case.  Flow velocity was also measured maximum value in the 
center of channel.  Moreover, the flow velocity value of one-point, two-
point and three-point method was roughly corresponding.  Figure 6 
shows flow velocity in x direction in Run1.  Flow velocity has 
decelerated just before the column.  This flow velocity influences the 
drag force that acts on the column. Therefore, the characteristic flow 
velocity (U) was decided to the point of 0.01(m) upstream of the 
column in the one-point method.  Characteristics water depth (h) was 
also similar point of flow velocity. 

 
a) Run0 (none) (x=0(m)) 

  
b) Run2 (Group of column; single line) (x=-0.01(m)) 

 
c) Run3-1 (Group of column; alignment arrangement) (x=-0.01(m)) 

 
d) Run3-1 (Group of column; alignment arrangement) (x=0.03(m)) 

  
e) Run3-2 (Group of column; zigzag arrangement) (x=-0.01(m)) 

  
e) Run3-2 (Group of column; zigzag arrangement) (x=0.03(m)) 
Fig. 5 Flow velocity distribution in transverse direction in each case 
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Fig 6 Flow velocity in x direction in Run1-1, Run1-10 
 
Drag coefficient 
 
Figure 8 shows the change of CD at the measurement each point.  CD of 
single and upper of group of column was roughly 1.0 ~ 1.5. 
Additionally, CD of Run3-2; zigzag arrangement was also 1.0 ~ 1.5. 
Therefore, CD was roughly constant value of Run1, Run2 and Run3-2. 
However CD whose Run3-1; alignment arrangement second and third 
column was not constant value.  Figure 9 shows CD–Red relationship of 
group of column.  When Red decreases, CD of group of column 
increases more than CD of single column.  Different value of CD shows 
resistance characteristics of group of column.  
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
Especially, in group of column of alignment arrangement, each column 
increased the value of CD.  Therefore, CD might be underestimated 
possibly.  These results and knowledge are useful information for fish 
habitat evaluation and fell of trees. 
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Fig 7 Flow velocity of water depth direction in group of column 
 

 
a) Single column and upper of group of column 

 
b) Second of group of column 

 
c) Third of group of column 
Fig 8 Change of CD at the measurement each point  
 
 

 
Fig 9 CD-Red relationship of group of column  
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ABSTRACT 
 
Soft mattress as a common waterway regulation structure,is widely 
used in channel regulation projects in the middle and lower reaches of 
Yangtze River. Due to the flow disturbance, the soft mattress is easily 
destroyed in the form of slipping,floating and tearing.A generalized 
flume experiment was conducted in this study,the flow structure, 
motion pattern and the pressure distribution of  both sides of the 
mattress were measured. The control factors as the water depth, 
velocity, the angle of the guide,and the shape of the bank boundary 
were investigated based on the experimental data set,the relationship 
between the sinking process of soft mattress and the control factors 
were established.The results has shown the damage mechanism of the 
soft mattress，and some suggestion are proposed to ensure the safety 
of the soft mattress in the waterway construction. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
This paper presents an integrated coastal and oceanic process modeling 
approach and its engineering applications for simulations of flooding 
and sediment transport in coasts and estuaries. It is demonstrated by a 
case study on the assessment of long-term morphological changes 
driven by synthetic events (typhoons/hurricanes and monsoons) in the 
Danshui River estuary in Taiwan. In addition to spatiotemporal 
variations of detailed flow circulations in the estuary, long-term 
simulations of coastal and oceanic processes reveals key features of 
seasonal morphological changes driven by waves, tides, and river 
flooding flows. It shows both short-term storms and long-term 
monsoons are important for management of flood and sedimentation in 
the region.  
 
KEY WORDS:  Coastal and oceanic processes, multi-scale process 
modeling, long-term assessment, typhoon/hurricanes 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
During hurricane/typhoon seasons, extreme physical forcing such as 
river floods, ocean waves, and storm surges causes hazardous flooding 
and inundation in low-lying lands of coastal regions. When hurricane 
landfall coincides with astronomical high tides, storm surge waters will 
inundate much wider area of the coast. High waves and strong currents 
can cause significant sediment transport, and eventually barrier island 
breaching, shoreline erosion, and navigation channel filling in inlets 
and estuaries. River floods also convey a great amount of sediments 
from upstream to river mouths and estuaries which exacerbate flood 
water stages in river mouths and sediment filling in navigation channels. 
Meanwhile, impact assessment of climate change such as sea level rise 
requires predictions of long-term hydrological forcing responses to sea 
level changes on a regional (e.g. the Gulf of Mexico or the US East 
Coast) or global scale. For better management and planning, a holistic 
impact assessment of flood and sedimentation is needed to take into 
account spatiotemporally-varying conditions of hydrology, 
meteorology, and oceanography from a local coast to a regional ocean 
scale.  
 
Numerical modeling of integrated coastal and oceanic processes driven 
by various hydrological and atmospheric forcings (e.g. astronomical 
tide, waves, storm surges, river flood, wind, atmospheric pressure, and 
rainfall) has become a useful tool for planners and decision-makers to 
assess socio-economic and environmental impacts of these conditions 
(Figure 1). Numerical simulations by using integrated coastal and 

oceanic process models (INTCOM) can facilitate multi-purpose 
engineering practice in developing coastal flood management plans, as 
well as designing erosion control structures by considering large-scale 
and long-term variations of hydrological and meteorological conditions. 
 
Various coastal and oceanic processes of waves, currents, and sediment 
transport with a wide range of spatiotemporal scales can be found from 
deepwater to shallow water. At oceans, wind-generated surface waves 
are dominant, in which the scale of wave length varies from 1m to 1km. 
However, astronomical tidal waves have a long wave length usually 
with several hundred kilometers. As far as beach profile changes are 
concerned, significant impacts to morphological changes happen in a 
relatively-narrow nearshore zone. But driving forces of shoreline 
changes essentially include waves, currents, storm surges, sediment 
transport, and wind in larger coastal areas. Therefore, due to spatially-
varying scales of processes, modularized process-integrated models 
become more effective for computing both hydrodynamic and 
morphodynamic processes in a long-term duration and a large region.  
 

 
Fig. 1 Integrated coastal and oceanic process modeling (INTCOM) for 
analysis of flood and morphological changes in coasts and estuaries  
 
In coastal and nearshore zones, including tidal inlets, using coastal 
process models, simulations of coastal morphodynamic changes and 
shoreline evolutions have become feasible. In general, these were 
accomplished by sequentially computing wave fields, flow fields, and 
bed elevation changes by using wave spectral (action) models, shallow 
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water flow models with wave effects (radiation stresses), and sediment 
transport models. By this iterative procedure through wave-current-
morphology models, it is possible to simulate the morphological 
process by using an empirical sediment transport model for the fine 
time-scale morphological process (e.g. Reniers et al. 2004). A number 
of application software packages are available for computing 
hydrodynamic and morphodynamic processes in coasts and estuaries 
such as DELFT3D (e.g. Roelvink 2006), MIKE21, FVCOM (Chen et al. 
2006), CCHE2D-Coast (e.g. Ding et al. 2016), and Coastal Modeling 
System (CMS) (e.g. Sánchez et al. 2014). 
 
Cyclone (hurricane or typhoon)-induced storm surges and high waves 
are the most devastating hydrological forcings to cause hazardous 
flooding and erosion in inlets, river mouths, and coastal zones. 
Generally coastal process models do not integrate modeling of storm 
surges and waves due to cyclonic wind and atmospheric pressure 
depression. A few storm surge models are available for computing 
hydrodynamic variables (water levels and flow velocities) using the 
shallow water equations, e.g. ADCIRC (Westerink et al. 1993), POM 
(Blumberg & Meller 1987), SLOSH  (Jelesnianski et al 1992), FVCOM 
(Sun et al. 2013). To compute wave deformation and transformation 
processes from oceans to coastal areas, all the above-mentioned models 
need to couple with a “third-party” wave model (e.g. SWAN).  
 
Complex and unsteady flows in coasts, inlets, river mouths, and 
estuaries usually induce significant temporal/spatial morphological 
changes in a short storm period. An INTCOM model with multi-scale 
simulation capability is need to access impacts of extreme hydrological 
events such as hurricanes, storms, high tides, and river floods.  
 
In the following contents, an INTCOM model (Ding et al. 2016) is used 
as an example to demonstrate the approach for assessing long-term 
morphological changes in the Danshui River estuary in Taiwan.  
Through this case study, a procedure is presented for the assessment of 
the long-term impact of sediment transport by using synthetic 
hydrological events which include typhoons, monsoons, and river 
flooding flows. It demonstrates capability and efficiency of this 
integrated multi-scale process model to simulate coupled long-term 
hydrodynamic and morphodynamic processes in coasts and oceans. 
Spatially-varying grids are available for simulations of geometrically 
complex coasts, rivers, and estuaries, including interactions among 
structures, waters, and sediments.  
 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF AN INTEGRATED COASTAL 
AND OCEANIC PROCESS MODEL 
 
In this paper, an integrated river/coastal/oceanic process modeling 
system (Ding et al. 2016) is used as an example to describe an 
integrated process modeling approach for assessment and management 
of flooding and sedimentation in coasts and estuaries. As illustrated in 
Figure 1, this model integrates a number of submodels for simulating 
deformations and transformations of irregular/multidirectional waves, 
tropical cyclonic barometric pressure and wind fields along storm 
tracks, tidal and wave-induced currents, and morphological changes. 
For computing irregular waves, a multi-directional spectral wave action 
equation is adopted in the wave spectral module. It is capable of 
modeling wave deformation/transformation processes from deepwater 
to shallow water for nonbreaking and breaking waves, including wind-
generated waves and whitecapping effects. For coastal structures, the 
wave model also takes into account the transmission effect of wave 
energy through a permeable structure (e.g. rubble mount breakwater). 

The current model is to simulate multi-scale hydrodynamic processes 
of free-surface water flows such as river flows, tidal currents, nearshore 
currents, and storm surges. 
 
In the current module, the two-dimensional (2-D) depth˗  and 
shortwave˗ averaged shallow water equations with wave forcing are 
employed to simulate flows driven by wave radiation stresses, tides, 
storm surges, river inflows, the Coriolis force, and turbulence in surf 
zones, tidal zones, and ocean waters. This hydrodynamic model 
provides users with two options to calculate wave radiation stresses: 
one is the traditional wave stress formulations by means of sinusoidal 
wave assumption by the linear small-amplitude wave theory; another is 
the improved radiation stresses formulae derived from the non-
sinusoidal wave assumption which enables to take into account the 
three-dimensional (3-D) features of vertical current structures (e.g. 
surface rollers or undertow currents) in the surf zone.  
 
In the sediment transport submodel, empirical sediment transport 
models are used to calculate the sediment transport rates of bed 
materials and suspended sediment under the conditions of combined 
waves and currents. A unified sediment transport model (Ding & Wang 
2008) is used to calculate the sediment flux from upstream rivers to 
estuaries and coasts to consider seamlessly the sediment transport from 
a non-wave environment at a river, to a wave-current interaction area at 
an estuary and a wave-dominant coastal zone. Morphological changes 
are computed on the basis of the mass balance of sediments in which 
the wetting and drying process is properly modeled to handle tidal 
variations and bed changes.  
 
Similar to other integrated models (CMS, DELFT3D, MIKE21, etc.), 
simulations by using this integrated model are also supported by a user-
friendly interface which assists users to generate computational grids, 
specify boundary conditions and model parameters, and to monitor and 
visualize simulation results. All the submodels work with the same 
computational grid. Thus, the wave and flow models run on the same 
computational cores, passing information between submodels through 
local memory/cache. It does not need to switch any additional 
executable codes during computations. All simulations are performed 
efficiently on a PC.  
 
CASE STUDY: MODELING MORPHOLOGICAL CHANGES 
IN DANSHUI RIVER ESTUARY DURING TYPHOON 
SEASON IN 2008 
 
Flowing into the north Taiwan Strait, the Danshui River estuary is the 
largest estuarine system in Taiwan, and is formed by the confluence of 
the Tahan Stream, Hsintien Stream, and Keelung River (Figure 2(a)). 
Its drainage area encompasses 2,728 km2, with a total river length of 
328 km. The tidal effect extends up to 82 km upstream of the river (Liu 
et al. 2007).  A daily-averaged discharge in dry seasons from the three 
tributaries is 400 ~ 500 m3/sec. Wave actions influence flow and 
sediment transport in the estuary, harbors, and adjacent coasts. River 
flood flows, waves, and storm surges induced by typhoons are major 
hydrological forcings that cause flooding/inundation and 
erosion/deposition in a wide area of the estuary. In July and September 
of 2008, three typhoons, Fung-Wong, Sinlaku, and Jangmi made 
landfall in Taiwan (Figure 2b), resulting in peak discharges of 3,800, 
6,500, and 7,300 m3/sec respectively, as estimated using CCHE1D, a 
one-dimensional (1-D) river flow model (Tenth River Management 
Office 2014). Two bathymetry surveys in this area were carried out in 
June (before the typhoon season) and October of 2008 (after the 
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typhoons). The bathymetric and topographic data were used to estimate 
bed changes in the estuary and adjacent coasts. More than 2.0-m 
sediment deposition was found at the river mouth after the three 
typhoons, and the some erosion occurred near flood-plains of the river 
and along coastlines. 
 

  
Fig. 2 (a) Danshui River estuary. The rectangular polygon represents 
the study area. (b) The trajectories of three typhoons in 2008 
 
Within the study area (33 km × 31 km) shown by a polygon in Figure 
2a, a non-orthogonal quadrilateral mesh, containing 156,349 nodes, 
was generated. The grid resolution varies from 20m at the river mouth 
to 500m in the offshore. The eastern boundary of the computational 
domain is located at the Lin-Shan-Bi fishery harbor; while the western 
boundary is approximately at the Tao-Yuan fishery harbor. The 
upstream boundary of the river is placed at the Kuan-Du Bridge. To 
calculate the morphological changes due to the three typhoons in 2008, 
the computation of wave-current-morphology interaction was 
performed continuously from July to October 2008. In accordance with 
the dates of the typhoons, Fung-Wong was introduced from 7/26 to 
7/30, Sinlaku from 9/10 to 9/18, and Jangmi from 9/26 to 10/1. The 
observed water surface elevations during the periods of the selected 
typhoons were used for the boundary conditions of water levels (at the 
Lin-Shan-Bi tide gauge for the eastern boundary conditions and at the 
Tao-Yuan tide gauge for the western boundary conditions. The offshore 
wave parameters (i.e. significant wave heights, peak periods, and mean 
wave directions are from the observation data at a buoy located at the 
3-km offshore of the Taipei Harbor). The observed wind data at the 
Taipei Harbor were used to reproduce time-dependent wind fields. The 
hydrograph, i.e. the discharge at the Kuan-Du Bridge during the 
computational period was used as the discharge boundary conditions at 
the river upstream. On the offshore boundary, the wave spectral energy 
density was computed using the observed wave parameters in the 
offshore. A total of 37 bins were set up to cover wave directions from 
−180o to +180o, providing a radical interval of 10o. In the frequency 
domain, a total of 21 frequency bins were set up to cover a spectrum 
from 0.02Hz to 2.0Hz. A depth-averaged parabolic eddy-viscosity 
model was used for calculating eddy viscosity in the flow model. In the 
simulations, a time step of 10 sec was used to compute flows and 
morphological changes. Due to lack of data on bed material properties, 
a median sediment diameter of 0.2mm is assumed for the sediment 
grain size on river beds, beaches, and sea-beds. One simulation of 
waves, flows, and morphological changes through the two-month 
duration of the typhoons took approximately 40 hours on a standard PC 
(with a single core of Intel Core i7 CPU@3.20GHz).  
 
The model was spun up by computing tidal flows from 7/23/2008 
17:00 to 7/27/2008 17:00 before introducing Typhoon Fung-Wong. 
The time step in the spin-up period was set to 30 sec. After the spin-up, 
the wave-current interaction for modeling morphological changes was 
conducted for 66 days till the end of Typhoon Jangmi at 0:00 10/2/2008. 

Then, the time step for computing flows was changed to 10 sec. Bed 
elevations were updated every 100 sec. The wave field was computed 
every one hour based on the latest flow field.  
 
Figure 3 presents snapshots of flow and wave fields close to the peak 
time of Typhoon Sinaku during an ebb tide at the river mouth. Multiple 
circulations can be identified around the breakwaters of the Taipei 
Harbor and in the river estuary. The offshore waves induced by the 
storm winds were transferred to the estuary through deformation and 
transformation processes such as refraction, diffraction, and breaking.  

 

  
Fig. 3 snapshots of computed velocities and water levels (a) and wave 
fields (b) in Sinlaku at 15:00 9/14/2008, Q=6,000m3/sec, ebb tide  
 
Several tide gauges in this area located at Taipei Harbor, the Taipei 
Harbor offshore, and the river mouth near the Kang-Du Bridge, 
provided observation data of water surface elevations during the 
typhoon season in 2008. The ADCP installed in the Taipei harbor 
offshore provides velocity measurements at the river mouth. One wave 
buoy at the offshore of the Taipei Harbor measured wave parameters. 
Model validation has been performed by comparing computed water 
elevations, velocities, wave heights, directions, and periods with 
observations at those tide gages and the buoy. Comparisons have 
shown that the long-term simulation results from July to Oct., 2008 are 
in good agreement with the observations (Ding et al. 2014).  
 
Figure 4 (a) and (b) presents the computed bed changes after Typhoons 
Fung-Wong and Jangmi, respective. The results show that sediment 
deposition in the river mouth was growing from Fung-Wong to Jangmi 
and moved further toward the offshore (around the area with water 
depth less than 10 m). The erosion in the river occurred in the reach 
downstream from the Kuan-du Bridge and the outer bank of the river 
bend. However, a large amount of sediment deposition in the deep 
channel of the river can be identified. Inside the Taipei harbor, both 
deposition and erosion happened. It is quite clear that the 
morphological changes in the river were caused by the fluvial processes 
and flood flows during the typhoon season. The bed changes in the 
river mouth were driven by the combined effects of riverine and coastal 
processes due to river flows, tides, and waves. The bed changes in the 
south coast (mainly being eroded) were induced by coastal processes 
due to wave breaking and longshore currents. Ding et al. (2015) 
compared the computed bed changes with the observation, and found 
that the morphological changes in the river estuary show consistent 
patterns of deposition and erosion.  
 
For assessing long-term impact of morphological changes and flooding 
in the coastal area including the river estuary, predictions of sediment 
transport and morphological changes were carried out by repeating a 
synthetic “one-year” event. As shown Table 1, this event contains a 
historical three-month-long monsoon and three typhoons. A multi-year 
simulation of sediment transport and flows was done by repeating this 

(a) (b) 

(a) (b) 
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synthetic one-year event. Figure 5 presents variations of the profiles of 
bed elevations along the center of the river course to the offshore. It 
indicates that upstream sediments transported by flood flows in 
typhoons can quickly change the river cross sections in the estuary, and 
even make a large amount of depositions in the river mouth. However, 
the monsoon can adjust the morphological changes in the estuary and 
coastal zones in the south. Due to the limit of the paper, details on the 
long-term assessment of morphological changes and flooding in the 
estuary will be described in a separate publication. 
 

  
Fig. 4 Computed bed changes after typhoons 
 
Table 1. Selected events for one-year assessment  

Event Start End Hours 
Monsoon 2009/12/01 0:00 2010/3/1 0:00 2160 

Aere 2004/8/24 4:00 2004/8/27 0:00 68 
Jangmi 2008/9/28 1:00 2008/9/30 23:00 70 
Saola 2012/7/30 21:00 2012/8/4 13:00 112 
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Fig. 5 Predicted profiles of bed elevations at the center of Danshui 
River after Typhoons 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
This paper presents a brief overview of integrated coastal and oceanic 
process modeling (INTCOM) approach and its engineering applications 
for simulations of flooding and sedimentation in coastal regions and 
estuaries. Through the case study of assessment of morphological 
changes in the Danshui River estuary in Taiwan, it presents a procedure 
for assessing long-term morphological changes by means of synthetic 
hydrological events which include typhoons, monsoons, and river 
flooding flows. Based on the results of model validation and the long-
term prediction, the key features of spatiotemporal variations of 
sediment transport and morphological changes in the estuary and 
adjacent coasts are investigated. The results show that river floods with 

sediments from upstream cause significant sedimentation in the estuary, 
and wave effects and tidal currents in monsoon rebalance sediment 
transport at the river mouth. Both short-term storms and long-term 
monsoons are important for management of sedimentation/erosion and 
flood risks in the estuary and adjacent coasts. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Historical aerial photographs, maps and monitoring records are 
important properties with high values on recording the environment 
change in time and space. In order to analyze the relationship between 
landslides, stream sediment yields, and shoreline changes in long-term 
scale, we chose Yilan County in Taiwan as a study area, and integrated: 
(1) aerial photographs and base maps (1951, 1969, 1985, 1994, 2001, 
2009, 2015); (2) streamflow discharge data (1951-2015); (3) sediment 
yield data (1951-2015) on the geographic information system platform. 
Wet/dry line, suspended sediment concentration, and landslide area 
were used as indicators to trace the spatial-temporal changing trends. 
Analytical results showed that the total landslide area within Yilan 
County significantly increased in 1994-2009, but slightly decreased in 
2009-2015. Sediment yields were relative low in 1951-1985, but 
obviously increased after 1985 as typhoon-induced landslides, and the 
human-induced sediment loading by road construction the downstream 
of the Lanyang River. Due to these impacts, the shoreline of Yilan 
County showed spatially unstable extensive trends in 1969-2001. 
Besides, we also found that the typhoon or heavy rainfall events of 3 to 
5-year frequency and large magnitude are the dominant transport 
process of suspended sediment and shoreline extension. The spatial-
temporal correlation in this study would be very helpful information for 
hazard mitigation and water environment protection. 
 
KEY WORDS: landslides; sediment yields; shoreline change; Yilan 
County 
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ABSTRACT 
 
The research of the navigation in Shu River hydropower station, by 
means of the integral hydraulic model exploring. Adopting guiding 
dividing duke as the one of major engineering measures while the 
dredging in waterway、the length of the duke and the configuration of 
the head consist the most important parameters .Based on the practical 
condition, there are several methods had been created. Then we 
corresponding to the fixed flow in each level and observing how the 
water flowing when they getting through the entrance area. The next 
step is recording the velocity and direction which consisting of the flow 
distribution. On the other hand, the data coming from the experiment 
will show us the instable flow and navigation obstruction satisfied the 
safety criterion or not. Based on the analysis of the phenomena and 
proposing the most proper blue print comprehensively. 
 
KEY WORDS: guiding dividing duke , varying backwater zone，
flowing condition，project approachment 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Shu River Hydropower Station project is the sixth cascade development 
planning of the of Hanjiang upper reaches. The major task of the 
comprehensive water conservancy project is generating electricity 
while acting as the role of navigation and flood control. The part of 
hydropower and flood control had been constructed and put into service. 
The auxiliary facilities such as guiding dividing duke have not been 
built .  
 
THE PRESENT NAVIGATIONAL CONDITION OF THE 
PROJECT 
 
According to the <Navigation standard of inland waterway >
（GB50139-2004）, the level of the channel is IV which satisfied the 
need of ships that displacement are 500 tons . The maximum flow 
adapted in designing is 3000 m3/s and the common patterns of the ships 
are barges motivated by push motor while the sizes are 35m * 9.2m * 
1.3m (length *width*draft depth). In order to reduce the cost of the 
project, the structures of navigation and sluices of flood passageway  
were put together closely in blueprint. As we know, the shape of Shu 
River is narrow and deep while the layout of hydraulic structures is 
relatively intensive. Obviously we cannot remove the present 
structures .The most unfavorable factor which affect navigation is the 
sluices and channel are close neighbor. When sluices works, the flow 

conditions of navigation in the downstream sharply deteriorated while 
the flow condition cannot meet the requirements of the navigation. On 
the other hand, the energy dissipator of sluices is underflow energy 
dissipation so that the outlet flow turbulent fluctuation. There are lots of 
vortexes hide in the flow and being a serious threat to navigation safety. 
As the blueprint shows, when flood coming, the navigation structures 
will be used to release the water which means the navigation resources 
are partly wasted. If the traffic flow is too small, it will cannot fit the 
practical need and the cost in navigation will raise. The construction 
and maintenance of navigation facilities and the profit is not in a state. 
To maximizing the effectiveness of hub with the limited resources, the 
designer choose 1566 m3/s and 3000 m3/s as the full discharge of 
power station and maximum navigable discharge. Therefore the design 
and construction of the navigation wall is imperative. There are three 
most important factors that affect the function of the navigation wall: 
length, the geometric forms of the wall and the patterns of the duke 
head. The essay is written by the analyses of these three factors. 
 

 
Fig. 1 Terminal layout 
 
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN 
 
Based on the requirements of designers, the channel was excavated to 
CS28 and extended 35.356m in downstream. After adjust the right 
boundary, the channel's width became 51m and the width of the gate is 
44.5m. The riverbed was dredged to the cross section where is 250m 
apart from the bridge in downstream and a triangle section connected 
with gate. The measurement section is the gate area and the connection 
section. Since the length of the ship is 35 m, the gate area is 3 times the 
captain that is the scope of 105m and beyond this range is the 
connection segment. The shape of the cross section of the navigation 
wall is shown in Fig. 2. The elevation of the base is designed by 
different conditions in different sections while the height of the wall 
and the thickness of the base are also changed. The elevation of the 
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wall's top is designed according to the actual water line. It means that 
the wall shouldn't been drowned when the flow reached 3000m3/s and 
the water besides the wall didn't have interaction. 
In order to fully study the upper and lower bounds of the navigation in 
practical range, 11 schemes were designed in the experiments. Now we 
select some typical examples of the following. 
 
Plan A 
 
The total length of the navigation wall is 547 m. The wall is consist of 
four parts: the first and second sections are straight lines and form a 
polygonal line, the third section is an arc which radius is 273m , the 
fourth section is a straight line along the tangent line of the arc . It is the 
maximum length of the wall during all the plans. The head is 
impervious to water. 
 

 
Fig. 2 Arrangements of Plan A 
 
Plan B 
 
With the same length of guide wall and longitudinal form, narrow the 
width of gate to 40m. The permeable head is used and 9 holes is opened 
in fourth section. The radius of the hole is 0.5m while the distance of 
two centers of circle is 5m. The center of first circle located in the point 
which is 5.5m apart from the head. The intersection angle of the hole 
and wall is 145°. 
 

 
Fig. 3 Arrangements of Plan B 
 
Plan C 
 
The length of the wall is reduced to 428.1367m and the polygonal line 
section was chosen. Permeable head was adopted while 3 rectangular 
blocks with 10m in length and 2m in width were set at the head of the 
embankment. The placement of the cube choosing staggered each other 
while the outer side of the rear piece is corresponding to the inside of 
the previous one. The distance between two cubes is 3 m. By the way, 
the intersection angle of the first two pieces and wall was 145°while the 
third was 25º. The width of the gate was shown to 43 m. 
 

 
Fig. 4 arrangements of Plan C 
 
Plan D 
 
Only the polygonal line section is retained with the head of the 
impervious. 
 

 
Fig. 5 Arrangements of Plan D 
 
Plan E 
 
The length of the wall is shortened to 312 m and the shape of polygonal 
line was kept. This scheme was designed with the shortest wall. The 
impervious head is in the middle of the varying backwater zone of the 
power station. 
 

 
Fig. 6 Arrangements of Plan E 
 
THE DESIGN of PHYSICAL MODEL AND SIMILARITY 
VERIFICATION 
 
The general situation of the model 
 
According to the request of the experiment, terrain condition, 
experimental sites and the capacity of water supply, the model is built 
to simulate the range of 1000 m upstream and 2800 m downstream 
apart from the axis of dam. At the same time, the area between right 
and left bank, a tributary of Shu River were present too. The full length 
be simulated in Shu River is 3.9 Km. Not only the geometric scale of 
the normal model is pointed as 100 but also the gravity similarity 
criteria is used for model designing. Anyone else are listed in Table 1. 
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Table 1 Specific scale of the model 

Codes Items symbols Equals numerical 
values 

1 geometric 
scale λL、λh λL=λh 100 

2 

Scales of 
water 

flowing、
settlement 

and velocity 

λv、λω、λvc 
λv=λω=λvc=

𝜆𝜆ℎ
1/2 

10 

3 Scale of flow λQ 𝜆𝜆𝑄𝑄 = 𝜆𝜆𝐿𝐿𝜆𝜆ℎ𝜆𝜆𝑣𝑣 100000 

4 
Scale of 

coefficient of 
roughness 

λn 
𝜆𝜆𝑛𝑛

= 𝜆𝜆ℎ
1/6 �

𝜆𝜆ℎ
𝜆𝜆𝐿𝐿
�
1/2

 
2.15 

5 Scale of time λt(water) 𝜆𝜆𝑡𝑡(water) =
𝜆𝜆𝐿𝐿
𝜆𝜆𝑣𝑣

 10 

 
Similarity verification 
 
The parameter for similarity verification is water level. The data of 
practical came from the Northwest Engineering Corporation Limited 
that provided by the measurement held in 10:10, March 28, 2015 and 
with the flow of 930 m3/s. According to the experiment, the size of the 
particle which had plum blossom shape and coarse gravel was 
determined to adjust the roughness of the river. What we had done was 
for the differences between numerical value and the practical value 
were basically in the 0.10 m. As the 0.19m was the maximum 
difference, the model basically achieved the requirements of similarity. 
 
Table 2 Verification of water level 

Codes location of 
staff gauge 

(downstream) 

water level 
of River
（m） 

water level 
of model 
（m） 

Difference 
（m） 

note 

6# CS0+261m 196.22 196.13 -0.09  

8# CS0+476m 196.01 196.12 0.02  

10# CS0+624m 195.29 195.03 -0.19 pier 

12# CS0+1011m 194.50 194.60 0.10  

14# CS0+1426m 193.85 193.82 -0.03  

 
The mind of research 
 
At first, the model is modified based on the scheme. Then we observe 
how the water flowing by means of the scraps of paper floating on the 
surface and the primary conclusion will be obtained. Next the water 
level, velocity and other factors in the fixed flow and operation are 
marked as well the velocity profile and the line of water level will be 
born. After that we select the maximum flow velocity in each section 
along the route of all the schemes and relate norms and requirements. 
On the basis of previous work, the comparison between schemes will 
be in progress and the winner will be recommended. 
 
The method of experiment 
 
The water level is controlled to 217 m. What flow we chose to working 
were 261 m3/s, 1566 m3/s and 3000 m3/s that refers to only a generator 
set come into effect, all generators running and maximum traffic flow . 
 
 

Table 3 Conditions of operation 

Codes Water level of 
upstream(m) 

Flow 
(m3/s) 

Generator 
Set Flood control 

1 

217 

261 4# closed 
2 1566 1#~6# closed 

3 3000 1#~6# 

Sluice 1, 3# were lift 
3.0m，the hole of left 

clipping room were 
lift 4.5m 

 
The location, size and intensity of the recirculation zone of each plan 
should be observed at first . We find that Plan C got the Minimal size 
and intensity while the recirculation zone located between CS26 and 
CS27. 
 
For the <Navigation standard of inland waterway >（GB50139-2004）
stipulating , Limit values of velocity in class- V channel are 
longitudinal velocity, transverse velocity, varying backwater velocity 
shouldn't exceed 2 m/s, 0.3 m/s, 0.4 m/s. The measurement section was 
the gate area and the connection area which range from the end of the 
wall to CS29. Since the length of the ship was 35 m, the gate area was 3 
times of the length which is the scope of 105 m and the connection 
segment was the area that beyond this range . 
 
HYDRAULIC MODEL TEST ON NAVIGATION 
CONDITION 
 
The analyses of data 
 
It is obvious that the influence of length , geometric form and patterns 
of the head be shown in the experiment. 
 
The longitudinal shape determined the area of each section directly and 
had influence on velocity. Specific to the Shu River is that channel is 
situated on the right side of the river and there is another guide wall 
seated between the power houses and sluices which narrow the width of 
spillway greatly. So if the outward deviation of the wall was too 
exaggerated that will seriously weaken the capacity of flood control. 
 
The shear stress is generated between the two streams for the external 
velocity is greater than the velocity in the channel. The reverse velocity 
would be created in the edge of gate area according to Newton second 
law. At the same time, the inner flow is affected by the reflux flow as 
well as led to the augment of longitudinal velocity. Owing to the 
resultant moment formed by inner and external flows, the varying 
backwater zone is formed gradually. Moreover, due to the disturbance 
of the pier, the turbulent of flow makes fan-shaped area and continue to 
spreading towards downstream. The water will interact and influence 
each other when the turbulent reach the area of gate which is the major 
Influential factor of transverse velocity. So the distance between the 
pier and the head of wall become smaller while the navigable condition 
is more severe. Meanwhile, if the length of the wall was too small, the 
effect of sluice is sharply increased. 
 
The flow regime in the gate area is determined by the patterns of the 
duke head. There is no exchange of water on each side when 
impervious dike be used. Within the channel, the flowing is stable and 
the numerical value is small. But the impact and exchange in the 
entrance area of the channel is relatively more severe. The velocity 
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increased obviously for affected by lateral flow and the transition area 
was relatively small. So the change of velocity is faster and the 
difference is larger which acting like rapids. The blend of the water 
with different velocity began before the flow reaches the gate area 
when come across the permeable head. Therefore the water is flowing 
more stable as a result of the transition area which range from the 
channel interior to somewhere downstream. Despite the permeable 
head will not make the flowing change drastically and abruptly, the 
velocity will be bigger compared to the impervious dike in same 
condition. 
 
Table 4 Parameter analysis of characteristic value of velocity 

program            Plan A B C D E 

Longitudinal 
velocity 

NQ1566 2 2 2 1 1 
NQ3000 4 4 5 6 3 

excessive 
rates 50% 50% 50% 50% 22% 

Vmax（m/s） 3.10 3.28 3.10 3.10 3.00 
F Vmax (m3/s) 3000 3000 3000 3000 3000 

Location CS 
29 

CS 
29 

CS 
29 

CS 
29 

CS 
29 

Transverse 
velocity   

NQ1566 0 0 0 1 0 
NQ3000 0 0 0 3 3 

excessive 
rates 0 0 0 29% 17% 

Vmax（m/s） / / / 0.39 0.34 
F Vmax (m3/s) / / / 1566 3000 

Location / / / CS 
24 

CS 
29 

Reflux  
velocity   

NQ1566 1 1 0 0 0 
NQ3000 1 1 0 0 2 

excessive 
rates 17% 17% 0 0 11% 

Vmax（m/s） 0.89 0.96 无 无 0.96 
F Vmax (m3/s) 3000 3000 无 无 1566 

Location CS 
25 

CS 
25 无 无 CS 

21 

Postscript 
The vertical velocity, transverse velocity and reflux 

velocity were not exceeded when the flow is 261 m3/s. 
N refers to the quantity of unqualified sections. 

 
Primary Selection 
 
Generally speaking, the comprehensive analysis of the flow velocity, 
longitudinal velocity and transverse velocity provide us with the basis 
when the choice was made. It is apparently that both the reflux velocity 
and transverse velocity are not exceeded with regard to the Plan C. 
Coupled with the water is flowing smoothly and without adverse 
flowing pattern, the Plan C is pointed as the optimal scheme. This is 
consistent with the intuitive observation. The second choice is to be 
Plan E. 
The result of Primary selection is Plan C. 
 
Final selection 
 
In order to select the final solution, Plan F being designed as a contrast. 
Plan F is arranged as follows. The first three sections are kept which 
consist of the polygonal line and the arc. The difference between the 
length of two walls is 21.5m and the impervious head is another 
distinction.   

 
Fig. 7 Arrangements of Plan F 
 
The study of comparative experiment 
 
Experimental condition. When the recommended plan and the 
comparison plan be ensured, what we should do next is to verifying the 
navigational states of two plans under various operational conditions 
according to the different mode of the flow. The science and feasibility 
of the plans be tested again. 
 
Comparative experimental conditions are shown in Table 4. Six 
conditions be got for each plan to study the flowing states in the same 
condition and the better one will be confirmed as the final solution. The 
measurement section is designed from CS23 to CS29 while covered 7 
sections. The gate area and the concatenated segment include CS23 to 
CS25 and CS26 to CS29 respectively.  
 
Table 5 Operations of comparative experiment 

Codes Water level of 
upstream(m) 

Flow 
(m3/s) 

Generator 
Set(#) 

Flood control 

1 

217 

261 4 closed 

2 1044 2~5 closed 

3 1566 1~6 closed 

4 2000 1~6 Sluice 3# were lift 3.0m 

5 2500 1~6 Sluice 1, 3# were lift 

6 3000 1~6 

Sluice 1, 3# were lift 
3.0m，the hole of left 
clipping room were lift 

4.5m 
 
Analyses of the results. The results of the experiment were shown in 
Table 6. 
Firstly, we will do the analysis of longitudinal velocity. Compared to 
Plan F, the total exceeding rate and the excessive amplitude are bigger 
and small respectively. This is in agreement with the early analysis of 
the permeable and impervious head of the dike. There is no difference 
of velocity in the connection section and the velocity distribution of 
cross section conformed to the law which learned from the velocity 
profile. The effect of escort has been initially achieved. 
 
Secondly we turn to the transverse velocity. The difference of 
exceeding rate between two plans is very small totally but changed to 
big in the gate area. There is no parameter that exceeded the standard in 
Plan C however the same for the Plan F as high as 22%. On the other 
hand, the maximum transverse velocity of the Plan F appears in the 
CS24 according to Fig 5. It means that the oblique flow intensity of 
Plan C is small in the gate area. 
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Last one was the Reflux velocity. The superiority of the Plan C is so 
overwhelming. 
 
Besides the flow corresponding to the maximum velocity of Plan C was 
larger than that of the contrast distinctly under the same condition. The 
indicators had exceeded When the flow reached 2500 m3/s . The bigger 
flow, the worse condition followed. In a word, the adaptability, 
practicability and improvement of the Plan C were more powerful. 
 
Table 6 Parameter analysis in comparative experiment 

program                 Plan Plan C Plan F 

Longitudinal 
velocity 

Excessive rates 0 0 

Total exceeding rate 33.3% 28.6% 

Vmax（m/s） 2.81 2.86 

condition 6 5 

Location CS29 CS29 

Transverse 
velocity 

Excessive rates 0 22.2 

Total exceeding rate 19.0% 16.7% 

Vmax（m/s） 0.40 0.38 

condition 6 5 

Location CS26 CS24 

Reflux  
velocity 

Excessive rates 22.2 27.8 

Total exceeding rate 9.5% 11.9% 

Vmax（m/s） 0.61 0.65 

condition 6 5 

Location CS24 CS25 

CONCLUSION 
 
In summary, it is not difficult to find that the transition of longitudinal 
velocity was stable and the transverse velocity was greatly reduced and 
the reflux velocity was relatively weakened if we chose Plan C. All of 
the velocity index performing more reasonable and favorable than the 
contrast plan. The finally choice was the Plan C. Above all were the 
result of theoretical research as well the evaluation of the program also 
combined with the actual situation of the project. 
 
At the same time, the research is accompanied with the slope regulation. 
If the plan came into operation, some engineering measures must be 
taken to reduce the longitudinal velocity in connection segment as well 
as limit the transverse and reflux velocity rigidly. 
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ABSTRACT  
 

An unstructured grid, two-dimensional hydrodynamic model was 

established and applied to the coast of Taiwan to investigate the tide-

surge interaction. The model was calibrated and verified with the 

observed tidal levels at four tidal stations for seven typhoon events to 

ascertain the capability and feasibility of the model. The validated 

model was then applied to investigate the impacts of tide-surge 

interaction on phase, water levels, and storm surge height. We found 

that the tide-surge interaction influenced both the magnitude and timing 

of the surge, which depended on the typhoon path. The water level rise 

due to the storm surge during high tide was greater at neap tide than at 

spring tide. Changing tidal ranges altered the prediction of the surge 

enough to induce the changes in peak water levels. 

 

KEY WORDS: Tide-surge interaction; Storm surge prediction; 

ADCIRC model; Typhoon; Model calibration and validation. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 
Storm surge is increasingly severe as the intensity of storms increase 

recently because of climate change (Lowe and Gregory, 2005). The 

damages caused by storm surge have increased every year. Storm 

surges correspond to abnormal variations in the ocean free-surface 

driven by atmospheric forcing associated with extra-tropical storms or 

tropical hurricanes and typhoons (Flather, 2001).  

 

Taiwan is located between the continental shelf of China and the west 

side of the Pacific Ocean. It is often subject to severe sea states induced 

by typhoons generated during the summer and autumn seasons in either 

the South China Sea or the Northwest Pacific Ocean near the Philippine 

islands, resulting in extensive loss of life and property. 

 

When a typhoon approaches Taiwan, its strong wind and low 

atmospheric pressure often cause storm surges that result in severe 

damage to coastal areas, especially on the low-lying lands near river 

mouths because of the double effects of the river floods by typhoon-

brought rains and the backward uplifting seawater floods from storm 

surges. Therefore, it is necessary to develop a reliable model to predict 

the height of typhoon-induced storm surge and to understand the tide-

storm surge interaction for coastal management and hazard mitigation. 

Tide-surge interactions are one of the most important problems and 

affect the prediction of storm surges. The main objectives of this study 

are to apply an unstructured grid, two-dimensional hydrodynamic 

model to simulate the tide and storm surges along the coast of Taiwan. 

The numerical model was calibrated and verified with the observed 

water levels at tidal stations for seven typhoon events to ascertain the 

capability and feasibility of the model. The validated model was then 

applied to investigate the tide-surge interactions along the coast of 

Taiwan. 

 

DESCRIPTION OF NUMERICAL MODEL  

 

Storm-surge model and global tidal model 
 

The advanced storm surge and circulation model, Advanced Circulation 

(ADCIRC) (Luettich et al., 1992; Westerink et al., 1994a) is used to 

simulate the response of water levels and currents along the Taiwan 

coast with several typhoon events. The two-dimensional version of 

ADCIRC solves the depth-integrated, nonlinear momentum and 

continuity equations in the time domain. Numerous applications of the 

model by the US Army Corps of Engineers and other institutions have 

been reported in the literature (e.g., [Bacopoulos et al., 2012; 

Bhaskaran et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2008; Dietrich et al., 2011; Keen et 

al., 2004; Murty et al., 2014; Westerink et al., 1994b]). To simulate 

tidal propagation in the ADCIRC model, the driving tidal forces at the 

open boundaries are necessary. The TOPEX/Poseidon Global Inverse 

Solution (TPXO) is adopted for further simulations in the present study. 

 

Cyclone model 
 

The meteorological driving forces underlying storm surges consist of 

wind stress and an atmospheric pressure gradient. Therefore, 

determining the wind field and the pressure field of a tropical cyclone 

is indispensable for conducting cyclone surge calculations. To simplify 

the numerical calculation, the pressure fields and wind fields are 

derived from the independent formulas. In the present study, the 

atmospheric pressure field for the cyclone was calculated using the 

equation expressed below (Holland, 1980; Jakobsen and Madsen, 2004): 

 

exp[ ( ) ],   B
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where Pc is the central pressure of the cyclone; Pe is the ambient 

pressure or environmental pressure; △p is the pressure drop or pressure 

deficit; r is the radius, which is the distance from the typhoon center; rm 

is the radius to maximum wind speed; and B is the shape parameter, 

which can be estimated by an empirical relationship, 
0.2880.1397( )B p  , 

0r   (Jakobsen and Madsen, 2004). 

 

An asymmetric wind field model for a moving cyclone was developed 

by Jelesnianski (1965) and is widely used in many tropical cyclone 

surge models (Roy, 1995; Salisbury and Hagen, 2007). This model, 

which was adopted to calculate the wind field, is described as follows: 
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where (i, j) are unit vectors in longitude and latitude; Uw, Vw are the 

components of the translation velocity of the cyclone center; Wm is the 

maximum wind; rλ and rφ  are the components of the vector; and θ is the 

inflow angle of range 0-30o.  

 

Model implementation  
 

The computational domain in the Asian marginal seas and the western 

Pacific Ocean includes the region within the longitudes 117°E to 125°E 

and the latitudes 21°N to 28°N. The Digital Terrain Model (DTM) 

bathymetric data were obtained from the Global Topography data bank 

of the University of California, San Diego (Eakins et al., 2006), and 

from the Ocean Data Bank of the National Science Council, Taiwan 

(Wu et al., 2010). Figure 1 show the bathymetric map and the locations 

of the tidal gauge stations on the east coast of Taiwan. To save on 

computational time and to fit the coastline, coarse grids were generated 

in coastal seas, whereas fine grids were used in shallow areas close to 

the coastline. The modeling domain consists of 18,543 unstructured 

triangular elements and 9,560 nodes. 

 

 
Fig. 1 Bathymetric map and locations of tidal gauge stations along the 

coast of Taiwan, A is Taipei Danshui River Mouth; B is Taichung 

Harbor; C is Kaohsiung Harbor; D is Hualien Harbor. 

 

Indices of simulation performance 

 
To evaluate the performance of the storm surge model, two criteria 

were adopted to compare the predicted results and the observational 

data, which are the mean absolute error (MAE) and root mean square 

error (RMSE). These criteria are defined by the following equations: 
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where N is the total number of data points; Ym is the predicted water 

level; and Yo is the observational water level.  

 

MODEL CALIBRATION AND VALIDATION 
 

Seven data sets of the historical typhoon events collected from the 

Central Weather Bureau, Taiwan were used to determine the practical 

accuracy of the model and to ascertain its predictive capabilities. 

Typhoon Dujuan (2003), Typhoon Nanmadol (2004), Typhoon 

Mindulle (2004), and Typhoon Sepat (2007) were adopted for model 

calibration, and Typhoon Wipha (2007), Typhoon Jangmi (2008), and 

Typhoon Morakot (2009) were used for model validation. From the 

model calibration procedure, the horizontal eddy viscosity parameter is 

set to 5.0 m2/s. A constant minimum bottom friction coefficient of 

Cfmin=0.003, break depth of Hbreak=10m, and two dimensionless 

parameters of α=10 and β=1/3 were used. These parameters adopted in 

this study are in the reasonable ranges that can be found in Luettich et 

al. (1992). 

 

Table 1 shows the MAE and RMSE for model validation at different 

locations. The maximum MAE and RMSE values are 0.267 m and 

0.354 m, respectively, for Typhoon Jangmi at the Taichung Harbor. It 

can be observed that the model prediction of water level has difficulty 

matching the observed water level at the Taichung Harbor for the 

model calibration and validation. Cheng et al. (1991) reported that the 

bottom topography is an important factor in modeling the flow 

properties of the environment. An accurate representation of the bottom 

topography by the model grids is the fundamental requirement in a 

successful modeling study. The reason may be due to the horizontal 

resolution 200m x 200m of the bathymetry data collected from the 

Ocean Data Bank of the National Science Council to generate the grids 

which can not accurately reflect the bathymetry along the coast of 

Taiwan. The other one reason is the wave-induced surge height which 

is not taken into account, resulting in significant differences between 

model results and observed water levels at some locations.  

 
Table 1 Mean absolute error (MAE) and root mean square error (RMSE) 

of the difference between the computed and observed water levels for 

model validation 

Tidal station 

Typhoon Morakot Typhoon Jangmi Typhoon Wipha 

RMSE 

(m) 

MAE 

(m) 

RMSE 

(m) 

MAE 

(m) 

RMSE 

(m) 

MAE 

(m) 

Taipei Danshui 

River Mouth 
0.162 0.135 0.202 0.163 0.174 0.122 

Taichung 

Harbor 
0.222 0.178 0.354 0.267 0.279 0.234 

Kaohsiung 

Harbor 
0.156 0.128 0.136 0.112 0.125 0.100 

Hualien Harbor 0.228 0.185 0.153 0.116 0.126 0.102 
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MODEL APPLCATIONS TO INVESTIGATE TIDE-STORM 

SURGE INTERACTION 
 

The validated model was used to investigate the influences of tide-

surge interaction through the region. Typhoon Jangmi (2008) served as 

the case study because this typhoon was classified as a strong typhoon 

by the Central Weather Bureau, Taiwan.  

 

Five simulations used in the experimental studies reported in this paper 

included the following datasets: (A) Tidal boundaries only; (B) Tidal 

boundaries + Atmospheric forcing (including wind stress forcing); (C) 

No tidal boundaries + Atmospheric forcing (including wind stress 

forcing) ; (D) Tidal boundaries (of decreasing amplitude range from 

100% to 0% at 10% intervals) + Atmospheric forcing (including wind 

stress forcing); and (E) Tidal boundaries + Atmospheric forcing 

(including wind stress forcing) (with an artificial typhoon that had the 

same strength as Typhoon Jangmi but at spring tide and at neap tide) 

 

Effect on phase shifts  
 

To investigate the influence of tide-surge interaction on the phase shifts, 

three simulation experiments, A, B, and C, were run for the Typhoon 

Jangmi event, which occurred on the 28th and 29th September, 2008. 

Figure 2 shows the modeling results for simulations A, B, and C. The 

water levels with simulation B minus simulation A, designated as the 

storm surge height, are also present in the figure. It shows that the 

timing of peak storm surge height is quite different from the timing of 

peak water level under simulations A and B. This characteristic 

demonstrates the phase shifts due to the tide-surge interactions. This is 

not due in part to the fact that the tidal range is significantly larger than 

the storm surge height and thus dominates the peak water levels. 

However, storm surge heights at the Kaohsiung Harbor present no 

significant changes because the typhoon path is far from these two 

stations. It should be noted that the storm surge heights are different 

with simulation C and simulation B minus simulation A. This is due to 

the nonlinear advection and bottom friction effect, which have been 

confirmed by Bernier and Thompson (2007) and Zhang et al. (2013). 

 

 

 

Fig. 2 Predicted water level with different simulations at the (a) Taipei 

Danshui River Mouth, (b) Taichung Harbor, (c) Kaohsiung Harbor, and 

(d) Hualien Harbor 

 

Effect of tidal range 

 
The model was run with simulation D, which has the tidal boundaries 

decreasing over a range in amplitude from 100% to 0% at 10% 

intervals, for the Typhoon Jangmi event. Figure 3 plots the RMSE 

between the storm surge prediction and those given with changes in the 

tidal range, shown with a dashed line, at different tidal stations. The 

change in the peak water levels relative to water level prediction is 

shown by the solid line. The RMSE and peak level appear to increase 

linearly with a reduction in tidal range. The similar pattern was also 

found by Quinn et al. (2012). This figure also reveals that when the 

decrease in tidal range reaches its maximum (100%), the changes to 

elevation in RMSE and peak level are higher at the Taichung Harbor 

than those at the other five stations. This is likely due to the fact that 

the Taichung Harbor has the highest tidal range among the tidal 

stations. As mentioning in the storm surge calibration validation, the 

Taichung Harbor also has the highest error. 

 

  

  

Fig. 3 The influence of the alteration to the tidal range on water level 

with simulation D at the (a) Taipei Danshui River Mouth, (b) Taichung 

Harbor, (c) Kaohsiung Harbor, and (d) Hualien Harbor 

 

Effect of spring tide and neap tide 
 

To probe the influence of tide, the simulation E was conducted with an 

artificial typhoon that had the same strength as Typhoon Jangmi (2008) 

but at spring tide and at neap tide. Figure 4 presents the comparison of 

storm surges at spring tide and neap tide at the Taichung Harbor. It 

shows that the difference between the curve of storm surge and tides 

and that of only tides near high tides was larger at neap tide than at 

spring tide. Because the water surface elevation during the high tide 

was greater at spring tide than at neap tide, the surge height was greater 

at neap tide than at spring tide. This study shows that the combined 

effects of storm surge and tides along the coast of Taiwan can impact 

the storm surge height, especially when influenced by spring and neap 

tides.  
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Fig. 4 The comparison of storm surges at (a) spring tide and (b) neap 

tide simulations at the Taichiung Harbor 

 

CONCLUSIONS 
 

The hydrodynamic model was then applied to investigate the 

interactions of tides and storm surges along the coast of Taiwan. The 

results indicated that the tide-surge interaction influenced both the 

magnitude and timing of the surge, which depended on the typhoon 

path. The influence of predicted tidal levels was assessed by altering 

the tidal range. The results indicated that the RMSE and peak level 

appeared to increase linearly with a reduction in the tidal range. When 

the decrease in tidal range reaches its maximum, the changes to water 

surface elevation in RMSE and peak level are higher at the Taichung 

Harbor than those at the other five stations. We also found that the 

storm surge height during high tide was greater at neap tide than at 

spring tide. 
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ABSTRACT  
 
The introduction of dock structures may change flow characteristics of 
waterways, and the magnitude of the change is very important to flood 
controls and project feasibility studies. This paper studies in theory the 
relative maximum water level rise caused by various dock structures, as 
well as the governing factors and estimation method for the upstream 
backwater extent of the dock structures. Based on hydraulic laboratory 
tests of 37 sets of different conditions, this paper develops an 
expression for the relative maximum water level rise caused by dock 
structures, and verifies the feasibility of some theoretical estimation 
method for upstream backwater extent. The results of this paper 
provide the theoretical foundation for the planning and design of dock 
structures in mountainous waterway. 
 
KEY WORDS: mountainous waterway， dock structures，  flow 
characteristics， backwater，hydraulic laboratory tests 
  
INTRODUCTION 
 
As the vigorous development of the water transport construction in the 
upper reaches of the Yangtze River, there will be a new round of high 
tide of the construction of the dock structures. The introduction of dock 
structures will occupy a certain discharge area and may change flow 
characteristics of waterways and may bring adversely affect on river 
navigation ,flood controls ,river stability ,dyke round safety and water 
transport .Different types and arrangement of dock structures may have 
a direct impact on flow characteristics of waterways and also is an 
important prerequisite of the construction of dock structures. Currently 
the correlation studies at home and abroad are mostly focused on 
numerical simulation analysis on a specific dock structure or some 
other similar projects just like model test for groin works, and lack of 
system model test of multifactor combination such as various traffic, 
various types of dock structures, multiple terminal length and width, 
different water area ratio. It is difficult to guide the mountain river pier 
construction of the actual needs. 
 
This paper studies the influence of the various types of dock structures 
(such as solid type and high pile type) on water height near the 
mountain river reach (include maximum backwater height and the 
position, upstream backwater scope),through the combination of 
theoretical analysis and model test. And it also can provide a theoretical 

basis and reference for the engineering construction management and 
design of the future river pier.  
 
DESIGN OF MODEL TESTS 
 
Test Device 
 
In order to reduce the influence of stream current fluctuation on the 
tests results, a primary and a secondary tumble bay are set at the inlet. 
The primary tumble bay is 2.0m×2.0m×1.5m with a stilling ridge at the 
bottom. The secondary tumble bay is 13.0 m×8.0 m×1.0m and an 
adjustable stilling grate is set at the inlet of water channel that can make 
the stream steady and homogenous. 
 
Characteristic Value of Stream Current In Tests 
 

 
Fig. 1 Sketch of water r system  
 
The flow and water level of mountain stream vary greatly in amplitude, 
and the maximum flow can be as much as hundreds of the minimum 
flow. The slopes of mountain stream are often about 11‰, some could 
even far more than 1‰. The flow pattern of mountain stream is very 
complex as the result of anomalous bed configuration. 
 
In order to simulate the current of mountain stream, the experiment 
flume in our tests is 2.3m in width and 0.82‰ in slope. Four different 
flows, i.e. 60l/s, 90l/s, 120l/s and 150l/s, are applied in our tests. The 
current in our tests is tranquil flow since the Froude number varies in 
the range of 0.197～0.251. 
 
The experiment flume in our tests meets the requirement of two-
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dimensional flow, which is usually judged with aspect ratio (the ratio of 
width to depth) in open-channel flow. The aspect ratio in laboratory 
tests often ranges from 5 to 10, but depends more on the test objectives. 
The aspect ratios in our tests are 22～33, the maximum water depth is 
no more than o.2m. The Reynolds number varies between 30623 and 
73601, which indicates that the stream current is turbulent flow since 
the Reynolds number is far more than 500. The water countercheck 
ratio in our tests is between 1.5% and 7.4%. 
 
Design of Experiment Flume 
 
The generalized experiment flume is rectangular in shape with the size 
of 18m×2.3m×0.5m and 0.82‰ in slope. The medium diameter of sand 
used for sand-cement grout at the bottom of experiment flume is 
0.99mm based on the statistics of the sand medium diameter in the 
representative segments of the upstream of Changjiang River. The dock 
model is arranged 10-10.5m far from the inlet at the left bank. Several 
gauging stations are set far from 1m, 4m、6m、8m、10m、12m、

14m、16m on both banks. The test segment is 8 m-12m far from the 
inlet. Homogeneous turbulence can form in the test segment and the tail 
discharge freely. 
 
Test Scheme Design 
 
Solid dock represented by submerge groin, non-submerge groin works 
and high-pile dock represented by single-row piles and group piles 
works are studied in our tests. Figure 2 illustrates the arrangement of 
experiment flume. 
 
The piles in our tests are imitated by PVC poles 2cm in diameter and 
40cm in length. The piles are uniformly arranged with the space of 8cm 
which is four times of its diameter. 
 

18m

10m

From the entrance 10m

entrance
Exit 2.3m

Whart Area

Cement wall section 4mGlass tank section 4m

 
Fig. 2 Overall configuration sketch of experiment flume 
 
ANALYSIS OF DOCK ENGINEERING RESISTANCE 
CHARACTERISTICS 
 
Mechanism of Water Resistance 
 
The building of dock in river can induces many hydrate changes in the 
upstream such as the current slope and velocity decrease and water 
level increase. At the dock section, however, the current slope and 
velocity increase sharply since the section narrows down. When the 
current passes the dock section, the current keeps narrowing and its 
slope and velocity increases meanwhile as the result of sluggishness. 
The current gradually recovers to the natural status under the action of 
the diffusion after the shrinkage section. 
 

Maximum Backwater Height Theory 
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Fig. 3 Vertical section of center flow near dock engineering  
 
Figure 3 shows the backwater level curve in dock engineering. The 
local head loss occurs in the segment between section 1-1(the 
maximum backwater level) and section 3-3(water level remains the 
same as that before the building of dock). The energy relationship can 
be expressed as follows: 
Before the building of dock the equation is:   
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Where z is water level; v is the current velocity; α is the correction 
factor of motion energy; n is the roughness; ∆L is the length of river 
segment; hf is the frictional head loss; hj is the local head loss. 
 
The subscript denotes the section; superscript represents the value after 
the building of dock, and represents the value before the building of 
dock. 
The local head loss can be expressed as  
 

g
v

h j 2
'2

2ξ=
                                                                                           (3) 

 
Where ξ is resistance coefficient; v2' is the representative current 
velocity and can be replaced by the compression velocity in the central 
section of dock engineering, 
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Qv ＝
,  

 
A2 is the total discharge area before the building of dock, ∆A2 is the 
water countercheck area, ε is the water countercheck area-ratio. 
Considering the water level at the section 3-3 has recovered to that 
before the building of dock, so we can gain: 
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Substitute the above equations to the equation (2)-(1), the maximum 
backwater height can be expressed as 
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If ∆Z is small, 
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Equation (4) can be simplified as  
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Equation 5 shows that the maximum backwater height can be divided 
into two parts. One is the local head loss; the other is the frictional head 
loss. If the frictional resistance is calculated by the hydrate factors of 
the central section, equation 5 and 4 can be written as  
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H2,H2' is the water depth at section 2-2 before and after the building of 
the dock respectively,  
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Equation 7 made it possible to get rid of pilot calculation. Using the 
Froude number before building, i.e. 
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equation 7 can be written as  
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Equation 8 shows that the relative maximum backwater height is the 
function of water countercheck area-ratio, Froude number and local 
resistance factor if the variation of head loss. It is notable that ∆Z is the 
average maximum backwater height. 
 
Formula for The Maximum Backwater Range 
 
If the section 4-4 is the section where the backwater has no influence, 
∆ L4-1 is the maximum backwater range of dock engineering. The 
theoretic formula can be deduced as follows： 
Currents at the section 4-4 and 1-1 are homogenous. The energy 
equation between the two sections is  
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since the current is homogenous. 
Then the maximum backwater range can be written as  
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Since the slope at section 1-1 is about zero, equation 9 can be written as  
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If ∆Z is small and  
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 it can be simplified as  
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Where J0 is the slope of the water channel; ∆Z is the average maximum 
backwater height of the section, unlike that in the following diagram 
and table which represents the maximum value at the measurement 
station. 
 
THE RESULT ANALYSIS OF THE SPUR DIKE 
BACKWATER TEST 
 
In order to investigate the influence of solid dock on the water level, 
submerge groin with size 8 cm × 6 cm × 5 cm ,16 cm × 6 cm × 5 
cm ,32 cm × 6 cm × 5 cm and non-submerge with size 
17cm×6cm×40cm are tested when the flow is 60 l/s ,90 l/s ,120 l/s and 
150 l/s respectively. The axis of groin is 10m far from the inlet. 
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Maximum Backwater Height of Spur Dike 
 
According to the measurement data, in the submerge groin works, the 
maximum backwater level is observed at the axis of the groin when the 
flow is small, and near the upstream of the groin axis when the flow is 
large. On the other hand, the maximum backwater level is always 
observed near the upstream of the groin axis. 
 

△Z/H = 0.00754 e23.84 [ε+0.04195ln(Fr)+0.1]

R2 = 0.9244 
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Fig. 4 Relation Curve of Spur Dike ΔZ/H and ε-Fr 
 
Figure 4 shows the relationship of the relative maximum backwater 
height in the single-row pile with its water countercheck area-ratio and 
Froude number. The relationship can be expressed by the following 
statistic formula: 
 

)1.0)ln(04195.0(84.2300754.0 ++⋅=
∆ Fre
H
Z ε

    (R = 0.9716)                               (11) 
 
also written as 

ε84.230818.0 eFr
H
Z

⋅=
∆

           (R = 0.9716) 
 
Maximum Backwater Scope of Spur Dike  
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Fig. 5 Relation diagram of influence range △L and maximum value of 
back-up △Z at Spur dike upstream backwater 
 
Figure 5 shows the measured and theoretical backwater range. The 
measured backwater range is the distance from the section with the 
maximum backwater height to that with no backwater. The section with 
the maximum backwater height is determined by linearly extending the 
measured backwater height. The theoretical backwater range is 
calculated from equation 10. 
 
It can be seen that the theoretical value agrees well with the measured 
one when the maximum backwater height is less than 0.75cm. 
Otherwise the theoretical value is larger and the error increases with the 
maximum backwater height. This indicates that equation 10 is suitable 
to calculate the backwater range when the maximum backwater height 
is little.  

RESULT ANALYSIS OF BACKWATER IN SINGLE-ROW 
PILE 
 
In order to investigate the influences of on the water level, we carried 
out tests on single-row pile works at the flow is 60 l/s ,90 l/s ,120 l/s 
and 150 l/s respectively. In these single-row works, 2 piles, 4 piles, 6 
piles and 8 piles are used respectively with the piles axis is 10m far 
from the inlet. 
 
Maximum Backwater Height in Single-row Pile 
 
According to the actual data it’s apparent that for single row of piles, no 
matter what the water flow is, the maximum backwater height values 
all occur at the cross-section which is the center line of the pile on. The 
axis of pile aims at 10 meters away from the left of the experiment 
flume). 
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Fig. 6 Relation Curve of Single-row Pile ΔZ/H and ε, Fr 
 
Figure 6 shows the relationship of the relative maximum backwater 
height in single-row pile, its resistance water area ratio and the Froude 
number. The relation can be expressed by the following statistic 
formula, 
 

)2.0)ln(10129.0(874.90121.0 ++⋅⋅=
∆ Fre
H
Z ε

, （R=0.8597） 
 
also written as  
 

ε874.90872.0 eFr
H
Z

⋅⋅=
∆

, (R=0.859）                             (12) 
 
Maximum Backwater Scope of Single Row of Piles 
 
The theoretic backwater range agrees well with the measured 
backwater range. The error value is less than ±20％, as in Figure 7. 
This indicates that equation 10 is suitable to calculate the backwater 
range when the maximum backwater height is less than 0.57 cm. 
 

 
Fig. 7 Relation Diagram of r Influence range △L and Maximum Value 
of Back-up △Z at Single Row Pile Upstream Backwater 
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BACKWATER EXPERIMENT REASULT ON PILE GROUPS 
 
In order to investigate the influence of the high-pile-pattern dock on the 
water level, we carried out eight tests on different rows of the piles 
when the flow is 120l/s. The piles are arranged in 2 and 4 rows with 2, 
4, 6, 8 piles in each row respectively. The axis of the first row piles is 
10 far from the inlet. 
 
Maximum Backwater Height of Pile Groups 
 

 
Fig. 8 Relation cure of ΔZ/H and ε at the Pile group 
 
Figure 8 shows the relationship of the relative maximum backwater 
height in group piles and the resistance water area ratio. It’s obvious 
that the relative maximum backwater height increase significantly from 
single-row piles works to double-row piles works. However, the 
relative maximum backwater height increases slightly when the piles 
increase from two rows to four rows. This indicates that the increase of 
rows has little effects on the relative maximum backwater height when 
it is more than two rows. 
 
Maximum Backwater Range of Pile Groups 
 
The theoretical backwater range agrees well with the measured 
backwater range within the error value %16± , as in Figure 9. This 
indicates that the equation (10) is suitable to calculate the backwater 
range when the maximum backwater height is less than 0.82cm. 
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Fig. 9 Relation diagram of backwater influence range △L and 
maximum value of back-up △Z at the Pile group upstream 

CONCLUSION 
 
The following conclusions can be made from our experiment results: 
(1) The backwater experiments on all kinds of dock engineering show 

that the maximum backwater levels are observed near the upstream 
side of the dock.  

(2) The relative backwater height of groin and single-row pile 
cofferdam works are found closely related with water countercheck 
area-ratio and Froude number, which can be expressed as  

 
(13) 

 
 
where a and b are the coefficients varying with the dock pattern. 
The relative backwater height of groin works is much larger than that of 
single-row pile cofferdam works, while only large than that of four-
rows pile works if the same ε and Fr are kept same. That means that the 
relative backwater height of groin works of multiple rows pile is 
between that of groin works and single-row pile works. 
(3) Equation (10) is suitable for calculating the maximum backwater 

height for these dock patterns in our experiments if it is not very 
large. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
In every region of the world, the number of large-scale natural disasters 
is increasing year by year. According to a World Resources Institute 
(WRI) report, in 15 years, the economic impact of such disasters will be 
approximately five times what it is now.  
 
In 2007, the European Union (EU) issued Directive 2007/60/EC on the 
assessment and management of flood risks. In the directive, the 
probabilities of high-frequency to low-frequency or extreme floods are 
expressed in terms of annual exceedance probabilities (1/2 to 1/10,000). 
Risk management is being implemented for floods of varying 
magnitude. Recently in Japan, efforts have begun to officially announce 
areas at risk of flooding under the assumption of an extreme rainfall 
event with an annual exceedance probability of 1/1000 as the maximum 
probable external force.  
 
Current practice around the world is to use annual exceedance 
probability to assign the magnitude of low-frequency floods. In this 
study, however, we attempt to estimate the maximum flood discharge 
(extreme discharge) of actual floods that have occurred within the 
recent epoch (that is, within approximately the last 10,000 years) based 
on geomorphological and geological traces of rivers that flow through 
erosional valley-floor (valley plain). We believe this to be an 
alternative method for estimating maximum probable external force. 
 
KEY WORDS:  valley plain , terrass, Yosasagawa Riv., extremal 
discharge,  
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The goal of this study was to estimate the discharge of largescale 
historical floods on the basis of geomorphological and geological traces.  
 
Fluvial geomorphology is formed through the sediment deposition and 
erosive action of water flowing through river channels. Efforts to 
reconstruct ancient flooding events on the basis of traces of deposition 
action began in the field of paleohydrology in the mid-twentieth 
century; successful reconstruction of flood history has been achieved 
through using the stratigraphy and radiocarbon dating of slackwater 
deposits (Baker et al., 1987). Although radiocarbon dating yields 
relatively reliable estimates of sediment age, it is time consuming and 
complicated; furthermore, in contrast to the precision of the age 
estimates, because the geomorphology, hydraulic grade line (bed slope), 

and roughness coefficient at the time of sediment deposition must be 
estimated, the precision of flow rate calculation models is low.  
 

 
Geological features Depositional age 

Chausudake volcano Ⅰ Since 16 thousand years ago 
Chausudake volcano Ⅱ Since 150 thousand years ago 

OFUJIYAMA debris avalanche 
deposits 40～25 thousand years ago 

NAKAGAWA debris avalanche 
deposits 170 thousand years ago 

KUROISO debris avalanche deposits 500 to 400 thousand years ago 
SHIRAKAWA pyroclastic flow 

deposit 1.4 to 1.0 million years ago 

※Aira-Tn(AT) 29 to 26 thousand years ago 

Fig. 1 Geology of Yosasagawa Riv. basin 
 
Meanwhile, no method currently exists to directly estimate historical 
flood discharges on the basis of traces of erosive action. That said, it 
may be possible to use regime theory, whose empirical equations have 
long been used to determine stable channel cross-sectional geometry, to 
estimate the discharge forming a given channel from the channel cross-
sectional geometry(Knighton, 1998). There are, however, a number of 
problems with this approach, including the fact that the equations 
constituting regime theory were developed empirically on the basis of 
specific rivers and not on general conditions, and the fact that it is not 
possible to determine whether present-day channel cross-sections were 
formed by a single or multiple floods. To overcome these problems, in 
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the present study we used the Fukuoka equation (a mechanical 
relationship equation) for dimensionless stable channel cross-sectional 
geometry derived through dimensional analysis as the relationship 
equation(Fukuoka, 2012). In addition, we focused on rivers running 
through erosional valley-floor(valley plain) as sites where eroded 
channel cross-sections formed by  single historical floods might still 
exist today. 
 
During normal or small to medium flows, rivers that flow through 
eroded river valley floors meander along the valley bottom while 
limited by the valley walls. However, an investigation of the 1998 
flood of the Yosasagawa (a river that flows through Nasumachi, 
Tochigi Prefecture) confirmed that during large-scale discharge events, 
rivers cut the inner banks of bends along meandering river channels in 
a straight line and leave behind stream banks that lie in a straight line 
along the axis of valley bottom (Photograph 1). We used the width of 
this erosion as the channel width in the stable channel cross-sectional 
geometry for the Fukuoka equation. In addition, we identified the high 
terraces oriented in the direction perpendicular to the long axis of the 
valley floor as erosion traces formed through erosive action of a large-
scale historical flood. Using the Fukuoka equation, we attempted to 
estimate the extreme discharge based on this erosion width. Based on 
this analysis, we estimated the extreme discharge of the Yosasagawa to 
be approximately double that of the 1998 flood.  

 
INVESTIGATION METHOD 
 

Selection of target section of the river 
 
In this study, we focused on terraced landforms formed through the 
action of rivers flowing along erosional valley-floor. In the context of 
fluvial geomorphology, the main causes of terrace formation generally 
include crustal movement (uplift and subsidence), changes in sea level 
(fall), and erosive action during large-scale flooding events. Terraces 
formed via the first two mechanisms are known as fluvial terrace scarps. 
Because we limited our investigation to terraces formed through the 
erosive action of large-scale flood events, the terraces have essentially 

been unaffected by crustal movement and sea level change in the recent 
epoch. The largest flood event in recorded history occurred recently 
(1998), leaving a wide variety of flood-related records. For this reason, 
we chose the Yosasagawa, which flows through Nasumachi, Tochigi 
Prefecture, as our study target. 
 
The Yosasagawa flows in a southeasterly direction from Mt. Nasu 
(elevation 1,915 m), which is an active volcano. In the target section of 
the river, the watershed catchment area is 127 km2, the main channel 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3 Erosion width of the 1998 flood、Step position by the 70-year-old aerial photograph interpretation 
 

Photo 1 Cutbank of the 
1998 flood 

Fig. 2 Yosasagawa Riv. Geologic sketchy profile 
 

Legend

valley plains 
terrass of a second stage 

unconsolidated sand or silt

terrass of a first stage 

valley
wall 

valley
wall 

cutbank  in 1998 flood

KUROISO debris avalanche deposits
Deposits from five hundred thousand
years ago
Yellowish brown loam
Base is Aira-Tn(AT) of ca.26-29 ka、
Surface is deposit increased activity 
in the Chausudake volcano since 16 
thousand years  

Alluvium1
gravel (containing boulder)
OFUJIYAMA debris avalanche deposits
may be estimated

Alluvium2

Flood level of 1998

 

 

 

 
Photo 2 terrace of 

valley plain in 
Yosasagawa 
Riv. 

Yosasagawa Riv.

confluence

clear  terrace of 70 years ago
unclear  terrace of 70 years ago

river channel 
valley wall 

Yosasagawa Riv.

cutbank in 1998 flood
surface width of 1998 flood

confluence 5.2k

6.8k
7.2k 8.2k

The current  terrace 
Fluff is the direction of inclination
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length is 34 km, and the average grade is 1/32. The target section was a 
5 to 9 km stretch of the lower reach of the Yosasagawa marked by 
prominent erosive features and a clear erosional valley-floor (Fig. 1).  
 
In this study, although we assumed the terraces along the valley floor to 
be erosion traces formed during a flooding event, we will first discuss 
the possibility that they are faults or were formed by the falling sea 
level. The Sekiya fault, Kenkatsura fault, and the Nasuyumoto-Hokuto 
fault are known to exist near the upper reaches of the Yosasagawa in 
the vicinity of the Mt. Nasu volcanic zone. However, no active faults 
have been reported downstream of the study area along the Yosasagawa 
or in the Nakagawa river basin, which is the main river. On the basis of 
the existence and absence of active faults, in this study, we assumed the 
impact of crustal movement to be insignificant. 
 
As can be seen in the schematic diagram of valley floor terraces in Fig. 
2, the terraces consist of brownish-yellow loam or unconsolidated sand 
to silt (N value smaller than 4 by a standard penetration test). The first 
terrace is estimated to have been formed 26,000 years ago or later on 
the basis of a trench excavation of historic site (Fig. 1); the second 
terrace is believed to have been formed in the recent epoch (Holocene). 
The sea level began falling 120,000 years ago during the last glacial 
period but has been rising since 18,000 years ago. In other words, any 
terraces formed due to sea level drop would have formed between 
120,000 and 18,000 years ago. Given that the target section of the 
Yosasagawa is located approximately at 80 km inland from the 
coastline, we assumed that the influence of sea level drop was 
insignificant.  
 
Investigation method  
 
The goal of this study was to explore the significance of lateral erosion 
traces left during the 1998 flood (peak discharge of 1,740 m3/s) and the 
significance of the terrace landforms cut into the valley floor was 
confirmed during our field survey. In our investigation, we (i) surveyed 
the present day microtopography, interpreted historical aerial 
photographs, and analyzed measurements taken at the time of the 
disaster with the goal of understanding geomorphological 
characteristics of the study site, and (ii) examined existing geological 
maps and geological survey results to understand the geological 
characteristics. In addition, we evaluated the composition of the surface 
soil using a boring stick and analyzed the various hydrologic factors at 
the time of peak flood discharge. We conducted our investigation while 
comprehensively considering all of the above.  
 
RESULTS 
 
Geomorphological characteristics 
 
Photograph 2 shows terrace landforms observed along the valley floor. 
Terrace height ranges from 0.3 to 1.2 m. At first glance, it appears that 
these landforms may have been formed during farmland consolidation. 
In order to confirm that these terraces existed prior to farmland 
consolidation, we interpreted aerial photos taken by the US armed 
forces in 1947 (the oldest aerial photographs that still exist), which 
predate substantial artificial improvement of the landscape, 
superimposed with the terrace locations. As can be seen in Fig. 3, 
although there are minor discrepancies in a few locations, for the most 
part, the historical terrace locations match up with the present terrace 
locations. This and that the terraces, although varying in height, lie in 

series in the same direction as the river indicate that the terraces existed 
prior to farmland consolidation. 
 
It is worth special mention that the lateral erosion caused by the 1998 
flood widened the channel width three- to fivefold. Figure 3 indicates 
the locations of erosion traces on the left and right banks of the 
widened channel. We defined the width of the cutbank to be the erosion 
width.  
 
Although erosion width varies considerably by location, by comparing 
the terrace locations in the 1947 aerial photograph with present-day 
terrace locations, we can ascertain that erosion has occurred on the 
inner banks of the meandering river channel. We believe that these 
represent erosion traces that were formed by water flows shortcutting 
meandering segments of the river channel during a large-scale flood 
event. 
 

 

 
Fig. 4 cross section of valley plain in Yosasagawa Riv.(10:1 format) 
 
Geological characteristics  
 
In order to clarify the terrace formation process, we confirmed the 
geological continuity of the land interrupted by terraces by collecting 
surface soil samples to a depth of 1 to 2 m (down to the impenetrable 
pebble layer) using a boring stick.  
 
We measured and surveyed terraces along four transverse transects at 
representative locations where the valley floor widens (5.2 k, 6.8 k, 7.2 
k, and 8.2 k) (Figs. 1 and 3). The results of this survey, shown in Fig. 4, 
reveal the following:  

1.2m
Flood level of 1998

boring stick 1
boring stick 2

160m（erosion width of 1998）

non-penetration (gravel)

5.2k cross section

221m（width in  terrace of 70 years ago）

Existing ground line

cutbank

first-terrassleft bank

Geological section is discontinuous at the upper and lower  terrace

Depositional age is different in the upper and lower

 

68m（erosion width of 1998）

boring stick 3
boring stick 2

boring stick 1

non-penetration (gravel)

1m

7.2k cross section

cutbank

Flood level of 1998

129m（width in  terrace of 70 years ago）

first-terrasssecond-terrass
left bank Right bank

Existing 
ground line

Loam is in the upper stage, not to lower. 
⇒ This  terrace is considered to have been formed  by the 
large-scale flooding after 16,000 years
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(1) We observed one or two terraces along each transect. Terrace 
heights ranged between 0.3 and 1.2 m. The terraces consisted of 
two types: those that are 0.5 m or less in height and are difficult to 
discern in the field, and distinct terraces that are on the order of 1 m 
in height.  

(2) For terraces that are on the order of 1 m in height, we were unable 
to confirm the continuity of soil quality above and below the terrace 
(first terrace on the right bank at 5.2 k and second terrace on the left 
bank at 7.2 k). 

(3) The upper surface of the second terrace on the left bank at 7.2 k was 
found to consist of brownish-yellow loam. Although we did not 
determine the age of this brownish-yellow loam, we are certain that 
it was deposited before the most recent magma eruption of Mt. 
Nasu, which occurred 600 years before present. Thus, we can 
conclude that the second terrace was formed through the erosive 
action of a large-scale flood sometime after the deposition of the 
loam.  

 
DISCUSSION 
 
Significance of the erosion width at points where lateral 
erosion traces were left by the 1998 flood  
 
The valley walls of the Yosasagawa that flows along the erosional valley-
floor were formed 400,000 to 500,000 years ago by compacted 
KUROISO debris avalanche deposits. Because the kuroisoiwa is highly 
resistant to erosion, even if flow occurs toward the outer river bank, 
erosion width does not readily increase. In contrast, when flow occurs 
toward the inner river bank, the loose Holocene sediment is readily 
eroded, causing large-scale river bank recession and increased erosion 
width. 
 
In the 1998 flood, erosion width was large in some locations (5.2 k and 
8.2 k) and smaller in others (6.8 k and 7.2 k). We believe that erosion 
width is determined by channel sinuosity, channel cross-sectional 
geometry, water depth, and flow velocity. 
 
If we use erosion width as the channel width for stable channel cross-
sectional geometry in the Fukuoka equation, as can be seen in Fig. 5, 
then data points for locations with large erosion widths (5.2 k and 8.2 
k) fall close to the mean curve of the Fukuoka equation; in contrast, 
data points for locations with small erosion widths (6.8 k and 7.2 k) 
diverge substantially from the Fukuoka equation. These results suggest 
that erosion width for cross-sections with large erosion widths represent 
the appropriate channel width for determining stable channel cross-
sections.  
 
Significance of terraces cut into the valley floor  
 
In this study, we found that terraces on the order of 1 m in height 
occurred transverse to the direction of the valley floor. Given that the 
locations of these terraces confirmed in aerial photographs taken by the 
US armed forces in 1947, which predate any substantial artificial 
improvement of the landscape, were slightly shifted toward the valley 
wall compared to erosion traces of the 1998 flood (Fig. 3), we believe 
that terraces in locations such as 5.2 k and 8.2 k compatible with the 
previously mentioned Fukuoka equation that are also in locations where 
there is only one terrace may represent erosion traces formed by 
extreme discharge as part of the process of valley floor formation.  
 

Fig. 5 shows a plot of the Fukuoka equation based on the relationship 
between the dimensionless channel width and dimensionless discharge 
for 5.2 k and 8.2 k. Using this curve, we then seek the dimensionless 
discharge associated with the dimensionless width of the first terrace. The 
resulting discharge is calculated to be in the range Qp = 3,600 to 3,900 
m3/s, which is approximately double the discharge of the 1998 flood.  
 

 
Fig. 5 Correlation of dimensionless erosion width  to dimensionless 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
(1) This study demonstrates the possibility of utilizing historic 

geological maps and aerial photographs and conducting detailed 
microtopographic and geological surveys of the field site using 
simple instruments such as boring stick to clarify the historical 
development of river landforms and to estimate extreme discharge. 

(2) We confirmed the location of terraces formed along an erosional 
valley-floor believed to have been minimally impacted by crustal 
movement and sea level change by using aerial photographs taken 
by the US armed forces in 1947, which predate any substantial 
artificial improvement of the landscape, and surveyed the soil 
quality and composition using a boring stick. High terraces on the 
order of 1 m in height that also exhibit discontinuity in the soil 
profile may have been formed by erosive action during a large-scale 
flooding event. 

(3) We believe that the development of flow on the inner bank-side of 
meandering channels varies depending on the interactions between 
channel sinuosity, channel cross-sectional geometry, water depth, 
and flow velocity and, further, that this flow impacts the magnitude 
of erosion width. 

(4) By thinking about the hydrologic characteristics of the Yosasagawa 
that flows along the valley floor separately in terms of single cross-
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sectional flow and compound cross-sectional flow, for each location, 
we were able to estimate the extreme discharge that formed the 
valley floor. Based on this analysis, we estimated the extreme 
discharge to be approximately twice that of the 1998 flood.  
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ABSTRACT 
 
This study discusses the effects of vegetation communities on flow 
fields and river bed erosion with a numerical model CCHE 3D and 
presents the results of lab experiments. In the numerical model, the 
drag resulting from vegetation is considered with momentum equations, 
the physical properties of river streams are calculated with the mixing 
length turbulence modeling, and the changes to a river bed are 
calculated with reference to sediment transport experiences that 
simulate the effects of vegetation communities. 
 
KEY WORDS: Turbulent flow; Numerical modeling; Vegetation; 
Sediment transport . 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Plant communities can change the flows and channels of rivers and 
ecologically diversify river environments. When plants reduce the flow 
velocity of streams and stabilize beds and banks, those plants facilitate 
the building of ecological habitats; however, plants also constrict 
streams and increase flow velocity and bed erosion. River vegetation is 
a double-edged sword that always is crucial to the sustainable 
management of rivers. Different vegetation types like herbs, shrubs, 
and arbors have different effects on river channels. Local land 
management controversies, including construction safety and habitat 
management, require extensive information about river dynamics. As a 
reference, one can use a roughness coefficient to assess the vegetation 
in a river’s environment, but that provides insufficient information for 
such controversies. 
 
When plants are submerged in a river, they can be considered as 
roughness elements and modeled by roughness coefficients (Vionnet et 
al., 2004.) The present study investigates the effects of groups of 
emergent woody plants on river flow and sediment transport. The 
findings of the present study pertain to emergent woody plants; the 
flow in the channel with such a vegetation group can be modeled as 
passing through a cylinder group with a different arrangement. Nehal 
and Yan (2005) conducted an experiment and indicated that the flow 
resistance relates to the vegetation group density, and the Manning 
roughness coefficient changes with the water depth. In this study, 
groups of woody plants are considered to be emergent, and the flow 
near the vegetation zone is modeled as a highly three-dimensional 
phenomenon. A three-dimensional numerical model, was written in 

CCHE 3D, and groups of plants were simulated in greater detail than 
would be possible with simple roughness calculations. A laboratory 
experiment was carried out and the physical results were compared to 
the simulation results. 
 
In addition to flow, this study considers sediment transport. Sediment 
deposition is affected by particle size and river conditions. Lisle (1982) 
reported that, after flooding, sediment deposition reduces the roughness 
of a river channel, and improves the sediment transport. Laursen (1952) 
used the difference between inflow and outflow sediment carrying rates 
to calculate a river bed sediment scouring rate. He also reported that 
when the scour depth and water cross section increase, scouring rate 
decreases and converges to a constant. Sediment transport has been 
researched for years, but the interaction of vegetation and scour still 
eludes simplistic explanations. Therefore this study discusses the 
complex and complicated effects of vegetation groups on bed scour. 
 
CCHE 3D Model 
 
The CCHE 3D Model was developed at the National Center for 
Computational Hydroscience and Engineering of the University of 
Mississippi School of Engineering. This three-dimensional model 
enables simulation of steady and unsteady free surface turbulent flows 
and sediment transport. It had been used to analyze highly turbulent 
near field and natural river flows. An efficient element method was 
devised by modifications to the finite element method based on the 
collocation approach (Mayerlye et al., 1995); this efficient element 
method was employed for solving the Navier-Stokes equations and the 
free surface kinematics equation. 
 
The unsteady, 3D Navier-Stokes equations could be expressed as 
Reynolds-averaged momentum equations and a continuity equation: 
 
∂ui
∂t

+ uj
∂ui
∂xj

= −1
ρ
∂p
∂xi

+ ∂
∂xj
�ν ∂ui

∂xj
− uı′uȷ′������ + fi                                 (1) 

∂ui
∂xi

= 0                                                                                                 (2) 
 
In Eqs. 1 and 2, ui  represent the velocity magnitudes of different 
directions, i = 1, 2, 3 correspond to x, y, z axes in a Cartesian 
coordinate system, and ui =  u, v, w; ui′ are velocity fluctuations; −uı′uȷ′����� 
are Reynolds stresses; p is pressure including both hydrostatic pressure 
ph  and nonhydrostatic pressure pd ; ρ  is fluid density; ν  is fluid 
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kinematic viscosity; and fi  are body force terms. The free surface 
kinematics equation is used to describe the motion of the free surface, 
and it can be expressed as: 
 
∂η
∂t

+ us
∂η
∂x

+ vs
∂η
∂y
− ws = 0                                                              (3) 

 
where η and subscript s give the free surface elevation and the velocity 
components at the free surface, respectively. Based on Boussinesq’s 
assumption, the turbulence term in the momentum equations can be 
expressed as: 
 
τij = −uı′uȷ′����� = νt(ui,j + uj,i)                                                   (4) 
 
where νt is eddy viscosity; τij is the Reynolds shear stress. This model 
provides several approaches for estimating the eddy viscosity including: 
parabolic eddy viscosity distribution, mixing length eddy viscosity, 
wind induced eddy viscosity, and k-ε model. In this application, mixing 
length eddy viscosity is adopted: 
 

νt = l2��∂ui
∂xj

+ ∂uj
∂xi
� ∂ui
∂xj

                                                            (5) 

l = κz�1 − z
h
                                                                   (6) 

 
In Eqs. 5 and 6, l is the mixing length of vortex; κ is the Von Karman 
constant; z is the distance from the bed; h is the water depth.  
 
Bed form change due to the interactions of vegetation, water, and 
sediment can be calculated by a sediment transport model based on 
nonequilibrium sediment transport. The discriminating factor that 
decides whether the bed is being scoured is the difference between the 
bed shear stress and the critical shear stress; when the bed shear stress 
is sufficiently high, it causes sediment to move. With reference to Jia 
and Wang (2001), this model uses two methods to calculate the bed 
shear stress; one is the log law expressed as: 
 
u
u∗

= 1
κ

ln �E zu∗

ν
�                                                                                 (7) 

u∗ = �
τ
ρ
.                                                                                              (8) 

 
where u∗ is shear velocity; E is the coefficient of roughness; τ is shear 
stress. The other method uses the bed roughness coefficient to calculate 
the bed shear stress components and the shear velocity: 
 
τbi = 1

h1/3 ρgn2uiU                                                                            (9) 

u∗ = ��∑τbi2 �/ρ.                                                                             (10) 
 
where τbi is the component of the bed shear stress; n is the Manning 
roughness coefficient. 
 
After sediment starts to move, the bed load transport rate can be estimated 
by the nonequilibrium model that Wu et al. (2000) calculated as: 
 
∂(δc�bk)

∂t
+ ∂(qbkx)

∂x
+ ∂�qbky�

∂y
+ 1

Lb
(qbk − qb∗k) = 0                           (11) 

 
where δ is the thickness of the bed load layer; c�bk is the concentration of 
the bed load for a specific particle size k; qbkx and qbky are the actual 
bed load transport rates for a specific particle size k; qb∗k  is the 

equilibrium capacity bed load transport rate for a specific particle size k; 
Lb  is the adaptation length of the bed load. Considering the mass 
conservation, the bed load exchange model near the bed can be written as: 
 
(1 − p′) ∂(zbk)

∂t
= 1

Lb
(qbk − qb∗k) = 0                                             (12) 

 
where p′  is the sediment porosity. Furthermore, sediment transport 
causes a scour hole to appear, and then the interaction between flow 
and sediment is strongly affected by vertical flows normal to the bed. 
The sediment entrainment in a scour hole is related to the turbulence 
caused by the vertical flow, which is termed intruding fluctuation (Jia et 
al., 2013.) Therefore the total effective shear stress for sediment 
entrainment, including the vertical impact effect, can be expressed as: 
 
u∗e = u∗∥ + u∗l                                                                             (13) 
 
This means the modified total effective shear stress is equal to u∗∥ , the 
shear stress computed using the near bed flow parallel to the bed, plus 
u∗l , the intruding shear stress which can be approximated by: 
 
u∗l ≈ 0.456Cs�kR����|R⊥|                                                                  (14) 
 
where Cs  is a calibration coefficient; kR����  is the depth-averaged 
turbulence energy in the scour hole bed surface; R⊥  is a 
nondimensional scale for evaluating the magnitude of the available near 
bed turbulence energy that impinges into the near bed sediment layer 
and triggers additional sediment motion. The modified shear stress is 
used for enhancing the accuracy of the flow mechanism simulation, and 
for enhancing the accuracy of the sediment transport simulation. 
 
The computational mesh generation corresponds to the experimental 
setup. The digital experimental channel model of the case with 
vegetated density equal to 0.05 is shown as Fig. 1. The mesh size is 
equal to 257 × 296. 
 

 
Φ = 0.05 

Fig. 1 Digital experimental channel model 
 
Physical Model Experiment Setup 
 
The experiments were carried out in a water-recirculating flume with 
vegetation simulated by steel rods (Fig. 2.) The flume was 20 m long, 1 
m wide, 0.6 m deep, and tilted at a constant slope of 0.001. The 
experiment reach was a sink that was installed at the center of the flume 
with 0.59 m sag. 
 

 
Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of flume 
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The sink was filled with uniform sand, which was 0.85 mm in grain 
diameter. The flow discharge was kept constant at 0.047 cms and the 
flow depth was 0.162 m. The simulated group of plants was constructed 
from cylindrical steel rods, which were 6.35 mm in diameter, and 
uniformly placed in a 0.1 m × 0.1 m patch on a perforated steel board. 
The vegetation zone was adjacent to a side wall of the experiment reach, 
and was constructed with Φ = 0.05. For the coordinate system 
employed, x = 0 was located at the front edge of the vegetation zone, y 
= 0 was the flume wall of the groin side of the flume, and z = 0 was at 
the initial bottom level of the flume. The velocity distributions and the 
topography of bed form were measured by using acoustic velocimeter 
and laser distance meter. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
The flow field was controlled under the critical condition of sediment 
incipient motion. By passing through the vegetation zone, cross section 
constriction caused local flow velocity to accelerate. Local scour 
occurred. 
 
Depth-average velocity distribution 
 
Fig. 3a shows cross-sectional measurements taken 35 cm upstream 
from the vegetation zone. During the physical experiments, the flow 
was close to uniform flow, but the side wall effect caused the flow to 
lose a small amount of velocity. The solid line is the simulation result, 
and the starred line is the physical measurement. Fig. 3b shows cross-
sectional measurements taken 3 cm upstream from the vegetation zone, 
and the simulated plants are shown in the figure. A reduction of flow 
velocity just in front of the vegetation zone can be observed, and 
increased velocity in the free zone that was not blocked by plants. This 
caused part of the flow to veer toward the center of the channel. The 
flow directly entering the vegetation zone decelerated, as shown in Figs. 
3c, 3d. Generally, the peaks of the velocity occurred at the intervals 
between the plants, and the valleys were just downstream from the 
backs of plants, but they were shifted toward the free zone by the 
interactions of several rows of plants. 

 

  
(a) x = -35 cm (b) x = -3 cm 

  
(c) x = 2 cm (d) x = 10 cm 

Fig. 3 Depth-average velocity distribution 

Bed shear stress 
 
The bed shear stress distribution for the run with Φ = 0.05 is shown as 
Fig. 4. The shear stress in the u direction leads by longitudinal flow. 
Since it is the main flow direction, the u component is larger than other 
two direction components. Where the flow is blocked by plants, the 
flow in front of those plants has smaller shear velocity, and causes 
smaller bed shear stress. Some values are even negative (i.e., the 
direction is upstream). The values of bed shear stress are also negative 
in the recirculation zone behind the plants. The flow exhausted from the 
vegetation zone converges to the main flow. That convergence 
increases the shear velocity and the bed shear stress on the edge of the 
vegetation zone. The bed shear stress distribution beyond the y = 14 cm 
boundary is out of the influence of the vegetation zone, but the shear 
velocity and the shear stress are relatively low in the redeveloped 
boundary layer behind the vegetation zone. The v component shows 
that the flow veers as it is divided into two parts by each plant, which 
increases the shear stress for both sides of each plant. For each plant, 
the recirculation of the v component is not absolutely longitudinal or 
lateral, but takes values between both. The values of shear stress are 
negative in these areas, which implies the direction of shear stress is 
toward the wall. Part of the flow veers vertically, so that the w 
component of bed shear stress has a negative value. The kinematic 
energy of the flow intrudes into the bed of the channel because of the 
downward shear stress. The influence of downward shear stress on 
scour is more direct. The flow creates a vortex, and brings an upward 
jet flow after merging by passing through the plants, which tosses the 
sediment. Regarding sediment entrainment, the distance caused by 
shear stress is greater than the distance caused by flow. Total bed shear 
stress shows the largest value is not at the upstream corner, but by the 
side of the vegetation zone. In the vegetation zone, the largest bed shear 
stress is observed between the third row and the fourth row. 

 

  
u component v component 

  
w component total shear stress 

Fig. 4 Bed shear stress for the Φ = 0.05 case 
 

Final bed form 
 

The experimental run with Φ = 0.05 was maintained for 120 hours to 
ensure both transport and deposition reached equilibrium and the bed 
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form was stable. The result is shown as Fig. 5. The scour hole extends 
upstream about 3 cm from the vegetation zone. The largest scour depth 
is in the vegetation zone and between the second row and third row, 
and the value is 2.31 cm. The scour hole develops along the direction of 
the veered flow, which is from interior toward the diagonally back of 
the vegetation zone. The trend of the development corresponds to the 
bed shear stress distribution in Fig. 4. It goes out of the vegetation zone 
from the third row and moves back diagonally. The minimum velocity 
is in the recirculation zone behind the vegetation zone. The flow’s 
sediment-carrying capacity is reduced and the flow deposits sediment 
behind the vegetation zone. The highest deposition can reach 1.8 cm. 
The upstream side of the deposition is mild and downstream side is 
steep. The deposition extends downstream to y = 10 cm, which is the 
boundary of the recirculation zone. 
 

 
Fig. 5 Final topography for the Φ = 0.05 case 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
The two-dimensional numerical model allows a quick overview of the 
whole flow field. The three-dimensional velocity distribution and the 
flow structure near the obstructions are too complicated for the two-
dimensional numerical model to describe. In the experimental case of a 
simulated vegetation zone with solid density of 0.05, the obstruction 
brings out vortexes when the flow directly goes through the vegetation 
zone, and causes part of the flow to veer to the free zone. Vertical flows 
include flows that are blocked by plants and turned vertical, and the 
horseshoe vortex merging behind plants and becoming an upward jet 
flow. These details can be only simulated by a three-dimensional 
numerical model, which can also cover spaces near boundaries where 
water surfaces cannot be easily measured. 
In the case which Φ = 0.05, the models predicts the depth-average 
velocity distribution accurately. The constriction effect and the vortexes 

caused by the vegetation blockage tend to disorder the flow structure 
and reflect on the bed shear stress. The flow through the vegetation 
zone causes vertical flows and vortexes and increases local bed shear 
stress. A small part of the flow is extracted out of the vegetation zone 
and merges into main flow, which increases bed shear stress along the 
edge of the vegetation zone.Scour depth in the case of permeable 
vegetation group, the flow enters the vegetation zone and most of the 
flow goes through it, and even though only a small part of the flow is 
veered out, but the sediment-carrying capacity of the flow is much 
smaller.  
 
Regarding the mesh size for numerical simulation, it must contain 
enough grids for each plant and each interval between two plants to 
present the flow structure. Due to the experimental channels are much 
smaller than real rivers. Using a dense mesh for a laboratory scale 
investigation requires consideration of short lengths inside the grids, 
and correspondingly small steps of time. In this study, the time step is 
0.001 second, and therefore the computational effort required for 
simulation is immense. The simulation requires several times the 
duration of the physical experiment. However, if this model is applied 
to field scale problems, the time step can be increased, and the problem 
of excessive computational effort will no longer exist. 
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ABSTRACT 

Farmers in dry areas are often faced with the problem of how to select 
the optimal cropping pattern that significantly contributes to profit 
maximization. The problem arises, when they are confronted with the 
challenges of limited water to support plant growth. This present study 
attempts to formulate a Linear Programming model with the aim to 
maximize the farmers’ net profit under a set of constraints (plant area 
and water). Data such as Agricultural data as well as Meteorological 
data were prepared and included in the data analysis. The study area 
covers 130 hectares, located in Njawara Village in Lower Baddibu 
District, North Bank Region (NBR) of the Gambia. The farm is 
cultivated by 5 main crops (millet, maize, sorghum, groundnut, and 
cassava) which are irrigated by groundwater extracted from five tube 
wells. The LP model is then formulated, with the objective to maximize 
the net profit of cultivation whereby the net profit implies the change 
between gross incomes (selling price of the product on the market) 
minus cost (farm inputs). The Lindo package was applied to solve the 
LP model. The results of the mathematical problem indicate that, 
compared with the present status of cultivation, 187 percent annual 
increase of the financial benefits can be achieved, when using the 
optimum cultivation pattern. From the results of the optimal cropping 
pattern, the water saved was calculated to determine the amount of 
water that can be saved per year, the results concluded that about 50% 
of water can be saved, which could be further economically utilized. 

KEY WORDS:  Linear Programming; Optimum cultivation pattern; 
Net profit; Water consumption 

INTRODUCTION 

Millions of people throughout the world are living in arid lands 
characterized as too dry for conventional rain fed agriculture. The dry 
land areas (40% of world land surface) are home to over 2 billion 
people, accounting for 35% of the world’s population. More than 90% 
of dry land inhabitants are in the developing world and 70% in rural 
areas. In Africa, North of the Equator, Arid and Semi-arid zones are 
bordered by Senegal, the Gambia, Upper Volta and Chad in the South; 
and Morocco, Algeria, Libya, and Egypt in the North. These areas are 
characterized by low and inconsistent rainfall, periodic droughts and 
different vegetation and soil types. 

Agricultural production in most dry regions experienced serious 
setbacks, resulting to low levels of farm revenue and food insecurity. In 

these areas agricultural yields are likely to be irregular, although 
grazing is satisfactory (Goodin & Northington, 2013). Inadequate water 
resources to support agricultural production is a major issue. Water 
scarcity is one of the key limitations to crop productivity and 
sustainability, thus water scarcity is one of the most major causes for 
agricultural problems in these dry regions. Yang et al., (2010) stated 
that, one of the main issues preventing further increase of food 
production will be water. 

The Gambia lies in the Sahelian Agro-Climatic Zone characterized by 
low and irregular precipitation. The Average annual rainfall is 836 mm, 
with a spatial variation from over 1000 mm in the South to less than 
800 mm in the North. From 1968 to 1990s, the country observed 
recurring episodes of drought and erratic rainfall  (Sonko et al., 2016). 

Statement of the Problem 

The North Bank Region of The Gambia is one of the most vulnerable 
regions to drought due to low rainfall and patchy distribution of rainfall. 
The rainy season is short with less precipitation; it starts in June and 
ends in October. The nature of the rainfall pattern has a very negative 
impact on agricultural production in this area. It entirely affects the 
cropping pattern, poor harvests seriously threaten household food 
security and livelihoods (Yaffa, 2013) . 

Agriculture is highly reliant on climate variability, (Salman et al. 2001) 
a phenomenon that has made the threat of climate change very urgent 
in Africa, (Parry, 2007) . Mendelsohn and Dinar (2003) , projected that 
by 2100, The Gambia and other West African countries are likely to 
have agricultural losses up to 40% of GDP due to climate change. 

Agriculture in the Gambia is predominantly dependence on rainfall, 
with little or underdeveloped irrigation facilities to determine the 
cropping pattern especially in rural areas (Sonko et al., 2016). The rural 
farming activities are mainly smallholder and are characterized by poor 
farmers who appear to be strapped in a vicious cycle of poverty, 
(Kuyiah et al., 2016).  Most rural farmers depend on experience and 
local knowledge to make decision on when to grow crops usually after 
the first rainfall. Their decisions does not reflect a good cropping 
pattern that may increase crop yield and farm income. 

This research will apply the linear programming techniques under 
water and land constraints to help farmers make decision on optimal 
cropping pattern. Mathematical programming models are suggested for 
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optimal allocation of scarce resources. L.P is well suitable for the 
analysis of water use in the agricultural activities. These models can 
deliver information on optimal cropping pattern in areas with scarce 
water. Outcomes of optimization can be used by agricultural planners 
and farmers to assess their cropping pattern, (Loucks et al., 2010). 
 
Significance/ Justification of the Study 
 
The agricultural sector is the most vital sector of the Gambian economy, 
contributing 32% of the gross domestic product, providing jobs and 
income for 80% of the population, and accounting for 70% of the 
country's foreign exchange earnings. It remains the major sector to 
raise income levels, for investments, to improve food security and 
decrease levels of poverty (Fatajo, 2010). However, low rainfall pattern 
is a major constrain to this important sector. Water is accessible to 
plants by precipitation and subsurface water, nevertheless, when these 
supplies are inadequate for crop use, farmers must respond rapidly to 
overcome this problem. Hence, finding ways to determine the optimal 
cropping pattern is essential for dry regions with shortage water 
resources such as the Gambia. 
 
Objective 
 
 The Objective of this study is to formulate a linear programming 
model, to determine the amount of land for cultivating different crops, 
under water and plant area constraints, in order to maximize the net 
profit of cultivation, whereby the results are based only on this 
limitation and the assumption in the computer programing. 
 
Research Questions 
 

i. What is the Optimum Cropping Plan for the selected crops? 
ii. How should farmers allocate their resources to optimize gross 

returns? 
iii. Which crop (s) should be produced to attain the highest level 

of returns? 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Model Development 
 
An optimal planning and management model involves identification of 
the decision variables, the constraints and the objective functions which 
are to be maximized or minimized. In this present study the objective 
function has three sets of constraints; Plant area, Groundwater 
availability and Minimal area. 
 
The model relies on determination of the optimal cropping pattern 
under water deficit and land constraints. The optimal cropping pattern 
is transformed into a monetary value (net return per unit of crop area) 
in order to maximize the farm income. 
 
Objective Function 
 
The objective function for profit maximization is expressed as a 
difference between total income and total costs, multiply by area Ai. To 
establish the Objective Function (Z), the area Ai for each of the crops, 
must be multiplied by the net profit (Xi) per ha of each crop. The net 
profit is obtained from the difference between gross income and costs. 
The cost here implies the items for the farming activities and may 

affect the final profit (see Table 1).  The decision variables consider in 
this study involves the area Ai of the different 5 crops, i.e. millet, maize, 
sorghum, groundnut, and cassava, for the 130 hectares farm.  
Algebraically the model is summarized below: 
 

∑
=

=
n

i iXiAZMax
1
                                                                              (1) 

 
where, Ai is the area under cultivation of each crop (decision variables) 
for the 130 ha farm. Xi is the net profit/ha of each agricultural product 
and n denotes the 5 crops that are considered i.e., maize, millet, 
sorghum, groundnut, and cassava (see Table 2). 
 
Table 1 Cost ($) inputs for crop cultivation 

No Item Unit Cost 
 

1 
Donkey 
Horse 
Bull 

item 
item 
item 

98.40 
636.59 
405.14 

2 Donkey cart item 69.46 
3 Seeds kg 0.46 
4 Cassava stems kg 0.19 
5 Hoe item 2.34 
6 Sine hoe item 92.61 
7 Seeder item 115.76 
8 Hand plough item 0.56 
9 Had hoe item 1.74 
10 Rakes item 3.47 
11 Axes item 4.63 
12 Mould plough item 81.03 
13 Cutlass item 4.05 
14 Hand knife item 1.46 
15 Fertilizer kg subsizied 
16 Irrigation (wells) item subsizied 

 
Table 2 Net Profit Xi ($) for each of the five crops use in the LP-model 

Crop Millet Maize Sorghum Groundnut Cassava 
Xi($/ha) 623.43 439.41 388.66 839.72 3,137.48 
 
Constraints  
 
In setting up the LP problem, the assumption is that a series of linear 
constraints including the decision variables occur over the variety of 
alternatives being measured in the problem, (Chinneck, 2004) . 
 
The problem is based on the most relevant factors that pose a constraint 
in agricultural production. Although in a real-world there is a large 
number of criteria that could affect agricultural production, this study is 
pondered on the following decision variables and constraints: 
 
Constraint of Plant area. The first constraint has to do with the plant 
area AWi covered by each of the 5 wells (j=1,…,5), the plant area is 
formulated together with the groundwater wells. The water withdrawer 
from each well is used only within its vicinity; hence the constraint is 
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formulated for each of the 5 wells. 
 

jAW
i jiA  
5

1
∑
=

≤                                                                                      (2) 

 
where, Aji is the decision variable i.e., the area to be planted for each 
crop i for LP-problem (well) j, AWi denotes the corresponding covered 
area of well j (see Figure 3). 
 
Table 3 Area AWj covered by each well  

Well No. 1 2 3 4 5 Sum 
Covered area (ha) 20 23 34 34 19 130 

 
Constraint of Groundwater Availability. In this study, water 
availability to support plant production is considered a constraint. In 
the condition where the precipitation is a limiting factor, the 
groundwater is proposed for irrigation and the irrigation water 
requirement per crop has to be estimated. For the purpose of this study, 
reference evapotranspiration water is determined in relation to the FAO 
Blaney-Criddle method. The crop water requirement is calculated as a 
difference between crop evapotranspiration and effective rainfall 
(Brouwer & Heibloem, 1986). 
 
The ETo takes this general form: 
 
ETo = P. (0.46 T+8)                                                                              (3) 
 
where, ET o = reference crop evapotranspiration (mm/d) as an average 
for 1 month 
T mean = mean daily temperature (°C) over the month considered, and, 
P= mean daily percentage of annual daytime hours  
 
The crop evapotranspiration (ETc) is calculated as a product of 
reference evapotranspiration (ETo ) and crop coefficient (Kc) 
 
ETo * K c = ET crop                                                                              (4) 
 
where, ETc = crop evapotranspiration (mm/day) and Kc = crop 
coefficient. The latter have been selected from (Allen et al., 1998). 
 
The Net Irrigation Requirement (mm/month) is then calculated by. 
 
NIR = ET c – P e                                                                                    (5) 
 
where, Pe = the effective rainfall (mm/month). Based on these water 
crop considerations, the water availability constraint for all the 5 crops 
in each subarea supplied by well j for a particular month of the growing 
season (June to October) is given below: 
 

ejVW
i iNIRjiA ×∑
=

≤
5

1
                                                                         (6) 

 
where, Aji is as above, NIRi is the water requirement of crop i for a 
particular month (mm/month), VWj denotes volume of groundwater 
withdrawal from each well (m3/month) see Table 4 and e is the named 
surface irrigation efficiency that is equal to 30%. 
The calculated optimal water amount should be less than or equal to the 
amount of well-water withdrawn. 

Table 4 Irrigation Water Requirement (mm/month) for each crop 

Crop/month June July August September October 
Millet 95.00 17.23 8.32 55.00 0 
Maize 95.00 41.72 8.32 55.00 111.97 

Sorghum 95.00 17.23 8.32 55.60 0 
Groundnut 106.30 81.71 48.00 36.90 0 

Cassava 108.10 30.56 17.62 61.32 101 
   
Table 5 Groundwater withdrawal from each well (m3/month) 

Well/month June July August September October 
1 9900 10000 10300 10200 8900 
2 10100 10200 10300 9900 8900 
3 10100 10100 10300 10100 9900 
4 9900 10000 10200 10200 9900 
5 9900 9900 10300 10200 10000 

 
Constraint of Minimal area. This constraint implies the minimal area 
where specially required crops should be considered in the cultivation 
pattern to fulfill food requirement as well as livestock as indicated in 
Table 6. 
 
Table 6 Minimal area 

Well No. Sorghum Millet Maize 
Minimal cultivated area (ha) 20 23 34 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Statistical data outputs produced through a LINGO program, the linear 
programming problems for the individual wells are solved and the 
optimal cropping patterns for these areas have been calculated. The 
results in (Figure 1) illustrate the optimal cultivation areas for the 5 crops. 
It is observed from the figure that the optimal cultivation areas for 
cassava, maize, sorghum, millet, and groundnut are 85, 18, 15, 12 and 0 
hectares, respectively. The results suggests that, groundnut should be 
omitted from the cultivation pattern. 
 

 
Fig. 1 Comparison of optimal cultivation pattern and current pattern 

Net Profit 
 
Table 7 lists the net profits for the optimal as well as the current 
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cultivation pattern. The table shows that, with the optimal cultivation 
pattern, the net profit will increase by $ 187,610, which, when 
compared with the existing profit, amounts to an increase of 187%. 
 
Table 7 Comparison of the net profits ($/ha) for the optimal (OP) and 
existing (EP) Pattern  

Profit 
Crop/ Cassava Maize Sorghum Millet Groundnut Sum 

Net 
profit 3137.480 439.41 388.66 623.43 839.72  

Net 
profit 
OP 

266685.80 7909.38 5829.90 7481.16 0 287906 

Net 
Profit 

EP 
31374.80 13182.30 7773.20 31171.50 16794.4 100296 

Net 
Profit 
diff 

235311.00 -5272.92 -1943.30 -23690.30 -16794.4 187610 

 
Water saved 
 
In this present study, water scarcity, raises the question, to whether the 
scarce groundwater resources in the study area can be further 
economized?  It was therefore, necessary to examine the amount of 
water saved (see Figure 2). 
 

 
Fig. 2 Water saved (m3) with the optimal pattern for each month 
 
From Figure 2 it can be realized that, not much water can be saved in 
the month of June and October. In July and August, the water saved is 
huge compare to June, September, and October. This illustrates that, 
much water can be saved in July and August. This makes sense because 
the wet season starts in June and ends in October. Generally the first 
month of the raining season receives less precipitation compared to 
July and August. Furthermore, the water saved from the optimal 
cropping pattern shows that about 50% of water can be saved. The 
water could be used for other economic benefits such as small scale 
vegetables gardening, etc. 

CONCLUSTIONS 
 
Inadequate water resources to support agricultural production, is a 

major issue in dry areas. Farmers in these areas find it challenging to 
make decision on the cropping pattern. Most local farmers depend on 
experience and local knowledge to make decision on their cropping 
pattern, which neither give an optimal cropping pattern nor increase 
crop yield and farm income. 
 
In this study the LP model was applied to give an optimal solution to 
the problem (i.e., determined the cropping pattern of the various crops 
included in the model). From the results of the optimal cropping pattern, 
cassava production must be increased in the study area in order to 
maximize the net income of the farmers, given the fact that the existing 
profit of this crop was the most attractive before and after the 
optimization. Also cassava is a drought tolerant crop, which means that 
this crop does not require too much water to grow. 
 
The LP results further illustrate that, the optimal area of groundnut is 
Zero, suggesting that the crop is not economical and must be entirely 
eliminated from the optimal cropping pattern and its resources were 
reallocated to the other crops. Furthermore, with this optimal 
cultivation pattern, a 187% annual increase of the economic profit can 
be gained, when compared with the present cultivation pattern.  
 
With regards to the water saved estimated by the optimal cropping 
pattern, about 37474 m3 of water which is equivalent to 50% of the 
water can be conserved. 
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Department of Civil Engineering and Hydrotech Institute, National Taiwan University 

Taipei, Taiwan 

ABSTRACT 

The advection–diffusion (A–D) equation plays an important role in the 
simulation of suspended sediment transport, contaminant transport and 
water quality in rivers. In this study, two classes of numerical methods 
are proposed to solve the two-dimensional advection-diffusion equation. 
One is the method of approximate particular solutions (MAPS), which 
is a representative of the meshless numerical family; and the other is 
the FDM method, a mesh-dependent scheme. We utilize the 
localization technique (LMAPS) to resolve two well-acknowledged 
difficulties of the Radial Basis Functions (RBFs). Firstly, the LMAPS 
is used to overcome the ill-conditioned matrix problem, and secondly 
the localization technique can assist in making the MAPS less sensitive 
to the shape parameter. To the best knowledge of the writers, there are 
no systematic techniques or algorithms to evaluate the accuracy or 
stability of the localized RBF methods. To evaluate and compare the 
accuracy and behavior of the LMAPS as a meshless method, a mesh-
dependent technique, say FDM, is employed in this study. The 
proposed numerical schemes are validated against available analytical 
solutions for two-dimensional transport problem. Compared to the 
proposed FDM, the LMAPS has satisfactory accuracy and stability. 
The potential usefulness of the meshless methods for transport 
problems can be demonstrated in this study. 

KEY WORDS:  suspended sediment transport; advection–diffusion 
equation; meshless methods; localization; mesh-dependent methods 

INTRODUCTION 

Understanding the transport of sediment particles is of fundamental and 
practical importance to hydraulic engineering. Accurate simulation of 
suspended sediment transport is essential for water quality management, 
environmental impact assessment and design of hydraulic structures. 
Among others, the advection–diffusion (A–D) equation is crucial to the 
simulation of suspended sediment transport, solute contaminant 
transport and water quality in rivers. Therefore, improving the 
efficiency and accuracy of numerical schemes for the A–D equation has 
been a focus of research (Man and Tsai, 2008). 

Governing equations 

As it was mentioned before, the 2D A-D equation is solved in this study: 

2( . )
C

v C k C in
t


    




(1)

where C  is the scalar function which may be a suspended load or

pollutant concentration; k  is the diffusivity; t  is the time; v


 is the

given velocity; and   is the computational domain with a boundary
 . The solution of the above governing equation has to be obtained
for the following initial and boundary data: 

Initial conditions (I.C.): 

 0 0,C x t C x 
 

(2)

Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions (B.C.): 

 , DC x t C x 
 

(3)

 , NC x t
q x

n 



 






(4)

in which 
D  and 

N  represent the Dirichlet and Neumann part of the

boundary  ; x


 is the vector space; 0t  is the initial time and n  is

the normal vector on the boundary 
N  and 0C ; C  as well as q

are known functions. 

Numerical method 

Euler method. The Euler method is a well-known explicit scheme 
which is based on the first two terms in the expansion of the Taylor 
series: 

1 ( , )n n n ny y f y t t    )5(

Applying a stability analysis for the Euler method, it can be shown that 
the step size should be limited to: 
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2
t


  )6(

where   , in this case, is a real, negative constant: 

 0 0,
f

y t
y

 



)7(

Runge-Kutta methods. Runge–Kutta (RK) methods introduce points 

between nt  and 1nt   and valuate f  at these intermediate points. The

additional function evaluations, of course, result in higher cost per time 
step; but the accuracy is increased.  As it turns out, better stability 
properties are also obtained. With three out of the four constants chosen, 
we have a one-parameter family of second-order Runge–Kutta (RK2) 
formulas (Moin, 2010): 

 1 ,n nk f y t t  (8)

 2 1,n nk f y k t t t      (9)

1 1 2

1 1
1

2 2n ny y k k
 

     
 

(10)

In this study, we choose 0.5  . Again, by applying a stability
analysis for RK2, the following criteria can be obtained: 

 44

1 1
4

t



   )11(

where / i  ; and   is the same as in the Eq. )7). The method is

unconditionally unstable for purely imaginary  . However, noting that 

for small values of t , this method is less unstable than the
explicit Euler. 

Mesh discretization in FDM. Since FDM is a well-known method 
and to be concise, here the discretized form of the G.E. is 
provided without extra details: 

 1, ,i j i ju uu
O x

x x
 

  
 

(12)

 
2

1, , 1, 2
2 2

2i j i j i ju u uu
O x

x x
  

  
 

)13 (

For the both first-order and second order derivatives in y  direction, a

similar expression can be obtained. 

RBFs. RBFs were originally introduced in the early 1970s to obtain 
multivariate scattered data approximations and function interpolations. 
Notably, in contrast to the traditional meshed-based methods such as 

finite difference, finite element, and boundary element methods, the 
RBF collocation methods are mathematically simple and truly meshless, 
which avoid troublesome mesh generation for high-dimensional 
problems involving irregular or moving boundary (Chen et al. 2013). 
Method of approximate particular solution (MAPS) is one of the RBFs 
which would be discussed in the following. 

The localized method of approximate particular solutions. The 
LMAPS is a developing numerical method that is based on the MAPS. 
The MAPS is a series of meshless numerical method for solving 
differential equations that includes various radial basis function 
collocation methods (RBFCM).  Various basis functions such as radial 
basis functions or polynomial equations can be applied. The MAPS, 
first was developed by Chen et al. (2011, 2012). This method can be 
described as the following. A solution of the following form can be 
found for a given variable q  at any computation point within the

computational domain  : 

   
1

,
N

i j i j
j

q x F x x x


     
)14(

where F  is the integrated basis function; and   is the weighting
coefficient to be determined. For numerical implementation of any 

given function or operator   , the MAPS can generate an

approximate summation equation for each computation point as: 

     
1

,
N

i j i j
j

q x F x x x  


     
(15)

By solving the (15, the weighting coefficient of each global point ix


 is

found, and therefore the variable q  at any point within the 
computational domain can be approximated as 

   
1

,
N

i j i j
j

q x F x x x


     
 )16(

Localization technique 

The process of finding the weighting coefficient of each global point 
requires solving a linear system with full matrix. Full matrix is more 
likely to cause ill-condition than sparse matrix. The large memory 
loading and long computational time will hinder the application for 
large scale computation. In order to overcome the aforementioned 
problems, localization technique (Yao et al. 2011) is applied to modify 

the MAPS. For each local influence area i , the approximation 

summation equation for variable q  can be depicted as:

     , , , ,
1

,
NL

i k i m i k i m i
m

q x q x F x x x 


       
)17(

According to the collocation method, each point within local influence 
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area should satisfy Eq. )17: 

i i iq F
 

 
(18)

where 

     ,1 , , ,, ,..., , ,
T

i i i NL i i k i m
NL NL

q q x t q x t F F x x


       
    

, and ,1 ,,...,
T

i i i NL     


. Since iF


 is invertible, the weighting

coefficient can be obtained as 

1
i i iF q 

  )19(

For numerical implementation of any given function or operator 

  , Eq. )17 can be derived as

        , ,
1

NL

i i m i i m
m

q x q x F x x   


     
)20(

Defining  f F , we obtain

    , ,
1

NL

i i m i i m
m

q x f x x 


   
)21(

Or in vector-matrix form, 

  i i iq x f 
  (22)

where    ,1 ,,...,i i i i i NLf f x x f x x    
    

. By 

substituting Eq. )19 into Eq. (22, we have 

   1
i i i iq x f F 

   (23)

Let 
1

,1 ,,...,i i i i i NLf F       
 

, the equation for variable q
within local influence area can be concluded as 

  i i iq x q 
  (24)

Such local system can be applied for local interpolation. However, for 
boundary value problems, the solution for a local system needs to be 
expanded to a global system. The transformation from local influence 
area to global point gives: 

,1 , ,
, ,

0,
,..., ,

,
j i

i i i N i j
i k j i k i

x

x x


 


          




  (25)

and the global system can be written as 

 q q  
  (26)

Given 1,...,
T

N
     

  
, and    1 ,...,

T

Nq q x q x   
  

. 

Finally the solution of 
q  can be obtained directly by solving the linear

system of Eq. (26 ( Lin et al. 2015). 

There are some relating topics such as local influence area, and 
normalization techniques which are out of scope of this paper. 

Results and discussions 

In this section we will compare the numerical results1 obtained 
by the LMAPS as a meshless scheme to the FDM ones as a 
well-known mesh-dependent method. In this study, I.C. and B.C. 
are given as following: 

I.C.: 

     , , 0 sin sinC x y t x y    (27)

B.C.: 

    
    
    
    

2

2

2

2

0, , sin

1, , sin
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k t

k t

k t

k t

C x y t y e

C x y t y e

C x y t x e

C x y t x e

























  

  


 


 

(28)

1 In all cases, diffusivity is 100. 
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By defining the velocity vector as 

      , cos , cosv u v y x   


, the analytical solution of 

the G.E. (1 for the present case can be derived from 

       2

, , sin sin k tC x y t x y e     (29)

Since we have the exact solution, Eq. (29, a root-mean-square error 
(RMSE) parameter is defined as following 

 2

1 i i

N

apx exti
f f

RMSE
N





 (30)

where N  is number of total points,
iapxf  and 

iextf  are the numerical

and exact values of the desired function in every points. 

At this juncture, we are ready to present and discuss the results. Fig. 1 
shows the results of the LMAPS comparing to the exact solution. In 
this figure, Euler method has been employed for the transient terms. 
Schematic results, show a good behavior of the LMAPS, as well as the 
RMSE (1.6190e-07) is acceptable.  

By replacing the FDM method with the LMAPS to the latter example 
(the Euler scheme for the transient terms and the same time steps within 
the same size of the domain stencils which were used in the LMAPS 
method), a good approximation with RMSE = 4.5129e-06 has been 
observed in Fig. 2.  Comparing the RMSE of the LMAPS with the 
FDM one (almost 28 times lesser), it is clear to see that the LMAPS 
performs more accurately than the FDM. 

Accuracy is one of the pedagogical aspects of the numerical techniques; 
sometimes, however, the stability causes lots of difficulties and 
problems in a numerical solution. By increasing the time steps to 

2.0 05t e   , which is 20 times bigger than the previous one, the
LMAPS still is able to provide a stable results,  

(a) (b) 

(c) 

Fig. 3, as well as it is well accurate (RMSE= 9.1819e-06), while the 
proposed FDM method failed to converge to a result due to the 
instability conditions. An interesting point here is that, the LMAPS 

with 2.0 05t e    provides accurate results close to the proposed

FDM with 1.0 06t e   .

In continuity, we solved the A-D equation with the RK2 method 

( 1.0 06t e   ), which is a higher order accurate and more stable
method comparing to the Euler scheme, along with the proposed FDM 
scheme, Fig. 4. The RMSE in this case is 1.6649e-07 which is bigger 
than its corresponding value in the LMAPS with the Euler scheme 
(1.6190e-07). In other words, the LMAPS with the Euler scheme is 
more accurate than the proposed FDM with the RK2. 

(a) (b) 

(c) 
Fig. 1 (a) The LMAPS solution of the A-D equation with the 
Euler scheme comparing to the exact one (b), (c) time history of 
the C  at the center point,

 
1.0 06t e  
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(a) (b) 

(c) 
Fig. 2 (a) The proposed FDM solution of the A-D equation with the 

Euler scheme comparing to the exact one (b), (c) time history of the C
at the center point, 1.0 06t e  

(a) (b) 

(c) 

Fig. 3 (a) The LMAPS solution of the A-D equation with the Euler 

scheme comparing to the exact one (b), (c) time history of the C  at the

center point, 2.0 05t e  

(a) (b) 

(c) 

Fig. 4. (a) The proposed FDM solution of the A-D equation with 
the RK2 scheme comparing to the exact one (b), (c) time history 
of the C  at the center point, 1.0 06t e    

It should be mentioned that despite the LMAPS, the proposed FDM 
method still could not converge to a solution even with the RK2 

scheme for 2.0 05t e   . On a side note, as we have expected
here, the RK2 improved the accuracy of the solution which the RMSE 
(=1.6649e-07) is smaller than the Euler scheme (=4.5129e-06). The 
accuracy of the mesh-dependent numerical methods can be improved 
by implementing different spatial discretization methods in addition to 
changing the temporal scheme. On the other hand, the accuracy of the 
meshless methods like the LMAPS also can be modified simply by 
changing the number of local points or the shape parameter2, while for 
the FDM, we need to have more points in the discretization of the G.Es, 
which needs more effort to apply in the numerical coding algorithm. In 
addition, RBFs are really meshless and much easier to apply in coding 
especially when it comes to the complicated geometries or higher 
dimensions. To make a fair judgment, despite the aforementioned 
advantages for the RBFs, the authors want to mention two drawbacks 
of this family of numerical methods; firstly, most of the RBFs are based 
on the shape parameter, which up to now there is no systematic way to 
obtain the optimum value for it; however, some techniques3 have been 
used for finding the optimum shape parameter but they are applicable 
only for the global RBFs. The second disadvantage of the RBFs is, 
whether you are using an implicit scheme or not, you always need to 
solve the inversion of a matrix. Fortunately, with the development of 
the programing languages, this issue is less considered, since a canned 
inversion code can be found in almost all the commonly used 
programing languages such as MATLAB, C family, and Fortran. 

CONCLUSIONS 

2 The shape parameter is a factor in the F function in Eq. 14. 
3 Like the LOOCV 
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A 2D A-D equation was solved by two families of the numerical 
methods: 1- LMAPS, 2- FDM. It was shown that the LMAPS with the 
Euler scheme, comparing to the proposed FDM with the Euler and the 
RK2 scheme, provides more stable and accurate results in this case. 
The potential usefulness of the meshless methods for transport 
problems was demonstrated in this study. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
A three-dimensional (3-D) numerical wave model based on a multi-
block Cartesian grid system (Chimera Grid System) will be developed 
and applied to investigate wave-structure interaction. In the proposed 
numerical model, the unsteady, 3-D spatial averaged Navier-Stokes 
equations are solved to simulate characteristics of viscous flow fields. 
And turbulence effects are modeled by using the large eddy simulation 
(LES). The accuracy of the proposed numerical wave model was 
verified by comparing the numerical results with experimental data and 
another numerical results (Mo’s thesis, 2010). Having verified the 
accuracy of the proposed numerical wave model, the model will be 
developed and continuously improved to investigate the interaction of 
water waves with 3-D offshore structures. 
 
KEY WORDS:  level set method; Chimera grid system; large-
eddy simulation; solitary wave 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The coastal zone has been recognized as a natural resource for the 
activities of human beings in many countries. The nearshore has been 
utilized for various purposes, such as harvesting, transportation, and 
recreation. In order to safeguard these diverse activities, numerous 
engineering efforts have been employed in the coastal zone. The 
mechanism of beach processes has also received the attention of coastal 
engineers. In coastal areas, artificial structures were very often used to 
protect harbors, inlets and beaches from wave action. However, 
shoreline protection should make use of near-nature working methods 
as opposed to hard (structured) methods. In order to arrive at 
appropriate engineering methods for shoreline protection, we study the 
interaction between waves and structures. 
 
There are a wide variety of methods for investigating the interactions 
occurring between waves and structures. In the past, some previous 
studies have traditionally investigated the interaction of waves and 
structures by means of physical model tests (Synolakis, 1986; Hsiao et 
al., 2008, among many others). In recent years, a great effort has been 
made to improve numerical models in order to study the interaction 
between waves and structures. Among existing approaches, two-
dimensional Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) models (Lin 
and Liu, 1998 a&b; Guanche et al., 2009; Losada et al., 2008) have 
revealed that structural functionally and stability can be studied with a 

high degree of accuracy. Volume-Averaged Reynolds-Averaged 
Navier-Stokes equations (VARANS), first presented by Hsu et al. 
(2002), have been solved to characterize wave-induced flows within 
porous structures. The VARANS equations are adopted in the present 
study. 
 
To investigate the interaction between irregularly shaped structures and 
fluid, conventional numerical approaches transform the governing 
equations and boundary conditions into the body-fitted coordinate 
system with either a structured grid (Huang et al., 2002 ; Huang et al., 
2011), or an unstructured grid (Zienkiewicz et al., 2005). 
 
This study will apply an innovative method (Huang et al., 2015) for 
simulating the interaction of the flow with stationary structures of 
irregular shapes based on Cartesian grids. Rather than adding explicitly 
a forcing term to the momentum equations, this method introduces two 
boundary velocities to satisfy the zero-velocity (no-slip) boundary 
condition and the conservation of mass around a stationary immersed 
solid boundary. The conservation of mass was guaranteed without 
using the cut-cell method, and the proposed model does not violate 
mass conservation, as occurs in the conventional immersed boundary 
method (Kim et al., 2001). 
 
However, simply using the non-uniform Cartesian grid is not often 
feasible since many simulations require the resolution of details on 
many different scales. Because the cost of computer memory and the 
efficiency of computation are also crucial in the numerical computation, 
this study will solve the governing equations based on an overlapped 
multi-layer Cartesian grid system, the cell size in each grid net is 
chosen independently to meet the adaptability. This grid system is often 
referred to as a “Chimera Grid” (English et al., 2013). Chimera grid 
embedding uses a number of overlapping grids which are arbitrarily 
oriented and even of multiple types in order to decompose the domain 
into regions of interest. 
 
Wave interaction with coastal structures is, in essence, mainly a three-
dimensional problem. The most relevant hydraulic processes to be 
considered in wave–structure interaction encompass wave reflection, 
wave dissipation, wave transmission resulting from wave overtopping 
and wave penetration through porous structures, wave diffraction, run-
up, and wave breaking. Although, a two-dimensional numerical wave 
model was developed in recent years, a correct assessment of flow 
characteristics and the consequent functional response of the structure 
needs to be performed by taking its three-dimensionality into account. 
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In the present study, a three-dimensional numerical wave tank in 
viscous fluid will be developed and applied to simulate the internal 
velocity and its corresponding surface evolution as the water waves 
propagation over a permeable structures. The unsteady, 3-D spatial 
averaged Navier-Stokes equations are solved to simulate characteristics 
of viscous flow fields. And turbulence effects are modeled by using the 
large eddy simulation (LES). 
 
MUMERICAL MODEL 
 
In present numerical model, the unsteady, 3-D spatial averaged Navier-
Stokes equations are solved to simulate characteristics of viscous flow 
fields. And turbulence effects are molded by a subgrid-scale (SGS) 
model using the concept of large eddy simulation (LES). A spatial filter 
is applied to the Navier-Stokes equations (Lin and Li, 2002): 
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where iu  is the mean velocity in the ith component, ρ  the fluid 

density, p  the mean dynamic pressure, ijij Sµτ 2=  the viscous stress, 

and ijR  the stress induced by the filtering process for spatial flow 

variation. In the above definition, µ  is the molecular viscosity and 

2/)//( ijjiij xuxuS ∂∂+∂∂=  is the rate of strain of the mean flow. 

In this study, the Smagorinsky model (Smagorinsky, 1963) will be 
employed. The Smagorinsky model employed in this study treats two 
parts as a whole 
 

ijijijSijtij SSSLSR )(22 2== ν
    

(3) 

 

where ijijSt SSL2=ν  is the kinematic molecular viscosity and SL  is 

the characteristic length scale which equals 31)( zyxCs ∆∆∆  with 

15.0=sC . 
 
The governing equations are discretized by means of finite-analytical 
method. The fractional step technique is adopted for solving the 
coupling of velocity and pressure. The level set method is used to 
represent the irregular solid boundary, which can be uneven seabed or 
multi-slope seawall. The hybrid particle level set method is applied to 
capture the complex interface between the air and water phases. An 
innovative solid-fluid coupling method, developed by the principal 
investigator of this project, is employed to mimic the solid-fluid 
interaction on fixed Cartesian grids (Huang et al., 2015). 
 
Additionally, our research team simulated the interaction between flow 
and irregularly shaped structures and got fairly good verification of the 
two-dimensional numerical wave model. Therefore, in this study, a 
three-dimensional wave model based on Chimera grid system (English 
et al., 2013) is developed combined with fluid- solid coupling (Huang 
et al., 2015). Then, figure 1 shows the Chimera grid system. 
 

 
Fig. 1 Schematic of the Chimera grid system. (English et al., 2013) 
 
VALIDATION OF THE MODEL 
 
3D lid-driven cavity flows 
 
A simplified 3-D numerical tank was developed to simulate the lid 
driven cavity flow in a cubic box. And the numerical results were 
compared to the results of Žunič et al. (2006). In the computational, the 
edge length of the cubic cavity is L = 1. The Reynolds number is based 
on the cavity’s edge size and the top lid velocity and was selected to be 
Re = 100. The lid of the cubic cavity moves parallel to the positive x-
axis with the velocity u = 1. The quantitative evaluation of the 
numerical results was shown in figure 2, where we compare vx and vz 
velocity along the centerline. 
 
As mention above, the study will solve the governing equations based 
on a multi-block Cartesian grid system in present numerical model. In 
this section, we will study the difference between one-block grid 
system and two-block grid system. Figure 2 (a) and (b) show the results 
of the one-block grid system (35*35*35 elements) and the two-block 
grid system (the whole: 70*70*70 elements, the middle: 20*20*20 
elements (0.25 ≤ X, Y, Z ≤ 0.75)), respectively. Figure 2 shows that 
present 3-D numerical results agree very well with the results of Yang 
et al. (1998) and Žunič et al. (2006). From figure (b), we could see that 
the numerical results are much closer to the results of present study 
around the boundary. Therefore, the numerical model based on a multi-
block Cartesian grid system was presented and could get a good 
agreements between other numerical results. 
 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 2 Velocity profiles along centerlines for Re = 100. (a) one-block 
grid system (35*35*35 elements); (b) two-block grid system (the whole: 
70*70*70 elements, the middle: 20*20*20 elements). (+) results of 
Yang et al. (1998); (-) results of Žunič et al. (2006); and (o) results of 
present numerical model. 
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Solitary wave propagating over a vertical circular cylinder 
 
To check the capability and accuracy of present numerical model, we 
compare numerical results with another numerical results and 
experimental data (Mo’s thesis, 2010). The experiments were 
conducted in the Tsunami Wave Basin at the O. H. Hinsdale Wave 
Research Laboratory (WRL) of the Oregon State University (OSU). 
The wave basin at the WRL of OSU has an effective length of 160 ft 
(48.8 m), a width of 87 ft (26.5 m) and a depth of 7 ft (2.1m). Stainless 
steel circular cylinders with a diameter, D, of 4 ft (1.219m) were 
installed in the basin. 
 
To reduce the computational time, it is designed to use only half width 
of the wave flume in the numerical simulation. And, the wave gauges 
were deployed to measure the free surface elevation of solitary wave 
propagating over a circular cylinder in the numerical wave flume. 
Figure 3 shows the wave gauges locations. The lateral domain width is 
3D for this case to ensure that the reflection from the lateral wall has 
not reached the cylinders at the end of the numerical simulation.  
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Fig. 3 Sketch of the locations of the cylinder and the wave gauges. 
 
In this numerical simulation, a solitary wave was used for the 
experimental validation. The incident wave information, including the 
velocity and the surface displacement, were provided by Grimshaw’s 
3rd-order solitary wave formula (Grimshaw, 1971) as described in 
appendixes. For this case that the incident solitary waves with still 
water depth h = 0.75 m and the wave height of the solitary wave H = 
0.3 m propagate over a circular cylinder. 
 

 
Fig. 4 Time history of free surface elevations at wave gauges for this 
simulation case. (。) experimental data (Mo’s thesis, 2010); () the 
results of another numerical model (Mo’s) thesis; (˙) the results of 
present numerical model. 
 
The numerical results of the time histories of free surface elevations at 
6 wave gauges locations (see figure 3) are shown in figure 4. Figure 4 
shows that present numerical results agree well with another numerical 
results and the experimental data (Mo’s thesis, 2010). Figure 4 also 
shows that as the solitary wave propagates to the cylinder, its wave 
height gets higher due to the blockage of the cylinder. In figure 4’s 
Gauge 4 ~ 7, we can see a noticeable scattering wave from the cylinder. 

The first scattered wave is due to the wave reflection from the front 
side of the cylinder. The secondary scattered wave was caused by a 
relative higher surface displacement at the lee side of the cylinder. 
However, the present numerical results does not match 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this study, a three-dimensional (3-D) numerical wave model based 
on a Chimera Grid System will be developed to solve 3-D wave-
structure interaction problem. And the proposed numerical model has 
been tested some cases with other’s numerical results and experimental 
data. The good comparisons show that out numerical model is capable 
of predicting fluid velocity and free surface displacement. Besides, the 
wave dynamic pressure and the wave force acting on a structure play an 
important role in the costal engineering. Then, the present numerical 
wave model will be modified and applied for simulating the 
aforementioned case. And the proposed numerical model results will be 
verified with the experimental data or another numerical model results. 
 
After the accuracy of the proposed numerical wave model is verified, 
the effects of several parameters on the interaction between waves and 
structures will be investigated and calibrated. One of the benefits of 
using the multi-block grid system for simulating the wave-structure 
interactions is that the boundary layer flows induced by water waves at 
a slope can be determined, which has not been done in the literature. 
Finally, we believe that this proposed study will lead to the better 
understanding of the interaction between wave and structures, and the 
mechanism of flow field in boundary layer on sloping sea bed or 
seawall, especially. 
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APPENDIXES 
 
In the proposed numerical simulation, the free surface displacement and 
velocity distribution on the incident boundary are calculated by 3rd-
order Grimshaw solitary wave solution: 
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ABSTRACT 
 
The stage-discharge relationship is the basic data of  hydropower, flood 
control, shipping and other engineering’s design. After the normal 
operation of Three Gorges Reservoirs, the channel between the 
Changshou of the Yangtze River and Jiangjin became the varying 
backwater zone. And stage-discharge relationship is not a single 
correspondence anymore, but a complicated loop curve which is a 
highly nonlinear relationship. It is quite difficult to fit relation curve 
with the traditional method ,Using these observed data of water level, 
discharge in Cuntan hydrological station and water level of Three 
Gorges dam, the paper has established stage-discharge relationship with 
the improved BP neural network which has the powerful ability to deal 
with the nonlinear system. Simulation results show that compared to 
the curve fitting method, the neural network algorithm can achieve 
higher fitting precision, which is an efficient and simple method to 
obtain stage-discharge relationship of Three Gorges Reservoir varying 
backwater zone. 
 
KEY WORDS: Three Gorges Reservoirs;stage-discharge relationship; 
loop curve; neural network; varying backwater zone  
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The stage-discharge relationship is used to describe the relationship 
between the water level and the flow of Hydrologic station, which is 
the basic data of the engineering design of hydropower, flood control, 
shipping and so on. From the beginning of October 2010, Three Gorges 
Reservoir is operating by 175-145-155m water level scheduling. On 
influence of damming, the end of backwater reach at Huanghuaqi near 
Jiangjin when water level of the dam is 175m in Non flood season, and 
at Changshou when water level of the dam is 145m in flood season. 
The reach of Changshou to Jiangjin became varying backwater area, 
and has dual characteristics of reservoir and natural channel. The river 
original hydraulic characteristics has changed,Correspondingly the 
stage-discharge relationship is not a simple curve originally but a 
complex loop curve, so it is difficult to determine the stage-discharge 
relationship correctly. For this problem, Many scholars[1-6] were studied 
extensively from many aspects of stage-discharge relationship origin, 
curve fitting, data compilation. The traditional curve fitting is one of 
method described stage-discharge relationship, but the method is rather 
complex [3-5].So the paper established stage-discharge relationship with 
the improved BP neural network which has the powerful ability to deal 
with the nonlinear system based on main parameters of the measured 

discharge, water level of Cuntan hydrological station and the water 
level of Three Gorges dam.  
 
THREE GORGES RESERVOIR OPERATING SCHEDULING 
 
According to preliminary design, Three Gorges reservoir operates 
normally by scheduling as shown in Figure 1. During June to 
September in flood season, Three Gorges reservoir water level of the 
dam fluctuats around 145m which is limited water level of flood 
control. Early in October, Three Gorges reservoir starts water storage 
and water lever of the dam rose to normal work water lever 175m, 
among January to May called by Pre-flood Falling Stage, the water 
level of the dam falls from 175m to 145m.Compared the original design 
water level process with the actual water level of the dam among 2011-
2012, the actual reservoir operation is different from design scheduling. 
 

 
Fig. 1 Three Gorges reservoir water level of the dam operation curve 

 

According to 《 Three Gorges reservoir optimization scheduling 
scheme》and official operation schedule approved by the state Flood 
Control and Drought Relief Headquater, besides think of the actual 
scheduling curve among 2011 to 2012, the final operation schedule is 
used that official operation schedule approved by the state Flood 
Control and Drought Relief Headquater as shown in Table 1. 
 
Table 1 Official operation schedule of Three Gorges reservoir 
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THE STAGE-DISCHARGE RELATIONSHIP OF CUNTAN 
HYDROLOGICAL STATION BEFORE DAM 
 
The backwater does not impact on the stage-discharge relationship of 
Cuntan hydrological station before Three Gorges Reservoir become 
dam. The stage-discharge relationship of Cuntan hydrological station 
before dam  is fitted as follow equations based on measured water level 
ZT0 and discharge QT data during 1955~2007. 
 

QT<10000m3/s： 

154.0348  102.822356 106.571865 -101.252869  

101.420914 - 108.578838  10-2.124526
3-27-310-

4-145-196-23
0

+×+××+

××+×=

TTT

TTTT

QQQ
QQQZ     (1)  

QT=10000~60000m3/s： 

156.2701  101.089361  103.939026 - 101.275049 

 102.402405 - 102.359726  10-9.267402
3-28-312-

4-175-226-28
0

+×+××+

××+×=

TTT

TTTT

QQQ
QQQZ       (2) 

QT>60000m3/s： 

144.0603102.604131101.072536-102.660312

102.402405-102.575730410-7.430017
3-27-312-

4-175-226-28
0

+×+××+

××+×=

TTT

TTTT

QQQ
QQQZ (3)    

   
THE CRITICAL WATER LEVEL INFLUENCED BY 
BACKWATER  
 
The influence of water level of Three Gorges dam on the stage-
discharge relationship of Cuntan hydrological station is described by 
figure 3 which is plotted based on the measured average daily water 
level of the Cuntan hydrological station, the water level of the dam and 
backwater height

30TZ∆ that is defined as follows: 
 

30TZ∆ =
3TZ -

0TZ                                                                                       (4) 
 
Where 

3TZ  is water level of the Cuntan hydrological station after dam           

0TZ  is water level of Cuntan hydrological station for the same flow 
before dam 
It is seen clearly in Figure 2 that backwater height is 0m when the water 
level of the dam is less than 156m, which means no effect of the water 
level of the dam on the stage-discharge relationship of cuntan 
hydrological station. 

 
Fig. 2 the influence of water level of the dam  
on the stage-discharge relationship of Cuntan hydrological station 
 
THE STAGE-DISCHARGE RELATIONSHIP OF CUNTAN 
HYDROLOGICAL STATION AFTER DAM 
 
According to the previous analysis, when Z3<156m, the stage-discharge 

relationship is Calculated by formula(1)~(3), May to September every 
year belong to this case. However, when Z3>156m, the stage-discharge 
relationship is loop curve so that it is difficult to directly express, Curve 
fitting formula in accordance with the flow segment is used as follows: 
 
      QT≤5000m3/s  and 

30Z∆ ≥-4m： 
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QT=10000~15000m3/s and 
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linear interpolation calculated by equations (5) and (6)  
Where 

30Z∆ = Z3-
0TZ , 

3TZ∆ =
3TZ - Z3 

             Z3 is the water level of the dam 
 
STAGE-DISCHAGE RELATEIONSHIP BASED ON 
ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK 
 
BP neural network[7] is a non-parametric prediction method, relying 
solely on sample data driven to seek the mapping relationship between 
data. At the same time, for essentially nonlinear problem it has these 
abilities of self-learning, self-adaption and fault-tolerant, so BP neural 
network is a general scientific predicting models and to solve the highly 
complex nonlinear problem. 
 
BP neural network of Stage-discharge relationship was established by 
using Matlab neural network toolbox. As shows in figure 3, this 
predicting model comprises input, two hidden layers and output. Input 
consists of two neural units where input discharge and water level of 
the dam respectively. According to the Kolmogorve theorem, the first 
hidden layer has 6 neural units, transfer function employs “logsig”, the 
second hidden layer has two neural units, transfer function uses 
“purelin”. The output includes one nerve units, which is measured 
water level or predicted water level. 

 

 
Fig. 3 BP neural network structure 

 
Using the measured discharge ,water level of Cuntan hydrological 
station, water level of the dam in 1995~2012 as sample data, the neural 
network is trained fully. From the previous analysis, we can know that 
when the water level of the dam is lower than 156m, the backwater of 
Three Gorges has no influence on the stage ~ discharge relationship of 
Cuntan hydrological station. Therefore, the water level of the dam 
adopt 156m among 1995-2007 when Three Gorges Reservoir has not 
been built. 
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MATLAB neural network toolbox is divided sample data automatically 
into three parts: Training set, Validation set and Test set, these three 
data sets do not overlap each other. Training set is used to 
train neural networks, Validation set is used to detect whether or not to 
achieve convergence, Test set is used to test the training effect. The 
every correlation coefficient R of Train, Validation, Test and All is 
more than 0.9988 as shown in figure 4, it shows that the neural network 
simulation effect is well. 
 

 
Fig. 4 The correlation coefficient R of Train, Validation, Test and All 

 
Figure 5 demonstrates calculated results by the neural network. 
Comparison with measured results, the simulation results before dam is 
better than after dam, because the measured dada before dam include 
52 years (within 1995 to 2007) so as to have more training sample data, 
however training sample data after dam has only 4 years measured 
dada(within 2008 to 2012). Along with increasing the measured sample 
after dam to further train neural network, the simulation precision is 
being improved constantly. 
 

 
Fig. 5 Stage-discharge relationship of Cuntan hydrological station 

 
 

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 
 
Comparison of calculated results by neural network and by curve fitting 
formula in table 2, it is show that these calculated results all are 
basically consistent with measured results, so neural network method is 
effective to establish the stage-discharge relationship in varying 
backwater zone of Three Gorges Project. 
 
Table 2 Comparison of calculated results by neural network and by 
curve fitting formula 

 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
The stage-discharge relationship is the basic data of  hydropower, flood 
control, shipping and other engineering’s design. After the normal 
operation of Three Gorges Reservoirs, the channel between the 
Changshou of the Yangtze River and Jiangjin became the varying 
backwater zone. And stage-discharge relationship is not a single 
correspondence anymore, but a complicated loop curve which is a 
highly nonlinear relationship. It is quite difficult to fit relation curve 
with the traditional method, Using these observed data of water level, 
discharge in Cuntan hydrometrical station and water level of Three 
Gorges dam, the paper has established stage-discharge relationship with 
the improved BP neural network which has the powerful ability to deal 
with the nonlinear system. Simulation results show that compared to 
the curve fitting method, the neural network methods can achieve 
higher fitting precision, so that the neural network is an efficient and 
simple method to establish stage-discharge relationship of Three 
Gorges Reservoir varying backwater zone. 
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ABSTRACT   
 
Land Subsidence is an important issue in soil and water conservation 
and also in the safety of infrastructure. The causes of land subsidence 
are complicated and are difficult to handle. Yunlin is the most serious 
subsidence areas in Taiwan. The long-term groundwater exploitation 
for public water supply, agriculture and industry in this area has been 
blamed for the subsidence. Recently, due to the route of Taiwan High 
Speed Rail (THSR) passes through the persistent subsiding area, that is 
possible to affect the regular operation of THSR. In order to promote 
and ensure the reasonable and sustainable utilization on water and land 
resources, as well the normal operation of THSR. The “Action Plan to 
Prevent Land Subsidence Problem in Yunlin and Changhua Districts” 
(We named Action Plan) was executed in the past few years. This study 
implies numerical models (groundwater flow model and land 
subsidence model) to evaluate the effectiveness of land subsidence 
reduction due to decreasing groundwater pumping of the Action Plan. 
The results showed that based on the wells disposal schedule of the 
Action Plan, the raised quantities of groundwater level in third and 
fourth aquifers are larger than those in unconfined and second aquifers. 
In the end of 2023, the maximum raised quantity of groundwater level 
will be up to 6.38 m in Yunlin County and the maximum improved rate 
of land subsidence will be 0.79 cm/y at the 3km width belt along THSR. 
 
KEY WORDS: groundwater; pumping; land subsidence; numerical 
models 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
In recent years, the western Taiwan coastal area has the fastest subsidence 
rate and that is the largest continuous subsiding area in Taiwan causing 
by excessive pumping. It got people’s attention because of the THSR 
passing through the alluvial fan south of Choushui River. Massive 
amounts of groundwater are pumped in this area from multiple layers and 
multiple wells, causing the compaction of different layers. An integrated 
compaction model that comprises an analytical model for flow in a 
layered system due to pumping (Neuman and Witherspoon, 1969) and a 
1D subsidence model based on consolidation theory (Terzaghi, 1943) is 
proposed. Further, numerical models are flexible and useful for taking 
complicated aquifer properties, boundary geometry, and pumping activity 
into account in compaction simulations. Different from numerical models 
such as IBS2 (Leake, 1990), IBS1 (Leake, 1991), SUB (Hoffmann et al., 
2003), and COMPAC (Helm, 1986), pore water change and compaction 
near the well field can be calculated without the limitations of spatial 
discretization. Numerical models have been also applied to various places, 

such as the Los Banos-Kettleman City area in California (Larson et al., 
2001), the Emilia-Romagna coastland of Italy (Teatini et al., 2006), and 
the Shanghai area of China (Zhang et al., 2007). Similar work was carried 
out by Liu et al. (2004), who studied subsidence and its mechanism in an 
area north of Yunlin.  
 
This study investigates the pumping effects on the compaction of a 
multi-layer aquifer system in Yunlin, Taiwan. Groundwater extraction 
at different depths by different users is taken into account. Two 
scenarios were designed to simulate the effectiveness of land 
subsidence reduction due to decreasing groundwater pumping. Our 
results showed that the maximum raised quantity of groundwater level 
will be up to 6.38 m in Yunlin County and the maximum improved rate 
of land subsidence will be 0.79 cm/y at the 3km width belt along THSR. 
 
STUDY AREA 
 
This research selects the Yunlin County as a case study. The Yunlin 
County with an area of about 1,291 km2 is located at south of the 
Choushui River Alluvial Fan in central Taiwan (see Fig. 1). Its 
elevation varies from -6 m to 1,750 m, and 87% of the area is below 
100 m. The population is about 735 thousands; GDP per capital is 
about 16,000 US dollar. From 2000 to 2011, rainfall records and 
climatic data were obtained from the Huwei Weather Station. The 
annual mean temperature is 22.6°C. Average annual rainfall is 1,540 
mm, 82% of the rainfall occurs from May to September.  
 
The lack of water resource leads the excessive extraction of groundwater 
by public water supply, industry, agriculture, the fish farming industry 
and results in serious land subsidence in coastal Yunlin. According to the 
monitoring data from 1992 to 2001 (WRA, 2011), the maximum 
cumulative subsidence occurs in Taishi Township (see Fig. 2(a)). From 
2002 to 2011, the maximum cumulative subsidence was about 100 cm in 
Baozhong, Tuku, and Huwei Township of the inland areas (see Fig. 2(b)). 
It has raised the safety concern of the THSR. To control land subsidence, 
the Action Plan was approved for implementation by Executive Yuan, 
R.O.C. in August, 2011. The plan was expected to slow ground 
subsidence and preserve the stability of THSR track. The plan comprises 
four major measures: (1) increasing available water supply by having the 
Hushan Reservoir supply water of 117 million tons annually and 
decreasing pumping for public use by having Taiwan Water Corporation 
Yunlin branch sealing all their 186 wells once Hushan Reservoir supply 
beginning by 2023; (2) constructing flood detention facilities to help 
recharging groundwater; (3) strengthening existing infrastructure 
management; and (4) public land planning. 
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Fig. 1 The map of Yunlin County, Taiwan. 
 

 

 
 
Fig. 2 The distribution of land subsidence in the Yunlin County (a) 

from1992 to 2001 (b) from2002 to 2011. 
 

METHODS 
 
Groundwater Flow Simulation 
 
In this study, the regional groundwater flow simulation for the multi-
aquifers in the Choushui River alluvial fan was established using 
MODFLOW, to analyze the effect of groundwater pumping in Yunlin 
area. MODFLOW is a three-dimensional finite-difference ground-water 
flow model developed by United States Geological Survey (USGS). 
The governing partial differential equation for a confined aquifer used 
in MODFLOW (McDonald and Harbaugh, 1988) is, 
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where xxK ,

 yyK  
and zzK are the values of hydraulic conductivity 

along the x, y and z coordinate axes, h represents the potentiometric 
head, W signifies a volumetric flux per unit volume representing 
sources and/or sinks of water, where negative values are extractions 
and positive values are injections, and sS  is the specific storage of the 
porous material. It is currently the most used numerical model for 
ground-water flow problems and the equation is solved using the block-
centered finite-difference approach. The Strongly Implicit Procedure 
package or Slice Successive Overrelaxation (SSOR) is used to solve the 
finite difference equations in each step of a MODFLOW stress period. 
The modular structure allows the solution routine to be separate from 
the accounting procedures (BCF and BAS) and the boundary conditions 
including well package, recharge package, evapotranspiration package, 
river package, streamflow-routing package, general-head boundary, 
time-variant specified-head, and interbedded storage. The family of 
MODFLOW-related programs now includes capabilities to simulate 
coupled groundwater/surface-water systems, solute transport, variable-
density flow (including saltwater), aquifer-system compaction and land 
subsidence, parameter estimation, and groundwater management.  
 
Land Subsidence Simulation 
 
In this study, the one-dimensional land subsidence (LSUB1) model was 
employed to predict the changes of subsidence in Yunlin County. A 
mathematical derivation relies on following assumptions: (1) The soil is 
homogeneous and 100% saturated; (2) Drainage is provided at both the 
top and bottom surface of the compressible layer; (3) Darcy’s law is 
valid; (4) The soil grains and water are incompressible; (5) 
Compression and flow are one-dimensional; (6) The small load 
increment applied produces essentially no change in thickness; (7) The 
Darcy’s coefficient of hydraulic conductivity and the coefficient of 
compressibility remain constant; and (8) There is a unique linear 
relationship between the volume change and the effective stress. The 
governing equation of Terzaghi’s one-dimensional consolidation can be 
written as: 
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Where vC  is the coefficient of consolidation, P denotes the pore water 
pressure, z represents the vertical direction, t is time. This governing 
equation is well-known one-dimensional diffusion equation for 
simulating groundwater flow in hydrology. To solve the governing 
equation, we must know the initial and boundary conditions, 
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Where g is the gravitational acceleration, wρ  

represents the density of 
fluid phase, B is the thickness of soil layer, h0 represents the initial 
value of groundwater head, h1 signifies the groundwater head at z=0, h2 
denotes the groundwater head at z=B. The stratum of clay sandwiched 
between sandy strata bearing water table depression h1 and h2 due to 
pumping, which the boundary condition h1 and h2 can be obtained by 
executing the hydrological model (MODFLOW).  
 
For simulating purpose, the finite difference method was used to solve 
the governing equation, and then the vertical transient pore water 
pressure distribution of clay can be described. Assuming the change in 
the effective stress is equal the change in pore water pressure, then the 
relationship between stress and strain can be used to calculate the land 
subsidence. The equation for consolidation settlement of a normally 
consolidated soil is as follows, 
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Where S is the settlement due to consolidation, cC  is the compression 

index, 0e  is the initial void ratio, 
f'σ  is the final vertical stress, 0'σ  is 

the initial vertical stress. cC  can be replaced by eC  (the recompression 
index) for using on over-consolidated soils where the final effective 
stress is less than the pre-consolidated stress (the past maximum 
effective stress), the two equations must be used in combination to 
model both the recompression portion and the virgin compression 
portion of the consolidation process, as follows: 
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where c'σ  is the pre-consolidated stress of the soil. 
 
Scenario Design 
 
In this study, the numerical models are applied to evaluate the recovery 
quantity of groundwater level and land subsidence under two different 
scenarios. The stop of groundwater pumping under the Action Plan is 
defined as scenario A. Maintaining the pumping situation until 2023 is 
defined as scenario B (control scenario) for the comparison with 
scenario A. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Groundwater Level 
 
Table1 and Figure 3 show the groundwater level recovery quantity of 
scenario A (comparison with scenario B) by the simulating results of 
the MODFLOW model. The results indicated that average groundwater 
level in the four aquifers uplift about 1.22 m to 2.25 m in Yunlin. Based 
on the Action Plan (scenario A), the recovery quantity of groundwater 
level is larger in the third and fourth aquifers than in first and second 
aquifers due to the cease of pumping wells that are mostly located in 
the those aquifers. Otherwise, the larger uplift areas are distributed over 

Baozhong, Tuku, and Huwei Townships. In the end of 2023, the 
maximum raised groundwater level in 3km width belt along THSR will 
be upped to 2.89 m. 
 
Table 1 Result of recovery quantity of groundwater level in 2023 

Region Maximum/
Average Aquifer  Value 

Yunlin 

Average 

1 1.22 
2 1.87 
3 2.25 
4 2.11 

Maximum 

1 6.38 
2 6.23 
3 5.35 
4 4.45 

3km width 
belt along 

THSR 

Average 

1 1.10 
2 1.77 
3 2.24 
4 2.28 

Maximum 

1 1.77 
2 2.22 
3 2.89 
4 2.72 

 

 
Fig. 3 Recovery quantity of groundwater level in different aquifers (a) 
aquifer 1 (b) aquifer 2 (c) aquifer 3 (d) aquifer 4 
 
Land Subsidence 
 
Table 2 and Figure 4 illustrate the subsidence reduction rate by the 
simulating results of the LSUB1 model. The results indicated that the 
Action Plan might reduce the average rate of subsidence to 0.37 cm per 
year in Yunlin County. The maximum improved rate of subsidence is 
0.79 cm per year in the 3km width belt along THSR. The total land 
subsidence could be reduced to 6.06 cm in 3km width belt along THSR 
which has higher average raising quantity of land subsidence than in 
Yunlin County from 2012 to 2038. Moreover, the subsidence in Huwei, 
Tuku and Yuanchang Townships become palliation significantly.  
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Table 2 Result of reduced rate of land subsidence in 2023  

Region Maximum/
Average Item Value 

Yunlin 

Average 

Rate of subsidence 
(cm/yr) 0.37 

Total subsidence 
(cm) 2.79 

Maximum 

Rate of subsidence 
(cm/yr) 0.79 

Total subsidence 
(cm) 6.06 

3km width 
belt along 

THSR 

Average 

Rate of subsidence 
(cm/yr) 0.56 

Total subsidence 
(cm) 4.15 

Maximum 

Rate of subsidence 
(cm/yr) 0.79 

Total subsidence 
(cm) 6.06 

 

 

 
 
Fig. 4 Reduction rate of land subsidence in 2023 (a) subsidence rate (b) 
total subsidence 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
This study was performed to evaluate the effectiveness of land 
subsidence reduction due to decreasing groundwater pumping. We have 
identified and verified the 3-D groundwater flow model (MODFLOW) 
in Choushui River Alluvial Fan and 1-D land subsidence model 

(LSUB1) in Yunlin County. The verified model has been used to 
evaluate the effectiveness of land subsidence prevention under the 
Action Plan. Our simulating results indicated that the disposal of 
drafting-wells under the Action Plan should be executed on schedule 
for improving the groundwater recovery and land subsidence reduction 
in whole Yunlin County. Further, the shallow layer subsidence along 
THSR in Yunlin area will be enhanced. 
 
When the pumping was stopped and the groundwater level maintained 
stable in five years, the quantities of groundwater recovery are the 
largest. Therefore, it can be easily found that the pumping stop is earlier 
and the recovery quantity is larger. The study results can be used for the 
future groundwater resources management and land subsidence 
reduction plan in Yunlin County.  
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ABSTRACT 
 
It is necessary to enhance a safety level of flood control in the Kinu 
River which suffered from huge inundation damage in 2015 flood. 
However, it is not clear how marked longitudinal change in river cross-
sections affected discharge capacity and flood storage volume. We 
developed a numerical model applying BVC method and 2D bed 
variation using observed water surface profiles during the 2015 flood in 
the Kinu River taking account of the inundation due to levee 
overtopping and breach. The model provided valuable explanations for 
the discharge capacity and flood flow storage volume. 
 
KEY WORDS: Kinu River; 2015 flood; flood flow and bed variation 
analysis; water surface profiles; levee over topping and breach; 
discharge capacity; flood storage rate 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The Kinu River is one of major tributaries of the Tone River which is 
the largest river in Japan. It is necessary to enhance a safety level of 
flood control in the Kinu River which suffered from huge inundation 
damage due to levee overtopping and breach in the 2015 large flood. In 
the Kinu River, especially lower reach from 4 km to 46 km, the 
longitudinal changes of cross-section are quite large, which affect 
discharge capacity and storage rate of floods. Therefore, it is important 
to examine quantitatively the hydraulics of the 2015 flood for the future 
river improvement works. 
 
Some researches on bed variations or riverbed stabilities at the upper 
reach in the Kinu River have been carried out, but there are almost no 
researches of discharge capacity, flood storage volume and bed 
variations focusing on river characteristics of the lower reach. Fukuoka 
has proposed the numerical method for flood flows and bed variations 
using time series of observed flood water surface profiles on the basis 
of the idea that effects such as plan forms, cross-sections and bed 
variations appear in time series of observed water surface profiles. This 
method has been applied for understanding of flood flows and bed 
variations mechanism in many Japanese rivers (Fukuoka and Watanabe 
2002, Tabata and Fukuoka 2014).  
 
The objective of this paper is to develop the numerical model of flood 
flow and 2D bed variation of the 2015 flood in the Kinu River where 
extensive inundation due to overtopping and levee breach occurred. 
Also we calculate the inundation volume, discharge capacity and flood 
storage rate during the 2015 flood in the Kinu River. 

OUTLINES OF THE OBJECTIVE AREA AND THE 2015 
FLOOD 
 
Fig.1 and Fig.2 show the plan form and longitudinal distribution of river 
width and riverine bamboos in the reach from 0.0 km to 46 km of the 
Kinu River. Solid lines in Fig.2 show the distances from the center of 
river channel to the levees and banks. In the stretch from 3.0 km to 4.0 
km, the river width is narrow, approximately 100 m. From 4.0 km to 37.0 
km the river width varies from 200 m to 400 m and the main channel 
meanders. In the upper reach of 37.5 km, it increases and reaches to 
1,300 m wide at 40.25 km. There are densely growing bamboos in the 
flood plain (pink areas in Fig.2) whose heights are roughly 3-10 m.  
 
Fig.3 shows the water level hydrograph at Mitsukaido (11.0 km). The 
2015 flood continued for two days and the water level exceeded over 
H.W.L. for about 6 hours at Mitsukaido. The Kinu River flood brought 
inundations due to overtopping at 6 embankment points (white x marks in 
Fig. 1) and levee breach on the left bank at 21.0 km (red x mark in Fig. 1).  
 
Water levels were measured at drainage pump stations and flood 
regulating gates in addition to water level gauging stations as shown in 
Fig.1. By these water level gauges, temporal water surface profiles 
during the flood were measured in detail. 
 
NUMERICAL METHOD AND CONDITIONS 
 
Numerical Method 
 
We develop a numerical model of flood flow and 2D bed-variation 
analysis using observed flood water surface profiles in the Kinu River. 
In this study, the BVC (Bottom Velocity Computation) method 
developed by Uchida and Fukuoka (2011) is applied to the flood flow 
analysis. The BVC method is quasi-3D flow analysis model which is 
capable of evaluating vertical distribution of horizontal velocities and 
bottom velocities by introducing depth-averaged horizontal vorticity 
equations and horizontal momentum equations on water surface to 
shallow water equations.  
 
The bed variation is computed by the continuity equation for sediment 
and grain sizes (Hirano 1971) using bed load formula (Ashida and 
Michiue 1972) and suspended load formulas (Itakura and Kishi 1980; 
Lane and Kalinske 1941). The transport of the suspended sediment is 
computed by 2D advection and diffusion equations. 
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  Fig. 1 Plan form of the Kinu River. 
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Fig. 2 Longitudinal distribution of the river width and riverine bamboos. Fig. 3 Observed water level hydrograph and cross-

section at Mitsukaido. 
 
 
Conditions for Numerical Computations 
 
The numerical model was applied for the reach from 4.25 km to 46.0 
km. The upstream and downstream boundary conditions were given by 
observed water level hydrographs at the Kawashima gauging station 
and Shintei drainage pump station. Since over topping flows over levee 
crests occurred in the 2015 flood, the numerical grid was made taking 
account of topography of levees and inland areas at several places 
where heights of levee crest were low. Discharge hydrographs 
outflowing from the levee breached point was estimated so that the 
calculated water surface profiles agreed with the observed ones around 
the levee breached point (Fukuoka et al. 2008), especially Sasayama 
flood regulating gate which is located at the opposite bank of levee 
breach point considering observed breach time and temporary change 
of breach width. Fig.4 shows grain size distributions used for the 
analysis. The bed materials are mainly composed of gravels at upstream 
from 37.2 km where the river width is narrower compared to its 
upstream reach, and are mainly composed of sand at downstream of 
37.2 km. Manning roughness coefficients of the main channel and 
flood plain were set based on the longitudinal distributions of the 
averaged particle diameters and the ground cover conditions, 
respectively. The vegetation permeability coefficients of the densely 
bamboos were adjusted finely so that the calculated water surface 
profiles agreed with the observed ones during the 2015 flood on the 
whole. Manning roughness coefficients and vegetation permeability 
coefficients used in the analysis are shown in Table 1. 
 

RESULTS AND CONSIDERATIONS 
 
Flood Flows and Bed Variations 
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Fig. 4 Grain size distributions used for the analysis. 

 
Table 1 Manning roughness coefficient and vegetation permeability 
coefficient. 

main channel flood plain

4.25～5.1km 0.028 0.025～0.040 10～70

5.1～27km 0.025 0.025～0.075 10～70

27～35km 0.025 0.025～0.055 10～70

35～37.2km 0.030 0.030～0.055 10～40

37.2～46km 0.035 0.025～0.055 10～70

Section
vegetation permeability

coefficient (m/s)
Manning roughness coefficient (m-1/3

・s)
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Fig. 5 shows the comparison between the computed and observed water 
surface profiles and longitudinal distributions of the averaged bed 
elevations in the Kinu River. In this figure, we can see that the 
computed water surface profiles could coincide with the observed ones 

on the whole. Also the water surface profiles at the peak time almost 
matched observed flood marks. Computed averaged bed elevations 
after the flood almost agreed with observed ones.  
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Fig. 5 Comparison between the computed and observed water surface profiles and longitudinal distributions of the averaged bed elevations in the 
Kinu River. 

 
 
Fig. 6 shows the comparison between the computed and observed 
discharge hydrographs at the observation stations in the Kinu River. 
The solid lines and plots indicate the computed and observed values 
which are considered the inundation volume due to overtopping and 
levee breach. The discharge observations carried out at the three 
observation stations Hirakata (37.0 km), Kamaniwa (27.4 km) and 
Mitsuaido (11.0 km) during the 2015 flood. Although there are no 
confluences along the reach from Hirakata to Kamaniwa, the observed 
discharges between the time of flood starting (10 Sep. at 8:00) and 
flood peak (10 Sep. at 11:00) at Hirakata are smaller than ones at 
Kamaniwa which is located at downstream of Hirakata. The computed 
discharges at Kamaniwa and Mitsukaido could elucidate the observed 
ones, while the peak discharges estimated slightly larger than observed 
ones. The difference between computed and observed discharge at 
Hirakata is a subject for the future investigation. 
 
Fig. 7 shows the computed hydrographs of the total inundation 
discharge in the left bank side due to overtopping and levee breach. The 
inundation discharges due to overtopping increased until 12:50 10 Sep. 
when the levee breach occurred, and then decreased. The inundation 
due to levee breach continued for about 10 hours. The computation 
model revealed that the inundation volume due to overtopping was 
26,420,000 m3 and one due to levee breach was 12,770,000 m3. The 
measured total inundation volume was about 40,000,000 m3, which 
agreed well with the computed result. 
 
Discharge Capacity and Flood Storage Rate 
 
The water level almost reached or was over the levee crest except for 
the stretch around Kamaniwa. This fact indicates that the Kinu River 
was lacking in discharge capacity on the whole. Especially the 

discharge capacity was not enough in the reach around Hirakata. In 
general, temporal water surface profiles in large rivers are almost 
parallel to the longitudinal riverbed surface during the flood. However, 
as shown in Fig.5, the water surface profiles in the reach from 37.0 km 
to 43.0 km around Hirakata became almost horizontal as the water level  
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Fig. 6 Comparison between the computed and observed discharge 
hydrographs. 
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Fig. 7 Computed inundation discharge hydrographs due to overtopping 
and levee breach. 
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increased, while they were parallel to the longitudinal riverbed surface 
until 10 Sep. at 0:00. This is considered as follows. Fig.8 and Fig.9 
show the temporal changes in depth averaged velocity contours and 
stream lines at the reach from 37.0 km to 42.0 km and velocity 
contours in the cross-section at 40.25 km where river width is very 

wide in 1,300 m. The velocities were quite large in the main channel at 
2:00. Since the water level rose over the elevation of flood plain as the 
flood discharge increased at 5:00, flows in the main channel with large 
velocities and flows on the flood plain with small velocities were 
exchanged by complex meandering patterns. Then velocities became  
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Fig. 8 Temporary changed in depth averaged velocity contours and 
stream lines in the reach from 36.0 km to 42.0 km. 

Fig. 9 Temporary change in velocity contours in the cross-section at 40.25 
km. 
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Fig. 10 Flood storage rate in the reach from 4.25 km to 46.0 km in the 
Kinu River. 
 
small at the flood peak as shown in velocity contour at 11:00 in Fig.8 
and Fig.9. It was investigated that flow characteristics in compound 
meandering channels depend on the relative depth which is defined by 
the ratio of the depth on the flood plain to the depth in the main channel 
(Okada and Fukuoka 2002). When the relative depth is from around 0.3 
to 0.5, flows in the main channel and on the flood plain mix intensively, 
then shear stresses increase and average velocities in cross-section 
decrease. At the flood peak level the relative depth was 0.37. Then, the 
average velocities decreased due to mixing, and the water level rose.  
Next we estimated the flood storage rate by the following equation. 
 

outin QQdtdS −=                                                                                 (1) 
 
Where, S: flood storage volume, t: time, Qin: computed discharge 
hydrograph at 46.0 km, Qout: computed discharge hydrograph at 4.25 
km. 
 
Fig.10 shows the flood storage rate in the reach from 4.25 km to 46.0 
km in the Kinu River. The computed flood storage rate were 1,670 m3/s 
and 790 m3/s at the flood peak at Kawashima and Kamaniwa. These 

values were almost 32 % and 17 % of the peak discharges at 
Kawashima and Kamaniwa, respectively. Also the flood storage 
volume in the reach from 4.25 km to 46.0 km which were estimated by 
time integrating storage rate from 9 Sep. at 18:00 to 10 Sep. at 13:00 
was 78,000,000 m3. It was the value which eliminated the inundation 
volume and almost comparable to water volume during the flood in 
four dams located in the upstream area of the Kinu River. This means 
that the flood storage volume in the Kinu River was quite large, 
because of the plan shape of the river. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
We applied the numerical model for analysis of flood flow and 2D bed 
variation to the 2015 large flood in the Kinu River, using observed 
water surface profiles taking account of inundations due to both of 
overtopping and levee breach. The following conclusions were derived 
in this study. 
(1) It was estimated that the total inundation volume due to 

overtopping was 26,420,000 m3 and the inundation volume due to 
levee breach on the left bank at 21.0 km was 12,770,000 m3. 

(2) The developed model clarified that the discharge capacity was not 
enough in the meandering reach around Hirakata. Because the 
relative depth in meandering river flow was 0.37, velocities 
decreased and the water level rose highly. 

(3) The flood storage rate was 1,670 m3/s at the time of peak discharge 
at Kawashima and almost equivalent to 32 % of the peak discharge. 
Furthermore, the flood storage volume in the reach from 4.25 km to 
46.0 km was 78,000,000 m3 and it was indicated that the flood 
storage volume in the Kinu River was quite large. 
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Reactivation of Alternate Bars to Increased Sediment Supply 
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ABSTRACT 

Alternate bars formed on alluvial channel is confirmed that their 
wavelength and wave height increase with time, and they often stop 
transforming and migrating reaching an equilibrium state. In addition, 
it is reported that increasing sediment supply upstream influences the 
activity on the alternate bars. We conduct several numerical 
simulations to investigate the correlation between the sediment 
supply rate and the bar topographic fluctuations. The conditions of 
sediment supply were set in previous studies. Based on the present 
results, alternate bars reformation occurs when the sediment volume 
increases beyond a particular threshold value. Thus, we can use these 
results to restore the fluvial morphology by reactivating river bars.  

KEY WORDS:  sediment supply; configuration; bed topography 

INTRODUCTION 

Sediment supply due to erosion and landslides plays a dominant role 
in the formation of river topography. Moreover, sediment supply is 
often terminated when a dam or another structure is constructed 
upstream. In this way, the sediment supply conditions in rivers are 
modified. Therefore, it is essential to grasp the relation between the 
sediment supply conditions and the fluctuation of river topography in 
order to predict river topography accurately.  

Over the past few decades, several experiments have been conducted 
to investigate this relation. Teramoto and Tsujimoto (2004) and Miwa, 
et al. (2009) investigated the effects of variable discharge and 
sediment supply conditions on low-watercourse formation in 
channels with alternate bars. They reported that the low watercourse 
stabilized when the discharge was small, implying ordinary flow and 
no sediment supply through the bar topography, which was formed 
when large discharge and moderate sediment was supplied. On the 
other hand, Venditti et al. (2012) experimented on the sediment 
supply termination under constant flow and observed the 
disappearance of the non-migrating bars. Hence, the response of the 
non-migrating bars to the sediment supply termination was 
considerably affected by the changes in both discharge and sediment 
supply.  

Furthermore, the influence of increased sediment supply has also 
been investigated. Madej et al. (2009) conducted an experiment with 
several stages of high, moderate, or no sediment supply. They noted a 
similarity between the results of the experiment and those of their 

survey in terms of sediment transport and storage. Podolak et al. 
(2013) investigated the fluctuation of bar topography with increasing 
sediment supply in terms of specific parameters, such as the bed 
slope, the spatial variability of the bed height, and the grain size 
distribution. Both studies reported that new bars were formed over 
non-migrating bars, when the sediment supply upstream of the 
channel increased. As non-migrating bars are related to   forestation 
of river channel, which is a problem in Japan ＇ s rivers, the 
reactivation of these bars is important in terms of flood control. Thus, 
the fundamental characteristics of non-migrating bars reactivation 
should be explored.  

However, it is difficult to distinguish the influence of the different 
parameters (e.g., the amount, timing, the duration of sediment supply, 
and the bed topography prior to changing the sediment supply 
conditions) on reactivation of non-migrating bars. The long-term data 
on the physical restrictions and the sediment supply are required for 
an accurate assessment. Moreover, the sediment supply conditions 
required for the reactivation of the non-migrating bars are unknown. 
Furthermore, engineering applications demand a quantitative relation 
between the increasing amount of sediment supply and the bed 
deformation. In this context, we investigate the behavior of non-
migrating bars using the sediment supply amount as the only 
independent variable. In this study, we conduct a flume experiment 
wherein a non-migrating bars are reactivated. In addition, we perform 
a numerical simulation using the same conditions as in the 
experiment in order to validate our model. Susequently, we perform 
numerical simulations for different increasing amounts of sediment 
supply and explore the relation between the increasing amount of 
sediment supply and the changes in the bar topography.  

EXPERIMENT 

Method 

The experiment was conducted in a 10-m-long, 0.3-m-wide, and 
1/200 gradient open-channel flume. Sand (average grain size = 0.76 
mm) was spread onto the flume bed at a thickness 5.0 cm. A 
stationary discharge of 1.3 L/s was supplied from the upstream of the 
flume. The initial combination of the aspect ratio and the shields 
number was set so that the alternate bar falls inside Kishi and 
Kuroki＇s (1984) diagram.  
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Fig. 1 Transition of the slope 

The sediment supply quantity was determined through the following 
process. A preliminary experiment was conducted before initiating 
the main experiment to obtain the sediment supply quantity, which 
generally preserves the initial bed slope (1/200). This quantity was 
defined as the basic sediment supply amount. Further, each sediment 
supply amount was presented relative to the basic sediment supply in 
percentage (e.g., 100% feed). Next, the main experiment was 
conducted in two stages. In the first stage, 100% feed was supplied, 
whereas in the second, 300% feed was supplied from the upstream of 
the flume. Each stage continued until the topography settled down 
with regard to the occurrence and development of alternate bars. 
Thus, the duration of the first stage was 18.0 h, and that of the second 
stage was 9.0 h.  

Water surface elevation was measured at several points in the flume, 
and the mean water surface slope was calculated throughout the 
flume. The flow was suspended to obtain pictures of the bed 
topography throughout the flume, and then it was restarted. This 
procedure was repeated every 1.5 hours until the end of the 
experiment.  

Results of the Experiment  

The bed topography is presented in Fig. 1, and the water surface 
slope is shown in Fig. 2. During the first stage, alternate bars were 
formed at 3.0 h (wavelength = 1.7 m). Next, the bars migrated by 
gradually extending the wavelength. The bars＇ migrating velocity 
downstream was faster than upstream, and it gradually decreased. 
Few differences were observed in the bed topography between 10.5 
and 12.0 h. Finally, the bed topography ceased to change after 18.0 h, 
and the first stage ended.  

During the second stage, at 19.5 h, the deposition and erosion was 
observed at 5.0–7.5 m, indicating that the bed topography was 
destabilized. At 21.0 h, active fluctuation occurred throughout the 
flume. Subsequently, the irregular bed topography emerged. The bed 
topography at this time was completely different from that at 18.0 h, 
indicating that non-migrating bars topography was ed. Subsequently, 
between 25.5 and 27.0 h, the bed topography in the disturbed state 
settled down.   

COMPARING THE EXPERIMENT WITH THE 
SIMULATION  

A numerical simulation was conducted under the same conditions as 
that of the experiment. The boundary condition was periodically 
applied in order to produce an arbitrary sediment supply. The grid 
size along the longitudinal and traverse directions was approximately 
3 cm. The calculation interval was 1/100 s. We used Nays2DH, 
which is an iRIC solver for calculating the two-dimensional flow and 
bed deformation. A comparison at the equilibrium state is preferable 
in order to grasp the relation between the results of the experiment 
and numerical simulation. However, it is difficult to define the 
equilibrium state because too many factors interact, to determine the 
equilibrium state in terms of single factor. It is estimated that each 
factor adjusts toward the equilibrium state that influencing them. In 
fact, Podolak and Wilcock (2013) reported that the factors adjusted to 
the increased sediment supply over different timescales. In our study, 
we suppose that each factors＇ adjustment is completed when it stops 
fluctuation respond to sediment supply. Thus, we examine the 
amount of time required that slope and bed topography adjust in the 
experiment and the simulation.  

First Stage (100% Feed)  

The bar wavelength at 18.0 h was approximately 2.5 m in the 
simulation. However, it was 3.3 m in experiment. The bed slope at 
the same time decreased to 1/209 in the simulation, whereas it 
increased to 1/179 in the experiment. The topography adjusted 
between 10.5 and 12.0 h in the experiment. Conversely, it adjusted 
between 7.5 and 9.0 h in the simulation. The adjustment of the slope 
completed after 18.0 h in the experiment and after 15.0 h in the 
simulation.  

Second Stage (300% Feed) 

When the sediment supply was changed to 300% feed in the 
experiment, new migrating bars were formed over the non-migrating 
bars, and a similar phenomenon was observed in the simulation. The 
bar wavelength at 27.0 h was approximately 2.5 m in both cases. The 
water surface slope at 27.0 h was 1/152 in the simulation and 1/119 in 
the experiment. The bed topography adjusted between 24.0 and 25.5 
h in the simulation, and between 25.5 and 27.0 h in the experiment. 
The slope nearly adjusted at the end of the simulation (27.0 h), 
contrary to the experimental observations, although an increasing 
trend was still observed.  

Validity of Numerical Simulation 

The bar wavelength at the end time was generally the same in both 
stages. The slope at the end of the experiment was larger than that 
observed at the end of the simulation. In the experiment, changes in 
the bar topography were observed for a longer duration than in the 
simulation. Characteristics that slope adjustment follows after bed 
topography adjustment is agrees between experiment and calculation. 
The validity of the numerical simulation when sediment supply was 
increased is verified by confirming repeatability which non-migrating 
bars reactivated.  
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Fig. 2 Transition of the deviation of bed elevation 

INFLUENCE OF INCREASING AMOUNT OF SEDIMENT 
SUPPLY  

We compare the differences in the bar response to the variable 
increasing amounts of sediment supply (100%, 150%, 200%, 250%, 
and 300%) using the validated numerical simulation.  

Bed Slope 

The bed slope is shown in Fig. 2. The adjustment at 110% feed is 
completed in 19.5 h. At more than 150% feed, the adjustment seems 
to nearly complete at the end time (27.0h). As the increasing rate 
rises, the bed slope becomes larger at the end time.  
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Effects of Arranging Training Dikes on the Formation of Central Sandbars 
 

Akihiro Tonegawa, Hiroki Yoshitake, Hiroyasu Yasuda, Tsuyoshi Hoshino 
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Niigata, Japan 
 
 
 

ABSTRACT 
 
Vegetation in rivers has become problematic in Japan. All 
countermeasures so far have been palliative. Therefore, radical 
countermeasures must be taken to solve this problem. In this study, we 
focused on the beds with variable channel width and changed straight-
channel planar shape by arranging their structures. Consequently, we 
demonstrate that it is possible to control bed formation by arranging 
their structures. 
 
KEY WORDS: Training Dikes; Arrangement; Alternate bars; Central 
bars; Vegetation; Planar shape; Variable-width channel 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
All of Japan’s rivers are overgrown with vegetation such as trees and 
shrubs; this causes unsafe water flow during a flood. As a 
countermeasure, trees are being cut down and river channels and 
sandbars are being excavated. However, each countermeasure has been 
suboptimal; the removal and subsequent regrowth of trees and the 
backfilling of excavation points cause economic burden. From the 
viewpoint of sustainability, we argue that natural forces can help 
overcome these issues.  
 
One of the reasons why for promoting vegetation growth in rivers is 
the formation of alternating sandbars, which is a meso-scale bed 
configurations that forms the main topography of a river. Alternating 
sandbars tend to concentrate the water route, thereby forming a 
motionless region conducive for deposition. Because of these 
characteristics, comparable height differences exist at the point of 
intersection. This results in a decrease in flood frequency and turnover 
rate of river bed materials during a flood. However, the multiple water 
routes and comparable height differences of sandbars usually do not 
intersect and thereby promote vegetation inside the river. This causes 
flooding and recirculation of the bed materials. Therefore, most of the 
rivers with central sandbars are not covered with glowing tress. The 
planar shape of the river enables variable channel width, which 
becomes narrower along the direction of the flow.  
 
Laura and Wu researched the effects of variable channel width bed 
formation and showed wavelength and amplitude of width variation in 
planar shape.  Although these studies have helped elucidate the factors 
that form beds in channels with variable width, sin-generated-curve 
flumes have been used historically because of the difficulty in directly 

applying a sin-generated-curve shape to a straight-channel shape 
during construction.  
 
Herein, we apply a simple variable-width shape to a straight channel. 
We conducted moving bed experiments to research the effect of the 
channel planar shape on bed formation in order to approximate the 
planar shape of straight flumes to the geometric shape imitated by the 
variable-width channel. In the cross direction, water flow is 
concentrated and then diverted around structures; this causes a 
disturbance. Consequently, this behavior promotes bed formations that 
are different from straight-channel bed formations. In this study, we 
define the cross-direction structure width and distance between the 
centers of the two structures as amplitude and wavelength, respectively, 
and elucidate the relationship between bed formations and the planar 
shape of the channel.  
 
MOVING BED WATER EXPERIMENT 
 
Arranging the structures of both banks approximates the planar shape 
of the straight channel of the variable-width flume. Additionally, we 
aim to understand the relationship between the structure and bed 
formation. Initially, bed experiments were conducted under hydraulic 
conditions to form alternating sandbars without structures. Next, 
moving-bed experiments were conducted to determine the fundamental 
characteristics of the effects of arranging structures by arranging the 
structural pairs. Also, for reference, two half-wave-length sand bars 
formed when there were no structures or a pair of structures. Two 
arrangement spans were established between both structural centers, 
and moving-bed experiments were conducted by arranging three pairs 
of structures. Changes in the planar shape are expressed by changing 
the width and span of the arrangement as a parameter of the planar 
shape and by focusing on the characteristic of the bed forms formed by 
each planar shape.  
 
Experimental Setup 
 
The experiment was conducted in a 1000 cm long , 30 cm wide, and 
1/160 gradient open-channel flume. Silicate sand, which had an 
average particle size of 0.76 mm, was used as the bed material and was 
spread onto the flume bed at a thickness of 5 cm. During the 
experiments with no structures, alternating sandbars were formed and a 
stationary discharge of 0.85 l/s was supplied from upstream of the 
flume. Using the diagram of Kuroki and Kishi, the aspect ratio and 
Shield’s number were initially set to generate an alternating sandbar.  
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Fig. 1 Various factors of structure and arrangement pattern 
 
Various Structural Characteristics  
  
Figure 1 shows various factors of the truncated trigonal pyramid shape, 
which approximates a straight flume to a variable-width channel and 
arrangement. The structure and side wall angle were 30°. The width of 
the initial sand-surface structure was defined as “ w”; three widths— 3 
cm, 5 cm, and 7 cm— were used. During the trial experiment using a 
straight wall, there was large local scour around the structures, and the 
floor of the flume appeared. Therefore, a slope with a gradient ranging 
from 1 to 1.5 was applied to the structure (6 cm in height) in order to 
reduce the effect of the scour around the structures. The structure was 
designed as such that only 1 cm of the height of the structure appears 
from above after spreading sand onto the flume bed at a thickness 5 cm 
after arranging the structures.  
 
Arrangement Pattern 
 
Structures were arranged in both banks, and the approximate geometric 
shape of the straight flume was used to imitate the variable-width 
flume. When arranging multiple pairs of structures, structures are 
arranged such that they span the centers of both the paired structures. 
This span is defined as “ λ ”. For “ λ ” , we used two sandbar 
wavelengths and conducted moving-bed experiments without 
structures and with a pair of structures as a reference. The arrangement 
spans used were 100 cm and 200 cm. Details of the experimental 
conditions are shown in table 1.  
 
Experimental Procedure 
 
At 1-h intervals, we drained and took pictures of the flume and  

Table 1 Experiment Cases 

Case Number 
of pairs w (cm) λ (cm) 

0 0 - - 
1-1 1 3.0 - 
1-2 1 5.0 - 
1-3 1 7.0 - 
2-1 3 3.0 

100 2-2 3 5.0 
2-3 3 7.0 
3-1 3 3.0 

200 3-2 3 5.0 
3-3 3 7.0 

 
continued the experiment until the alternating bars settled down, which 
happened at approximately six hours into the experiment. At first, we 
conducted moving-bed experiments without structures (case 0) and 
confirmed the formation of alternate bars. We arranged one or three 
pairs of structures of both banks and approximated the flume planar 
shape to the variable-width channel in order to confirm the effect of 
the variable-width channel on the formation of bed forms Cases 1-1 to 
3-3 refer to the arrangement of one or three pairs of structures of both 
banks. In cases 1-1 to 3-3, the frequency at which the sandbars 
developed was fast. However, the time for the sandbars to settle down 
was short. The water and bed elevation around the pair of structures 
were measured using the moving optical cutting method developed by 
Hoshino and Yasuda. The measurement ranged in the longitudinal 
direction between 588 cm and 668 cm from the upstream end. The 
cross-direction measurement ranged from -12 cm to 12 cm from the 
center of the flume. 
 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 
 
No Structural Arrangement (Case 0) 
 
Figure 2 depicts the results obtained in case 0 at 2, 4, and 6 hours from 
the start of the experiment. The formation of alternating sandbars was 
confirmed on the basis of the alternating sedimentation formed in the 
longitudinal direction. Additionally, motionless sand bars were 
confirmed from the fact that the sedimentation rate decreased with 
time. Half wavelength of sandbars was about 170 cm. 
 

 
Fig. 2 Experiment result case 0 
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Fig. 3 Experiment result cases 1-1 to 1-3 
 

 
Fig. 4 Experiment result cases 2-1 to 2-3 
 

 
Fig. 5 Experiment result cases 3-1 to 3-3 
 
One Structural Arrangement Pair (Cases 1-1 to 1-3)  
 
Figure 3 depicts the results obtained in cases 1-1 to 1-3. Alternating 
sandbars were found to form upstream from the pair of structures as 
well as downstream Water flow was concentrated at the center of the 
flume; this resulted in the deposition of bed materials and formation 
sandbars in both banks. Furthermore, the main water route was divided 
by the formation of central sandbars in the downstream direction; this 
resulted in the formation of sandbars along both banks. Regarding the 
formation of central bars, we could visually observe that central bars 
formed by advancing to center and crossing the sandbars formed in 
both banks. If the length from the center of the structures to the front of 
the central bars is assumed as one wave-length, the half wave-length 
was approximately 120 cm. 

Three Structural Arrangement Pairs (Cases 2-1 to 3-3)  
 
Arrangement span 100 cm (cases 2-1 to 2-3)  
 
Figure 4 depicts the results obtained in cases 2-1 to 2-3. Similar to the 
situation in cases 1-1 to 1-3, water flow was concentrated along the 
center of the flume; this resulted in the formation of sandbars and 
deposition of bed materials along both banks. Although central bars 
were not formed between both of structures in the longitudinal 
direction, central bars formations were confirmed in the downstream 
direction for the structures arranged on the most downstream side.  
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Fig. 6 Bed elevation measured by Moving Optical Catting Method 
 
 
Arrangement span 200 cm (cases 3-1 to 3-3)  
 
Figure 5 depicts the results obtained in cases 3-1 to 3-3. Similar to the 
situation in cases 1-1 to 1-3, water flow was concentrated along the 
center of the flume; this resulted in the formation of sandbars and 
deposition of bed materials along both banks. In addition, central bar 
formation was confirmed for both structures in the longitudinal 
direction.  
 
Effect of Local Scouring Around the Structure 
 
Table 2 shows the minimum bed elevation around the structures in each 
case (1-1 to 3-3) in order to show the effect of local scouring. As shown 
in table 2, the minimum bed elevation in cases 2-1 to 2-3 (arrangement 
span of 100 cm) was higher than that in the other cases (1-1 to 1-3 and 
3-1 to 3-3). The effect of scouring in cases 2-1 to 2-3 was the smallest. 
We hypothesize that the arrangement of multiple structures in short 
spans leads to a reduction in the velocity of water flow and thereby 
reduces the effect of local scouring around the structures.  
 
Table 2 Minimum bed elevation (cm)  

Width of  
structure 

Cases 
1-1 to 1-3 

Cases 
2-1to2-3 

Cases 
3-1to3-3 

3cm 2.29 2.93 2.76 

5cm 2.38 2.53 2.13 

7cm 1.02 2.45 2.21 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
In cases 1-1 to 1-3, structural phenomena such as scouring, sandbar 
formation in both banks, concentrated flow to the center of the flume, 
central sandbar formation, and the reformation of alternating sandbars 
occurred in order from upstream. According to Fig. 2, we hypothesized 
that outward water flow is distinguishable from the center of the pair of 
structures to 150 cm downstream; this leads to sandbar formation along 
the sidewalls. Consequently, we hypothesized that outward water flow 
weakens beyond 150 cm from the center of the structural pairs, and the 
central sandbars form by advancing to the center and crossing the 
sandbars formed in both banks. The reformation of alternating sandbars 

was confirmed at 250 cm downstream from a pair of structures. It has 
been suggested that the area over which structures influence bed 
formation is limited. When structural effects increase over long sections, 
structural pairs must be arranged at regular intervals. The range over 
which structures affect bed formation is limited. Therefore, alternating 
sandbars formed out this range. 
 
In the three-pairs structural arrangement (cases 2-1 to 3-3), alternating 
sandbar formation between both structures in the longitudinal direction 
was not confirmed between both structures. It is effective to arrange 
three pairs of structures continuously in cases of maintain. In the three-
pairs arrangement, there was a common point over which water flow 
was concentrated to the center of the flume. Central bars only formed 
when the arrangement span was 200 cm because the arrangement span 
was shorter than 150 cm; this eliminated outward water flow. 
Furthermore, when the arrangement span was longer than 150 cm, 
inward water flow was enabled and central bars formed. However, in 
cases 3-1 to 3-3, central bars existed between both structures in the 
longitudinal direction.  
 
CONCLUSION  
 
In order to approximate the planar shape of a straight flume to the 
geometric shape imitated by the variable-width channel, we 
hypothesize that adjusting the arrangement span will make it possible 
to control bed formation and reduce the effects of local scouring. We 
hypothesize that one construction method is effective for arranging 
multiple pairs of  structures in both banks and for changing the planar 
shape of the channel.  
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ABSTRACT 
 
On February 6th, 2016, an earthquake of magnitude 6.6 occurred in 
southern Taiwan, causing large-scale soil liquefaction in Tainan city. 
This study compared the topographic maps of the disaster areas taken 
in 1924 and 2016, and found most of this disaster areas were located in 
the low-lying places. This observation expressed a strong association 
between the low-lying reclaimed land and soil liquefaction. In addition, 
this study collected the sand boil sample from field, and compared the 
grain size distribution with official borehole report. The preliminary 
results indicated the liquefied soil layer might occurred in 4.5-m depth 
beneath the reclaimed soil. The results of this study showed 
liquefaction potential evaluation should be take account carefully for 
urban development in low-lying reclaimed land in the future. 
 
KEY WORDS: 0206 earthquake; soil liquefaction; low-lying 
reclamation. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
On February 6, 2016, an earthquake of magnitude 6.6 occurred in the 
Meinong District of Kaohsiung; it struck at a depth of 14.6 km, causing 
earthquake intensity over 4 that were felt in areas south of Chiayi. The 
most severe earthquake intensity measured 7 at Xinhua, Tainan. This 
earthquake is called 0206 Earthquake; it caused large-scale soil 
liquefaction in numerous areas of Tainan, including the Xinshi District, 
Yongkang District, Annan District, West Central District, and North 
District. The soil liquefaction was accompanied by building settlement, 
damage to houses, and sand boil, all of which severely affected the 
lives of the residents. 
 
According to historical records, the land stretching from Yunlin to 
Kaohsiung in southern Taiwan was covered with lagoons in the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. At that time, western Tainan was 
part of the Taijiang Inland Sea (Fig. 1); it stretched from the Jiangjun 
River estuary in the north to the Erren River estuary in the south; the 
eastern coastline extended to the current Xinshi District (Chang et al., 
1996). In 1823, a great flood struck Chianan area, and washed large 
amounts of debris and sand into the Taijiang and Daofeng Inland Seas, 
filling a large area of the inland seas and creating new land. Following 
river deposition and urban development, land reclamation was 
implemented on low-lying lands, creating new land for fish farms and 
new residential areas. For the new developed alluvial plain in Tainan, 

the soil particle size is comparatively uniform, and its groundwater 
level is high. According to the geological criteria (Youd & Hoose, 1977; 
Kramer, 1996), soil liquefaction may occur in these regions during an 
earthquake. 
 

 
Fig. 1 Comparison between seventeenth- and eighteenth-century 
Taijiang Inland Sea and present coastline (Chang et al., 1996) 
 
Although the low-lying characteristic in Tainan may be prone to soil 
liquefaction, the soil liquefaction may not necessarily occur during 
earthquake. The key point is whether appropriate soil improvement 
methods were applied to the liquefiable soil to improve liquefaction 
resistance or reduce damage caused by liquefaction. According to land 
reclamation regulations (Ministry of the Interior, 2015), new land 
development is permissible in areas that have soil liquefaction potential 
if the proposed construction method can overcome the hazards of 
geological disasters. Although the regulations ask the development 
project must overcome the natural geological hazards, in reality, during 
construction, because of factors such as uncertain estimates of land 
characteristics, poor quality construction, and careless inspections, 
disasters may occur. In addition, according to the Design Code and 
Specifications of Building Foundations (Ministry of the Interior, 2001), 
for the construction of private buildings of less than four floors, if the 
foundation area is less than 600 m2, the depth of the foundation is less 
than 5 m, and the site has no potential geological hazards, then the 
subterranean survey can be replaced with an existing, reliable 
subterranean report of the neighboring land. In other words, the 
government did not demand that geological drilling be in place for the 
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construction of low-rise residential buildings; hence, information about 
the geological characteristics of such construction sites cannot be 
known. 
 
To examine soil liquefaction in the Tainan region during the 0206 
Earthquake and its relevance to land reclamation, the present study 
conducted site investigations and collected the sand boil samples from 
the disaster area in the North District of Tainan City; the physical 
properties of the soil samples were tested. In addition, the study used 
existing borehole data from soil liquefaction sites provided by the 
Tainan City Government to compare the physical properties of the site 
soil samples with the characteristics of the various soil layers in the 
existing borehole data. With the comparisons, the study first inferred 
the locations of liquefied soil layers, and discussed the connection 
between reclaimed lowlands in Tainan City and occurrences of soil 
liquefaction. The research results can serve as a reference for 
preventing soil liquefaction in future constructions on reclaimed lands. 
 
THE DISASTER STATUS OF THE NORTH DISTRICT OF 
TAINAN CITY 
 
Change in Land Use in the North District of Tainan City 
 
The study analyzed the characteristics of soil liquefaction areas in the 
North District of Tainan City, and tested the physical properties of soil 
samples taken from liquefaction sites to examine the causal 
relationships between land reclamation and soil liquefaction. Figure 2 
shows the administrative region of the North District of Tainan City; 
North Distric has a triangular shape; the Chaitougang Stream on the 
north-east and the Yanshui River on the north-west form the boundary 
line of the administrative region; the Chaitougang Stream joins the 
Yanshui River from the southeast to the northwest. The shaded area on 
the map represents the area where soil liquefaction occurred during the 
0206 Earthquake; the disaster area is located northeast of the North 
District, near the south side of the Chaitougang Stream. The round dots 
on the map represent the locations where the Tainan Public Works 
Bureau had carried out soil drillings before the earthquake. Figure 3 
shows an overlap figure comparison of the present North District of 
Tainan City, the Taijiang Inland Sea during the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries, and a topographical map of Taiwan from the 
Japanese occupation in 1924. Figure 3 shows that, during the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, half of the surface area of the 
present North District of Tainan City was sea area; in 1924, this region 
still included inland water regions; the region was finally developed 
into a residential area after years of urban development. 
 

 
Fig. 2 Administrative region of the North District of Tainan City and 
the location of the soil liquefaction disaster area 

(a)  

(b) (c)  
Fig. 3 Overlapping maps of the present North District of Tainan City 
and old topographical map: (a) seventeenth- and eighteenth-century 
Taijiang Inland Sea, (b) map of Taiwan from the Japanese occupation 
in 1924, and (c) 1999 topographical map 
 
Soil Liquefaction Disaster Status of the North District of 
Tainan City 
 
The study conducted site investigations of soil liquefaction areas in the 
North District of Tainan City. The investigation results showed that 
over 20 households were affected by soil liquefaction; damages 
included damages to accessory structures, cracks in walls and floors, 
building settlement, and sand boil on the ground, as shown in Fig. 4. 
The accessory structures of one house particularly showed evident 
damage. Among the affected households, the relative elevation 
difference between the ridged area inside the house and the edge of the 
wall was 10 cm at the most. 
 

(a) (b)  

(c) (d)  
Fig. 4 (a) Damaged wall beside the front porch of a residence, (b) 
building subsidence caused by soil liquefaction, (c) formation of ridges 
on the floor of the house, and (d) cracks on the surface of the road and 
sandblast on the ground 
 
 

North district 

Chaitougang 
stream 

North dist. 
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Existing Drilling Data of North District of Tainan City 
 
To determine the soil layer characteristics of the soil liquefaction sites 
in the North District of Tainan City, this study obtained, through the 
Tainan City Government, 4 (B-1 to B-4) existing sets of borehole data 
from liquefaction sites, among which the drilling depth of B-3 was 35 
m; the other drilling sites had drilling depths of 25 m. Figure 5 shows a 
histogram of the borehole data; the figure indicates that the soils near 
the soil liquefaction sites of the North District of Tainan City were 
primarily sandy silt (ML), followed by low plasticity silty clay (CL-
ML), and silty sand (SM). 
 

 
Fig. 5 Histogram of existing boreholes from liquefaction sites in the 
North District of Tainan City 
 
ANALYSIS OF SOIL SAMPLES FROM AREAS OF SOIL 
LIQUEFACTION 
 
Basic Physical Properties of Sand Boil Samples 
 
To determine the relationships between soil liquefaction during the 
0206 Earthquake and the geological characteristics of the alluvial land 
of Tainan, the study collected sand boil samples from disaster sites and 
tested soil properties, including specific gravity, sieve analysis, and 
hydrometer analysis. The study also compared the color and particle 
size distributions of the procured samples with old drilling report data 
to assess the locations of the liquefied soil layers, and compared the 
results with the soil liquefaction analysis. 
 
There were clear signs of sand boil beside several roads and at the 
corners of several walls. Figure 6 shows two neighboring sand boil 
spots that spewed soils of different colors, indicating that these two 
soils may have originated from different soil layers. 
 
The soil samples obtained from the disaster site in the North District of 
Tainan City included two types of soil, yellow soil (Soil A) and grey 
soil (Soil B), as shown in Fig. 6. After the laboratory test, the specific 
gravity values were determined to be 2.62 (Soil A) and 2.64 (Soil B); 
the soil particle size distribution (PSD) curves are shown in Fig. 7. The 
figure shows the PSDs of the two types of soil were fairly close; the 
median particle size D50 was 0.097 mm; the uniformity coefficient Cu 
of Soil A was 3.93, and the coefficient of gradation Cc was 1.83; the 
uniformity coefficient of Soil B was 5.5, and the coefficient of 
gradation was 2.56. The soil samples taken from the field were 

noncohesive. According to the Unified Soil Classification System, the 
soil samples collected for this study were all silty sand (SM). 
 

  
Fig. 6 Different colored sand boil samples 
 

 
Fig. 7 Sand boil sample particle size distribution curves 
 
Comparisons of Sand Boil Samples and Borehole Data 
 
The study obtained a total of four existing borehole data sets (B-1 to B-
4) for the study site; the borehole data were from 1996. According to 
the borehole report, the groundwater is located at a level 1 m below the 
ground surface which is prone to soil liquefaction. 
 
To determine the source of the sand boil samples, Fig. 8 was drawn 
from the borehole report data to show the PSD and soil classifications 
of the study site soil within 20 m of the surface. The PSD of a sand boil 
sample was included in the diagram for comparison purposes (because 
the PSDs of Soil A and Soil B were fairly close, only the PSD of Soil A 
was shown). 
 
To determine the liquefaction characteristics of the study site, the study 
calculated the factor of safety against liquefaction FL (FL < 1 indicates 
the soil is liquefiable, and that the soil is not liquefiable if otherwise) 
for the soil sample. The results are shown in Fig. 8. The liquefaction 
potential assessment of each borehole showed that the soil layer where 
liquefaction could occur was located within 6 m of the surface; soil 
layers deeper than 6 m had fairly high FL values. Although the FL of the 
B-1 borehole at a depth of 4.5 – 6 m was less than 1, the soil was 
cohesive in nature and that layer was considered to be nonliquefiable; 
therefore, in this study, the notion of a liquefiable soil layer was 
restricted to sandy soil layers within 4.5 m of the surface. Comparison 
of soil PSD values showed that the PSD curves of the site soil samples 

Soil A 
Yellow 

Soil B 
Grey 

Soil B Soil A 
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best matched the PSD values of soils from 1.5 - 4.5 m deep soil layers. 
In addition, the borehole report showed that liquefiable soil layers of 
within 1.5 - 3 m of the surface were generally composed of yellow soil, 
and the soil layers deeper than 3 m were mostly composed of grey soil. 
Therefore, it was determined that the Tainan City North District soil 
liquefaction occurred in new soil layers which were less than 4.5 m deep; 
Soil A (yellow soil) mainly originated from a liquefaction layer 
positioned 1.5 - 3 m from the surface, but Soil B (grey soil) mainly 
originated from a liquefaction layer positioned 3 - 4.5m from the surface. 
 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 8 Comparison of PSDs of sand boil sample and study site soils 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
The study conducted site investigations and laboratory tests of Tainan 
City North District sites that had experienced soil liquefaction during 
the 0206 Earthquake, and the study compared geological properties of 
deposited lowland soils in the Tainan region. The following 
conclusions were drawn from the research results: 
1. Land formed from alluvial rivers or reclaimed by infilling 

lowlands has a high risk of liquefaction. The study site used to be 
the Taijiang Inland Sea; soil liquefaction may occur in the new 
aquifer of the surface layer during earthquakes. 

2. The research results showed that soil liquefaction in the study site 
may have occurred in the 4.5-m-deep alluvial layer or the infilled 
soil layer, and included two different sources of liquefiable sol. 

3. The geological characteristics of land formed by infilling lowland 
and alluvial rivers were weaker; the surface soil of the Tainan 
region was mostly of this type. Soil liquefaction hazards were 
often ignored during the construction of low-rise buildings. The 
study recommends drawing up regulations for soil liquefaction 
prevention for construction projects on reclaimed land. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
We developed autonomous-mobile floating-robot using one-board 
microcomputer arduino which could measure automatically mean 
velocity in an open-channel flow. Combination of camera tracking 
system and PID control could make the robot remain the position 
against main stream, and then mean velocity was evaluated reasonably 
by a duty-ratio of screw propeller motor. Reliable laboratory 
experiments with electromagnetic velocimetry provided the calibration 
curve that connects the duty-ratio and mean current velocity. 
Furthermore, the present boat-type robot could be found to move 
successfully in not only the laboratory flume but also in natural creek. 
 
KEY WORDS: Automatic velocity measurement system; autonomous 
boat robot; field survey; open-channel 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
We developed autonomous-mobile boat-type robot using one-board 
microcomputer called “arduino” which could measure automatically 
mean velocity in an open-channel flow such as natural rivers. 
Combination of camera tracking system and PID control method could 
make the robot remain the position against main stream, and then mean 
velocity was evaluated reasonably by a duty-ratio of screw propeller 
motor.  
 
It is very important to observe discharge rate and streamwise velocity 
in natural rivers for the river management. Conventional floating 
method is the most popular technique for discharge evaluation of 
natural rivers (Song et al 2012). The advantage of this method is that 
principle to measure the velocity is very simple, whereas it lacks 
measurement reliability and working efficiency. Therefore various 
interesting techniques have been proposed in order to solve such 
disadvantages of the floating method. Recently, digital imaging 
technique with video camera and acoustic method with ADCP can 
obtain a velocity profile which is used to evaluate discharge rate 
accurately (Fujita et al. 1998, Tsubaki et al. 2011).  
 
The present study suggests the boat robot system which has a unique 
measurement way quite different from existing methods. First version 
of prototype was made by using LEGO Mindstorm system (see Sanjou 
& Nagasaka 2015). A propulsion motor is controlled for the robot to 
remain stationary at a measurement point. As rotation speed of 
propulsion screw required varies with attacking velocity, the 
streamwise velocity could be expected to be measured in river. A side 

thruster was also equipped to be allow a planar two-dimensional 
motion.  
 
However, there are some problems before application to the natural 
rivers. Maximum velocity of the previous prototype by Sanjou & 
Nagasaka can measure right is paltry 15 cm/s. Further, time series of 
robot position could be detected by ultrasonic sensors, two reflection 
plates must be placed in a test flume.  
 

 
   
Fig. 1 Schematic image of automatic measurement for river velocity by 
present robot system  

 
For that reason, an image tracking system is newly introduced in the 
present prototype. We observe the robot position and yaw angle to the 
streamline through the digital image of a USB camera, and make the 
boat robot navigate autonomously sending the position coordinate to 
the robot in real time. This method is available even in indoor flume 
where GPS is unusable. One board microcomputer (arduino UNO R3) 
was used as a processor to control collectively several sensors and 
motors. Reliable laboratory tests with electromagnetic velocimetry 
provided the calibration curve that connects the duty-ratio and mean 
current velocity, and we examined that robot moves reasonably in two-
dimensional plane. Furthermore, the present floating robot could be 
found to move successfully in not only the laboratory flume but also in 
natural creek. 
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(a) Raw image of top view for prototype robot in the laboratory flume 

 

 
(b) Transformed figure of above image 

Fig. 2 Control screen of processing (For control test of  the robot type 
MS01) 
 
PRINCIPLE OF AUTOMATED VELOCITY MEASUREMENT 
 
Idea of positioning operation by using a USB camera is indicated in 
Figure 1. The USB camera is connected with a personal computer. 
Strong light sources or painted markers are placed on upper surface of 
the robot considering the color tracking method. An integrated 
development environment software called processing is installed in the 
personal computer. It manages positioning information, i.e., the robot 
location, distance and direction to the measurement point analyzed on 
the basis of the digital images of the camera, and send wirelessly them 
in real time to the robot equipped with a one board microcomputer. The 
robot moves to the measurement point (target point) and remain the 
position controlling rotation speed of a screw propeller. Free software 
“processing” is used for management of the boat position. 
 
Figure 2 shows an example of driving screen by “processing”, in which 
the upper-side is a raw image and the lower-side is a corresponding 
image after projective transformation. This system aid users’ works to 
manage the automatic measurement. When users click the target 
position on the screen, the robot starts to move toward the target and 
stop at the measurement point. The robot is driven by a following PID 
method. 

 
(a) Type MS-01 for laboratory use  

 

 
(b) Type RX-05 for field use  

Fig. 3 Prototype robots  
 

Proportional/Integral/Derivative (PID) control is one of the most 
popular feedback methods, which is composed of three kinds of 
following operations. 
 
Fist is a proportional operation which defines input value 
corresponding difference between the desired and the present output 
values, second is an integral operation corrects offset of the output 
value and third is a differential operation moves the output value 
smoothly close to the desired goal. The present study applies the PID 
method to control propulsion motors in which the input value at time 
step n, nIp was given in following form, feeding back time-series of the 
robot position obtained by the above mentioned tracking method. 
 

nnn IpIpIp ∆+= −1                                                                                (1) 
 

++−=∆ − ninnpn xKxxKIp )( 1 { })()( 211 −−− −−− nnnnd xxxxK        (2) 
 
The right hand side in Eq.(2) indicates the proportional, differential and 
integral operations, respectively. nIp∆ is the time interval between 
previous and present steps. xn is distance from the target. pK , iK  and 

dK  are coefficients chosen on the basis of behavior tests in laboratory 
flume. 
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Figure 3 shows photo of the present prototypes. Fig.3(a) shows the 1st 
prototype for the laboratory use (type MS-01). The total length is 24cm, 
width is 24cm, height is 18cm and the weight is 1012g. 7.2 V battery, 
microcomputer and motor controller were mounted inside. Water proof 
motors (Mabuchi 260) were equipped outside. Fig.3(b) shows the 2nd 
one for the field survey use (type RX-05). This is trimaran type with 
excellent roll stability. All motor, processor and battery were placed in 
the center cluster and two styrene-made floats were equipped. The total 
length is 40cm, width is 33cm, height is 14cm and the weight is 1653g. 
A draft is 7cm. Mabuchi 540 motor was used to drive main screw 
behind which rudder is mounted. Under low rotational speed condition 
of the screw propeller, the rudder could not act for direction control. 
Therefore, side thruster driven by Mabuchi 260 motor was mounted in 
the tail side of the robot body. Another side thruster was equipped in 
the middle of the body to move the robot in the lateral direction. 
 
In the present study, x and z mean streamwise and spanwise directions, 
respectively.  
The present system controls independently propulsion screw, side 
thruster and rudder in the following ways. 
 
(1) Control of propulsion screw 

The PID method makes the robot floating on the current remain 
stationary to the ground before moving to the target position. When 
more than 20 sampling statuses accompanied by condition, 

nIp <0.1 occur in succession, we judge the robot keeps the position 

and calculate the average input value Ip  . Subsequently, the input 
value is recalculated adding and subtracting one tenth of |x| 
(distance from the present position to the desired goal) to move to 
the target point. The robot is required again to remain stationary in 
the current when |x| is smaller than 3.0cm.  

(2) Control of side thruster  
The PID method is applied to the side thruster in the same way as 
mentioned in the propulsion screw. This control could return the 
robot even when natural disturbance keep it far from the target 
point. 

(3) Control of rudder 
Rudder is controlled every 1 degree to make the boat robot parallel 
to the mainstream, feedbacking the yaw angle transferred from the 
compass sensor. 

 
Laboratory tests were conducted in two types of open-channel flumes. 
Their widths are 40cm and 150cm. A definition of control parameters 
and examination of correlation between the screw speed and current 
velocity require accurate velocity data measured by electro-magnetic 
velocimetry (EMV), and therefore, 40cm-width flume was used for 
these tests. Generally speaking, long-distance spanwise cruise is often 
needed in the field measurements, because we have to move the robot 
placed on the free-surface near the shore to the target point near the 
center line of the channel. The 150cm-width flume was used to test the 
planar two-dimensional navigation of the present robot. In the 40cm-
width flume measurements, Several types of bulk-mean velocities were 
chosen ranged from 15cm/s to 40cm/s, water depth H is fixed at 12.5 
cm. Mean velocity was measured 2cm under the free-surface at 7m 
downstream from upstream intake section for each hydraulic condition 
by using EMV after removal of the robot.  
 
 
 

EXAMINATION 
 
Relationship between the Propulsion Force and the 
Attacking Velocity 
 
Drag force FD and Propulsion force FT could be given by following 
forms, respectively. 
 

DD CUF 2
2
1 ρ=                                                                                    (3) 

 

TT CDmF 42
2
1 ρ=                                                                                (4) 

 
, in which  is water density, U is streamwise mean velocity, A is 
frontal area of the robot boat, m is rotation speed of screw (rpm) and D 
is diameter of screw. CD and CT are coefficient of drag and propulsion, 
respectively. When they are balanced in the stationary stage, attacking 
velocity is proportional to the screw speed as follows;   
 

DmU π∝                                                                                             (5) 
 
Laboratory tests provided relationship between the input value (duty 
ratio) and attacking velocity measured by an electromagnetic 
velocimetry as shown in Figure 4. The duty ratio means a magnitude of 
drive voltage corresponding to the screw speed. The following fitting 
line could be obtained for the first prototype 1 (MS-01) as indicated in 
Fig.4. Same feature was observed for the other prototype (RX-05). 
 
Two Dimensional Navigation Test 
 
Spanwise motion is also required to remain stationary at the 
measurement point as well as streamwise motion. We examined the 
planar two-dimensional navigation in the 150cm-width flume, in which  

 
 

 
 
Fig. 4. Calibration curve for prototype MS-01 
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Fig. 5 Horizontal navigation line (MS-01)  
 
Q =32 l/s and H =12.5cm. We released the robot near the side bank 
corresponding to a circle indicated by “start” in Fig.5. Five target points 
are situated, and the robot tried to measure the attacking velocity there. 
After the measurement, the robot moves to the next target. 
 
Figure 5 shows time-variation of horizontal position, in which we can 
see that the robot tried to stop around each target point after departure 
starting position.  Further, the robot returns successfully to the goal 
point near the side-wall. 

 
Application to Field Survey 
 
Figure.6 shows a state of operation test in a 2m-width Japanese creek, 
in which second prototype (RX05) was used. We mounted the USB 
camera on riverside to gain the robot position as shown in Fig.6(a). The 
robot boat could be controlled successfully by the PID method and it 
results in the robot kept the position at measurement points to obtained 
mean velocity in the natural river as shown in the lower figure. The 
navigation was conducted under no-wind condition, and thus, the 
above-mentioned calibration line could be used. Two target points were 
chosen, i.e., point A (80cm far from the left-hand-side bank, water 
depth is 20cm) and point B (30cm far from the left-hand-side bank, 
water depth is 50cm) as shown in Fig.6(b). The duty ratios required to 
remain stationary for these points, are 1585 and 1650, respectively. The 
converted velocity are U = 25.6 cm/s and 43.7 cm/s, respectively. 
Actually it was recognized by eyes that surface streamwise velocity is 
larger at the point A than the point B. Although this test covered only 
two target points, it was found that the present system is useful in not 
only laboratory flume but also natural river.  
 
CONCLUSION 
 
We suggested a new idea of autonomous-mobile floating robot, which 
measure directly attacking streamwise velocity remaining the stationary 
status. The color tracking system by USB camera 

 
Fig. 6 Control test in Japanese natural creek (RX-05) 
 
is introduced in the present prototype. We observe the robot position 
through the digital image of a USB camera, and make the boat robot 
navigate autonomously sending the position coordinate to the robot in 
real time. This system is practical to use in field survey, because it is 
easy to carry out. The relationship between the duty ratio and the 
attacking velocity could be obtained. Two-dimensional planar 
navigation tests proved that the present robot moves accurately from 
the release point to the desired target one. Furthermore, we are planning 
to measure not only the velocity but also the water quality such as 
dissolved oxygen and temperature in rivers. 
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 Numerical Simulation of Dam Overtopping Events Caused by the Landslide Generated Impulse Waves in 
Mountainous Reservoirs 

Hong Xiao, Pengzhi Lin 
State Key Laboratory of Hydraulic and Mountain River Engineering, Sichuan University 

Chengdu, Sichuan, China 

ABSTRACT 

A coupled solid-fluid numerical model was applied to simulate the dam 
overtopping event of landslide generated waves in an idealized 
reservoir. The model employed was based on the Reynolds-Averaged 
Navier-Stokes (RANS) with k–ε equations for turbulence closure. The 
motion of the solid landslide was modeled using the equation of motion 
for rigid body, and free surface was tracked using Volume of Fluid 
(VOF) method. The numerical model was validated using available 
experimental data of surface elevation, wave profile, and vertical 
velocity distribution during the dam overtopping process of landslide 
generated waves. The numerical model was also used to illustrate the 
velocity distributions in wave generation and overtopping process.  

KEY WORDS: Landslide generated waves; dam overtopping; 
vertical velocity profile; coupled solid-fluid simulation. 

INTRODUCTION 

In the mountainous watersheds in southwest of China, impulse waves 
are often generated in reservoirs when a high speed landslide falling 
into water from reservoir bank. The landslide generated impulse waves 
subsequently propagate through the reservoir and run up the dam. If the 
combination of impulse wave run-up height and operation water level 
of the reservoir exceeds the dam freeboard, wave overtopping event 
would occur (Fig. 1), resulting in flooding and damaging of agricultural 
and/or residential areas downstream.  

Generation Propagation Overtopping 

Fig. 1 Sketch of the dam overtopping process in the dammed reservoir 

The earlier studies on the landslide generate waves relied largely on 
experiments. A solid review about experimental discoveries on the 
landslide generated waves can be found in Di Risio et al. (2011). 
Although there are quite a few experimental studies available in the 
literature on the generation and prorogation of impulse wave in 
reservoir, little work has been reported on dam overtopping of impulse 
wave. In addition to experiments, several types of numerical models 
have been developed to study landslide generated waves, such as 

models based on nonlinear shallow water (NSW) equations (e.g. Yang, 
2002; Medina et al., 2008; Saut, 2003;), Boussinesq equations (e.g. 
Hanes and Inman, 1985; Lynett and Liu, 2002; Zhou, 2008), and 
Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) equations (e.g. Heinrich, 
1992; Liu et al, 2005; Yuk, et al., 2006). Among these models, the 
models based on RANS equations are capable of simulating surface 
nonlinearity, turbulence viscosity, and energy dissipation due to 
impulse wave generation, propagation, and overtopping.  

It should be noted that landslide generated wave in mountainous 
reservoirs and wind induced regular wave in coastal areas are two 
different type of waves with divers physical features. On one hand, 
wind induced regular wave is generated at water surface due to friction 
between water and wind, and thus its energy is concentrated near water 
surface, decreasing with water depth. On the other hand, landslide 
generated impulse wave is created by energy exchange between high 
speed landslide and still water body. As a result, the energy of an 
impulse wave is disturbed in the whole water body that is displaced by 
landslide mass, and for some cases reaches the bottom of reservoir. 
From the perspective of energy, with the same wave height, landslide 
generated wave contains more energy that wind induced regular wave. 
Therefore, it remains unclear that whether the empirical equations for 
wave overtopping in coastal engineering, that are normally based on 
small scale regular wave tests, are directly applicable to landslide 
generated wave overtopping in mountainous reservoirs. 

The objective of the present work is to simulate the dam overtopping 
process of landslide generated waves using a RANS-type model. To 
this end, a coupled solid-fluid model based on the RANS equations 
with k–ε model for turbulence closure are employed. Model validate 
was conducted against available experimental data of time history of 
surface elevation as well as velocity fields at selected locations. The 
numerical model is also used to illustrate the velocity distribution 
during the wave generation process.  

METHODOLOGY 

In order to simulate the interaction between landslide mass and water, 
the equation of motion for rigid body is incorporated into an earlier free 
surface flow model developed by Lin (2007). Lin (2007)’s model was 
capable of simulating turbulent free surface flow and its interaction 
with moving body with prescribed motion. However, in the case of 
impulse wave generated as landslide falling into water, the motion of 
landslide is affected and coupled with the motion water, which cannot 
be pre-determined. Therefore, a numerical algorithm for describing the 
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motion of ridge body with multi-degrees of freedom is implemented. 
Details of numerical method and boundary conditions for coupled 
fluid-solid simulation can be found in Lin (2007). Nevertheless, for 
completeness of present study, the governing equations for fluid and 
solid are briefly discussed below. 

In this study, the traditional Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) 
equations (Eq. 1 and 2) are used to solve the mean flow velocity, and k-
ε turbulent model (Eq. 3 and 4) is used for the closure of RANS 
equations. The motion of the landslide is modeled using the equation of 
motion for rigid body (Eq. 5). VOF method is adopted at the free 
boundary to capture the rapidly changing water surface. Two-step 
projection method is used to solve the RANS equation. 

RANS Equations: 
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and k  is the turbulent kinetic energy,   is the turbulent dissipation rate, 
ij  is the rate of strain tensor, ij  is the Kronecker delta function, t  is 

eddy viscosity, iu  is velocity vector of the mean flow, p is the pressure 
of the mean flow, ig  is the i-th component of the gravitational 
acceleration, and   is the fluid density. 

The motion of a rigid body (e.g. solid landslide mass) is determined by 
Newton's Law with the origin of the coordination fixed at its mass 
center. The general form of linear equation of motion for multi-degree-
of-freedom ridge body can be expressed as 

tttt xMdtxMddtvMdF   /)(/)(  (5) 

where M  is the mass (or moment of inertia) of the rigid body, F is the 
total force (or moment) exerted on the rigid body, and tx , tx  are the 
first, second order derivative of linear (or angular) displacement x , 
respectively. 

Newmark (1959) presented a series of single-step integration methods 
for the solution of linear ordinary differential equations (ODE). In this 
study, Newmark’s equation in standard form (Eq. 6 and 7) is selected 
for integration of equation of motion (Eq. 5).  
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where α and δ are integration parameters. For α=1/4 and δ=1/2, 
Newmark’s integration is reduced to the average acceleration method, 
and for α=1/6 and δ=1/2, the method is called the linear acceleration 
method.  

Substituting Eq. 6 and 7 in to Eq. 5 yields 
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Therefore, the displacement ttx   at t+∆t can be determined from 

}{][ FxK tt  (8)

where )()(}{ 541320 tttdt
dM
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dt
dMaMaK 10][  . 

Then the acceleration and velocity at t+∆t can be obtained from 

ttttttt xaxaxxax  321 ][   (9)

ttttttt xaxaxxax  541 ][   (10) 

Eq. 8 suggests the location of the moving ridge body on a new time 
step depends on its displacement, velocity, and acceleration on the 
previous time step. Once the new location of the rigid body is 
computed using Eq. 8, its acceleration and velocity on the new time 
step can be subsequently obtained by Eq. 9 and 10, respectively.  

On the free surface, the kinematic boundary condition must be satisfied. 
For the kinematic boundary condition, any particle cannot go through 
the free surface. Let 0),( txi  denotes the free surface, and the total 
derivative of the surface with respect to time would be zero on the 
surface. 
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It is assumed that turbulence does not diffuse across the free surface. 
Therefore, the normal flux of k  and   should vanish on the free 
surface. 
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Along the rigid wall boundary, near wall function method (Launder, 
B.E., Spalding, D.B., 1974) is adapted in this model. The near wall 
turbulent kinetic energy k and dissipation rate   are specified assuming 
local equilibrium of turbulence,  
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MODEL VALIDATION 

Laboratory experiments of landslide generated waves were conducted 
in the State Key Laboratory of Hydraulics and Mountain River 
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Engineering at Sichuan University, China. The computational domain 
which covers the experimental setups is illustrated in Fig. 2. As shown 
in the figure, the origin of coordination is fixed at the front toe of dam 
incline, and the numerical computations using the coupled fluid-solid 
model are performed in the domain with -7.5m < x < 1.5m and 0.0m < 
y < 1.0m. Structures (e.g. uniform sloping plane, sliding box, and 
idealized dam) with the same geometries as those used in the 
experiment are also included in the computational domain. The 
following boundary conditions are applied: the Dirichlet pressure 
boundary condition, p = 0, is used on the upper boundary of the 
computational domain, while the wall-type boundary condition was 
applied on the bottom of the domain and the surface of structures.  

Fig. 2 Computational domain and numerical setup for landslide 
generated waves  

To eliminate the dependence of computational results on grid meshes, a 
uniform structured mesh with dx = dy = 0.005m is used and compared 
with measured data. A fixed time step dt = 0.001 s is used to provide a 
stable and precise solution during the entire computation. Time is 
recorded when the sliding mass is released from the still water surface. 
Both the laboratory experiments and numerical simulation start from 
the generation of impulse wave as the landslide mass is released from 
the slope.  

Time histories of surface elevation at the three wave gauge stations 
(WGS) are shown in Fig. 3, where the dots denote the experimental 
data, and lines denotes numerical results. The locations of the three 
wave gauges stations correspond to generation, propagation, and 
overtopping zones, respectively. The comparison presented in Fig. 3 
indicates the overall agreement of free surface profiles and vertical 
velocity component between experimental measurements and 
numerical computations for the case of dam overtopping are 
satisfactory.  
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Fig. 3 Model vaidation against time history of surface elevation at 
selected locations  

NUMERICAL MODELING OF GENERATION AND 
OVERTOPPING PROCESSES 

In this section, outputs by the numerical model are used to visualize the 
whole process of wave generation and overtopping as a demonstration 
of the model’s capability of capture free-surface distortion and 
deformation in the wave-generation stage due to coupled fluid-solid 
interactions 

Fig.4 shows the computed results of impulse wave generation due to 
the water entry of the landslide mass. As shown in Fig. 4, the primary 
factor for wave generation in the early stage is water displacement with 
the movement of landslide. When the solid landslide mass is released 
from its initial position (Fig. 4(a)), a sudden surge of pressure is created 
on the still water surface, and as a result the water body gained its 
initial velocity. Further water entry of the landslide causes the volume 
of water displaced increasing gradually (Fig. 4(b)), and creates a 
forward flow. The surface elevation continues to rise until the landslide 
reaches the bottom of slope (Fig. 4(c)), where the amount of water 
displaced is the maximum and the surface elevation is the highest. 
Consequently, a leading positive forward- moving wave is generated 
(Fig. 4(d)), while a portion of water inundates backward to the 
landslide and runs up the slope (Fig. 4(e-f)). Further run-up and run-
down of the inundated water results in the generation of a series of 
wave tails with minor wave crest following the leading wave.  

(a)   (b) 

(c)   (d) 

(e)   (f) 

(g)                                                     (h) 
Fig. 4 Numerical simulation results of the generation phase of the 
landslide generated waves 

The simulated overtopping process of the leading wave over the 
reservoir dam are given in Fig. 5, which presents the time snapshots of 
velocity field during dam overtopping. Fig. 5 (a) and (b) shows the 
early stage of wave run-up. While the first wave crest is approaching 
the dam, water level gradually climbing up the front slope of the dam. 
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The water level continues to rise until the wave front reaches the top of 
the dam (Fig. 5(c)), where the wave front reaches the dam crest and 
overtopping process begins. Further overtopping causes a portion of 
water flows over the crest of the dam and swash down the rear slope 
(Fig. 5(d) – (e)), while the majority of water goes backward to the front 
slope and initiates the rundown process (Fig. 5(f) – (h)). After the wave 
reaches its maximum rundown point, the secondary run-up begins. The 
secondary wave run-up is much smaller than the first one, for the major 
portion of the wave has been reflected by the steep slope.  

(a)   (b) 

(c)   (d) 

(e)   (f) 

(g)                                                     (h) 
Fig. 5 Numerical simulation results of the dan overtopping process of 
the leading wave 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, dam overtopping of the leading wave generated by water 
entry of a solid landslide is studied. Numerical simulations are 
performed with the same scenario as the available experimental data 
using a coupled fluid-solid numerical model with k-ε turbulence closure. 
Experimental and numerical results are compared for variations of 
surface elevation at gauge stations and show reasonable agreement. The 
comparisons demonstrate the numerical model can adequately 
reproduce the main hydrodynamic features of landslide generated wave 
covering the generation, propagation, and overtopping processes.  
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ABSTRACT 
 
Numerical models play an important role in disaster warning system, 
especially flood warning system in Taiwan. Warning information based 
on simulations can lead better decision making of disaster prevention 
and mitigation before flood. Monitoring data in field are essential for 
calibrations and validations of numerical model. However, monitoring 
data are often insufficient for watersheds in Taiwan. To increase 
monitoring data and improve accuracy of simulations, this study, 
therefore, established experimental watershed in the Yilan River basin 
since 2012. In the Yilan River Experimental Watershed, totally 66 sites 
were installed including rainfall, river water level, river surface velocity 
and inundation water level. Measurements of river surface velocity and 
inundation water level are unique in the world. River surface velocity 
data are applied to estimate discharge history during flood using index 
velocity method and inundation water level are monitored continuously 
to improve current manual work. All monitoring data in the Yilan River 
Experimental Watershed can be downloaded on the website 
http://wraew.ttfri.narl.org.tw/.  
 
KEY WORDS:  Experimental Watershed; Yilan River; Discharge; 
Inundation.  
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Flood prediction and disaster warning system in Taiwan was built 
based on simulations. Numerical models therefore play an important 
role in disaster warning system. Warning information based on 
simulations can make better decision for disaster prevention and 
mitigation. To match field condition, calibrations and validations based 
on field monitoring data are essential before applications. Area of 
Taiwan is 36,000 km2 and there are 745 rain gauges (Central Weather 
Bureau 2014, Water Resource Agency 2015) and 141 water level sites 
(Water Resource Agency 2015). However, site distributions for rainfall 
and river water level are non-uniform and insufficient in some 
watersheds. Rain gauges with non-uniform distribution will lead to bias 
runoff simulations, especially in mountain area. Similarly, insufficient 
river water level sites easily lead unreasonable parameters after 
calibrations and validations of river routing simulation.  
 
For runoff and river routing simulations, discharge is used as 
validations and upstream boundary conditions. Head-discharge rating 
curve is officially used to estimate discharge in Taiwan (Hsu et al. 
2006). Head-discharge rating curve is basically built based on 

measurement. However, discharge measurements in field are difficult 
during typhoon and flood. Short discharge data during flood will 
extremely lead wrong head-discharge rating curve which estimates 
wrong discharge for upstream boundary condition of river routing 
simulations.  
 
High intensity rainfalls, especially in typhoon, often cause inundation 
in Taiwan. Currently, inundation situations are investigated and 
recorded manually in Taiwan. These records are not continuous and 
cannot provide complete history of inundation, such as flooding depth 
variations and inundation durations. In general, only maximum 
inundation area or maximum flooding depth is considered for model 
calibration and validations (National Taiwan University 2015). 
However, inundation history is continuous and dynamic. Reliability of 
used inundation model describing inundation history is therefore low. 
To enhance reliability of inundation simulations and present more 
details, more inundation sites and continuous monitoring method are 
necessary.  
 
To increase monitoring data for simulations, this study establishes 
experimental watershed (Renard et al. 2008) in the Yilan River basin 
since 2012. More monitoring sites of rainfall, river water level, river 
surface velocity and inundation water depth are considered.  In addition, 
to get complete discharge and inundation history during typhoon and 
flood, discharge measurement by acoustic Doppler current profiler 
(ADCP), discharge estimation using index velocity method and 
continuous inundation monitoring are introduced in this study. 
 
YILAN RIVER EXPERIMENTAL WATERSHED 
 
The Yilan River Experimental Watershed locates at northeastern side of 
Taiwan, shown as Fig. 1. The watershed area is 149.06 km2 including 
urban area (12 %), agricultural area (68 %) and mountain area (20 %). 
The river length is 17.25 km. Levees were built and occupy 49.64 % of 
river length. Several irrigation and drainage system are found in the 
watershed. The Meifu drainage system locating in southern side of the 
Yilan River is the major drainage system. The watershed of the Meifu 
drainage system is an area with high inundation potential. Fig. 2a 
shows rivers and terrain in the Yilan River basin. 
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Fig. 1 Position of the Yilan River Experimental Watershed 
 
SITES AND SENSORS 
 
Fig. 2a shows the sites in the Yilan River Experimental Watershed 
before 2012. There were 5 sites for rainfall, 2 sites for river water level 
and 5 sites for inundation water level. The site amount is 66 from 12 
after considering characteristics of the Yilan River Experimental 
Watershed and needs of simulations. New sites of rainfall are 
considered inter-zone of mountain and plain area. New sites of river 
water level are considered increasing validation data in main reach and 
tributaries. Sited of river surface velocity are installed at the upstream 
reaches for discharge estimation as validations for runoff simulations 
and upstream boundary condition for river routing simulations. All sites 
of inundation water level are considered in areas with high inundation 
potential. Fig. 2b shows sites in the Yilan River Experimental 
Watershed now, including 11 rain gauges, 14 river water level sites, 5 
river surface velocity sites and 36 inundation water level sites. The 
ownership of sites includes Central Weather Bureau, Water Resource 
Agency, Yilan County Government and Taiwan Typhoon and Flood 
Research Institute. 
 
Sites of river surface velocity are installed to estimate discharge during 
flood. Two sites locate at two tributaries to provide upstream boundary 
of river routing simulations and discharge validation of runoff 
simulations. One site is installed after tributaries converging to check 
discharge for river routing simulations.  
 
All 36 sites of inundation water level are installed in areas with high 
inundation potential and 31 sites among all sites locates in Meifu 
drainage basin. Installed sensors record continuous inundation water 
level and these data are then used for calibrations and validations of 
inundation models to match rapidly change inundation characteristic in 
Taiwan. Inundation monitoring in the Ylan River Experimental 
Watershed is essential in Taiwan and unique in the world. 

The sensors used for rainfall, river water level, river surface velocity 
and inundation water level are tipping bucket gauge (TK-1, Japan), 
radar sensor (VEGAPULS61, Germany), continuous wave radar (RG-
30, Austria) and pressure-type water level sensor (PM420W, Taiwan), 
respectively. All sensors monitor and record data automatically and 
measurement interval is 1 min, except inundation water level sensors.   
 

 a 

 b 
Fig. 2 Monitoring sites in the Yilan River Experimental Watershed: a 
before 2012; b after 2012  
 
MONITORING DATA AND SHARE 
 
Monitoring data in the Yilan River Experimental Watershed starts since 
2012/7. To facilitate usage for researches, monitoring data are 
organized monthly. In addition, for studies on floods, monitoring data 
during typhoon and flood events are also organized. Totally 21 events, 
including typhoons and heavy rains, are collected, shown in Table 1. To 
facilitate analysis and simulations, users can download monitoring 
monthly and event data via website http://wraew.ttfri.narl.org.tw/. The 
website also presents real-time monitoring data in the Yilan River 
Experimental Watershed. 
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Table 1 Organized typhoon and flood events for data share  

Year/month Event/Typhoon 
name 

Typhoon 
number Period of data 

2012/7 Saola 201209 7/29-8/4 
2012/8 0807HR --- 8/6-8/9 
2012/8 KaiTak 201213 8/12-8/16 
2012/8 Tembin 201214 8/21-8/25 
2012/9 Jelawat 201217 9/26-9/29 
2013/7 Soulik 201307 7/10-7/14 
2013/7 Cimaron 201308 7/16-7/19 
2013/8 Trami 201312 8/19-8/23 
2013/8 Kong-Rey 201315 8/26-9/1 
2013/9 Usagi 201319 9/18-9/23 

2013/10 Fitow 201323 10/3-10/8 
2014/7 Matmo 201410 7/20-7/24 
2014/8 0809HR ---- 8/6-8/14 
2014/9 Fung-Wong 201416 9/18-9/26 
2015/5 Noul 201506 5/9-5/12 
2015/5 Meiyu --- 5/21-5/27 
2015/7 Linfa 201510 7/6-7/9 
2015/7 Chan-Hom 201509 7/9-7/11 
2015/8 Soudelor 201513 8/7-8/9 
2015/8 Goni 201515 8/22-8/23 
2015/9 Dujuan 201521 9/27-9/30 

 
DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT AND ESTIMATION 
 
The major method of discharge estimation in Taiwan is head-discharge 
rating curve built based on measured discharge. However, measurement 
data in field at high discharge during flood are short which highly 
influence correctness of head-discharge rating curve and then estimate 
wrong discharge data, especially at high discharge. The mistake 
extremely decreases reliability of runoff and river routing simulations 
and disaster warning system. To improve quality of discharge data, this 
study considers discharge measurement using acoustic Doppler current 
profiler (ADCP) in flood (Atsuhiro et al. 2012) and index velocity 
method (Leveaque & Oberg 2012) to estimate discharge during flood. 
The arrangement of ADCP, water level sensor and radar sensor for 
river water surface velocity measurement at a site for discharge 
measurements and estimations is shown in Fig. 3.  
 
The proposed procedure of discharge estimation is shown in Fig. 4. 
Water level, H, is detected and area of flow, A, is then calculated 
according river cross section. Observed discharge, Qadcp, is measured 
by ADCP and observed mean velocity, Uadcp, is calculated. The 
continuous surface velocity, us, is detected by radar sensor. The ratio of 
mean velocity and surface velocity, α, can be calculated from Uadcp 
divided by corresponding us at the same time. Mean ratio is used for 
following discharge estimations and us is transferred to mean velocity, 
U, by multiplying mean ratio α. The complete discharge history, Q, is 
then calculated by U multiplying A. 

Fig. 5 shows the comparisons between measured and estimated 
discharges at the Yuanshan Bridge during typhoon Soudelor (2015/8). 
This result presents that discharges estimated by proposed method 
matching measurements by ADCP, that is, proposed method is reliable 
during flood. 
 

 
Fig. 3 Sensor and instrument arrangements for discharge measurements  
 

 
Fig. 4 Procedures of discharge estimation  
 

 
Fig. 5 Comparisons between measured and estimated discharge at the 
Yuanshan Bridge during typhoon Soudelor. 
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INUNDATION MONITORING 
 
Staff gauge is commonly used to identify and record inundation water 
depth manually, shown as Fig. 6. This method is hard to provide 
continuous data for inundation analysis and simulations. To improve 
data quality, pressure-type water level sensors with data logger are 
therefore installed, as shown in Fig. 7. The sensor records water level 
of inundation continuously.  
 
Fig. 8 shows variations of flooding depth at 7 sites in the Meifu 
Drainage basin during typhoon Saola (2012/7). The starting time of 
inundation, the highest flooding depth and inundation duration are 
easily identified from continuous monitoring data. The temporal and 
spatial transportation of inundation can be analyzed as well. In general, 
maximum inundation area and maximum flooding depth based on 
current rough investigations are used for calibrations and validations of 
inundation models. These data provide only extreme condition. 
Phenomena of inundation are dynamic and monitoring continuous 
inundation data is therefore crucial. In this study, data monitored by 
pressure-type water level sensors with data logger can be applied to 
inundation simulations and highly increase reliability of inundation 
models. Validated model can furthermore describe more details of 
inundation.  
 

 
Fig. 6 Staff gauge for flooding depth measurement 
 

 
Fig. 7 Pressure-type senor for flooding depth measurement 
 

 
Fig. 8 History of flooding depth in the Meifu Drainage basin during 
typhoon Saola (2012/7) 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
A brief summary of this study is listed as following. 
1.  To enhance monitoring data quality and satisfy needs of simulations, 

the Yilan River Experimental Watershed has been established since 
2012. Totally 66 sites have been installed, including rainfall, river 
water level, river surface velocity and inundation water level. Users 
can download monitoring data from http://wraew.ttfri.narl.org.tw/.  

2.  Acoustic Doppler current profiler is used to measure river discharge 
during typhoon and flood. Index velocity method is applied to 
discharge estimation during flood. The proposed methods highly 
improve the shortage of head-discharge rating curve and enhance 
reliability of discharge estimation. 

3.  Sites of inundation water level are installed in area with high 
inundation potential of the Yilan River Experimental Watershed. 
Pressure-type sensors with continuously recording function provide 
complete inundation history which highly promotes reliability of 
inundation models after calibrations and validations.  
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ABSTRACT 

 

The objective of this study is to apply a multi-objective optimization 

algorithm for tuning parameters of the HBV rainfall-runoff model. This 

study selected the Non-Dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II 

(NSGA-II) as optimization algorithm and examined various objective 

functions for investigating the performance of the HBV model in 

different flow situations (e.g., low flow and high flow). Three common 

performance indexes were chosen as objective functions: root mean 

squared error (RMSE), mean absolute percentage error (MPE) and 

Nash-Sutcliffe (NS). Previous studies (e.g., Getahun and Van Laned, 

2015) showed that the HBV might give bias estimates for low and high 

flow situations. Thus, the study proposed a season-dependent 

calibration strategy for further improving the bias estimates in different 

flow situations. The strategy is composed of three parts: (1) the RMSE-

based objective function is used for wet seasons only (i.e., high flow 

situations); (2) the MPE-based objective function is used for dry 

seasons only (i.e., low flow situations); (3) the NS-based objective 

function is used for both wet and dry seasons. The preliminary results 

suggest that the proposed season-dependent strategy can improve the 

bias problems of HBV model.  

 

KEY WORDS: multi-objective optimization algorithm; the HBV 

rainfall-runoff model; calibration strategy. 
 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Conceptual rainfall-runoff models are widely used in hydrology for 

plenty of applications. However, a calibration procedure is need first 

and after that the models can be further applied for providing 

simulations or projections. The quality and accuracy of estimations 

largely depend on calibrating methods in conceptual rainfall-runoff 

models. Many methods have been used for estimating model 

parameters such as sensitivity and uncertainty analysis and ussing 

Multi-objective Shuffled Complex Evolution (MOSCEM) (Abebe, 

2010); Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) for calibration of HEC-1 

lumped conceptual rainfall-runoff model (M.Zakermoshfegh, 2008) and 

Zhou et al., 2014 proposed a self-adaptive parameter and cultural 

algorithm are used successfully in calibration hydrological model. 

Among them, one attractive kind of methods, so called optimization 

algorithm, which has been received lots of attentions. This study 

attempts to apply an optimization algorithm (i.e., Non-Dominated 

Sorting Genetic Algorithm II, NSGA-II) for estimating model 

parameters and further investigate the benefit of using various objective 

functions. In terms of objective function, it is difficult when we use 

single-objective function for calibration good in both of low flow and 

high flow as the same time. Therefore, using multi-objective function to 

find the best parameter set is very important. 

 

This study used NSGA-II to investigate tunning parameters of a 

conceptual rainfall-runoff model (i.e., Modified Hydrologiska Byråns 

Vattenbalansavdelning Model, MHBV model) for Tsengwen reservoir 

catchmentin Southern Taiwan. The main objectives of this study are: 

 Integration of NSGA-II and MHBV. Using MATLAB to 

combine NSGA-II script and MHBV model in Fortran. 

 To investigate model performance by using various single 

and multi-objective functions. 

 Season-dependent strategy. 

 

STUDY AREA AND DATA SETS 

 

Study Area  

 

The Tsengwen Reservoir, with a storage capacity of about 7.8×108 m3, 

is the largest reservoir in Taiwan. The Tsengwen Reservoir was 

completed in 1973, having multifunction of the demands for agriculture, 

domestic use, flood control and hydropower generation. The Tsengwen 

Reservoir basin encloses area of 481 km2 (Figure 1), and is at an 

elevation of from 157 to 3,514 m above sea level. The mean annual 

precipitation is about 2,740 mm, of which nearly 90% occurs during the 

wet season (Figure 1). 
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Fig. 1. Tsengwen Reservoir basin and the monthly precipitation 

 

Data Sets 
 

Climate and hydrological data used in this work includes precipitation, 

streamflow and temperature, provided by Water Resource Agency, 

Taiwan. Long-term daily precipitations (1975-2014) are available from 

eight rain gauges, from which areal precipitations on the Tsengwen 
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Reservoir basin were computed using the Thiessen polygon method. In 

this study, all the hydrological data were divided into two parts: (1) the 

calibration period is from 1975 to 2000 (26 years) and (2) the 

calibration period is from 2001 to 2014 (14 years). 
 

METHODOLOGIES 
 

MHBV Model 
 

The HBV hydrological model was designed at the Swedish 

Meteorological and Hydrological Institute and has been applied more 

than 40 countries (Bergström, 1976, 1992, 1995) all over the world. 

However, in this study the snow accumulation and melt routine of HBV 

was not used because snowy days are rarely occurred in Taiwan. HBV 

model was adjusted for the hydrological conditions of Taiwan and 

successfully tested in Taiwan (Yu and Yang, 2000; Yu et al., 2002; 

Yang et al., 2005) and so it was adopted for this study. 
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Fig. 2. Runoff responses, conceptual soil storage structure and water 

fluxes considered by the continuous rainfall-runoff model modified 

from HBV of Bergström (1976, 1992), which is referred to as MHBV 
 

NSGA-II Algorithm and Framework for Linking with 

MHBV 
 

NSGA-II algorithm is for resolving multi-objective problems. In this 

section, NSGA-II is introduced to solve study problems. It is very 

uncommon to have problems composed by only a single objective 

when dealing with real-world applications. Generally multiple, often 

conflicting, objectives arise naturally in most practical optimization 

problems. 

 

Optimization a problem means finding a set of decision variables which 

satisfies constraints and optimizes simultaneously functions of all 

decision makers. This vector optimization leads to a non-unique 

solution of the problem. 

 

There are a plenty of methods for solving multi-objective problem, but 

this study chooses NSGA-II as a tool to examine and simulate. 

 

NGSA-II is the second version of the famous “Non-dominated Sorting 

Genetic Algorithm” based on the work of Prof. Kalyanmoy Deb for 

solving non-convex and non-smooth single and multi-objective 

optimization problems. Its main features are: 

 A sorting non-dominated procedure where all the individual 

are sorting according to the level of non-domination 

 It implements elitism which stores all non-dominated 

solutions, and hence enhancing convergence properties 

 It adapts a suitable automatic mechanics based on the 

crowding distance in order to guarantee diversity and spread 

of solutions 

 Constraints are implemented using a modified definition of 

dominance without the use of penalty functions 

 

NSGA-II is a multi-objective genetic algorithm based on NSGA. 

However, Deb et al. (2002) called this algorithm as NSGA-II. This new 

algorithm from NSGA in a number of different points. In NSGA-II, 

non-dominated sorting mechanism has been changed, density 

estimation and crowded comparison operator is used instead of niche 

formation and finally elitist strategy is added to algorithm. 

 

For calibration and validation by using NSGA-II, there is an important 

thing which must be finished, that is linking NSGA-II and MHBV 

model. In this study, linkage process is based on NSGA-II version open 

source code in MATLAB. 

 

The basic idea for linking: All the input data for simulation MHBV 

model such as temperature, rainfall, streamflow,… must be added with 

9 parameters in MHBV in the first step. After that, the output of 

MHBV would be calculated with observation data as objective function. 

After getting objective function for NSGA-II, all scripts of NSGA-II 

will be iterated for tuning the best parameter set. (Fig. 3) 

Figure 3 shows the detail procedure for linking MHBV and NSGA-II. 

 

 
Fig. 3 Flowchart of linking MHBV model and NSGA-II algorithm 

 

* With the 100th generation, using 2 steps as below to get the 

compromise solution: Normalization and Calculation of distance 

+ Normalization 

 

To normalize data, traditionally this means to fit the data within unity 

(1), so all data values will take on a value of 0 to 1. The following 

equation is what should be used to implement a unity-based 

normalization for RMSE, MPE and Nash-Sutcliffe 

 

min

max min

( )
_ ( )

RMSE i RMSE
S RMSE i

RMSE RMSE





                                                  (1) 

min

max min

( )
_ ( )

MPE i MPE
S MPE i

MPE MPE





                                                        (2) 
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min

max min

( )
_ ( )

NS i NS
S NS i

NS NS





                                                                  (3) 

where: 

RMSE(i), MPE(i), NS(i) = Each data point i 

RMSEmin, MPEmin, NSmin = The minima among all the data points 

RMSEmax, MPEmax, NSmax = The maxima among all the data points 

S_RMSE(i), S_MPE(i), S_NS(i) = The data point i normalized between 

0 and 1 

 

+ Calculation of distance 

 

3D Distance from one point to (x,y,z)=(0,0,0): 
2 2 2_ _ _Dis S RMSE S MPE S NS                                            (4) 

Pop_size= 250 => Having 250 distance is estimated 

The shortest (smallest) distance is the compromise solution. 

 

Calibration Strategies for MHBV Model 
 

There are three calibration strategies to tune parameter set for MHBV 

model. Three strategies are given as below: 

(1) Three single-objective functions 

(2) Multi-objective function 

(3) Multi-objective function with season-dependent data 

 

Firstly, three single-objective functions was introduced, that was single-

objective function with three objectives were chosen: root mean 

squared error (RMSE), mean absolute percentage error (MPE) and 

Nash-Sutcliffe (NS) (see equation 5, 6 and 7). With each single-

objective function, the best one parameter set would be found. 

Secondly, applying multi-objective function to get the compromise 

solution and compare with Strategy 1. 

 

RMSE, MPE and Nash-Sutcliffe formula: 
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                                                   (7) 

 

Lastly, the study proposed a season-dependent calibration strategy in 

Strategy 3 for further improving the bias estimates in different flow 

situations. This strategy is composed of three parts: (1) the RMSE-

based objective function is used for wet seasons only (i.e.., high flow 

situations); (2) the MPE-based objective function is used for dry 

seasons only (i.e.., low flow situations); (3) the NS-based objective 

function is used for both wet and dry seasons. Based on this idea and 

real climate in Taiwan, Strategy 3 was divided into 2 cases: Case 1 with 

two parts of data, dry and wet season; Case 2 with typhoon season and 

dry season. These two cases would make three objective function 

changes. 

 

Fig. 4. Three strategies in this study 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 

A Comparison between the Results by Using Three Single-

objective Functions and Multi-objective Function 
 

There are three calibration strategies to tune parameter set for MHBV 

model. Three strategies are given as below: 
 

Table 1 Table of comparison parameter set in single-objective function 

and multi-objective function 

Parameters 
Range of 

parameters 

Single-objective function 

(Strategy 1) 
Multi-objective 

function      

(Strategy 2) 
RMSE MPE NS 

FC 0 – 400  398.61 171.36 400.00 121.15 

Beta 1 – 10  6.65 1.14 6.68 1.80 

LP/FC 0 – 1  0.12 0.21 0.15 0.30 

PERC 0 – 20 5.02 2.24 4.52 2.98 

UZL 0 – 200  152.83 65.87 152.12 81.29 

K0 0 – 1 .0 0.41 0.36 0.40 0.54 

K1 0 – 0.5 0.43 0.14 0.44 0.19 

K2 0 – 0.5 0.09 0.03 0.09 0.03 

Ce 0 – 2.0 0.98 1.47 0.99 1.21 
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Table 2. shows comparison three performance indexes between single-

objective function and multi-objective function. RMSE-index in single-

objective function RMSE is better than RMSE-index in multi-objective 

function (7.10 and 7.31) in both of calibration and validation, MPE-

index in single-objective function MPE is also better than MPE in 

multi-objective function case, and the same for Nash-Sutcliffe 

coefficient. 

 

However, the important thing is multi-objective function can give a 

good set of three performance indexes.  

 

 
Fig. 5 Compromise solution in Pareto front of original case 

 
The Pareto front would be shown in Figure 5 with compromise solution. 

The red point in Figure 5 indicates compromise solution which is found 

by normalization three indexes and then calculation distance between 

each point in Pareto front to O (0;0;0) and take the smallest value. If 

only focusing on one objective-function, the parameter set would not 

good enough for the others. Compromise solution is trade-off of three 

objective functions and it is contented with multi-objective function. 

 
Table 2 Comparison three performance indexes between single-

objective function and multi-objective function 

Performance 

index 

Single-objective function (Strategy 1) Multi-

objective 

function           

(Strategy 2) 
RMSE MPE NS 

C V C V C V C V 

RMSE 

(mm/day) 
7.10 11.40 9.52 15.97 7.10 11.38 7.31 11.66 

NS 0.88 0.88 0.79 0.77 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88 

MPE (%) 66.97 66.72 52.46 47.63 67.31 67.25 52.72 49.71 

Note: C stands for calibration and V stands for validation 

 

Improvement of Multi-objective Function 

 
In Table 3 and Table 4 show the comparison between Strategy 2 and 

Strategy 3 in the calibration and validation period, respectively. For 

each table, a,c is calculated by data of wet season (in Strategy 2) and 

typhoon season (in Strategy 3), b,d is calculated by dry season in two 

strategies. The tables show that there is a close improvement between 

Strategy 3 with Strategy 2. 

Table 3 Comparison parameter set of Strategy 2 and Strategy 3 in 

calibration period time  

Parameters 

Multi-objective function (Strategy 2 and 3) 

Strategy 2 
Strategy 3-   

Case 1 
Strategy 2 

Strategy 3-   

Case 2 

FC 121.15 176.74 121.15 197.28 

Beta 1.80 2.65 1.80 3.32 

LP/FC 0.30 0.53 0.30 0.74 

PERC 2.98 2.52 2.98 3.26 

UZL 81.29 109.68 81.29 90.19 

K0 0.54 0.42 0.54 0.50 

K1 0.19 0.35 0.19 0.26 

K2 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 

Ce 1.21 1.07 1.21 1.19 

RMSE 

(mm/day) 
10.25a 10.03a 13.17c 13.01c 

NS 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88 

MPE (%) 70.24b 72.74b 61.56d 62.96d 

 

Table 4 Comparison parameter set of Strategy 2 and Strategy 3 in 

validation period time  

Parameters 

Multi-objective function (Strategy 2 and 3) 

Strategy 2 
Strategy 3-   

Case 1 
Strategy 2 

Strategy 3-   

Case 2 

FC 121.15 176.74 121.15 197.28 

Beta 1.80 2.65 1.80 3.32 

LP/FC 0.30 0.53 0.30 0.74 

PERC 2.98 2.52 2.98 3.26 

UZL 81.29 109.68 81.29 90.19 

K0 0.54 0.42 0.54 0.50 

K1 0.19 0.35 0.19 0.26 

K2 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 

Ce 1.21 1.07 1.21 1.19 

RMSE 

(mm/day) 
16.42a 15.93a 20.73c 16.14c 

NS 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88 

MPE (%) 66.11b 65.77b 60.26d 65.67d 
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Fig. 6 Multi-objective function for simulated and observation 

hydrographs in validation period time (Strategy 3 – Case 1)  

 

In this case, the bias between simulated from model and observation 

data are good enough. The first hydrograph is in mathematical scale 

shows high flow bias, and the second one shows low flow clearly 

(Figure 6). In validation period time from 2001 to 2014, the simulation 

have a good trend in both high flow and low flow. 

 

 
 

Fig. 7 Multi-objective function for simulated and observation 

hydrographs in validation period time (Strategy 3 – Case 2) 

 
In this case, the bias between simulated from model and observation 

data are good enough. The first hydrograph is in mathematical scale 

shows high flow bias, and the second one shows low flow clearly. 

However, the bias in these hydrographs are worse than Strategy 3 – 

Case 1 (Fig. 7).  

 

In Strategy 3 – Case 2, the streamflow simulation are also better than 

simulation in Strategy 2. However, comparison with Case 1, Strategy 

3 – Case 1 indicates better results in simulation than Case 2 when using 

two seasons in dividing data: dry and wet season. 

 

 

                      (a)                                 (b) 

          (c)                                (d) 

                      (e)                                 (f) 

 

Fig. 8 The best case of simulation in validation period (2004). (a) and 

(b) are monthly streamflow simulation in Strategy 2, (c) and (d) are 

monthly streamflow simulation in Strategy 3 – Case 1, (e) and (f) are 

monthly streamflow simulation in Strategy – Case 2. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

This study used multi-objective function (NSGA-II) to tune parameters 

set of MHBV for Tsengwen reservoir catchment and investigated the 

model performance by using different calibration strategies.  

 

Firstly, the NSGA-II was applied successfully in calibration MHBV 

model with high performance in RMSE, MPE and Nash-Sutcliffe. 

Besides, the hydrographs in calibration and validation periods also 

show satisfactory results in both high flow and low flow situations. 

 

Secondly, calibration strategies are also effective. They can improve 

the MHBV simulation. Better than original application when data were 

divided and lead to change meaning of objective function based on 

season-dependent strategy. It improved simulation in low flow and high 

flow not so much, but with the simulation it has meaningful. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

A theoretical research on characteristics of bed load rolling is presented 

in this paper. For bed load particles, rolling is the major transport mode 

at low flow intensity. Therefore, the forces and moments acting on a 

single particle are analyzed, and a theoretical model of bed load rolling 

that accounts for the role of initial grain position is established. The 

expressions for the rate and distance of a single-step movement are 

obtained by numerical calculation and regression analysis. As a result, 

an improved Einstein's bed load function for the lower Shields number 

is derived and verified, which performs better than Einstein’s. 
 

KEY WORDS: gravel particles; bedload transport rate; bedload 

rolling 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

The transport characteristics of the gravel bedload have raised 

increasing concern from Chinese sediment researchers in recent few 

decades. The reason is that after many large water conservancy projects 

had been built in southwest China, the considerable amount of the 

gravel bedload transport is problematic (Zhang, 2005). Hence, it is of 

great significance to study the characteristics of bedload rolling in order 

to develop the mountainous rivers. 
 

Generally, bedload may roll, slide or saltate, depending on flow and 

bed conditions. For low-flow intensity, rolling is the major mode, 

making up more than 80% of the total bedload transport for Shields 

number Θ < 0.08 (Hui, 1991).  
 

Therefore, the objective of this research is first to improve the 

understanding of bedload rolling on the bottoms of rivers, but also to 

supply a basis on the prediction on river migration. 
 

THEORETICAL MODEL OF BEDLOAD ROLLING 
 

Physical Phenomena and Simplification of Particle Rolling 
 

The rolling processes are complicated, because the velocity of turbulent 

flow is fluctuating, the positions of particles on bed are random and the 

interaction between water and sediment is active and frequent. 

However, the processes can still be decomposed as a series of single 

steps. Then, the processes of the particles are simplified as Fig. 1. 
 

Referring to Fig. 1, A is the moving particle on bed, while particle B is 

fixed on bed. Particle A rolls over the head of B under the action of 

turbulent flow near bed. Particle A may leaps over particle B at certain 

point due to the centrifugal force which varies with the relative position of 

A to B and the flow velocity. The greater the flow velocity, the more 

possible that A departs B before the vertex of particle B. Thus, a single step 

is divided into the contact step and the free step (Fig. 1). Moreover, the 

contact step is separated from the free step in this research with the standard 

for the judgment being whether the contact force greater than zero. 
 

 
Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of bedload rolling 

 

Formulation 
 

Dynamic equations for contact step. Referring to Fig. 2, when the 

water flows through the loose riverbed, the forces acting on the particle 

include the drag FD, lift FL, added mass force Fm and contact force Fn. 

According to the principle of force balance, the equation of particle A 

along n direction is:  
 

2
d

cos sin cos sin
d

s Dx Dy Lx Lym D F F F F
t


   

 
    

 
  

 

sin n mn BnW F F F   

                                

(1) 

 
Fig. 2 Schematic diagram for contact step of particle rolling 
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where ms = ρsA3D3 is the particle mass with ρs as the sediment density , 

A3 as the correction coefficient of sediment volume and D as the 

particle’s diameter; α is the angle between Fn and the direction of x 

negative; FD = CDA1D2ρ[(ub-u)2+v2]/2 is the drag force with CD as the 

drag coefficient, A1 as the correction coefficient of sediment area for 

the drag force, ρ as the density of water, ub as the flow velocity near 

bed, u and v respectively as the longitudinal and vertical component of 

the particle rolling velocity, FDx = CDA1D2ρ[(ub-u)2+v2]1/2(ub-u)/2 as the 

longitudinal component and FDy = CDA1D2ρ[(ub-u)2+v2]1/2(-v)/2 as the 

vertical component of drag force vector; FL = CLA2D2ρ[(ub-u)2+v2]/2 is 

the lift force with CL as the lift coefficient, A2 as the correction 

coefficient of sediment area for the lift force, FLx = CLA2D2ρ[(ub-

u)2+v2]1/2v/2 as the longitudinal component and FLy = CLA2D2ρ[(ub-

u)2+v2]1/2(ub-u)/2 as the vertical component of lift force vector; W’ = 

A3(ρs-ρ)gD3 is the submerged gravity with g as the gravitational 

acceleration; F is the contact force vector from particle B with Ft, Fn as 

the tangential and the normal components of the contact force, 

respectively; Fm = -CA0mfD×du/dt is the added mass force vector with 

CA0 as its coefficient, mf = ρA3D3 as the mass of water, u as the velocity 

vector of sediment and Fmt, Fmn as the tangential and the normal 

components of the added mass force vector, respectively; FB is the 

Basset force vector with FBt and FBn as the tangential and the normal 

components respectively; LD is the vertical distance from center of A to 

locus of FD; LL is the horizontal distance from the center of A to locus 

of FL; Δ is the exposure degree, which is a random variable; (x, y) are 

the horizontal and vertical axis of Cartesian coordinates.  

 

The Basset force was proposed by Basset (1888, 1910) and is caused by 

the unsteady viscous shear on the particle surface (Basset, 1910). Guo 

(2011) stated the original form of the Basset force is suitable for the 

flow with small Reynolds numbers; as to that with large Reynolds 

numbers, it can be combined with the added mass force, and rewritten 

as an integrated form, 

 
2 2

0A f Bn A f

d d
C m D F C m D

dt dt

    
    

   
                                              (2) 

 

where CA is the integrated added mass coefficient. 

 

In Eq. 1, there are 2 unknowns, therefore, we still need another 

equation, the moment equilibrium equation of particle A around 

instantaneous center (contact point of A and B) (Han and He, 1984), 

 

   
2

2

d
cos sin cos

d
D D L LJ F L R F L R W R

t


                     (3) 

 

where J = 7(ms+m’)R2/5 is the inertia moment of particle A to 

instantaneous center with R = D/2 as the radius of sediment particle and 

m’ = CAA3ρD3 as the equivalent mass of the added mass force and 

Basset force; θ = 2α is the angle that particle A rotates around centroid 

of A; δ = arccos{[(ub-u) ×tanα-v] ×cosα/[(ub-u)2+v2]1/2} is the angle 

between Fn and the perpendicular of FD. 

 

Substituting the expressions of ms, m’, θ, J, FD, FL and W’ into Eq. 3 

yields, 
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                 (5) 

 

If it is assumed that the sediment starts from rest, then the initial 

conditions for Eqs. (2) and (5) is dα/dt︱t = 0 = 0, α︱t = 0 = α0, where α0 

is the initial angle between Fn and the minus direction of x axis, which 

is closely associated with the exposure degree Δ. 

 

Determination of parameters. For simplicity, sphere is taken as the 

approximate shape of a sediment particle. All the parameters and their 

corresponding values are listed in Table 1. The most intense debate 

exists in the determination of the drag coefficient CD and the lift 

coefficient CL. For simplicity, many investigators (Han, 1984) adopted 

CD ≈ 0.4 and CL ≈ 0.1, proposed by ДеМентъев. However, there is a 

problem with these parameters, which are determined from the data of 

the experiment done on a cylinder, but not on a sphere or a real 

sediment particle. Therefore, the mismatch of the parameters could 

causes a conflict between the model and the parameters which will be 

discussed in detail below. The research adopts CD = 0.7 and CL = 0.18 

which were from the experiment done by Li (1983) on single particle 

on smooth bed. 

 

Table 1. Parameters and corresponding values in the equations 

Name of the Parameters Symbol Value 

area coefficient of drag force A1 π/4 

area coefficient of lift force A2 π/4 

area coefficient of submerged gravity A3 π/6 

drag coefficient CD 0.7 

lift coefficient 

coefficient of vertical motion resistance 

CL 

C 

0.18 

1.2 

arm of drag force LD D/6 

arm of lifting force LL 0 

 

Critical condition for separation. The critical condition for the 

separation is that the normal contact force Fn equals zero, that is, when 

α = β, =0nF , where β is the separation angle. Thus, Eq. 1 is rewritten 

as, 
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During the integration, when Eq. 5 is satisfied, then the calculation on 

the contact step finishes, and that on the free step starts. 

 

Equations for free step. After departing from particle B, particle A 

does not bear the counterforce any more, and the trajectory is no longer 

a circle, but is determined by the movement itself. The details are 

shown in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3 Schematic diagram for free step of particle rolling 

 

According to the principle of the force balance, the equations can be 

expressed as follows: 

 

d

d
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u
m F F F

t
                                                                         (6) 
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                                                                  (7) 

 

where Fmx and Fmy are the horizontal and the vertical components of the 

added mass force and Basset force, respectively. 

 

Substituting the expressions of FDx, FDy, FLx, FLy and W’ into Eqs. 6 ~ 7 

and noting that u = dx/dt, v = dy/dt, we get,  
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INCIPIENT SHIELDS NUMBER 
 

When sediment particle is about to move, α = α0, d2α/dt2 = 0, dα/dt = 0. 

Substituting the values of A1, A2, A3, CD, CL, LD , LL and noticing that 

sinα0 = 1-Δ’, cosα0 = (2Δ’-Δ’2)-1/2 and δ0 = π/2-α0, into Eq. 4 ,we get 
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where Δ’ = Δ/R is the relative exposure degree, with its distribution 

(Han and He, 1984) as the following form 

 
1, 0 1

0,
f

others

  
  


                                                               (11) 

 

Then the mathematical expectation of incipient velocity ūb,1 can be 

obtained as follows,  

 

   
1

,1 ,1
0

1.231 1b b su u f d gD                                (12) 

 

where ūb,1 is the mathematical expectation of incipient velocity. 

If the logarithmic velocity distribution is adopted and the particle is in 

hydraulic roughness region,  we can figure out 

 

5.77bu u                                                                                      (13) 

 

Substituting Eq. 12 into Eq. 13 and considering the Shields number Θ = 

u*
2/((ρs/ρ-1) ×gD), it is obtained that the incipient Shields number Θc 

equals 0.0455, which is close to 0.045 given by Miller et al. (1977). 

Besides, Chien (1986) also stated that the upper limit of Θc is 0.06, 

while the lower limit is about 0.04. The result given by this research is 

well in this range. Hence, the formulae of incipient velocity given in 

this research is reasonable. 

 

ANALYSIS OF ROLLING MOTION 
 

The fourth-order Runge-kutta method and the regression method is 

used to analyze the averaged velocity L and the rolling distance Us 

with Θ and Δ’ as the independents. And the dimensionless expressions 

of single-step parameters are as follows: 
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The mathematical expectations of the parameters can be obtained from 

integrating Eqs. 14 and 15, respectively, 
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where L is the mathematical expectation of the single-step distance; Ūs 

is the mathematical expectation of single-step velocity. 

 

SEDIMENT TRANSPORT RATE OF ROLLING BEDLOAD  
 

Bedload transport formula is used to calculate the transport rate when 

the sediment exchanging between the riverbed and the bedload region 

achieves its equilibrium state under certain flow conditions. At that 

time, the silting equals the picking-up amount of the particles (Chien, 

1986). The transport rate is the weight of the sediment passing through 

a unit width in a unit time. 

 

According to Einstein's (1950) theory on bedload movement, 
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where Ps is the deposition rate; gb is the bedload transport rate 

calculated in dry weight; p is the erosion probability; Pp is the erosion 

rate; α1, α2 is the constant related to shape of sediment particle; α3 is the 

constant related to flow resistance coefficient.  

 

Einstein stated that the erosion probability p is determined by of 

sediment transport characteristics and flow pattern near bed. When the 

lift force acted on the particle is greater than the submerged weight of it, 

then the particle begins to move. Therefore the erosion probability 

equals the probability of the lift force greater than the particle 

submerged weight, which means p =p (FL/W’ >1). However, many 

investigators found that the sediment incipient motion is not only 

related to the lift force, but also related to the drag force (Wu and Lin, 

2002). After Wu and Lin (2002) had analyzed the experiment data 

supplied by Guy et al.(1966), Luque (1974), Jain (1992)and 

Papanicolaou (1999), they then obtained the formula of pick-up 

probability of the sediment as follows: 
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if CL = 0.18 is considered, then p only depends on Shield number. If the 

sediment exchanging achieves the equilibrium state, then, 
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which could also be written as, 
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where A* = α2/(α1×α3) = 0.023 (Meyer-Peter et al., 1948); Φ = 

gb/(γsD((ρs-ρ)/ρgD)^1/2) is the dimensionless transport rate.  

 

Table 2 lists the formulae of the bedload rolling transport rate given by 

this research, Han and He (1999) and Einstein, respectively. Fig. 5 

shows the calculation results of these formulae and the experimental 

data which were obtained from the flume experiment of the gravel done 

by Meyer-Peter et al. (1948). 

 

Table 2. Formulae of uniform sediment transport rate 

Author Formula Applicable condition 
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Where m0 is the area compact coefficient of surface particles; ε1 is the 

incipient probability of sediment; U2 is the averaged rolling velocity of 

particles; B* = 1/7; Ψ = 1/Θ; η0 = 1/2. 
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Fig. 5 Comparison between calculation results of transport rate ormulae 

and experimental data 

 

Fig. 5 shows that when Θ < 0.1, the results of the formula given in this 

research fit well with the experimental data. When Shields number Θ > 

0.1, the percentage of the saltation load increases sharply with the 

continuous increase of Shields number. Therefore, the model used 

herein could not be used to predict the bedload transport rate when Θ > 

0.1.Besides, the overall results given by Einstein (1950) agree with the 

experimental data, however some in the range of 0.04 < Θ < 0.08 is a 

little bit smaller than expected. The results given by Han and He (1999) 

only seems good in the range of Θ < 0.042, but those in the range of Θ 

> 0.042 is much smaller than the observed, which were probably due to 

that the different values of CD and CL used by Han and He from this 

study. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 
 

After solving the mathematic model on the rolling process of a 

sediment particle, the expression of the averaged rolling distance and 

the rolling velocity are obtained by using the Runge-Kutta method and 

the regression analysis. The bedload transport formula is derived by 

combining the probability theory and the mechanical principle. And the 

calcution results are compared with the experimental data to prove the 

validity of the model. Some conclusions are reached as follows: the 

critical dimensionless shear stress for the incipient motion of the 

sediment is 0.0455; the characteristic parameters of particle, such as the 

rolling distance are not only depended on Shields number but also 

depended on their relative exposure degree which is therefore treated as 

an important factor in this research; the proposed formula fit well with 

the measured data . 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Soil consolidation is a transient process by which soil volume is 
decreased due to the coupling between deformation of a porous 
medium and interstitial fluid flows. The influence of body force has 
been conventionally ignored in the consolidation theory of 
poroelasticity for either saturated or unsaturated soils. In the current 
study, gravity effect is well taken account in the coupled diffusion 
equations derived by Lo et al. (2014) for describing one-dimensional 
consolidation in unsaturated soils, thus leading to additional first-order 
time-derivative terms. Finite-difference approach is used to solve those 
equations. Numerical calculations are then conducted with respect to 
various initial water saturations and soil heights for unsaturated clays as 
illustrative examples. The result is compared to that typically obtained 
with neglecting body forces to quantify the impact of gravity on 
consolidation in unsaturated soils. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
This study aims to investigate the rainfall variation under different 
climate change scenarios based on CMIP3 and CMIP5 projections. For 
this purpose, the scenario rainfall data were first collected from Taiwan 
Climate Change Projection and Information Platform (TCCIP) which 
provides a grid-based rainfall and temperature downscaled product for 
Taiwan with a fine resolution of 5km-by-5km. Then, a comparison of 
CMIP3 rainfall and CMIP5 rainfall was made for several study areas in 
Taiwan. Such comparison can help to identify zones with significant 
difference between CMIP3 and CMIP5 rainfall. So far all adaptation 
strategies to the high risk flood or drought areas in Taiwan were based 
on the CMIP3 downscaled data. It will not be practical to run all risk 
assessment projects again with CMIP5 downscaled data. Thus, the 
comparison will be critical for finding potential zones where the risk 
assessment project should be inspect again. After identifying zones 
with significant difference, the study will run the subsequent analysis 
such as water supply simulation and inundation simulation based on 
CMIP5 data. The upstream of primary watersheds in four main parts of 
Taiwan (Northern, Central, Southern and Eastern) and five watersheds 
(Tamsui River, Dajia River, Zhuoshui River, Zengwen River and 
Gaoping River) were selected as study areas in the study. The 
preliminary results indicate that the zones with relatively significant 
difference (between CMIP3 and CMIP5) are mainly located in Tamsui 
River watershed and Central Taiwan. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
During the typhoon season (especially on June to August), the 
combined effect of typhoon and southwesterly monsoon flow transports 
plentiful moisture to Southern Taiwan causing the heavy rainfall and 
leading the severe flood, which may have the serious consequence of 
these disasters. Therefore, this study aims to take the combined effect 
of typhoon and southwesterly monsoon flow (SF) account for 
estimating estimate probable maximum precipitation (PMPST) and 
probable maximum flood (PMFST). Moreover, the impact on the 
PMPST and PMFST under climate change also address in this study. 
The study area is Tsengwen Reservoir catchment.  
 
The independent system (IS) approach that investigated by the equation 
of moisture convergence and the observed data is proposed to estimate 
PMPST in this study, which the PMPST equals the summation of 
maximum typhoon precipitation and maximum SF precipitation (SFP). 
The storm transposition method and storm separation method are 
selected to estimate the maximum precipitation of typhoons and the 
liner regression analysis is used on establishing SFP equation which is 
adopted to estimate maximum SFP. Based on the PMPST, the PMFST 
is derived by using the dimensionless synthetic unit hydrograph which 
is recommended by the reservoir safety assessment reports in Taiwan. 
For the climate change, the baseline period is from 1980 to 1999 and 
the future period is form 2020 to 2039, 7 GCMs under A1B emission 
scenario are selected which conform with the requirement of Taiwan 
government in this study.  
 
The results show that the PMPST estimates for 60-hr duration by IS 
approach are approximately 15% larger than the traditional PMP 
estimates and the PMFST approximately close the traditional PMF 
estimates. Under the climate change, the PMPST and PMFST have a 
mean change percentage 9% and 8% from the baseline period to the 
future period, respectively. This work is a pioneer of PMP estimation 
considering the combined effect of typhoon and SF. Further studies on 
this issue are essential and encouraged. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
The 2004 India Ocean tsunami and the 2011 Tohoku earthquake and 
tsunami brought tremendous disasters to the coastal areas as well as the 
local residents. According to the field observation and the nearshore 
buoy recording, the leading wave of tsunami approaching the shoreline 
may have various forms and may not be only consisted of a single crest. 
Incident tsunamis behaves either as leading depression or elevation 
waves generally depending on the source of seafloor rupture. Such 
evidence further shows the use of a solitary wave to represent leading 
wave of tsunamis is insufficient in some aspect. However, the 
methodology on how to generate an idealized N-wave either as leading 
depression or elevation in a wave flume is still complicated. Motivated 
by understanding the wave hydrodynamics of tsunamis, several high-
quality experiments of long-wave evolution and run-up have been 
carried out in a supertank (300m × 5.0m × 5.2m) of Tainan Hydraulics 
Laboratory at National Cheng-Kung University, Taiwan. 
Experimentally, a leading elevation wave train was generated using a 
ramp trajectory to force the wave paddle moving forward to the full 
stroke of the wavemaker whereas a leading depression wave train was 
to force the wave paddle moving backward instead. Detailed evolution 
of free surface, flow velocity in the surf zone and run-up on a 1/40 
slope were synchronously measured and systematically discussed. This 
unique dataset are used to compare with the model results obtained 
from a non-hydrostatic wave model. It is expected to have more 
understanding on the wave hydrodynamics due to N-wave on a mild 
slope by means of large-scale physical modeling and high-resolution 
numerical simulation. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Water is the most climate sensitive sector in changing climate. 
Hydrological vulnerability assessment is critical to the implementation 
of adaption measures. In this study, projections of 7 GCMs in 
association with high (RCP8.5) and medium low (RCP4.5) 
representative concentration path way from the CMPI5 (fifth phase of 
the Coupled model Intercomparison Project) for the period 2021-2040 
and 2081-2100 were adopted to assess the hydrological impacts of 
climate change on the runoffs of Gumara and Gilgel Abbay watersheds, 
the upper Blue Nile basin, in Ethiopia. The GCMs selected were first 
screened in harmony with baseline climate statistics of study areas. 
Based on climate projections and statistical characteristics of historical 
weather data, a weather generator was employed to generate daily 
temperature and precipitation as inputs for the GWLF hydrological 
model to simulate runoffs. Changes of projected temperature and 
precipitation were analyzed to explain variations of evapotranspiration 
and influences on future runoffs. We found that, despite the fact that the 
projected magnitude varies among different GCMs, increasing in the 
wet and a decreasing in dry seasons runoffs were observed in both time 
windows in Gilgel Abbay and Gumara watersheds. In both watersheds 
the results observed on the runoff is mainly attributes to the increase of 
precipitations projected by most of GCMs. In contrast to great increases 
in runoffs, the increase of evapotranspiration by elevating temperature 
is less significant. The increasing runoffs in both time windows will 
provide more water inflow to the Lake Tana. On the other hand, the 
increase of precipitation in wet season makes the wet season wetter and 
implies higher possibility of flash floods. This will have deleterious 
consequences in the local community. Therefore, concerned water 
organizations in local, state, and federal levels shall be prepared to 
harness the opportunities with more water resources for utilization and 
management, as well as flood preventive measures. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Land subsidence is a worldwide geological hazard which is often 
caused by human activities (i.e. groundwater extraction and load of 
construction). Groundwater in Western Taiwan has been extracted for 
over 40 years because of the industrial, residential, agricultural, and 
aquacultural uses. The groundwater pumping causes the decline of 
groundwater, and further gives rise to land subsidence. Therefore, it is 
important to monitor the groundwater level and the deformation of 
underground soil. In this study, an auto-monitoring system (bedrock 
bench mark, 300m depth) is applied to monitor the land subsidence for 
evaluating the monitoring capability. Tuku, Taiwan is considered as the 
study area because of its serious land subsidence. To estimate the 
monitoring efficiency of the bedrock bench mark, the measuring data 
by the bedrock bench mark are compared with the multiple monitoring 
systems in Tuku, including groundwater well, multi-level compaction 
monitoring well, and dual-frequency GPS stations. According to the 
higher time-resolution subsidence distribution resolved from the 
higher-frequency measuring data of the bedrock bench mark, we can 
easily understand the relation between groundwater level and 
subsidence changing with times. Additionally, the high time-resolution 
data is also employed to improve the interpretation of the measuring 
data from the monitoring well and the dual-frequency GPS stations. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
The purpose of this paper is to explore the effectiveness of anti-
corruption transparency strategies of Water Resources Agency(WRA). 
The river offices of WRA were the focus of this study because they 
were responsible to deal with sand and gravel dredging. In-depth 
interview was conducted to explore the effectiveness of river dredging. 
It was found that corruption was successfully prevented through the 
changes from integration to separation of dredging and selling sand and 
gravels. It meant that dredging companies did not have the right to sell 
sand gravels. But problems remained for the management of sand 
gravels. Currently the dredging companies are willing to take the 
dredging business at very low budget. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
To support the domestic and industry water uses with stable quantity 
and quality, various weirs were constructed for irrigation and 
waterpower in the river systems and farming irrigation systems in 
Taiwan. In this study, the two-stage assessment and investigation 
procedures for the removal decision of diversion weirs were developed 
based on the weir functionality and environmental consideration. 
Followed the procedures, the functionality of a investigated weir is 
defined as good, poor, or lost, while the environmental influence made 
by the weir is classified as apparent or ignorable.  Hence, the 
appropriate counter-policies on the removal, renovation, or 
maintenance decision for all the six combinations of the functionality 
and environmental influence were also recommended. To verify the 
viability of this decision model, 54 diversion weirs and dams in Taiwan 
were chosen and evaluated.  There are only seven weirs identified as 
those with degraded or lost functionality.  Beside these seven weirs and 
dams, the other 47 weirs and dams were in good conditions and provide 
excellent services in water supply, hydro-power, irrigation, and 
sediment control.  However, the necessary ecological investigation is 
strongly recommended along with detailed environmental impact 
evaluation and planning before removing of the suggested weirs. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Over the past decade, the largest storm surge is 50.4 cm by analyzing 
the tide gauge station at Green Island during typhoons Tembin (2012) 
while the wave height is not the extreme one. General speaking, the 
correlation between the storm surge and wave height is a strong 
relationship because these two variables are always dominated by the 
strength of the typhoon. Therefore, the finding is motivated this paper 
to further study. 
 
To figure out the reason for the inconsistency, the storm surge and 
wave during typhoons are necessary to build. The employment of a 
proper numerical model might be a good choose to build the 
hydrodynamics. Since the scales of current and wave are quite different, 
the whole simulations usually are separately performed. Most 
researches use tidal current model to describe the surface evolutions 
and current motions. The wave fields are calculated by wave model. In 
recent years, the model coupled with wave and current was fully 
developed and more advanced. Many studies on the East Cost of US 
were successfully done with the aid of wave-current coupled model 
(Dietrich et al., 2011; Dietrich et al., 2012); Hope et al. (2013). It is 
highlighted that wave-current coupled model is proper tool to figure out 
the season of the inconsistency. 
 
The main objective of this paper is to simulation the hydrodynamics 
during typhoon Tembin (2012) which the maximum of storm surge was 
reported around Green Island. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
In this paper we report a series of live-bed experiments aimed to 
examining the topographic evolution behind a porous cylinder. The 
flume is 250 cm long, 30 cm wide and 30 cm high, with a circulated 
water supply system and steady dry sand supply. During the 
experiment, we used overhead time-lapse photography to record the 
rapid topographic evolution every 5 second. Each experiment was 
divided ten successive stages. At the end of each stage, the topography 
was scanned and translated a high-resolution digital elevation model 
(DEM). We found that using a porous cylinder, instead of a solid 
cylinder, the scouring effect due to horseshoe vortex can be 
significantly reduced and can provide a vast of sediment deposits 
behind the cylinder. In this shelter zone, the length of the settled 
sediment may develop up to 15 times longer than the diameter of the 
porous cylinder. Our preliminary results imply that with the design of 
porous cylinders it may provide an alternative protection of river bank 
and bridge constructions.  
 
KEY WORDS: porous cylinder; scour; live-bed experiment; river 
bank protection. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Anaerobic processes have become actively practiced for waste and 
wastewater treatment during the recent years because it can apply for 
high organic loading whereas the producing biogas can be recovered as 
a new energy souce. This study prompted to look on the feasibility of a 
combined UASB and aerated MBR system for the treatment of Purified 
Terephthalic Acid (PTA) wastewater and the usage of Polyimide 
membranes for biogas separation. The results revealed that the 
combined system is robust and flexible in relation to the change in 
Hydraulic Retention Times (HRTs) and organic loading rates. The 
overall COD removal of 97% with the maximum loading rate of 20 g 
L-1 per day was achieved at 12 h HRT. The biogas from the UASB 
reactor was mainly methane (> 62%). The separation between CO2 and 
CH4 was explored using different concentrations of dense polyimide 
(PIs) membranes and feed pressure. The results showed the PI-based 
membrane has high potential for CH4 purification with high selectivity 
and permeability toward CO2 than CH4. The expediency of the 
proposed treatment system and gas-separating module was seen and 
thus purified biomethane could be mustered continuously. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Development of traditional water source in Taiwan has become more 
difficult than ever due the strong public concerns. Seeking alternatives 
like reclaiming wastewater and promoting water reuse seems feasible 
and costs less than seawater desalination. It is generally termed as 
“reclaimed water”. In 2015, Water Resource Agency, Ministry of 
Economic Affairs, Taiwan has set a target to elevate the usage of 
reclaimed water in Taiwan to 1.32 million cubic meters per day (CMD), 
roughly 10% of the supply from the all water treatment plants in 
Taiwan, or 3% of the total water consumption in Taiwan. In Ministry of 
Economic Affairs, “Task Force of Wastewater Reclamation Promotion” 
is founded to have a “top-down” promotion of using reclaimed water. A 
technical support project is established as well to have systematic 
investigation using the questionnaires and on-site visits, to figure out 
the trend of using reclaimed water and the amount growth. The project 
also intends to provide technology service to improve the water 
efficiency of the heavy users, including the industries, domestic users 
and wastewater treatment plants. 
 
KEY WORDS:  water deficiency; reclaimed water; Water Resource 
Agency; wastewater treatment plant 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Climate change in the recent decades may lead to water crisis in 
Taiwan because of prosperous development of industrial sections. 
Meanwhile, development of traditional water source in Taiwan has 
become more difficult than ever due the strong public concerns. 
Reallocating the surplus water resource for agricultural irrigation of 
paddy fields to industries or domestic users raises another controversial 
issue, including the possible damage to the ecology and underground 
aquifer, and depriving the farmers of rights. The situation in Tainan 
(Southern Taiwan) is a typical case (Fig. 1). Traditional water resource 
facilities like Transbasin Diversion Tunnel of Tsengwen Reservoir have 
been interrupted due to the strong opposition from the publics. 
However, in year 2031, if the construction of planned water resource 
facilities is not on schedule, the water deficiency in this region will 
grow up to 377,000 m3 per day. This will largely damage the local 
economical activities. 

 
Fig. 1 An example: Water deficiency in Tainan City (at Southern 
Taiwan) 
 
THE DEFINITION OF RECLAIMED WATER 
 
Seeking alternatives like reclaiming wastewater and promoting water 
reuse seems feasible. According to the successful experience in United 
States and Singapore, it costs less than seawater desalination, and the 
destruction of ecology is less significant, too. In this study, the water 
resource produced from wastewater reclamation and water reuse is 
termed as “reclaimed water”. It becomes a potential alternative of water 
resource development in Taiwan. 
 
In 2015, Water Resource Agency (WRA), Ministry of Economic 
Affairs (MOEA), Taiwan has set a target to elevate the usage of 
reclaimed water in Taiwan to 1.32 million cubic meters per day (CMD), 
roughly 10% of the supply from the all water treatment plants in 
Taiwan, or 3% of the total water consumption in Taiwan (Fig. 2). 
Reclaimed water here includes four portions: 
(1) Reclaimed effluent of municipal wastewater treatment plants 

(WWTP) – reaching 770,000 CMD in year 2031; 
(2) Reclaimed effluent of WWTP’s of industrial parks – reaching 

50,000 CMD in year 2031; 
(3) Reclaimed wastewater of domestic users (like universities, museums 

and so on) – reaching 50,000 CMD in year 2031; 
(4) Reclaimed wastewater of industrial users (like factories, harbours 

and so on) – reaching 450,000 CMD in year 2031. 
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Fig. 2 The Target of 1.32 million CMD Reclaimed water at 2031 
 
In portions (1) and (2), effluent means the sewage or wastewater treated 
by primary and secondary treatment units, and complied with the 
“Effluent Standard” in Taiwan. Reclaimed effluents of WWTP’s are 
typically those effluents further treated through a tertiary treatment, like 
sand filter, and then used in the plants for landscaping or machine 
cleaning. In a few cases, more advanced treatment like membranes may 
elevate the effluent quality to the level equivalent to the national 
standards (like Drinking Water Quality Standards in Taiwan). Portions 
(3) and (4) indicate the reclamation of wastewater generated from the 
manufacture processes in factories or the miscellaneous usage. Fig. 3 
depicts a more exact definition of reclaimed water of portions (3) and 
(4). It includes the wastewater streams that are first treated and then 
recycled. Those recycled streams without treatment, or the recirculated 
streams in cooling towers, are not counted in the reclaimed water of 
portions (3) and (4). 
 

Reclaimed water

用水單元I
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Unit II

Unit III

Treatment Effluent

Treatment

Consumption / 
Evaporation

Recirculation

Recycling

Tap water
Ground water

Rainwater
Steam

Purchased water
from outside

Reclaimed water 
from WWTP

Cooling tower

Treatment

Pure 
water

NOT reclaimed water  
Fig. 3 The definition of “reclaimed water” in Taiwan 
 
CURRENT STATUS OF THE USAGE OF RECLAIMED 
WATER 
 
To have more systematic statistics on the growth of reclaimed water, a 
survey has been conducted to collect the required information since 
March 2014. The information will be the reference for drafting the 
policies of water resource development. Using the questionnaire to 
investigate the water usage of large industries and domestic users, until 

October 2014, the total reclaimed water in Taiwan is 424,019 CMD, 
including 384,803 CMD from industrial users, 7,180 CMD from 
domestic users, 24,965 CMD from municipal WWTP’s, and 7,071 
CMD from industrial park WWTP’s (Fig. 4). It is still far away from 
the aforementioned target of 1.32 million CMD (WRA, 2014). 
 

5.9% 1.7%
1.7%

90.7%

    
      
    
    

24,965 CMD
7,071 CMD

7,180 CMD
384,803 CMD

Reclaimed water 424,019 CMD

 
Fig. 4 The amount of reclaimed water in Taiwan in 2014 
 
Noticeably most reclaimed water is produced from the industrial users. 
They recycle their wastewaters or specific water streams from 
manufacture process. A variety of units are used in this reclamation, 
including chemical coagulation, activated carbon adsorption, ion 
exchange, and membrane filtration. The reclaimed water is generally 
redirected to the public water utility (PWU) for usage in the factories. 
For the domestic users, the reclaimed water is generally used for 
landscaping or toilet flushing. The units of reclamation are simpler than 
those in industries. The typical units are sand filter and chlorine 
disinfection. 
 
We also conducted a survey in regard of WWTP’s and their effluents, a 
source of reclaimed water. In 2014, the statistics shows that the total 
design capacity of 71 municipal WWTP’s in service is 3.71 million 
CMD, while the treating effluent is 2.87 million CMD (77% of the 
design capacity). The plants with effluent reuse more than 1,000 CMD 
include Dihua (Taipei), Bali (Taipei), Taihu (Jinmen), Fengshanxi 
(Kaohsiung), Douliu (Yunlin) and Dashu (Kaohsiung). The sum of 
water reuse is 24,965 CMD (Fig. 5).  For the 55 industrial park 
WWTP’s in service, the total design capacity is 1.22 million CMD, 
while the treating effluent is 672,000 CMD (Fig. 5b). The effluent reuse 
for the 55 plants is 7,071 CMD. Most WWTP’s of industrial parks 
reclaimed their effluents using sand filter and disinfection for the 
miscellaneous usage in the plants. For example, Zhongli industrial park 
WWTP recycled its effluent for 1,500 CMD for washing and foam 
suppressing. One of the significant cases is the effluent reclamation 
plant in Nanzi export industrial park. Taking the mixed industrial 
wastewater as the source, this plant produces 1,800 CMD using fibre 
filter, ultrafiltration (UF) and reverse osmosis (RO) for supplying the 
industries in the park. The reclaimed water is then supplied to the 
semiconductor factories for the manufacturing (Fig. 6 and Fig. 7). 
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(a) Domestic WWTP’s (b) WWTP’s of industrial parks 

Fig. 5 The wastewater treatment plants in service 
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Fig. 6 Effluent reclamation plant of Nanzi export industrial park: the process 
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Fig. 7 Effluent reclamation plant of Nanzi export industrial park: the 
UF and RO modules 
 
An analysis on the current quality of effluent of municipal 
WWTP’s showed that the major pollutants that may interfere the 
reuse the microorganisms and nitrogen. It may cause serious 
biofilm growth and clog the reclamation units. It also causes 
unexpected risk for the users. Disinfection units like ultraviolet 
(UV) and denitrification biological units like membrane 
bioreactor (MBR) can be applied to remove the pollutants (Chu, 
Wu, Lin, and Chung, 2007). For WWTP’s of industrial parks, 
the main barrier is the conductivity, heavy metals, colloids and 
dissolved organics. The conductivity generally ranges from 
2,000 μS/cm to 9,000 μS/cm, nearly 10 to 45 times higher than 
the tap water. Ultrafiltration (UF) followed by reverse osmosis 
(RO) are generally adopted to remove these pollutants (Chen, 
Yeh, and Shiau, 2005; Chu, Jiao, Hung, Lu, and Chung, 2009). 
 
IMPORTANT SCHEMES OF EFFLUENT RECLAMATION 
UNDER PLANNING 
 
In the near future, several large WWTP effluent reclamation projects 
have gradually been commenced, mainly to compensate the water 
scarcity in western Taiwan, especially the enormous requirement from 
large factories. The forthcoming effluent reclamation projects include 
(1) Zhongli municipal WWTP for supplying the Guanyin and Taoyuan 
technology industrial park (Taoyuan); (2) Fengyuan municipal WWTP 
for supplying the Central Science and Technology Industrial Park 
(Taichung); (3) Futian municipal WWTP for supplying the Taichung 
Harbour Industrial Park (Taichung); (4) Yongkang and Anping 
municipal WWTP for supplying the Southern Science and Technology 
Industrial Park (Tainan); (5) Fengshanxi municipal WWTP for 
supplying Linhai Industrial Park (Kaohsiung); (6) Zhanghua Coastal 
Industrial WWTP to supply the factories in the park (Zhanghua); (7) 
Southern Science and Technology Industrial Park to supply the 
factories in the park (Tainan) (Fig. 8). In the aspect of industrial 
WWTP’s, it includes the cases like Hsinchu Science and Technology 
Industrial Park and Erlin park of Central Science and Technology 
Industrial Park. These projects will provide reclaimed water with the 
same quality to the tap water to the industrial users, and largely 
decreases the loading of regional tap water supply. As generally 
suggested in literatures (Durham, Rinck-Pfeiffer, and Guendertc, 2003), 
the reclaimed water of the aforementioned projects will be produced 

from UF-RO or membrane bioreactor (MBR)-RO process. The cost of 
reclaimed water typically ranges from 0.4 to 0.6 US dollar per cubic 
meter, which is higher than the city water tariff (0.3 US dollar per cubic 
meter). Although the cost is higher, the industrial users are now looking 
for “water insurance” to lower the risk in drought seasons by using 
more reclaimed water for manufacturing. An emerging market of 
wastewater reuse is gradually formed in Taiwan. 
 
THE RELEVANT POLICIES TO PROMOTE THE USAGE 
OF RECLAIMED WATER 
 
For integration’s sake, “the Task Force of Wastewater Reclamation 
Promotion” was established in Ministry of Economic Affairs to have a 
“top-down” promotion of using reclaimed water. Meanwhile a service 
corps was set up to have systematic investigation of the growth of 
reclaimed water usage, as well as to provide technical supports to 
improve the water efficiency and energy efficiency of heavy users, 
including the industries, domestic users and wastewater treatment 
plants. There are several major barriers for promoting reclaimed water: 
(1) In Taiwan, due to the low tap water tariff (NT$ 11/m3, or 30 US 

cents/m3), the reclaimed water is basically more expensive than the 
tap water. It decreases the intention of the industrial users to apply 
reclaimed water immediately. 

(2) According to the strict law of hygiene and public health, an 
independent pipeline is always necessary because the reclaimed 
water cannot be mixed and pumped with the tap water, even the 
reclaimed water is purified using RO modules. The construction of 
this extra pipeline further increases the cost. 

(3) Currently MOEA is the water resource authority. On the other hand, 
the local city and county governments own the municipal WWTP. 
There may always be controversial issues to argue which the 
optimal way is to use the effluent from WWTP. 

 
Fig.8 The forthcoming effluent reclamation projects in Taiwan 
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In December 2015, The Legislative Yuan has passed the “Reclaimed 
Water Resources Development Act” in Taiwan, providing a clear legal 
framework for the recycling and reuse of wastewater/sewage and 
effluent. Taiwan will enter a new era of diversified water resources. 
The primary idea is that in the regions with serious water deficiency, 
the local government should provide the effluent with no charge. When 
confirming the users that should use reclaimed water (usually the newly 
founded factories), MOEA may establish the effluent reclamation plant 
as well as the pipelines. The facilities are then transferred to local 
governments or private sections for further operation. The users pay the 
tariff to cover the capital investment and operation cost. 
 
According to the inventory and investigation in this study, it is very 
common that the industrial users recycle their own wastewater, 
especially the semiconductor-related factories. Facilities like reverse 
osmosis and ultrafiltration are generally adopted to filtrate the 
impurities. In general the cost to recycle one ton of reclaimed water in 
the factories is higher than NT$ 30/m3 (one US dollar per ton) (Chu, 
Jiao, Lin, Yang, and Chung, 2007). Although the concept and cost are 
widely accepted by the industries, their willingness to apply the 
reclaimed water from the municipal WWTP’s outside the factory is low. 
Apparently the cost is not the only factor. The major barrier is the lack 
of confidence of users, including the water quality and stability effluent 
from the municipal WWTP’s. It takes more efforts to establish the tools 
and monitoring system that can be accepted by the industries, to ensure 
the quality of reclaimed water. Health risk assessment, on the other 
hand, is also a proper tool to persuade users that the safety of reclaimed 
water is acceptable. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
Reclaimed water is an important alternative for replenishing the water 
scarcity. Until the end of 2014, the total reclaimed water in Taiwan is 
424,019 CMD. It is still far away from the preset policy target (1.32 
million CMD). To effectively promote the water reuse and reclamation, 
in Ministry of Economic Affairs, “Task Force of Wastewater 
Reclamation Promotion” is founded to have a “top-down” promotion of 
using reclaimed water. A technical support project is established as 
well to have systematic investigation using the questionnaires and on-
site visits, to figure out the trend of using reclaimed water and the 
amount growth. To further elevate the usage of reclaimed water, several 

important schemes of effluent reclamation from wastewater treatment 
are highlighted and promoted by Water Resource Agency. If 
successfully, these projects may supply reclaimed water with the same 
quality to the tap water to the industrial users, and largely decreases the 
loading of regional tap water supply. It also largely increases the usage 
of reclaimed water to more than 300,000 CMD. Although the high cost 
of reclaimed water in relative to natural source makes the promotion 
difficult. From the other angle, industrial users may look for “water 
insurance” to prevent the risk in drought seasons. A new market of 
effluent reclamation is now emerged in Taiwan. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
The purpose of this study is to review and integrate different 
management areas of the implement and assessment methods for 
adaptation strategy with respect to climate change. Management areas 
include flood disaster, sediment disaster, coastal storm surge and 
inundation, coastal erosion, reservoir flood control and silting 
management, and water resources management.  
 
This study collected from current research topics and adaptation 
strategies; establishment of integrated assessment structure; and 
discussion on the hydrological influence related to climate change. The 
results show that the disaster areas located near Tsengwen Reservoir 
have difference influence factors based on its space characteristics. 
With consideration of sediment disasters, all influence factors are 
interrelated because a sediment disaster can be seen as one event in the 
basin system. These influence factors include reservoir flood control 
and silt management, water resources management, flooding and 
coastal erosion, and storm surge inundation.  
 
This study also provides an integrated assessment structure for 
Tsengwen River Basin. This structure is developed based on a basin-
scale environmental simulation model for simulating long-term 
scenarios and obtaining discharge rate, sediment yield, and outflow rate 
for each node in the basin. The models used for the assessment includes 
physiographic drainage and inundation model, sediment budget model, 
water resources model, and coastal model. Instead of modifying the 
design or regulations, the results are used to the adaptation strategies to 
mitigate the damage, vulnerability, exposure degree, and risk resulted 
from climate change. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
The study will use the model factory test and plant sample analysis to 
estimate greenhouse gas emission coefficient on Taiwan wastewater 
plants. The project confirmed the generated greenhouse gases source 
and mechanism by reference data. Finally, propose feasible control 
strategies to get the best available techniques Taiwan factory waste 
water reduction of greenhouse gases, for obsolete wastewater treatment 
plant operation, reference plan and implement greenhouse gas 
reductions at the future. 
 
In order to find out the generation mechanism of greenhouse gases, 
model factory test use CH4, N2O, other greenhouse gas measuring 
equipment to monitor biological wastewater treatment emissions of 
three sections hypoxia aerobic (TNCU) and anoxic / aerobic (MLE) on 
laboratory. The study also monitor Taiwan representative WWTP to 
confirm the source of CH4, N2O and other greenhouse gases. In 
addition, the establishment of emission coefficient and compared with 
laboratory module data. Eventually, proposed feasible control 
technology by monitoring Taiwan representative WWTP and analysis 
CH4, N2O, other greenhouse gases mechanism and control measures. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
In order to estimate the impact and adaptation strategy caused by 
Global Climate Change in detail, Water Resource Agency has 
completed the project “The First Stage Management Project of Climate 
Change Impacts and Adaptation on Water Environment” in 2009, 
continuing executing the project “The Second Stage Management 
Project of Climate Change Impacts and Adaptation on Water 
Environment” during the next four years (2010-2013). To expand the 
research result, Water Resource Agency again carries out the project 
“The Third Stage Management Project of Climate Change Impacts and 
Adaptation on Water Environment” in five years (2014-2018), also 
called “The Third Stage project”. The Third Stage project will apply 
different main axes and interdisciplinary researches, and attend to 
handle at least 9 sub-projects every year. Because of plenty of 
information from diverse domains and themes, this project (called 
“Management Project”) is about to integrate achievements with all sub-
projects.  
 
KEY WORDS: Climate Change; Interdisciplinary Research; 
Adaptation Strategy; Management Project. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
In order to evaluate the potential impacts of global climate change, and 
discover related adaptation strategies, after taking a thorough 
consideration on the situation of our country, the system, and resources 
etc., Water Resource Agency completed the first stage of “Management 
Project of Climate Change Impacts and Adaptation on Water 
Environment”. From 2010 to 2013, the agency then completed the 
second stage of this management project successively, which includes 
risk management on hot-spots, planning of flood protection, 
sedimentary management, water resource management, and coastal 
protection. In order to expand research scale, Water Resources Agency 
started to execute the third stage of this project in 2014, which will last 
for 5 years. 
 
National Development Council established “Formulating and 
Promoting the Climate Change Adaptation Policy Framework and 
Action Plan” Task Force, and divided the Task Force into 8 sectors, 
including Disasters, Infrastructure, Water Resources, Land Use, Coastal 
Zones, Energy Supply and Industry, Agriculture Production and 
Biodiversity and Health. In order to tackle the impact of climate change 

in Taiwan, Water Resource Agency takes part in the Task Force and is 
in charge of Water Resource, providing related information to 
authorities. The third stage of “Management Project of Climate Change 
Impacts and Adaptation on Water Environment” will promote 
multidisciplinary adaptation and related projects. Because the third 
stage contains not only9 sub-plans but also involving a lot of different 
fields, this project, as known as management project, is established in 
order to make appropriate administration on, such as “international 
exchange and data collection”, “planning and management research 
projects”, “proposal and amendment of achievement reports” and 
“results exhibition and promotion” 
 
INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGE AND DATA COLLECTION 
 
To be fully aware of the trend of adaptation development domestically 
and internationally, and to share the achievements of water adaptation 
in climate change with the world; this project analyzed reports and 
journals related to climate change in recent years, and assigned 
professionals to participate the World Water Forum 7th in Korea with 
Water Resource Agency team, and to assist with the exhibition of 
Taiwan pavilion. 
 
Discussion on recent journals related to climate change. To be fully 
aware of the trend of adaptation development internationally and 
domestically, journals related to climate change published 
internationally and domestically are being collected, including 8 
foreign countries (or international organizations) and 8 domestic 
organizations or institutions; Table 1 and 2 are the results respectively. 
 
Table 1. Highlight of overseas adaptation development in recent years 

No Country/ 
Organization Year Titles of Journals/ Researches 

1 UNFCCC 2014 Lima Call for Climate Action 
2 IPCC 2014 AR5 Synthesis Report 
3 EU 2013 An EU Strategy on adaptation to climate change 

4 The United 
States 2014 Office of Water Climate Change Adaptation 

Implementation Plan 
5 Australia 2014 NCCARF 2008-2013: The first five years 

6 Japan 2014 Climate Change Impact Assessment and National 
Adaptation Planning Process in Japan 

7 Korea 2014 KACCC Newsletter 2014 

8 China 2014 2014 annual report- China's Policies and Actions 
on Climate Change 
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Table 2. Researches related to Taiwan climate change in recent years 

No Organization Year Titles of Journals/ Researches 

1 National Development 
Council 2013 

Application of Existing Potential and 
Sensitive Hazard Maps Overlaps with 
Geographic Information to evaluate the 
reasonability of Current Land-Use 
Plans 

2 Ministry of Science and 
Technology 2014 

Taiwan integrated research program on 
Climate Change Adaptation 
Technology 

3 
Environmental Protection 
Administration Executive 
Yuan 

2014 Climate Change Adaptation Project 
(2014) 

4 Council of Agriculture 2013 Developing a Contingency Plan to 
Upgrade Food Security in Taiwan 

5 Soil and Water 
Conservation Bureau 2014 

Disaster Risk Analysis of the Slope-
lands and Its Adjusting Capacity under 
Climate Change in 2014 

6 Architecture and Building 
Research Institute 2014 

Impact assessment of soil and water 
conservation under Climate Change 
and Its Adaptive Strategies (1/2) 

7 Institute of Transportation 2014 
Mid-Term Project: Safety disaster 
reduction of Urban and Buildings and 
its Adaptive Technology Development 

8 Taiwan Power Company 2014 
Vulnerability Assessment and Risk 
Management of Hydropower Facilities 
under Climate Change 

 
International exchange. World Water Council was established in 1996, 
with the aims of sustainable water use, and improving water resources 
management. WWC holds World Water Forum every 3 years, to 
encourage countries around the world sharing their experiences during 
the event, to form a global-wise water resource behavior, to further 
improve our quality of life, and to boost sustainable development of 
water environment. 
 
WWF7 is the largest water resources forum in the world, by 
participating the event, continuously interact with professionals around 
the world, and exchanging opinions on adaptation, our achievements on 
water resources and climate change adaptation can be strengthen.  
 
The main purpose of participation is to interact with countries around 
the world on the accomplishments of climate change adaptation in 
water environment. By attending to WWF7 and other forums, we hope 
to understand the latest research on climate change and water 
environment related genre; and the conditions of promoting climate 
change adaptation in other Asian countries and areas. In the meantime, 
we also share the research achievement of “Management Project of 
Climate Change Impacts and Adaptation on Water Environment”, to 
make countries around the world have a clearer understanding of our 
project and research progress. 
 
During this nine-day visit, we spent the first day on transportation from 
Taipei to Daegu, Korea; and the second day on preparation. WWF7 and 
Water Forum were on the 3rd to 8th day. At the last day, we took 
flights from Daegu, Korea back to Taipei. 
 
SCIENCE RESEARCH PLANNING AND MANAGEMENTS 
 
From the journals and researches around the world, it can be observed 
that climate change is a crucial issue at the present of time, and water 

resources may be the one with the most direct and serious impact. 
Water Resources Agency thus executes “The Impact of Climate 
Change on Water Resource and Adaptation Research”, and this 
management project will assist in doing research on trends around the 
world, planning and managing research project. The following sections 
are descriptions of “holistic science research roadmap planning”, 
“execution situations from 2009 to 2014”, and “planning and 
management of 2015”. 
 
Holistic Science Research Roadmap Planning. The purpose of “The 
Impact of Climate Change on Water Resource and Adaptation 
Research” is to strengthen the understanding of the potential impact of 
climate change on the water environment of Taiwan, and to plan there 
sponsive actions beforehand. Since 2009, the project has undergone 
preliminary planning, hot-spot research, and cross-domain adaptation. 
The research genres include “water resources management”, “flood 
protection and sedimentary management”, “coastal protection” and 
“hydrological sceneries and knowledge management”. This 
management project also adopts the latest systematic procedure of 
climate change research, the procedures are “scenario simulation”, 
“impact assessment”, “risk analysis” and “adaptation planning”. 
 
Introduction of Execution during 2009 to 2014. It has been 6 years 
since the execution of “The Impact of Climate Change on Water 
Resource and Adaptation Research”. So far, 65 projects have been 
completed and they can classify into 4 major genre： 

1. Water Resources Management 
(1) Vulnerability Assessment and Adaptation Planning of Water 

resources of each region 
(2) Risk evaluation and adaptation strategy of water resources 

facilities 
(3) Cross-domain adaptation concept and research of water 

resources 

2. Flood Protection and Sedimentary Management 
(1) Vulnerability Assessment and Adaptation Planning of Important 

rivers 
(2) Disaster scenario simulation and management skills 

improvement 
(3) Cross-domain adapted plan and research of flood protection and 

sedimentary management 

3. Coastal Protection 
(1) Vulnerability Assessment and adaptation planning on coast 
(2) Cross-domain adaptation and research of coastal protection 

4. Hydrological Scenarios and Knowledge Management 
(1) Hydrological monitoring and future scenario analysis 
(2) Project management and knowledge management 

 
Project government of 2015. In 2015, there were 9 sub-projects and 
researches had been executed, which includes, 3 researches related to 
“water resources management”, 4 researches related to “flood 
protection and sedimentary management”, 1 research about “coastal 
protection” and 1 research about “hydrological scenarios and 
knowledge management”. This management project works closely with 
different teams, and has built up contacts to make the project process 
smoothly. 
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MAIN PROJECT RESULTS PROPOSAL AND AMENDMENT 
 
We have completed 9 researches in 2015, including 3 researches related 
to “water resources management”, 4 researches related to “flood 
protection and sedimentary management”, 1 related to “coastal 
protection” and 1 related to “hydrological scenarios and knowledge 
management”. This project analyzed and evaluated important 
achievements on each projects, and propose suggestion on the follow-
up development.  
 
RESULTS EXHIBITION AND PROMOTION 
 
Hosting International Seminars. Climate change is one of the biggest 
challenge in water resources field, as a result, we held “22th hydrology 
engineering and 2015 climate change conferences” with department of 
hydraulic and ocean engineering of National Cheng Kung University. 
We not only invited foreign speakers and scholars to participate, but 
also encouraged government institutions, private corporations to join; 
we also set up website and made promotion materials to attract more 
attention. 
 
Maintain and Update “The Climate Change Knowledge Base on 
Water Environment”. “The Climate Change Knowledge Base on 
Water Environment” was established in 2010 (climatechange.wra. 
gov.tw), the content and function have been expanded and updated 
during 2012 to 2014, including Chinese, English, and kid-friendly 
version. Professional flood protection and sedimentary management 
research achievement have also been displayed as well. Fig. 1 is the 
front-page of the website. 
 

 
Fig. 1 Front Page of The Climate Change Knowledge Base on Water 
Environment 
 
Promotional Materials. In order to promote research achievements and 
related information of climate change, promotional materials such as 
brochure, poster and booklet thus being produced. Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 are 
the designs of promotional materials. 
 
There are 7 poster designs, including “the phenomenon and cause of 
climate change”, “science research of climate change”, “water 
resources management”, “flood protection and sediment”, “coastal 
protection”, “cross-domain adaptation”, and “knowledge management”. 
Fig. 4 shows the posters of “the phenomenon and cause of climate 
change” and “science research of climate change”. 
 

 

 
Fig. 2 Promotional Brochures 
 

 
Fig. 3 Promotional Booklet 
 

 
Fig. 4 Promotional Posters 
 
Exhibition and promotional activities. To promote the research 
achievements, we have participated in 2 seminars and 2 promotional 
activities in Taiwan. 
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CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
 
Conclusion. 
 

(1) It is needless to say that climate change is happening, and is an 
unavoidable issue for Taiwan. As water resources may have the 
most direct impact, it is a must to analysis vulnerabilities, 
planning beforehand and to promote adaptation before global 
carbon reduction reach a concrete achievement, and to further 
protect water resources in Taiwan. 

(2) 9 sub-projects have been executed in 2015; the goal of this year 
is to identify the weakness of DajaRiver and east coast of Taiwan; 
and to plan the adaptation strategy. Generally speaking, we have 
reached the goal of 2015. In 2016, we will focus on 
“Vulnerability Assessment of Water Supply Facilities”, 
Zengwen River basin integrated adaptation and risk management 
of coasts. 

(3) The weakness of water resources management is mainly in 
southern and central part of Taiwan, following by the northern 
region; while eastern part of Taiwan is relatively safer. The 
vulnerabilities of flood protection and sedimentary management 
are mainly in partial reaches of Gaoping River and Zengwen 
River; while Tamshui River, Jhoushuei River and Daja River 
come in the second. 

(4) After the “22th hydrology engineering and 2015 climate change 
conferences”, participants such as professionals and scholars 
have reached a consensus that climate change is the biggest 
challenge in hydraulic field. 

 
Suggestion. 
 

(1) To tackle the impact of climate change to water resources in 
Taiwan, it is necessary to adopt adaptation strategy into the 
current water resources plan, to communicate with stockholders 
and to promote cross-domain adaptation. 

(2) In the current stage of research, we have controlled the area with 
higher risks. In order to keep track of the adaptation development 
of areas with higher risks, it is suggested emphasizing cross-
domain adaptations such as “water resources management and 
agriculture”, “flood protection and debris management”, and 
“coastal protection and finance” to evaluate those accessibilities. 

(3) To review vulnerabilities related projects, it is suggested to take 
the impact of climate change into planning consideration, 
including “basic plan of water resources for southern Taiwan”, 
“basic plan of water resources for central Taiwan”, “basic plan of 
water resources for Northern Taiwan”, “master plan of 
improvement of Gaoping river basin”, “Master plan of 
improvement of Tsengwen river”. What’s more, it is necessary to 
coordinating “Coastal Zone Management Act” by formulating 
and executing “master plan of shore protection in Chiayi”, 
“master plan of shore protection in Tainan”,” master plan of 
shore protection in Kaohsiung”, and “master plan of shore 
protection in Pingtung”. 

(4) To enhance crisis awareness of climate change towards citizens, 
it is important to hold more education and promotion activities. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
The adaptation of coastal disasters due to climate change in order to 
strengthen southwest area of Taiwan against natural calamities in the 
future was investigate in this paper.  In Taiwan, the coastal zone usually 
suffers from more than four typhoons in one year and the exceptional 
sea level induced by storm surge always results in coastal disasters and 
hinders the development in oceanic and coastal environment.  The 
problems of sea level rise as well as more frequent typhoon attack 
induced by climate change have threatened the Taiwanese coastal 
environments.  The influences because of climate change as well as 
serious land subsidence upon some assumptive object years were 
carried out on Chiayi and Tainan Coasts in Taiwan (Fig. 1).  The 
present study includes some major research items such as construction 
of the disaster warning system characteristics on Chiayi and Tainan 
Coasts, model establishment for situation analysis of water 
environmental factors, impact estimation and indefinite analysis on 
disasters, and vulnerability and risk estimation on coastal disasters. 
 
Fig. 2 illustrates the designation process of vulnerability and risk 
estimation in this study.  The coastal vulnerability analysis consists of 
exposure, sensitivity and adaptation.  The level of risk includes 
vulnerability and hazard potentiality and formularizes as (UNDRO, 
1980). According to UNEP (2005), Doukakis (2005), Kavi Kumar and 
Tholkappian (2006) and Hong et al. (2006), and considering the 
specific characteristics of climate and costal hydrology in Taiwan, three 
components (total thirteen variables) of Coastal Vulnerability 
Indicators (CVI) are involved in present assessment.  AHP (Analytic 
Hierarchy Process) evaluation is applied to analyze vulnerability and 
risk in Chiayi and Tainan Coasts.  Fig. 3 shows the risk assessment of 
coastal disaster due to climate change on Chiayi and Tainan Coasts in 
Taiwan. The understanding of the marine and meteorological 
characteristics in coastal zone is conducive to raise the defended 
efficiency on coastal disasters. These results could provide useful 
information to set up the adaptation tactic and to implement the benefit 
analysis of operation program. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Over pumping of groundwater has resulted in a large-scaled land 
subsidence in Taiwan. The subsidence has already endangered the 
operation of Taiwan High Speed Rail (THSR). How to effectively 
monitor land subsidence become a major issue in Taiwan. In this paper, 
we would like to introduce the multiple-sensors monitoring system 
applied to study the extent of subsidence in central Taiwan and its 
mechanism, including GPS (Global Positioning System), PSI 
(Persistent Scatterer Interferometry), levelling, multi-layer compaction 
monitoring well, extensometer and piezometer. These sensors 
complement each other in spatial and temporal resolutions. 
 
KEY WORDS: Land Subsidence, Global Positioning System, 
Persistent Scatterer Interferometry, Leveling, Multi-layer Compaction 
Monitoring Well. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Due to continuous growth of the population and economy, more water 
resources are needed. The use of the underground water is inevitable 
when the surface water sources become insufficient. Inappropriate 
excessive exploitation of the underground water may result in land 
subsidence, which leads to land sinking and other disasters such as 
long-term water logging. The ocean water invades the water-bearing 
stratum and results in soil salinization. The utilization value of the soil 
may be degraded, and it will be difficult to introduce industries and the 
vital functions are downgraded. The underground water resources will 
no longer be utilized. These problems will result in the increase of the 
social cost. The above cases can be found in Table 1. 
 
Taiwan is located in the subtropical monsoon region, and the climate of 
Taiwan is oceanic tropical and subtropical. The rainfall is plentiful; the 
annual rainfall reaches up to 2500 mm, 2.5 times the average world 
rainfall. However, Taiwan is a country suffering from severe 
dehydration due to various reasons. Taiwan is also highly populated. 
On this island, mountains are high and torrents are swift; therefore, 
most of the rainfall rapidly flows into the ocean. Taiwan strives for 
high economic development and the total water consumption rises 
continuously. As a result, underground water has become a major water 
source. Excessive exploitation of the underground water is common in 
the country areas. Fig. 1(a) shows that the light blue area is the 
significant subsidence area in the past. The deep blue area is the 

significant subsidence area in 2015. The most serious subsidence area 
is Choushui River Alluvial Fan(CRAF), the maximum settlement rate is 
around 7.1 cm per year in 2015. In particular, THSR passes through the 
subsidence center. Land subsidence will result in a major safety 
concern about THSR. How to effectively monitor subsidence has 
become a major issue in Taiwan. 
 
CRAF is the most important agricultural area in western, central 
Taiwan, with elevations ranging from 0 to 100 m. CRAF covers a total 
area of 2,000 km2 and is bounded by Wu River (north), Pekang Creek 
(south), Douliu Mound (east) and Taiwan Strait (west). Fig. 1(b) shows 
the geographical location of CRAF, which is centered at 24ºN and 
120.5ºE. Choshui River is the longest river in Taiwan. The sediments in 
CRAF originate from rock formations in the upstream watershed of 
Choshui River, including slate, metamorphic quartzite, shale, sandstone, 
and mudstone (Fig. 2).  Sediment loads composed of weathered rock 
fragments of different sizes gradually settled on the riverbed, floodplain, 
and seabed to form CRAF. The head of CRAF contains mainly gravel 
and coarse sand, and the toe is a delta covered by fine sand. Because 
the upstream watershed area of Choshui River is wide and infiltrative, 
surface water in the head of the fan will penetrate the ground to 
recharge the sub-surface aquifers. 
 
Table 1. Alist of world countries experiencing subsidence problems. 

Area 
Maxima 

cumulative 
subsidence (m) 

Period Reference 

China 3.0 1921-2006 Gong and Yang (2008) 

Mexico 10 2007-2011 Chaussard et al. (2014) 

Spain 0.15 1993-2007 Tomás et al. (2010) 

Taiwan 0.14 2006-2008 Hung et al. (2011) 

CA U.S. 9 1925-1977 Galloway and Sneed 
(2013) 

Australia 0.35 2006-2011 Ng et al. (2015) 

Italy 0.5 1897-1937 Tosi et al. ( 2007) 

Japan 0.4 2011-2014 ElGharbawi and Tamura 
(2014) 

 
Due to the lack of surface water and the flat terrain that prohibits dam 
construction, the water for civilian and agricultural use in CRAF comes 
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largely from underground. According to the statistics of Water 
Resource Agency of Taiwan, the extracted groundwater in Yunlin is 94 
metric tons a day, totaling 305 million tons a year. Withdrawing 
groundwater without recharge here will decrease the water level and 
consequently reduce the porous pressure and increase the effective 
stress, inevitably leading to land subsidence. The Taiwan High Speed 
Rail (THSR) passes through Yunlin, where subsidence poses a serious 
threat to its operation (Hung et al., 2011) 
 

 
Fig. 1 (a) The land subsidence in Taiwan. (b) Geographical location of 
Choushui River Alluvial Fan (CRAF). 

  
Fig. 2 Geological settings of CRAF (modified from Central Geological 
Survey (CGS) of Taiwan, http://www.moeacgs.gov.tw/). 
 
SYNERGY OF MONITORING SENSOR 
 
In order to further investigate the mechanism of land subsidence, the 
multi-sensors monitoring system including InSAR, GPS, leveling, 
multi-layer compaction monitoring well and Piezometer are used to 
monitor land subsidence in CRAF. Fig. 3 is the sample picture of the 
multi-sensor monitoring system. Fig. 4 shows the distributions of 
leveling networks, Continuously Operating Reference Stations (CORS) 
and multi-layer compaction monitoring well used in this paper. 

Table 2 summarizes the resolutions and accuracies of these sensors. 
With these sensors, we may inter-compare different results and 
complement each other in the spatial and temporal resolutions. With a 
good spatial correlation and proper environmental corrections, 
TCPInSAR with ALOS-PALSAR images will deliver areal 
displacements accurate to few cm with a 25 m spatial resolution at a 
time scale equivalent to the satellite repeat period. At a continuous GPS 
station, the accuracy of vertical changes can be determined to 1 cm on a 
daily solution. With a precision level and good correction models, 
leveling can deliver point-wise vertical displacements accurate to few 
mm along leveling routes. In this study, the leveling and InSAR results 
used to detect the land subsidence area and calculate land subsidence 
rate in CRAF. In the subsidence center, the CORS and multi-layer 
compaction monitoring well are used to analyze the mechanism of land 
subsidence. 

 

 
Fig. 3 Sample pictures of Multi-sensor monitoring system. 

 
Fig. 4 Distributions of leveling benchmarks, monitoring wells and GPS 
stations in CRAF, the names of townships in Yunlin County and 
Changhua County are shown here. 
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Table 2. Multi-sensor comparison table. 
 Leveling Continuous 

GPS 
Monitoring 

Well InSAR 

Spatial 
Resolution 1.5- 2 km 10- 15 km 5 - 10 km 25m 

Survey 
frequency 1 year 1 day 1 month 35day 

(C band) 
Vertical 

Accuracy 0.5 - 1 cm 0.5 - 1 cm 0.1- 0.5 cm 0.5 - 1cm 

 
MONITORING RESULT OF CRAF 
 
Leveling  
 
In addition to the THSR leveling network, a leveling network west of 
THSR was established by Water Resource Agency (WRA) of Taiwan 
to monitor surface subsidence in Yunlin County.The length of the 
leveling network in CRAF is 830 km. The accuracy requirement for the 
leveling is a 3 mm misclosure in any double run, where K is the 
distance between two neighboring benchmarks in km. At each leveling 
setup, the distances to the foresight and backsight were measured by an 
electronic distance measurement (EDM) device to ensure the two are 
identical. Corrections for collimation error, atmospheric refraction and 
the earth’s curvature were applied to the differential heights (Wolf and 
Ghilani, 2005). Because the cumulative differences between foresight 
and backsight distances do not exceed 10 m, residual collimation errors, 
the earth’s curvature and atmospheric effects were negligible. 
 
The corrected height differences from leveling were least-squares 
adjusted to determine the heights. To ensure the quality of least-squares 
solution, we screen the observables for outliers using Baada’s data 
snooping technique (Koch, 1987; Caspary, 1988). First the standardized 
residual of an observable is computed as 
 

i

i
i

V
V

W
δ

=      (1) 

 
where 

iVδ  is the standard error of residual, which is the squared root of 
a diagonal element of matrix Qv as follows 
 

T1T1
v APAAAPQ −− −= )(  (2) 

 
With a significance level of 0.01, the critical value for data snooping in 
(1) is 3.3. That is, if Wi > 3.3, the observable (height difference) 
associated with is regarded as an outlier and is removed from the input 
to the adjustment. A second adjustment is then performed without these 
outliers. Because all misclosures are smaller than 3 mm and all raw 
data are carefully inspected, we did not find any outliers in the data 
from the three campaigns.  
 
The cumulate subsidence is defined as change of height in 1992-2015. 
Contours of subsidence are computed using Kriging and are shown in 
Fig. 5. In the past two decades, the maximum cumulative subsidence is 
over 160 cm and shows a basin-like subsidence pattern centering at 
Huwei, Tuku, and Yuanchang Township. The serious subsidence areas 
in central Youlin County, i.e. Tuku, Huwei and Yuanchang township. 
THSR passes through series subsidence area, and land subsidence will 
result in a major safety concern. 

Continuously Operating Reference Stations 
 
The used GPS network, presented in the Fig. 6(a), in this study consists 
of 36 GPS stations belong to the governmental agencies in Taiwan 
including WRA, CGS, Ministry of Interior, Central Weather Bureau, 
and Industry Technology Research Institute. The Bernese V5.0 
developed by Bern University was adopted to obtain the change of 
horizontal and vertical coordinates via the automatic data processing 
strategy. In addition to the used CORS, the non-continuously campaign 
GPS surveying with the fixed-centering, fixed-leveling, and fixed-
heighting GPS Monumentation (Patent Number: 182781) was also 
utilized in this investigation on the observation of land surface change. 
The GPS pilar has been conformed to National Geodetic Survey, which 
indicate the fixed-centering, fixed-leveling, and fixed-heighting are 
necessary for the campaign GPS surveying with 2 cm accuracy 
campaign (Zilkoski et al., 1997). 
 

According to the results from the GPS CORSs observed from 
April 2010 to April 2015, presented in Fig. 6(b), the region along the 
THSR runs through the main subsidence area in the Yunlin County, 
especially around the Huwei Township (GFES GPS station located), 
Tuku Township (TKJS GPS station located), and Yuanchang Township 
(KTES GPS station located). The rate of subsidence can reach 6 cm per 
year. The agreement between the results from GPS CORS and Leveling 
survey can be obtained. Because the advantage of continually observing 
from GPS CORS, the deformation of land surface caused by the 
seasonal variation and the change of groundwater in wet/dry season can 
be detected via the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) strategy. 
 

 
Fig. 5 Cumulative subsidence derive from leveling over 1992-2015 
 

 
Fig. 6 (a) Distributions of continuous GPS stations in CRAF. 
(b)Vertical displacement rate from GPS over April 2010- April 2011. 
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Multi-layer compaction monitoring well 
 
As mentioned previously, the subsurface deposits constituted the 
aquifer system in CRAF are not only heterogeneous but also with 
different hydraulic and mechanical properties in each layer. In order to 
well understand the mechanism of subsidence, the multi-layer 
compaction monitoring well technique is applied to measure 
compaction at different stratigraphic intervals within the aquifer system 
(Fig. 7).  The basic principle of multi-layer compaction monitoring well 
is to measure the depths of magnetic rings precisely and to analyze the 
depth differences of all the rings. The depth difference of two adjacent 
rings indicates the deformation of the stratigraphic section between the 
two rings. Hence the compaction amount of each layer to the total 
subsidence can be determined. In general, 20 to 26 magnetic rings are 
anchored in each well based on the different stratigraphic types, and the 
depths of the rings are measured at a one-month interval. Moreover, the 
advantage of multi-layer compaction monitoring well is the capability 
of monitoring multi-layer compaction with high accuracy (about 1 mm) 
and stability (Hung et. al., 2012). Currently there are 31 multi-layer 
compaction monitoring wells installed in CRAF (Fig. 4). 
 
Fig. 8 shows the cumulative compactions at the TKJS monitoring well 
which is located at the most serious subsidence area along the rail of 
THSR from 2004 to 2015. As the result of the aquifer system which 
contains highly compressible alternations of sand and clay, the majority 
and the secondary compaction occur at depths deeper than 200 m and 
50 to 200 m, respectively. Moreover, based on the compactions at 
different strata, the monitoring well result can illuminate the main 
source of water pumping as well. For example, if the major compaction 
occurs at a deeper stratum, the municipal and industrial water are the 
main sources of water use. On the contrary, if the major compaction 
occurs at a shallow stratum, the agricultural water is the main source of 
water use. Therefore, the compaction monitoring well is not only to 
understand the strain source effectively but also to mitigate the land 
subsidence problem usefully. 
 
Areal subsidence by Multi Temporal InSAR, MT-InSAR 
 
In the past decades, synthetic aperture radar interferometry (InSAR) has 
been proved to be a powerful and effective geodetic technique, with 
high spatial resolution, sub-centimeter accuracy and useful observation 
cadence, for measuring surface deformation. Currently, there are three 
categories of MT-InSAR approaches used to monitor land subsidence 
in Taiwan, such as persistent scatterers InSAR (PSI) (Hooper et al., 
2004), Stanford method for persistent scatterers/multi-temporal InSAR 
(StaMPS/MTI) (Hooper, 2008) and temporarily coherence point InSAR 
(TCPInSAR) (Zhang et al., 2011). 
 
In this study, we utilize TCPInSAR approach to measure the ground 
deformation in CRAF from 2007 to 2011 and to compare the 
TCPInSAR result with precise leveling data. From the comparison 
result, the TCP pixel density over CRAF is 346 pixels/km2 which is 
much higher than the leveling benchmarks (0.2 points/km2). Moreover, 
the vertical displacements inferred from TCPInSAR show good 
consistency with the leveling result to 10 mm/year (RMS), and 
provides a higher spatial resolution of subsidence than the latter. 
Besides, we also develop a data fusion method that considers the high-
precision leveling data as a smoothed correction to the PSI 
measurement (Hung et al., 2011). Fig. 9 shows the vertical 
displacement rate after data fusion processing during the period 
between 2007 and 2011 in CRAF, and the deformation pattern is quite 

consistent with the leveling result. The major subsidence areas in 
CRAF are located in western areas of Sun Yat-Sen Freeway, e.g. 
middle fan and distal fan areas (see Fig. 2). The combined displacement 
field is more representative of overall deformation characteristics than 
the TCPInSAR-only or leveling-only field, and it is better suited for the 
assessment of the impact of subsidence over CRAF. 

 
Fig. 7 Sample pictures of multi-layer compaction monitoring well. 
 

 
Fig. 8 Layers of sediments and cumulative compactions from 2004 to 
2015 at TKJS. 
 

 
Fig. 9 Vertical displacement rate from TCPInSAR over 2007 - 2011. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The security of country's territory has been affected by the long term 
land subsidence. The multi-sensors system developed by Taiwanese 
government including GPS, PSI, Leveling, monitoring well, and 
groundwater well can monitor the land subsidence from space, ground, 
and underground. Not only does it control the deformation of land 
surface efficiently and understand the magnitude and major source of 
stress for the shallow and deeper land, but also goes with policy of 
industry. The rate and area of land subsidence can be reduced 
efficiently. In the future, monitoring action will be conducted by 
extending the area and executing automatically. 400 GPS CORSs 
around Taiwan will be included for the understanding of the variation 
of three dimensions. Meanwhile, combining with airborne PSI, GPS, 
and data fusion technology, the affected range and change of land 
subsidence can be controlled quickly and precisely. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
For estimating groundwater usage, this study chose 1,043 sampling 
wells from 81,000 wells of database in Changhua and Yunlin county, 
located at central Taiwan. Well characters including horsepower, pipe 
diameter, well diameter and dynamic head parameter were surveyed. 
Besides, well flow and well pumping efficiency were measured at the 
same time. Empirical formula both for estimating well flow and well 
pumping efficiency were discussed and verified with six testing wells. 
It showed that estimation by regression formula had more reasonable 
values for well flow than well pumping efficiency. Moreover, the 
verification of empirical formulas showed that the mean error were less 
than 3% for well flows, but greater than 30% for well pumping 
efficiency. The empirical formula for well flow was used to estimate 
annual groundwater usage in Changhua and Yunlin county from 2017 
to 2014.The results showed the water demand of irrigation existed gap 
during drought, and those gaps was approximated 69 million m3 for 
Changhua and 94 million m3 for Yunlin. 
 
KEY WORDS: Groundwater Usage; Electric Consumption; Well 
Pumping Efficiency  
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Water resource management and regulation is still a great challenge in 
land subsidence area of western Taiwan. The temporal and spatial 
distribution of water demand plays an import role of water resource 
policy for land subsidence prevention. According to statistics data of 
Water Resources Agency (WRA), 60~65% of water used for 
agriculture irrigation in Changhua and Yunlin county where is the most 
serious subsidence areas in Taiwan. For mitigating land subsidence, 
regulation of groundwater pumping is adopted as the water resource 
policy in Choshuichi alluvial fan. However, according to monitoring 
results, serious draw down of groundwater head and significant 
subsidence still occurred during the draught. It shows that water 
resource management is deep affected by groundwater pumping, and 
there are about 310,000 wells in Choshuichi alluvial fan with 90% of 
wells using for irrigation. 
 
In the past 20 years, groundwater usage were obtained by different 
estimation under WRA sponsor. In general, estimated method of 
groundwater usage could be classified in to field investigation, 
numerical inverse method, water budget method and electric 

consumption method. WRA(1992) obtained an annual groundwater 
usage of 2.1 billion m3 in Choshuichi alluvial fan by field investigation. 
Yeh(1998), Chang and Liu (2002), WRA(2012) used numerical model 
combined with inverse problem to get the annual groundwater usage of 
1.0, 2.31 and 1.93 billion m3 respectively. Water budget method based 
on groundwater level variations were applied by WRA(1997,1998,2013) 
and Chiang(2006), and annual groundwater usages were estimated 
between 0.74 to 2.48 billion m3. Electric consumption records of 
pumping well probably provided a feasible method for estimating 
groundwater usage, but the electric consumption record of each well 
was necessary for this approaching. 
 
WRA started to establish well database since 2007, including location, 
pump type, well depth, application, diameter and electric meter number 
etc. Although the well electric consumption records could be got, but 
the relationship between pumpage and electric consumption with 
different well characters stills unknown. In this study, an approaching 
method based on algorithm well pumping efficiency (WPE) was 
proposed. Here, well pumping efficiency (WPE) was defined as flow 
rate per electric consumption. Therefore, the groundwater usage could 
be estimated by combining well pumping efficiency and electric 
consumption records. 
 
SAMPLING WELLS AND FIELD INVESTIGATION 
 
It will be an enormous work to establish the relation between electric 
consumption and well flow for each 310,000 wells. Moreover, well 
flow is affected by not only well characters but also groundwater heads. 
The strategy adopted by this study was taken advantage of sampling 
well to find the relation among well characters, groundwater heads and 
electric consumption, and tried to build an empirical formula so that the 
pumpage could be estimated for each well by combination of well 
electric consumption records. 
 
Sampling wells for build empirical formula 
 
Although there are about 310,000 wells in Choshuichi alluvial fan, but 
only 81,000 wells distributed in eight townships were already inspected 
in 2014. Total 1,043 wells were picked by sampling theory under 95% 
confidence level and the maximum sampling error of 3%. Fig.1 showed 
the locations of sampling wells, and Tab.1 showed that there was no 
significant difference between expected and observed sampling number 
by chi-squared test. 
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Fig. 1 Locations of monitoring wells, sampling wells and geological 
classification 
 
Table. 1 Well sampling number of each area for build empirical formula 

county township 
total well 
number 

expected 
sampling 
number 

observed 
sampling 
number 

χ2 

Changhua 
Xizhou 7,383 95 96 0.01 
Pitou 8,255 106 111 0.24 

Zhutang 5,440 70 90 5.71 

yunlin 

Huwei 10,441 134 136 0.03 
Tuku 10,906 140 124 1.83 

Yuanchang 12,815 165 156 0.49 
Erlun 12,234 158 170 0.91 

Beigang 5,294 68 67 0.01 
Xiluo 8,232 106 93 1.59 

total 81,000 1,043 1,043 10.83 < 
15.51 

 
Field investigation of sampling wells 
 
According to pump power theory, 𝑃𝑃𝑤𝑤 = 𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝𝛾𝛾𝛾𝛾𝛾𝛾 , here 𝑃𝑃𝑤𝑤  is the shaft 
horsepower of pump, 𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝 the pumping efficiency, γ density of water, H 
total dynamic head, and Q flow rate. That is, flow rate is function of 
horsepower, pumping efficiency and total dynamic head, and we 
assumed that pumping efficiency and head could be estimated by well 
characters and groundwater head. Well characters including well depth, 
well diameter, pipe diameter, pump type and pump horsepower were 
already recorded in well database, thus both well flows and electric 
consumption rate were measured in this study. Tab.2 showed the 

measured well flow of 1,043 sampling wells, and Tab.3 showed the 
measured well pumping efficiency calculated by well flow and electric 
consumption rate. 
 
Table. 2 Investigation results of sampling well flow (m3/hour) 

township sampling 
number variation mean first 

quartile mode third 
quartile 

Xizhou 96 25.4 ~ 113 57.23 44.45 54.43 68.79 
Pitou 111 3.8 ~ 95.3 54.54 44.93 53.40 62.38 

Zhutang 90 34.9 ~ 
78.7 50.63 44.95 49.10 55.14 

Huwei 136 2.4 ~ 76.4 35.91 24.65 36.59 47.58 
Tuku 124 4.1 ~ 97.8 36.58 25.53 35.33 46.16 

Yuanchang 156 2.0 ~ 73.8 35.39 26.74 36.32 44.51 
Erlun 170 4.4 ~ 131 58.17 44.99 55.25 75.30 

Beigang 67 8.1 ~ 51.3 30.90 20.42 31.81 40.38 
Xiluo 93 4.1 ~ 93.1 54.34 42.38 51.71 71.60 

 
Table. 3 Investigation results of sampling well pumping efficiency 
(m3/kwh) 

township sampling 
number variation mean first 

quartile mode third 
quartile 

Xizhou 96 5.3 ~ 27.1 11.27 8.10 9.60 13.38 
Pitou 111 5.3 ~ 56.3 15.59 9.64 14.62 19.16 

Zhutang 90 3.6 ~ 30.2 10.54 8.46 9.66 11.56 
Huwei 136 0.7 ~ 36.6 9.41 6.05 8.62 12.73 
Tuku 124 1.9 ~ 31.3 11.45 7.16 11.38 14.62 

Yuanchang 156 0.8 ~ 23.7 8.25 5.70 7.63 10.20 
Erlun 170 2.6 ~ 30.4 12.38 8.27 11.41 16.39 

Beigang 67 2.2 ~ 14.8 6.84 5.24 6.59 8.35 
Xiluo 93 3.2 ~ 24.3 9.42 7.65 8.65 10.42 

 
ESTIMATION OF DYNAMIC HEAD EFFECT 
 
Well dynamic head is the summation of static groundwater head and 
drawdown. The static groundwater heads of pumping wells were 
calculated by kriging interpolation with monitoring wells which 
locations pointed in Fig.1. Theoretically, the drawdown of pumping 
well could be computed by way of well specific yield 𝑆𝑆𝑦𝑦  surveyed 
during well pumping test. Here, well specific yield is defined as well 
flow under unit drawdown. Therefore, well drawdown could be 
estimated if pumping flow was given. Unfortunately, pumping flow 
were unknown and this research would like to propose an empirical 
formula for estimating pumping flow. The results of pumping test of 
monitoring wells in Choshuichi alluvial fan vary from 50 cmh/m to 200 
cmh/m, and this value decreases from central higher area of alluvial fan 
to coastal lower region. 
 
For considering dynamic head influence on pumping flow, the 
parameter of geological normalization was introduced. After static 
groundwater heads calculated by kriging interpolation, the distance 𝐷𝐷𝑆𝑆 
 between static groundwater head and surface was computed. Because 
the most well depths of sampling wells are less than 50 m (see Tab.3), 
only the static groundwater heads of the upper layer were used. 
Therefore, the value of 𝐷𝐷𝑆𝑆  were normalized by 𝜆𝜆𝐷𝐷 = (𝐷𝐷𝑆𝑆 −
𝐷𝐷𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚)/(𝐷𝐷𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 − 𝐷𝐷𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚) . The larger value of 𝜆𝜆𝐷𝐷  means the more 
difficult to get same well flow. Besides, normalization of well specific 
yield 𝑆𝑆𝑦𝑦  also computed with the same process. That is, 𝜆𝜆𝑆𝑆 = (𝑆𝑆𝑦𝑦 −
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𝑆𝑆𝑦𝑦𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚)/(𝑆𝑆𝑦𝑦𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 − 𝑆𝑆𝑦𝑦𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚), and the larger value of 𝜆𝜆𝑆𝑆 also means the more 
difficult to get same well flow. Let dynamic head parameter 𝜆𝜆𝐻𝐻 = 𝜆𝜆𝐷𝐷 +
𝜆𝜆𝑆𝑆, and the pumping flow influence caused both by static groundwater 
head and drawdown could be assessed. The dimensionless value of 
dynamic head parameters varied from 0.1~1.3, and Fig.1 showed the 
spatial distribution. 
 
Table. 3 Distribution of sampling well depth and the variation of 
measured well flow and WPE 

Well depth(m) Sampling number Well flow (cmh) WPE (m3/kwh) 
variation mean variation mean 

0~30 718 2.4~131 43 0.7~56 11.6 
31~50 276 2~104 53 0.8~31 8.9 

51~100 40 14~95 53 2~18 7.6 
> 100 9 13~60 44 3.4~19 11.7 

 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
Correlation analysis among measured variables 
 
Empirical formula both for well flow and well pumping efficiency 
(WPE) were studied in this research. The measured variables of well 
characters include horse power, pipe diameter, well diameter, well 
depth and dynamic head parameter. The similarities between estimated 
items, well flow and WPE, and measured variables were discussed for 
assessing the pattern of empirical formula. Tab.4 states that pipe 
diameter, horse power well diameter and dynamic head has the more 
similarities with well flow, but low significant values were found 
between WPE and measured variables. 
 
Table. 4 Similarities between estimated items and measured variables 

Estimated 
items 

horse 
power 

 ℎ𝑝𝑝 

pipe 
diameter 
𝐷𝐷𝑝𝑝 

well 
diameter 
𝐷𝐷𝑤𝑤 

well  
depth 
 𝛾𝛾𝑤𝑤 

dynamic 
head  
𝜆𝜆𝐻𝐻 

Well flow 0.511 0.577 0.454 0.192 -0.412 
WPE -0.296 0.325 0.094 -0.317 -0.265 

 
Multi-variables linear regression 
 
Assume there exist a linear relation between well flow Q, well pumping 
efficiency WPE and measured variables. Then the empirical formula 
were proposed as below: 
 
Q (cmh) = 𝑐𝑐1ℎ𝑝𝑝 + 𝑐𝑐2𝐷𝐷𝑝𝑝 + 𝑐𝑐3𝐷𝐷𝑤𝑤 + 𝑐𝑐4𝛾𝛾𝑤𝑤 + 𝑐𝑐5𝜆𝜆𝐻𝐻,   (1) 
WPE (cmh/kwh) = 𝑏𝑏1ℎ𝑝𝑝 + 𝑏𝑏2𝐷𝐷𝑝𝑝 + 𝑏𝑏3𝐷𝐷𝑤𝑤 + 𝑏𝑏4𝛾𝛾𝑤𝑤 + 𝑏𝑏5𝜆𝜆𝐻𝐻,  (2) 
 
where, the units both of pipe diameter and well diameter are inch, well 
depth is meter and dynamic head is dimensionless. 
 
Empirical formula to estimate well flow 
 
Well flows were estimated by equation (1) and four combinations with 
different variables were considered. According to field investigation, 
pump types could be classified into three types, they are submersible 
pump, vertical axial pump and centrifugal pump. Sampling wells were 
also divided into four groups according to pump types, then coefficients 
in equation (1) were estimated and well flows were obtained by 
different regression formula. The correlations between measured and 

estimated well flows, listed at Tab.5, were used to assess the results of 
regression. It showed that formula FQ4 had the larger correlation than 
others, and larger correlation of submersible and vertical axial pump 
than centrifugal pump.  
 
Table. 5 Correlation between measured and estimated well flow by 
different regression formula 

Form
ula 

Considered 
variables 

All type 
pumps 

Submersible 
pump 

Vertical 
Axial 
pump 

Centrifugal 
Pump 

FQ1 𝐷𝐷𝑝𝑝 0.33 0.39 0.39 0.25 
FQ2 𝐷𝐷𝑝𝑝, ℎ𝑝𝑝 0.44 0.52 0.52 0.34 
FQ3 𝐷𝐷𝑝𝑝, ℎ𝑝𝑝, 𝜆𝜆𝐻𝐻 0.48 0.56 0.56 0.38 
FQ4 𝐷𝐷𝑝𝑝, ℎ𝑝𝑝, 𝜆𝜆𝐻𝐻, 𝐷𝐷𝑤𝑤 0.50 0.57 0.57 0.41 
 
Because the regression correlations due to different pump type were not 
significant, then formula FQ4 with all type pumps was considered for 
establishing a general type of regression formula. Moreover, for 
increasing the accuracy the sampling wells which measured well flow 
less than first quartile and greater than third quartile (see Tab.2) were 
ignored. Then the correlation could improve to 0.64, and the general 
type of regression formula as below: 
 
Q (cmh) = 0.16ℎ𝑝𝑝 + 0.11𝐷𝐷𝑝𝑝 + 0.02𝛾𝛾𝑤𝑤 − 0.33𝜆𝜆𝐻𝐻.  (3) 
 
Empirical formula to estimate well pumping efficiency (WPE) 
 
Similarly, four combinations with different variables listed at Tab.6 
were considered to estimate the coefficients of equation (2). 
Correlations between measured and estimated WPE were calculated 
after regression formulas obtained with different pump type, and it 
showed bad regression results with low correlations. However, 
formulas FP3 and FP4 had the larger correlation than others. Then, 
formula FP3 with all type pumps was taken to establish the general type 
of regression formula in advanced. For increasing the accuracy the 
sampling wells which measured well pumping efficiency less than first 
quartile and greater than third quartile (see Tab.3) were ignored. The 
correlation with formula FP3 could improve to 0.53, and the general 
empirical formula for estimating well pump efficiency was got as 
below: 
 
WPE (cmh/kwh) = −0.29ℎ𝑝𝑝 + 1.29𝐷𝐷𝑝𝑝 − 0.04𝛾𝛾𝑤𝑤  (4) 
 
Table. 6 Correlation between measured and estimated well pumping 
efficeny by different regression formula 

Form
ula 

Considered 
variables 

All type 
pumps 

Submersible 
pump 

Vertical 
Axial 
pump 

Centrifugal 
Pump 

FP1 𝐷𝐷𝑝𝑝 0.11 0.13 0.08 0.13 
FP2 𝐷𝐷𝑝𝑝, ℎ𝑝𝑝 0.30 0.35 0.14 0.37 
FP3 𝐷𝐷𝑝𝑝, ℎ𝑝𝑝, 𝛾𝛾𝑤𝑤 0.33 0.37 0.22 0.39 
FP4 𝐷𝐷𝑝𝑝, ℎ𝑝𝑝, 𝛾𝛾𝑤𝑤, 𝜆𝜆𝐻𝐻 0.33 0.38 0.24 0.39 

 
Verification of regression formula 
 
To verify the accuracy of regression formulas, six testing wells were 
chosen and instruments both with flow meter and electricity meters 
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were installed to get the actual groundwater usage and electric 
consumption. The actual pumpage and electric consumption were 
recorded from June to October in 2014. The purpose of all six testing 
wells are agriculture irrigation, and the crop during investigation were 
vegetable of well 1, rice of well 2, 3 and 6, peanut of well 4 and 5, 
respectively. Month groundwater usage and electric consumption were 
arranged and listed at Tab.7 and Tab.8. It stated that water usage of rice 
was greater than peanut and vegetable, it found that more groundwater 
usage corresponding with more electric consumption besides well 5. 
 
The estimated groundwater usage and well pumping efficiency were 
estimated and listed at Tab.9 and Tab.10 with regression formula (3) 
and (4) respectively. In Tab.9, it showed that the estimated average 
month groundwater usage was closed to measured value, and the mean 
errors were all less than 3%. In Tab.10, most of mean errors was less 
than 7% besides well 5 which had larger mean error of 33.6%. The 
main difference between equation (3) and equation (4) is dynamic head 
parameter 𝜆𝜆𝐻𝐻 . The larger well flow will be got under shallow 
groundwater level than deep at the same electric consumption.  
 
Table. 7 Month groundwater usage of six testing wells 

month 
groundawater usage (m3) 

well 1 well 2 well 3 well 4 well 5 well 6 
6 156 1710 1235 0 213 1941 
7 109 637 0 590 0 869 
8 167 1012 0 503 0 0 
9 190 609 0 438 211 762 
10 154 859 0 722 188 388 

total 776 4827 1235 2253.5 612 3960 
average 155 965 1235 451 204 990 

 
Table. 8 Month electric consumption of six testing wells 

month 
electric consumption (kwh) 

well 1 well 2 well 3 well 4 well 5 well 6 
6 18 102 123 0 7 167 
7 12 38 0 42 0 76 
8 19 60 0 35 0 0 
9 21 31 0 30 7 66 
10 17 46 0 46 6 31 

total 87 277 123 153 20 340 
average 17.4  55.4  123 38.3  6.7  85 

 
Table. 9 Estimated month groundwater usage of six testing wells with 
equation (3) 

month groundawater usage (m3) 
well 1 well 2 well 3 well 4 well 5 well 6 

6 160 2034 1689 – 222 1978 
7 108 755 – 484 – 819 
8 168 1183 – 413 – – 
9 185 679 – 344 203 917 

10 153 1029 – 562 177 441 
average 155 1136 1689 451 201 1039 

mean error(%) 0.2 1.5 2.7 2.5 0.5 0.7 
 

Table. 10 Estimated month well pumping efficiency of six testing wells 
with equation (4) 

month 
electric consumption (kwh) 

well 1 well 2 well 3 well 4 well 5 well 6 
6 172 1435 1173 – 81 1924 
7 115 533 – 462 – 881 
8 182 834 – 386 – – 
9 201 435 – 331 78 764 

10 163 645 – 510 69 363 
average 832 3882 1177 1611 229 3931 

mean error(%) 1.4 4.9 1.1 7.0 33.6 0.3 
 
Application to estimate annual groundwater usage 
 
To estimate the groundwater water usage of irrigation, the electric 
consumption records were collected from Taiwan Power Company. 
Well characters and monitoring groundwater level were all provided by 
WRA. Then, the annual pumpage of irrigation well were estimated with 
equation (3) from 2007 to 2014. It showed that total annual 
groundwater usage of irrigation varied from 307 to 398 million m3 with 
averaged annual groundwater usage 344 m3 in Changhua county, and 
varied from 517 to 628 million m3 with averaged annual groundwater 
usage 544 m3 in Yunlin county. According to this results, the water 
demand of irrigation existed gap during drought, and those gaps was 
approximated 69 million m3 for Changhua and 94 million m3 for 
Yunlin.  
 

 
Fig. 2 Estimated annual groundwater usage for irrigation in Changhua 
and Yunlin county 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
For building empirical formula, the well characters of 1,043 sampling 
wells were investigated, where well characters content horse power, 
pipe diameter, well diameter, well depth and dynamic head. According 
similarities analysis between well flow and well characters, it showed 
well depth had low similarity. The correlations between measured and 
estimated well flow, as well as well pumping efficiency, always stated 
that estimation by regression formula had more reasonable values for 
well flow than well pumping efficiency. Moreover, to verify the 
accuracy, six testing wells were chosen to measure the actual well flow 
and electric consumption for 5 months. The verification of empirical 
formulas both for well flow and well pumping efficiency, and it showed 
that the mean error of estimated well flows were less than 3%. 
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Therefore, the empirical formula for well flow was used to estimate 
annual groundwater usage in Changhua and Yunlin county from 2017 
to 2014.The results showed the water demand of irrigation existed gap 
during drought, and those gaps was approximated 69 million m3 for 
Changhua and 94 million m3 for Yunlin. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
This paper provides an analysis of the ground movement observed over 
Changhua and Yunlin regions of Taiwan. The results are derived from 
an analysis of satellite Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) imagery using 
Differential Interferometric SAR (D-InSAR) processing methods. A 
total of 45 interferometric pairs were analyzed. Subtle atmospheric 
trends remain, however, the expected accuracy for the D-INSAR 
products is expected to be within the centimetre range. Within the gold 
corridor, observed deformation was within 1 cm. Combined with 
analysis of current agricultural and industrial activities in the end may 
be extremely useful in determining deformation stability and 
understanding risks to infrastructure (such as rail corridor) over longer 
periods of time. 
 
KEY WORDS: InSAR, RADARSAT-2, Ground Deformation, Land 
Subsidence. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Due to the rapid economic development in Taiwan's western plains, 
substantial increase in water demand, coupled with easy access to 
groundwater, making over-pumping of groundwater in this area 
widespread, cause the land subsidence problems, among them, the 
Changhua and Yunlin are most serious. Taiwan High Speed Rail 
right through the center of Changhua and Yunlin subsidence areas, 
it will therefore have an impact on land resources and structural 
safety of high-speed rail. How to quickly, efficiently, and 
accurately measure land subsidence, so as to identify the 
mechanism of land subsidence has become an important issue 
[Tainan Hydraulics Laboratory, 2015]. 
 
This study provides an overview of the surface movement observed 
within this region with SAR between October 1, 2015 and May 28, 
2016. Ideally, longer term monitoring programs aim to provide 
information as to areas where ground motion patterns maybe: a) 
changing over time, b) remaining consistent over time c) appearing (i.e. 
previously unobserved motion). Such analysis enables understanding of 
current motion within the area of interest and may provide insight into 
future patterns of ground movement. 

RESEARCH REGION AND DATA 
 
Area of interest (AOI) 
 
The AOI of ground deformation is shown in Fig. 1. Deformation 
analysis will be limited to area defined within red polygon. The AOI is 
located in southwestern region of Taiwan, centre coordinate E120.457°, 
N23.85 °(using WGS84 coordinate system), south of Taichung City, 
Taiwan. The AOI is approximately 90 km by 50 km. Urban centres of 
Changhua and Yunlin are within this AOI. The area is a mix of urban, 
industrial and agriculture [Tainan Hydraulics Laboratory, 2016]. The 
climate of AOI is sub-tropical to tropical. During this observation 
period, strong atmospheric influences were observed during the months 
of January 2016 and April 2016, where rainfall amounts exceeded 100 
mm per month. 
 

 
Fig. 1. Area of interest  
 
Available Data 
 
For this study, one track of RADARSAT-2 Extra-Fine data (a total of 
10 RADARSAT-2 acquisitions) acquired from the descending pass of 
the satellite was obtained. The ground was imaged by the radar with 
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approximately (5 m x 4 m) nominal resolution (slant range in near and 
far direction). The Extra-Fine beam mode selected has an incident 
angle of 40. Table 1 lists the RADARSAT-2 Extra-Fine data acquired 
between the months of October 2015 to May 2016 and used in the 
analysis for the current report. A total of 45 interferometric pairs were 
analyzed. Only those pairs with highest coherent information were 
analyzed for this study. 
 
Table 1. RADARSAT-2 imagery acquired during monitoring period 

No. Date(YYYY/MM/DD) (UTC) 
1 2015/10/01 
2 2015/10/25 
3 2015/11/18 
4 2015/12/12 
5 2016/01/05 
6 2016/02/22 
7 2016/03/17 
8 2016/04/10 
9 2016/05/04 
10 2016/05/28 

 
METHODS 
 
InSAR [Fletcher, 2007; Rosen et al, 2000] 
 
InSAR is a mature, well-validated set of methodologies for monitoring 
ground deformation precisely. The satellite radar sensor emits pulses of 
microwave energy which interact with surfaces or objects on the 
ground. A portion of the energy is reflected (backscattered) back to the 
sensor. This backscattered signal contains an amplitude or intensity 
component and a phase component. The amplitude component is useful 
for mapping and imaging, while the phase component is related to the 
distance traveled by the beam. 
 
When a target shifts due to ground motion in the period between two 
satellite acquisitions, the distance between the sensor and the target 
changes, causing a small, precisely measurable phase difference in the 
backscatter signal. Two phase images from different dates can be 
combined to create an interferogram, which represents the phase 
difference between them. 
 
The ground change, the cloud change, and the topography lead to the 
definition of the fundamental equation of InSAR: 
 
φ = φd + φa + φt + φn                                                                          (1) 
 
which describes the phase of the observed interference. The term φd is 
the ground deformation we are interested in observing and φa, φt, and φn 
are noise terms (atmosphere, topography, and system noise, 
respectively). 
 
Precise ground deformation mapping removes the effects of the 
atmospheric and topographic noise terms. The system noise, for 
RADARSAT-2, is small (less than millimetres) and is not considered 
further. After orbital, atmospheric, and topographic effects are removed, 
the phase signal is directly related to the amount of deformation that 
occurred in that period. 

Digitial Elevation Model (DEM) 
 
DEM data is necessary to remove, as much as possible, phase noise that 
is introduced by local topography. The region surrounding AOI is 
covered by a 30m resolution Shuttle Radar Topography Mission 
(SRTM) DEM (http://earthexplorer.usgs.gov) (Fig. 2). The use of a 
high resolution local DEM, for localized and changing areas, is 
preferred to ensure the removal of local topographic phase noise is 
accurate. 
 

 
Fig. 2. SRTM 30m DEM 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS [McParland and Sato, 2016] 
 
Maps showing cumulative vertical deformation and deformation rate 
are provided to illustrate movement within specific regions (Fig. 3), as 
observed from October 2015 to May 2016. Maps representing 
deformation over this period presents deformation between ±0.05 m in 
order to highlight areas of greater movement. 
 
Fig. 4 provides the overall cumulative deformation observed. 
Deformation is scaled from +0.05 to -0.05 metres to highlight subtle areas 
of deformation. Areas of low coherence and water are masked. A 
localized area within Gold Corridor shows cumulative deformation 
within 0.5 cm to 1.5 cm range. Deformation within the spillway shows 
both uplift and subsidence within 5 cm range. This is an area that is under 
construction and measurements should be take with caution. The DEM 
used in this study may not be updated to represent the terrain in this area. 
 
Maps showing deformation rate in select areas along Gold Corridor, 
high speed rail network and along industrial section near the coastal are 
provided in Figs. 5~9. Overall, no significant deformation patterns were 
observed in these areas. Figs. 5~7 provide the deformation detail of 
Gold Corridor area. In Area 1 and 2, the subsidence is about 1.5 to 2 
cm/yr. In Area 3, the observed maximum subsidence is about 2.5 cm/yr. 
Figs. 8~9 provide an overview of deformation observed for a localized 
area near the coast (near industrial infrastructure). Deformation rate 
within this area is approximately 2 cm/year (subsidence). Within the 
spillway area, located in eastern section of the AOI, subsidence is 
within the 5 cm range. Deformation observed in this area could be 
indicative of on-going construction and or natural settlement of 
material due to construction activities. Further monitoring will be 
required to determine longer term deformation patterns.  
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The maximum cumulative deformation that is reported is 
approximately 5 to 6 cm in the vertical direction, confined to an area 
near the spillway. Other areas, such as within the gold corridor, 
observed deformation was within 1 cm. Due to a limited observation 
data set, temporal de-correlation was a factor in some regions within 
the AOI as such, no deformation measurements are reported. Radar 
interferometric deformation measurements of the natural terrain are 
limited by temporal decorrelation and other sources of noise. 
Incoherent changes can be result of increased surface moisture, changes 
in crop cycles, and surface excavation or construction (such as near the 
spillway). 
 

 
Fig. 3. Focus areas for additional D-InSAR analysis 

 
Fig. 4. Cumulative vertical deformation 
 

 
Fig. 5. Deformation rate map in Area 1 
 

 
Fig. 6. Deformation rate map in Area 2 
 

 
Fig. 7. Deformation rate map in Area 3 
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Fig. 8. Deformation rate map - spillway 
 

 
Fig. 9. Deformation rate map - coastal area 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
Overall, observations from RADARSAT-2 images showed medium to 
high coherence quality, specifically over hard target areas (urban 
centres, infrastructure, railway). A total of 45 interferometric pairs were 
analyzed. Subtle atmospheric trends remain, however, the expected 
accuracy for the D-INSAR products is expected to be within the 
centimetre range. 
 
With continued collection of RADARSAT-2 images would provide a 
longer time series of information, where deformation patterns can be 
identified, as well as isolating atmospheric noises and seasonal 
displacements, along with advanced InSAR processing methodologies, 
(such as Homogeneous Distributed Scatterer (HDS) and or other 
Persistent Scatterer Interferometry (PSI) techniques) would provide a 
more thorough and detailed analysis of the deformation signal. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Boat-generated waves are a major concern in large rivers, lakes and 
reservoirs. When they reach the banks, boat-generated waves can 
produce velocities and shear stresses near the water surface much larger 
than those generated from streamflow, particularly in lakes and 
reservoirs characterized by very flat energy slopes. Recurrent wave 
action along cohesive banks due to boat traffic may cause scouring the 
basal regions of streambanks, contributing to steepening, undercutting 
and eventual collapse of the upper part of the bank mass. Relative 
contribution of waves to bank erosion depends on the boat traffic flow 
and the wave characteristics. In this study a boat-wave erosion model is 
developed which incorporates a boat generated wave prediction model 
into the toe-erosion sub-model of the Bank Stability and Toe Erosion 
Model (BSTEM) of the USDA-ARS. The boat-wave sub-model 
predicts the maximum wave height and period based on the boat speed, 
boat geometry, local water depth and distance to the shoreline, and 
using the predicted wave properties, calculates an additional shear 
stress that is intermittently applied on the bank face. Like the toe-
erosion sub-model within BSTEM, erosion for the time step is then 
calculated through an excess shear approach based on the critical shear 
stress of the surficial sediments. The erosion rate is integrated with 
respect to time to calculate the average erosion distance. The combined 
model was then successfully applied at 25 sites to predict bank erosion 
over a 15-year period 
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ABSTRACT 
 
The near-bank region of a river, where the streambed and streambank 
meet, is often characterized by large spatial gradients in the river’s 
geometry resulting in complex flow patterns and sediment transport 
rates and directions.  In addition, the grain-size distributions and 
resistance-to-erosion properties of the bed and bank materials can be 
quite different.  These processes result in lateral (bank) erosion rates 
that can be orders of magnitude greater than the rate of vertical 
adjustment of the riverbed. This discrepancy in erosion rates is often 
observed in natural meandering, braided, or anastomosing river systems. 
But, they can also be characteristics of disturbed streams and adversely 
impact floodplain infrastructure and resources, therefore requiring bank 
protection measures or stream corridor restoration. Multi-dimensional 
computer models of river morphodynamics used in stream restoration 
have either neglected or used overly simplified conceptual models of 
riverbank erosion, limiting them to studies of riverine environments 
where banks do not move, small time scales, or rather qualitative 
evaluations of the river’s morphology.  Though, riverbank erosion 
processes are relatively easy to implement into one-dimensional 
computer models, such as the US Department of Agriculture 
CONCEPTS channel evolution model, their incorporation into multi-
dimensional computer models is rather complicated.  Researchers at the 
US Department of Agriculture, University of Pittsburgh, and Electricity 
de France (EDF) have incorporated CONCEPTS’ riverbank erosion 
algorithms into EDF’s TELEMAC-2D/SISYPHE computer models of 
river morphodynamics.  Whereas current multi-dimensional computer 
models use highly simplified bank geometry (e.g., vertical bank) and 
erosion mechanics (e.g., only fluvial erosion), the bank erosion 
simulation of the improved model is based on actual bank geometry 
and bank erosion processes. Further, it is tightly integrated with the 
simulation of river hydrodynamics and sediment transport processes 
using a porosity approach.  The dynamic capabilities of the new model 
are highlighted by applications to the Goodwin Creek, Mississippi. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
To improve the morphodynamic and biodiversity of the Old Rhine 
(France) which is a stable, heavily armoured channel, a project aiming 
at supplying sediment to the bed through bank erosion has been 
initiated by EDF (Electricité de France). This technique consists of 
removing embankment revetment, allowing bank erosion and retreat, 
thus releasing sediment into the riverbed. 
 
This paper presents results of a laboratory modelling study conducted 
for two specific pilot sites. The first one has a groyne field on the left 
(French) bank. On the second pilot site, the river exhibits an alternating 
sequence of pools and shallow riffles with a well-developed gravel bar 
along the left bank. To achieve model similarity, sand material is used 
to represent the prototype bank material in a 1:40 undistorted, Froude 
number complying model. A specific scaling approach for multi-grain 
size mixtures that preserves similarity of initial motion for each grain 
size class and of the bank stability coefficient between the model and 
prototype is used, but strict similarity of the Shields and particle 
Reynolds numbers is ignored. 
 
A strategy devised for the first site consists of two higher, larger island 
groynes that replace the three existing groynes. For the second site, the 
strategy consists of removing the gravel bar from the left side and 
storing the sediment along the right bank. Both methods produce toe 
erosion and failure of the left bank for flow discharges below the mean 
annual flow rate. The field works were implemented for the first site in 
spring 2013, showing promising results. A comprehensive monitoring 
plan, covering both morphological physical parameters and ecological 
indicators, is under progress to confirm relevance and performance of 
the restoration procedure. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Engineered log jam (ELJ) is widely used in the United States for stream 
and watershed restoration projects. Woody structures have a permeable 
body that can significantly reduce local scour; it is economical as the 
materials are locally available, particularly in remote mountain areas; 
ELJ itself becomes natural habitat for aquatic life. The use of ELJs in 
streams, however, introduces concerns with regard to its impact on 
local stream morphology and safety. Design guidelines are often 
lacking.  Laboratory or field study is difficult due to irregular nature of 
many in-stream ELJs. Computational modelling, therefore, becomes an 
attractive alternative. 
 
In this study, a practical, semi-automatic, 3D numerical model is 
developed to simulate complex flow patterns produced by an ELJ 
placed in a laboratory flume. Real large woods are used and placed in a 
large flume so that velocity is measured and available to test and verify 
the numerical model. The ultimate goal is the ability to predict complex 
river flows and morphological changes (scours) induced by in-stream 
ELJ structures. In this presentation, we will outline our model approach 
towards a semi-automatic 3D mesh generation for stream flows. We 
will then describe the 3D numerical method adopted that allows the use 
of arbitrary mesh cell shapes. Preliminary modeling results are 
presented and results are compared with the laboratory flume data. The 
research demonstrates that the developed numerical model is one step 
closer towards a practical 3D modeling tool that may be used for ELJ 
design and analysis in the field by engineers. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Flood risk and resilience assessment have gained increased attention in 
recent years due to substantial flood impacts. However, computational 
efficiency remains a huge challenge for researchers and practitioners 
involved in flood risk modelling, especially for a growing number of 
mega cities. In this paper, a two-dimensional model based on cellular 
automata principles is developed and applied to assess flood risk and 
resilience for the whole London for the Global Innovation Initiative 
(GII) project. This approach was implemented in a parallel 
environment, which enables flood risk/resilience modelling over the 
entire area (1,572 km2) to be undertaken while also considering a large 
number of storm events. The use of the Graphical Processing Unit 
(GPU) approach significantly improves computational performance, 
while achieving required accuracy. Flood risk is calculated as a product 
of the multiple storm events with different maximum flood depths and 
probabilities and flood resilience is calculated using different measures 
based on flood duration and magnitude. Flood simulations were run at a 
5m x 5m resolution, resulting in a total of 62.9 million computational 
cells. The simulation time for the entire London area is about 20.3 
hours (Intel Xeon 3.20GHz, 18GB of main memory and GeForce GTX 
TITAN graphics card with 3072 cores and 12GB of memory). Maps are 
generated to reveal the spatial distribution of flood risk and resilience. 
The results obtained from London provide an in-depth understanding of 
the relationship between risk and resilience and help develop 
appropriate mitigation strategies. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
The nuclear energy situation has become unstable since the recent 
events in Japan's Fukushima power plants. The need for alternate clean 
energies which respect both human and environment is thus growing. 
This paper focuses on improving the integration of existing dams –
which can be viewed as such an alternative– in the natural environment. 
Today, the main concern with dams is the loss of water storage capacity 
due to sediment accumulating in the reservoirs, and the resulting 
downstream ecological degradation. To restore the natural 
characteristics of the downstream reaches and reduce reservoir 
sedimentation, the accumulated sediments are being relocated down 
into the dam's tail water. This process is called sediment supply, and 
has been tested in Japan and other parts of the world. More study is 
required to enhance its effectiveness, and the present research thus 
offers a practical method to assess positive outcomes of sediment 
supply on the downstream ecosystems. 
 
We employed two different models CCHE2D model developed by the 
University of Mississippi, and iRIC platform (International River 
Interface Cooperative) to simulate 2-D riverbed changes. It is shown 
through a 2-D numerical model of Nunome River that sediment supply 
positively influences the river's morphology, by generating riffle-pool 
structures and sand bars. Indeed, these patterns increase the channel's 
global heterogeneity, and create hydraulically favourable habitats for 
fish and its spawning environment. First, bed morphologies induced by 
sediment supply were designed according to field observations and 
aerial photographs, and validated by the 2-D model. Second, habitat 
suitability indexes were established to assess two life stages of fish. The 
first index was based on observations of mature Salmonid habitat 
preferences, and the second described the optimal spawning conditions 
of the Ayu Plecoglossus altivelis. Finally, bed stability was evaluated 
through a Shields analysis of sediment mobility.  
 
The results clearly highlighted the increase of habitat quality in the 
sediment supply-induced morphologies. Additional results showed how 
optimal spawning conditions occurred for higher discharges, and how 
the use of coarser replenished material could improve both bed stability 
and spawning conditions. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Meandering rivers tend to evolve along the floodplain at different 
migration rates during its evolution. These rivers tend to reach a 
dynamic equilibrium condition that provides dominant wavelengths, 
amplitudes, and other planform characteristics, those properties depend 
on flow and sediment discharge, geologic conditions of the valley, and 
other variables such as soil properties, vegetation among others. These 
physiographic features are achieved through erosion of margins in the 
concave curves and deposition of solid material in the convex areas, 
processes that lead to the development of lateral (and longitudinal) 
migration of the river course describing a sort of swept across the 
floodplain producing oxbow lakes at certain temporal and spatial 
frequencies (again based on the dynamic equilibrium concept, a range 
of frequencies are expected for each river). An important range of 
hydraulic engineering problems and scientific unknowns require an 
appropriate description of these morphological processes. 
 
Currently, remote sensing techniques (satellite images of high 
resolution) provides an economical means to address the problem in a 
first level of approximation, and move towards the quantification of 
geometric variables that characterize the type of meandering channel. 
Despite the large number of studies examining the geomorphological 
variables of meandering channels, most of them are based on static 
classification and characterization of meandering rivers. This 
presentation outlines a dynamic classification and characterization of 
meandering rivers where temporal variability is shown to be important 
to understand the behavior of these channels. We have developed a 
MATLAB-based toolbox to perform the characterization of several 
meandering rivers around the world, especially in the Amazon basin. 
We have used Wavelet analysis, filtering techniques and other 
mathematical tools to describe the equilibrium conditions of 
meandering rivers and their interaction with the geology. 
 
KEY WORDS: software; meandering channels; geomorphology; 
migration rates; restoration. 
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ABSTRACT  
 
Estuarial cities are facing three main hydro-metrological threats:  

* storm surges from the sea caused by storm events, 
* fluvial flooding caused by extreme high river discharge, and, 
* pluvial flooding caused by heavy precipitation 

 
which is likely to increase with climate change and resulting sea level 
rise, amplification of storm systems and change of precipitation 
patterns. 
 
The three hydro-metrological threads may be statistically independent 
in some areas (e.g. extratropical areas with comparatively large 
catchment areas), in other areas (e.g. tropical areas influenced by 
typhoons or hurricanes with small catchments) they are caused by 
much the same metrological weather system. 
 
The Elbe estuary is located in the North Germany. The Elbe estuary is 
the approx. 100km long tidal-influenced section of the river Elbe and 
connects the metropolitan region of Hamburg with the North Sea. The 
river Elbe has its source at a height of 1.386 m above mean sea level in 
the Czech Republic and reaches its mouth in the North Sea. The 
catchment area of the Elbe 148.268 km2. Hence, the City of Hamburg is 
threatened by the above mentioned hydro-meteorological events, where 
the generating weather systems are largely independent of each other 
and, therefore, the co-incidence of two or three extreme events forming 
an extraordinary extreme event is rare. Nevertheless, it is not physically 
impossible. 
 
Within this research a platform for the assessment of the flood risk in 
Hamburg is developed and implemented, where : 
 
The formation of vulnerability and risks and interactions between 
processes is being analysed based on historical and recent societal 
decisions influenced by sometimes catastrophic events. 
The formation of hydro-meteorological hazards and the statistics of 
extreme hydro-meteorological events are being analysed as basis for 
holistic risk assessment. 
 
Hydrodynamic–numerical models are being implemented to model the 
formation and the consequences of extreme hydro-meteorological 
events and to forecast storm surges in real time to improve 
preparedness. 
 
Stakeholder involvement is analysed and the awareness and capacity of 

the main stakeholder is being improved. 
 
The research is carried out within the EC-funded research project 
PEARL(www.pearl-fp7.eu). PEARL aims at the development of the 
adaptive holistic risk assessment and management strategies for coastal 
communities, including estuarial cities. The main focus is laid on 
extreme hydro-metrological events. Within PEARL a multidisciplinary 
approach is used integrating social, environmental and technical 
knowledge and experiences. 
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ABSTRACT  
 
While flood risk is evolving as one of the most imminent natural 
hazards and the shift from a reactive decision environment to a 
proactive one sets the basis of the latest thinking in flood management, 
the need to equip decision makers with necessary tools to think about 
and intelligently select options and strategies for flood management is 
becoming ever more pressing. Within this context, the PEARL online 
decision support and stakeholder engagement platform and knowledge 
base is presented as an environment that allows end-users to navigate 
from their observed problem to a selection of possible options and 
interventions worth considering within an intuitive visual web interface 
assisting advanced interactivity. It also allows users to investigate the 
impact of several what-if scenarios of interventions on the risk 
evolution against different hazards while also allowing for a dynamic 
knowledge co-production through community engagement for on-the-
ground problem identification and data crowdsourcing using an 
application called the PEARL Detective. Incorporation of real case 
studies within the PEARL KB enables the extraction of (evidence-
based) lessons from all over the word, while the KB’s collection of 
methods and tools directly supports the optimal selection of suitable 
interventions. The Knowledge-Base also gives access to the PEARL 
KB FRI tool, which is an online tool for resilience assessment at a city 
level available to authorities and citizens. We argue that the PEARL 
toolkit equips authorities with tangible and operational tools that can 
improve strategic and operational flood risk management by assessing 
and eventually increasing resilience, while building towards the 
strengthening of risk governance. The online tools that the PEARL KB 
gives access to, were demonstrated and tested in the city of Rethymno, 
Greece. 
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ABSTRACT  
 
Copula function and Compound Extreme Value Distribution (CEVD) 
were used in this study to calculate the joint probability of significant 
wave height and water level. Comparing with the traditional method, 
the copula function can quantify the correlation between different 
variables. On the other hand, the Compound Extreme Value 
Distribution solves the problem of shortage in samples by the use of the 
typhoon occurrence frequency. This study purposed a new definition 
for the destructive time period by typhoons for a coast with 
considerations of background wave height and swell simultaneously. 
 
This study employed Typhoon Extreme Value Culling Method (TEVC) 
and Wave Height Threshold Culling Method (WHTC) to select data for 
our analysis. The data selected by TEVC needed to be multiplied by 
simulations due to the lack of samples. The joint probabilities of wave 
height and water level obtained by the TEVC as well as WHTC are 
very close. It was found that the result of WHTC is more sensitive to 
the threshold of wave height. The return period calculated by CEVD 
was smaller than copula, while the return period calculated by CEVD is 
similar to that of the traditional method. This study showed that CEVD 
is more suitable than WHTC. 
 
KEY WORDS:  Wave, Storm Surge, Joint probability, Copula, 
Compound Extreme Value Distribution. 
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ABSTRACT  
 
This paper describes the holistic framework which incorporates 
ecosystems services (flood protection, education, art/culture, recreation 
and tourism) for selection and design of multifunctional measures for 
flood resilience. The framework is based on active stakeholder 
participation and it includes four main components: 1) site selection of 
detention facilities, 2) evaluation and selection of the most effective 
flood mitigation measures through hydrodynamic simulations of 1D/2D 
models, 3) identification of multifunctional detention facilities, and 4) 
conceptual landscape design. Application of the framework in the case 
study of Ayutthaya Island, (Thailand) proves that a holistic perspective 
based on ecosystem services values and marshalled through active 
stakeholder participation can capacity be fully gained for successful 
design and implementation of multifunctional green infrastructure in 
areas with mixed land-use. 

 
KEY WORDS: Green infrastructure, ecosystem services, holistic 
framework, flood resilience. 
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ABSTRACT   
 
Millions of inhabitants are living in coastal areas and directly at the 
hinterland. Here, reliable water level and storm surge predictions are 
important for local authorities in these areas to adopt relevant measures 
especially in cases of extreme events or even failure of protection 
infrastructures. Therefore, predictions of water level and real-time 
modelling are often applied. This paper describes an operational 2D-
hydrodynamic-numerical model of the Elbe estuary based on predicted 
water levels of single stations along estuary. This operational model 
achieved to transform local water level prediction data to a 
comprehensive real-time forecast for the next 18 hours. Water level 
results along the entire Elbe estuary of each forecast are visualized and 
are freely available online. 
 
KEY WORDS:  climate change; storm-surge; Elbe estuary; 
hydrodynamic-numerical model; data-assimilation; operational model; 
forecast 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Today several million of inhabitants are living directly in the hinterland 
along the Elbe estuary. For centuries, people protect the hinterland 
against storm surges and flooding with hundred kilometers of flood 
protection infrastructure like dikes or flood protection walls (Fickert et 
al., 2007). Considering climate change impacts, it is expected that 
coastal regions will be exposed to higher probability and duration of 
storm surges (IPCC, 2013). Consequently, flood protection 
infrastructure can be exposed to higher hydrodynamic loads, which 
increases the probability of infrastructure failure. Therefore, it is of 
crucial importance for the responsible authorities to have reliable 
prediction of water levels along the Elbe estuary, especially in case of 
storm surges to adopt possible protection measures. Here, early 
warning systems with real-time simulations are helpful. For this 
purpose, the responsible authority, German Maritime and Hydrographic 
Agency (BSH) provides locally predicted water level up to six days 
based on MOS-Forecasts (Model-Output-Statistics) for several gauges 
along the Elbe estuary (Müller-Navarra et. al, 2012). 
 
This paper describes a development of an interface for real-time water 
level data-assimilation of the BSH-MOS-Forecasts into an operational 
2D-hydrodynamic-numerical model of the Elbe estuary (OEEM). The 
OEEM is set up for a water level forecast of 18 hours with a simulation 
time of approx. 30 minutes. The results of the OEEM are evaluated and 

subsequently presented on a project-based web portal. Aim of the 
OEEM is a free accessible (web-based) real-time early warning system 
for extreme events like storm-surges along the Elbe estuary. 
 
METHODS 
 
Hydrodynamic-numerical model  
 
The operational model of the Elbe estuary is based on the 2D-
hydrodynamic-numerical model (2D-HDN) of the Elbe estuary 
(Shaikh et.al, 2013). This 2D-HDN model has been built up with the 
Kalypso model suite (https://sourceforge.net/projects/kalypso/). The 
simulation of the water levels are carried out with TELEMAC-2D. 
 
The model domain of the 2D-HDN model of the Elbe estuary has a 
length of approx. 144 kilometers and ranges from the weir in 
Geesthacht at Elbe kilometer 586 (upstream) to the mouth of the 
estuary into the North Sea near Cuxhaven at Elbe kilometer 730 (Fig. 
1). The irregular triangulated mesh of the 2D model has about 100.000 
elements and the mesh resolution varies between 3 m² and 400.000 m². 
Fig. 2 gives an impression of the mesh. Structures like groynes and 
proper branches are considered in the 2D-HDN model. 
 

 
Fig. 1  Overview of the model domain of the Elbe estuary from the weir 
in Geesthacht to Cuxhaven 
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Fig. 2  Exemplary impression of the mesh from the 2D-HDN model  
 
The hydrodynamic boundary conditions of the Elbe estuary are 
characterized by the upstream discharge over the weir in Geesthacht 
(measured discharge from gauge Neu Darchau) and the incoming tidal 
wave from the North Sea (measured water level at Cuxhaven). Fig. 3 
shows the boundary conditions used for the calibration, a spring-neap 
cycle in October 2006.  
 
A calibration compares measured data with the model calculations. 
Adjustments of the model configuration are necessary during a 
calibration until satisfactory agreement between the measured and the 
modeled values is ensured by the model. The 2D-HDN model has been 
calibrated with focus on the hydrodynamical characteristics (water level 
and velocities). Fig. 4 gives an overview of the calibration points along 
the Elbe estuary. Exemplary results of the calibration are shown in Fig. 
5 for water levels and velocities. 
 
Water levels as well as velocities present a good agreement between 
measurement and simulation. Differences are in the range of few 
decimeters for water levels respectively centimeters per seconds for 
velocities and therefor in an acceptable range for hydrodynamic 
simulations. Hence, the 2D-HDN model of the Elbe estuary gives 
plausible results for hydrodynamic purposes and the model has the 
quality needed to be used as a basis for the further purpose of the 
operational model. 
 

 
Fig. 3  Hydrodynamic boundary conditions of the Elbe estuary for the 
calibration period 

 
Fig. 4  Overview of the calibration stations for water level and 
velocities along the Elbe estuary 
 

 
Fig. 5  Measured and simulated water levels (above) and velocities 
(below) 
 
Data integration and assimilation of the OEEM 
 
The BSH provides water level forecasts for the next 6 days at nine 
stations along the Elbe estuary. The forecasts are updated approx. every 
15 minutes. These water level predictions, knowns as MOS-data 
(Model Output Statistic), are based on numerical and statistical analysis 
(e.g.: Müller-Navarra et. al, 2012). 
 
Focus of this research work is the extension of the local water level 
predictions into an area-wide and comprehensive real-time water level 
forecast model with assimilation of boundary conditions along the river 
and not only the outer boundaries. Division of the whole 2D-HDN 
model of the Elbe estuary in three sub-models has achieved this 
purpose (Fig. 6). Each sub-model has two boundaries (up- and 
downstream) located at a MOS-station to assimilate and integrate the 
water level prediction into the sub-model. That is a mandatory 
requirement to run each sub-model independently in serial for a MOS 
water level forecast period. 
 
Furthermore, a required condition for the division of the model is that 
each sub-model has at least one MOS-station in the middle of the sub-
model to verify the prediction by comparing the prediction of the OEEM 
with the MOS prediction and the actually measured water level.  
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Additionally, sub-model 1 gets its upstream boundary condition at 
Geesthacht, measured discharge from the gauge Neu Darchau. After a 
successful forecast-run of sub-model 1, the calculated discharge at the 
downstream boundary will be assimilated together with the predicted 
water level (MOS) to the upstream boundary of sub-model 2 for 
simulation of the water levels carried out with this sub-model for the 
same forecast period. The same procedure is applied to sub-model 3. 
After a forecast-run of sub-model 2, the calculated discharge will be 
assimilated together with the predicted water level at the upstream 
boundary of sub-model 3 for the following run for the same forecast 
period. 
 
After finishing the forecast runs of each sub-model, the results of the 
calculated water levels will be analyzed in a separated process. The 
results of all three runs will be summarized and committed to the 
results data base. Finally, summarized results are stored and processed 
in the geodatabase for visualization and providing them as map service 
for the entire model domain of the Elbe estuary with the actual 
simulation (forecast) period. 
 

 
Fig. 6  Sub-models of the operational Elbe estuary model (OEEM) and 
the MOS-stations. 
 
Structure of the processes and handling the data of the 
OEEM  
 
The developed operational model of the Elbe estuary assimilates 
external data from BSH. Finally, the calculated and analyzed water 
level are visualized on a web portal at the end of each forecast run. For 
this, an internal scheduler organizes three different independent 
processes (Fig. 7). 
 
Approximately every 15 minutes predicted water level for the next six 
days is updated for all MOS stations along the Elbe estuary. Therefore, 
MOS data are imported continuously from the external BSH-Server to 
the internal TUHH server. Within this process, data conversion and 
preparation takes place and the predicted water level data is stored as 
continuous time series in the local database (Fig. 7, blue strand). 
 
The following independent process organized by the scheduler is the 
data pre-processing and the simulation of the operational model (Fig. 7, 
green strand). The operational model runs as described above in serial 
with three sub-models and calculates water level for the next 18 hours. 
Successively, pre-processed water level data is transferred from local 
database as liquid boundary to the numerical sub-models. Further, after 
each simulation of sub-model 1 and 2, the calculated discharge at their 

downstream boundary has to be transferred as an additional boundary at 
the upstream boundary of sub-model 2 and 3 respectively. Finally, after 
the simulation of each sub-model is finished the results of the sub-
models are transferred to a geodatabase. The final processing of results 
will be done in the Result-geodatabase. Here, the FE-elements as well 
as the mesh nodes from the HDN-Model are converted for every time 
step to geo-features and merged into layers for the entire Elbe estuary. 
Water level of each time step for the whole Elbe estuary are visualized 
on a webpage. Additionally, the water level of the forecast period are 
shown as a hydrograph by clicking on the map. Visualization is 
refreshed after each successful simulation of the OEEM. 
 
Furthermore, the height of water level is analyzed (Fig. 7, yellow 
strand). In case that the calculated water level reach a defined critical 
height, it is categorized as threat in three categories. In the current state 
of work, the height of water level is visualized with a signal color. Here, 
the definition and coloring of critical water level is according to the 
definition of storm surges along the Elbe estuary: storm surge (yellow 
colored), heavy storm surge (orange colored) and very heavy storm 
surge (red colored). In Further steps, a potential failure of the protection 
infrastructure will be analyzed. Finally, in case of a failure a restart of 
specific areas e.g. hinterland flooding due to a dike breach can be added 
to the operational model.  
 

 
Fig. 7  Flowchart of the different independent processes of the OEEM. 
 
In addition to the flowchart of the different processes for the 
operational model (Fig. 7), Fig. 8 shows, referring to the processes, the 
continuous handling of the MOS water level data. In a first step, the 
water level data (MOS) is supplied from the external server and stored 
into the local database. Afterwards, predicted water level data is pre-
processed for the simulation of the operational numerical model. Then, 
results of the calculated water level by the OEEM will be committed to 
the geodatabase. Last step of handling the data is the analysis of the 
water level results. Here, a categorization of threat occurred and will be 
transferred to the alert database. 
 

 
Fig. 8  Flowchart of the data handling referring to the processes  
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RESULTS 
 
This chapter presents the current results of the OEEM. First, 
verification of the operation model is presented followed by the web-
based visualization of the operational model. 
 
Verification of the operational model of the Elbe estuary 
 
After each run of the OEEM, water level results of the next 18 hours 
are presented. Each run of the OEEM starts without an initial condition. 
Therefore, after approx. 6 hours the model reaches a plausible initial 
condition and the following 18 hours will be analyzed and visualized.  
 
Fig. 9 shows for one forecast-run exemplary a comparison of water 
levels calculated by the OEEM with the predicted water level and 
measured water level. In General, the course of water level calculated 
by the operational model is plausible and represents the realistic 
situation very well. Furthermore, the high tide values (Tab. 1, marked 
with black arrows in Fig. 9) shows that, the comparison of the results of 
the operational model with the predicted and measured water level are 
not uniform but qualitative satisfactory. The deviations of the different 
water levels are in the range of few centimeters. Nevertheless, a long-
term and statistically analyzed verification of the OEEM at each 
verification station (Fig. 6, blue cross) is essential and necessary to give 
a reliable statement of the quality and uncertainty of the results of the 
OEEM in comparison with predicted (MOS) and measured data.  
 

 
Fig. 9  Comparison of water level based on the OEEM (blue), predicted 
by MOS (red) and measured (black) at the gauges Brunsbüttel (A), 
Hamburg (B) and Zollenspieker (C) 
 
Table 1  High tide water level values at the three stations calculated by 
the OEEM, predicted (MOS) and measured  

 High Tide [NHN + m] 
Gauge MOS 

(predicted) 
OEEM 

(predicted) 
measured 

Brunsbüttel (A.) 1,18 1,18 1,20 
HH- St.Pauli (B.) 1,84 1,70 1,88 
Zollenspieker (C.) 1,85 2,08 2,11 

Web based visualization of calculated water level by the OEEM 
 
Main goal of this research work is, to provide a free-available web-
based access of the results of the OEEM. Water level results of each 
forecast run are visualized on a webpage. Fig. 10 shows an exemplary 
view, based on a post operational run of a storm surge. Each forecast 
run represents water level for the next 18 hours. The forecast period 
and the current time are displayed in the header of the webpage and is 
updated after each forecast run. Water level heights are differentiated 
by a blue color scale. If the water level reach a critical level according 
to the storm surge definition of the Elbe estuary, water level will be 
colored in yellow (storm surge), orange (heavy storm surge) or red 
(very heavy storm surge). Additionally, the water level hydrographs of 
the gauges Cuxhaven, Hamburg-St. Pauli and Geesthacht are 
permanent displayed on the webpage as reference hydrographs.  
 

 
Fig. 10  Online-Visualization of the water level results of the 
operational model of the Elbe estuary  
 
Furthermore, by selecting a specific point in the Elbe estuary, water 
level popes up for the selected point at selected time. Additionally, the 
portal provides the functionality of visualizing of the water level of the 
selected point as a hydrograph or in a table as well as the download of 
the predicted water level (Fig. 11). 
 

 
Fig. 11  Visualization of a water level hydrograph for a selected point  
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
In time of climate change and the associated increase of hydrodynamic 
loads e.g. higher water levels or storm surges, reliable predictions of 
water level are very important for local authorities in coastal areas. 
Here, early warning system and real-time simulations are applied.  
 
The German Maritime and Hydrographic Agency (BSH) provides 
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predicted water level (MOS-data) at several locations which are 
downloaded from the external BSH-server to the local database and 
pre-processed continuously and automatically. 
 
Based on a calibrated 2D-HDN model of the Elbe estuary, the 
pointwise available predicted water level has been extended to the 
entire area of the Elbe estuary. This type of data assimilation has been 
achieved by dividing the model in sub-models. Each sub-model 
assimilates predicted water level and runs in serial by transferring 
results from the previous sub-model to the next sub-model. The 
developed operational model of the Elbe estuary (OEEM) simulate 
approximately every 20 minutes an updated forecast for the next 18 
hours. Water level results, calculated by the operational model, are 
visualized on a website for the entire forecast area. In cases of storm-
surges, water levels are colored in yellow (storm surge), orange (heavy 
storm surge) or red (very heavy storm surge). 
 
First analysis and verification of the water level results of the OEEM in 
comparison with the predicted water level MOS data and measured 
water level are in general plausible and represent the course of water 
level and tide satisfactory. 
 
Next steps are long-term analyses and verifications to give statistical 
reliable statements of the quality and uncertainties of the operational 
model. Continual amendments and changes of the model domain will 
be done, for example the update of the current bathymetry. 
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ABSTRACT  
 
To mitigate the sediment disasters by soft approaches such as early 
warning or hazard maps, model simulation predicting the shallow land 
slide is an essential tool. However, conventional models have 
limitations in simulating widely distributed landslides (e.g., landslide in 
Izu-oshima, 2013, landslides in Hiroshima City, 2014, Japan). To 
overcome the limitation, we developed a simulation model based on 
stream-tube topographical division model, predicting timing of 
landslide occurrence and amount of landslide mass acculately, and 
applied the model to the landslide event in Izu-oshima, 2013. Simulated 
results show that the model appropriately pointed out the positions of 
landslides at acculate timing, comparing to the actual landslide scars 
obtained by field investigation. The model will be verified by 
simulating other widely distributed landslide site (such as Hiroshima 
landslide, 2014). 
 
 
KEY WORDS: widely distributed landslides, stream-tube, critical 
slipsurface, slope stability analysis 
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ABSTRACT  
 
Predicting deep-seated landslides is important because they not only 
cause enormous damage at the time of occurrence, but also have long-
term impacts on the downstream area by supplying of large amounts of 
unstable sediment (Gostelow, 1996). Recently, it has become possible 
to predict sites with the highest risk of deep-seated landslides using 
detailed terrain data. In Taiwan, more than 400 at-risk sites were 
defined using detailed terrain data collected in 2005. These were 
concentrated in a small region in north-central, south-central, and 
south-eastern Taiwan. Most of the 42 places where deep-seated 
landslides have occurred since 2005 were in this extracted sites. This 
effort to narrowly define the area at risk of deep-seated landslides has 
been successful. 
 
Water quality data of streams have the potential to solve this problem. 
Jitouzono et al. (2006) reported that the electrical conductivity (EC) of 
stream water in areas at risk of deep-seated landslides was higher than 
in nearby streams. They suggested that a flow path through deep 
bedrock developed with the growth of the slip surface. If this result can 

be generalized, it may facilitate the prediction of which sites within the 
high-risk region present the most immediate threat of a deep-seated 
landslide. 
 
This presentation is a preliminary stage of the project, wherein we aim 
to clarify whether there was a specific water quality trend in this area 
using a water quality survey. 
 
The finding that springs had higher SiO2 values than stream water 
suggests that EC and SiO2 represented the flow path in this area. The 
lack of a clear influence from the density of high-risk sites on the EC–
SiO2 relationship suggests that natural variability in the flow path is 
greater than the variability due to the density of landslide risk areas. It 
does not deny the possibility of extracting more high-risk areas using 
water quality data. However, it suggests we need to be careful to 
conduct the extraction.  
 
KEY WORDS:  Deep-seated landslide, water chemistry, stream water 
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ABSTRACT  
 
Early warning system against sediment related disaster caused by 
deep- seated rapid landslide has been operated using exclusively 
rainfall data in Japan. Rainfall threshold from which we judge disaster 
risk is high is set based on past events relating to shallow landsides, so 
the effectiveness of the system is sometimes skeptical for deep-seated 
rapid landslide. For example, there was long time lag (1 and a half 
day – 2 and a half day) between the warning and the occurrence of 
deep-seated rapid landslides by Typhoon Talas, 2011 in Kii peninsula, 
Japan and evacuation was not executed adequately. However, it was 
recognized that there were sediment runoff until the occurrence of the 
landslides. We assume this will be a signal of deep-seated rapid 
landslide. Thus, it is important to consider not only rainfall but also 
sediment transport phenomena to operate warning system. 
 
The aim of this study was to verify the effectiveness of sediment 
transport observation at upstream of a river on detecting temporal 
change of deep-seated rapid landslide susceptibility. We conducted 
debris flow monitoring using CCTV camera, bed load monitoring 
using hydrophone and water depth monitoring using water-level gauge, 
simultaneously. The observation was carried on in Yotagiri River 
basin, Japan. CCTV camera has been installed in a tributary of 
Yotagiri River (Onborosawa creek). Hydrophone and water-level 
gauge have been built in a check dam situated at the downstream of 
Yotagiri River. 
 
We compared the difference between the observed data taken when debris 
flows occurred in Onborosawa creek and that taken during no debris flow event 
(Figure 1). There were two characteristics; first, temporal variation of bed load 
transport rate synchronized with that of water depth during no debris flow 
event. Second, when debris flows occurred, temporal variation of bed load 
transport rate synchronized with that of water depth during the early part of 
flooding, but bed load transport rate was still high after flood peak was 
recorded. Combined with sediment transport observation device such as 
hydrophone, it is expected to design real-time warning system to indicate 
urgency of deep-seated rapid landslide. 
 
KEY WORDS: deep-seated rapid landslide, Bed load, Hydrophone, 
Real-time warning system. 
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ABSTRACT  
 
After Typhoon Morakot in 2009, the sediment deposition in 
TsengWen Reservoir increased greatly due to the severe landslides in 
upstream watershed. The water resources supply has been facing a 
stern challenge in recent years. Therefore, it is crucial for reservoir 
operation to quantitatively estimate the sediment yield in upstream 
watershed. The measurement results from the Tseng-Wen Reservoir 
storage capacity, Typhoon Morakot caused by siltation of sediment in 
the reservoir up to 9000 m3. According to the results of sediment 
budget model (SBM) numerical simulations show, of which 60% 
comes from the mainstream of the river upstream catchment; 
remaining 40% is from the catchment area surrounding the reservoir. 
In addition to the estimation method of numerical simulation 
technology, this project uses airborne LiDAR (LiDAR, Light 
Detection And Ranging) to produce 1 meter resolution digital terrain 
model of the Tseng-Wen Reservoir watershed topographic variation. 
Through digital terrain analysis methods to estimate sediment 
production, transport and accumulation amount of catchment areas, to 
understand the latent potential catchment sediment disaster area, and 
then draw up watershed conservation management strategy. 
 
 
KEY WORDS:Sediment Budget, LiDAR, DEM, Tseng-wen 
Reservoir 
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ABSTRACT  
 
For regional flood prevention and response, an effective flood 
emergency operation center is crucial for the regulators and managers 
responsible for planning and coordinating a community’s preparedness, 
response and recovery efforts. However, a flood emergency operation 
center, which has empirically documented links between data bases of 
hydro information, real-time inundation models and a flood decision-
making system, is rare for local governments. Therefore, the aim of this 
article is to explore how hydro information, real-time inundation 
models and a flood decision-making system can be integrated to 
improve the efficiency of flood emergency operation centers. This 
research involved a case study, namely a local government located in 
southern Taiwan that suffered a severe flood disaster in 2010 and 
cooperated with the Disaster Prevention Research Center of National 
Cheng Kung University (NCKU) to plan and set up a modern flood 
emergency operation center. Various information techniques are used 
in the system including Google techniques (Google File System, 
MapReduce and Google BigTable), GIS (Geographic Information 
System), the Physiographic Inundation Model and Microsoft Silverlight. 
Results of this study provide solutions to problems associated with 
emergency situations, i.e., inadequate evacuation guidelines for people, 
incomplete geographical information for relief workers, and insufficient 
on-site information for disaster managers. 
 
KEY WORDS: Real-time inundation model, emergency and response 
center 
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